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PREFACE

This work on the Bantu and Semi-Bantu languages, of which the first volume is

now pubhshed, was commenced about seven years ago, in pursuance of a plan determined

—as related in the text—very much earlier in my life. It was already beginning to be

printed in 1914, when the War broke out. The effect of the War on the Clarendon

Press, as on most other printing establishments, was greatly to delay the setting up in

type ; at the same time, the indirect results of the War increased the material at my dis-

posal and constrained me to write a longer and more comprehensive work than that

which had been originally contemplated : for the campaigns in Africa took place for the

most part in countries containing Bantu and Semi-Bantu languages, with the result that

many vocabularies were supplied, and thus some languages were brought to light that

were previously unknown.

It has been thought best to publish the first portion of this work on its completion.

The second part, an analysis and comparison of the phonology and word-roots, and

a comparative examination of the syntax of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu languages,

together with the conclusions to be derived from this evidence, is also finished ; but its

printing and publication must await some relaxation in the present stress.

The work has grown to such dimensions that I have to economize space and paper

as much as possible. Therefore I must ask to be excused from tendering in detail my
thanks and obligations to my numerous helpers, both living and dead. In a way, this

acknowledgement is achieved by the very full Bibliography at the end of this volume,

and I trust in that not to have omitted the name of any contributor of information. Of

the personages in the past whose work has prompted this comparative study of two

related language families of Western and Central Africa, there are five whom I should

like specially to mention in a dedicatory sense : the Rev. Sigismund Koelle, the Agent

of the Church of England Missionary Society, who composed the famous Polyglotta

Africana and other studies of African languages at Sierra Leone between 1848 and 1854 ;

Wilhelm Heinrich Immanuel Bleek, the Librarian of the Grey Library at Capetown, the

real originator of Bantu studies ; Edward Steere, Bishop of Zanzibar, and author of many

works on the East African Bantu ; the Rev. W. H. Stapleton, of the Baptist Missionary

Society on the Congo ; and A. C. Madan, M.A., Student of Christ Church, Oxford, who
has done so much to increase our knowledge of the East and South-central Bantu

languages and of the Bantu syntax in general. It was mainly due to Mr. Madan's
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intercession that the present work finally took shape and achieved publication ; and

I have deeply regretted the fact that he has died (August 1917) before he could see

it in a completed form.

I also desire to tender my thanks to the British South Africa Company, Chartered

and Limited, for the efforts made by its London Direction and its employes in South-

central Africa to record hitherto quite unknown languages for the purpose of this book
;

and to the French Government and His Majesty's former Ambassador in Paris, Viscount

Bertie of Thame, for the facilities accorded to me in 1915 to visit the camps and hospitals of

the ' Senegalese ' soldiers in France. This assemblage of negroes from all parts of French

West and West-central Africa was a singularly fortunate circumstance, inasmuch as it

enabled me not only to get an increased acquaintance with the Semi-Bantu languages,

but at the same time to check the accuracy of Sigismund Koelle's invaluable vocabularies

which were transcribed sixty to seventy years ago at Sien-a Leone, from freed slaves

arriving there from all parts of West and Central Africa.

I hope circumstances may permit of this study of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu

languages being published in its entirety while lam still able to correct the proofs, and

while most of my numerous helpers are alive to appreciate the results of their collaboration.

H. H. JOHNSTON.

Poling,

April 1 91 9.
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ERRATA ET ADDENDA
The printing of the first portions of this work began in 1914, and the correction of the proofs was

somewhat interfered with by the author's absence in America, and later on in France. A few errors,

therefore, escaped his notice in the eariier chapters till after the printing-off had taken place ; or some-

times words or phrases became erroneous on the receipt of further information from Africa.

Also, during the printing of this book, much new material has been received, dealing more especially

with the Konjco (No. i) and other Nyanza tongues ; withTaita (14), Nika (16), Caga Dialects (17-176),

^ambala (19), Zig^ula (20), Swahili (21-21 g), Peogorco (28), Kidonde or Kimawanda (33 a), North

Ifgindco (55n), Makua (56), North Kuanyama or Humbe (91a), Kuvale (92 b), ODlundombe (93),

Sumbi (94b), Songco (97), Minungco (112a), Hcolco (113), Mpama (167), Batende (l68a), and

Kiwumbu (177).

It has been thought more convenient to give the mass of the addenda and corrections at the end of

the Vocabularies, the greater part of which were in print before this additional information was received
;

and only to insert in the preliminary pages a correction of the errata in the earlier work. But readers

specially interested in the languages above cited are advised in studying them not only to take note of

the correction of errata here given, but of the additional information at the end of the book ; and students

who wish to have before their eyes, without turning 'to the beginning or end of the volume, as complete

a conspectus of the Bantu languages as can be produced at the present time, might insert with the pen

the additions to and corrections of the Vocabularies in the apJ)ropriate places.

On pages 3, 5, 6, 13, and 14, and wherever else the word occurs, for ' pcosa ' read ' posa '.

On page 7, and wherever else it occurs, for ' Herero' read ' Herero) '.

At the bottom of page 14 should be added this sentence :
' and of the Semi-Bantu of Senegambia and

Nigeria'.

In the foot-note to page 16 a hyphen is missing in ' Tatoga-und-Irakuleute'

.

On page 17, in line 5, insert the word ' one ' after ' differing '.

On page 19, line 20, 'preprefix' must be substituted for 'prefix'. In line 34, instead of ' Class 6,

its plural ', substitute :
' Class 6, apart from being the plural of Class 5 '. In line 37, instead of ' Classes

9 and 10 were ', read ' Classes 9 and 10 are'. In line 39, instead of 'Classes 12 and 13 were ', read
' Classes 12 and 13 are ', and instead of ' Class 13 (Ka-) could ', read ' Class 13 (Ka-) can '. In line 40,

after ' Class 14 (Bu-) ', change 'was' to 'is'; and in line 41, 'Class ij was' should read 'Class 15

(Ku-) is '.

On page 20, in line i, the words ' but was ' should read ' but is '. In line 2, ' Class 16 represented '

should be ' Class 16 represents ' ; in line 3, change ' had ' and ' meant ' to ' has' and ' means
' ; in line 4,

change ' existed, were ' into ' exist, are '. In line 5, for the word ' certainly ' read ' first quinary and then '.

In line 17, after 'No changes', insert the words 'in sense '. In hne 19, after 'prepositions, and ', insert

the word ' perhaps '.

On page 22, line 5, instead of the words ' The Fula', read ' The Semi-Bantu, the Fula ', and in line 6,

after ' Wolof ', strike out the following words, ' the Temne '. In the footnote, line 7, strike out ' Temne ',

and after ' Bantu ' insert ' Semi-Bantu '. At the end of line 9, instead of ' Sudanese ' read ' Sudanic '.

On page 25, in line 3, after 'fusion ' insert the words ' some of.

On page 26, line 4, instead of ' akin ' read ' related '.



X ERRATA ET ADDENDA
On page 27, in line 4, for ' dates ' read ' date '. At the end of line 14, instead of ' And here ' read

' And hence '. In line 25, instead of ' Africa has been a long process in unwritten history and cannot be

compressed, &c. ', read • Africa has not been a long process in unwritten history and can be compressed,

&c. '.

On page 29, at the end of line 5, the letter a should be deleted from ' defecations ', which word should

read ' defections ' In line 33, instead of ' Bantu languages which ' read ' Bantu languages that '.

On page 30, in line 8, the first two equivalents of ' hair ' should be rendered -wale, -wili, and not

•bale, -bill. In line 17, among the word-roots for 'blood ' should be inserted -kila (after -rupa).

On page 31a table is given of the original 19 prefixes of the Bantu languages. It should be premised

that this is the full list of prefixes with concord particles or answering pronouns. But in addition there

are now known to be five or more other prefixes—locatives, or indicative of sex or honorability. These,

however, are withoict concords.

On page 32, line 4, ' m- before a nasal' should read ' m- before a labial '.

On page 36, in line 9, the simple vowel system of Old Bantu should read :"
'—o, a, e, I, u, and

perhaps Q>
—

'.

On page 39, in the Title of Chapter III, the number of Bantu languages and dialects should be

enlarged from ' 276 ' to ' 366
'

; and of Semi-Bantu languages and dialects from ' 24 ' to ' 87 '. Similarly,

on page 42, in the last paragraph but one and in the footnote, the figures 276 (total number of Bantu and

Semi-Bantu languages and dialects) should be changed to '366, of which about 360 are illustrated '.

On page 43, n the list of Bantu language Groups, P should stand for ' THE SOUTH NYASA-
LAND LANGUAGES', Q for 'THE SOUTHERN RHODESIA-PUNGWE-SABI LANGUAGES',
and R for 'THE ^ENGWE-RONGA LANGUAGES'.

On page 44, 2nd paragraph, the Groups of the Semi-Bantu Languages should be rendered thus :

Group A. (S-B.). The Cameroons-Cross River Languages.

B. (S-B.). The Northern Cross River Basin Languages.

C. (S-B.). The South-west Benue Languages.

D. (S-B.). The Southern Benue Languages.

E. (S-B.). The Central Benue Languages.

F. (S-B.). The South-west Bauci Languages.

G. (S-B.). The Central Bauci Languages.

H. (S-B.). The Kaduna Basin (Central Nigeria) Languages.

I. (S-B.). The Twgcoland Languages.

J. (S-B.). The Southern Sierra Leone Languages.

K. (S-B.). The South Guinea Languages.

L. (S-B.). The Nalu Language.

M. (S-B.). The North Guinea Languages.

N. (S-B.). The Upper Gambia Language.

Page 85. In the prefixes, &c., of Lu-Masaba and Lu-konde, among the forms of the 5th prefix Ki-

is erroneously given. It should read Ri-.

Page 100, col. 16, the root for ' Ear ' should read Sikirco.

Page 100, cols. 14, 15, 16, opp. ' Fire ', render the words Modco, Mco-tw, M(i>hco as JVI-odco, M-otco,

and M-ohto.

Page loi, col. 12, opp. 'Frog ', for C-ua read Cua.

Page loi, col. 14, opp. ' Foot', for Su-aiyo read Lu-aiyo.

Page 105, col. 16, opp. ' Thorn ', for D-zala-g-umba read Dzala-gumba.

Page 106, col. 13, opp. 'Wood', the root should be spelt -kuni, -khuni, not -kumi, -khumi.

Page no, col. 14, opp. ' Inside ', for -a n-danji read -a n-denyi.

Page 113. The alternative name of the principal Caga dialect should be Mco^i, not Musi.

Page 114, col. 20, opp. 'Bull', for N-jaka read N-jeku.

(Page 140. The concords of the 4th Class of prefixes in Swahili and Swahili dialects should be stated

as mi-, -ni, -i-), not (m-, mu-, i-).

Page 153, last paragraph, for ' Lake Manyasa' read 'Lake Manyara'.

Page 198, col. 17. The word Ily-enza should be opposite ' Egg' and not ' Ear '.

Page 228, col. 54. opp. ' Stone '. for Li-gofiga read Li-ganga.
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Page 231, col. 54, opp. ' This, these ', the demonstrative of the i6th Class should read Apa, not OOpa
Page 237, col. 61 a, opp. ' Cloth ', for N-garu read N-saru.

Page 315, col. 76, opp. 'Sit, remain, &c. ', instead of -plaza read -slara.

Page 350. The beginning of 4th footnote should run :
' This language in different dialects is, &r'c.\

Page 353, col. 92, opp. ' Fear ', for (jOn-uma read OL)u-coma.

Page 355. In the English column, ' Man, vir.' is missing opp. to Oimu-rumendii.

Page 359. The word for ' Nine ' in col. 94 is perhaps better spelt E-cia, E-cieha ; and for ' Hundred

'

(O-cita. In col. 92 the roots for ' Hundred ' may be -tyita and Cita, instead of -ta.

Page 365. The last paragraph should read :
' 94. Umbundu is spoken in the Benguela and Bai-

lundco districts of southern Angola, north of 14° 30' South latitude, south of the Kuvto river, and of 1
1° 30'

South latitude; and west of the Upper Kwanza river.'

Page 377. The definition of the area of the Kisama language (95) should be limited on the south by
the Kuvco river.

Page 410. Last paragraph, the close of the definition of the area of 108-108 a should read, ' West ot

the Upper Lcomami, south of the Lubefu, and east of the Sankuru '.

Page 553. In list of titles for ' 177. Ki-wurabeo' read ' 177. Ki-wumbu ', and Ki-wumbu likewise

on page 564.

Page 606, col. 204, opp. ' Fire ', the figure ^ which refers to the footnote should be removed from

li-didi and placed after 'a //re', which concludes the sentence in brackets. And in the answering foot-

note ' Mote-mote ' the two vowels o should be stressed o.

Page 675, opp. ' Child', cols. 230-231, after Ma-nku insert Mu-pie (231).

Page 690, col. 230, 231, opp: ' Nine', the whole passage of equivalents for ' Nine' should be rendered

thus

:

Li-vojeo.

Bcoco (230 b, 230 g).

Sipo (230 i).

Vua.
pibco (230 c)-

M-bu, PfciKO (230J).

Bo, Beeo (230 d).

I-fi(23of).

Ve, Be, Bemi.
Tsianucd (231).

•

Page 696, seventh line from bottom, at the end of line an 'a' should follow ' indicate '.

Page 698, in the hst of languages, the line beginning ' (238. Olultomto. See Appendix, &c.' should

read ' (238. Olulcomo). 238 a. Ikom. See Appendix) '.

Page 705, col. 244, opp. ' Thigh ', U-nau should be corrected to U-nau.
Page 715, third line from bottom, ' Kwco-Ibto ' river should be spelt ' Kwo-Ibuo '.

Page 5, thirteenth line from bottom of last paragraph, for ' Lewis Grant's ' read ' Lewis Grout's '.

Page 6, tenth line from bottom of last paragraph, for ' Ba-yeiyi ' read ' Ba-yeiye '.

Page 7, fifteenth line from top, for -ti read -li.

Page 10, fifteenth line from top, for 'Sudanese' read 'Sudanic', and tenth line from bottom, for
' C. Hermann ' read ' C. Herrmann '.

Page II, fourteenth line from top, after ' Lutheran ' insert ' pastor and '.

Page 12, twenty-first line from top, for ' Dr. Eduard Sachau ' read ' P. Hendle ' ; and on p. 791, par.

28, instead of ' Prof. ' insert ' P. Hendle, edited by '.

Page 29, one line from bottom, for ' two hundred and seventy-six ' read ' three hundred and sixty-six '.

Page 33, three lines from top, for ' consonantal ' read ' substantival '.

Page 37, eight lines from top, after 'twenty-six' insert 'main '.

Page 378, and again on page 803. In the summary of titles at the commencement of the Vocahiu-
laries on p 378, and again in the bibliography on p. 803, Ki-yombe or Ci-luangco should be numbered
102, Ki-vili or Ki-vumbu or Lu-wumbu (N.Luangco) 103, and Ki-Iumboj of Ma.ywnba, 103 a, conform-
ably with the Vocabularies.

Page 792, par. 33, delete 'preliminary Corrigenda et'

Page 798. In the paragraph numbered 76, the name ' Elmsley ' should be spelt ' Elmslie '.

Page 815, twelfth line from bottom, for ' Sengalese ' read ' Senegalese '

Sep/. 1919, face p. x.





CHAPTER I

A HISTORY OF RESEARCH INTO THE BANTU LANGUAGES

Outside the range of the Semitic and Hamitic families of languages, as represented by Arabic

and Amharic, the first types of African speech to attract the attention of Europeans and to be

written down by them were members of the widespread BANTU group ; an association of tongues

as closely interrelated as clear-cut and unmistakable in their peculiar characteristics as the Aryan,

the Semitic, or the Malay families of speech. The Bantu languages of the central prolongation of

Africa were of course totally unknown to the Graeco-Roman civilization of the Mediterranean, the

cultured minds of which may just have been able to perceive (if they collected and collated the

evidence of travellers) that beside the recognized types of Hamitic and Semitic languages of north

and north-east Africa there were the tongues of the Nilotic negroes, of the Nubians, of the Tibu

(Garamantes), and of the Fula and Wolof negroids on the Atlantic coast of the Sahara and along

the banks of the Senegal river. And although we may assume on fairly sufficient evidence that

the Arabian trading-cities of the Yaman and Hadramaut coasts had founded depots for commerce on

the Equatorial East African littoral as early as the commencement of the Christian Era (if not

before), and had likewise got into touch with the north end of Madagascar and theKomoroo Islands,

it is more probable that in those days—eighteen hundred to two thousand years ago—there were no

Bantu-speaking negroes on the east coast of Africa. Consequently, though the merchants of south-

west Arabia, who acted as important intermediaries in the Indian trade with the Roman Empire in

Egypt, may have conveyed slaves from the Zafigian coasts and islands to Egyptian slave-markets, it

is doubtful whether these brought with them any Bantu syllables into the medley of tongues talked

in the Mediterranean basin.

But not long after Arab and Bantu first -met on the east and south-east littoral of Africa there

seems to have been a greater fusion of interests between them than between Arab and Kushite

(Gala and Somali). The Arabs took up the stock language of the Zafigian group somewhere on the

coast between the Pangani or Rufu river and the Ruvuma and turned it into the Swahili tongue of

commerce that we know so well at the present day— the easiest and most widely spread of the

Bantu languages.

When the Portuguese rounded Cape Verde and reached the mouth of the Congo during the

second half of the fifteenth century, they nowhere found a native language (excepting, of course,

North African Arabic) sufficiently easy of pronunciation or simple in structure to be used as

a medium of instruction and intercommunication, until they reached Bantu Africa. Their

missionaries soon began to learn Kipi-kongaj and a little later the Mbundu speech of Angola. Kipi-

korigco words are given in Pigafetta's description of the Portuguese Congo explorations published in

1591. Kipi-koiigci) was committed to writing and to print (in the form of a treatise on Christian

doctrine) as early as 1624 by a Jesuit (Portuguese) missionary ; and a Grammar (see Bibliography

in Chapter IV) by an Itahan missionary was published at Rome in 1659. Kimbundu of Arigola was
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illustrated by Italian missionaries in 1642 and 1661 ; and a Grammar of Kimbundu (by Diaz) was
printed at Lisbon in 1697. A study of Luango) and KakoiigM was carried out in the eighteenth

century by French missionaries, such as the Abbe Proyart.

As early as 1505, but chiefly between the middle of the sixteenth century and 1760, Portuguese

soldier-explorers and missionaries put into their writings numerous phrases of two East African

Bantu tongues: Karafia {' Mocaranga ') and Swahili. The amount of the first-named language

which can be gleaned from these early records of Portuguese expeditions in Zambezia and on the

Scofala coast is considerable, and has been conveniently collected for me by Mr. R. W. Hall, the

Warden of Zimbabwe. Though carelessly transcribed by these sixteenth-century Portuguese, with

little regard for grammar or plural prefixes, it is nevertheless easily recognized as Karafia and as

easily translated. It shows such comparatively little diiference from the same tongue spoken to-day

after an interval of between four hundred and one hundred and fifty years that we should be puzzled

to account for the rapid formation and divergence of the two hundred and twenty-six distinct

Bantu languages of present times ; did we not remember that the Romance languages were not in

existence in the fourth century of the Christian Era, yet were evolved with all their characteristic

features by the twelfth century ; and that the French and Italian of three hundred and fifty years

ago are not more dissimilar from the speech of to-day than is the tongue of the Rhodesian Mafuna
from the 'Mocaranga' of Monomotapa recorded by the Portuguese sixteenth-century pioneers.

A short list of words of the Komorco Islands Swahili—the dialect of Mcohila—was written down
as early as 1626 by Thomas Herbert, an English traveller who voyaged in that year round the Cape
of Good Hope to Aden and thence to India, whence he returned overland through Persia, Caucasia,

and Russia.^ In the eighteenth century the Portuguese traders and officials on the Lower Zambezi

took up the language of Sena and made it a kind of lingua franca in eastern Zambezia under the

name of Chicunda ' [This Cikunda speech was the first Bantu language learnt by the English and

Scottish missionaries who followed Livingstone, and a short manual of it was printed by the

Rev. Dr. Robert Laws in 1879 or 1880.] As early as the seventeenth century, the Portuguese, with

Kimbundu and Kipi-kofigco on their Atlantic coast possessions, Cikunda on the Lower Zambezi, the

speech of Tete (Cinyungwe) on the Zambezi of the Cataracts, and the Citofiga learnt by the Jesuit

missionaries on the Middle Zambezi, had realized the truth about the wide range of the Bantu

languages. In the eighteenth century they repeatedly referred in their writings to the similarity of

speech between Angola and Mozambique.

The Dutch explorers, following in the footsteps of the Portuguese along the West African coast,

also began to interest themselves in these harmonious, easily pronounced Bantu languages. Barbot,

who wrote his Description of Guinea about 1682 (English translation first published in 1732), gave

short vocabularies of Kipi-kofigco and of a dialect of north-west Cameroons, probably Barundo).^

Barbot was a Frenchman in the service of the French Royal Company of Africa, but he seems to

have derived much of his information east of Senegal from the Dutch. In the latter half of the

eighteenth century— the period of Cook, of La Perouse, of James Bruce—greater curiosity than ever

before was evinced as to the languages of non-European peoples. The Dutch occupation of Cape

Colony had attracted to South Africa a number of explorers—French, German, and Scottish. The

strange Hottentot speech had already been transcribed to some extent by Wilson in 1691, and

between 1705 and 1713 by Pieter Kolben, the industrious and intelhgent Prussian explorer of South

1 These words of the ' Mohella ' language recorded by Thomas Herbert do not seem to be met with in

the first (1634) edition of his travels. They were presumably collected in 1626, but were not inserted

into his book until the 1677 edition was produced. He does not give a ' vocabulary ', as stated by
R. N. Cast {Modern Langicages of Africa), but a few words, such as Coquo (fowl), Giimbey (ox), Mage
(water), Sinzano (needle), and Buze (goat).

^ As regards the words of Barundco said to have been collected by Barbot, I quote from Astley's

Voyages and Travels, published in 1746. They are the first five numerals : Mo ; Ba ; Malela; Melei;

Matau ; and are attributed to the ' land of Ambozes ' (Ambas Bay).
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Africa. But the Dutch had been slow in coming into contact with the Bantu peoples of South Africa.

To the tribes of stalwart, naked Bantu negroes dwelling on the south and south-east coasts they had

given the name of 'Caifer', copying in this the Portuguese who had picked up ' Cafre ' from the

Arabic Kafir (a heathen). Beyond Hottentot- and Bushman-land, in the centre of southernmost

Africa, the Dutch began (about 1779) to be aware that there existed a ' nation ' of tall black negroes

whom they called 'Beetjuaan ' by some corruption ofan unidentified native word which has since been

perpetuated as ' Bechuana '. It was made evident by about 1806 that neither ' Beetjuaan ' nor ' Caffer

'

spoke anything like Hottentot or Bushman ; and equally clear that many of the Dutch slaves from

Mozambique, Scofala, or Angola could make themselves understood by these tall negroes beyond

the Great Fish river or north of the Orange. In 1772 an unnamed French missionary compiled

a KakongM-French dictionary, and in 1776 the first vocabulary of pcosa (Kafir) was printed, in the

work of Andrew Sparrman, a Swede. In 1804 the Portuguese Cannecattim published his Angola

Dictionary. In 1809 Henry Salt, a pioneer diplornatist of the British Government in East Africa,

wrote down vocabularies of Makua, of some Yaco dialect, and of Swahili.'

In 1808 the notable German traveller, Heinrich Lichtenstein, had grasped and expressed the

idea (in a Berlin scientific periodical) that all the southern prolongation ofAfrica, from the Congo coast

on the north-west, to the Equator on the north-east, was probably the domain of but one language

family— excepting of course the narrow band of Hottentot-Bushman speech from Cape St. Francis

to Cape Frio. [Lichtenstein's Travels in Southern Africa in 1803-6, were published in their English

translation in 1812-15.] The pioneer missionaries of South Africa soon confirmed this theory by

their practical studies, and there were always at hand in those days slaves from the Portuguese

East and West African possessions and from Zanzibar to confirm the idea by contributing

specimens of their more northern forms of Bantu. A vocabulary of the Makua language of Mofara-

bique was, for purposes of comparison, written down from the dictation of a negro slave in Sumatra

by William Marsden, the Orientalist, somewhere about 1778. He himself was an authority on the

Malay language, but he became interested in African philology, and handed his Makua vocabulary

to the scientific members of Captain Tuckey's staff who accompanied that officer in 1816 in the

attempt to explore the Congo from its mouth up stream. These men went there with the

Bantu theory in their minds, though the comprehensive word ' Bantu ' was not then suggested.

They refer to the existence of this one great family across the southern third of the continent in

their contributions to the Narrative of an Expedition to explore the River Zaire (Report on the Tuckey
Expedition) published in 1818.

Adrien Balbi, in his Atlas ethnographique du Globe, printed at Paris in 1826, precognized the

existence of one great language family over all Africa south of the Equator (exception being taken

for Hottentots and Bushmen). He based this theory on the observations of Moritz Rugendas,

a Bavarian artist who had travelled through eastern Brazil in the early nineteenth century and

had taken down descriptions of West Africa and scraps of speech from negro slaves.^ Douville,

' Henry Salt was sent to convey presents to the Kings of Shoa and Abyssinia in 1809, to detach
Ethiopia as much as possible from French intrigues against Egypt. On his way toSomaliland round the
Cape of Good Hope, he stopped at Mozambique and there wrote down short vocabularies of ' Makooa

'

(easily recognizable as Imakua) and ' Monjow ' (a jargon seeming like a mixture of Yaco, Gindto, and
Northern Makua (Medco)). His words of 'Monjow' (re-spelt phonetically) are as follows : Moolungod
(God) ; Dyuva, (sun) ; Mtiezi (moon) ; Tooimduwa (stars) ; Miize (earth) ; Matumbi (mountain) ; Mere
(tree) ; Aumba, . . . ? Numba (house) ; EtaU (road) ; Meze (water) ; Stnnba (fish) ; Niyati (ox, evidently
buffalo)

;
Ligubiwe (pig) ; Umpooa (dog) ; Iteptc (elephant or ivory) ; Ny&ma. (flesh) ; Nune (bird)

;

Eyunda (pigeon) ; Mulodpwana (man) ; Ateate (father) ; Alumbcd (brother) ; Bu) (sister) ; Manace
(boy) ; Mutwe (head) ; Hiimpu> (hair) ; MaktUwe (ears) ; Univa (mouth) ; Ahgonda (war) ; Okuazi
(a bow) ; Impamba (arrows) ; IJpongCt) (spear) ; Uti (gun)

;
fete (salt)

;
Jifanje (white) ; Ya-kuswera

(red) ; -angu (my). For a description of Salt's Swahili (' Sowauli', 'Sowaiel '), see the Bibliography of

Chapter IV.
'' The results of his observations are said to have been published in or concurrently with his Voyage

pittoresqiie ei descriptif^ au Bj'hil, ? 1824, but I cannot trace them. Rugendas dealt with the languages
of Afigola and Mozambique.
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a French traveller in Angola (probably in the interests of the slave trade) who much later became
a secretary of the Paris Geographical Society, pubhshed a book on the Congo and Aiigola in 1832;

and although his records of Bantu languages are very jumbled and full of inaccuracies, still they are

not as apocryphal as they were afterwards esteemed. Douville not only mentions some of the

principal language groups in Angola and the western Congo, but realizes through Portuguese

information the importance of the Luba family beyond.

In the 'forties of the nineteenth century great progress was made in Bantu studies. The
(English) Baptist Mission had been established in Fernando P6, and John Clarke, one of its

missionaries, had already put down on paper information regarding the Fernandian or Bube
language. He also published specimens of 209 African dialects, taken down from the slaves who
were landed at the Admiralty depot at Fernando Po. Although there were very few words of

each language (some are more illustrated than others), yet his hearing was fairly accurate and his

writing phonetically correct. His work has a certain usefulness even at the present day. At this

time also the great Sigismund Koelle, like Krapf and Rebraann, a native of the kingdom of

Wurttemberg, in southern Germany, and a clergyman of the Church of England, was employed by

the Church Missionary Society to watch the interests of the freed slaves landed at Sierra Leone.

He took advantage of this opportunity to collect the materials for his remarkable Polyglotta Africana,

published by the Church Missionary Society in 1854. This work deserves the highest praise, even

in comparison with philological work at the present day. It is the more remarkable, since it was
compiled over sixty years ago. So far as the Bantu languages are concerned, Koelle proves

to be more interesting perhaps than he ever anticipated. He placed on record not only many facts

of Inner African geography which were to remain unrealized for several decades longer, but he

wrote down in 1851-2 the speech of Bantu peoples who were not to be actually visited by the white

man till—in some cases— the beginning of the twentieth century. Excepting here and there a few
lapsus calami and errors due to mishearing or misunderstanding, his work is remarkably correct

and also shows that many of the languages transcribed by him have changed but little in the

course of sixty years. Nearly all his Bantu vocabularies are included in the scope of the present

work. Koelle appreciated to the full the fact of the existence of this great family of closely-related

African languages, but preferred to call it the ' South African ' family. He was not sufficiently

acquainted with the structure of Bantu speech to include all his Bantu vocabularies under the same
heading; several of them appear as 'unclassified' languages. A few are incorrectly named, but

are easily identified by their affinities and the geographical information he gives as to their position.

Considering the absolute blank of the map of Africa in those days, behind the coastline, his

geographical delimitations of the spheres occupied by the enormous number of languages he tran-

scribed (due to the collation of the information he took down from the freed slaves) is remarkably

accurate, and has been a great help to myselfand other recent writers on the Bantu and Semi-Bantu
languages in identifying and locating the forms of speech which he recorded.

Whilst Koelle was working at Sierra Leone and the Baptist missionaries at Fernando Po and

the Cameroons,' the American Board of Foreign Missions was despatching evangeUsts to settle on

' In referring to the work of the Baptist missionaries in early days in the Cameroons, I must
specially signalize for notice and gratitude on our part the remarkable work achieved by Joseph Merrick,

who under circumstances of great difficulty printed a dictionary of the Isubu tongue in 1842 and
a Grammatical Note in 1854; and of Alfred Saker, who issued a grammar and vocabulary from his

printing press on the Cameroons estuary, in 1855 and 1862. Merrick's work was the more remarkable
in that he was a negro or mulatto who had received his education chiefly, if not entirely, in the island of

Jamaica. He was one of the early recruits of the Baptist Missionary Society in its desire to establish

civilized settlements for the relief of freed slaves on the coast of Equatorial West Africa. It is difficult,

as one reads Merrick's dictionary of Isubu, to realize that this work was compiled so anciently as the

'forties of the last century and by one who had such slight advantages in the way of education, though he
had evidently made the utmost use of the instruction given him.
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the coast of the Gaboon. Mere they not only made the discovery of the Gorilla, but through the

linguistic zeal of the Rev. J. L. Wilson, of Messrs. Preston and Best, and in later days of the Revs.

R. H. Nassau, H. M. Adams, J. Bushnell, and of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marling, they recorded the

Kele or Kalai, the Mpongwe, the Benga, and the Paiiwe (Fang) languages of French Congo and

Spanish Guinea.

At the same period also—the 'forties and early 'fifties—the German naturalist. Dr. Wilhelm
Peters, of Berlin,^ was exploring Portuguese East Africa and writing down words of the Bantu

languages spoken there. And those noteworthy pioneers of East Africa, the missionaries Johann
Ludwig Krapf and Johann Rebmann (both of them natives of Wurttemberg, and, hke Koelle, in the

service of the English Church Missionary Society), were revealing the Bantu languages of Equa-
torial East Africa from the Tana river to south-west Nyasaland, either through their travels or by
the interrogation of slaves. Krapf realized the existence of the Bantu family, but called it the
' Nilotic ', and later the ' Orphno-Cushitic

' ; very inappropriate names, considering that the Nile

basin and the Kushite (Gala-Bisharin) race barely come within the Bantu sphere, and that there

exist the well-defined and quite independent families of Nilotic negro and Kushite languages.^

Missionaries of the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland simultaneously were settled at Old

Calabar on the eastern confines of Southern Nigeria, and were exploring the hinterland up the

Cross river. Though they collected little or nothing in the way of Bantu languages, they were

enabling philologists to define the limits of the Bantu family on the north-west.

In South Africa a great impetus was given in the first half of the nineteenth century to the study

of languages by missionary work and by the explorations of Robert Moffat and David Livingstone.

The first adequate grammar of pcosa (Kafir) ' had been published by W. B. Boyce in 1834, and
was succeeded in 1846 by a vocabulary or a short dictionary written by John AylifFe, and Apple-
yard's Grammar in 1850. Then came Lewis Grant's Zulu Grammar in 1859, and a Zulu Grammar
and Dictionary by the eminent Bishop Colenso. But the great event in the history of Bantu studies

was the appointment in i860 of Wilhelm Heinrich Immanuel Bleek to be Librarian of the collection

of books presented by Sir George Grey as a public library to Capetown. Bleek was born in 1827

at Berlin, and was a student at Bonn University, where his attention was directed to the arrange-

ment of South African languages and the affinities of Hottentot speech. He published a disserta-

tion in Latin on this subject in 1851, and this attracting the attention of those who were advising

the British Government in regard to the Niger expeditions, he was offered a post on the Niger

in 1854 (in conjunction with Dr. W. A. Baikie) ; but his health prevented his taking up this appoint-

ment. Instead he accompanied Bishop Colenso to Natal, where he began to study the Zulu

language. Moving to Capetown in 1856 his value was at once appreciated by one of the few great

Governors who ever went out to South Africa—Sir George Grey (a man whose services to the

British Empire and the world at large have never yet been sufficiently appreciated). Sir George

' Dr. Peters's travels took place between 1842 and 1848.
^ The Rev. Dr. J. L. Krapf issued from the Tiibingen University Press (Wurttemberg) Vocabularies

of Six East African Languages in 1850,3 Vocabulary of' Wakuafi' (Masai) in l854,and compiled in the
course of many years his Swahili-English Dictionary, which was published in London in 1882. Although
this work is of great interest to students of the origin and affinities of the Swahili dialects, its value is

marred by the author's eccentric orthography and his preference for the Mombasa dialect over that of
Zanzibar. He is also too ready to include as ' Swahili', words really belonging to quite different Bantu
languages spoken in his time by the slaves ofthe Arab settlers. Krapf also collected materials for a Nika
Dictionary which was afterwards completed under the editorship of the Rev. T. H. Sparshott (1887).

Johann Rebman or Rebmann—both spellings are used by him—one of Krapf's colleagues, had
compiled an interesting study of ' Ki-niassa ' in 1853-5, which was not published till 1877. This was
more or less the Ci-maravi dialect of the widespread Nyanja tongue. Rebmann also contributed to the
above-mentioned Nika Dictionary

.

' As already mentioned, the Kafir language was first transcribed in print by Andrew Sparrman in
1776. Sparrman was the naturalist to Captain James Cook's second expedition to the Pacific.
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Grey gave him a post as Government Interpreter at Capetown, which he enlarged into that of

Librarian in i860. As early as 1856, however, Bleek, through studying the vocabularies written

down by Dr. Wilhelm Peters, had not only grasped the unity of the great language family of

Central and South Africa, but had proposed as an appropriate name for it the term BANTU, a term

which he derived from the wellnigh universal word for ' men '.' Bleek considered that, despite

variations in pronunciation, this term was so universal and so characteristic of the languages to

which it belonged in exhibiting the detachable prefix and unchangeable root, that it should preferably

be selected for their universal designation, for the additional reason also of its shortness and easy

pronunciation.

Bleek really laid the foundations of Bantu philology. In 1862 he published at Capetown the

first volume of his Comparative Grammar of the South African Languages, and in 1869 the second

volume (in London). He had previously brought out a handbook of Australian, African, and Poly-

nesian philology between 1858 and 1863, and although his conclusions are too far-fetched, especially

in detail, and are not borne out by a more scientific study of these African and Oceanic forms of

speech, still he detected many an obscure truth or half-truth. In his scheme for the Comparative

Grammar of the South African Languages he hampered himself by attempting to deal with Hottentot

(and no doubt later on, Bushman) as well as with Bantu. As there is no affinity between the two

groups other than that they are both forms of speech uttered by Africans, this was a mistake. His

first volume deals only with phonology, and the second gets no farther than the nouns and their

prefixes. But both volumes opened up as no other work has done, the fascinating interest of the

Bantu languages to philologists, and even to the outside world. It is as easy to trace the affinities

between one Bantu language and another as it is between those of the Aryan groups—perhaps

easier. As a rule they are melodious languages with the phonology of Italian, and as easily pro-

nounced. They are expressive, and compared to most other African speech families, comparatively

simple and logical in their syntax. Bleek adopted an excellent system of orthography, one towards

which we have somewhat reverted of late.

He made the best of the scanty material at his disposal, which was indeed small as compared

with what we have before us at the present day. It consisted of Krapf's, Rebmann's, and Steere's

East African vocabularies of Pcokoomco (which he used very little), Kamba, Nika, Swahili, and

pambala; Yaco (collected by Peters and Steere), Makua (Peters), Sena and Tete (Ci-nyufigwi)

;

of Tekeza (under which term he meant the Thonga or Rofiga language of Delagoa Bay and

Amatongaland), Sesutco, Sexlapi or Secuana ; Zulu and Kafir (pcosa) ; of Yeye (Ba-yeiyi), with

references to Rotse or Lui, Tcoka or Tonga, Nyeiigco, Subia, Lujazi and Ma-ponda, all derived from

Livingstone's MS. vocabularies
;

'' of Herero, Ndonga (Ovambco), Nanco or Benguela, Aiigola or

Bunda (properly, Ki-mbundu) ; of Kongo) (Kipi-kongco) ; Mpofigwe, Kele (Dikele), Benga, Duala,

Isubu, and Fernandian. Bleek's work, as already stated, did not get bej'ond the noun, its prefixes,

and their concords. But it was of such an illuminating nature that its interest has prompted as

many philologists to work for its completion as writers of fiction have been impelled to ^nish Edwin

Drood. At any rate, the reading of his two slim volumes in 1883 inspired me with the determination

to write this work now published, and to lose no opportunities for its preparation when my
African travels or researches should enable me to collect material.

' In its fullest form with the preprefix it is Abaniti or Babantti. The singular is Umuntu (archai-

cally, Gumuntu). The root is -ntu, apparently meaning no more than 'object' in its essence, and
deriving its precise and differing interpretations from its prefixes : thus (discounting preprefixes) Mu-ntu
— ' a human being

'
; Ba-ntu = ' men, people ' ; Ki-ntu or Ka-ntu is ' a thing ', and Bi-ntii or Ttc-ntu

' things ' ; Pa-ntu = ' a place ' ; Lu-ntu = ' a quality ' (of some kind) ; and Bu-ntii is ' humanity '.

^ Which, scarcely used since, now contribute to the information of the present volume, through the

kindness of Bleek's ultimate successor. Dr. L. Pdringuey.
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Bleek divined or actually exposed many of the facts connected with the origin and structure of

the Bantu languages. But from the very insufficient material at his disposal he was led into several

wrong deductions. One of these—evidently a pet theory of his—was in regard to the origin of

a Zulu term for God

—

Oimu-kulunkulu, which may (or may not) have been at one time the Zulu

term for this concept. He realized that this word must mean either ' the great, great one ', or ' the

old, old one ' (for -kulu can bear both meanings, even in the same language) ; and seeing the tendencies

of Zulus to ancestor worship and the deification of dead-and-gone notabilities, he thought he found

in this the etjrmology of the much more widely spread Bantu term for God—Mtilungu,—which

he considered to be a contraction oi Cdmn-kuluiikulu. As a matter of fact, the two words have no

connexion. Cdmti-kulunkulu had the interpretation and origin given to it by Bleek, but Mulungu
is really the rain or the sky god, and is derived from a root, -lungu, which is sometimes applied to

the firmament and sometimes (though rarely) to rain (see numerous instances in the East and

Central African vocabularies). Bleek's other error was in regard to the preprefixes or articles and the

concord particles. He noticed that the vowels preposed to the Zulu-Kafir prefixes («mu-, aba-, zli-,

&c.) were detachable from the second syllable, the prefix proper {mu-, ba-, or ii-, &c.) : that the

preprefixes had vanished from a good many of the Bantu tongues, but seemed to recur in the con-

cord particles
;
yet that these particles, though in general offering considerable resemblance to the

prefix, in some cases exhibited a strange dissimilarity. Thus, for example, the concord particle of

the Ma- prefix might be sometimes ma- and j'et at others ga-, ya-, or a.-. The concord particle of

Mu- might be gu-, yu-, or u-. Inasmuch, therefore, as we cannot postulate for the conjoint pre-

fix and preprefix, a mere duplication of similar syllables (we can do so in regard to the majority

in such forms as baba-, bubu-,kiki-, lulu-, Sec), and cannot assume a hypothetical ntumu- for the first

and third, and mama- for the sixth, how are we to explain the dissimilarity between the concord

particle and preprefix, and the prefix itself (often that between mu- and gu-, mi- and gi-, ma- and

ga-) ? Bleek's attempts to do so in paragraphs 407-10, 461-5, and '536 of his second volume do not

hit upon the right explanation. A step nearer in this direction was made by the Rev. F. W. Kolbe

in his Language Study based on Bantu (London : 1888), and perhaps in earlier works dealing with

the Herero language
; but it was reserved for the present writer to find the most reasonable solu-

tion of this enigma, when he studied in 1901 the archaic Bantu languages of the West Elgon district

(see his Uganda Protectorate, vol. ii, pp. 891-2).^

Bishop Edward Steere, who went out to East Africa as a member of the Universities' Mission

in 1865, was a noteworthy pioneer in Bantu philology. He was the first to deal in a practical and

intelligent manner with the Swahili language. His Handbook and Exercises were for twenty or more

years after their first publication in 1875 the generally accepted means of acquiring that tongue,

both for practical use and philological inquiry.^ Steere also was the first to set forth clearly the

features of the Yaco language, of Ngindco, Dzalamco, the Nyanyembe dialect ofNyamwezi, of pambala,

and Makonde. In dealing with Ngindco and Dzalamco in 1869 he, at the same time, added a few words

to our very slender knowledge of Ki-aiigazija, the language of Great Komorco. This far-outlj'ing

ancient Zangian ('Swahili') speech, together with the closely allied dialect of Anjuan, had, as

already related, not only been one of the first written of the Bantu languages (by Thomas Herbert

in 1626, in its Mcohila dialect), but had been studied by a Madagascar missionary named Elliott,

and by Dr. Wilhelm Peters in the 'forties,' and by Hildebrandt in the early 'seventies of the

nineteenth century.

Livingstone's interest in African languages waned somewhat through the pressure of other

' See also p. 361 of the article on the Bantu Languages in vol. iii of the eleventh edition of the Ency-
clopaedia Britannica.

' Later editions have been issued by Mr. A. C. Madan, M.A.
' His work is included in Bleek's Languages of Mozambique.
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cares after his first great journey across the continent. His Zambezi expedition of 1858-63 resulted

—strange to say—in absolutely no additions to our knowledge of the south-east African Bantu

languages
; though it was eventually, through the planting of missionaries in Nyasaland, the cause

of a great advance of Bantu study. Livingstone's last journeys (in which he discovered the great

Lualaba-Congo, crossed and recrossed Tanganyika, reached Lakes Mweru and Bangweulu, and

penetrated the Manyuema country into the heart of the Equatorial forest) might have helped philology

but for the fact that the vocabularies and language notes which he made in the course of five years

never saw the light. In common with all the rest of his scientific material they were put on one side

by his literary executors and apparently have now been lost. Dr. W. A. Baikie, of Niger fame

(another pioneer of British Empire whose scientific work met with insufficient appreciation from

pietistic minds), collected much Unguistic information dealing with the Semi-Bantu languages to the

south of the River Benue, but very little of this material has been saved for our information.

In the middle of the 'seventies the Trans-African journey of Commander V. L. Cameron gave

us (in all probability) the first definite illustration of the Lua (Luba) tongue, and enabled us better

to understand old Portuguese records which suggested the continuity of Bantu speech across the

continent. In 1877 the publication of H. M. Stanley's Through the Dark Continent conferred really

great benefits on students of the Bantu languages ; though I doubt if these were appreciated (except

by Robert Needham Cust), for many years afterwards. Stanley indicated the Bantu character of

the Victoria Nyanza and Taiiganyika languages, and of those along the course of the Upper and

Western Congo.

Meantime French and French Swiss Protestant missionaries and those of the London Missionary

Society '- had been adding to our knowledge of the Becuana and Ronga groups of tongues in South

Africa, and the great German explorations of south-central Congoland had begun, together with the

missionarj' settlements in Nyasaland. These last were to produce the brilliant language studies of

Dr. Robert Laws, of David Rufi'ele-Scott, and Alexander Hetherwick, besides the work of

Alexander Riddel, Dr. W. Elmslie, and J. A. Bain, and, farther to the east, the studies of the

northern Makua dialects by Bishop (as he afterwards became) Chauncy Maples.

Stanley's levin-stroke through the pitchy darkness of unknown Africa had started the opening

up of the Congo from its estuary eastwards. George Grenfell had commenced his career as

missionary-explorer in the Cameroons, and with his noteworthy colleagues, Thomas Comber and

William Holman Bentley, was exploring western Congoland and commencing to note its languages.

Kofigco studies had been resumed, indeed, after a blank of nearly seventy years ' by Dr. Adolf

Bastian, who in 1875 published his work on the Luaiigco coast, which contains a good deal of

interesting information regarding the western Congo and Gaboon languages.

In 1880 the Egyptologist C. R. Lepsius—the inventor likewise of the Standard Alphabet— pre-

ceded his Nubische Grammatik by a famous Preface on the Languages of Africa, in which occurs his

definition of Bantu characteristics. But this preface, though remarkable at the period at which it

was written for its extended knowledge, is based on some erroneous conceptions due to the lack of

material for comparison ; and Lepsius's definition of Bantu peculiarities no longer holds good, since

some of these are found to be shared by other African language families.

When the last quarter of the nineteenth century opened, and with it began the tremendous move-

ment of Europe on Africa, the time had arrived, evidently, in which some definite acknowledgement

should be made of the interest offered by Negro languages to the world at large as a field of study.

' The Rev. John Brown's Secwana Dictionary (now in its enlarged 1895 edition) was first published

about 1877.
'^ The last work on the speech of the estuarine Congo, published under the old Portuguese Roman

Catholic missionary regime, was that of Father Cannecattim in 1809.
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The task of tabulating all the extant information on this subject was undertaken by Robert Needham
Cust, a retired Indian Civil Servant, who in 1883 published his Modern Languages ofAfrica. It does

not pretend to be more than a history of linguistic research in Africa and a geographical enumer-

ation and allocation of all the then known forms of speech in Africa from north to south, and east

to west. But it is combined with the most extensive bibliography. Little attempt is made to describe

the structure of these different types of speech, but evidence as to their relationships is sometimes

adduced. Yet the work has been of the greatest help to students in many fields of African research,

since its publication, and is still of value for the extent and correctness of its bibliography. It shows,

in fact, a surprising amount of research, and personally I have seldom found any of its references

wrong or misleading.

In 1882 an Italian professor of Palermo, Giacomo de Gregorio, issued a work at Turin entitled

Cenni di Glottologia Bantu, which, however, was little more than an extended review of Bleek's

published writings. In 1884 the present writer had in his book on the River Congo given a little

new information regarding the Bantu languages of western Congoland. In 1885, however, in an

appendix to his account of the Kilimanjaro) Expedition, he advanced slightly the development of

Bantu philology by the information there given, and by one or two novel deductions drawn from

the work of earlier writers. During the 'eighties and 'nineties some progress was made in the

enumeration and study of the tongues of south-west Congoland and of eastern and southern Angola,

through the work of German explorers—A. E. Lux, Otto H. Schutt, Dr. Max Buchner— and
of Portuguese expeditions under Serpa Pinto (1878-80) and Capello and Ivens (1878-85).

Between 1885 and 1888 the present writer investigated and wrote down ten or more of the

Cameroons languages and several of the Semi-Bantu forms of speech on the border-line between the

Cameroons and the Cross river region ; but little of this work has been published before its appear-

ance in this book. During the same period Mr. J. T. Last, once of the Church Missionary Society,

and later, and for long, a Government servant in Zanzibar, earned our gratitude by the printing of

his Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, and by studies of the Kamba and Sagara languages. Mr. Last

collected his information either direct from the natives of the different countries or by interrogating

far-fetched slaves and porters in Arab caravans. The bulk of his work is surprisingly accurate,

considering the difficulties of its transcription. He gave much new information for fixing the East

African boundaries of the Bantu sphere.

Amongst the first Bantu scholars of German South-west Africa were the missionaries or the

sons of missionaries, the Rev. Dr. C. H. Hahn, Theophilus Hahn, the Rev. J. Rath, G Viehe, Rev.

F. W. Kolbe, and the Rev. H. Brincker; whose studies were published between 1857 and 1891.

The extremely interesting Herero language had been written down as early as 1857 by Dr. C. H.

Hahn. Its characteristics were fully revealed by Rath, Kolbe, Brincker, and others before the

German pohtical occupation of that region.

In the 'seventies and 'eighties Primitive Methodist missionaries (coloured as well as white),

such as William Luddington and Theophilus Parr, and Spanish Dominicans such as Juanola, did

a great deal for the elucidation of the Bantu dialects of Fernando Po. Much of the work of the

Primitive Methodists, however, has not yet been printed, but has been lent to the present writer for

his assistance.

The 'nineties of the last century witnessed a great advance in Bantu studies. The languages

of the Western and Upper Congo were taken in hand scientifically by the British Baptist missionaries

—notably Dr. W. Holman Bentley, Dr. A. B. Sims,' the Revs. W. H. Stapleton" and George

' Dr. Sims did not belong to the British Baptist Mission, though in close relations of comradeship
with its members.

^ Stapleton's research work in regard to the tongues of the whole Congo basin might justly be described
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Grenfell (though the work of this last was not revealed till after his death in 1906). Missionaries of

the Congo-Balolo Mission—chiefly Messrs. Eddy, I. and F. T. McKittrick, did good work in con-

nexion with the Lunkundu and Mofigco dialects of the Lultti language. To these workers in a field

of exceptional interest must be added in the first decade of the twentieth century the Revs. John
Whitehead, William Forfeitt, Lawson Forfeitt (at a later date), Robert Glennie, and John Weeks.

Simultaneously, or earlier, the American missionaries were at work in southern Angola, where the

great Heh Chatelain (of Swiss origin) dealt in a masterly way with the Mbundu language and

kindred dialects, and where the Rev. Wesley M. Stover illustrated the Nanm or Umbundu of Bihe.

In central Congoland, the Rev. W. M. Morrison, of the American Presbyterian Mission, gave us

the first satisfactory exposition of the Luba or Lua language. George Grenfell had led the way

(with Stapleton) in defining the northern limit of the Bantu family in the region of the Mubangi

basin. Franz Thonner, a Viennese explorer, followed this up, and in 1899, as well as at later dates,

revealed the existence of parcels of non-Bantu speech as far south as the northern banks of the

Upper Congo. Stapleton, H. M. Stanley, William Forfeitt (especially), and Vice-Consul G. Babing-

ton Michell, carried on this delimitation eastwards and showed us the existence of Sudanese tongues,

like the so-called Bamanga, imbedded in areas of Bantu languages (Archdeacon Farler, of the

Universities' Mission, and A. Downes Shaw, C.M.S., had earlier helped in the laying down of the

northern Bantu limit in East Africa by recording the curious Mbugu of Usambara).

The agents of the London Missionary Society (notably the Revs. J. Griffiths (Ki-lega), David

Picton Jones (Guha and Mambwe), and W. G. Robertson (Bemba)) had opened up to our knowledge

the western and southern Tafiganyika tongues, in which direction some additional or parallel

information was obtained by the present writer in 1889. French, Belgian, Dutch, and German

Roman Catholic missionaries, preceded by the explorers A. Marche and the Marquis de Compiegne

in the OOgcowe basin (early 'seventies), Monseigneur Le Berre, Fathers Delorme, Dahin, and Reeb,

Lejeune, Alex.Visseq, Butaye, lim. Cambier, and, above all, De Clercq; ' Gustave de Beerst, P. H.

Trilles, Eugene Hurel, P. Schumacher, I. M. M. van der Burgt, and A. Capus and J. Calloc'h—were

putting down on paper at the same time and thenceforward into the twentieth century the languages

of the Gaboon, of north-west and south-central Congoland, and the region between Tafiganyika and

the Victoria Nyanza. Paul KoUmann, a German official in East Africa, in 1899 published useful

vocabularies of some of the south Victoria Nyanza languages, which were treated more scientifi-

cally at an earlier or a later date by Peres Eugene Hurel, Loupias, Dufays, Schumacher, Alex.

Arnoux, Menard, and A. Capus, and by Hermann Rehse and Hauptmann C. Hermann. I should

also mention with due acknowledgements the services of Messrs. J. F. Cunningham, J. A. Meldon,

S. Ormsby, and G. A. S. Northcote, of the Uganda Administration, who, between 1899 and 1909,

worked at the recording of Victoria Nyanza and Albert Nyanza dialects as specified in the Bibliography

following my vocabularies. Research of value amongst the (still little-known) tongues of south-east

Africa was being done in the 'nineties and in the early twentieth century by the Swiss or French

Protestant missionaries, Paul Berthoud (who dealt with the pi-gwamba of the north-east Transvaal),

E. Jacottet (who also gave us our first scientific account of Subia and Luyi, two languages of the

Upper Zambezi), Henri Junod (pi-ronga and its dialects and folk-lore) ; and by Bishop Smyth
and John Matthews (^ilenge or Ccopi), the Revs. Theodor and Paul Schwellnuss (Venda), A. H.

as enormous ; only about a quarter has seen publication. A good deal of his work is incorporated in the
present book. The remainder, unfortunately, is scarcely utilizable owing to accidents which attended it

after his death, as we lack the English elucidation of the vocabularies, portions of which also are still

missing.
' Bantu philology owes much to the labours of Pfere Auguste De Clercq in south-central Congoland

(the Luba and Kanyojka languages especially), and to Pere J. Calloc'h for his work on the Ifumu or
eastern Teke language and the Sudanese tongues of the western and north-western basin of the
Mubangi.
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Hartmann (Mapuna, Karana), and W. A. Elliott, L.M.S. (Mapuna and pindebele). In northern and

eastern Zambezia^ good work was being done ere the close of the nineteenth century by Father J.

Torrend, S.J., in regard to the Ci-tofiga of the Central Zambezi and Cuabco of the Zambezi delta. In

the opening years of the twentieth century Edwin Smith gave a distinct uplift to Bantu studies by the

publication oi his Handbook ofthella {^ukulumbwe) Speech. The linguistic work of the Universities'

Mission between 1890 and 1906 must not pass unacknowledged. In addition to the remarkable

contributions to Bantu literature made by Mr. A. C. Madan, at one time a lay member of the Mission

(contributions elsewhere enumerated), Archdeacon H. W. Woodward, and the Rev. W. H. Kisbey

added to our knowledge ofZigula (Zanzibar coast), and the Rev. Herbert Barnes illustrated the

Nyanja language of Lake Nyasa in its northern form.

As regards the actual work of Bleek—the general survey of the Bantu tongues—the first forward

step since Bleek's time was taken by Father J. Torrend, S.J., in his Comparative Grammar of the

South African Bantu Languages, originally published in 1891. But the most noteworthy advance on

Bleek was made by a fellow German, Carl Meinhof, a Lutheran missionary, who had probably studied

the Bantu languages for some time before his first noteworthy publication, Grundriss einer Lautlehre

der Bantusprachen, published at Leipzig in 1899, and added to subsequently by his Grundziige einer

vergleichenden Grammatik der Bantusprachen ('Materials for a Comparative Grammar of the Bantu

Languages '), besides many articles in German linguistic periodicals, which are referred to by me
elsewhere in this work. One to whom all Bantu students must remain deeply indebted is A. Seidel,

a great German philologist, whose studies of African languages have gone far outside the Bantu field

(as have those of Meinhof), but who, from the early 'nineties onwards, has given to the world

a series of admirable grammars or grammatical sketches, of dictionaries and vocabularies of east,

south-west, and north-west Bantu languages.

Nor in any record of Bantu discovery should the modern Portuguese be left out of account.

Serpa Pinto, Capello, and Ivens, in their works of the 'seventies and 'eighties of the last century

had, as already related, given vocabularies of Angola and north-west Zambezia Bantu languages

which have been of assistance to investigators; but in the 'nineties, Henrique de Carvalho pub-

lished that really important study of the Lunda language which is referred to in the Bibliography

;

and various Portuguese missionaries (especially Ernesto Lecomte and Affonso Maria-Lang) sub-

sequently wrote excellent accounts of the northern members of the Herero group in southern Angola

(Umbundu and Nyaneka).

Bishop Steere had a noteworthy linguistic successor as philologist in a lay member of the

Universities' Mission, Mr. A. C. Madan, who, beginning in the 'nineties with the illustration of

Swahili, has brought out during the last few years works of considerable value, not only of specific

languages such as tho.se of Northern Rhodesia (Senga, Bisa, Lala-Lamba, Lenje), but on the structure

and phonology of the Bantu languages in general.

C. W. Hobley, almost the oldest now in seniority of service amongst the British East African

officials, had in 1899 discovered the northernmost colony of the Bantu in eastern Africa—the Konde
orHasa people of North-west Elgon, and had published a short vocabulary of their language in the

Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute. In later years he contributed much information

regarding the speech of the Kavirondco Bantu and of the Basuba (Ktoscova), as well as the Akamba
of British East Africa.

The Luganda language ^ received its first efficient treatment by a member of the Church

' Into northernmost Zambezia (N. Rhodesia) the widespread Luba language enters, and the Bantu
student was at one time mainly indebted to the missionary C. A. Swan for his knowledge of the southern
Luba speech. Mr. Swan published in 1892 Notes on the Construction of Chiluba. But since then (1909)
we have had the Kiluba (Sanga) Dictionary of £mile Jenniges.

" This Sanskrit of the Bantu was, I believe, first put on paper by Stanley in the vocabularies of his
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Missionary Society, P. J. Pilkington, who was killed in 1898 in the mutiny of the Sudanese soldiers.

Other members of the Church Missionary Society, the Revs. Blackledge, O'Flaherty, Walker,
Hattersley, Purvis, H. E. Madox, and Crabtree,^ and Dr. A. R. Cook, from this time onwards pub-
lished works on Luganda, Ru-nyorco, and on the interesting Masaba speech of West Elgon

(originally discovered by Hobley). Mrs. Hildegarde Hinde wrote on the Kikuyu and Kamba
languages. A. C. Mollis, Secretary to the British East African Administration during the early

years of the twentieth century, materially helped our comprehension of the different dialects

of Swahili by illustrating them in the Journal of the African Society. Swahili in the later years

of the nineteenth and the commencement of the twentieth century had received additional treat-

ment (additional to the still useful works of Steere and Madan) at the hands of Pere Sacleux

and other French missionaries. Dr. G. C. Buttner, Carl Meinhof, A. Seidel (German philologists),

and the Rev. W. E. Taylor, of the Church Missionary Society, the last-named being a leading

authority on Swahili. [An excellent description of the Giryama dialect of the Nika language had at

an earlier date been published by the same writer (W. E. Taylor).] An adjoining language, the

^ambala, received in 191 1 the amplest treatment from the point of view of scientific philology by the

German missionary, Karl Roehl. In fact, with the uprise of the German power in East Africa went
hand in hand an investigation of the East African languages, chiefly, but not always, by missionaries

Catholic and Protestant : C. Velten (Nyamwezi, Kami, Hehe, Swahili), Ferdinand Wurtz (Pcokcomco

and Tikuu), Ernst Brutzer (Kamba), A. Worms and M. Klamroth (Dzalamco), Bernhard Krumm
(Matumbi), Fathers Cassian Spiss and Johannes Hafliger (Sutu and Mateiigco), R. Wolff (Kiiiga),

C. Schumann (Nkonde), Dr. Otto Dempwolff and Dr. Eduard Sachau (Pcogcorco).

About the middle of the 'nineties, Miss Alice Werner commenced those studies of the Bantu

languages which have made her subsequently so noteworthy, the more so as she writes with equal

facility in German and French, as well as English, and has therefore contributed some of her most

remarkable essays to French and German periodicals. Miss Werner's work in its critical insight

into the structure of a language recalls that of Carl Meinhof, and of an equally great Bantu scholar,

Bernhard Struck, whose illuminating articles have appeared at intervals in German and English

publications during the last ten years. The Rev. W. A. Crabtree has also attracted attention as one

able to deal with the Bantu languages from the general point of view of scientific philology by his

essays in the Journal of the African Society ; while from Paris have recently been issued several

notable studies on the Bantu languages by Mile L. Homburger. The most important of these is

her Etude sur la Phone'tique historique du Bantou. Another interesting French contribution to Bantu

literature is from the pen of Captain Avelot. It deals with the little-known OOgaiwe and Gaboon

languages, and is entitled Recherches sur I'histoire des migrations dans le bassin de VOgoue (see

Bibliography).

In the South African field there are curious gaps in our knowledge, and much remains to be

done here. Unhappily, whilst we are waiting for it to be done languages and dialects are fading

out of existence in the whirlpool of race movements which is going on. The most interesting of all

the South African languages—Venda of the Northern Transvaal—had still a most imperfect

vocabulary until the Rev. T. Schwellnuss amplified it in a private communication for my information.

The Kafir-Zulu dialects are insufficiently known, though thanks to the kindness of the Hon. R.

Coryndon of Swaziland, of Lady (Florence) Phillips and their friends, the Swazi dialect has been set

Through the Dark Continent, published in 1878. Probably Burton andSpeke had first shown that it was
a Bantu language by their works published in 1859 and 1864. Its general character and affinities were
not however made clear till the publication in 1882 of the Outline Grammar of the Luganda Language of
the Rev. C. T. Wilson, C.M.S.

' For details, see Bibliography. The Rev. W. A. Crabtree has worked on the Masaba dialects, in

addition to Luganda, but his material, if it has been printed, has not come under my notice.
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forth in writing for the purposes of this book. The Zulu language has at last been fully exemplified

in the Zulu-English Dictionary of A. T. Bryant ; a Kafir [3cidsd)-English Dictionary was published at

Lovedale Mission in 1899 by the Rev. Albert Kropf; an excellent Kafir (pusa) Grammar by

I. McLaren in 1906; and an exceptionally remarkable Wdrterbuch der Sotho-Sprache (SUd-Afrika),

by K. Endemann (Hamburg, 1911), gives us a full illustration of the Sutcj or Sothco speech.

Emin Pasha, when Governor of Equatoria, compiled a number of vocabularies, which, however,

did not do more than assist to limit on the north the extent of the Bantu field ; but when he

returned to take service in German East Africa he inscribed some interesting vocabularies of

the Nyanza and Ituri forest languages, which after long concealment were brought to light and

published recently through the energy of Bernhard Struck. In this connexion, though of much
earlier date, may be mentioned the vocabularies published by Stanley in his Darkest Africa, the

importance of which— scanty as they are—was not appreciated till within the last few years.

Honourable mention should also be made of the work of Father Auguste van Acker in his

Dictionnaire Kitabwa-Frangais et Frangais-Kitabwa, published by the Congo Museum, Tervueren

;

and the sumptuously produced Notes ethnographiques . . . sur lea Bushongo, &c., by Emil

Torday and T. Athol Joyce, which includes much linguistic information. Mr. Emil Torday,

within the last fifteen years, has worked hard to place before the world the remarkable culture of

south-central Congoland, and incidentally has collected almost the only information we possess

regarding the curious Bantu languages north-east and north-west of the Luba field, besides

illustrating several dialects of Luba. His researches have even extended as far north as the

Ababua language group on the northern Bantu frontier. His work, published and unpublished,

appears in the vocabularies of the present book.

German work of recent years in the Kamerun Protectorate has scarcely resulted in those great

gains to philological knowledge we had hoped for, seeing what has been accomplished in East and

South-west Africa. The most splendid monument to Teutonic activity in this quarter lies almost

outside the Kamerun region—the Monograph of Gunter Tessmann on the Fang people and their

languages. Die Pangwe is deserving of international recognition (in common with a work by
Dr. Leonhard Schulze, of earlier publication, on Namakwaland). Carl Meinhof, twenty years ago,

collected and published much interesting information on the Bantu languages spoken in the basin

of the Cameroons (Wuri) river (the West Kamerun or Duala group, as it might be called). Father

Haarpaintner gave the first accurate account of the Yaunde speech (northern Pafiwe) ; Fathers G. A.

Adams, P. H. Skolaster, H. Nekes, E. Schuler, H. Dorsch, and Captain Lessner have contributed

valuable information about the tongues of the West Kamerun group between 1898 and 1910. In

addition to their published articles, I am personally indebted to the English naturalist, Mr. Geo. L.

Bates, for six valuable vocabularies of the leading Pafiwe or Fang dialects, and for the only

vocabulary extant of the Njiem tongue, which in some way connects the Pafiwe group with the

corrupt Bantu languages of the Kadei-Lobai region. As regards these outlying jargons of the Upper
Safiga, the Kadei, and the western bend of the great Mubafigi river, our sole information comes at

present from Mr. Geo. L. Bates, from the German explorer, Strilmpell, and from Dr. Outilleau,

a French medical officer who explored in 1910-11 the ethnology of the Safiga and Mubafigi basins.

Dr. Freiherr von Danckelmann and Dr. E. Zintgraff, in common with Captain Lessner, already

mentioned, contributed much exact geography in map-making to enable us to locate Bantu tribes

and languages in the western Kamerun, especially the invaluable vocabularies of Koelle. It is

largely thanks to them and to Lieutenant Hutter (who with Dr. Hoesemann travelled over the

northern versant of the Cameroons river basin in 1900-4) that we have been able to fix with some

precision the boundary in West Central Africa between Bantu and Semi-Bantu. Several French

officials, notably the administrator Clozel, the explorer-botanist Auguste Chevalier, and the far-

travelled and industrious Pere Calloc'h have thrown some light on the structure of these Semi-Bantu
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languages, south-west of the Central Sudan, between the Mubangi basin and the water-parting

of the Kamerun coast-lands ; and Pere Calloc'h and Captain M. R. Avelot have added to our know-

ledge of the languages spoken in French Congo and the Gaboon. German explorers have dealt

(slightly) with the interesting Semi-Bantu Bali group, between the Cameroons river and the Upper

Cross river basin ; the English administrator and ethnologist, P. Amaury Talbot, has furnished us

with full information regarding the ' almost-Bantu ' tribes (chiefly the Ekoi) between the Old Calabar

region and the Rumbi mountains, information which has been supplemented recently by Mr. North-

cote Thomas's S/'ecwj^ws of Languages from Southern Nigeria. [In this region also the author of

this book travelled extensively some twenty-six years ago, to collect vocabularies for this Comparative

Study of the Bantu Languages.]

In concluding this history of the rise and progress of research into the Bantu speech family,

I may perhaps be permitted to summarize my own credentials as a humble follower of the great

philologists to whose memory my book is dedicated. It was the writings of Richard Burton, more

especially, which first rivetted my attention on this subject. I knew something in general about

the Bantu languages before I set foot in Bantu Africa in the year 1882. In the spring of that year

I accompanied an exploring expedition under the Earl of Mayo, which was to investigate Portuguese

South-west Africa. From Afigola I proceeded to the River Congo, and with the help of H. M. Stanley

penetrated into the then almost unknown region of the Upper Congo, transcribing languages in

preparation for a continuance of Bleek's unfinished Grammar. In 1884 I learnt more or less

thoroughly the Swahili language at Zanzibar, and shortly afterwards studied the dialects of East

Africa and Kilimanjaro). Between 1885 and 1888 I was Vice-Consul in the Kamerun and Acting

Consul in the adjoining regions of Southern Nigeria, and for three years gave myself up with ever-

growing interest to linguistic studies in those directions, much of the results being privately printed

by the Foreign Office. Between 1889 and 1896 I wrote down vocabularies and grammatical notes

of the leading languages and dialects of eastern Zambezia, Nyasaland, and south Tanganyika ; and

in two visits to South Africa made some acquaintance with pcosa and Zulu. From 1899 to 1901

I worked in situ at the Bantu languages of the Uganda Protectorate and the adjoining Congo forest.

In 1904-6 and 1907 I took advantage of visits to West Africa to obtain (through correspondents or

from travelling natives) additional information regarding Kamerun or Luafigco languages. I had

been asked to contribute the first article on the Bantu languages to the Encyclopaedia Briiannica

(tenth edition, 1903), and rewrote and enlarged that article for the eleventh edition. To further

my Bantu studies, I paid several visits to Germany (the goal of all students of Africa before this

unhappy war broke out). But in the pursuit of my investigation of the Bantu languages I have

derived nearly as much information from Paris, Brussels, and Lisbon, as from Berlin, Hamburg,

and Stuttgart. I should mention also that a good deal of my work has been checked in course of

preparation by reference to natives of various parts of Bantu Africa, who, when coming to England,

have been good enough to visit me and supply me with information and criticism. Many of the

vocabularies here printed, though compiled (in some cases before I was born) by other travellers,

have thus been tested by me in England, as well as locally in Africa, and have received in conse-

quence certain corrections, additions, and explanations.

In addition to the Bantu family, I have made some research into the North African dialects of

Arabic and the Berber spoken in Southern Tunis, into Gala and Somali, the Nilotic and Masai tongues

of Equatorial East Africa, the languages of the Central Sudan, of Southern Nigeria, of the Kru coast,

and of the Mandingco peoples.



CHAPTER II

THE DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BANTU LANGUAGES

What are the Bantu languages ? And why should they have been preferred as a special

subject of interest in philological research to a degree far exceeding that of other language families

of purely African location ? They constitute a very distinct type of speech which, as contrasted

with others amongst the groups of negro tongues, is remarkable as a rule for the Italian melo-

diousness, simplicity, and frequency of its vowel sounds, and the comparative ease with which

its exemplars can be acquired and spoken by Europeans. The Bantu languages are attractive to

the explorer not only from the harmonious adjustment of vowels and consonants, but from the logic

of their grammatical structure, which, in the majority of these tongues, provides for a wide range

and a nice discrimination in the expression of ideas.

This one negro language family now covers the whole of the southern third of Africa, with the

exception of very small areas in the south-west (still inhabited sparsely by Hottentot and Bushman
tribes) and a few patches of the inner Congo basin. The Hottentot-Bushman region at the present

day is limited to Great Namakwaland and the adjoining districts of Cape Colony and the western

part of the Kalahari Desert, Kacokcoland, south of the River Kunene, and undefined portions of the

plains between the Upper Kunene and the Okavangco. With this exception, and the now
Europeanized portion of Cape Colony, Bantu Africa extends from Port Elizabeth and Kaffraria

on the south to Fernando Po and the vicinity of Old Calabar on the north-west, and to Lamu and

the Tana river on the north-east. There are a few small enclaves of non-Bantu-speaking negroes on

the north banks of the northern Congo, and patches of Hamitic, Nilotic, or unclassified tongues

between the south-east corner of the Victoria Nyanza and Usambara in East Africa. But for these

relics of pre-existing or invasive tongues, it might be said that the whole of this southern third

of Africa contained but one indigenous speech family, the BANTU, and that it was only necessary

to define the northern boundary of its range.^

The northern boundary of the Bantu field is still a little uncertain and not easy to delineate

geographically. It may be said to start on the west coast of Africa in the Bight of Biafra (due

north of the island of Fernando Po), at the mouth of the Rio del Rey in the southern portion of the

Bakasi peninsula, which flanks the estuary of the Old Calabar river. From the eastern bank of the

Rio del Rey the boundary is carried to the Ndian river, and thence with zigzags to the western

flanks of the Maneiiguba mountains of western Kamerun ; then to the junction of the Sanaga and

Mbam rivers and eastwards to the Lower Kadei, and down stream to its junction with the Sanga
;

from this point again eastwards to the Lobai river and down that stream to near its junction with the

Mubaiigi. Then the border-line retreats west and south again, but once more makes for the Mubarigi

^ We may suspect that in the Abongco or Akwa of the Gaboon and the other Pygmy forest negroes
of the Congo basin we have vestiges of peoples only recently converted to a corrupt form of Bantu speech

;

but their jargon is nevertheless of Bantu type.
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river in its lower course, crossing it above Ibeiiga and extending eastwards to the Lower Mongala,

which it reaches at Likimi. Allowing for the enclave of the Sudanic Bondunga or Ndonga people

who reach to the banks of the northern Congo at Lisala (near Bajpcotcj), the Bantu border-line

may be said to follow the water-parting between the Mongala-Dua basin and that of the Ebmla, and

then to cut across—east-north-eastward— to the Wele-Mubafigi, near the falls of Bangco and the post

of Jabir. Then another loop southward across the Likati and back to the Wele, after which the

border-line declines south-eastwards to the Upper Aruwimi, below the confluence of the Nepcokco.

Thence in little zigzags to the Lindi river, and abruptly west through the dense Congo forest back

to the Congo main stream below the Lindi confluence (some distance west of Stanleyville). Next,

the Congo is followed up stream past Stanleyville ; and then with a western loop for the Sudanic

Bamafiga the Bantu frontier crosses the Lualaba-Congo once more and serpentines eastward to the

extreme Upper Ituri and the south-west coast of the Albert Nyanza. The east coast of the Albert

Nyanza is all Bantu as far north as Magungco ; and thence, in a south-easterly direction, the frontier

keeps close to the west bank of the Victoria Nile till it enters the Buscoga country near the northern

shores ofLake Victoria. Crossing the Sico river, the Bantu boundary is carried (with an eastern loop)

to the north-west slopes of Mount Elgon. From this point the boundary goes south-east and then

abruptly south-west to the entrance of the Nzoia river into the Victoria Nyanza. The north-eastern

coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza are excluded from the Bantu sphere, and are populated by large

colonies of the Gej'a or Ja-luco Nilotic negroes ; but from the southern entrance to Kavirondoo Bay the

frontier between Bantu and non-Bantu is carried south-east and south and is determined mainly by

the rise of the lofty Equatorial plateaus. A great wedge of non-Bantu peoples comes from east and

north, and touches the Victoria Nyanza at the head of Speke Gulf. From this point the Bantu border-

line passes southwards in zigzags to the Luwambere river which flows into Lake Eyasi (throwing off

eastward the Urangi peninsula of Bantu speech) and skirting Ugcogco attains to the Usagara and Nguru

hills, thence curling east and north to the Rufu river. Crossing the Rufu the northern boundary of

Bantu Africa encloses a north-eastern projection to the western, southern, and eastern flanks of

Kilimanjaro). From eastern KiUmanjarco the boundary-line returns coastwards, then once more

describes a huge north-western loop up the valley of the Athi river to the Kikuyu country, and north

again to beyond Mount Kenya and the sources of the Tana river. Along the Equatorial coast of

the Indian Ocean there is a narrow strip of Bantu territory northward which includes the Swahili

settlements of Witu, Lamu, and Patta,' and passes up the valley of the Tana river for a considerable

distance. There are runaway, Swahili-speaking slaves on the Juba river, but they do not represent

any ancient extension of Bantu speech in that direction. Yet it is evident that Equatorial Africa was

at one time almost continuously Bantu in speech (save for the enclaves of Hamitic or Sudanic tongues

such as MbuluBge and Mbugu or the click-using Useria and Sandawi) from the east coast of the

Victoria Nyanza to the Indian Ocean ; and that into this Bantu sphere there came, several centuries

ago, hordes of invading Nilotic Masai, Dorcobo), Nandi, and Ja-lu(o. These invasions reduced the

area of the Bantu languages in Equatorial East Africa to islands and peninsulas.

The islands of Zanzibar and Pemba are, of course, Bantu ; Zanzibar being the metropolis of

' South of this eastern boundary-line between the Victoria Nyanza and the Indian Ocean—a line

which terminates on the sea coast at Kiufiga in about i° 45' South latitude—there are several islands of

Bantu speech—notably the Sodnyu on Lake Natron, the Mbugwe on Lake Manyara, the Wa-meru
(Gaga) on Mount Meru. Within the eastern Bantu area there are small enclaves of non-Bantu speech
— TatUiga (Nandi-Nilotic) on Speke Gulf and in eastern Unyamwezi ; Nege, Mbuluhge, and Wa.si

(Kushitic-Hamite) ;
Sandawi (resembling Bushman) and Useria

( Wangomwia), between Unyamwezi
and Ugtogoi ; and the perhaps ' Sudanic" Mbugu in a small enclave in northern Usambara. Besides,

of course, the roving Masai and Dorcobo). A good deal of light is thrown on this complex ethnographical

question in Ueber die Sprachen der Tatoga-und IrakuleHte,hy Bernhard Struck, Berlin, 191 1. [In

Sonderabdruck aus ' Das Hochland der Riesenkrater ', by Dr. Fritz Jaeger.]
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the great Swahili language. The Komorco islands—at any rate the Grand Komoro), Mmhila, and

Johanna—come within the Bantu sphere, as their people speak ancient dialects of Swahili.

The importance of this language family to Africa at the present day and in the near future is

unquestionable. Throughout Africa, north of the Bantu border-line, you meet with a bewildering

number of languages widely differing from the other and mutually quite incomprehensible ; and

although there may exist linguae francae ofArabic (in its different dialects) , of Pigeon-English, Creole-

French, Hausa, or Portuguese, linguistic difficulties are relatively enormous, and have long delayed

missionaries, traders, and representatives of Government from getting into close touch with the

indigenous tribes. Moreover, most of these African languages, north of the Bantu field, are exceed-

ingly difficult to pronounce and to acquire, whereas the leading features of the Bantu tongues are an

Italian-like phonology and a relative simplicity of structure. Further, when once one Bantu

language is acquired it is not very difficult to understand the structure and even the vocabulary of

others. Assuming that a European knows nothing but Kipi-koiigco on the west or Swahili on the

east, he can go far and wide over Bantu Africa with either of these tongues to help him, so universal

in form are many of the word-roots indicating the simple concepts of everyday life. One could

probably select twenty-five words of everyday intercourse which were common (or almost identical

in form) to all the leading Bantu languages of the Cameroons, Congo, Aiigola, British South Africa,

Portuguese East Africa, German East Africa, and Uganda. If, say, one started (as many an early

pioneer like Livingstone did) with a band of porters or canoemen from the Zambezi, one might go

far and wide to the north, west, and east, and with the slow rates of travel in pre-railway days, find

one's porters accustoming themselves by degrees to the changes of dialect and language, till at

length the caravan arrived at Tafiganyika, the Victoria Nyanza, or the Upper Congo, with its men

still able to ask their way, or to understand the drift of what was said to them. Who that in

earlier days explored Equatorial East Africa or Equatorial West Africa, or the very heart of the

continent, has not realized the shock and interruption in easy relations when his expedition at last

left Bantu Africa and arrived in a district where the languages belonged to another family— Nilotic,

Sudanic, or Nigerian.' How completely at a loss he and his men felt, just as one who had more or

less grasped the principles of the Romance languages of the present day, with no previous know-

ledge of German, would feel on entering Alsace-Lorraine or southern Germany from France or

Switzerland. Though, of course, the differences would be far greater, since German, after all, is one

of the many Aryan tongues arid has an easily recognized community of origin and interrelationship

with the Romance languages.

There is no mistaking a Bantu language for a member of any other African speech family.

A momentary glance at the numerals, at a dozen word-roots with their prefixes or suffixes, deter-

mines the fact whether it is or is not a member of the Bantu family. The phonology also is as

a rule distinctive, though appearances may be deceptive in the case of a few languages of the north-

western part of the Bantu field. The semi-Bantu languages on this north-west borderland have

a vocabulary which contains a greater or smaller amount of Bantu roots, and farther north and west

there are other language families which display obvious resemblances and affinities with what may
have been the Bantu mother tongue ; but outside the Bantu family there is no known speech group

in Africa which displays all the characteristic features of Bantu word-construction and syntax and

at the same time shows unmistakable affinity in word-roots. Curiously enough, there are languages

in southern Kordofan, in Nigeria, at the back of the Gold Coast, or in the Sierra Leone region, the

syntax or construction of which frequently recalls the Bantu idiosyncrasy ; but the word-roots of

the vocabulary would be found wholly dissimilar. Or there are others, again, in West Central
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Africa that exhibit a decided likeness to Bantu in their word-roots, yet in syntax and word-

construction are quite unlike the Bantu.

The following propositions may be laid down to define the special or peculiar features oi the

Bantu languages :

(i) The vowels of the Bantu languages are always of the Italian type, and no pure Bantu lan-

guage includes obscure sounds like o, a, ce, and ii. Each syllable must end in a vowel, though in

some modern dialects in eastern and western Equatorial Africa, in Congoland, and South Africa,

the terminal vowel may be elided in rapid pronunciation or may be dropped, or absorbed in the

terminal consonant, generally in such cases a guttural or a nasal. No two consonants can come
together without an intervening vowel, except one of them be an aspirate or a nasal {nt, n, n), and

no consonant is doubled in pronunciation. Apparent exceptions occur to this last rule where two

nasals, two r's, two d's, or two fs, come together through the elision of a vowel or a labial, or

where the ordinary aspirate, nasal, or dental is reinforced so that it sounds like a double h, n, or t.

(2) They are agglutinative ^ in their construction, the meaning of the root-word being defined

or enlarged and the syntax formed by the addition principally of prefixes, and secondarily of

suffixes added to the root ; but no infixes (that is to say, no mutable syllable) is incorporated into

the middle of the root-word.

(3) The root, excepting very rarely its initial vowel or consonant or its terminal vowel, is

practically unchanging ; though its first or penultimate vowel or consonant may be modified in

pronunciation by the preceding prefix, or the last vowel of the root similarly, by the succeeding

suffix. In the great majority of cases, however, the root-word remains absolutely unchanged

through all syntaxial combinations. It is frequently monosyllabic and very seldom of more than

two syllables in its original and underivative form. But it is impossible to trace back Bantu con-

struction to a monosyllabic basis, as some writers have attempted to do.

(4) Substantives are divided into classes or genders indicated by the pronominal particle

(' prefix ') which precedes the root of the fully-expressed noun.' These prefixes in an ordinary way
have attributed to them, definitely, either a singular or a plural sense. With the exception of the

abstract prefix Bu- (No. 14), no singular prefix can be used as a plural ; and although the 2nd [Ba-],

the 6th {Ma,-), the 8th (Bi-), and the 12th (Tn-) are in some languages used in an honorific or

collective sense, which causes them even to be applied like prefixes of the singular number, this

use is easily traced down from a plural origin. There is a certain degree of correspondence between

the singular and plural prefixes. Thus, No. i prefix {Mit-) takes invariably as a plural the 2nd Ba-

{Wa-, Va-, A-), though Ba- may also in the less orthodox languages serve as plural to the singular

of No. 9, or to nouns which have not been endowed with or have dropped their prefix. No. 4 [Mi-]

nearly always serves No. 3 [Mu-] as a plural, though it may also be used with No. 14. No. 8 {Bi-)

is practically the only plural of No. 7 {Ki-). The number of prefixes common to the whole family

is perhaps seventeen, though there may be two other classes, Nos. 18 and 19 [Gn-, sing., Ga-, plural)

which, if they cannot be shown to be ancient variants of Nos. 3 and 6, would raise the total number

to nineteen. These seventeen or nineteen pronominal particles, three of which (15, 16, and 17)

1 ' Agglutinative ' is a classifying term which has lost its value ; for all languages are agglutinative in

the sense that as a rule when a concept increases in complexity the word used for it enlarges in volume, the

language being equally agglutinative whether the added syllables are tacked on to either end of the word
or inserted in the middle. Even inflexions were originally due to additional syllables which affected and
modified the root vowels by their proximity. To some extent, indeed, the Bantu languages are not

strangers to inflexion. For instance, verbal roots may become ' inflected' to express changes of tense,

mood, and meaning.
2 In numerous Bantu languages certain classes of prefix may fall into desuetude and the root-word

appear without a class-indicator. But in such case the noun's class is always present to the native's mind,

and is indicated by its pronoun and its concord or adjectival particle. Class prefixes in Bantu, after all,

are analogous to our ' class prefixes ' ' he ' and ' she ' in ' he-goat ',
' she-bear '-
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often decay into mere prepositions, are attached as prefixes to thie roots of thie nouns and verbs.

Other monosyllables may be used as qualifying prefixes before noun-roots— chiefly in a masculine

or feminine or diminutive (' father ' or ' mother ' or ' child ') sense ; but they have no ' concord ', no

distinctive pronominal particle.

(5) Bantu languages are especially characterized by the principle of the concord. In close con-

nexion with the prefixes are similar monosyllables associated with each class of noun, which are

prefixed to the adjective or numeral in correspondence with the noun, or serve the noun in the

sentence as pronoun or as pronominal particle in the verb. They combine with a vowel (most

commonly -a) to form a genitive copula ; and as an identifying suffix or prefix fuse with any interro-

gative, relative, collective, or demonstrative pronoun, with adverbs or prepositions which refer to

the noun they represent. The forms of these concord-particles or pronouns are usually like the

prefix with which they are associated
;
yet there is occasionally a dissimilarity showing diversity of

origin.^ From these concord-particles seem to have arisen, early in the development of the Bantu

languages, ' preprefixes ', or additionally demonstrative articles (answering somewhat to the English

'the'). These, when definiteness of utterance was desired, preceded the actual prefix.^ In the

most archaic forms of Bantu speech these preprefixes are syllables of consonant and vowel identical

with the pronominal concord : thus the full form of the conjoined preprefix and prefix in Class i of

the north-west Elgon dialects is Gu-mti, Gn- being the preprefix of Mti- in both Classes i and 3.

Ba,-ba is the full form of the 2nd Class, and Ga-ma of the 6th Class. But in all but the most archaic

types of Bantu language, the prefix, if retained at all, is a mere vowel— L''-mu-, ^-ba-, ^-ma-, /-mi.

(6) With the aid of these pronominal and adjectival particles a complete ' concord ' is main-

tained between the noun and its dependent adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, pronouns, verbs,

prepositions, and (sometimes) also adverbs.

(7) Suffixes of an adjectival, locative, or prepositional sense may also be applied to nouns, and,

of an adverbial and postpositional quality, to verb-roots.

(8) No sexual gender is directly recognized in the classes or categories represented by the

nineteen prefixes with concord particles, or by the personal pronouns. These last make no

distinction between ' he ' and ' she ',
' they ' (feminine), and ' they ' (masculine). But a distinction of

sex may be conveyed to nouns and adjectives by sex-prefixes and suffixes (usually Na-, Nya-j Se-,

Si-, Sa-j- -kazi and -nime). Of the seventeen or nineteen categories of nouns, the prefixes and con-

cords of Classes i and 2 are chiefly reserved for human beings. Classes 3 and 4 have a great

deal to do with trees, vegetables, and implements (especially of wood), and members of the body.

Class 5 comprises many round things like fruits, eggs, stones, the sun, the eye, a tooth, a horn
;

and is also associated with gigantic objects and augmentatives. Class 6, its plural, has a collective

sense and refers to liquids, assemblages of people, animals, and inanimate objects; Class 7 (plur.

No. 8) indicates tools, furniture, methods, ' kinds of, ' manner of doing things or of speaking '

;

Classes 9 and 10 were often associated with beasts, birds, reptiles, and fish ; Class 11 (Lu- or

Du-) with ' long things ', rivers, tongues and languages, long stretches of country or ranges of

mountains. Classes 12 and 13 were usually diminutives, but Class 13 {Ka-) could also be given

a specially feminine, tender, and finally honorific sense. Class 14 {Bu-) was generally the prefix of

abstract quahties, answering to our English suffix ' -«ess' ; Class 15 was applied specially to certain

^ Thus, in many Bantu languages the concord-particle of the ist, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 9th, and loth
prefixes, when it is used in a pronominal rather than adjectival sense, differs totally from the prefix. The
1st prefix is Mu- ; its concord-particle when adjectival is inn-, so also may be its pronoun in the objective
case ; but its pronominal particles in other connexions may be a-, gic-, yu-, ye-, u-, ka-, -kwe, &c. The
6th prefix. Ma-, has an adjectival concord ma-, but a pronominal ga- (ya-, a-).

' Similar ' preprefixes ' are present in the Temne language group of Sierra Leone, that West
African speech family which offers such a strong analogous resemblance in its syntax to Bantu.
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members of the body like ears, arms, and legs, but was mainly associated with ' doing', things, with

verbs as an infinitive, with direction as a locative—' to ' or ' from '. Class i6 represented only ' place ',

' here ', ' on '
; or had to do with time. Class 17 meant ' in-ness ',

' inside '. Classes 18 and 19, where
they existed, were given the signification of ' great size ',

' unusualness ',
' awfulness '

(9) Numeration in the original Bantu was certainly decimal. The root for ten

—

kumi—is

virtually common to more than nine-tenths of the Bantu languages, and so in a lesser proportion

are words for ' hundred ' {-kana or -kama).

(10) Demonstrative prefixes and pronouns are often preceded by a directive 'n-' {m- before

labials) which emphasizes attention. Pronouns in the nominative case always precede the verb-

root and the objective or accusative pronoun ; which last likewise ordinarily takes its place before

the governing verb-root.'

(11) The root-word of the verb, free from prefixed or suffixed particles, is always the 2nd person

smgular of the imperative. The sense, application, and complexity of verbal roots as concepts can

be modified, enlarged, affected adverbially in many ways by changing the terminal vowel and

adding suffixes, some of which almost lead to a process of inflexion by the carrying back of their

dominant vowel. In normal Bantu languages verb-roots end in -a almost invariably. The verb can

be given a passive instead of an active signification by means usually of a suffix. No changes of

the verb-root are attempted at the initial ; but preceding the verb-root come the particles which

indicate tense and mood, the pronouns, prepositions, and the syllables of negation. On the other

hand, adverbial particles and occasionally particles with a relative or ' refer-back ' sense are tacked

on to the termination of the verb-root. Negation is most commonly conveyed by prefixial particles

—J^a-, Sa-, Ta-, Ki-, Si-, or Ti- (or variants of these), but also by negative suffixes or adverbs, and

sometimes (additionally) by changing the terminal -a of the verb-root to -i. With very rare excep-

tions, the prefix which turns the simple verb-root into an infinitive is Kn- (No. 15 prefix).

(12) Prepositions are used, not postpositions ; the only exception to this rule being the locative

-ni {-nyi,-n, -n) meaning 'in', which often accompanies the 17th prefix and concord, Mu-. Adverbs,

on the other hand, when not treated as independent qualifying nouns or adjectives are suffixes,

following the verb-roots or pronouns they govern. The most characteristic and widespread of the

Bantu prepositions—in some cases not to be distinguished from Class prefixes— are na-, ni- (with,

by, and), -3 (of), ku- (to), pa- (at, on), and mu- (in).

These twelve groupings^ of Bantu characteristics must be regarded as defining the features of

' Sometimes in a fuller form (like the French 7noi) the objective pronoun is placed after the verb in

the corrupt north-west Bantu languages. There is also a doubtful exception in orthodox Bantu to the
rule that the nominative pronoun particle shall precede the verb. This is the instance of the 2nd person
plural of the imperative mood, wherein, in most Bantu languages, the pronoun particle (a very archaic

one in form) -ni, follows the verb-root as a suffix (Penda ! = love thou ! ; Penda-ni ! = love ye !).

' C. R. Lepsius, in his introduction to his Nubische Grammatik (Berlin, 1880), also gave at some
length twelve propositions to define the peculiar character of the Bantu language family. These for

a long time were regarded as the standard by which the Bantu features were to be appraised in setting

them apart from other language types. But his definitions are not in all cases accurate, adequate, or
intelligible, when a complete survey of the forty-six Bantu groups is effected-— an impossibility in

Lepsius's day. Summarized, Lepsius's propositions were as follows

:

(i) The prefixes of the nouns are the most outstanding features in the Bantu languages, and may be
contrasted with the similarly characteristic suffixes of the Hamitic tongues. There are about eight

different prefixes in the singular. {^Lepsius was wrong here ; in his own day eleven had been computed;
and even if he had argued that the three Mu- prefixes are to be counted as one—though their concords
show them to be inherently different— we should still be left with nine, twelve being the probable total.'\

They may be most easily compared with the genders or sex class-divisions of the Hamitic ; but the Bantu
prefixes have nothing to do with sex. On the other hand, they fall into classes which distinguish

humanity from what is not human— animals, trees and plants, implements, constructions, and other
things, especially everything that is extraordinary, outstanding. Some stress should be laid on the

tendency in the prefixes to distinguish between conscient beings and inconscient things. [This feature
in Bantu is somewhat exaggerated by L.] The meaning of these prefixes, which must once have been
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nearly all the Bantu languages. But to scarcely one of them cannot some exception be quoted

—

solitary or unusual, it may be—if careful research is made. In the same way, though all these

independent root-words, is now no longer to be traced, and this fact alone would imply that the origin of
the Bantu languages goes far back into Time. [T/ie origin, yes; but not necessarily the migration-
dispersal over Central and South Africa!]

(2) Sex differences appear unimportant to a primitive people, and perhaps from this arises the fact

that in the whole array of negro languages there is no sex discrimination. [An incorrect and over-stated
remark, in view of the indication of sex classification in the pronouns, articles, and concordparticles of
the Boiigto, Bari, Masai, Musgu, and other obvious negro languages.] Lepsius then illustrates the extent

to which sex discrimination penetrates the Hamitic, especially the Kushite group of those tongues.

(3) Outside the limits of the Bantu languages, there exist no class prefixes. [How about Temne ?

There are class prefixes also in other Semi-Bantu tongues not known to Lepsius, like Avatime of
SW. TciOgooland.] But nominal prefixes, which have lost their original use, are found frequently in the
second zone [i.e. the Sudan and West Africa], and are also thus characteristic for their origin. [' Her-
kunft '

—

all this and much else in Lepsius's twelve Propositions is very vague and of no clear application

to the definition ofBantu salientfeatures.] These nominal prefixes may be compared with the nominal
suffixes in the Hamitic.

(4) Personal pronouns are prefixed to the verb-root. There are no personal suffixes in Bantu
[Lepsius has overlooked exceptions to this general ride]. This last condition is the opposite of what
occurs in the Hamitic languages wherein personal suffixes permeate the speech.

(5) In his fifth proposition Lepsius defines the principle of the concord. [Not altogether correctly,

for he lays too micch stress on the ' euphonic ' and ' alliteration ' theory. Etiphony in vowel sympathy and
in initial consonants undoubtedly influences the phonetics of the concord-particles , but does not prevent
them sometimes from being dissimilar to the prefixes with which they are associated^] Traces of this

concord or vowel harmony may be met with in certain Sudanese languages (' languages of the second
zone '), sometimes in the noun, occasionally in the conjugation. In the last mentioned it is to be seen in

the south Bantu. Traces of a vowel harmony, which is certainly more euphonic than anything else, since

it arises from the vowel of the word-root, may nevertheless have some ancient connexion with consonantal
alliteration.

(6) In the Bantu languages, owing to the predilection for prefixes, there are no postpositions, only
prepositions. [Incorrect : how about the locatives -ni, -nco, -la .'] The Hamitic languages are divided in this

respect : Libyan and Old Egyptian favour prepositions ; Kushite languages employ only postpositions.

(7) The noun in the genitive case in the Bantu languages is placed after its governing noun, and is

linked with the governing noun by a particle which is compounded from the latter's governing noun's
prefix. Here again the practice is dissimilar in the two groups of Hamitic languages : Old Egyptian and
Libyan follow the Bantu method ; the Kushitic tongues place the genitive before the governing noun.

(8) The south Bantu languages arrange the pronouns and the verb so that the nominative comes
first, then the verb, and then the object ; so that the verb comes between subject and object. In the
Hamitic languages it is the rule that the verb either begins the sentence or closes it, so that subject and
object come into immediate contact.

(9) This word-placing in the Bantu is however modified when the object is represented by an
abbreviated pronoun. This is inserted before the verb-root, but after the pronoun of the subject in the

nominative case. The abbreviated pronoun representing the object in the sentence resembles [Lepsius
thinks] an infix. In any case there is no parallel to this arrangement in Hamitic speech.

(10) It is characteristic of the Bantu languages that every syllable should end in a vowel or a nasal

consonant ; a difference without importance. This syllabic character tends through the isolation of the

syllables to give a clearness of expression which does not exist in Hamitic speech.

(11) Associated with this feature is the fact that, in contrast to the terminal enunciation, the initial

utterance of words or syllables in Bantu may be frequently strengthened, particularly by the apposition of

a nasal. Such, as an initial consonant has quite a different meaning and effect to what it would have at

the termination of the word or syllable. While the nasals are of no more importance than other conso-
nants in the final syllable, they are much more potent as an initial sound if followed by another consonant

;

because in such case their tone element is almost equal to a syllable, probably because they are the

remains of an earlier full syllable. [Lepsiics's meaning in this eleventh clause is far from clear, and the

whole proposition is valueless. Perhaps he is alluding to the ' directive n ', frequently referred to in the

present ii/ork.]

(12) In his last proposition Lepsius descants on the influence of tones, of intonation in ancient

African forms of speech, employed as in Chinese, Burmese, Siamese, and one or more groups of West
and West Central African languages. He classes intonation as among the characteristics of the Bantu
tongues. [True, it plays an important role in Secuana and SesutCd, andperhaps to a less degree in Zttlu-

Kafir. It is also an essential element in the pronunciation of Mpongwe and of the Fang or Pahwe lan-

guages of the north-westJ but—as a means of discrimination between monosyllabic words—roots worn
down by attrition to a common semblance it isfar from being one of the distinctivefeatures of the Bantu
languages
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points taken together constitute—with an array of numerals, pronouns, prepositions, noun-roots,

verb-roots, and sj'ntaxial features held in common—the outstanding marks that distinguish a Bantu

from a non-Bantu language, it must not be supposed that anyone of these qualities or distinctions is

peculiar to the Bantu family. Bantu phonology may be matched in some of the Sudanic tongues,

and even (to a remarkable degree) among the Papuan and Melanesian languages. The Fula, the

Wolof, the Temne, some of the Nilotic tongues and the Hottentot possess the principle of the con-

cord
;
1 in the Fula, in the languages of south Kordofan, of north Togoland, of Sierra Leone, nouns

are ranked in a great variety of classes independent of sexual gender, each class being marked by
a special initial sound, a prefix, or a suffix. Change suffixes into prefixes—a revolution which may
take place somewhat quickly in a language (as witness the difference between Tudor English and

Victorian English)^ in the placing of prepositions—and you would have in Fula a form of speech

very reminiscent of the Bantu family. The Bantu languages, therefore, do not strike one as foreign

in their origin to Negro Africa, less so, in fact, than the Fula. Probably the parent speech was
a prefix-using tongue of ' West African ' features spoken originally in the very heart of Africa, some-

where between the basins of the Upper Nile, the Bahr-al-ghazal, the Mubangi, and the Upper Benue,

one of a chain of similar prefix and concord languages stretching from westernmost Africa to

Kordofan. The first invasive move of the archaic Bantu seems to have been eastward, toward the

Mountain Nile and the Great Lakes. The proto-Bantu folk were certainly once—many centuries

ago— settled in the Nile valley north of the Albert Nyanza. One can trace their place-names still,

in countries long since colonized by Nilotics or Sudanese. In this direction (the south-western

part of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan) they must have remained till at least as late as three or four

hundred years before Christ—late enough to have been in full possession of goats and oxen and to

have received the domestic fowl ' from Egypt or Abyssinia. Then they embarked on their great

career of conquering and colonizing the southern third of Africa.

' This principle of the concord between the class prefix or termination of substantives and the
adjectives, pronouns, and verbal pronominal particles dependent on them is by no means confined to the

languages of the African negro and negroid. It may, indeed, like so many other ideas, have originated

in Europe or Eurasia, and have spread to Africa. The concord is present in the Aryan tongues (Ills,

bona itrama, &c.), in the Semitic and Hamitic languages. In these last the concord of the genders
extends even to the personal pronoun ' thou ', which is rendered by feminine as well as masculine forms.

In the Bantu, Fula, Temne, and other African ' class ' languages, the classes are many and do not refer

to sexual gender ; in the Dravidian and certain of the Caucasus languages the categories are few, but
likewise have no sexual reference. In the Aryan, Semitic, and Hamitic (and Nilotic and some Sudanese)
speech famiUes, the classes may be three—masculine, feminine, and neuter—or merely two : masculine
and feminine.

^ Teutonic English, like modern German and Dutch, was largely prefixial in its qualifying preposi-

tions. Our ancestors said 'uprise', 'uptake', 'understand', 'offset', 'enfold', where we, especially

during the nineteenth century, would prefer the more analytical locution of ' rise-up ',
' take-up ', ' set-off',

' fold-in ', &c.
^ I have employed this argument several times before, and so far it has not been successfully com-

bated : namely, that the great dispersal of the Bantu from their first common area of development in the

very heart of Africa cannot have taken place before they had received the domestic fowl and given it

a well-marked generic name

—

kukii— which, by the by, is very like the early Persian names for 'fowl'.

Now the fowl was first domesticated from the wild Gallics ferriigineus in India (or from the allied

G. bankiva in Burma), about four thousand years ago. [It reached China as a domestic bird about

1400 B.C.] But it was totally unknown to the ancient Egyptians, or to the Greeks before the seventh

century B.C. It did not reach Mesopotamia till about seven hundred years before the Christian Era, nor
Egypt till after the Persian invasion of 525 B.C. Even supposing it spread rapidly up the Nile valley as

a domestic bird, it could hardly have reached Central Africa for another hundred years— if so soon. Con-
sequently for the fowl to have become so well-established amongst the Bantu as to have received a lasting

and almost universal name amongst them, much time is required between the Persian invasion and the

period of the great Bantu migrations : say 300 years. Amongst those negro races which do not speak

Bantu languages, though they may be living in closest pro.ximity to the Bantu, the word for ' fowl' is quite

different from the Bantu term (though this last may extend to the Semi-Bantu languages). Nor is it likely
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The most archaic Bantu languages at the present day are those of Bunyorco, Bukonjco, Ruanda,

Buganda, the islands of the Victoria Nyanza, and the region of the north-west slopes of Mount
Elgon (Masaba). It is reasonable to suppose that after the Bantu language-type came into existence

—perhaps between the Shari basin and the Bahr-al-ghazal (its nearest relations are found in the

Niger and Cross river basins)—its first great concentration lay in the region of the Great Lakes, in

Equatorial Africa. Here it was shut off for a while from westward extension by the dense wall of

Congoland forest. Southward, down the shores of Tafiganyika and thence south-west and west

across the mountains and plateaus of southern Congoland to the Atlantic ; eastward and south-

eastward to the Indian Ocean and the Zangian coasts ; southward across the Zambezi and

Mashonaland to temperate South Africa swept the Bantu invaders, armed, it may be, with novel

iron weapons and led by a Hamiticized aristocracy. They progressed, no doubt, as rapidly as the

Zulu or Basutco hordes overran Central Africa under the white man's observation in the nineteenth

century. Here our forefathers or contemporaries have been able to testify to the spread of the

Zulu clans and the Zulu tongue from the 35th to the 3rd degree of South latitude in about fifty

years.

The original Bantu invaders found no empty Africa before them. We may be certain from

abundant evidence that Central and South Africa have been inhabited by man for many thousands

of years, and probably by some black-skinned negro— forest negro, Sudanese negro, or Congo

Pygmy—for an indeterminately long period, as far south as the Zambezi river. But South Africa

proper, between the high plateaus of northern Becuanaland and the sea-coast of Cape Colony and

Natal may possibly have been the domain exclusively of the Bushman and of the Hottentot hybrid

down to the first Bantu invasions from across the Zambezi in (at a guess) about 700 a.c. South

Africa then or earlier may have been partially depopulated from some cause—some epidemic of

germ disease. Anciently—thirty, fifty thousand years ago, farther back still, perhaps— there existed

in southernmost Africa a remarkable cave-dwelling type, the ' Strandlooper', whose skull bore less

of a resemblance to the Bushman or the negro than to some round-headed, semi-Caucasian stock of

the Mediterranean. This Strandlooper either co-existed alongside the Bushman or preceded and

was followed by this specialized desert negro. In time the Strandloopers died out, leaving perhaps

some traces of their presence in varied Bushman strains, and bequeathing to the Bushmen their

wonderful gift of drawing and engraving, so reminiscent of the cave and rock pictures of the Solu-

trian and Magdalenian Cavemen of Europe or the Palaeolithic and Neolithic nomads of Algeria and

the Sahara.

We may imagine, however, some two thousand years ago, a South Africa beyond the Zambezi
and Kunene rivers given up for a time to the dwarfish, steatopygous, yellow-skinned, click-using

Bushman.

The next disturbing element may have been the Hottentot ; a hybrid between negro and

that the fowl was earlier introduced into East Africa by seafaring Arabs, thus reaching the Bantu home
by another route long anterior to two hundred or three hundred years before Christ. The fowl was
seemingly not introduced from Java or Sumatra into Madagascar by the early Malay colonists of that
island ; but within the Christian Era by the Arabs ; and in Madagascar it bears no native name resembling
the Bantu root-word -kuktc. It may nevertheless be argued that the fowl, like tobacco and the Brazilian
Casarca duck, might have been introduced to the coast regions of Bantu Africa quite recently, long after
all Central and South Africa had been ' Bantu-ized ', and have rapidly spread over the southern third of
the continent, carrying its name with it. But in that case why did not its name similarly reach the negro
languages across the Bantu border-line t Tobacco and the ' Muscovy ' duck are nowhere known by
universal names throughout Bantu Africa, though their Portuguese names of ' Taba' or 'Tabaco', and
' Pato ' may still survive here and there and be shared by Sudanic, Nilotic, Nigerian, and Bantu languages.
The Bantu, it is to be noted, have, like the Aryans, remained faithful long after their dispersal to the
word-roots referring to the animals, plants, implements, and abstract concepts known to them in their
original home.
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negroid and some more northern Bushman race, which seems to have migrated from Equatorial

East Africa south-westwards to the Central Zambezi and thence to the Atlantic coast near Walfish
Bay, and on again southwards till the Hottentots entered (what is now) Cape Colony and displaced

the Bushman. Later, it may be, there came other invaders from the north-east, by sea, rather than
by land, the mysterious gold-mining, stone-building, monolith and phallus-worshipping people who
origmated the Zimbabwe walls, temples, and emblems. These are amongst the unsolved mysteries
of Africa

; but the most striking of these stone cities, together with this whole impulse and
procedure of gold-mining, most certainly were foreign to the Bantu arts and pursuits. The Bantu
have seldom any word for gold. The tribes oldest in legendary history in South and East Africa use

for gold an Arab word meaning ' moneys '. Zimbabwe and its like originally, perhaps, and cer-

tainly later, early in the Christian Era, became associated with the exploring and trading voyages

of the south Arabians
; and among the early writers of Islamic times there were to be gathered

traditions that when the Arabs first visited the south-east coasts of Africa they found them peopled

with ' Wakwak ' savages, who from the brief allusions made strike one as more like Bushmen than

Bantu. The arrival of the Bantu hordes (the ancestors of the Karaiia, Becuana, Zulu-Kafir,

Mafafigane, and Rofiga peoples), maj' have been the cause of the abandonment of the stone

fortresses and mining depots by the sea-people whose forerunners designed or built them. After

a time, however, the Arabs got into friendly relations with the Bantu colonizers, who in a much
clumsier fashion imitated their mining and their stone-building. The Arabs, indeed, by their trade,

their influence, and their slave-markets seem to have moulded the conquests of some early Bantu

warrior-chief into that empire of the Mwenemutapa^—Lord of the mine—which the Portuguese

found still a potent state when they reached South-east Africa at the commencement of the sixteenth

century.

The Bantu were quite possibly settled on the more northern coast of the Indian Ocean— the

land of Zanj— at the beginning of the Christian Era. The early Arab traders from Mokha, Aden,

Mokalla, and Maskat cultivated friendly relations with them. A hybrid type sprang up, the SwahiU,

or men of the ' Suahil ' (coast-lands). With the aid of the Arab daus (sailing vessels) many of

these Swahili from the land of Zanj or Zafig (the Persian or Arab name for Black man's country, and

the origin of ' Zanzibar ') colonized the Komorco islands and even reached Madagascar, supplying

the Malagasy dialects with numerous Swahili words.

In the Congo basin the Bantu invaders often appeared as solitary huntsmen, boldly attacking

the big wild beasts with their iron spears. Bantu culture throughout the Congo basin is closely

associated with the iron spe&r—^ongo), Kongu, Lionga. They probably found the Congo forests

peopled already with forest negroes speaking tone languages of West African type or with a still

more primitive people, the Congo Pygmies. There would even seem to be portions of the inner-

most Congo basin which the tall Bantu have not yet penetrated and where there are only Pygmies.

On the Northern Congo there still remain patches of non-Bantu territory inhabited by negroes

speaking languages of an as yet unclassified type, vaguely styled ' Sudanic '. Somewhat similar

to these are the Forest Lendu to the west of the Albert Nyanza.

The first great Bantu migrations undoubtedly emanated from the vicinity of the Victoria Nj'anza

and north Tanganyika, and were directed round and not through the Congo forests. But in course

of time, the Bantu communities founded in the region of the Albertine Nile and the Nyanzas, or

farther still to the north-west between the sources of the Wele and the Aruwimi, broke through

the wall of forest, and sent streams of migrants across the northern parts of Congoland to the

Gaboon and the Cameroons ; reaching as their final effort the island of Fernando Po, which was not

1 Mivene = ' lord ', ' monarch '
; Mutapa. = ' mine ', ' digging ',

' excavation ', in the dialects of the

Lower Zambezi. This the Portuguese corrupted into Monoinotapa.
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very anciently severed from a Cameroons promontory by some volcanic rift. Such an east-to-west

propulsion might, in contact with the Nigerian peoples of the Cross river and Benue basins, have

created by fusion the Semi-Bantu languages ; and no doubt one or two groups of such arose in this

way and not very anciently. But it is more probable, taking all known facts into account, that

a large section of the Semi-Bantu speech forms is either descended from sisters of the Bantu

parent tongue (born in that central region north of the Benue, east of the Niger, and west of the

Shari river), or has been originated by early, very early, south-westward migrations of the proto-

Bantu before the great eastward move into the Nile basin and before the exact shaping of Bantu

features had taken place.

One is led irresistibly to deduce from the linguistic, ethnological, and anthropological evidence

before us that at some sucji critical period in their career the negro speakers of the early Bantu

languages were brought under the influence of a semi-Caucasian race from the north or north-east.

Perhaps it was a gradual drifting into Central Africa of Egyptian or Gala adventurers coming up

or across the basin of the Mountain Nile ; an infiltration of a superior type of man rather than

a forceful invasion. Descendants of such ancient civilizers of Central Africa are undoubtedly to be

seen at the present day in the Bahima, Ruhinda, Batutsi aristocracies of the Nyanza regions, the

Mangbettu and Azande 'royal' famihes of the Nile-Congo water-parting, the Bapi-bupoiigaj of

central Congoland, the Luba chieftains, and the many handsome-featured pale-skinned castes and

ruling clans in so many of the Bantu peoples. Such good-looking ' negroid ' types may be

encountered among the Zulus, the Becuana, the Hererco, the Alunda, Baluba, Manyuema, and the

northern Congo riverain tribes, the Fang peoples, and the Duala of the Cameroons. Livingstone,

Burton, Stanley, as well as later travellers, were all struck with the Egyptian-like features of the

aristocratic families in the big Bantu states and kingdoms or among the warlike tribes of Central

Africa, Similar aristocracies were noted by the pioneer missionaries and traders in southernmost

Africa.

The Bantu-speaking peoples of Africa, it might be here stated, do not constitute a race apart

from other negroes or offer any homogeneity of physical type. But on the whole they represent

so much the average negro type that ' Bantu ' is still in favour as a physical definition among crani-

ologists. In reality, thej' are just fifty millions of negroes whose speech belongs to one of the

many language families of ' negro type ; only in this case the language family instead of being

confined in its range to a hundred villages or two hundred square miles, is spread over the southern

third of Africa— say over 3,500,000 square miles— from the Cameroons, the Northern Congo, the

Nyanzas, and the Mombasa coast to Cape Colony and Natal. Bantu languages are spoken by Congo

Pygmies and forest negroes of marked prognathism and stunted stature, by fuzzy-haired brown-

skinned Fernandians still in the stone-and-wood age of culture, by tall-statured, handsome pale-

skinned negroids with Egyptian profiles — the Bahima and Batutsi, by great, burly, coarse-

featured, downright, ' West Coast' negroes like the Wanyamwezi, the Baganda, the OOvambui, and

the folk of the Angola coast-lands ; by tribes with the yellow skins, broad, wrinkled faces of the

slit-eyed Bushmen, by the very black-skinned, large-eyed comely Atonga of Nyasa, the semi-Arab

Swahili or Karana, the stately Zulu, the mean-looking Batwa of Bangweulu, the Assyrian-Uke

Baluba and Bupongm, the simiesque Banandi of the Ituri forest or Babofigco of the Gaboon, and the

all-round, moderately ugly, black negroes of average stature and average negro characteristics

throughout the rest of South and Central Africa.

Yet about the Bantu speech and the culture which accompanies it (ordinarily) there is a suggestion,

strengthened by the association of these languages with metal-working (iron more especially), with

agriculture, cultivated plants, and cattle-keeping, that adds to the impression derived from their

legends, their religious beliefs, games, and weapons. It is that the Bantu language family was finally

moulded by some non-negro incomers of possibly Hamitic affinities, akin at any rate in physique
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and culture, if not in language/ to the dynastic Egyptians, the Galas, and perhaps most of all to

those 'Ethiopians' of mixed Egyptian and Negro-Nubian stock that down to one thousand years

ago inhabited the Nile basin south of Wadi Haifa and north of Kordofan. Such a race may even

have been akin to the Tibu farther west, the Tibu of Fezzan, the Eastern Sahara, and the Libyan

desert. We know that some of the weapons of the Central Congo are to be traced northwards to

Tibu weapons and implements of ancient date.

In spite of the suggestion of Egyptian influence in the domestic animals and plants of Bantu

Africa (as also of the Western Sudan) and of the Egyptian profiles among the Bahima, I cannot but

think this ' Egyptian ' influence over the Bantu was wrought indirectly through Gala, Ethiopian, and

perhaps Tibu, through, more or less Hamitic peoples influenced by Egyptian civilization of an early

type. If much direct Egyptian influence had found its way to Central Africa from the Lower Nile it

must surely have imported into Darkest Africa that deep attachment to Stone—for building and for

worship—which emanated from the Mediterranean and south-west Asiatic peoples. But no skill

in stone-quarrying, stone-carving or stone-building ever reached the Bantu, or for the matter of

that, the Fula, the Mandiiigtt), or the Hausa. Of all such arts the Bantu culture and languages are

ignorant.

The Baganda and Banyorto legends of the incoming strangers of remote antiquity, the wander-

ing demi-gods ('Bacwezi'—ghosts, spirits) who came with long-horned cattle, trained dogs, iron

weapons, religious theories, and the elements of civilization generally, make no mention of building

in stone or of building at all. The very similar Ful shepherd aristocrats of Western Africa likewise

had the ' Bantu ' culture, the herdsmen's craft, a simple agriculture with the hoe,^ an acquaintance

with iron and copper (though copper plays a very secondary r6le in Ful and Bantu thought, legend,

and speech) ; but no notion of stone-building. With the exception of the Bube or Fernandian

indigenes, no Bantu people has been found living in an age of stone implements, though there are

abundant evidences to show that nearly all Negro Africa (except perhaps the innermost forests of

the Congo basin) went through ages of using flaked, chipped, bored, and polished stone weapons

and tools. The Bushmen and Hottentots had remained in this stage, without knowledge of metals,

using stone and also horn, bone, stick, thorn, and shell. Most of the forest negroes apparently

adopted— or reverted to—wood before they were introduced to the use of copper. An industry in

smelting and hammering copper, in exporting copper in the ingot or in manufactured form seems

to have arisen a long while—many centuries— ago in Kataiiga, where the copper deposits are

singularly rich ; and this trade in copper to have spread from south Congoland to north and west

1 It is curious that, but for a few obvious loan-words in the east of Africa, there is absolutely no
Hamitic impression or affinity about the Bantu languages. Lepsius seems to have been impressed by
the complete dissimilarity between the two language families. I cannot see myself much evidence of

Hamitic influence on the structure, syntax, or origin of the Nilotic negro languages and the Bongo) of the

Egyptian Sudan— not such as there is for example in the Hausa and even Musgu. But one can detect

in the numerals of the more eastern and south-eastern of the Nilotic tongues, and in a number of their

nouns, evidence of Kushite (Gala and Somal) having long been in contact with the Nilotes, Masai, and
Nandi. But one finds no such evidence in the Bantu languages, not even those of the Nyanzas, which
are the most archaic. Yet in the regions where the purest Bantu speech exists you meet with these

cattle-keeping aristocracies such as Bahima, Batutsi, and Ruhinda, whose physical resemblance to Galas,

Somalis, even Abyssinians and Pharaonic Egyptians, is most striking. One can trace in the local folk-

lore, religion, domestic animals, &c., the influence of the Caucasian or semi-Caucasian races of North-

east Africa, but not a trace of their Hamitic languages. There is perhaps a little influence of the Nilote

in the shaping of the Bantu mother language. Can the handsome negroids from the north and east who
would seem to have been the leaven that stirred the Bantu dough more than two thousand years ago and
who urged these Sudanic negroes to spread over and occupy the southern third of Africa have been
derived from some stock like the Tibu which, though semi-Caucasian in blood, had received no language

from the Asiatic Hamites .'

^ Though the Gala, even far inland in Equatorial East Africa, knows and uses the plough, no plough

has ever been known to the Negro or the Fula.
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Congoland ; and southward as far as Nyasaland. Was it pre-Bantu ? We have no means of

telh'ng ; but there are many indications showing that the invasion of the Bantu was facilitated by

the use of iron weapons, and that the working of iron ore and the fabrication of iron weapons and

tools in Central and South Africa dates only from the Bantu conquest of the southern third of the

continent.

The spread of the more aristocratic ' negroid ' Bantu is also associated with the ancient

Egyptian or Gala long-horned ox (Bos taurus aegyptiacus). This breed possibly had a west Asiatic

origin, and it is evidently nearly related to the Indian humped ox. No trace of any wild progenitor

has yet been found in its ancient habitat, Egypt and Ethiopia. It was obviously the first type of

domesticated cattle in Africa. Later there entered East Africa the Indian Zebu breed, which may have

also replaced the aegyptiacus type in southern Arabia. The Zebu, or humped type, crossed Africa

from the east coast to western Congoland, the western Sudan, and western Zambezia, and travelled

down the south-east coast of Africa to Zululand. The Hamites, I should say, had already intro-

duced the long-horned aegyptiacus cattle to the regions south of the Victoria Nyanza. And here

they were brought by that mysterious race, the Hottentot hybrid, to central South Africa and down

the south-west coast to Cape Colony. At some unknown period afterwards the Bantu peoples

round the Nyanzas received these long-horned cattle from the north and conveyed them in their

southward migrations as far as Damaraland. Probably in all but the elevated regions of Central

Africa these straight-backed, long-horned cattle died out from germ-diseases, which is why so many
Bantu tribes at the opening up of Africa by the modern white man were without cattle or had

adopted the humped cattle of Indian origin. Cattle, both of the aegyptiacus and indicus breeds, seem

to have been introduced from Bantu Africa into Madagascar by Arab intermediaries and slave-

dealers ; which is why a Bantu word for 'ox' is the chief term employed in Malagasy.

One of the difficulties attending the acceptance of the theory that the ' Bantuizing ' of one-third ot

Africa has been a long process in unwritten history and cannot be compressed within a period of about

two thousand years, is the splitting up of the mother tongue into more than two hundred and twenty

distinct languages, and the improbabilitj' of these languages with their marked idiosyncracies having

sprung into existence in so short a period as is assigned by writers like myself. By searching

Portuguese records in regard to the Kofiga) or Karaiia tongues we do not find a great difference

between the speech of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the speech of to-day ;
the

numerals of the Bakwiri or Barundu) at Ambas Bay (Cameroons) written down by some French or

Dutch trader at the close of the seventeenth century are almost identical with the modern form.

But with the evolution of languages, as of species. Nature— I believe

—

^roce-eds per saltum, alter-

nately with slow progression. A great jumble of events, and lo !—new languages spring suddenly

into existence. Those that suit the altered circumstances remain and continue their course for

centuries with slow modifications. Not more marvellous would have been the rapid differentiation

and specialization of the leading Bantu languages in Central and South Africa, between—let us

say— the year One of the Christian Era and the twelfth century, than was the coming into existence

of the Romance languages, engendered by the impact of the Goth, German, and Slav on the vulgar

Latin of the decline and fall of Rome. No Romance language existed in the sixth century a.c.

But, by the close of the twelfth century, Italian, Sicilian, Provencal, French, Castilian, Portuguese,

and Rumanian were distinct, mutually unintelligible tongues ; analytic where the parent Latin was

synthetic, possessing an individual character which has not greatly altered in the slow subsequent

changes. Dante's Italian of the thirteenth century would be perfectly intelligible in the streets of

Florence to-day, and is not very different from the dialect spoken in Central Italy from the tenth

century onwards. Yet in the sixth century no such language existed. We might almost say,

judging from the Oaths of Strasbourg and other scanty evidence, that the French language was born

and shaped in its essential features between the sixth and the tenth centuries. English which
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would have been almost unintelligible to an orthodox Anglo-Saxon of looo a.c. was created

between about iioo and 1350.

I am disposed to agree with Lepsius in the belief that the Bantu language-type, like the parent

speech of the Aryans, has taken a very, very long time to shape out of some negro speech in the

heart of Africa
; I am only arguing that the commencement of the sudden and rapid invasion of

central and southern Africa by the Bantu cannot be referred back much earlier than the second

century b.c.
; and that the differentiation of the more than two hundred distinct forms of Bantu

speech occurred subsequently and rapidly. Six thousand years ago the Aryan Schwdrmerei was
probably just beginning, somewhere in eastern Europe. And there were then— I suggest—but

the sHghtest dialectal differences in tribal speech amongst the Aryan Russians to indicate that one

group of clans would become the progenitors of the Aryan-speaking Asiatics—would in Asia generate

the Tokhari, the Pisacha, the Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Zend languages ; another tribe Aryanize the

Lithuanians
;
yet another section (as they marched north-westward, westward, south-westward,

or southward) become ancestors of the Slavs, or the Goths and Germans, the Kelts and Kelti-

berians, the Itali, the Dakians, Thrakians, and Greeks.

But if close resemblance in structure and syntax, if similarity of numerals and pronouns, and the

possession in common of a great number of root-words of nouns and verbs, adjectives and preposi-

tions are to be given full value as evidence of near relationship and of a recent origin from a common
source, then we must regard the expansion and differentiation of the Bantu languages as a much
more recent and rapid process than that which brought about the Aryanizing of all Europe and

much of South-west Asia.

The map of Bantu Africa will show the main directions taken in presumed history by the

different streams of Bantu migration ; and an examination of the groups of Bantu languages will,

after detaching true and widespread Bantu roots from their vocabularies, leave a residue which

must represent the assimilated fragments of prior languages spoken by the peoples whom the Bantu

armies conquered and fused with
;
just as in the Keltic tongues, the Armenian, Albanian, and the

modern Romance dialects there are words retained from languages of utterly different affinities

which were in occupation of the land when the Aryan or Aryanized invaders came with their

overpowering influence. Some very slight influence of Gala (a Hamitic ' white man ' speech) can

be traced through the East African Bantu, about four hundred miles south of the present Gala range

in East Equatorial Africa. The Sudanic tongues, the Nilotic and Masai, even the Nubian and

Kordofan languages have sent words from the north—chiefly of domestic animals, wild beasts, and

trade goods— circulating through northern and western Congoland, through the Nyanza Bantu, the

speech of Kikuyu, Kilimanjaro), Usambara, and the coast-belt of Equatorial East Africa. The
unclassified, somewhat monosyllabic tongues of the Niger delta and the Cross river have influenced

the worn-down Bantu languages of the West Cameroons. The influence on Bantu of Arabic,

Portuguese, English, French, and Dutch is so palpable and (excepting that of Arabic and Persian)

so comparatively modern that it hardly comes within the range of philological studies. It needs no

explaining. Considering how long the Arabs and the Gala Hamites have been in influential contact

with the Bantu of East and South-east Africa, and how powerfully the Aryanized Persians of the

tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries a. c. influenced the Zaiigian coasts and islands, it is surprising

how comparatively few Arabic and Persian words have crept into Bantu speech. Swahili is by

far the most Arabized of the Bantu tongues
;
yet except in refinements of vocabulary often ignored

by the common people, it remains essentially and very typically a Bantu language. The fact that

the ancient and mediaeval Bantu invaders of eastern Zambezia and South-east Africa knew and

cared nothing for gold till some incoming foreign people from across the seas taught them the value

of that metal, is shown by the absence of any true Bantu root-word for 'gold'. The word by

which 'gold' is rendered in the Zambezian and South-east African Bantu languages is—if not
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a variant of the Portuguese ouro or the English 'gold' — derived from Arabic, and usually

a corruption of dirham^ {ndarama., ndalamu).

Subtracting the foreign, the pre-existing elements from the modern Bantu tongues, we are left

in nearly every group with a surprisingly large proportion of words traceable back to a common
inheritance from Old-Bantu, from the pristine Bantu of North Equatorial Africa. Most of the defeca-

tions from this rule are due to that human love of metaphor and trope, that dislike in timid or refined

minds to calling a spade a spade, a devil a devil, a urinal a urinal. Totemism, superstition, would

start a practice of referring to dreaded snakes not as ' nyoka, \ ' the snake ', but as ' the long animal
',

'the hisser', 'the coiler'. The Bantu tongues have as many paraphrases for alluding shame-

facedly to the genital organs or the functions of generation and defecation as the most modest speech

of Europe and America. The variations of Bantu vocabularies, especially in the south, have been

mainly caused by Hloonipa. This word—a verb in Zulu meaning ' to have shame ', to be ashamed '

—covers the practice of not calling some common object, some beast, bird, fish, utensil, or

geographical feature by its proper name if that name happens to be the cognomen of a near relative,

a husband, father, brother, mother, great friend, or respected chief. The custom refers more to

women's utterance than men's ; unhappy Woman throughout the long history of the ascent of the

human species having always been regarded as unlucky, as an Eve doing the wrong thing and

bringing down ill luck by offending the vague Powers of Nature and Fate. Consequently, in parts

of Bantu Africa, if a woman marries a man named ' Lion ', though she may continue to call her

husband shyly and whisperingly by his name, she will henceforth call the real lion, the 'roarer'

the 'slayer of beasts ', the ' big cat '. Farther north, if the totem animal of the clan, or the most

striking local example of divine or demoniac power is a crocodile, it might not do to be heard calling

'crocodile' (on the principle of letting sleeping dogs lie). So the crocodile— to the confusion of the

inquiring philologist—is not called Ngwena, or Ngundu, by one of its widespread Bantu names, but

' the long one ', ' the sly ojie', 'the snapper-up ', or some other roundabout nickname. Evidently,

however, as with family slang in our own land, a fashion in misnomers seldom starts from the

vagaries of a few fantastics ; otherwise the Bantu languages would not have remained after some two

thousand years of dispersal so astonishingly true to type.

Before the reader's, attention is turned to the long series of illustrative vocabularies which

I have thought it best to supply as a prelude to the discussion in detail of the existing Bantu lan-

guages, it might assist him or her if I outHned the most striking features of the presumed Bantu

mother speech. We can, of course, only deduce these from an analysis and comparison of those

Bantu languages which have preserved the greatest proportion of widely-distributed word-roots in

their vocabulary, or have similarly retained archaic forms of prefix, adjective, pronoun, preposition,

adverb, and verb, which, from their recurrence and re-emergence in so many parts of South and

Central Africa, would seem to have been part of the common stock of ideas in the original Bantu

centre of dispersal. I shall thus have supplied some standard of comparison by which the diver-

gency and the degree of divergency of the modern Bantu languages may be gauged, in the outcome

of their development from the parent tongue of North Equatorial Africa, two to three thousand

years ago.

The following are examples of some among the many noun-roots of universal or considerable

distribution in Bantu Africa
;
given in the shape which they probably assumed in the original

language or group of dialects (the Ur-Bantu of German writers, or as I prefer to style it in Enghsh,

Old-Bantu) from which the two hundred and seventy-six Bantu languages and dialects of to-day

are descended.

' In its turn, no doubt, derived from the Greek drachma.
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Noun-roots

Father (Se, Sa, Si ; Tata) ; mother (Nya, Na, Nyina ; Mama) ; brother (-ina, -dugu, -pangi)

;

sister (-lumbu) ; maiden, virgin (-wali, -wala, -isika, -dumba)
;
grandparent (Kaka, Kcokco)

;

child, son (-keke, -ana, Mwna) ; wife (-ka, -kazi) ; twins (-pasa or -longco).

Chief (-kama, -ami, -fumV -kcosi, -ini (-ene)) ; doctor, medicine-man (-fumu,^ -ganga) ; witch,

sorcerer (-luki, -sawi, -sawa, -lemba) ; thief, stealer (-ibi, -iba) ; man (-ntu, whence Muntu = a

man, Bantu = men) ; male (-lume) ; female (-ka, -kazi, -katii) ; body (-wili, -biri, -zimba) ; skin

(gcoba (-gcovi, -guzi), -kanda) ; head (-tu, -twe) ; hair (-bale, -bili, -suki, -kisi) ; nose (-gulco, -pulco,

-pula, -pombco, -indco)
; eye (-isw) ; ear (-tu, generally Ku-tu) ; lip (-Icomco) ; mouth (-nwa) ; tooth

(-inco, -gegco, -songa) ; tongue (-limi, -laka) ; chin, beard (-devu) ; saliva (-te, Mate); neck (-kingco,

-kcosi) ; shoulder (-bega) ; buttock (-takcj) ; back, backbone (-gongco, -uma, -tana, -busa) ; chest

(•fuba,^ -adi, -tulu) ; breast, nipple (-bale) ; heart (-tima— this word is sometimes used also for chest

and liver) ; navel (-kcofu, -kuvu, -tcotco, -kundi, -kombco) ; belly, stomach (-vumu, -fu, -nda, -mimba)
;

bowels (-tumbco, -da or -ra).

Arm (-bcokoo, -kconco) ; armpit (-apa) ; hand (-anda, -anja) ; finger or toe (-nwa, -nye, -kumu)

;

finger-nail, and sometimes finger (-ala, -dala, -jala)
;

penis (-bcolco) ; thigh (-berco) ; leg (-gulu,

-rundco) ; foot-sole (-ayco) ; vein (-sipa, -sisa) ; blood (-rojpa, -gazi, -nga, -kame or -gama) ; milk

(ziwa, -bale) ; fat, butter, oil (-futa ^) ; bone (-fupa and -kupa,^ -bisi) ; tear (-scozi, -ziga, -bezi)
;

breath, life, soul (-conyco, -oya, -oyiM) ; death (-fu, -fua ^)
;
ghost, spirit (-zimu, -limu, -banda, -dumba).

Sky, and often God and rain (-gulu or -iguru, -julu, -lungu, -ingu) ; rain (-bula, -lungu) ; sun,

sunlight, daylight (-juba, -ise, -sana, -langa or -tanga) ; moon, moonlight, month (-ezi from -ela, -era,

to be white, shining, -gondco, -sungi) ; star (-ezi, -eti—perhaps from the same source as moon—and

•nyanye, -nini, -sonda, -tanda, -data or -jata) ; year (-aka, -vu) ; night or day (-Ico or -ila>— leloj is a

widespread root for 'to-day'—naku, -siku, -tuku, or -fuku) ; darkness (-giza, -sise, -ilima, -rima,

or -zima) ; wind, cold (-pepco) ; smoke (-cosi, -isi, -iki, -ika, -dinga) ; fire (-lilco, -otto, from -ota, to

warm, -pia, -bazu) ; charcoal (-kala) ; earth, ground, country (-si or -ti) ; stone (-bwa, -tadi, -ala or

-bale, -manya) ; salt (-nyu, -ngiia, -kale) ; iron, iron ore (-ela or -bela, -uma, -tadi, -londu) ; water

(•zi, -diba or -ziba) ; river, stream (-geda, -gazi or -giji, -itco, -donga) ; lake, broad river, sea or

(•ziba, -anza or -anja, -zadi, -sabi); mountain, hill (-scozi, -lima, -pili); river-valley (-rambco or

damboi) ; road, path (-dila, -gila, -handa, -bwka).

Tree, stick (-ti) ; dry wood, firewood (-kuni, -kui) ; thorn (-iba)
;
grass (-ani, -asi) ; banana-

tree (-gomba, -konda) ; banana-fruit (-tcoki, -konda, -dizi)
;
yam (-lungu, -coma, -kua, -rali) ; wine,

mead, or beer (-alwa, -lebu, -lafu or -Icofu) ; mushroom (-bcoa) ;
forest (-bira, -itu, -zitu).

Bee, honey (-uki) ; termite (-swa) ; fish (-swi) ; frog (-ula) ; snake (-coka, -piri (viper), -mamba

(cobra)); crocodile (-kwena, -gandu, -mamba); egg (-ki, -landa) ; bird (-uni); wing, membrane

(-papa)
;
guinea-fowl (-kanga) ; francolin (-kwale) ; domestic fowl (-kuku).

Beasts of all kinds—flesh (-ama) ; rat (-baba, -puku, -kcosw)
;
porcupine (-nungu, -gumba)

;

elephant (-dubco, -jcofu, -damba, -dembto) ;
hippopotamus (-gubu, -vubu) ; rhinoceros (-pela, -pem-

bele)
;
pig (-gulu, -guluba) ; buffalo (-ati, -aka)

;
giraffe (-twiga) ; ox, cow, cattle (-gombe or -kcomco)

;

milch-cow or breeding-goat (-gcoma) ; horn (-mba, -pambe, -senga), -iga)
;
goat (-buzi, -budi, -paeni)

;

dog (-bwa) ; cat (-paka, -simba ') ; leopard (-gwe, -koi, -sui) ; lion (-simba, -tare, -tambco) ; hyena

(-pisi,^ -mbwi, -bungu, -puru) ; monkey (-kima); baboon (-yani, -kolcobe, -pombco); ape (-zika, -scokco).

Sorcery, fetish, religion, witchcraft, to bewitch (-Icoka or -dcoga, -sawa ; -banda ; -lamba, -kisi,

' A marked correspondence in Bantu phonology exists between/ and i, v and ^, j and/, z and v :

so that we find especially in the West, but also in East Africa, -kumu alongside -finnii, -guia, alongside

-vuta, and -fiita,, -kuba, and -fuba, -fua. and -kua ;
-stimu corresponding \.o_-fu7?tu and -zuta to -vuta.

' The range in meaning of this root is considerable. Sometimes it rises to ' lion ', sometimes sinks

to ' genet '.
' Query, cognate With old root for ' bone ' ?
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-flti) ; magic, medicine (-ganga) ; name (-ina or -zina, -itto) ; song, to sing (-imba, -imbco) ; fear,

noun and verb (-eoga, -topa, -tina, -tia) ; shame (-sconi) ; hunger (-zala, -ala) ; sleep {-Ico, Tulco, from

the verb-root -la, -lala, to extend oneself) ; dream, noun and verb (-Iwta, -dcotto) ; dance, noun and

verb ("kina, -bina) ; love, desire, noun and verb (-penda, -kunda, -tanda) ; intelligence, and verb ' to

know ' (-manya, -manyi) ; goodness, good (-ema, -wa, -inco, -ncoga, -ntofu, -scoga, -bote, -bota)

;

bad, badness, excrement (-bi) ; rottenness, rotten (-covu, -ora or -coza, -vunda) ; fierceness, bitter-

ness (-kali) ; hardness (-gumu, -guma) ; smallness, little, young (-tco or -tu, -dongco, -ke, -nandi,

-titi, -nini, -gunco, -ana)
;
greatness, large (-kulu—from -kula, to increase^—nana) ; oldness (-kulu,

-nuna or -duna, -kuka, -kcota, -dala)
;
young, new (-pya) ; whiteness, white (-ela, -eru, -tcoka, -tuba)

;

sickness (-dwala) ; shortness, (-fupi) ; length, distance, height, ' there ' (-le, -la, -de, -rare) ;
' within-

ness ', inside (-da, -mu, -te) ;
' betweenness ' (-kati) ; place, ' hereness ' (pa-, -nco) ; house (-ndu, -zco,

-ztobco, -dagco, -dabco, -umba— clay-walled) ; home (-ka, -kaya ; -anda, -banda, -ganda) ; canoe (-atoa)

;

paddle (-kapi, -kasi) ; knife (-ale or -bela, -siu, -hamba, -panga, -paka, -pcokco, -mage) ; spear (-onga,

-ongco, -fumu) ;bow (-ta, -tta) ; arrow (-fwi, -songa, -bamba, -ketco, -sala, -tagco) ; axe (-pasa, -bazoj

or -bagco, -zcoka, -gambe, -gimbu, -temco) ; shield (-gabco, -guba) ; clothing—anciently ' skin
',

' pelt'— cloth, blanket (-gubco) ; door, doorway (-kuki, -ugi,- -ibi, -balco, -pitco ; -liangco) ; drum
(gcoma) ; thing, property (-ntu, -ma or -uma).

Prefixes and Preprefixes

The original forms of the prefixes alone and of the preprefixes combined with them were

probably as follows. It should be remembered that the preprefix is virtually identical with the

'article ' ofAryan and Semitic languages. It is also the concord-particle and pronoun of the class to

which the prefix belongs :

—

Prefix. Preprefix and Prefix.

Class No. T. Mu- (singular) ] usually reserved for human Gu-mu- (Wu-mu-).

r beings, and almost invari-

,, „ 2. Ba- (plural) j ably for men and animals Ba-ba-.

„ 3- Mu- (sing.) Gu-mu-.

,, „ 4. Mi- (pi.) Gi-mi-.

,, ,, 5. Di-, Li-, or Ri- (sing., sometimes used as an Di-di-, Ri-ri-, Li-li (I-ri-, E-ri-).

augmentative)

6. Ma- (pi. and collective) Ga-ma-.

„ „ 7. Ki- (sing.) Ki-ki-.

,, „ 8. Bi- (pi. and collective) Bi-bi-.

„ „ 9. N- (M-), N, Ni- (sing.) Gi-ni-, Yi-ni-, In- (Im-), In-, Ini-.

„ „ 10. Zi-, "Gi; Ti- (pi.) Zi-zi, Itii-, I-ti-, I-ti-n-.

„ „ II. Du-, Lu-, Ru- (sing., a good deal associated Du-du-, Lu-lu-, U-lu-, Ru-ru-.

with ' length ')

„ „ 12. Tu- (pi. and collective diminutive) Tu-tu-, U-tu-.

,, „ 13. Ka- (sing., nearly always used as a diminu- Ka-ka-, A-ka-.

tive)

„ „ 14. Bu- (sing., collective, and sometimes dimi- Bu-bu-.

nutive as plural to Ka-)

,, „ 15. Ku- (sing., often used as preposition mean- Ku-ku-, U-ku-.

' to
'

,

' towards ')

,, „ 16. Pa- (a locative, meaning ' place ',' 3t ')' ori
')

Pa-pa-.

„ „ 17. Mu- (a locative, meaning 'in ') Mu-mu-.

„ ,, 18. Gu- (sing., augmentative) ? Gu-gu-.

,, „ 19. Ga- (pi. to Gu-, augmentative) Ga-ga-.
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Associated with these preprefixes and prefixes, when they assumed the role of demonstratives,

was the ' directive n', a prefatory nasal which usually has the eifect of ' this is soand-so ' when
preceding a noun or a pronoun, and which may be connected with either the 9th prefix or with an

old root meaning ' is ',
' it is '. This initial n- {n- before a guttural, m- before a nasal) in many of the

Bantu languages gives a more insistent character to personal pronouns or demonstratives, in the

sense of 'this, this one'. With the 'directive n' affixed, these foregoing prefixes became in their

archaic forms (and in this shape reappear in numerous existing groups) as follows :—Class i. Wgu-

mu ; 2. Mba-ba
; 3. Wgu-mu

; 4. Ngi-mi
;

5. Ndi-li, Ndi-di ; 6. Nga-ma
; 7. Nki-ki ; 8. Mbi-bi

;

9. Wgi-ni, Nyi-n' ; 10. Nzi-zi ; II. Ndu-lu; 12. Ntu-tu ; 13. »ka-ka ; 14. Mbu-bu ; 15. Nku-ku
;

16. Mpa-pa. (No such nasalized demonstratives are traceable for Classes 17, 18, and 19).

The most archaic forms which can be deduced for the Numerals are the following :

1. -nwe, -nye, -guma, -dala (meaning ' finger' or ' thumb') ; -mu, -mco, -mwe, -mcosi, -mcosa.

2. -bali, -bale, -bili.

3. -tatu, -satu.

4. -ne, -nai.

5. -tanco, -sanoj.

6. -sambco ; -kaga ; -sasatu, -sasaba ; -tandatu or Ntatu ndatu (3 + 3) ; -tupa, -tcoba.

7. Sambco, Samboj-bali ; Mpungati.

8. -nana.

9. -enda, Kenda ; Ifuka, Ivua.

10. -kumi ; -longco, Mu-longco ; -kama.

(Plurals of tens—twenty, thirty, &c.—were Gama-kumi, Gimi-loiigco, &c. In the Bantu mother

language there were no special terms for ' twenty ' as in the Semi-Bantu and Sudanic tongues, nor

was reckoning by scores, as it is in them).

100. Gatna or Kama ; Dili-gana, Eri-gana.

The original forms of the Personal Pronouns in the Bantu mother speech were probably these

:

I Mi, N, Ne, Ni. (Other modern forms Uke Wgi, Ngu, Ndi, Nze, Mbi, Mba are pos-

sibly the original pronoun N- prefixed to particles meaning ' am ' or ' here '.)

me -mi, -n-, -ni-, -ngi-.

my -ngi, -nge, -m, -mi, -ni, -ne.

Thou Gu, Gwe (We), Ku-, "Wu-.

thee -ku-.

thy -kco.

He (she) Gu, Gwe (Yu, Ye), Ka-, A-.

him (her) -mu- ; -ge, -ke, -ye.

his (hers) -kwe, -ke.

We Tu, Su (Si), Twe, Cwe, Swe, Hwe, Fwe.

us -tu-.

our -itu.

Ye Nu, Nyu, Nwi (Ni), Mu, Mwe.

you -ni, -nyu, -nu-, -mu-.

your -inyu, -inu.

They Baba, babco.

them -ba-, -bco.

their -baboj.

The reflexive pronoun ' self was probably -li- (-ji-, -zi-, -ri-, -i-, -e-).
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' All ' was rendered by -onse, -onte or -onke ; and in some senses by -wna and -ama.

' Many ' was -ngi or -iiigi, -vula or -bula, -bama.

Adjectives were scarcely distinguishable from consonantal forms in Old-Bantu, and their more

striking examples in persistence of word-root are cited with the nouns in the foregoing list. Several

suffixes were probably employed in ancient as in modern Bantu to give an adjectival and adverbial

sense to noun-roots, notably the widespread suffix -fu or -vu, which perhaps may be traced to an

older form -bu, and be related to the 14th Class prefix. Adverbs were allied to nouns and pronouns,

and prepositions likewise. Amongst these last, roots that are characteristically persistent and must

therefore have been present in Old-Bantu are : pa-, on, at ; ku-, towards, to, there ; si- or -nsi, down
;

-la, -le, -li, -di, -dia, far, distant, there ; nda, -da, inside ; -tei, -kati, between ; -eru, -nja, -nze, outside
;

-pi,which ? where ? how much ? ; -nu, much, exceedingly, properly ; -mbele, before ; -pi or -fupi, near.

The adverbial particles of negation, usually when employed with the verb, were prefixed or in-

fixed in conjunction with the nominative pronoun particle which precedes the verb-root. They were :

Ka- (becoming -kco, as a relative adverbial suffix) ; Sa- or Ta- ; Ki- ; Si- or Ti-.

The following suffixes seem to have existed in the Bantu mother speech for incorporation with

the verb-root at its terminal to modify, reverse, and extend its meaning. Already, perhaps before

the divergence of the main groups occurred, it was becoming customary to change the pristine -a

of the verb-root termination into -i to express negation or doubt, -e to give a subjunctive or potential

sense to the verb,' -u or -u to indicate other changes of meaning. But in addition to this inflexion

of the terminal vowel of the verb-root, a variety of suffixes came into use which have remained in

force amongst nearly all the descendants of the Old-Bantu.

These were in all probability :

(i) -ba or -wa,^ probably one of the word-roots meaning ' be ', and used to turn a verbal root

from the active voice to the completely passive ; that is to say, passive with the suggestion of an

agent causing passivity. Example : ^u-leka, to leave ; ^u-lekwa, to be abandoned (by some one).

(2) -ka. This particle also turns a transitive verb-root into an intransitive, but indicates passivity

without an agent directly causing it. The comparison of the -ka suffix with the -ba or -wa. passive

and the ordinary transitive verb-root used in an active sense, might be illustrated in English by the

following example :
' He cools, chills '

: this would be equivalent to the active verb in Bantu :
' He

is chilly or cold '
: this would answer to the sense of the -ka suffix :

' He is cooled or chilled ' (by

some one or something) : this would be implied by the -ba or -wa suffix. Thus if -pasua (a develop-

ment oi-pasa) meant ' to split ' in Old-Bantu, -/aswka would mean ' to be in fragments ', and -pasuwa.

' to be split ' (by some one).

(3) -ga or -inga. This suffix conveyed either a sense of thoroughness in action, or still more,

continuity in the sense of the Enghsh participle termination -ing. It also inferred habitual or

recurrent action. Example : -pula, ' beat
'

; -pulaga, ' beat thoroughly, continuously '.

(4) -sa (za, pa, sia ?) was causative. Thus if -lia was ' to eat ', -//sa or -//sa would be ' to cause

(some one else) to eat '-

(5) -la, -ila or -ira and -ia (and -ela or -era or -ea, by absorption of the terminal -a
''

; also -ina or

-ena) indicated doing a thing to, for, or by another person : as for example -fa = ' to die
'

; but -fia

and -fira would mean ' to die for (or on behalf of) or through ' another person.

(6) The vowel u (or in conjunction with the terminal a, co) combined with -la or -ra, expressed
a sense of reversal. Thus if -fuiiga meant ' to shut ', -fungula. would mean ' to open '.

' Examples of the change to -/ and -e would be : Ni-panga. or Mpanga., ' I make ' ; Ni-pange, ' that
I make ', 'let me make

'
; and N-ki-pahgi, ' I not make '.

' In the Nyanza group and some of the western Bantu languages the passive suffix is -iiwa.
^ A + i constantly resolves itself into e in Bantu ; a + te into a). In these suffixes /, r, and d, I and n

frequently permute ; as well as .f and/, s and z, b and w.
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(7) -pa was connected perhaps with the root meaning ' place ',
' location ',

' at ', but came to

mean as a verbal suffix ' becoming ',
' developing into ', ' acquiring certain characters '. Thus from

the adjective -nene, ' fat ' or ' large ', was made the verb -nenepsi, ' to become fat ', from -bi arose

-bjpa,
'
to become bad

' ; from -togto ' fear ' was constructed -ii)^&)pa, ' to be afraid '.

(8) -ana indicated reciprocal action : Ku-penda would mean ' to love ', but Ku-pendaaa. ^ ' to love

one another '.

(9) -ama and -ta probably had a reflexive sense, meaning to do certain things for one's sell.-

Thus -ima would be lengthened into -imataa, ' to erect one's self ; -pa, ' give ', became -paia, 'to

give one's self or ' to get

'

(10) -ile or -ide (with the variant -ine), perhaps also -isi (and, from their fusion, -itsi, -idzi, -ije)

conveyed a sense of past or preterite action ; and in fact -ile (-ine, -ide, -ire) suffixed to the verb-

root has become the chief form of preterite tense throughout the Bantu languages. The alternative

form -isi (extended into -itse, -idzi, -ije, &c.) has to a great extent disappeared as an independent

suffix, and is only traceable with difficulty in the composition of words. Thus, assuming -kunda or

•gonda to mean ' love ' or ' desire ' in the Old-Bantu, it would become in most of the modern Bantu

languages -kundiie in the preterite sense of I (Thou, he, &c.) loved ', or -gonzi (-gond-isi), a form

in which it actually exists in some of the Nyanza languages. More often the -itsi suffix united the

other suffixes and verbal forms. It may really have arisen from an older combination of the -ide

preterite with the -sa causative. The present form in Luganda (-idza) rather suggests this.

In addition to these suffixes, the Old-Bantu, like some of its descendants, probably affixed

other ' prepositional ', locative, adverbial particles to the verb-root after the manner of -pa (No. 7 in

this list. In this connexion -mu would mean ' in ', ' inwardly
'

; -kcij, ' to ',
' towards ' (as well as from

quite another root, ' not ') ; -ge (-je) would be interrogative ' how ? '—in modern Swahih u-ta-fanya-ys

means ' how wilt thou manage it ', or literally, ' thou—will—do—how ?

'

Probably in Old-Bantu, as in its modern descendants, the verb was conjugated by prefixed as

well as suffixed particles ; and these last partook of the nature of prepositions (like ku, 'to '; pa,

pa>,' here', 'now', ' there ' ; -a, ' of
'

; na, ni, 'with'), adverbs and pronominal particles, related to the

noun prefixes—ka, ma, gu, la, da, nga, ngi—and mostly by auxiliary and abbreviated verbal nouns,

such as li (di) and ba, meaning ' being' ; ta, ya, ' doing ',
' going '.

X The most strikingly widespread verbal roots in the modern Bantu languages probablj' assumed
the following forms in Old-Bantu :

abuse, insult
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eat

evacuate, defecate,rain,

give birth

fall

fear

fight, quarrel

fish, catch fish

give

go

heat, warm, cook

hunt

know
laugh

leave, cease

love, want, desire

press, milk

rot

say, speak

see

send

sing

sit, remain, abide

sleep, extend the body,

snore

smell, stink

stand, stop, be erect

steal

strike, kill

watch, tend

-la or -da, -lia or -dia.

nya (this root is related to the ' mother' or feminine prefix, nya-).

gwa, -bwa.

•tia, -tina.

-rwa, -rwana.

vuba, -luba.

pa, -nika.

-genda, -gya (-ja, -ya), -tamba, -hamba (march, walk), -pita (pass).

ota, -aka, -pi, -pika.

•winda, -wifiga.

-manya, -dzi, -dziwa, -jiwa, -azi.

-seka or -seba.

•leka, -sika.

-penda, -kunda, -gonda, -funa, -tanda.

-kama.

-bora (-bcoza), -bunda.

ti, -gamba.

-bSna, -lola, -laba.

tuma.

-imba.

ikala, -sala.

lala, -koina or -gona.

-nuka, -nuiika.

-gima, -sima.

iba.

-ita, -tta, -ta ; -kuba, -buba, -bula.

linda.

-lila.weep, cry, mourn

The original concept of the verb in Old-Bantu was no doubt participial, of the ' verbal-noun

'

order, the noun of action. But these verb-roots seem in Bantu to be older than most of the nouns

that do not, like the verb-roots, terminate in -a ; as though actions were described before all but the

most prominent objects. The original verb-roots were largely monosyllabic and never more than

disyllabic ' (unless onomatopoeic) ; but I cannot agree with some authorities who have argued that

the whole of the Bantu roots, substantival and verbal, can be traced back to utterances of a single

syllable. Yet they tend that way, and perhaps, in the far past of African peoples, might have been

traced to an ultimate affinity with a monosyllabic parent stock, which afterwards left behind more

direct and monosyllabic tone-using descendants in the regions between the Cross river and the

Volta.

The simple verb-forms in Old-Bantu obviously ended in -a (with the exception of two or three

irregular, interjectional verbs, such as Ti, ' say
'

; Njco !
' come !

'; Li, ' be '
; Pi, ' cook ', and various

other meanings) ; and the majority of the nouns formed from verbs ended in -Od (probably from -au),

-i, or -u. The -e termination of noun-roots may, like those that end in -a., have been very ancient

and indicate independence of origin from verb-roots, or may—as so often occurs in verbal suffixes

and prefixes—arise from the fusion of a- and -i.

^ It is noteworthy that many archaic word-roots in Bantu begin with a vowel and are disyllabic

such as -ati (buffalo), -ota, (heat), -isca (eye), -atod (canoe).

D 2
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Indeed, in reconstructing the phonology of Old-Bantu, and especially of the still earlier African

parents of that language family, one is led to assume a greater simplicity of vowel sounds even than
exists to-day in the very Italian-like Bantu languages, and to postulate only o, a, /, and u for the

ongmal Bantu vowel equipment. So many of the existing u's and unstressed o's, as well as the «'s,

can be traced back to fusions of a and u, a and i, or to the broadening of u and i.

As far as we can trace the phonology of Old-Bantu by comparing, one with another, the pro-

nunciation of root-words in the more archaic Bantu tongues of the present day—notably the Nyanza-

Tanganyika-mid-Zambezian groups—we may surmise that it made no use of tones or clicks to imple-

ment its resources in differentiating sounds ; and that, besides a simple vowel system—o, a, T, ii, and

perhaps U—it possessed the following consonants (interesting deficiencies being also noted) :—

Labials m, b, p, possibly w.

Labial-dental v, f. These, however, may well have been absent in the pristine days, and

have arisen subsequently, just before or just after the great dispersal,

principally from b.

Dental-lingual 6, s, s. "S was doubtfully present, as a variant of / and s. £> almost certainly

was absent, and is still of very uncommon occurrence compared with 6.

Lingual-alveolar d, t, I, n. R is doubtful as a radical letter, though often arising recurrently

from / and d, and in turn producing z.

Palatal-lingual ;'. /, if it had already appeared, arose from a palatalizing of d (dy, d) or g
(gy) ; a lingualizing oiy, or a hardening of s. C,

f, f were probably absent

from Old-Bantu.

'Palatal y. In the primitive Bantu speech it is doubtful \iy existed as a distinct pro-

nunciation from I and gl.

Palatal-faucal n. This ringing nasal sound was probably heard when n preceded a guttural,

and there may have been in Old-Bantu some of that general nasality of

utterance which so strongly characterizes most of the negro languages of

West Africa as to amount almost to a physical and racial trait—a distinc-

tion still more to be remarked in Bushman and Hottentot and in the Semi-

Bantu. But the n as an unsupported consonant (like the ng'va. German or in

the English words 'king' and 'ringing')—so common a feature in modern

Bantu—can S^lways be traced back to a fusion between w and g or k.

The guttural y was probably absent from Old-Bantu, not having as yet arisen

from the slurring of^ or the faucalizing of w.

Faucal k, g. But no x, r, or q.

Aspirate h was probably absent, though it was soon to arise from p, s, k, or /.

Even in the Old-Bantu home there must have been a tendency among the dialects of the mother

tongue towards an abrupt and wide-ranging variation between certain consonants—a psychic

disturbance, so to speak, such as must often arise in aggregated genera and species of animals and

plants or full-blown human languages, when they are about to produce great variations from type.

And this sudden impulse towards varied pronunciation caused transitory or permanent permutation in

consonants. Yet the permuted and the previous forms of word-root must have co-existed in the same

tribe as they often do at the present day. These alternations were particularly marked as between

labials and dentals— i; changing to z,/ to s, and /to 6 ; between labial and faucal—w and ^,/and

k, V and g ; between the lingual and the alveolar—/ and d (together with r, which last is scarcely

distinguishable in Old or Modern Bantu from / and d) ; / and n, t and r ; and between the palatahzed

rfandy, rfand s, /and 5, /and c, s and/. F permuted easily to /and w, and still more readily and

inexphcably to ft, as soon as the great Bantu dispersal commenced. The aspirate, now so prominent
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in the phonology of the majority of Bantu languages, was almost certainly absent from Old-Bantu.

No root-word traced back to its most primitive form discloses the presence of h among the Old-

Bantu consonants. The modern Bantu aspirates represent an older p,f, s, or k, or the faucal gasp

of a vanishing click in the pre-Bantu languages.

In conclusion, I might state that I do not share the theory of certain German philologists that

we should attribute to the Old-Bantu some degree of vagueness in consonantal utterance, resulting

in 7 being the parent of the modern ^ or w, z^ the antecedent of 6 and w,v and/; ;vof ^,and so forth.'

The comparative study ofthe existing two hundred and twenty-six languages derived from Old-Bantu

leads, on the contrary, to the conclusion that this mother speech of innermost Africa had broad,

simple vowels, and distinct, well-defined consonants, almost limited in range to m, b, s, z, d, t, I, n,

k, and g. In this respect, in the development of intermediate vowels and consonants between those

of more pronounced type, the modern Bantu languages have only followed a parallel course to the

Aryan, Semitic, and Hamitic languages. It may be argued that the early articulate utterances of

Man were vague in sound : undecided in vowel quahty, and in the influence of tongue, of teeth,

nose passtge, and epiglottis on consonantal out-breathings. The extraordinary Bushman language

family may be pointed to as an illustration of a very primitive form of speech surviving, and offering

a similar vagueness in utterance. But the Bushman dialects may quite well be, like the Bushman

race, examples of speech forms that have greatly degenerated and have been much specialized by

isolation in South African deserts. And the vowel sounds ofBushman and Hottentot appear to me to

be simple, few, and clearly marked, except for nasality of tone. It is their clicks which often obscure

the values of the consonants. But even here we have no great range of subtle consonantal sounds

as in the modern languages of Europe, northern Africa, and western Asia. The Bushman lan-

guage, no doubt, like the race that uses it, is exceedingly ancient and shows the severe attrition ot

long usage. The simplification of vowel 'and consonant values (like the sudden simplification of

customs after long slavery to tradition) tends to be one of those revolutionary occurrences which

accompany the birth of a new language species or a new people : for instance, the Arabic dialects of

the Sudan and of East Africa—rapidly becoming two new languages—are softening the more exasper-

ating of Arab consonants and enlarging considerably the use of broad, distinct vowels ; Swahili

Arabic, with the regular intercalation of vowel and consonant, is at the opposite pole to the Maghrib

dialect of Morocco, which is mainly a collocation of choking consonants. One has only to compare

the phonology of modern Arabic with that of the ancient Semitic tongues of Mesopotamia and Syria

to realize (as also in the case of Polish and Russian, as compared to Yugo-Slav and Old Lithuanian)

how languages tend as they spread, develop, and are more and more spoken, to differentiate their

vowels and their consonants with ever-increasing complexity ; so that at last the speech becomes

unspeakable by a newer generation or unpronounceable by an invading usurper. Then one of those

radical changes takes place which gives birth to some new and more harmonious jargon : Latin

becomes Romance, Greek changes into Romaic, the cumbrous Anglo-Saxon is modulated into the

pleasantly Frenchified English of Chaucer, which we still speak. And I should not be astonished

if, during the next twenty or fifty years, several languages of Africa and Western Asia—even

Armenian, Lesghian, and Albanian—were scrap-heaped, and forms of speech with simpler, more

melodious phonologies were adopted in their place.

It is because the majority of the Bantu languages are so simple and clear in their phonology,

so logical in their syntax that they are learnt with comparative ease by the stranger. The majority

of them are much easier to master and to retain in the memory than Hausa, Ful, or Arabic. Those

' Still less do I agree with their ' pooling ' problematic vowel sounds by the device of a heavily cir-

cumflexed i (?). They cannot themselves suggest how this is to be pronounced. The circumflex is

a shallow and out-worn mystification.
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languages will survive—certainly Hausa and Arabic will, though I doubt whether the world or even

the heart of Africa will tolerate for long the innumerable plurals and countless verb intricacies of

the fantastic Fulde speech—but they will not spread much beyond their present limits. Already m
northern Equatorial Africa Hausa and Sudanese Arabic are giving way to the Bangala of North

Congoland as a trade and administrative language, because it is a harmonious clear-cut, easily

acquired, sufficiently expressive form of speech. Swahili is carrying all before it as the trade

language of the regions between Oakland and the Zambezi. Zulu-Kafir will become the second

language of South Africa if its exponents are wise enough to eliminate the silly clicks which at

present mar its phonology and cause the European to take up instead the ugly and stupid jargon

known as ' kitchen Kafir '.

The political importance oi the Bantu languages in the future will be as great as the political

importance of the Indian vernaculars. This has been an additional inducement to me to study

them. But it is perhaps the unwritten history of Negro Africa enshrined in their word-roots

which has proved for me the strongest lure in this long-sustained work of research.



CHAPTER III

ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF 276 BANTU AND

y ^ SEMI-BANTU LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS

NOTES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF READERS IN RESPECT TO THESE
VOCABULARIES

The orthography, both in regard to African geographical names and the rendering of African

languages, is that adopted throughout the volume and explained in detail elsewhere. A summary

of its principles for convenience is given here in apposition to the vocabularies.

M, b, V, p, f, and w, are pronounced as iii EngHsh. When any of these or other sounds

are aspirated, the aspiration, if pronounced and distinct, is indicated by the letter h'^ : and where it is

less emphasized, by the Greek aspirate '. In numerous Bantu languages there is considerable

indecision on the part of the individual speaker or the tribe as to the utterance of h and zc, so

that to the European listener the labial consonant is heard sometimes as a b, at others as a w,

and occasionally as bv or vh. I have preferred to write it either w, b, bv, or v, according as the

local or predominant pronunciation caught my own ear, rather than to impose accents on the w,

which in reality give little help to the English student, who is sure to be understood by the native

if he uses either a b, w, or v. Nevertheless this indeterminate labial is represented by several

writers well qualified to hold an opinion, as w. Y is used by me for the consonantal i (the

Germany). There is a great tendency to palatalize consonants in Bantu ; that is to say, to follow

them by an ^'or a jv sound {dy, ty, ny, ky,gy). There is no other logical method of rendering this

pronunciation than by adding the y to the palatalized consonant. Where, however, this

palatalization (a very faint i or y) follows the terminal consonant and the employment oi a. y might

mislead the eye, the effect is better given by the vertical accent '.

G and k are pronounced as in English, the g being always as in the words ' get ',
' give ', ' go

'

The faucal k (the Arabic j) is represented by q. The Greek gamma (r, y) stands for the velar

g (the Arabic d), which is often rendered in English by gh and which is pronounced like the

French r grasseye, or like a lower utterance of x- This last— the Arabic f and Scotch ch—is

represented by x, which is to be taken as the equivalent of the Greek x- This is the value of g
and ch in Dutch and in many German words ; but the more palatalized sound of the terminal ch, or ch

before a consonant, so often heard in German in ich and licht, is represented by x. H is pronounced

as in English or German, but the strong h of Arabic (^) is rendered by //, or sometimes by the

double h (hh). The faucal contraction of the Arabic ain
( f\ is represented by _1 ; the mere

elision of a vowel or consonant by the apostrophe,
'

; and the strongly marked hiatus (the Arabic

hamza)—which is the gap in pronunciation occurring between distinct words in English (such

as 'still ill')—is shown by ;. The nasal consonant sounding like ng in 'ringing' is indicated

by n, or the merely nasalized consonant or vowel by ~. A'' is pronounced as in English. When

^ There is much aspirating of consonants in numerous groups of Bantu languages. Wherever ph,
th, dh, gh, kh, vh, &c., are encountered in this work they must be pronounced separately and with their

true values : p-h, t-h, &c.
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it is an initial consonant preceding another consonant it is slightly vocahzed, something like the

pronunciation of im in the English word 'unto'. When it is doubled, like all other double

consonants it is doubly pronounced.

The Polish or dental / {'f) is heard in some Bantu languages (as it is in Portuguese and

Brazilian pronunciation) but not so prominently or with such etymological importance as to be

worth discrimination. The ordinary Bantu / is alveolar, like the English. It interchanges with r

to such an extent that little distinction can be made in transcribing certain languages, except under

the circumstances mentioned below. One person may use /, another r in pronouncing the same
word in the same tribe or clan. The ordinary Bantu r sounds very much like the r in the

pronunciation of Germans or of educated English people. The rattled r of Spain or the southern

half of France is present in a few Bantu tongues (such as the Nyorco dialects) and is best and

most logically represented by a doubled r. The cerebral r (?) of provincial EngUsh and of

many South Asiatic tongues is virtually unknown in Bantu Africa. The velar r {)) is scarcely

distinguishable from y, and should be thus expressed unless it can be shown to proceed from

an older alveolar or dental consonant. R permutes most easily with t and d. In some languages,

however, it is necessary to discriminate between r and / in writing and in pronunciation,, because

r has taken the place of t, as / may have of d, in the prefix forms and word-roots.

With regard to the dentals, s is always the upper or light hissing sound, as in the word ' hiss ',

or ' saint
'

; z similarly is always the lower and heavier sibilant as in ' hazard ' and ' zeal '. The
English sh and sh (French ch and^) are rendered by/S- and ^ ; the English th in 'think ' and ' bath

'

by 6 ; and dh [th in ' that ' and ' bathe ') by d. T and d, when printed without aspirate, accent, or

modification are to be pronounced as in English and most other languages. But the t in Bantu

is often aspirated or pronounced explosively, somewhat as English people use the word ' utter

'

when they speak of 'ut:ter astonishment'. The aspiration— as already mentioned— is indicated

by the h or the ' following the t; and the explosive quality by the accent '
{= t'). The t in Africa

on the lips of natives often glides into an r sound. When it is most like an r I spell it thus,

when most like a / I render it by / (or d, as the case may be). I do not think it necessary, from

any point of view, to discriminate further between the various slurred or eccentric pronunciations

of t by the tongues of Africans, as these variations are—at any rate in Bantu— of ^o etymological

importance. The d in Bantu is occa.sionally (as is the /) heard as though doubly pronounced, and

is in such cases doubly written. The dental, alveolar, palatal, and lateral clicks in the Zulu-Kafir

languages are represented respectively by (f, i, f,
and 7.

C stands for the combination of ^^, a fusion of consonants that is more conveniently represented

by one symbol, the Italian c (as before i and e). It often results from a palatalized k, which in

some tongues is best rendered by ky; and is pronounced like the English ch in 'church'.

Similarly j is used for the combined sounds of dij. Where these compound consonants appear

to be doubled in pronunciation they are more logically rendered by tc and dj, as they are thus

pronounced. Just as the c comes very near ky, so the j sound is scarcely distinguishable from

the palatalized d' (dy). In some of the south-eastern Bantu languages there are palatalized 6's, d's,

and p's, which are a source of much unnecessary fuss and complication of writing by some who
have rendered them on paper. They should be written in accordance with their local pronunciation

as by, vy, py ; bs, vz, ps ; or b^, vij, and p^.

The vowels of this phonetic alphabet are, of course, given their ' Continental' values rather

than those of the eccentric English spelling which grew up in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries. O unaccented is pronounced as o in 'not' or 'doll'- o represents the sound of o

in ' store ' or aw in ' gawd
'

; o is a little deeper than the average German pronunciation of that

vowel and represents the sound of the Enghsh u in ' hurt ', or i in ' bird '. A, a (similarly shaped

throughout, even in italics) always stands for the a in ' father ',
' rather ',

' gala '. The short
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sound of this vowel (similar to the English u in ' but ', or the o in ' worry '), is represented by (X, a.

/E, CB is the equivalent of the English a in ' fat ',
' gather ' or the French e infentme. Unstressed

e has the value of ^ in ' met ',
' rend '. E, e is the e in ' fete ', or a in ' hate '. E, e gives the short

sound of e in mere and e in ' there ' (really a fused diphthong between e and o). / is the

English i in ' hit
'

; i, t, the e in ' cedar ', and ee in ' feet '- U, it unstressed represents the u in ' pull ',

' put ',
' bull

' ; and u, u is the u in ' ruler ', and the 00 in ' mood ' (the French ou, German u). U,u =
the French u. The sound of o in 'bone' (French au and German oh) is represented by the

Greek &). I have not thought it necessary to discriminate further between the various pronuncia-

tions of the single symbol o (o, o, u)), as to do so is quite needless for the philological understanding

of my subject, and only an unnecessary puzzle to the reader's eyes. In some of the South and

South Central African forms of Bantu there is a rather indeterminate vowel which varies in

pronunciation between the short u in ' put ' and the o in ' hope '. This is particularly observable

in the Secuana group and in the tribal name ' Basutco '; which is ordinarily rendered ' Basothoo ' by

specialists and is actually pronounced more like Sutco than anything else, though to some it

seems more akin to S(otlth(5. There is a vacillation also between the sound of t in 'pit' and e in

' met ' in many Bantu tongues ; but in such cases I prefer to write it as i or e, according as the

sound of the word struck my own ears or those of some trustworthy colleague in African

philology ; for in the etymology of Bantu there is considerable permutation between e and ;' when
they are unstressed.

The stress mark is ~, and the unstress "- Neither is employed unless the pronunciation of the

vowel is exceptionally deep or light. The accent or pitch of the voice is indicated by '. This

is so normally and frequently on the penultimate syllable that the accent is only emploj'ed when
an exception to the prevailing rule in Bantu transfers the voice-pitch to the first, last, or other

syllable than the penultimate. Monosyllables are not accented unless uttered with vehemence.

The ordinary high and low voice tones in speaking =3=
,

are best shown by employing

the accent ' for the high tone and ^ for the low. The other tones of the speaking voice so prominent

in the East Asiatic or West African languages are unrecorded in connexion with Bantu (wherein the

manner of speaking more resembles the European mean than the voice production of Hottentot and

Bushman, ofWest Africa, or Eastern Asia), and it is not necessary to provide for them in this work.

The use of the high and low tones of the voice for purposes of etymological distinction is not

common in Bantu and is only observable (perhaps) in the Becuana group and most markedly

in the Paiiwe languages of the nOrth-west Bantu area. Even here they scarcely come within

the scope of the present work, which is not so much a pronouncing dictionary as a treatise of

comparative philology. In the case of the southern Nigerian tongues, the discrimination of tones

in language transcription is of great importance.^

The conventional symbols J and o stand for 'male' and 'iemale'. The essential and (in nouns)

virtually unchangeable root of the word is printed in heavier type where it is necessary to hold

it in view; consequently the reader will regard the lighter-printed syllables as changeable

excrescences on the main concept—preprefixes '', prefixes, suffixes, and infixes. When there are

articles or preprefixes present in a language they are usually, but not always, given in these

vocabularies, so that the Bantu word takes its fullest form. But when in ordinary pronunciation

the preprefix is dropped, the word is printed with only its customary class prefix (if any).

The plural forms of the nouns are separated from the singular by a semicolon and begin with

^ A reference on this point might be made to my Phonetic Spelling (Cambridge University Press).

The tones of the South Nigerian languages have been accurately described in Mr. Northcote Thomas's
recent works (Harrison & Sons, and ' Man ', R.A.I.).

* The preprefix is the vowel or syllable which precedes the actual prefix.
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a minuscule letter. Frequently only the plural prefix is given, the rest of the word being the

same as in the singular. When this plural prefix replaces a detachable prefix in the singular,

it is followed (unless the whole word is printed) by a hyphen (-) ; where the plural prefix is

super-imposed on the singular form of the noun (which may be the bare root-word or retain

its singular prefix), the plural prefix is followed by a plus sign ( + ), unless for the reader's

special convenience the whole of the plural form is printed. When it is necessary to draw special

attention to the plural form of the word, which may—very rarely—differ in slight degree from
the root of the singular, the abbreviation pi. is prefaced. The hyphen preceding or following

a word means that the root form must be preceded or followed by some varying detachable prefix

or suffix. Variants of what is substantially the same term are separated from one another by
a comma only

;
quite distinct words by a full stop. Figures and letters in brackets are the

distinctive number of a dialect, a peculiar word or two of which may be quoted as a variant, if

it is not sufficiently distinct from the dominant type of language to be represented in a separate

column. But figures may also indicate noun classes when connected with demonstrative pronouns.

As many equivalents as possible are given for the one English term or concept, provided

their composition bears on the etymological connexions between the Bantu languages. Ordinarily

the most commonly used word is printed first ; but because the reader from a partial knowledge

of any of these languages here illustrated does not recognize an equivalent of the English test

word he must not be in a hurry to conclude that this equivalent does not exist ; for it maybe scarce,

recondite, or archaic, and thus have escaped his notice. Great care has been taken to attribute

to no language or dialect words the existence of which cannot be attested ; but it may often

be only among the wise men or old women of the tribe that the word is remembered or rightly

applied. These vocabularies are intended primarily for etymological purposes, and do not

necessarily represent the most modern and current form of speech, but all the words known to

be or to have been in these Bantu languages since they first came under observation
;
just as English

or French might be illustrated by selections from the recorded speech of the three last centuries.

The gaps in the columns mean that the author has been unable to find an equivalent native

word, either because of the still very faulty nature of our records or because the concept is lacking

where the language is spoken. In a very few cases the whole of the columns attributed to

a form of speech may be blank. This provision of space serves a double purpose : it draws

attention to the exact lacunae in our knowledge and may perchance stimulate research ; and it

provides the necessarj' room for filling up these vocabularj' forms completely in course of time

and in later reprints. The name of the scarcely known language or dialect at the head of the

column records its attested existence as a Bantu tongue ; and one object in the setting forth of these

276 languages and dialects has been to place before the reading world as complete a list of known
forms of Bantu speech as possible.' It is probable, indeed, that scarcely one distinct Bantu language

now remains unlisted in this book under some fairly accurate and locally recognizable name, even

though from deficient information I may not have enumerated all its dialects. As regards

naming the languages, I have got as near as I could to the local designations. Where this was

not possible, or it was vexatious to set aside some name long-established in European mouths,

I have chosen the term most likely to lead the inquirer to the spoken tongue or to its printed

records in literature.

On referring to such for verification 01 my own version, a reader may chance to observe

that the original European or American authority spells the word differently to its form in my book.

' The largest number illustrated in previous works is fifty-six. My total is approximate, as it is not
always easy to decide the separation between a language and a dialect. In all about 276 forms of speech
are catalogued in the following vocabularies, and about 270 are illustrated. The specimens of Semi-
Bantu are additional.
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In such cases I have departed fr:om the original spelling in favour of m}' own phonetic system,

in order not to puzzle my readers by perpetually varying methods of sound-representation

;

or because I knew the other author's version to be incorrect in the light of later research. It

must be borne in mind that I have travelled most extensively over Bantu Africa between 1882 and

1907, and have put many orthographies to the test as regards local native pronunciation. Yet

I respect other people's version of a word which may differ from my own (unless palpably an

error in hearing, writing, or printing), and give, if need be, the alternate version. Similarly, should

any very critical person peruse these vocabularies and find minute differences between the words

here recorded and those he has been accustomed to hear pronounced in Africa, let him not

too rashly conclude that I am wrong : we may both be right, but the critic may have listened

to a different dialect or to a more precise or more careless speaker. Some of my own early work
of the 'eighties in Bantu or Nilotic transcription was at one time hastily condemned as inaccurate

by other philologists following in my tracks, and for many years I sat meekly under their rejection

of my version, until fuller information came along (or previously buried work was unearthed), and

I was found to have been right after all : it had merely been the case of a different dialect or

a speech wrongly named, but genuine under another designation. Similarly, I have in this book

resuscitated and rehabilitated the work of half-forgotten pioneers by transferring the vocabularies

they had wrongly named or wrongly placed to their right titles and geographical allotment.

The Bibliography which follows these language illustrations recounts in detail the sources

01 my information. For convenience of classification I have arranged the Bantu languages into

forty-six groups distinguished numerically by letters of the old alphabet. The formation of the

groups is guided mainly by interrelationships, and a little by propinquity ; their sequence is geo-

graphical, and commences in the north-east of the Bantu field with the most archaic and primitive

examples of this speech family—the languages round the Edward, Albert, and Victoria Nyanzas.

The course followed thence is southward and eastward down through East and East Central

Africa to Zululand and Cape Colony, and back northwards into the western parts of Central Africa

till the survey ends with the Island of Fernando P6.

The following is' a list of the groups for convenience of reference

:

The Nyanza Languages

The Wunyamwezi Languages

The British East Africa Languages

The Kilimanjarco Languages

The pambala Languages

The Zaiigian Languages

The Usagara-Ugcogo) Languages

The Upper Rufiji Languages

The Lower Rufiji-Ruvuma Languages

The North Ruvuma-North-east Nj'asaland Languages

The Ukiiiga Languages

The Taiiganyika-Baiigweulu Languages

The North-west Nyasa Languages

The Yacu-Ngindoj Languages

The Mogambique Languages

The South Nyasaland-Southern Rhodesia Languages

The Pungwe-Sabi Languages

The Mapaiigane-Ronga Languages

BANTU

:
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The Becuana-Transvaal Languages

The Zulu-Kafir Languages

The West Central Zambezia Languages

The Western Zambezia Languages

The North-west Zambezia Languages

The South-west Africa Languages

The Afigola Languages

The Kongo) or Westernmost Congoland Languages

The South Congoland (Luba-Lunda) Languages

The Upper Kwangco Languages

The Kwaiigco-Kasai Languages

The Central Congoland (Luaiige-Lcomami) Languages

The Middle Lcomami Languages

The Elila-Lcowa-Lualaba (Bulega) Languages

The Ruwenzori-Semliki Languages

The Upper Ituri Languages

The Wele-Aruwimi Languages

The Aruwimi-Lcomami Languages

The North Central Congoland Languages

The Kwa-Kasai-Upper (JOgcowe (Teke) Languages

The Central OOgcowe Languages

The (jOgcowe-Gaboon Languages

The Spanish Guinea-West Cameroons Languages

The Manenguba Languages

The Middle Sanaga Languages

The Pafiwe (Fang) Languages

The Kadei-Sanga-Lcobai Languages

The Fernandian Languages

The Cameroons-Cross River Languages

The Cross River-Calabar Languages

The Benue Languages

The Bauci Languages

The Central Nigeria Languages.

The Tcogcoland Languages

The Senegambian or Guinea Languages

For the convenience of readers I append in an abbreviated form the scheme of phonetic system

of spelling adopted in this book.

Consonants : m, b, v, p,f, and w \ n, d, f, s, z, r, l,j, and jj; ; /;, g, k, as in English ; c hke English

cli ; X like ch in ' loch ' or in German machen ; i like German ch in ich, licht (almost English sh)
;

y (Greek gamma) like g in modern Greek or the French rgrasseyeor the Arabic ghain
; ^ = English

sh\ f
= English sh or French J; d= English ih in ' that ', and 6 = English th in ' think

'
; and « =

the ng in ' ringing '. The dental click in Zulu-Kafir is (f, the alveolar i, the palatal
f,
and the lateralp.

Vowels : A = English a in 'father' ; a, the sound of u in ' but
'

; a, the sound of a in 'gather',

' hat
'

; f = f in ' met ', e = ^ in ' fete ', e = e in' there
'

; z" = ? in ' hit
'

; 2, t = im' ravine
'

; o = o in

' not', o = in 'store ', co = o m ' bone ', 6 = tt in ' hurt' ; m = m in ' pull ',u = 00 in food ', m =
French u.

Group



ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

TOGETHER WITH DEFINITION OF GEOGRAPHICAL ALLOTMENT OF EACH TONGUE
AND EXHIBITION OF PREFIXES AND CONCORDS

GROUP A

THE NYANZA LANGUAGES
Sub-group A i Konjco

I, 01u-konj«
Sub-group A 2 Nyoro)

2. Uru-nyorco
2 a. Ru-gufigu

2 b. Ru-kycopi
2 c. Uru-torco (Ru-songora, Ru-ir«, 6^^,)

2 d. OOru-hima
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English Olu-konjco Uru-nyorco
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kycopi
2 c.

Uru-toreo
(Ru-songora

andRu-irat, <5>^c.)

2d.
OOru-hima

Bird

Blood

.

Body
Bone ,

Eny-conyi

Borassus palm Eci-koaga

Bow OObu-ta ; ama-

Bowels ... Aman-da
Brains ... OOb-ongco.

Esion-cuere
Breast (man's) Eki-kuba

Eny-eonyi

;

esiony-.

Uny-uni.
Mu-isundi

(JL)mu-sasi

OOmu-biri
Eri-kuha; ama- E-gufwa,

I-g^fa ; ama-

E-sAgama.
E-samaga
OOmu-biri

Kiny-coni ; bi- Eny-<anyi

Mu-sagama E-sagama
(7rMu-samaga
Mu-biri OOmu-biri
Ki-g^fwa; bi-

Breast
(woman's)

Brother . .

.

Buffalo

Bull ...

Buttocks

Canoe

Cat
Charcoal ..

Chief

ChUd

Cloth

Cold ...

Country
Cow . .

.

Eri-bere ; ama-

Aka-tugu;a)bu-,
Eki-ktoga

OObu-tta

;

ama-tta
Ma-ra (pL)
OObw-ongto

Eki-fuba
I-were ; ama-

Ka-tugco

Bu-ta ; ma-ta

Bw-ongco

OObu-ta

Eny-tonyi

E-sagama.
E-samaga
OOmu-biri
I-gufwa ; ama-

Aka-kojga

OObu-tta

OObw-ongco OObw-ongco

I-weri; ma-veri I-bere

Eki-fuba
I-were

Eciny-oonyi

E-sagama

OOmu-biri
I-guffa

Aka-tuga

OObu-ta

OOw-ongoj

Eci-fuba
I-bere

OOmu-hara or Omw-ana-wa-id«o Mw-ana-wa-ici Omw-ana-mau Omw-ena-we-itco Omw-ene-w-esco

Omw-ana-w-etu OOmu-genzi.
OOwa-nyina.
Mu-nyanya.
B-ene (//.)

^

Em-bcogw

;

Em-bcogco'

esiom-
En-de e-nume E-nimi, Numi
Ebi-kalereo Ebi-bunto
(//.),Eri-tak«;

a.ma.-(c/deas/s)

OObw-atto ; am- OObw-atco

ato)

Aka-jangeo En-jangu
Ama-kara

OOmu-kama; Mu-bitw.OOmu-
aba- kamwa; aba-.

OOmu-nyorca.
OOmu-lemi.
OOmu-kungu

Omw-ana ; ab- Omw-ana

Em-bo)gca Em-bcogco

Gi-numi
Bi-nyco (//.)

Bw-atco
;
^/. Bw-atco

g-atco"

Em-bcogco

(Ente)eci-nume
Ebi-bunco

Em-bcogco

E-nimi
Ebi-bunco

ana. 00-lume-
keke $. Aka-
mu-keke = /«-

fant
OOmu-tanda.
Omw-enda
(cotton)

Em-behco.
OOmu-rombe

Eki-taka

=s(om-cojco

mu-tco = ^

OOmu-tanda
(cotton).

Oru-goye
(bark)

Em-behco

En-si

Mu-kama

Mw-ana Omw-ana
ob'-saiza= 5

„ mu-tco = 5
Mu-halco

Hg-oyi (cotton). Ru-buku
Lu-vugco
(bark)

Obw-atco

En-jangu
Ama-kara
OOmu-kamwa

OObw-atco

En-zangu
Ama-kara
OOmu-kama.
OOmu-bitco

Omw-ana Omw-ana

En-de e-sigija En-te e-zigija

Ky-alco

En-te gi-za-

gidya
En-te

OOmu-tanda.
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English
I.

01u-konj<o Uru-nyorco
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kytopi
2 C.

Uru-torw
(Ru-songora

andRa-ira, 6rc.)

2d.
OOru-hima

Crocodile

Day

Devil,
spirit

evil

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog

Donkey
Door ...

Dream

Drum
Ear

Egg

Elephant ..

Excrement

Eye

En-dicaka
(snake).

I-hondue
Ki-roo.

Bu-hingi.
Omw-esi,
Omw-ise (

=
daylight)

COmu-limu

;

aba-

Mu-kumu

Em-bwa

;

esiom-

Bu-seku.
ODI-uyi,

R-uyi; pi.

esiony-uyi
En-dcotcd

En-gwma
OOku-twe; ama-
twe

Ere-ye; ama-yi.
Eri-hui

En-zo3gu

;

esiton-

Ama-gedzie.
Ama-vezi.
Ama-idzai
Er-isco

En-sambia. Gi-nyconigim
Em-pyeo

Eki-reo. I-zcoba Mu-ki-rco.

(JL)mu-sana Ki-rco; ebi-rco.

Hangwe

En-sambia En-sambia

Eki-rco, Eci-roa Eky-ireo ; ebi-

OOmu-cwesi
;

... ... (jOmu-cwesi
aba-.

COmu-zimu

;

aba-
COmu-fumu ... ... COrau-fumu

(Ji)mu-cwesi

Em-bwa. M-bweni Em-bwa
Eki-bwa {a big
dog)

En-kaina
OOru-higi

;
//. Mu-zigw

em-pigi

En -dcdtco. N-dcosiri

Eki-rcotea

Efi-gcoma Eii-gcoma En-geoma
(jOku-tu; ama-tu Ku-tu ; ma-tu OOku-tu

Ei-huri ; ama- I-huri ; ma-
huri

En-j(ojco N-zuzco; N-jejcj N-jcoju

Ama-zi

Er-is

Ma-bi

R-isco ; ma-isu Er-isco

Face, forehead
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English
I.

Olu-konjco Uru-nyor<o
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kycopi
2C.

Uru-torco
(Ru-songora

andRn-irw, 6^c.)

2d.
OOru-hima

Honey
Horn ...

House...

Hunger

Husband
Hyena

Iron . .

.

Island...

(jOb-ukyi
Eri-hembe;
ama-
Eny-umba

;

esiony-

En-zala.
En-jera

Em-piti

(Obw-caki U-eoki

Ei-hembe

;

Ei-hembi
ama-. En-kule

En-ju.. Ka; //. N-umba
ama-ka.
(0-mba.=allAe
house of)
En-jara N-zala

I-ba,Ba (Barco)

Em-pisi M-pici

En-ju

En-jala

Em-pisi

(jl)bw-coci (JObw-wci
Yi-hembe; ama- Yi-hembe; ama-
Eki-kuli

Eky-coma, Eki-coma. Bi-coma
Ec-coma. OObu-tale.

M-seke OOmu-singa
OOku-itsinga or Ei-ziSga Ki-singa
Eri-tsinga

;

ama-

Eny-umba
;

ama-. En-ju,

En-zii

En-jara

Om-gwiraro>
Em-pisi,
Em-pehe

Eki-coma

Ei-ziiiga

En-zca

En-zara

Em-pidzi

Ec-wma

Eki-rwa

Ivory
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English Olu-konjco
2.

Uru-nyorco
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kyeopi

Paddle

Palm wine,

Parrot
Penis

Pig
Pigeon

Place

Rain
Rat
Rhinoceros
River

Road ...

Salt ...

Shame
Sheep . .

.

Shield...

Shoulder

Sister . .

.

Skin ...

Sky ...

Slave...

Sleep ...

OObu-abu

En-gusu
Ei-sulu ; esi-

sulu
En-gulii-we
Eri-iba ?

Aha-ndu.
He-tisi

Em-bula
Em-beba;esiom-
Efi-kura
Eki-sesa. Oru-
si. OOmu-sia.
Em-basa
En-sera

Mu-nyu
En-sconi
Em-buri. Em-
bangali (? S)

En-gabco

Mw-ale-we-itu
(i. e. our vir-

gin). Mu-hara
Eii-gcoba.

OOmu-nyue
Olu-btola.

Olu-vura
Mu-iru ; ba-iru.

Mu-sana (})
OOtu-lco

En-gahi.
Eii-kasi

Ama-rwa

En-kusu
Em-bwlco

Bu-gemi

Em-boolco

Em-punu M-pimu
Eri-iba ; ama- E-iva ; ma-iva
iba
Aha-ntu.
(Sivia.- prefix.
Omw-anya.
Eki-ikarco
En-jura
Em-beba
En-kura
Eki-saru.
Eky-ambu

Ma-gongco

N-dakali
Em-bewa
N-kura
Ki-ambu

Mu-handa

N-scani

N-tama

En-gabu

(i)mu-handa.
I-kute

Eki-sura
En-sconi
En-tama.
Em-paya (S)

En-gabeo
Eki-bega.
I-bega
Mu-nyanya.
OOwa-nyina or

Wa-mau
Oru-hu. Ki-satw.

tOmu-biri N-gcozi

Ei-guru Ki-gulu

N-jirco

Mu-gera

Mu-handa

Ki-sura

En-tama

Mw-ana-ma-isi

OOmu-iru

OObu-ru Ku-basia

Ru-hu

I-guru

Vi-ame ?

2 c.

Uru-torco
(Ru-songora

^wrfRu-irtD, dfc]

Mouth
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English
I.

Olu-konjw Uru-nyorco
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kycopi
2 c.

Uru-torco
(Ru-soiigora

anciRn-iTo), 6^f.'

2d.
OOru-hima

Smoke
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English Olu-konjco Ura-nyorto
2 a.

Ru.gungu
2 b.

Ru-kytopi
2C.

Uru-torco
(Ru.songora

andRu-iTa,&'c.)

2d.
(jOru-hima

War
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English
I.

Olu-konjto Uru-nyorco
2 a.

Ru-gungu
2 b.

Ru-kycopi

Female kali, humans
and small
7nammals; -esi-

yija, cows; -bu-

wuma, coivs

andgoats\-(Si\v-

kazi. -isiki.

toj, mu-tco

Fierce, sharp,
bitter
Good
Great

Little

Long
Male

Old ...

Red ...

Rotten
Short ...

Sick ...

White...

Above, up, on
top
Before

Behind
Below, down
Far
Here
In, inside ...

-w-ene.

-kulu.

buya
nene

nunu. -ke

•ruma {verb)^

rua {verb roof)

•rungi ^

-kuru. -kutcd

ke. -toitw

Middle
Near
Outside
Plenty, many -ngi
There E-ria. Ha-!

de, le raiha. -hangu
lume -sadja or -saija

{men). -tojco

{children).

enume {oxen).

rumi {birds)

•kuru {mostly

in verbalform)
tuku tvik.vLTa.{verbal)

-junda {verbal)

kuhi -gufu. ihi
aluere. -kuni rwara (verb)

era era, ruwera

Ha-iguru.
Eru.guru

Ah-ese COmu ma^is<o-ga

Na-mbere
Eny^uma ya

He-nsi Ha^nsi ya. I-fco

Ha-ra
E-nco Ha-nu, Ku-nu
(jO-mu (jO-mu,

OOmun.da
Ha-gati
Ha-ihi
Ah-eru

Where ?

No! ... J.yehe

!

ingi
OO-ku. Ku-li.

A-hto. Ha-li

N-kaha?
Kwaha! Anga!
A-a!

Ti-(ti,ta),ta, ti-

tu,ti-mu,ti-ba).

ta-(u-ta-,(i3-ta,

•ba-) a-ta-, ^t'c.)

bu-sa (cf.Swa-
hili ' Kabisa'.

-bu-sa means
'in vain',
' naked ')

' Co7npare wordfor ' leopard ' in Caga.

Not {wilh verb, Si- (Si-ndi

as prefix, in- Si-wa-
/ix, or suffix) Si-a, Si-tu

Si-mu-,Si

2 c.

Uru-torco
(Ru-songora

i?WRu-irco,&-'f.)

2d.
(jOru-hima

-kazi. -zigise.

-isiki

ruruma {verb) -rruma {verb)

rungi
•kcotco. -kuru

taitu. -titirco.

-ke
-raiha
-saija

-rung!
-kuru. -pangu,
-hangu

-itce, -ce, -cice

•seizi. -irumi,

-cozco {chil-

dren). -enimi
{oxen)

-ikuru, -kura -ikuru

-nanata {verb)

-junda {verb)

-gufu
-rwaire (verb)

-era {verb)

Ha-iguru

OOmu ma-sco-ga

Eny-uma ya
Ha-nsi
Ha-ra
Ha-no3
OO-mu

Ha-gati
Ha-ihi
Aha-iru
(jOmw-eru.-ingi
Ku-li, Ha-li.

OO-ku

-tukura {verb)

-guffu

-ruara {verb)

-era, -wera
{verb)

Ha-iguru

OOmu ma-sco-ga

Eny-uma ya
Ha-nsi
Ha-ra
Ha-nco
OO-mu

Ha-kati
Ha-ihi

-inji

OO-ku. Ku-ria

Kwaha ! N-ga ! N-gabuse !

{As in Uru-
nyorco)

{As in Uru-
nyorco)

-bu-se

Cf. Zulu and wordsfor ' straight', ' building\
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PREFIXES, &c., IN URU-NYORO), URU-TOR(x), AND CORU-HIMA

Preprefixes are present.

Class I. COmu- (comu-, mw-, m-, ngu-, gu-, ougu-, towco-, o)-, u-, a-); 2. Aba- (aba-, ba-); 3. (x)mu-

(comu-, cDgu-, gu-), 4. Emi- (emi-, e-, i-, egi-); 5. I-, Ei-, Eri-, Ji- (in Rugungu) (eri-, di-, ri-, li-)

6. Ama- (ama-, a-, aga-, ga-)
; 7. Eki- or Eci- (eki-, ki-, ci-) ; 8. Ebi- (ebi-, hi-) ; 8 a. Ebi- (ebi-, bi)

9. En- (Em-), Eni- (Eny'-), Ng-, Yi-, Gi- (en-,e-,i-, eyi-, gi- ?) ; 10. Same as 9 (concord, en-, e-, i-, ezi-)

II. Uru-, a)ru-, Odu- (oru-, du-, ru-) ; 12. OOtu-, Utu- (cotu-, tu-) ; 13. Aka- (aka-, ka-) ; 14. a)bu- (cobu-,

bu-) ; 15. OOku- (coku-, ku-) ; 16. Aha- (aha-, ha-) ; 17. (Sixa-a.- {preposition only)

.

In Uru-nyorco, if not in the other kindred dialects, an ' honorific ' prefix A- would appear to be

present, especially in terms or titles of address as A-b(oki !, A-bvvcoli !, A-cali !, A-dyeri !, A-kiki
!,

A-mcoti !, &c., &c. The Nya- or feminine prefix is also present.

Ru-gungu and Ru-kycopi would seem, from the very little we know of them, to agree with Uru-nyorco

in prefixes and concords ; except that in Ru-gungu and perhaps in Ru-kycopi, the preprefixes are inclined

to drop out of pronunciation.

1. Olukonjcois spoken in the districts round the south and south-east flanks of the Ruwenzori range,

and west of the Semliki river and of Lake Edward up to the Ituri basin, along the mountains of the

Congo watershed southwards to the ist degree of South latitude.

2. Urunyorco is spoken in Bunyorco, east of Lake Albert and west of the Victoria Nile, Lake Kicoga,

and the River Kafu.

2 a. Rugungu is spoken in northern Bunyorco, especially between Fajaco on the Victoria Nile and
Lake Albert, in the district of Magungu.

2 b. Rukycopi is spoken in the Nyorco settlements along the west coast of Lake Albert.

2c. Urutorco is spoken at the south end of Lake Albert (in Busongora) and in Torcu, namely, the

northern and eastern flanks of Ruwenzori and as far east as the frontiers of the kingdom or province of

Buganda.

2 d. (Oruhima is spoken in Ankoile and Mporcorco, east of Lake Edward, west and north of the
Kagera river.
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THE NYANZA LANGUAGES {continued)

Sub-group A 2 {continued')

2 e. Uru-karagwe (Ru-ragwe)
2 f. Uru-kerebe

'

2 g. Lu-ziba (Lu-sinja '^) Ru-nyambu

Sub-group A 3 North Tanganyika
3. Urunya-ruanda and 3 a Ki-rundi

3 b. Ru-ha or Ru-tutsi (Tusi ', Ki-jiji)

Sub-group A 4 Buganda
4. Lu-ganda (including Lu-sese 4 a and Lu-scoga 4 b)
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English
2 6.

Uru-karagwe
2f.

Uru-kerebe
2g.

Lu-ziba
(Lu-sinja)

Ru-nyambu

Urunya-ruanda
a7id 3 a

Ki-rundi (R.)

3 b.

Ru-ha or
Ru-tutsi,

(Tusi, Ki-jiji)

4.

Lu-ganda,
Lu-sese 4 a, «»(J?

Lu-scoga 4 b

White man
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English

Ten

Eleven

Twenty ..

Thirty

Forty... .

Fifty ... .

Hundred .

Thousand

.

2e.
Uru-karagwe

2f.

Uru-kerebe
2g.

Lu-ziba
(Lu-sinja)

Ru-nyambu

Urunya-ruanda
and ^ a

Ki-rundi (R.)

3 b.

Ru-ha or
Ru-tutsi,

(Tusi, Ki-jiji)

Lu-ganda,
Lu-sese4a,rt«(/

Lu-scoga 4 b

I-kumi I-kumi I-kumi I-cumi.

I-kumi ne-mwe
(I-kumi ne-bili

= twelve)

Ma-kumi
a-wili

I-kumi nco-mu
(I-kumi ne-bili

= twelve)

Ma-kumi a-bili

OOmu-rongtij

I-kumi na-mwe I-cumi na-mwe

Ma-kumi
a-satu

Ma-kumi
a-satu

Ma-kumi
ga-bili

Ma-kumi
ga-satu

Ama-kumi
a-bili.

Imi-rongci3

i-wiri.

Imi-rongco
i-tatu. Ama-
cumi a-tatu

Ma-kumi a-nne Ma-kumi a-nne Ma-kumi ga-ne Imi-rongo> i-ne

Ma-kumi
a-tanco

I-gana

Ma-kumi
a-tanco

I-gana
;
pi. ma-

gana
Ki-humbi.
(Bi-humbi bi-

liili = 2,ooo.

Ki-sira =
lo,ooo. Bi-sira

bi-bili= 20,ooo,

Ki-tabarwa
= 100,000)

Ma-kumi ga- Imi-rongco

tanco. (60 = i-tanco

En-kagai)
I-gana, I-^ana I-jana, I-gana I-gana
or Ki-kumi
Lu-kumi Iki-humbi.
(En-kumii-biri (Nzcovu =
= 2,000. 10,000)

Ka-kumi =
10,000.

Ka-umpi
= 100,000)

I-jumi, I-cumi,

I-kumi.
Mu-longco

I-cumi na-mwe

Ama-kumi
awili.

Imi-loiagco

mi-wili
Ama-kumi
a-tatu

Ama-kumi
a-nne
Ama-kumi
a-tanco

I, me, my ... Inye. N-, Ni-. Ine, Nene. N-. Inye, Anye.
-n-,-ni-. -a-nge -ni-,-n-. -a-nge N-.

-n-. -a-nze,

-a-nje, -a-nge

Jewe. N-, Ndi-. Nzewe. N-.

-ze, -nje. -n-, -n-. -a-nze

ny-. -a-nje

Thou, thee, thy Iwe. Wu-, 0)-. Iwe. CO-, W-. Iwe. O)-.

•ku-. -a-Twe -ku-. -a-we -ku-. -a-we

He, him, his Uwe. Ncoliya. We.OOgu.CjOnu. Wgu. We.
A-. OOliha. A-. Ye. A-.

-mu-. -we -mu-. -e -mu-. -e

We, us, our Itwe. Tu-.

-tu-. -etu

Itwe. Tu-
-tu-. -etu

Icwe, Ifwe.
Tu-.

-tu-. -etu

Ye, you, your Imwe. Mu-. Imwe. Mu-. Inywe, Ime.

-wa-. -a-nyu -ba-. -a-nu Mu-.
-wa-. -enyu

They, them, Awco. Wa-. Abco. Ba-. Abco, Awco.

their -wa-. -a-wco -ba-. -a-bco Wa-.
-wa-. -a-wco

Wcowe, Wewe.
U-.

ku-. -we.
-a-we
We. Uyu.
Uwco. A-.

-iwe. -mu-.

-a-ge, -a-e

Twebwe,
Tw^ese. Tu-.

-twese. -tu-.

-a-cu

Mwebwe,
Mwewe. Mu-.
ba-. -mu,
-a-nyu

Abco, Awco.
Ba-, Wa-.
-bco, -wco. -ba-.

w^a, -a-bco,

-a-Tvco

Wewe. U-.

-ku-. -a.vre

I-kumi

Kumi na-mu.

„ na n-dala

(4 a, 4 b)

Ama-kumi
a-wiri

Ama-kumi
a-satu

Ama-kumi a-na

Ama-kumi
a-tanu

Eki-kumi.
Ki-tufu

OOlu-kumi.
(Aka-sirivu
= loo,oco.

Aka-kadde
= 1,000,000)

Nze, Nde (4 a).

N-, Nj-, Ny.
iige, nze,
-ndi. -n(m)-.

-a-nge
Gwe, Iwe
(4a,b).CjO-,U-.

-ku-. -we, -co

Uyu. We. Ya-,
Yi-, A-.

-we, -mu-,

-a-ge

Twewe. Tu-.
-tu-. -a-itu or
-a-ju

Mwewe. Mu-.
-iirnwe. -wa-.

-a-nyu

Aw^co. Wadia.
Wa-.
-wa-. -a-wco

A-,

•e

Fwe, Fe.

lye. Ye.
Ya-.
-m-, -mu
•ye,

Ifwe
Tu-.

-tu-. -fwe,

-a-fwe
Imwe, Mwe.
Mu-.
-ba-. -mwe,
-a-mwe

Bco, Babco, Ibco.

Ba-.

-ba-. -bto,

-a-bwe

All -na(ena); -cona cona -cona. -co^e

(Nyambfi)
se, -ese, -cose -coze, -cose
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PREFIXES, &C., IN URU-KEREBE OR KI-KEREBE

Preprefixes are present but not so much used as in preceding languages.

Class I. OOmu- (concord, mu-, co-, u-, gu-, a-) ; 2. Aba- (ba-)
; 3. COmu- (mu-, gu-) ; 4. Emi- (mi-,

zi-, zy-)
; 5. I-, Eli- (li-) ; 6. Ama- (ma-, a-, ga-) ; 7- Eki- (ki-, ky-) ; 8. Ebi- (bi-)

; 9. En- (Em-), E-

(n-, i-, e-, gi-) ; 10. En-, E- (n-, zi-) ; 11. Oru-, OOlu- (ru-, rw-) ; 12. Wtu- (tu-) ; 13. Aka- (ka-)
;

14. (jObu- (bu-) ; 15. OOku- (ku-) ; 16. Aha- (ha-, (owa-) ; 17. Mu- {only as preposition).

The honorific prefix Na- is present.

PREFIXES, &C., IN URUNYA-RUANDA AND IKI-RUNDI

Preprefixes present.

Class I. OOmu- cirUmu-' (mu-, n-, yu-, gu-) ; 2. Aba- or Awa- (ba-, wa-)
; 3. tOmu- or Umu-

(mu-, U-, gu-)
; 4. Emi- or Imi- (mi-, i-, yi-)

;
5. I-, Hi-, Iri-, Eli- (li-); 6. Ama- (ma-, a-, ya-) ; 7- Eki-,

Iki-, Ici- (ki-, ci-) ; 8. Ebi-, Ibi-, Ivi- (bi-, vi-)
; 9. En-, In- (n-, i-, yi-) ; 10. En-, In-, Ing-, Ni- (n-, i-, zi-)

;

li.Uru-, Ulu- (ru-); 12. Utu- (tu-) ; 13. Aka- (ka-) ; 14. Ubu-, Ubv, Uwu- (bu-. wu-)^; 15. Uku-

(ku-) ; 16. Aha- (ha-) ; 17. Mu- {as preposition).

The Nya- (Nya-ka) feminine or honorific prefix is present.

PREFIXES, &C., IN RU-HA (RU-TUTSI)

Much like Ruanda-Rundi. Preprefixes U-, I-, A-. There is, perhaps, a trace of the original loth

prefix (Zi-) in the form of Idzi-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN LU-GANDA

Preprefixes are present
;
perhaps less used in Lu-suga.

Class I. COmu-, OOwa-? (mu-, u-, wai-, yco-, gu-) ; 2. Aba- (ba-); 3. COmu- (mu-, gu-): 4. Emi-

(mi-, gi-, gy-) ; 5. Eri-,' Eli-, Ej-, E-, I-, Di- (li-) ; 6. Ama- (ma-, a-, ga-)
; 7. Eki (ki-) ; 8. Ebi- (bi-) ;

9. En-, En- (n-, e-, i-, yi-) ; 10. En- (Em-), En-, Enj-, Enzi-, Zi- (n-, e-, zi-) ; 11. OOlu- (lu-) ; 12. OOtu-

{little tise'd) (tu-) ; 13. Aka- (ka-) ; 14. OObu- (bu-) ; 15. OOku- (ku-) ; 16. Awa-, ? OOwa- (wa-); 17.

(jOmu-?,Mu- (? concord absent) ; 18. Ugu- (gu-) ; 19. Aga- (ga-) pi. to No. 18.

Also honorific sex prefixes, with the concords of Classes i and 2 : Se-, Sa- ('father', 'male '), plural

Ba-, Se- ; and Nya-, Na- (' mother ',
' female '). The plural of Na- is sometimes Zi-na- ; more often,

Ba-na-.

2 e. Urukaragwe is spoken in the western coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza south and east of the

Kagera river, and north of Emin Pasha Gulf.

2f. Urukerebe is spoken on the large island of Bukerebe (Ukerewe) and the adjacent islands, and
Bukerebe peninsula of the southern Victoria Nyanza, north of Speke Gulf.

2 g. Luziba is spoken in the Businja country on the south and south-west coasts of the Victoria

Nyanza, round Emin Pasha Gulf.

3. Urunyaruanda and 3 a Kirundi are spoken west of the Kagera and Lukoki rivers, east of the Rusizi

and Lake Kivu and south of the Virunga volcanoes, and along the north-west coast of Lake Tanganyika,
north of the Malagarazi river-mouth.

3 b. Ruha is spoken south of Karagwe and Businja and west of the Malagarazi-Nikohga river, to the

eastward and southward of Kirundi.

4. Luganda, Lusese 4 a, and Luscoga 4 b are spoken in the kingdom or province of Buganda and the

adjoining district of Buscoga, to the north and north-west of the Victoria Nyanza, as well as in the Sese
archipelago. The south-western limit is the lower Kagera river, the north-eastern the lower Sico river.

^ Ruanda mainly differsfrom Rundi in the preprefixes, preferring the vowels (O and K to V and I.

' The preprefix to 14 in Rundi is often I- = Iwu.
' In Lu-ganda this Eri- prefix has also the force of a preposition meaning ^ to\ 'from\ 'before'

{Rev. G. R. Blackledge).



GROUP A

THE NYANZA LANGUAGES {continued)

Sub-group A 5 Masaba
5. Lu-nyara
5 a. Lu-waiiga (Lu-kabarasl, Lu-rimi, ' Kavi-

rondco ') and 5 b Lu-singa

'

6. Lu-masaba ^ (Lu-seokwia, Lu-gesu, Lu-gipu)

6 a. Lu-konde of N. W. Elgon '

Sub-group A 6 East Victoria Nyanza
7. Ki-guzii (Igi-zii, Ki-sifigiri) or Ki-suba

(Kw-scova)

7 a. Ki-koria * (Ki-suna, Ki-tende)
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English
5-

Lu-nyara Lu-wanga, Lu-
kabarasi, and
Lu-rimi (R.),

a«(/5bLu-singa

Lu-masaba or
Lu-gipu, &'c.

6 a.

Lu-konde
ofN.W.Elgon

Ki-guzii

(Ki-suba or
' Kco-stova ')

7 a.

Ki-kuria; or
Ki-suna and
Ki-tende

Face, fore-
head
Fat, oU ...

Father
Fear ..

Finger

Fire ..

Fish ..

Mu-muni

Ama-futa

Baba
COmu-ti?

OOlu-ala
;

cin-dala

OOmu-lilco

In-geke

Mu-muni

Ama-furra

Baba
OOmu-rri.
Bu-ruma.
Di-eri (R.)

OOlu-terre
;

tsin-. <Ji)lu-ala tsints-ala

Mu-muni

Kimi-nawa
[pi.).

Kama-futa
Papa
Bu-rri,

Umu-rri.
Kuria
Udu-v?ala

;

COmu-rirto

Iny-eni.

E-mvua (5 b)

Kumu-riro)

In-eni,

Iny-enye,
In-yeni

Bubu-scij

;

gimi-sioa

Gama-futa

Papa
Bubu-ti

Lulu-wala
;
pi.

inz-ala or
tyin-jala

Gumu-liroj

Ki-neni {//.

same)

CObu-sieo

Ege-tinia.

Ama-guta

OOmu-ti.

I-ruka

Eki-ara ; evi-

or ebi-

(iimu-rirto,

OOmco-reroj

;

emi-
Eki-nswe,
E-nswe

;

ebi-nswe,
eci-nswe

OObu-sico

Ege-tinia ; evi-

Eki-ara ; evi-.

Ek-era

;

evi-ara
(jDmco-rerco or
(JOmo-reroj;

eme-
E-nswe

;

ci-nswe

Foot
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ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

English

Thirty

Forty...

Fifty ...

Hundred

Lu-nyara

Ama-kumi
ka-datii

Ama-kumi
ka-nne

Ama-kumi
ka-tanoj

Li-kana

Thousand . . . Si-xumi

Sa.
Lu-wanga, Lu-
kabarasi, and
Lu-rimi (R.),

andi b Lu-singa

6.

Lu-masaba or
Lu-gisu, 6^c.

6 a.

Lu-konde
ofN.W.Elgon

Ki-guzii

(Ki-suba or
'Kco-scova')

7 a.

Ki-kcoria; or
Ki-suna and
Ki-tende

Ama-kumi
ka-tarru

Ama-kumi
ka-nne

Kama-gumi
ka-taru

Kama-gumi
ka-nne

Ama-kumi
ka-rraneo

Li-kana or
E-pa kumira
o?-E-gana(5b)

Ama-kana
ma-xumi

Kama-gumi
ka-ranco

Li-tondti> or
Kimi-rongco
ki-kumi or
Kama-kumi
ki-kumi
Kama-tondto
ki-kumi

Gama-kumi
ga-datu

Gama-kumi
ga-nna

Gama-kumi
ga-ranco

Ri-tondco .'

Gimi-roiigoj

gi-kumi ?

Ama-kumi {or

Emi-rongco)
a-tatu (i-tatu)

Ama-kumi
a-nye or
ga-nye. Emi-
roiigco i-nye
Ama-kumi
a-tanco. Emi-
rongco i-sanu
Emi-rongco
i-kumi

Mi-rongco
i-tatu

Mi-rongco i-nne

Mi-rongco
i-tanco

Eri-gana

I, me, my ... Ni-sie, E-sie. Nyeni (R.),

Na-, N-. Ni-sie, E-sie.

n-. -a-iige N-, Ny-.
-sie. -n-.

-a-ngi, -a-nje

Thou,thee,thy E-we. U-. I-we, E-we. U-
-XU-, -XCO-. 00-.

-a-co -XCO-. -yco

He, him, his Ye. U-yu. Yi-, lye, Ye, Nij

A-. OO-yu. A-,
-mu-, -mco-. Ye-.
-a-e-

I-se. N-.

-sese. -n-.

ase

(jO-scoyu ? N-

I-we. U-. E-we-we. U-
-ku-. -(o-wco.

-co

Ye. Ni-ye. Yco-. Ye ? Wco-yu.
Ye-. A-, U-. A-, U-
•mu-. -e-we, -e

We, us, our E-fwe. Xco-.

-XU-. -e-fu,

-e-fwe

Ye, you, your E-nwe. Mu-.

-mu-, -mco-.

-ye
I-fwe, E-fwe.
Ku-, Xu-.
-ku-. -e-ru or

-e-fu

I-nyue. Mu-
-ba- ?. -e-nwe -wa- ?. -e-nyu

They, them, A-ba. Ba-,

their Wa-.
-ba-. -a-co

A-bco. M-babco.
Ba-.
-ba-, -wa-.

-a-co, -a-bco

Nje, Inje,Ncoxi.

Na-, N-.

•n-. -ane

I-we, Uwe. U-.

-ku-. -a-co

Ye? Ere. A-,

-mu-. -a-ye,

-a-ke

I-fwefwe. Ku- N-twe. Tu-.
-tu-. -e-tu

I-fwe, Fwe.
Ku-.
-ku-

I-nywe, Mwe. I-yenyue, Mu- I-nyiie, Nwe-
Mu-. Mu- ?.

-mu-, -ba-. -.'-. -e-nu
-e-nyfie

A-bco, Bco, A-bcobco. Ba- A-bco, A-ba.
Ni-bco. Ba-. Ba-.
-ba-. -a-we -ba-. -a-bco

Inci. Uni. N-.

•n-. -ane

A-iye,Uwe. U?.

-ku-. -e-yco,

-a-co

U-yu, A-.

-mu-. -a-ye, -e

I-tu. Tu-.

-tu-. -e-tu

I-nu. Mu-?.
-?-. -e-nu

M-baiyu. A-bco.

Ba-.

-ba-. -a-bco,

-a-co

All

This, these

-cosi, -cose

-nco (u-nco,

ba-nco; ku-nco,

ki-neo, li-nco,

ka-nco ; si-nco,

bi-nco
;

yi-nco,

nco (wu-nco,

ba-nco(\va-nco);

gu-nco, gi-nco;

&=€., mtich as

in Lu-nyara).

esi(forpersons -esi, -cosi

down to znd
pers. plural)

-cosi (for ' them

'

and for all

other things)

-nco (u-nco,

ba-nco; ku-nco,

ki-nco; li-nco,

ka-nco ; ki-nco,

bi-nco ; i-nco.

nco (cou-nco,

ba-nco, (Sj^c,

similar to

Lu-masaba,
•with the slight

-nco (co-nco, ava-

nco ; cDgco-nco,

ge-nco ;
ri-no),

ga-nco ; ke-n«,

vi-nco ; e-no>,
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English
5-

Lu-nyara
5 a.

Lu-wanga, Lu-
kabarasi, and
Lu-rimi (R.),

a«(i?5bLu-smga

6.

Lu-masaba or
Lu-gisu, 6^f.

6 a.

Lu-konde
of N. W. Elgon

Ki-g^zii

(Ki-suba or
' Kco-scova ')

7 a.

Ki-kuria ; or
Ki-suna and
Ki-tende

Below, down
Far
Here A-nto

In, inside ... Mu

Middle
Near

Outside

Plenty, many -ingi

There E-ria

Where ? ...

No!

Not (with verb,
as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

E-na ?

Aa!

A-si
Aa-1e
Ha-nci3

Mu. Mu-kari

A-kare
Ha-mbi

Ul-uka.
Lu-anyi

•ngi

E-ria, li-ria.

OOxu-ria
He-na ?

Tawi!

I-mwalco
Ha-leyi
Ha-nco. Ku-nco. Ha-nca
Mu-nco
Mu. Mu-gari.
Mu-nda

gari. Ha-gari
Ha-mbi

Ha-tsie.

I-bulafu
-ngi

A-hto. Ha-la.

Ku-la. Itai

He-na ?

Ta ! Aa !

Ha-la

Dawe

!

Tawe ! -busa

!

-tawe. Si- (Si-, -tawi. -ta. Si- Hi-, Ha-,
Sco-, Sa-,Sixu-, (Si-, Scj-, Sa-, -ka, -ta,

Simu-, Siba-, Siku-, Simu-, Bu-, Bula,
with the differ- Siba-) Kula
ent pronojais)

Anse
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN LU-NYARA
Preprefixes present.

Class I. (Omu- (mu, u-, yu-, figu-) ; 2. Aba- or Awa- (ba) ; 3. Wmu- (mu-, ku-, ngu-, u)
; 4. Emi-,

Imi- (mi-, ki-, ngi-, i-) ; 5. Eri-, Eli-, Li- (li-) ; 6. Ama- (ma- ?, ka-, figa- ?) ; 7. Esi- (si-) ; 8. Ebi- (bi-)
;

[8 a. Ebi- used in singular or collective, and slightly diminutive sense]
; 9. Yi-, I-, In- (e-, yi-)

;
10. Eci-,

Ezi-, Ti- (ci) ; 11. OOlu- (lu-) ; 12. Uru- (ru-) plural to 13; 13. Axa- (xa-) ; 14. <X)bu- (bu-, mbu-)
;

15. (JOxu- (xu-) ; 16. ? Aa-, Wa- (a-) ; 17. Mu- {as preposition).

PREFIXES, &C., IN LU-WANGA, &c.

Much as in Lu-nyara ; except that concord of Class i is sometimes wu- and gu-, that of 3 ku- or

gu-, of 4 ki-. Class 5 is sometimes Edi-, Di-, Ri-. Class 7 is Eci-, Ki-, Epi-, Ipe, and in Lu-singa Iki-

;

8 is Efl-, Ifl-, but occasionally Eb!-, Bi-. 10 is Tsi-, and 16 is Ha-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN LU-MASABA AND LU-KONDE
Preprefixes are present.

Class I. OOmu-, Umu-, Namu- (umu-, U-, yco-) ; 2. Baba-, Bana- (ba-)
;

3. Kumu- (?r Gumu- (kumu-

or gumu-, ku- or gu-)
; 4. Kimi- or Gimi- (kimi- or gimi-, ki- or gi-) ; 5. Li-, Ki-, or Di-, Iri- (li-, ri-)

;

6. Kama- or Gama- (kama- or gama-, ka- or ga-) ; 7. Si-, Ki-, Ci-, Iki-, Eki-, Eci-, Kiki- {%\- or ki-,

kiki-) ; 8. Evi-, Ibi-, Ebi-, Bi-, Bibi- (bi-, bibi-)
; [8 a. The same in a singular sense]

; 9. E-, I-, Yi-

or Ye-, In-, In-, Iny- (a-, i-, yi-) ; 10. Tsi-, Ci-, Ti-, Iti-, Eti-, Etsi- (tsi- or ti-) ; 1 1. Udu-, Ulu-, Lulu-

(lu-) ; 12. ?Ru-; 13. Aka- orAxa- (ka-) ; 14. (JOwu-, (JObu-, Bubu- (bu-) ; 15. (jOxu-, Uku-, Kuku- (ku-)

;

16. Aha-, Ha- (ha-, hto-) ; 17. OOmu- (mu-, -mu) ; 18. Gugu- (gu-) {pi. Gimi-).

There would seem to be superimposed honorific prefix : Na-
;
pi. Bana-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN KI-GUZII AND KI-KORIA
Preprefixes are present.

Class I . OOmu-, OOmco- (comu-, co-, yu-, ni-) ; 2. Aba-, Ava- (ba-, va-, aba-)
; 3. OOmu-, OOmoa- (comu-,

yu-, U-)
; 4. Emi-, Erne- (emi-, i-, e-, ye-) ; 5. Eri-, Eli- (ri-) ; 6. Ama- (ama-, a-, ga-, ya- ?) ; 7. Iki-,

Eki-, Egi-, Eci-, Eke-, Ege- (ki-, ke-) ; 8. Ebi-, Evi- (bi-, vi-, ve-) ; 8 a ? ; 9. Yi-, Ye-, I-, E-, En-, En-,

Eny- (n-, ny'-, e-, ye-) ; 10. Ci-, Cin-, Cifi- (ny'-, ci-) ; 11. Oru-, OOrco- (ru-) ; 12. missing; 13. Eke-

(ke-); 14. OObtt-, OOw-, OObu- (bu-) ; 15. OOku-, OOgu- (ku-, gu-) ; 16. Aa-, Aha- ; 17. .? Mu-, M&3-, M'- ?

;

i8?

5. Lunyara is spoken round Port Victoria and Berkeley Bay, immediately east of Buscoga and the
Sitt) river, on the coasts and islands of the north-north-east shores of the Victoria Nyanza, and in the
Samia hills and the lower course of the Nzoia river.

5 a. Luwanga is spoken in Bantu Kavirondco, the basin of the Nzoia river, southwards nearly to the
Yala river. The Lusinga dialect (5 b), is the language of Lusinga Island, near the entrance to Kavironduj
Bay. It is much mixed with Luganda.

6. Lumasaba is spoken in the region north of Kavirondco and immediately west and to some extent

south of Mount Elgon; in the Masaba country of small extent, bounded on the west by theElgumi and on
the north and east by the Elgonyi-Nandi.

6 a. Lukonde is spoken in the northern part of the Masaba country, to the west-north-west of Mount
Elgon.

7. Kiguzii is spoken south of Kavirondco Bay, in the Kcoscjva region east of the Victoria Nyanza, from
the coast belt, as far east as the ascent to the Lumbwa-Mau plateau.

7 a. Kikoria is spoken in the east coast region of the Victoria Nyanza south of Kcoscova and (approxi-

mately) the 1st degree of South latitude, as far as the northern limits of the Unyamwezi group and the

eastern range of Rukerebe ; and as far east as the steppe country of the Tatcoga and Doriobco.



GROUP B

THE WUNYAMWEZI LANGUAGES
8. Ki-papi ' and Ki-rori

9. North and North-east Nyamwezi (Ki-sukuma,
Ki-rwana)

9 a. North-west Nyamwezi (^i-sumbwa)
9 b. West Nyamwezi (Ki-galaganza, Ki-vinza,

Ki-bende, Ki-gala)

9 c. South, Central, and East Nyamwezi (Ki

nyanyembe, Ki-kconongco/ Xi-ximbu,

Ki-nankwila ^)

10 Ki-nyaturu or Ki-limi

(termite)
Ape (chim-
panzi or
gorilla)

Arm

Arrow

Axe ...

Baboon
Back ...

Banana

Beard.
Bee
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English Ki-papi and
Ki-rori

Devil, evil
spirit

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog
Donkey

Door.doorway

Dream

Drum

Ear

Egg

Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye

Face,forehead
Fat

Father

Fear

Fire

Fish
Foot

Forest

Fowl ..

Frog ..

Ghost..

Giraffe
Girl ..

Goat

9-

North and
North-east

Nyamwezi
(Ki-sukuma)

9 a.

North-west
Nyamwezi
(^i-sumbwa)

9b.
West

Nyamwezi

9c.

South, Central,

and East
Nyamwezi

Ki-nyaturu
(Ki-limi)

(he) ..

Kuwe. I-behto M-sambwa
;
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English Ki-^^i and
Ki-rori

Stick

Stone

.

Stool

.

Sun .

Tail ...

Tear ...

Testicles
Thief...
Thigh...
Thing...

Thorn

Tobacco . .

.

To-day
Toe
To-morrow
Tongue

Tooth
Town
Tree

Twins

Urine ...

Vein ...

War ...

Water- ...

Well, source

White man
Wife

Wind .,

Witch

North and
North-east

Nyamwezi
(Ki-sukuma)

9 a.

North-west
Nyamwezi
(^i-sumbwa)

9 b.

West
Nyamwezi

Nanga.
Mu-langa

I-we

N-kojni

I-bale

Di-mi, Le-emi. I-dzcawa

Ly-uba

Kila, K hila

Di-stoji ; mi-.

Mu-s«oji : mi-
JMa-bcolu

Mw-ibi; b-ibi

Si-tambco

Mu-sira

Li-nsuzi

Si-beroj

N-tebe
L-erai.

I-dzuwa.
I-langala
[Kibende]

Ki-nhu
;
pi-nhu pi-ntu ; vi-ntu

Di-ihwa

;
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English Ki-^a^i and
Ki-rori

Witchcraft
Woman . .

,

Womb
Wood... .

Yam ... .

Year
Yesterday.,
Zebra... .,

North and
North-east
Nyamwezi
(Ki-sukuma)

9 a.

North-west
Nyamwezi
(pi-sumbwa)

9 b.

West
Nyamwezi

Bu-lcoki

M-kima

;

I-seki

M-hwi
I-tuku

Mw-aka
Ma-zuli
N-zcowe

ba-.

Bu-lcozi

Mu-kima;
Mu-kazi.
Mu-jseki

ba- M-kima.
M-koata.
I-niiiga

;

ma-ninga

'

Lu-kwe; n-kwe

Mw-aka Mw-aka
I-gcolco

9c.
South, Central,

and East
Nyamwezi

VVu-lcoji

M-kema,
Mu-kima.
Mu-kazi.
Mu-nhya.
Mu-sieki

Lu-kwi ; ij-hwi

Li-wuliga.
I-jaasi

Mw-aka
I-gcolco. Ma-zuli
N-dulu

93

10.

Ki-nyatum
(Ki-limi)

Mu-xema ; a-

N-da

One

Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Seven

Eight

Nine
Ten

Eleven

Twenty

Thirty

Forty

Fifty

Hundred . .

.

Thousand . .

.

I, me, my . .

.

Thou, thee, thy

He, him, his

Scolco. -mco -mwine. Sorco.

mco
-biri, -wili -bili

-tatu. Yatu -satu. Yatu
-nne -ne

-tanco. N -banco -tanco

Sati. -tandatu Mu-kaga

M-pungati Mu-sanv<o

I-nane or Mu-nana
M-nane

K-enda pi-enda
I-kumi I-kumi

Scolco. -mwe -mco. Scolco

-vili, -wili

-satu, -atu
•nne
-tanco. N -tanco

Sati.

M-kawaga
Pungati.
M-samvu
Mu-nane

K-enda
I-kumi

I-kumi na
lu-mco

Ma-kumi
a-wiri or
ya-wili

Ma-kumi
ya-tatu

Ma-kumi
ya-nne
Ma-kumi
ya-tanco

I-gana
Ki-humbi

Nene. N-, Ni-.

-n-. -a-ne

Wewe.

-a-keo

U-yu.

-a-kwe

I-kumi na scolco 1-kumi na-mwe

Bebe,
U-
ku-.
U-we,
A-.

-mu-.

Ma-kumi
ya-wili

Ma-kumi
ya-satu

Ma-kumi y-ane

Ma-kumi
ya-tanco
I-gana ; ma-
Si-humbi

(JO-ne. N-, Ni-.

n-. -a-ne

OOwe, OObe,
Wewe. U-.

-ku-. a-kco

Uwe, U-yu.
A-, Ya-.
-mu-. -mwe,
-a-mwe

^ Ki-bende.

Ma-kumi
ga-wili

Ma-kumi
ga-satu

Ma-kumi
ga-nne
Ma-kumi
ga-tanco
I-gana
Ki-humbi

E-ne, U-nene.
N-, Ni-.

-n-. -a-ne, -ene
Ewe. U-.

-ku-. -a-kco

A-we .' Uyu.
Ya-, A-.

-mu-. -a-mwe,
-a-kwe

-vili, -iiri

-datu. Yatu
-nne
-tanu. N-hanu
M-kaga. Sati.
-tandatu
M-pungati.
M-samvu
M-nane

K-enda
I-kumi or
Humi
I-kumi na-mco
I-kumi na scolco

Ma-kumi a-vili

or ma-wili.
Hum' i-vili

Ma-kumi
a-tatu or
ma-tatu
Ma-kumi a-nne

Ma-kumi
a-tanco

I-gana
Ki-humbi

Nene. N-, Ni-.

-n-. -a-ne

Wewe. U-.
-ku-. -a-kco

Uwe.
-mu-

A-.

, a-kwe

•mwe

wili, -wl
-tatu

-nne
-tanco

Mu-tandatu

Mu-pungati

M-nana

K-enda
I-kumi

I-kumina'mwe

Ma-kumi
ma-wi

Ma-kumi
a-tatu

Ma-kumi a-nne

Ma-kumi
a-tanco

I-gana
Ki-humbi

Ne. N-, Ni-.

-ne. -n-, -ni-.

-a-ne

We. U-.

•kco. •ku^.

-a^kco

U-yu. U-.

-kw^e. -mu-.

-a-kwe

H
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English Ki-sasi and
Ki-rori

North and
North-east
Nyaimvezi
(Ki-sukuma)

9 a.

North-west
Nyamwezi
(^i-sumbwa)

9 b.

West
Nyamwezi

9 c.

South, Central,

and East
Nyamwezi

Ki-nyaturu
(Ki-limi)

Good ...

Great
Little

Long,high,tall
Male

Old

Red

Rotten
Short
Sick
White

Above,up,on
top

Before
Behind
Below, down

Far

Here

In, inside ...

Middle
Near
Outside

Plenty, many

There

Where.? ...

No!

Not {with verb,

as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

To
„ beat ...

„ buy, sell

„ come . .

.

), cut

„ dance ...

stoga
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English Ki-pasi an
Ki-rori

North and
North-east
Nyamwezi
(Ki-sukuma)

9 a.

North-west
Nyamwrezi
(^i-sumbwa)

9c.
South, Central,

and East
Nyamwezi

10.

Ki-nyaturu
(Ki-limi)

To
die

eat
give ...

go

kUl ...

know ...

laugh . .

.

leave off,

cease
love, want
see

sit, remain,
abide
sleep . .

.

stand,stop,
be erect
steal . .

.

Ku-
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8. Ki^api and Kirori are spoken in the south-east coast region of the Victoria Nyanza south of the

Gaya (Ugeya) settlements and of Kulia (Bakoria), east of Bukerebe islands and peninsula, west of the

Tatcoga and Dorcobo) steppes, and north of Speke Gulf and Busukuma.

9. North and North-east Nyamwezi are spoken in the southern coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza
as far east as the extremity of Speke Gulf ; and as far south as the 5th degree of South latitude.

9 a. North-west Nyamwezi is spoken in the western half of the south coast-lands of the Victoria
Nyanza (away from the actual littoral which is occupied by Cizinja) and as far south as about 4° South
latitude.

9 b. West Nyamwezi is spoken in Western Wunyamwezi, east of the Buthindi and Malagarazi rivers

and as far south as about 6° 30' South latitude. It extends to the east coast of Tafiganyika south of Ujiji

and north of Kalema.

9 c. South, Central, and East Nyamwezi are spoken in Southern, Central, and Eastern Wunyamwezi
south of about 5° South latitude and north of the Katuma-Luiigwa-Mphiti rivers, approximately 7° 10'

South latitude. (Does not extend to Ukimbu.)

10. Kinyaturu is spoken in Turn or Nyaturu and perhaps also in the Iramba country to the north.

Nyaturu lies to the east of Wunyamwezi, west of Ugtogco, Rafigi and Tatcoga.



GROUP C

THE BRITISH EAST AFRICA LANGUAGES
II. Kikuyu dialects.' ii
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English
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English

White

II.

Kikuyu
II a. Meru

eru

13.

Kamba
13-

Pcokcomu or

Pfcokcomco

14.

Taita
(Ki-dabida-
Ki-sagala)

IS-

Taveita
16.

Nika
(Giryama-

Dunima-Digco)

au, -eu. -kundu (?) -nafige.

Mw-au, Nz-au {-zem = holy, -ceokwa.

pttre) Mny-ange

ewa. Dy-ewa -eruve, -aruhe

Above, up, on
top
Before
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PREFIXES, &C., IN TAITA

A trace of preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu-, u-, yu-, hu-) ; 2. "Wa-, Va- (wa-, va-)
;

3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, gu-, yu-)
; 4. Mi-

(mi-, i-) ; 5. Iri., I., Ji., Izi- (li-, ji-, j-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya-, ya-)
; 7. Ki- (ki-) ; 8. Vi- (vi-)

; 9. Ny-, N-,—
(n-, i-) ; 10. Ny., N-, Nyu-, Cu- (n-, ci- ?, ri-) ; 11. Lu-, Lto- (lu-) ; 12. Du-, Di-, Ru- (?) (du-?) ; 13. Ka-

(ka-); 14. U-, Wu-, Vu- (u-, VU-, yu-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha-, A- (ha-, ku-) ; 17. — (-ni or -nyi) ; and
traces of a La- prefix in Taita and Nika.

PREFIXES, &C., IN TAVEITA
Class I. Mu-, M- (mu-, u-) ; 2. Wa- (wa-)

; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, u-) ; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-)
; 5. I-, Iji-, Ni-?

(li-)
; 6. Ma- (ma-, a-)

; 7. Nki- ?, Ki- (ki-) ; 8. Vi-, Wi- (vi-)
; 9. N- (M-), Ny-, — (n-, i-) ; 10. N- (M-), Ny-,

— (n-, ji- orzi-} ; 11. Lu- (lu-) ; 12. Tu- (tu-) ; 13. Ka- (ka-) ; 14. Wu- (wu-,u-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha-
(ha-) ; 17. absent ? represented by locative suffix, -ni or -ini.

PREFIXES, &C., IN NIKA
Class I. Mu-, M- (mu-, yu-, w-) ; 2. A- (a-)

; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, u-)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-) ; 5. Ri-', Dzi-'

(ri-, i-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ga-)
;

7. Ki-, C'-, Ci- (ki-, c'-) ; 8. Vi-, Z;"- (vi-, ^'-) ; 8 a. Vi-, Fi- (vi-, fi-)
; 9. N- (M-),

Ny'-, — (n- (m-), nyi-, i-) ; 10. N- (M-), Ny'-, — (n-, nyi-, zi-) ; II. Lu-, Ru- (lu-, ru-) ; 12 '^. U- (u-)
;

13. Ka- (ka-) 14. U- (u-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha- (ha-); 17. Mu- (mu- ; -ni). Traces of La- prefix.

11. Kikuyu is spoken in the Kikuyu highlands, between Upper River Tana, and the Meru and Nyeri
districts north-east and north-west of the northern slopes of Mount Kenya

;
south-west, to the vicinity

of Nairobi ; eastwards, to the TJeraka country. The Meru dialect (ll a) is said to be markedly distinct.

It is spoken in the north-east portion of the Kikuyu area. The dialects of Kikuyu proper (which—
standard Kikuyu— is the Kiambu of Fort Hall) are the following, according to Capt. G. St. J. Orde-
Browne:—Nyeri (north-west Kikuyu); Ndia (south-west Kikuyu); Embu (Cuka, Mwimbe, Emberre,
Tseraka, and Igcoji, east and south-east Kikuyu) ; and 11 a, Meru, or north-east Kikuyu.

12. Kamba is spoken in Ukambani, between the Tana river on the north and the Ofigcolea hills near

Kilimanjaro) on the south. It is bounded on the west by Kikuyu and on the east by the Gala, Pcokcomco,

and Giriaraa tribes.

13. Pcokcomco is spoken in the country along both banks of the Lower Tana, behind the coast-belt.

14. Taita is spoken in the Taita hills south of Ukambani, west of Giriama, east of Taveita and
Kilimanjaro).

15. Taveita is spoken in the Taveita settlement, south-east of Kilimanjaro).

16. Nika is spoken in the coast country behind the Swahili fringe, from theSabaki river on the north

to beyond the Umba river in the south.

' />/. No. 4, Mi-. 2 ? 14. FI to Ka-.



GROUP D GROUP E

THE KILIMANJARO) LANGUAGES THE USAMBARA LANGUAGES
17. Caga (Mosi or Ki-mcoci)

17 a. Ki-siha or ^ira 17 c. Ki-rombco
17 b. Ki-macame I7d. Ki-meru

18. Pare-Gwenco
1

8

a. C-asu

19.

19 a.
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English
17-

Caga, &'(.: Pare-Gweneo
18 a. C-asu

19-

Sambala
19 a.

Bondei
20.

Zigula
20 a. Wguru
20 b. Ki-dcoe

20 c. Ki-kwere

20 d.

Kim-rima
(Lima)

Giraffe
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19a.

Bondei
20.
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN THE CAGA DIALECTS

Very slight traces of preprefixes in the Sth, 9th and loth classes.

Class I. M-, Mu-, N- (mu-, m-, wu-, u-) ; 2. Wa-, Va- (?Ba-) (wa-, va-)
; 3. M-, Mu- (m-, mu-, fu-,

U-)
; 4. Mi., N- (17 c, 17 e) (mi-, i-)

; 5. L, Iri-, Ri-, — (Nyi-, Ni- ? 17 a) (li-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ha-, ga-)
;

7. Ki-, Nki-, C-, ^i. (ki-, ci-) ; 8. pi-, Fi-, Vi- (gi-, fi-, vi-)
; 9. N- (M-), N-, Ng-, In- (n- (m-), i-) ; 10. N-

(M-), If-, ffg., Nj-, In-, ^u- (17 c) (ti-, tsi-, zi-) ; 11. Lu- (Nu- 17 a), U-, O)- (lu-, ru-) ; 12. Tu- (in 17 b

pi. to Ki- and Ka-), (tu-) ; 13. Ka-, K- (ka-) ; 14. 00-, U-, Wu- ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Wa-, Ha-, A- (a-,

wa-)
; (17 and i8 absent). Note.—l-, the 5th prefix is used for the verbal infinitive instead of Ku-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN PARE-GWENO) DIALECTS

Very slight traces of preprefixes in Old Ki-mpale.

Class I. M-, Mu- (mu-, m-, u-) ; 2. Va-, Wa- (va-, wa-)
; 3. M-, Mu- (fu-, mu-, u-)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-)

;

5. 1-, Ri- (li-) ; 6. Ma- (ha-, a-, nya- ")
; 7. Ki- (ki-, ci-) ; 8. Vi-, Fi- (vi-, fi-)

; 9. N- (M-), N-, En- (Em-),

— (n-, i-, y-) ; 10. N- (M-), W-, En- (Em-), — (zi-, zi-, tsi-, n- (m-), ny-) ; il. Lu-, Nu- (lu-) ; 12. ? want-

ing; 13. Ka- (ka-); 14. Vu-, Wu-, U- (wu-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha- (ha-) ; 17. ? (-ni).

PREFIXES, &C., IN pAMBALA-BONDEI-ZIGULA-MRIMA

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, Mu-, Nu- (mu-, yu-) ; 2. Wa- (wa-)
; 3. Mu-, M-, Nu- (mu-, u-)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-)

;

5. Dzi-, Zi-, Si- (Ti-), Li-, — (ji-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya-)
; 7. Ki- (ci-, ki-) ; 8. Vi- (vi-) ; 8 a. Vi- (vi-)

; 9. N-

(M-), Ny-, — (i., n-,—) ; 10. N- (M-), Ny-, — , Zi- (20 b), (zi-) ; 11. Lu- (lu-) ; I2. [Tu- is absent ; a prefix

Wa-, Hwa-, Va- takes its place as diminutive-collective and as plural to Ka-) ; 13. Ka- (ka-) ; 14. U-

[//. usually Ny-, M-] ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha. (ha-); 17. Umu-, Mu- (mu-, -i, -yi).

17. Caga dialects are spoken on the flanks of Mount Kilimanjaro) from Rombco on the north-east to

Macame on the north-west. Also the Aruga plain to the south and the outlying mountain ot Meru.
Perhaps also the Mbugwe people on the south shores of Lake Manyara.

18. Pare-Gweno> and 18 a. Casu dialects are spoken in the Ugwento and Mpare mountains south-

south-east of Kilimanjaro) and east of the Rufu river. There is said to be a colony of Pare-speaking

Bantu settlers in So)nyo), a district on the west of Natron Lake (far to the north-west of Kilimanjaro)) ;

but these may belong to the ^agi group.

19. ^ambala is spoken in the mountain region of Ufambala, north of the lower Rufu or Pafigani

river.

19 a. Bondei is spoken in the lowlands between Ufambala and the Swahili coast-strip on the Indian

Ocean, north of the Lower Rufu.

20. Zigula, 20 a. Nguru, 20 b. Kidcoe, 20 c. Kikwere, are spoken in the Nguru and Zigula (Uzeguha)

countries south and south-west of the Lower Rufu and north of the Usagara mountains.

20 d. Kimrima is spoken in the coast-strip south of the Pafigani (Rufu) river and north of the

Kingani river, opposite Zanzibar Island.

' Johnston in Ki-gwenco.



GROUP F

THE ZANGIAN LANGUAGES

21. Swahili (Ki-uiiguja) of Zanzibar ; also Ki-

hadimu or Ki-kae and Ki-ngcozi

21 a. Ki-mvita {of Mombasa)
21 b. Ki-amu. (2\z and 216.. Ki-siu (?r Ki-cozi

and Ki-pate)

2 1 e. Ki-tikuu (or Faza-Bajun)
2 if. Ki-wibu (Ki-mrima and Kim-gaco), and

2 1 g. Ki-ngcoje of A-ngcope

22. ^i-aiigazija {Great Komoru) /^.) a^id 22 a.

Xi-nzuani {Johanna J^.)
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English
21.

Swahili
(Ki-hadimu
(H), 6-^.)

31 a.

Ki-mvita
21 b.

Ki-amu
21 c. Ki-cozi

21 d. Ki-pate

21 e.

Ki-tikuu
21 f.

Ki-wibu
21 g. Ki-iigcoje

22.

gi-angazija
22 a. Xi-nzuani

Egg Yayi ; ma+ Yai; ma+ li ; ma-ii Ingi; ma-f R-i; ma-i
Elephant ... Tembco. N-dcovu N-dcovu N-dcovu N-embeo or

N-dojvu (H) N-embu
Excrement
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English
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN THE SWAHILI DIALECTS

Virtually no traces of preprefixes, except in the 9th prefix in the Ki-unguja and Ki-mrima dialects

(21 f and g).

Class I. M-, Mu-, Mil- (21 e, 21 f) (m-, mu, yu-, ?hu-, u) ; 2. Wa-, (Va- sometimes in 21 e and f)

(wa-, va-)
; 3. M-, Mu-, Mii- (21 f

) (m-, mu-, u)
; 4. Mi-, Ny-, Ni- (21 c, d, and e) (m-, mil-, i)

; 5. —

.

Ji-, J-, Dy-, Ri- (21 f and g),Ni- (21 f
)

(li, j-, r-, ri-) (21 f
) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya) ; 7. Ki-, C- (ki, ci-, c'-)

;

8. Vi- (21, 21 a, 21 f and g), Zi- (21 c), TJi- (21 d and e) (vi, zi-, tii-)
; 9. In- {21 and 21 f ), N- (M-), N-,

Ny-, — (— , n- (m-), ny-, nj-, ng-, i) ; 10. In-, N- (M-), N-, Ny- (— , zi, ny-, nj-, fig-) ; 11. U-, Lu-, Ru-

(last two forms only in 21 f and g) (m-, u, lu, ru-) ; 12. (Absent throughout); 13. Ka- (almost absent,

save for slight traces— with Vi- as plural—in Ki-unguja and the other northern dialects, but commoner in

21 f and g) ; 14. U- (plural sometimes Ny-, but more commonly Ma-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Pa- (Va-

in 21 f), rarely Wa- (pa-, va-) ; 17. Mu- (mij- and -ni)—almost absent from 21 e.

PREFIXES, &C., IN pi-ANGAZIJA, &C.

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu-, m, u-) ; 2. Wa- (wa-)
; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, u) ; 4- Mi-, Me- (mi-, i-)

;

5. Dzi (D'-, L'- ?), — (dz', dzi-, H) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ? a)
; 7. pi-, Xi-, Xi-, Hi- (pi-, xi) ; 8. Zi- (zi)

; 9. N-

(M-),N-,Ny-, — (n-, i); 10. ? Zin-, N- (M-), N-, Ny- (zi ?, n-) ; 11. (missing) ; 12. (missing) ; 13. (rare)

Ha-, Ka- (? ha-, ka) ; 14- U-, V«- ? (u) ; 15. Hu-, U-, ? Gu- (? hu) ; 16. Wa-, Va- (va ?) ; 17. ? (? -mu?,

-mi, -ni).

21. Swahili is spoken in Zanzibar, Pemba, and Mafia islands, and in the coast towns between the

Paiigani river, Kilwa, and Lindi ; also in an adulterated form right across Africa from Unyamwezi and

Tanganyika to the Lualaba and Upper Congo. Kihadimu or Kikae is the ancient dialect of Zanzibar

island and Kingcozi the affected ' literary ' speech.

21 a. Kimvita is spoken in the towns of the Mombasa coast-belt between Vanga and Malindi.

21 b. Kiamu, 21 c. Kicozi, and 21 d. Kipate, are spoken on the islands of Lamu and Pata, and in

the Witu sultanate and the delta of the Wzi and Tana rivers.

21 e. Kitikiiu is spoken in Faza (north of Lamu) and at all the Swahili settlements along the coast

between' Kwaihu and the Juba river ; also north of the Juba river.

21 f Kiwibu (Kimrima and Kimgaeo) are spoken on the coast between the mouths of the Rufiji

and theRuvuma rivers (Cape Delgado) ; at Ibo and in the Kerimba islands
;
21 g. Kingtoje is spoken

in the Swahili-Arab colonies of Angwfe (Angoxa).

22. Siangazija and 22 a. Xinzuani are spoken in the Komorco islands (Great Komorco, Johanna,

and Mwl^la) : with the exception, perhaps, of Mayotte.
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English
23-

Dzalamcd
23 a.

Kami
23 b. Ki-xutu

23 c. Ki-ruguru

24-24 b.

Kaguru and
Northern
Sagara

24 c-g.

Southern
Sagara

25.

Gcogca
26.

Irangi
26 a. Ki-

umbugwe

Dog

Donkey

Door

Dream
Drum

Ear

Egg

Elephant ..

Excrement
Eye

M-bwa.
Ki-bwa

Im-bwa,
Yum-bwa,
Jim-bwa

N-dcogcowe. N-dcogtowe

;

Ki-hongwe ma-
Lu-ivi ; ny-ivi M-langco

N-dcozi

Gombu.
In-gooma

;

zin-gcoma
Gu-twi

;

ma-twi,
gama-twi

N-geoma

Nghu-twe or
Gu-twi

;

magu-twi

I-bwa or
Di-bwa.
Dinyam-bwa;
manyam-.
Suku
N-dcoguwe

Lu-iji ; ma-.
M-laiigco

N-jcozi

N-gcoma

Mnyam-bwa. Mnyam-bwa,
Nyaka-bwa. Im-bwa,
Di-bwa ; ma- Di-bwa

N-dtogojwe N-doogcowe

Mu-langco

N-gcoma

Finga
; gama + Finga ; ma +

N-hembco N-hembw

Tu-twe ; ma-

I-tagi; ma-

N-themb<a

Ma-vi
S-isu ; m-eS£o

Face, forehead Ki-anga

Ma-ve Ma-vi
Nenge; ma+ I-gisoj

;

and dzi-. ma-gisoa.

Z-isco or L-isco; D-isco ; m-esco
m-esco

Ci-hanga Fumda ?

Ki-hanga ?

I-sikidza; ma-. Igu-twe,

Igu-twe ; ma- Iku-tu ; ma-

I-gankha or
Ganga ; ma +

N-zcofu or
N-dembco
Ma-vi
Z-iseo,

L-isu

;

m-esoj

Z-ihoj ; m-ehco.
Iz-ihco ; m-eSM

N-dcosi

;

ma-dcosi

Fat, oil .
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English
23-

Dzalamco
23 a.

Kami
23 b. Ki-xutu

23 c. Ki-ruguru

24-24 b.

Kaguru and
Northern
Sagara

24 c-g.

Southern
Sagara

25.

Gcogu
26.

Irangi
26 a. Ki-

umbugwe

Nine ... .

Ten ... .

Eleven

Twenty .

Thirty

Forty... .

Fifty ... .

Hundred .

Thousand

.

Kenda

M-longto.
Mu-longco.
Kumi
M-longco na
monga
Mi-longeo
mi-bili.

Iperini

[Arab.)
Mi-loiigco

mi-dathu
Mi-longco
mi-ne
Mi-longco
mi-thanco

Mi-longto
kumi

Kenda

I-kumi

I-kumi na
•mwe
Mi-longco
mi-ili or
mi-wili

Mi-longco
mi-datu
Mi-longco
mi-nne

Mi-longco
mi-thanco

I gana

Kenda

I-kumi

I-kumi na
di-mwe
Ma-kumi
ma-idi, or
ma-ili, m-ele

Ma-kumi
ma-datu
Ma-kumi
ma-ne
Ma-kumi
ma-sanco

I-gana

Ki-deole.

Ma-gana
ma-kumi

I-kenda

I-kumi,
I-cumi

Mi-longco
mi-Twili.

Mi-longco
mi-ili

Mi-longco
mi-datu
Mi-longco
mi-nne
Mi-longco
mi-tanco or
mi-hanco

I-gana.
Mi-loiigco

cumi

I-kenda

I-kumi

I-kumi nari

monga
Ma-kumi
me-ijeti

Ma-kumi
ma-datu
Ma-kumi
ma-ne
Ma-kumi
ma-hanco.
(Ma-kumi
ma-ntadatu
= 60)

I-gana, I-jana

M-cenda.
Kenda

A-fundika.
Kumi.
Mu-rongco
Kumi na mwe

Ma-kumi awiri.
Mi-rongco

Ma-kumi
a-tatu
Ma-kumi
a-nne

A-fundika.
Ka-hanco.
Mi-rongco
i-sanco

Gana
;

ma-gana

I, me, my ... Mia. Nene.
Niye.
N-,' Ni-.

n-. -a-ngu
Thou, thee,thy Geo ! Gwe,

Gw^egwe.
K'-, Ku-, U-.

•ku-. -a-gco

He, him, his Yuyco, Heyco.
Ka-, K-, Ye-,
Ya-, A-.

•m-, -mu-.

-a-ke, -a-ge
We, us, our Twee,

Twetwe.
Tu-, T'.

tu-. -e-tu
Ye, you, your Mwe or

Mwemwe.
M-, Mil-.

-wa-. -e-nu

They, them,
their

Wco. Hewco.
Wa-, W'-.
wa-. -a-co

Nene or A-nie.

N-, Ni-.

-m-, -n-.

-a-ngu
Gwege, Wege,
or Agwee or
Egwe.
U-, Ku-, Kco-.

-ku-, -a-kco

Yuye, Uyu.
Ayu.

. Ka-, Ya-, A-.

-m-. -a-ke,

-a-kwe
Atie, Hetwe,
Tete.
Tu-, Ti-.

-tu-, -ti-.

Amwee,
Hemwe,
Mwemwe.
Mu-.
wa-. -e-nyu,

-e-nhu
Wawco. Wa-.
-wa-. -a-wco

Anie.
•nye,

-e-tu

Ni-, N-.

-neni.

-ni-, -n-,

-a-ngu
Agw^egwe. U-.

gwe. -ku-.

-a-kco

Aye. Yuyu.
Ka-, Yu-, Y-,

A-.
-yu. -m-,

•mw-. -a-kwe.
Ase.
Ci-, C-.

•se. -ci-, -c-.

-e-tu

Anyie.
Mu-, M-.

•nye. -wa-.

-e-nu

Waco. Wa-.
-aco. -wa-.

-a-co

Nene.
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English

All
This, these

That, those,

yonder

23-

Dzalamco
23 a.

Kami
23b. Ki-xutu

23 c. Ki-ruguru

24-24 b.

Kaguru and
Northern
Sagara

-ose

•nco (yu-nco,

wa-ncj>, is'c^,

That, those -co

(He-u, he-y&j

;

he-woj ; h^c.)

dya
(A-idya

;

aw-adya

;

a-iidya

;

a-idya
;

a-didya

;

a-gadya

;

a-kidya ;

a-vidya
;

a-idya
;

a-zidya

;

a-ludya ;

a-iidya

;

a-kudya ;

a-hadya)

-ose

-nco (yu-nco

;

wa-nco
;
gu-neo

oru-nco; i-nco;

h-nco (7rdi-nco;

ga-nco ; ci-nco

;

fi-nco, pfi-nco,

orvi-nco; i-nco;

zi-nco ; lu-nco

;

u-nco ; ku-nco

;

ha-nco; mu-no>)

Hu-u ; hi-ci

;

hi-pfl; 6-'c.

-ja (Yu-ja or

ayu-ja ; wa-ja,

awa-ja ; &=€.)

-da {23 b)

-ose

A-yu ; wa-wa

;

a-u ; a-i ; a-li
;

a-ga, a-ya;
a-ci ; a-vi

;

a-i ; a-zi ; a-lu

;

a-u ; a-ku

;

ba-ha

-nco (Yu-nco
;

wa-nco ; &'c.)

-co (Yuyco ;

wa'wco ; uco

;

iyco ; didco

;

gagco; &=€.)

-dia (yu-dia,

wa-dia, Ss'c.)

24 c-g.

Southern
Sagara

25.

Gcogco

26.

Irangi
26 a. Ki-

umbugpive

•ose

Yuyu ; ha-wa

;

hu-co ; hi-i

;

lidi; gaga;
cici ; vivi

;

hi-i ; zizi

;

lulu ; hu-u

;

kuku ; ha-ha

Yu-ria; wa-ria;

U-ria: i-ria;

ri-ria
;
ga-ria

;

ci-ria ; vi-ria
;

i-ria ; zi-ria

;

ru-ria ; u-ria

;

ku-ria ; ha-ria

-cozi, -cose

-nco (co-nco, -nco,

Hu-u or nhu-u

;

ha-wa or
uha-Tva

;

hu-ti or nhu-ii

;

hi-i or nhi-i
;

hi-ri, &'c.
;

ha-ya, &°c.
;

hi-ki, hi-vi,

U-re or uo-re
;

wa-re or

nawa-re ; u-re

or ue-re ; i-re

or ue-re ; ri-re

or na-rire
;

ya-re or
naya-re, ^'c}

Bad
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English
23.

Dzalamu
23 a.

Kami
23 b. Ki-xutu

23 c. Ki-ruguru

24-24 b.

Kaguru and
Northern
Sagara

24 c-g.

Southern
Sagara

To
go...

kill

Ku-
-genda.
-ccola

-kuma

Ku-
genda.
ka

„ know ... -manya. -jua.

-tanga
„ laugh ...

„ leave off, -leka.

cease -asa

„ love, want -londa

kcoma

•manya

-seka
-leka

londa.
-tugcola

„ see ... -ona. -Icola -ona. -Iwla

„ sit, remain, -kala, -sigala -kala
abide

,, sleep ... -basa, -w^asa. -g<ona
-guna

„ stand, stop -ima. -ima
be erect -gcolcoka

„ steal ... -iba -iba

Cu-
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PREFIXES, &C„ IN SAGARA DIALECTS

(Slight trace of preprefixes in No. 5.)

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu, m, yu-, u-) ; 2. Wa- (wa)
; 3. M-, Mu- (mu-, m-, u)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i)

;

5. — , I-, Igi-, Izi-, Zi-, Di- (di, li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ga)
; 7. Ki-, Ci-, C- (ki, ci, c') ; 8. Vi- (vi)

; 9. —

,

N- (M-), W- (n-, i) (//. sometimes, Class 6); 10. Zi-, N- (M-), N-, Ny-, S'-, Siny'- (zi, u) ; 11. Lu- (lu-)

{pi. Classes 6 and 10); 12. missing; 13. missing, except in numerals; 14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ;

16. Ha-, Ba- (ha, ba-) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

PREFIXES, &C., IN GOOGO)

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu, m, u-, yu-) ; 2. Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M- (m-, mu-, u)

;
4. Mi- (mi-, i-)

;

S. — , I-, Zi-, Li- (li, di, ri) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ga)
; 7. Ki-, Ci- (ki, ci) ; 8. Vi- (vi)

; 9. — , N- (M-), W-, Ny-

(n-, i) ; 10. —, N- (M-), W-, Ny- (n-, zi, z') ; 11. Lu- (lu)
; 12. missing ; 13. (in numerals only) ; 14. U-

(u) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Ha- (ha); 17. Mu- (as preposition only).

PREFIXES, &C., IN IRANGI

No preprefixes except in No. 5.

Class I. Mu-, Mu-, M- (m, mu, u-) ; 2. Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, Mco-, M- (m-, mu-, u) ; 4. Mi- (mi-,

i)
; 5. Iri-, R-, I-, — (r', ri, i) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya, a)

; 7. Ki-, Ci-, C- (ki, c') ; 8. Vi- (vi)
; 9. —, N-

(M-),W-,Ny- (n-, i); 10. — , N- (M-), N-, Ny- (n-, j', ji) ; 11. Lu-, Leo- (lu) ; 12. (missing); 13. Ka- (ka)

;

14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku-, Kco-(ku); 16. Ha-, Pa- (ha, pa) ; 17. Mu- (preposition) (-mu, -i shortened from -ni).

23. Dzalamco is spoken in Uzaramco, between the Upper Kingani and the Lower Rufiji rivers.

23 a. Kami, 23 b. Ki-xutu, and 23 c. Ki-ruguru are spoken in Ukami, immediately west of the
Middle Kingani river, north-west of Uzaramco and south of Uzigula (Uzeguha). Ki-xutu is the southern
dialect of Kikami and is spoken in the basin of the Upper Kidunda-Kingani. Ki-ruguru is the speech
of Uluguru, west of Uzaramco.

24-24 b. Kaguru and Northern Sagara. These dialects are spoken in northern Usagara in
the basin of the Upper Wami (Rubehco), east of Ugcogco and west of Uzigula, excluding Uluguru.

24 c-g. Southern Sagara dialects are spoken in south and south-east Usagara, south of the Upper
Wami river and north of the Ruaha. The Ngwila dialect is probably spoken south of the Ruaha opposite
the Ndunda territory.

25. Gcogco is spoken in Ugcogco, west of Usagara, east of Itumba and Unyamwezi, south of Nyaturu
and Sandawi.

26. Irangi is spoken in Irangi and Buruiigi, north of Ugcogco in the north-eastern basin of the Bubu
river. The Ki-umbugwe dialect is spoken in an isolated patch (Umbugwe) immediately south of Lake
Manyaza, 3° 45' to 4° South latitude.



2 7. Hehe
28. Pcogorw a«^ Maheiige

GROUP H
THE UPPER RUFIJI LANGUAGES

29. Sangco (Rori, Safwa) 31. Gangi
30. Bena

GROUP I

THE LOWER RUFIJI-RUVUMA LANGUAGES

31a. Bunga
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English
27.

Hehe
28.

Peogorco and
Mahenge

29.

Sangco
(Rori and
Safwa)

30-

Bena
31-

Gangi,
31a. Bunga

32.

Ki-matumbi
32 a.

Ki-ndengerekco

Blood.

Body .

Bone

Borassuspalm

Bow

Bowels

Brains

Breast (man's)

Danda

Mu-vile

Li-zege or
Ki-sege

Breast
(woman's)
Brother ...

Buffalo

Bull ...

Buttocks
Canoe..

Cat

Charcoal
Chief ...

Child ...

Cloth ...

Cold ...

Country

Cow ...

A-zima.
Ki-dibulco

I-nda.
Lu-tumbu

;

n-umbu
W-coscola.

W-ongongo>
Ma-mbaga.
Ki-kua (= in

beasts)

I-wele, I-were

;

ma-w^ele
M-nununa.
Mw-ana-kw-etu
Lumbu-lie.
M-longco (a

relation)

M-bcogco.

Sikirco ^
Jfambakwa

Li-daku
Ci-lyoj.

I-windi.
Ki-pcogco

Li-paka.
Nyau

Kala ; ma +
Mu-twa.
M-temi
M-lugu
Mw-ana.
C-ali

Mw-enda

In-gala.

Sisimoi
In-nyi, E-nyi

M-buguma.
Seiiga

Mu-azi

N-cimba

Ci-fupa.

Ci-hondco
M-kuma

U-pindi

Vyamu-nda.
Ci-seke.

Lu-kutu
W-ongto

Ci-fua

Mu-wili.
Gu-vili {pi.

ma-vili .')

Ki-wuta

Ma-wele

M-haca (also

sister)

Ny-ati.
M-b«gco
M-pongco

Li-takco ; ma-
W-at<o, m-atoj

N-kanco.
Siuzi

Ma-kala
M-tua.
M-koni

Mw-ana

N-giico

Ma-hundi

M-lima

Ng-ombe
e-kolu

Ki-fula ; fi-

I-wele ; ma-

Lu-kcolco.

Mu-nununa

I-kida ; ma-.
Khambaku

Ru-watco

Lu-paka
; //.

mm-aka or
mi-baka

Mw-ana.
Mw-ain|si.

(Mu-hinja =
daughter.
C-ana = son)

Mw-enda

Mm-eh(o or
Mm-epco

I-nhi

M-buguma

Mu-nununa

;

wa-
M-gcoloj or
M-kulu._
Mu-nununa
(31a)

Mw-ai, Mi-ai
(Mi-azi)

Y-ega

Ki-upa

N-nala

;

mi-lala

M-pinde ;

mi-pinde
Li-tumbu

Bw-ongo

Ki-uba,
Paki-uba

Ma-bele

Nuna

Nj-ati

I-senga i-lume I-seinga i-lume.

N-ombe
n-dumi (31 a)

M-nyacd

Mw-ana

I-senga
n-dala

...
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English
27.

Hehe
28.

Pcogorco and
Mahenge

2g.

Sangco
(Rori and
Safwa)

30.

Bena
31-

Gangi,
31a. Bunga

32.

Ki-matumbi
32 a.

Ki-ndengerekco

Crocodile ...

Date palm...

Day

Devil, evil

spirit

Mamba or
I-mamba

;
pi.

ma-pamba
M-kindw
Mu-nyi. K-irco.

Ki-gconco.

(Lu-isa =
daylight)

I-scoka

Mamba

Lu-kindu
E-jtia. Li-siku.

(M-lungu
go-pala = day-
light)

E-hcoka
Lu-dewa : ma-

Doctor (medi- M-lagusi^
cine man)
Dog ... .

Donkey
Door

Dream

Drum ,

Ear

Egg

Elephant ..

Excrement

Face, fore-

head
Fat, oil ...

Father

Fear

Finger

Fire

Im-bwa,
Ka-bwa.
Igu-bwa ; ma-

Dcogcowi
M-lyangco.
Lw-izi

N-dcotco or
I-lcotto

N-duzi or
In-dusi

Li-sikiza.

I-twi ; ma-tviri

Li-kanga

M-ganga

Nanga.
(M-bwawa =
wild dog)

M-punda
Mu-liangco

N-dcotco.

N-sawco
Li-gcoma

Pa-munsi.
Lu-siku

Lu-kwati.
M-kahaba

Xa-bwa,
Im-bwa.
I-korcowa $.

M-barusi
N-dcogcowe

N-dcotco ; sin-

Li-pepe.
E-kutu

Li-gi

N-dembwe.
N-dembco

Ma-pi,
Ma-fi

Ey6 L-Uico ; m-ihco

N-tembco

Ci-kutu.
Lu-puekco.
Ma-ii

L-isco ; ma-SCO

E-twe

Susu
;

ama-susu.
Li-xanxa

;

ama-
Jongwa.
N-zcovu

L-ihco

Usco. C-eni. Kum-ehco

;

I-palasco Kuma-sco am-ehco (//.)

Ma-futa. Ma-futa Ma-futha
Ma-pama

Dada, Dade. Tati. Dada.
Isco. U-sco-gco. U-heseo

Ise U-Sco-gwe

Mu-hwehwe. Li-coga

I-duega.
M-lcotco

C-ala ; fi-ala C-ala, vi-ala Ki-dori

I-funya ; ma- I-kungu or
I-kisi.

Im-bwa

I-kcoka (31a)

Nyaka-bT^a.
I-galco ; ma-
(31a)

In-dcogcowe N-dcogcowa

N-gwena

;

ma-kwena

Li-suba or
Li-tscoba

M-bepco

N-ganga
;

ama-ganga^
M-bwa

;

ma-pwa.
Li-pumbe

;

ma-
M-bunda
N-nyangco

;

mi-liangco

N-dcotco

(Ku-lcota)

Li-sindco.

Li-lunga.

N-gcoma
Li-kutu; ma-

Li-pinga

N-dembco

;

ma-tembco
Ma-i

Iz-ihco ; m-ehco Iz-ihco ; m-ehco. Li-yco ; m-ingco

L-esco ; m-esco
(31a)

Kum-inyco.
Ki-bungi

Ma-iita

Dada

I-sikidza; ma- I-gutwe; ma-

M-otcj M-otco M-otco Motco

Tata.
Tate
(31a)
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English
27.

Hehe

Urine . .

.

Vein ...

War ...

Ma-tunzi

N-dera

;

ma-dera

Li-galu.

Nondco

Water ... Lu-lenga

Well, spring, Ki-pera
source
White man
Wife

Wind

Witch

Witchcraft

Woman ...

Womb
Wood (fire'

wood)

Yam
Year

Yesterday..
Zebra

One

Two

Three.

Four .

Five .

Six

Seven.

Mu-zungu
M-dala.
Mw-aha

Im-epoj.

Wala.
I-gudwa
Mu-hawi

M-dala.
Mu-dzima

Kuma

'

Lu-sigala
;

n-sagala

Mw-aka

Li-gulcd

Sengere

? Monga.
-mui

•wili, -wiri

•datu

-tai, -tei

•hanca

Mu-tanda.
Mu-tandatu

Mu-fuiigati

28.

Pcogorco and
Mahenge

29-

Sangca
(Rori and
Safwa)

3°-

Bena
31-

Gangi
31 a. Bunga

32.

Ki-matumbi
32 a. Ki-

ndengereku

Ma-kwezcj

M-kondua
{warrior).

Ma-kondoj.
U-kali

Ma-ji

Ci-sulu.

E-negu
Mu-zungii
M-dala

M-pepto.
Li-yega

M-ganga

U-ganga

M-dala

Ma-letiga

Mu-zungu
M-dala

Ma-lenga

Mu-zungu
Mu-ka

Ma-renga.
Me-se (31a)

I-sima

Mu-zungu
Mw-ehe.
M-kahanci>
(31a)

Mu-dala.
M-jima

Mu-dala ; wa-

M-tima
M-baco.
W-gcodi,

Tu-geodi

C-aka ; vy-aka

Li-cu
M-punda

-mco. (monga U-moiiga.
= other) -mwe. -mco

-wili -wili (Si-wili)

M-pinga.
M-kcodzi.
M-kahanco
(31a)

Mw-aka ; mi-

Mcdsi

Pili, -wili

•tatu

M-cece.
-cece

Mto-hanu or
hanco
Mco-hanco
na(li)-m€o

Mco-hanco
(ma)-wili

•tatu or
(Si-tatu)

thathu
na (Wa-na,
Si-na)

-sanco

M-tanda

-na na-datu

Mcosi.

Weka (31 a)

•bill, -wili

(Ka-bili).

Scona (31 a)

-tatu (Ka-tatu) -tatti (Ka-tatu).

Wa-lila (31 a)

Ma-kcojcd,

Ma-kcozco
Mu-kcole

;

mi-kcole.

N-gcoleng<ole
N-gondco

Ma-tsi

Ku-lose

N-jungu
N-nwawa

;

pi. a-lwawa.
N-yumbco; //.

a-yumbco
M-bepco

Mw-abi
;

b-abi
(Ku-lcoga = to

bewitch)

N-w^awa.
Ny-umbo>.
Ki-lumbu
{bride)

Ny-ancu.
Anyu.
N-deketu

Caka, Saka,
Fa-saka

L-iseo

-bill

-tatu

•tai (Ka-tai) -ne (Ka-ne). -n-cece,-n-cene

-hanco
(Ka-hanco)

M-tanatco

M-fungati

M-cece. -dai

(Ka-dai 31a)
-hanco. Fundco
(31a)

M-tandatu.
M-t4 (31 a)

M-fungati.
M-fti (31 a)

Mw-anco

Mw-anco na
(yu)-mco

Mw-anco na
bill

' Ki-kuma = vagina.
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English
27.

Hehe
28.

Pcogoroo and
Mahenge

29.

Sangco
(Rori and
Safwa)

30-

Bena 3i-
Gangi

31 a. Bunga

32.

Ki-matumbi
32 a. Ki-

ndengerekco

Black
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PREFIXES, &C., IN BENA, GAWGI, AND BUWGA
Slight traces of preprefixes in Nos. 9 and 10.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu, yu-) ; 2. Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, gu)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, gi ?) ; 5. I-,

Izi-, Li- (li) ; 6. Ma. (ma-, ga?)
; 7. Ki-, Ci-, C (ki, ci) ; 8. Vi-? (vi ?) ; 9. I-, In- (Im-), N-, N-, Ny-

(i, n-)
; 10. (same as 9); 11. Lu- (lu); 12? probably absent; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku-

(Gu-) (ku) ; 16. Ha- (ha) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

PREFIXES, &C., IN KI-MATUMBI

Traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, N-, Mm-, Nn- (mu, yu-, u-) ; 2. Ba-, Ab'-, Aba-, A- (ba)
;

3. Mu-, M-, N-, Nn-,

— (n-, mu-)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, i, -yi)

; 5. Li-, — (li) ; 6. Ma-, Ama- (ma-, ya or ga)
; 7. Ki- (ki) ; 8. I-

(yi-, i); 9. N- (M-), Ny- (n- (m-), yi, i) ; 10. N- (M-), Ny- (n- (m-), yi, i) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; .12. Tu-
(tu); 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- (pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

27. Hehe is spoken in Uhehe ; the country in East Africa between the 9th degree of South latitude

on the south and the main stream of the Middle Ruaha on the north ; between Mahefige and Upcogorco
(the Upper Rufiji) on the east and the Safigto country on the west.

28. Pcogorco and Mahenge are spoken in the Mahenge and Pcogorco countries, south of the Lower
Ruaha, west of the Rufiji-Luwegu, north of the Upper Luwegu, and east of Uhehe and the Upper Rufiji.

29. Saiagco (Rori and Safwa) is spoken in the long strip of Usangto (a portion of which is sometimes
called Urori). Usangm is bounded on the east by Uhehe and Fuagi ; on the south by Ubena and the

head-streams of the Great and Little Ruaha ; on the west by Usafwa and the upper course of the Mpimbo
river ; and on the north by Ugogco and Itumba and 6° 30' of South latitude.

30. Bena is spoken in Ubena and Lupembe, bounded on the north by Usangco, Fuagi, and Uhehe,
on the west by Ukinga and the north Nyasa mountain country, on the south by Uparigwa and 9° 30'

South latitude, and on the east by Matumbi, Uhehe, and Fuagi.

31. Gangi and 31 a. Bunga are spoken south of Upcogorco, in the basin of the Luwegu and Maraii-

gandu affluents of the Rufiji ; east of Donde and north of the Magwangwara (Bangconi-Zulu) and of the

Wazutu or Wasutu.

32. Ki-matumbi is spoken in the coast region between the Lower Rufiji and Matandu rivers, east of

the Donde and Wafigindoo countries. West Matumbi (quite isolated) is spoken in a small area between
the Pitco and Ruhinje (Upper Rufiji) rivers, south-east of Ubena, south-west of Maheiige-Upajgora),

between South latitudes 9° and 10°. Kindengerekco and Kirufiji are northern dialects of Matumbi very

little known.



GROUP I

THE LOWER RUFIJI-RUVUMA LANGUAGES {continued)

33. Mwera. 33 a. Ki-donde 34. Makonde. 34 a. Mavia (Mabiha)

GROUP J

THE NORTH RUVUMA AND NORTH-EAST NYASALAND LANGUAGES
35. Sutu (Ma-nundi)i

35 a. Ki-matengco
36. Pangwa
37. Kese or Kisi

GROUP K
THE UKINGA LANGUAGE

38. Kiiiga
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IS2 ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN KI-MWERA

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu, m-, ii-, yu-) ; 2. "Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, gu)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, yi, i-)

;

5. Li-, Ji. ?, — (li)
; 6. Ma- (ma-, ga)

; 7. Ci-, Xi-, Ki (?) (xi-, ii) ; 8. Vi- ?, I- (yi-, i)
; 9- N- (M-), N-

(n-, i)
; 10. same as 9 ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. ? ; 13. ? ; 14. U- (u-, gu ?, vu-?) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa-

(pa); 17. ?.

PREFIXES, &c., IN MAKONDE AND MAVIA

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, N- (m-, mil, yu-, u-); 2. Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M-, N-, Yu- (34 a) (m-, mu-, u)

;

4. Mi- (mi-, i)
; 5. Li- (li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a)

;
7. Ci-, Ki- (ci, ki) ; 8. Vi- (vi)

;
9. N- (M-), N- (n-, i)

;

10. Lin-, Ndin-, Din- (di, lin-) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 1 2. Tu- (tu) ; 1 3 . Ka- (ka) ; 1 4. U- (u) ; 1 5 . Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa-

(pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

PREFIXES, &C., IN SUTU-MATENGO)

No preprefixes except in Nos. 9 and 10.

Class I. Mu-, M-, N- (mu, m, yu-, u-) ; 2. "Wa- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M-, N- (mu-, m-, u)

; 4. Mi- (mi-,

i)
; 5. Li- (li-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya-)

; 7. Ki- (ki-) ; 8. I-, Hi-, Vi- (hi-, vi-)
;

9. Yin-, In-, N- (M-), W-, Ny-,

— (n-, i-) ; 10. I-, In-, N- (M-), »-,Ny-, Hy-, — (i- ?,zi- .') ; 11. Lu- (lu-) ; 12. missing in Sutu, Tu, Tw-

in Ma-teiigw; 13. Ka- (ka-) ; 14. U-, Hvsr- (u-) ; 15. Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Pa- (pa-); 17. Mu- (mu-), A-

honorific.

PREFIXES, 5;c., IN PAWGWA
Preprefixes present in full.

Class I. Umu- (mu, ? gu-) ; 2. Aba-, Ava-, Awa- (ba-)
;
3. Umu- (mu-, gu)

; 4. Imi- (mi- ? gi)
; J. Hi-,

I. ?, Ji- ? (11, ji ?j ; 6. Ama- (ma-, ga ?) ; 7. Ixi- (xi) ; 8. Ifi- (fi)
;

9. In- (Im-), (ji, j, n- ?) ; 10. ? Dzi- (dzi)

;

II. Ulu-(lu); 12. ?; 13. Aka-(ka); 14. Ubu-, Uwu- (bu) ; 15. Uxu- (xu) ; 16. Pa-, Pha- (pa); 17. Mu-?

(?); 18. Ugu-(gu.?).

PREFIXES, &C., IN KESE

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Um-,Un-, Mu-, M.(mu, ?); 2. Aba-,Bco-(ba)
; 3. Um-, Un-, Mu-, M- (mu, ?) ; 4. Imi- (mi-, ?) ;

5. Idi-, Iri-, Di- (ri, di) ; 6. Ma- (? Ama-) (ma-, ga ?) ; 7. Ki- (ki) ; 8. Fi- or Vi- (fi or vi)
; 9. In- (Im-),

— , N- (ji, j, n- ?) ; 10. ? same as 9 ; II. Uru-, Ru-, Du- (ru) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Aka- (ka) ; 14. Wu-, U-,

Bu- (wu ?) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- (pa) ; 17. Mu-.

PREFIXES, &c., IN KINGA

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, Um-, Un-, Un-, U- (um-, un-, -mw-, ju-, u-, ve) ; 2, Va- (va, vcu-)
; 3. Ufflu-, Um-, Un-,

Un- (mu-, un-, gu, yu)
; 4. Emi- (emi-j-yi, i-)

; 5. Eli- (li) ; 6. Ama- (ama-, ma-, ya)
; 7. Eki- (ki) ; 8. Isi-

(si)
;

9. Eni-, Eny-, En- (Em-), E- (en-, ji, i-) ; 10. Ini-, Iny-, Inz-, In-, E- (n- (m-), tsi, i-) ; 11. Ulu-,

Uru- (lu, ru) ; 12. Utu- (tu) ; 13. Aka- (ka) ; 14. Uvu- (vu) ; 15. Uku- (ku) ; 16. Pa-, Ba- (pa, ba) ; 17. Mu-

(mu-, m-, n) ; 18. Uyu- (yu).

Also the Nya prefix, without concord.
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33. Mwera and 33 a. Kidonde are spoken in the hinterland of the Lindi coast district of German
East Africa between the Mbemkuru river on the north and the Lindi or Lukuledi river on the south,
and extending sporadically to the Ruvuma. To it seems to be allied the widespread but unrecorded
dialect of the Wadonde, which extends from the Middle Rufiji and its Marangandu affluent on the north-
west to the Mbemkuru on the south.

34. Makonde and 34 a. Mavia or Mabiha are spoken in the coast regions of German East Africa
and northern Portuguese East Africa immediately behind the Swahili sea-shore settlements ; between
the Mbemkuru river on the north and the Msalu or Marari.

35. Sutu (Manundi) and 35 a. Kimatengco are spoken in the Magwangwara or Afigtuni country of

south German East Africa, north of the Portuguese frontier and Upper Ruvuma, south of Upangwa and
the basin of the Upper Rufiji ; east of the Marangandu and the Mtetesi-Muhesi. The Wamatengoo
extend their range to the east coast of Lake Nyasa, south of the Kisi coast-belt and Ruhuhu river.

36. Pangwa is spoken in Upangwa, a very mountainous tract to the north-east of Lake Nyasa
;

east of the Livingstone mountains and west of the Pitu river ; and south of the Bena and west Matumbi
countries.

37. Kese or Kisi is spoken on the north-east coast of Lake Nyasa from the northernmost point of

the lake, southwards to the River Ruhuhu.

38. Kinga is spoken in Ukinga, north of the north end of Lake Nyasa, south of the Upper Ruaha
basin, west of Ubena and east of Nkonde and Ukukwe.
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Oil palm ...

Ox

Paddle
Palm wine,
beer
Parrot

Penis

Pig

Pigeon

Place

nostril
)

Ki-azi Ki-gadzi Li-tofige Ku-imbu.
Takwawa

N-ombe ; ban- N-ombeWga ye-lume. N-ome.
N-ombe (39 a) (Y-analume)

N-kai. N-gafi Li-kafl

Bw-arwaMa-liia

N-gusu

Mu-lua

Nulube

Ka-pele

Ha-ndu

Bw-arwa

N-gusu

Bolco

N-guluwe

N-gunda.
N-jiba

A-nzi

Ka-suku

Lu-tcotwe.

Bu-kandi.'
Bu-kala

Ka-pcoli.

N-gulube
N-kunda

Umu-kafi
Ki-bale.

Mu-tondoa
Ki-rongco.
Mu-cence

Bu-kala,
Ici-kala

Ka-pcoli

Ki-azi

Y-onsi

N-zamba

Kusu

Im-bolo)

Ka-poli

N-kundaN-kunda.
Ci-pele

A-pa. I-calco. Palia, Pa-
Pa-
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English
39-

Ka-bwari
39 a. Ki-lega

40.

Guha
41.

Tabwa
42.

Bemba
(Ki-emba)

43-

Lung^
43 a.

Mambwe

Fierce, sharp
Good

Great

Little

Long,high,tall

Male

Old

Red

Rotten
Short
Sick

White

-kali ? -kali

-scdga-swa.
-vaci

•kule. -kulu. -kata
-kuru. -la

-ile -kuju
-kcole. -sekase. -anike. -ke.

•keke. -sese -sito

-le (39 a) -la

-lume -ba-lume,
-lume

-kottgwe (39 a) -ktote.

-kvilu

-beo-vu'

-kasuke

bco-le

-ihi

•lugua.

-m-isa

-munge.
-muiike

-kali

•weme.
suma^

•kata.

-kulu
-kalamba

-nini. -nunco. -nini

-ike

le. -tari.

•le-pele

-lume

kali-pa
-suma.
-wama

-kulu.

-kalamba

-kotele, -kcote.

(Ku-kcota = to

be old)

-kasi-.

-kasik-ile

-bco-lele

-ipi

•Iwere.

Ku-tonga.
(Ku-lwala)

-a swe.
buta

tala. -le-pa

{verV)

Mwa-iime.
-lume,
-ka-lume

-kcote

•ka^ika.
-sata

-bco-la

ipi
•Iwala,

luere

-ya wuta,
-buta.

-pemba

•zipa

-kalamba.
-kulu

-ipi

-tiswe

-kali-pa

Ku-zipa, -zipa.

suma
•kuru.

•kalamba.
co-m-pito

-nuiici}

-tari

•onsi, M-onsi.
-ka-lume

-a mpiti.

-a-kcota

-yenzu

•cola, Ku-cola

-ipi

-luala

tiswe

Above,up,on
top
Before

Behind

Below, down

Far
Here A-nco

In, inside ... Mu^

Middle
Near

Outside

Plenty, many -i-ni

There Kuku
Where? ... I?

He-gulu

Ku-nimba

Ha-nsi

Haha"
"

M-na

Ha-kati
Ha-buyi

Ha^nje

Ku-manga.
Pe-yulu
Pa^kyeni pa-.

Ku-ntanzi
Ku-kyamba.
Ku^musana

Pa-nsi.

Ku-insina

Ku-tali
Vapa.
Kco-nu.

Pa-nu.
Pe-nka

Mco-nu.

-mco

Pa-kati
Pepi-nu.
Pabw-ipi
Pa-nze

Ku^mulu,
Pa-mulu, &'c.

Ku^ntanpi

Ku-nnuma,
Pa^nnuma
Pe^samba,
Kw-isamba.
Ku-npi.
Pa-npi. P^efwe.
Ku^tali
Apa Apa

Mu-. Mu. Mukati

A-kati
Pepi. Kw^ipi

Ku^nse,
Pa^nse,

Mu-nse

Pa^pera,
Ku^pera

Ku^mansco ?

Ki-sila

Ku-isika

Ku-tari
Apa. Pa-nu)

Mu-. -mco

Mu^kasi
Pipi

Ku-nsi

-i-ni or -i-nyi -ngi. -vula -i-ngi

Ku-lia Kcj-lya Ku-lia,

Hi ? Kwi ? Pi ? Ku-pi .' -kwi ?

Pa-lia

-ingi

Kuku
-i-ngi

Papo)
Pi?

Bw-inco = adv. well ! good.' Ku-wama = to be good.
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PREFIXES, &C., IN GUHA

Virtually no preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (m, wi-, u-, gu-, ju-) ; 2. Ba- (ba) ; 3. Mu-, M-, N-, U-, — (mu-, gu) ; 4. Mi- (mi,

gi-, ji)
; 5. Li-, — (li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ga) ; 7. Ki- (ki) ; 8. Bi- (bi)

; 9. —, N- (M-), W-, Ny-, In- (n-, gi-,

ji); 10. In-, N- (M-), »-, Kg- (ji or zi); 11. Lu-, Leo- (lu, Ico); 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. Bu-

(bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Ha-, A- (ha-, a) ; 17 (as a prepositional prefix). Mu-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN TABWA
No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, Mw- (mu, u-, zu-) ; 2. Ba- (ba)
; 3. Mu-, Mw- (mu-, u)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i) ; 5- Li- (li)
;

6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Ki- (ki) ; 8. Bi- or Vi- (bi, vi) : 9. N- (M-), »- (n-, i) ; 10. N- (M-), W-, Ng- (zi-, i)

;

II. Lu- (lu-); 12. Tu- (tu); 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. Bu- (bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- (pa); 17- Mu- (mu).

Si- honorific or ' male ' (or ' father ') prefix.

Several of the prefixes—notably Ba-, Ka-, Tu-, Ki-, Bi- (Vi-), Lu- are used in addition to others

(making two prefixes in all) to qualify words—as : Ki-mu-ti ; Vi-mu-ti. Ki- and Vi- are used as aug-

mentatives. Lu- as the ' long ' prefix, Ka- and Tu- as diminutives.

PREFIXES, &C., IN BEMBA
Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu- (mu, u-, yu-) ; 2. Aba-, Awa- (ba, wa)
; 3. Umu- (mu-, u-, wu) ; 4. Imi- (mi-, i,

yi-)
; 5. Hi-, I. (li) ; 6. Ama- (ma-, a, ya-) ; 7. Iki-, Ici- (ci) ; 8. Ifi- (fi)

; 9. In- (Im-), N-, Jfg-

(n-, i) ; 10. In- (Im-),N-, Ng-, ^in- (n-,
f() ; 11. UIu-, Du- (lu) ; 12. Utu- (tu) ; 13. Aka- (ka) ; 14. Ubu-

(bu) ; 15. Uku- (ku) ; 16. Apa- (pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu).

PREFIXES, &C., IN LUNGU AND MAMBWE
Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, Mu- (mu, wi-, u-) ; 2. A- orYa- (a); 3. Umu-, Mu- (mu-, u)
; 4. Imi-, Mi- (mi-,

i) ; 5. Di-, Li- or I- (li, 1'-) ; 6. Ama or even Yama, Ma- (ma-, ya-, a)
; 7. Ki-, Ci- (ki, ci) ; 8. Vi-

(vi); 9. In- (Im-), N- (n-, i) ; 10. In-, Ingi-, Zin- (zi) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka)

;

14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- (pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu).

Si- is used as an honorific prefix, apparently from a root meaning 'father'.

39. Kabwari is spoken on the north-west coast of Lake Taiiganyika and is called either Mwaka-
bwari or Kibakabwari. Kilega (39 a), ait first taken to be a related dialect, is in reality a distinct language
equally related to Nos. 143, 144, which is spoken inland of the Bwari coast-belt as far north as Lake Kivu
and the range of Ruanda, and as far west as the allied Elila-Lcowa or Balega group (EE.).

40. Guha is spoken on the west and north-west coast-belt of Lake Taiiganyika from Ubwari on the

north to about 6° 30' South latitude on the south and inland to the basin of the Lualaba-Congo.

41. Tabwa is spoken on the west and south-west lands of the Tanganyika basin, from about 6° 30'

South latitude to Cameron Bay (south-west corner of Tanganyika) ; and inland to the vicinity of the

Lualaba and the Rua or Luba domain.

42. Bemba ^rKiemba is spoken in the western part of the Nyasa-Tariganyika plateau, northwards
to the south-west corner of Tanganyika and to the north end of Lake Mweru and the Upper Lualaba,

and southward to Lake Bafigweulu and the Cambezi river.

43. Lungu is spoken at the south end of Lake Tanganyika between the Lcofu river on the west and
the Kilambo) on the east.

43 a. Mambwe is spoken in the region immediately east of the south end of Lake Tanganyika,
south to the Upper Saisi river and the Nyasa-Taiiganyika plateau and north to Maraungu.



GROUP L

THE TANGANYIKA-BANGWEULU LANGUAGES {continued)

44 a. Bco^wa.Usi (Bausi)
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English
44 a.

Boozwa. Usi

Brother

Buffalo

BuU ...

Buttocks
Canoe
Cat ...

Charcoal
Chief ...

Child ...

Cloth ...

Cold ...

Country
Cow ...

Crocodile
Day ...

Devil (evU
spirit)

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog

Donkey
Door ...

Dream

Drum
Ear

Egg

Elephant ..

Excrement

44-^
Bisa (Wisa)

44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pimbwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwa
(Rungwa)

' 47-
Ci-na-mwaiiga

Mw-ina

;
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English
44 a.

Boizwa. Usi
44-a

Bisa (Wisa)
44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pimbwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwra
(Rungwa)

47-
Ci-na-mwanga

Eye

Face, forehead

Fat

Father

Fear ...

Finger

Fire ...

Fish ...

Foot ...

Forest

Fowl ...

Frog ...

Ghost...

Giraflfe

Girl ..

Goat

., (he) ..

God
Grandparent

Grass
Ground

Ground-nut
Guinea-fowl

Gun
Hair

Id-insco

;
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English
44 a.

Bcozwa. Usi
44v

Bisa (Wisa)
44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pimbwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwa
(Rungwa)

47-

Ci-na-mwanga

Man, vir.

Meat ...

Medicine

Milk

Monkey-

Moon ...

Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth

Nail (offinger
or toe)

Name
Navel

Neck
Night

Nose

Oil palm ...

Ox
Paddle
Palm wine,
beer
Parrot
Penis

Pig

Pigeon

Place

Rain ... ...

Rat

Rhinoceros

River

Road

Salt

Mu-lume
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English
44 a.

Bgizwa. Usi
44.^

Bisa (Wisa)
44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pinibwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwa
(Rungwa)

47-

Ci-na-mwanga

Toe
To-morrow

Tongue

Tooth

Town.
Tree .

Twins

Urine

Vein
War
Water

Well, source

White man

Wife
Wind

Witch

Witchcraft

Woman ...

Womb
Wood (fire-

wood)
Yam

Year

Yesterday...
Zebra

One ...

Two ...

Three...
Four ...

Five ...

Ici-kumco
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English
44 a.

Bcozwa. Usi
44x

Bisa (Wlsa)
44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pimbwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwa
(Rungwa)

47-

Ci-na-mwanga

All
This, these

That, those

Bad
Black
Female

Fierce, sharp
Good

Great „
Little ..

Long, high,
tall

IVIale

Old

Red
Rotten
Short

.

Sick .

•onse -onse
Uwu-, uyu- ; awa ; uwu, uyu

;

iyi ; ili or idi ; a ; ici ; ifi or
ivi ; iyi or ii ; isi ; ulu ; utu

;

aka ; uwu ; uku ; apa ; umu

N-gu ; mba ; n-gu ; n-ji ; n-di

;

fi-ga ; n-ci ; m-vi or m-fl ; n-ji

;

n-si; n-du; n-tu; fi-ka; m-bu;
fi-ku ; m-pa ; m-mu

Uwco, uyu ; awu ; <S-'f.

N-gco ; m-bco ; (sfc.

•no3 (u-nco, ngu-nco, 6^^.)

-dia or -lya (u-lya, ngu-lia,

mba-dia, &=c^
Also : demonstratives with a
negative sense : ' not this ',

' not that ', &=€. ; formed by
duplicating class concord :

mumu, wawa, mumu, ii, cici,

lulu, S'C.

-onsi

-u or -wi ; -ya

;

u-
;

yi ; Ii ;

ya ; ki, ci

;

fl ; i ; zi ; lu

;

tu ; ka ; bu

;

ku ; ha ; mu
-neo (wi-neo,

ya-nco, u-nu,
yi-noo, (S-c.)

Wiwi
; yaya

;

uwu
;

yiyi

;

di^c.

-lia, -lya, -rya
(wi-lia, ya-lya,
&^c.)

-woo ; -yaco

;

iSr^c.

-nina, -neya
(wi-nina, ya-

neya, d^c.)

•onsi

A-yu-, a-wa-

;

a-wu-, a-yi-
;

a-li-, a-ya-

;

a-ci-, a-vi-

;

a-i-, a-zi-,

a-lu-, a-tu

;

a-ka-, a-wu-

;

a-ku-, a-pa-

;

a-mu-
W-enye w-ee,

wco-nye
w-coco (l),

wa wco-nye,

wa woj-nye
wojo) (2);
wco-nye
wcoco (3),
yco-nye
ycoco (4)

;

lyco-nye

lycoco (s),
yco-nye
ycoco (6) ;

cco-nye
ccoco (7),
vyco-nye
vycoco (8) ;

yco-nye
ycoco (9),

zico-nye-ziwco

(10) ; cS^iT.

White

1734

•wi, wi-pa
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English
44 a.

Bu^wa. Usi
44.

Bisa (Wisa)
44 b.

Lala-Lamba
45-

Fipa and
Ki-pimbwe

45 a. South Fipa

46.

Nya-lungwa
(Rungwa)

47-

Ci na-mwanga

Above, up, on
top
Before

Behind
Below, down
Far
Here

In, inside ...

Middle
Near
Outside
Plenty, many
There

Where? ...

No!

Not {with verb,

as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

^

To
beat . .

.

buy, sell

come ...

cut
dance ...

die
eat
give ...

go
kill ...

know ...

laugh ...

leave off,

cease
love,want

see

sit, remain,
abide

sleep . .

.

stand,stop,
be erect

steal . .

.

Pa-mulu,
Ku-miilu

Pa-ntansi

Ku-numa
Pa-nsi, Ku-nsi
Ku-taU
Kunco, Mpauca.
N-ku, M-pa,

Mu, Mwa
kati
Pepi
Ku-nze
inji, -ingi

M-paria,
N-kuria,
Kudia
Ku ? Kwi ?

Kwi-la-kwi ?

lyco.

Ku-mulu

Pam-ensco.
ntansi
Ku-numa
Pa-npi, Ku-npi
Ku-tali Ku-tali
Kunco.
Panco

Mu-kati
kati
Pepi
Kw-isonde
-inji, -indyi

Ku-lia,

Pa-lia

Ku-lipi ?

Kwi-la-kwi ?

Ku?
lyco. Te

!

Tau. Kcokco
Te. Ta-pali.

Teti- {all per-
sons) -ycoco.

pi-,N-pi,Ta-u-,

Ta-a-, Ta-tu,

Ta-mu-,
Ta-\va-, 6^ir.

Ku-
-puma. -pama. -kcoma

-wula. -sita

isa
tema. -ceka. -sesa

-fina, -siana. -kinda, cinda

•fwa. -sila. -sweka
-dia. -lia

pa. -pela

ya. -ima. -enda. -pita

-kcome-ka. -ipaya
•isiwa, -isi

-seka
-leka

-temwa. -londa. -fwaya.
funa

-wona, wena. lola. -laba,

-lawa. -lafiga

ikala

lala. sinsila

-ima. imilila

-iba, iwa. pamba. -pcoka

-gulu.

I-gulu

Ku^mbele

Ku^nyuma
Pa-nsi
Ku-tali

Panu

Hihi (Pipi) Pimpi

-kwi?

Yai!
Ta!
Ta. Ta^pari^.

Si^, Ta-u-,

Ta-a-, Ta-tu,

Ta-mu-,
Ta-ba-.

-i- {with im-
perative)

(jOku-

Yco ! Nco !

Ahe!
-ta^. ku-. -si

{negative verb)

Uku- Uku-
huma. .uma Pula

Mu-, Mwi
Pa-kasi

Li-rikwi ?

ta^; -ti^.

sina.
%\{neg.oftob

Uku-

-iza
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN THE EISA DIALECTS

Preprefixes present in Bisa but nearly absent in Lala and Lamba.

Class I. Umu-, COmu-, Mu- (mu, m-, wu-, yu-, gu, u-) ; 2. Aba-, Awa-, Wa-, Ba- (wa-, ba-)

;

3. Umu-, (Omu-, Mu- (mu-, m-, wu, yu-, gu, u-)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, yi, ji, i-)

;
5. Idi-, Iri-, Hi-, Li-, I- (li)

;

6. Ama-, Ma- (ma-, a, ga)
; 7. Iki-, Ici-, Ki-, Ci- (ki, ci) ; 8. Ivi-, Ifi-, Fi- (vi, fi)

; 9. In- (Im-), W-, N-

(M-), Ini-, Ni- (n-, yi-, -ji-) ; 10. same as 9 and with Ny- (si) ; 11. Ulu-, Lu- (lu-, -du-) ; 12. Utu-, Tu-

(tu-) ; 13. Aka-, Ka- (ka-) ; 14. Uwu-, Bu-, U- (wu-, -bu-, u-) ; 15. OOkco-, COku-, Uku-, Ku- (ku)

;

16. Apa-, Pa- (pa) ; 17. Umu-, Mu- (mu-).

PREFIXES, &C., IN FIPA

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, Un-, Mu- (un-, -mu-, wi-, u-) ; 2. Ba-, Va-, Ay a-, Ya- (ba-, ya-, va-)
; 3. Un-, Umu-

(un-, wu, U-) ; 4. Imi- (mi-, i-, yi-)
; 5. I-, Hi- (li-) ; 6. Ama- (ma-, ya-)

; 7. Iki-, C- (ki-, ci-) ; 8. Ifi- (fi)

;

9. In-(Im-),I-(in- (im-), i); 10. In- (Im-) (zi-) ; 11. Ulu- (lu-) ; 12. Utu-(tu-); 13. Aka-(ka-); 14. Bu-,

Vu- (bu-, VU-) ; 15. Uku- (ku-) ; 16. Ha- (ha-) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

Ipi- or Isi- is used as an honorific prefix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN NYA-LUNGWA

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, U- (m-, mu, u-) ; 2. Wa-, ?Awa- (wa)
; 3. Umu- (m-, mu-, ?) ; 4. Imi- (mi-, i?)

5. Hi-, I- (li?); 6. Ama- (ma-, ga-)
; 7. ?Ci-, ?Ki- (?ki, ci,) ; 8. ? ; 9. On-, Un-, In- (Im-) (n-, i ?)

10. Zi- (zi); II. OOlco-, Ulu-? (lu?); 12. ?; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. ?; 15. Uku- (ku) ; 16. Apa? (pa)

17. Umu-?(mu-). -ana diminutive suffix.

PREFIXES, &c., IN CI-NA-MWANGA

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-(mu, yu, u-) ; 2. Awa- (awa-, wa)
; 3. Umu- (mu-, uwu,u)

; 4. Imi- (mi-, yi)
;

5. Hi-,

I-(ili-,li); 6. Ama- (ma-, aya, ya)
; 7. Ici- (ici-, ci) ; 8. Ivi- (ivi-, vi)

; 9. In- (Im-), In-, Iny-, N- (m-, yi)

;

10. same as 9 (izi-, zi) ; 11. Ulu- (ulu-, lu) ; 12. Utu- (utu-, tu) ; 13. Eka-, Aka-, Ka- (aka-, ka) ; 14. Uwu-
(uwu-, wu); 15. Uku- (uku-, ku); 16. Apa-, Pa- (apa-, pa) ; 17. Umu-, Mu- (mu-, mwi-, -nye, -nyi).

Si- ' father ' prefix ; E- honorific personal prefix ; -ana diminutive suffix.

44 a. Boj^wa and Usi dialects are spoken in the region south of Lake Mweru, west of Lake Baiig-

weulu and north of the Luapula river. Also on the islands of Lake Baiigweulu.

44. Bisa is spoken east of Lake Bangweulu, south of the Cambezi river and the nth degree of

South latitude, west of the Luafigwa and south of the 13th degree of South latitude.

44b. Lala-Lamba is spoken north of the Luusefwa-Mulungufi rivers and the Butonga country;

west of the Mucinga mountains and the Bisa country ; east and north of the Kafue watershed, south of

Lake Bangweulu, south and west of the Luapula river, as far west as the Upper Lualaba, and north to

about 10° 30' South latitude.

45. Fipa is spoken on the south-eastern shores of Lake Taiiganyika south of the Luguvu river and
Wukawendi ; as far east as the Mkafu-Rufigwa river, the depression of Rukwa Lake and the Nyamwaiiga
people, north of the Kilambo river and the Lufigu-Mambwe peoples.

46. Nyalungwa is spoken east of Fipa, between the Mkafu and Rungwa rivers, north of Manda and
the Rukwa depression and south and west of the Nyamwezi (Kimbu) dialects.

47. Cinamwanga is spoken in the middle portion of the northern part of the Nyasa-Taiiganyika
plateau between the Nyika and Mambwe peoples, and between the sources of the Cambezi river and the

valley of the Saisi river.

p 2
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THE NORTH-WEST NYASA LANGUAGES
48. Uiigu (Ici-wungu) 48a. Ki-manda ^

49. Ip-nyixa (Ipi-wanda, Ip-wiwa)
50. Ici-wandia (Ici-rambia, Ici-ndali)

51. Ikinyi-kiusa (N-konde). 51a. 'M-wamba',
Ci-scociri or Iki-kukwe

52. Ci-henga''- 52 a. Ci-tumbukaa;z^Ci-kamanga

53. Ci-tonga. 53 a. Ci-siska or Ci-sisya
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English
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English Ungu or
Ici-wungu

48 a. Ki-manda

49-

Ifi-nyixa
SO.

Ici-wandia
51-

Ikinyi-kiusa

(N-konde)
51a.

M-wamba

52.

Ci-henga
52 a.

Ci-tumbuka

53-

Ci-tonga

53 a. Ci-siska

or Ci-sisya

Above, up, on
top
Before
Behind
Below, down
Far
Here
In, inside ...

Middle

Near
Outside
Plenty
There

Where.' ..

No!
Not {wzi/t verb
as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

C-anya

Ku-mbele
Kun-yuma
Pa-nsi
Ku-tali

Pale-pipi

Nco

!

Pamw-anya

Mw-isinda
Pa-nsi
Ku-tali

U-mu

Kulu-vazu
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN UWGU

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, Urn-, Un- (umu, um-, u-) ; 2. A-, Awa- (awa-, a)
; 3. Umu-, Urn-, Un- (umu-,

um-, u)
; 4. Imi-, I- (imi-, yi ?) ;

5. Idi-, Iri-, I-, Li- (li) ; 6. Ama- (ma-, ya ?) ; 7. Iki-, Ic'- (ki, ci)

;

8. ?; 9. I-, In- (Im-), a- (n-, i) ; 10. Inyi-, Nyi-, In-, Ing- (n-, i-?, zi?); 11. Ulu-, Ru- (ru, lu)
;

12. Utu-, tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka-(ka); 14. Uwu-, Bu- (wu-) ; 15. Uku-, Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa-; 17. ?.

PREFIXES, &C., IN ipi-NYIXA AND ICI-WANDIA

Preprefixes present.

Class I. Umu-, Um-, U- (umu-, -m-, -mu-, wu-, u-, vu-) ; 2. Awa-, Aba-, Ava- (awa-, aba-, ba,

va) ; 3. Umu-, Um-, U- (umu-, um-, wu, u-)
; 4. Imi- (imi-, yi)

;
5. Iri-, Hi-, Idi-, Izi- (li-, di) ; 6. Ama-

(ama-, m'-, ga, ge, ? gama)
; 7. Ipi-, Ici-, Iki- (gi-, ki, ci) ; 8. Ivi-, Ivw-, Bi- (vi-, vw'-)

; 9. In- (Im-),

Ny- (n-, yi) ; 10. Zi-, In-, Ny- (zi) ; 11. Uru-, Ulu- (lu) ; 12. Utu- (tu) ; 13. Alia-, Axa-, Aka- (lia-,

xa-,ka); 14. Uwu-, Bu-, Vu- (wu-, vu) ; 15. Uxu-, Uku- (ku-, xu) ; 16. Apa-(pa); 17. Mu- (mu).

PREFIXES, &C., IN IKINYI-KIUSA (N-KONDE)

Preprefixes present very markedly.

Class I. Umu., Um-, Un- (un-, um-, umu-, -m-, -n-, ngu, gu-, ju-) ; 2. Aba-, Awa- (aba, ba)

;

3. Umu-, Um-, Un- (un-, um-, gu)
; 4. Imi- (imi-, egi, gi)

; 5. Hi., Idi-, I- (ili-, eli-, li) ; 6. Ama- (ama-,

ma-, aga-, ga)
; 7. Iki- (iki-, ki, -eki) ; 8. Ifi- (Ivi- ?), (ifi-, fi, -efi)

;
9. In (Im), Iny- (in- in-, iny-, i, ji,

-eji) ; 10. I- and usually same as 9 with the addition of si as pronominal particle ; 11. Ulu-, Uru-, Udu-

(ulu- (uru-), lu (ru)), p/. 1-, In-, and Nyi- ; 12. Utu- (utu-, tu) ; 13. Aka- (aka-, ka) ; 14. Ubu-, Uwu-

(ubu-, ub'-, bu); 15. Uku- (uku-, ku); 16. Apa- (apa-, pa); 17. Umu-, Mu- (mu-) ; 18. Ugu- (? ugu,

gu), pi. Aba-.

The -ana diminutive suffix is present and a good deal used.

PREFIXES, &C., IN HEWGA (TUMBUKA) AND TONGA'

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (m-, mu, u-, yu-) ; 2. Wa-, A-, Ba- (vva, ba)
; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, wu, u-);

4. Mi- (mi-, yi)
; 5. Ji-, J-, Di- (li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ^a)

; 7. Ci-, Ki- (ci) ; 8. Vi- (vi)
; 9. — , Yi-, N-

(M.) (n-, yi); 10. — , N- (M.), Zi- (zi, n-) ; 11. Ru-, Li- (ru, lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka); 14. U-
(u); 15. Ku(ku); 16. Pa (pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

' In the northern dialect o/^ Tonga (Ci-siska) and in a lesser degree in Tonga itself and in Henga
and lumbxika occurs the remarkable phonetic combination (for Bantti) of sk in promtnciatioti. 7 his
really descendsfrom sy and in some districts is heard as sx or zy.
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48. Ungu is spoken in the region immediately east of Lake Rukwa in the valley of the Songwe-Lupa
river

; as far south and east as the Upper Sofigwe and Usafwa, as far west as Wanda andUnyixa, and as
far north as Ukimbu. 48 a Kimanda is spoken on the north-east shore of Lake Rukwa, west of Uiigu.

49. Ipinyixa," with its allied dialects, is spoken in the region of the Nyasa-Tafiganyika plateau
between Lake Rukwa and the Cambezi basin ; eastwards to Wungu and Urambia and westwards to the
Mambwe and Fipa countries.

50. Iciwandia and its dialects are spoken in the eastern part of the Nyasa-Taiiganyika plateau
between the sources of the Cambezi and great Luangwa river on the south and the Unyixa and Ukukwe
countries on the north. Also in the mountain country of north-west Nyasaland between Bundali and the
southern Songwe at the loth degree of South latitude.

51. Ikinyikiusa and 51a Ikikukwe are spoken at the north end of Lake Nyasa from the Rukuru
(Karofiga) river on the south-west to Langenburg and the Rumbirco river on the north-east ; and some
distance northwards into the mountainous interior as far as Bundali, Porcotco, and Ukifiga. Their range
includes the Ukukwe country.

52. Cihenga and 52 a Citumbuka are spoken over a considerable portion of north-west Nyasaland
from the loth degree of South latitude in the north to the valley of the great Rukuru and lat. 11° 30' in

the south. Their range as Ci-hefiga in the north and east and Ci-tumbuka in the west and south extends
from the west coast of Lake Nyasa on the east to the valley of the Luafigwa river (Sefiga country) on
the west.

53. Citonga and 53 a Cisiska are spoken in the coast-lands of west Nyasa from Usisya or Usiska
(Ruarwe) Bay on the north to the small Luangwa river in the south (latitude 12° 30' South). It is

especially the language of the Bandawe district, the ' Atofiga' country.



54- Yaw

GROUP N

THE YACO-NGINDCO LANGUAGES

55. Ci-ngindco (North Wgindco, South Ngindco) 55 a. Ci-mpcotoo

GROUP O

THE MOgAMBIQUE LANGUAGES

56. I-makua (Tulugu, ' Mogambigue')

56 a. Northern Makua (Metco or Medco, M-bwabe)
56 b. Lornwe (Western Makua)
57. I-cuabco or Cuambco (' Quelimane')
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English
54.

Yaoi
..55-

Ci-ngindto
{North and

South)

55 a. Ci-mptotco

56.

I-makua
(Ttdugu,

'Mogambigue

'

56 a.

Northern
Makua and
Metco or
Medu

56 b.

Lomwe or
Western
Makua

57-

I-cuabcd or
Cuambco

i^Quelimane')

Bird ...

Blood...

Body ...

Bone ...

Ci-juni

Mi-azi or
Mi-asi

Ci-wiru.
Ci-ilu

Li-upa

Ci-yuni

;

i-yuni orhX-

Mw-ahi,
C-ahi,

Mw-asi
M-biri

Borassus palm M-laza.
N-gwalangwa

Bow U-kunji

Bowels ... N-dumboj
Brains ... U-tutu.

U-wongco
Breast (man's) Pa-m-tima

Breast
(woman's)
Brother

Buffalo

Bull ...

Buttocks
Canoe

Cat ...

Charcoal
Chief ...

ChUd ..

Cloth ...

Cold ...

Country

Li-wele; ma-

A-kulu.
M-kulugco.
M-pwa'-.
M-pwanga

;

pL aci-pwanga.
M-longco

Nj-ati

N-ombe ja

ji-lume.

M-kombaku
Li-takco; ma-
W-atu

;

ina +

.

Li-galawa.
Li-guiigwa

C-icome
;

i-ycome
Ma-kala
Aci-mwene or

Mci-mwene ;

//. wa-i-mwene.
M-tenga

Mw-ana

N-guoj

Mwa-niini

;

pi. api-.

E-niini

E-pcome,
I-pcome

E-rutu

^a-nuni

;

pi. a_+

.

E-nuni
I'pcome

I-rutu

Li-hupa,
Li-fupa
N-kojma-n-gcoma M-vumco

Ni-kuva ; ma- Ni-kuwa; ma-

M-bepco
Mu-si.
Ci-rambco

Wu-ta.
U-pindi

Ama-tumtxo
W-ongco

Li-were ; ma-.
Ma-wela(55a)
N-dongco

;

pi. ma-longco.
M-nununa,
Nu3una(55 a)

Nj-ati

Li-kambakto.
N-gombake
(55 a)

Ma-tak<a
Uw-atu

M-buyari.
Ki-mlamoj ; fi-

Ci-tihi

M-fumoj.
A-mbuya.
Bambco

;

ma-wambco
(55 a)

Mw-ana ; wa-.

Ak-ana ; utw-.

Ka-keke ; tu-.

Ki-lemba ; vi-

N-guwo>

Ci-pwepwe
M-dima
or N-dima

Muli-ra ; mi-

Ma-rubco
a)-g«gco

E-bet«.
Mu-rima
Ma-bele {pi.)

Mu-lebale.
M-rcakorci),

M-rci3gorM ; a-.

Mu-hima
(-aga = tny).

(A-muzi
= brethren)

En-ari.

I-tada
In-ope

Ma-kutu
Mw-adia.
E-kalawa ; i-

Mu-ra

;

miu-ra.
E-nyangara

U-kcokco

Vami-rima-ni.
E-kagaja
Ma-pele(//.)

Mwa-miina-ka.
A-mwuna

In-ari

Ma-kutu
I-kalawa

M-kanu.
Kwadu
Ma-kala
M-bewe

Mw-ana
;

pi. ana-ga
(-aga = my)

Guoj ; e-guo).

(I-pida
= bark)

00-riria

E-labco

E-palame

Li-kame.
Mu-lo3va

Ka-dada

Li-kuwa.
Ni-gcokcojcokco

M-gwarangwa

Miiii-ra.

00 -ra

Ma-rupco
Ma-rwhi

Li-Tvele

;

me-ele
OO-hande ; a-,

Muna-mun<ij

En-ari.
Pulubu

Ma-rto
Mw-atea

Paka ; a-l-. Mo-hae
M-inja

Ni-kala ; ma- Ma-kala
A-mwene. A-mwene
M-bewe

Mw-an-hima ; Mw-ana
pi. aci-hima.
Mw-an-gudu

I-kuco

I -pica

I-wani

E-kuco

Na-kudu
E-lap to

Bedame ; de +

M-lcowa.
Maiim-lcspa

Ma-nugu

Ni-kuva; ma-.
Li-kuva; ma-

U-ra,
Wu-ra

;

miwu-ra

W-ong<o

Zonpe.
Wam-rima-ni

Ni-bere ; ma-

M-bale.
Rare

N-ari

Ma-raoj
Mw-adia ; mi-

Paka

Li-kala; ma-
Fumu.
Mambcd

Mw-ana.
Mu-ima

Guu

N-ziu
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English
54-

Yaw
55-

Ci-ngindco
{North and

South)

55 a. Ci-mpcotco

56.

I-makua
(Tulugu,

'Mozambique ')

56 a.

Northern
Makua and
Metu or
Medio

56 b.

Lomwe or
Western
Makua

57-

I-cuabco or
Cuambco

{'Quelimane')

Cow
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Hunger
Husband

Hyena

Iron .

.

Island

Ivory .

.

Knee ..

Knife ..

Lake ..

Leg ..

Leopard

Lion .

Lips .

Magic

.

Maize.

Man .,

Li-wasa
Sala
A-sconcD or
M-sconcog<a

Li-tunu.

Li-tunuiSgu

Ci-pala.

M-lapco
{iron ore)

Ci-lwa ; i-lwa.

Ki-rumba
;

i-rumba
Mny-anga.
Li-penga

Li-runga>,

Li-lunga>

Ci-pula.

Ci-maje
Ny-asa.
Li-tanda

Lu-kongojlo)

Ki-suwi,
Ci-sui

Li-simba.

N-jara.

Li-pundu

Li-vumbu.
C-uma.
Ny-enge

Ci-lwa
;

fi-lwa

N-dembco

Ci-yuv?a

;

hi-yuwa

Ci-pura

Lu-ci

Ci-wuru ; ma-.
Li-gulu (55 a)

Li-huwi or Ci-

Li^imbg.

E-dala

Ku-zupa; a +

E-yuma

E-kisira

Miny-aga

Ni-kuta ; ma-.
Ne-gcota.
OO-gcokora
Mw-alco

N-rata

Mw-etco;
pi. m-etco

Havara

Karamu

I-bala E-tala
M.lcopw-ana Namu-rkwe

Ku-jtipa ; a + Ku-zup^.
E-japua

I -yuma

N-tinji

M-kcokto

OOci-lwa

Mu-yakaNy-aka nco

tepco

Ni-kufca ; ma- Li-kuta

Mw-alco

N-tia
;

ma-tia
Mw-edco

Havara

M-padi.
Beni

An-tia

Mw-etu

Keregere.
Severe
Mw-atw

Lu-gci>mco ; m-. Mi-rtomw N-dere
M-lomto ; mi-.

Lu-jemco
U-sawi U-hawi. O-kwiri

Hi-hilu (55 a)

Ci-manga

;

Ci-rombe Na-kuco
i-maiiga
Mu-ndu; wa- Mu-ndu ; wa- M-tu; a-tu

Karamu.
Mu-kangu

;

jjl. amu-kangu
I.yanco U-lcomco

U-kwiri

Na-kuoi

;

ana-kuco
M-tu ; a-tu

U-kiviri

Na-hepwe

Mu-tu

;

a-tu
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN YACO

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, Ju-, A-, Aci-, Aca- (m, ju-, jua-, u-) ; 2. Wa-, A-, A-ki-, A-ci-, A-ca- (wa-, -a-)

;

3. Mu-, M- (wco-,u-)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, ji)

; 5. Li- (li) ; 6. Ma- (gama-, ga)
; 7. Ci-, Ki- (ci, ki) ; 8. I- (i, yi)

;

9. Ny., N- (M-), N- (ji, jan'-) ; ic. Ny-, Ng-, N-, N- (M-), — (si) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka
(ka) ; 14. U- (u-, wco) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- (pa) ; 17. Mu- (m-, mu-).

Also the prefix Na-, without concord.

The plural double prefixes Aci-, Aki-, and Aca- seem to be used (together with A-) in both a plural

and a singular sense, and always as a token of respect or politeness. Aca- is an honorific prefix,= ' Mr.

'

or ' Sir ', when preceding a proper name. This particle becomes 'Ce in south-west Yatoland. The Ci- in

these prefixes is sometimes heard as Ki- (as also in Ci-ngindto), and may be nothing but the 7th singular

prefix in an augmentative sense. The 'Ce or 'Ca (Ace-, Aca-) may be the equivalent of the 'father'

prefix ^a-, ^i-. Si- in cognate tongues. When Aci- is employed in a singular sense in Yaco, its plural

prefix is Wa-i- (2 + 8), which would strengthen the supposition that Ci- = Ki- (No. 7).

PREFIXES, &C., IN CI-WGINDCl> AND CI-MPWTOO

Traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, Nn- (mu, jco-, yu-, u-) ; 2. Wa-, A- (wa)
; 3. Mu-, M-, Nn- (mu-, wu, u-)

; 4. Mi- (mi-,

i)
; 5. Li-, — (li, ri, le-) ; 6. Ma-, Ama- (ma-, ga, ya) ; 7. Ci- (ci-) ; 8. Hi-, Fi-, Vi- (hi, fi, vi)

; 9. In-

(Im-), In-, Iny-, N-, Ny-, Jim- (n-, i) ; 10. same as 9 (hi, hy, i) ; 11. Uru-, Lu- (lu) ; 12. Utu-, Tu- (tu)
;

13. Aka-, Ka- (ka) ; 14. U-, Hu- (u) ; 15. Ku- (ku); 16. Apa- (pa) ; 17 ? Na-, Na-ka- (honorific)
; //.

wa-ka-. Aka- (13) is also honorific in some words. There are traces of a La- ('time ') prefix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN THE MAKUA DIALECTS : I-MAKUA, MEDOO, LOMWE
Only faint traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, A- ', Mwa-, Mwala, Mwara (possibly a contraction or slurring of ' Mw-ana
') (m-,

mu, mwam-, u-, co-, yco-, b\-) ; 2. A-, E-, Aci-, Api-, Ajsi-mi- (a, co-, ya-)
; 3. Mu-, M- (m-, mu-, u, wto-,

wi-, yco)
; 4. Mi-, N- (mi-, i, ci-)

; 5. Ni-, N-, Li-" (n, ni) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, co-, cova-, a, ya-)
; 7. Surviving

without definite concord as E-, Eki-, I-, Ici-, Ey-, Y- ; 8. ly-, I- or absent
; 9. E- or I-, In-, En-, Yto- (i)

;

10. I-, E-, Ceo- (i-,ci) ; 11. missing; 12. missing; 13. Ka- (without concord and treated as of Class I with

Class 2 superimposed as plural ; 14. U-, 00- (u, wto-) ; 15. U-, (D-, Wco- (u, wco-) ; 16. Va- (va- ? pu, ? pi,

pco ?) ; 17. (plural also to 16) M-, Mu- (mu-, mco-, m-, -ni).

-ana diminutive suffix.

Also Na- prefix with A- as plural, superadded. According to Maples, Na- (which is inseparable from

root-word) has usually the concord of Class i, but sometimes that of Class 5 or Class 9.

PREFIXES, &C., IN CUAMBOi

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu-, m, -du, u-) ; 2. A- (anciently Va-) (a)
; 3. Mu-, M- (mu-, m-, -bu-, u-)

;

4. Mi- (mi-, i)
; 5. Ni-, N- (anciently Li-) (ni, ? li) ; 6. Ma- (ma- ?) ; 7. Ei-, I-, Ci- (i, ci) ; 8. Vi- (vi)

;

9. — , N-, Ny- (n-?, i ?) ; 10. Di-, Ti-, Da-, Re- (? de-, di) ; 11. missing; 12. missing; 13. missing;

14. U-, Wu- (old) (u) ; 15. U-, 00- (u) ; 16. Apa-, Pa-?, Va? (pa ?); 17. M- (?).

-ana diminutive suffix.

Nya-, Na- as prefix without concord : plural. Ana-, Anya-.

' Honorific singular prefix, derivedfrom No. 2. '^ In Lomwe the Sth prefix is tisually Li-.
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54. Yaoa is spoken from the Middle and Upper Ruvuma river in the north to the south-east coast of

Lake Nyasa, the Upper Shir§, the middle of the Shird Highlands, and Mlanje Mountain in the south;
especially along the valley of the Lujenda river as far east as the Medto and Lomwe countries.

55. Cingindcii is spoken chiefly inland between South latitude 8° 30' and the watershed of the Middle
Ruvuma river; west of the Matumbi and Mwera languages, and east of Pogorco, Sutu, and Nindi ; also

in scattered colonies on the Kilwa coast ; Cimpcotco, in the East Nyasa coast-lands between South
latitude 10° 40' and 11° 30' ; as far east as Upper Ruvuma river.

56. Imakua is spoken in the Mozambique district of Portuguese East Africa between the Lurito
river on the north and the Tejungct) river in the south ; and from the sea coast westward to the Lomwe
country.

56 a. Northern Makua is spoken in the interior of Portuguese East Africa between the Ruvuma
river on the north and the Lurico on the south, between the Kerimba or Mabiha country on the east and
the Lujenda valley on the west.

56 b. Lomwe is spoken in the region west of the Makua people and east of the Lujenda valley
and Lake Chilwa. The northern range of the Lomwe dialect is about 14° of South latitude, and its

southern limits lie a little to the south of the l6th parallel.

57. Icuabco (7r Cuambco is spoken in the coast district of Ouelimane, north of the Zambezi delta, as
far as the Mazemba or Tejungco rivers. Inland its range reaches nearly to Mounts Ciperconi and
Mcotomconto and the Upper Lukugu river.
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THE SOUTH NYASALAND LANGUAGES

58. Ci-mazarw (Ci-kunda or Ci-gunda)
58 a. Ci-podzco

59. Ci-nyungwi ('7«/e') 59 a. Ci-sena

60. Ci-mbco (Ci-cinjiri)

61 a. Ci-mananja (South Nyanja)
6r. Ci-nyanja (East Nyanja)
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English
58.

Ci-mazarco
(Ci-kunda)

58 a.

Ci-podz&3 Ci-nyungwi
59 a. Ci-sena

60.

Ci-mbto
(Ci-cinjiri)

61 a.

Ci-mananja
(Soutli

Nyanja)

61.

Ci-nyanja
(East

Nyanja)

To
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PREFIXES, &C., IN CI-MAWANJA AND CI-NYANJA

Traces of preprefixes in Classes 16 and 17.

Class I. Mu-, M- (»gu->) (m-, mu, u-, yu-) ; 2. A-, Wa- (61 a) (a-, wa)
; 3. Mu-, M-, N- (Ngu-')

(mu-, u, figwa)
;

4. Mi- (mi-, i, -yi)
; 5. —, Dzi-, Dz'-, Di- (li) ; 6. Ma- (Nga-^) (ma-, a)

; 7. Ci- (? Nci-)

(ci) ; 8. Dzi-, Zi- (zi)
; 9. — , N-, Ny- (i-, yi, n-, nj-) ; 10. — , N-, Ny-, Zin- (zi) ; 11. Lu-, Li- (scarce)

(lu, li), //. No. 6 superadded); 12. Ti- (rare except in East Nyanja) (ti) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U- (bu)

;

15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Apa-, Pa- (Mpa- ') (pa) ; 17. Umu-, Mu-, M- (mu-, m-).

The Tsa- or Sa- (' master of '^plural, A-tsa-) and the Na- (plural, A-na-) prefixes are present,

with concords of 1st and 2nd Classes. The plural A- or Wa- (No. 2) is often used'' as an honorific

prefix in a singular sense. Sometimes this is combined with Ci- (No. 7) and produces by fusion Ca- orCe-

(or Ke-). To this again may be prefixed A-, so that Ace- is a common honorific prefix. Na- is some-

times followed by M- (N-) and Ka-, producing the compound prefix Namka or Nanka.
Note also the particle I-, applied often to the pronominal and adverbial roots or prefixes, ' with the

idea of emphasis ' (Ruffele-Scott, Mananja Dictionary).

58. Cimazarco is spoken on the Lower Zambezi between the Ziwe-Ziwe and Shir^ confluence and the
beginning of the delta.

58 a. Cipodzu is spoken in the Zambezi delta between the River Mahindoo in the north and the Luabco
in the south.

59. Cinyungwi is spoken on both banks of the Lower Zambezi, west of the Ziwe-Ziwe confluence at

Sena, especially at Tete and Sena, as far west as the 32° of East longitude, where it grades into Cinseiiga

and Cinyai, and as far north as the Makanga country, the watershed of Lake Nyasa, where it grades
into Maravi or Cipeta.

60. Cimbo) is spoken on the Lower Shird and in the Macinjiri country south of the Ruco ; also along
the east bank of the Lower Shird river down to Mount Morambala.

61 a. Cimananja is spoken in the Shird Highlands and the regions of south Nyasaland where Yaco
does not prevail. It extends from Mount Mlanje and Lake Cilwa on the east to the Ruco river and the
west Shire district on the south and west.

61. Cinyanja is spoken in the coast-lands along the east of Lake Nyasa, from about 11° 30' South
latitude southwards to about 13° 30'; also on the islands of Likcoma and Cisumulu ; and wherever
Anyanja settlements still exist among the Yao) people of east Nyasaland.

' These forms are relics of the ^prefix plus directive nasal ' which appears more prominently in
Ci-nyungwe and in soutk-west and south Bantu.

^ ^ Almost universal before names ofpeople'. Rev. Herbert Barnes in 'Nyanja-English Vocabulary'
1902.
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THE SOUTH NYASALAND LANGUAGES {contmued)

61 b. Ci-peta (Ma-ravi) 61 c. Ci-cewa (West Nyanja) 62. Ci-nseiiga (Senga)

GROUP Q
THE SOUTHERN RHODESIA-PUNGWE-SABI LANGUAGES

63. Ci-nyai (Ci-nyau or Lcoze) mid Ci-nanswa

64. Karana ' dialects (Ci-swina, ^una, &=€.) 64 a. Ci-ndau (Va-ndau, ' Sofala
')
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English
61 b.

Ci-peta
(Ma-ravi)

61 c.

Ci-cewa
(West Nyanja)

62.

Ci-nsenga
63-

Ci-nyai,

Ci-nanswa

64-^
Karana
dialects

(^una, (SviT.)

64 a.

Ci-ndau
(Va-ndau,
'Sofala')

Ground

Ground-nut

Guinea-fowl

Gun
Hair

Hand ...

Head ...

Heart...

Heel ...

Hide ...

HiU ...

N-taka ... M-rcota.

Pa-si,

Pa-nsi.

C-aleo.

Li-tco

N-teza. Ka-mburundzi N-ziama
N-tentsa; mi-
N-kanga

;

N-kanga
ZI+ or
tsi +
M-futi; tsi +
Tsitsi
or Tsise

;

ma +
Dz-anja

;

m-anja

Mu-tu,
N-tu ; mi-
M-tima ; mi-

N-kanga
;

Li-celwe

Futi ; zi +
Sitsi

Dz-anja

;

m-anja

Futi;
Sisi

zH-

C-anzanza

Mu-tu; mi- Mu-twe,
Mu-tu

M-tima ; mi- Mu-tima

Ma-vu

Ny-emba

Vuzi ; ma +

.

L(o-bcokco.

C-aga or

C-aha
I-sorco.

M-pongoro)
Dunga

Ci-tende
;
psi-. Ci-tende ; vi- Ka-tende ; vi- Ci-cinoj

Ci-kongconu

;

psi- or dzi-

Ci-kcopa

Ki-dumbi; psi-

M-dunda

Hippopotamus M-vu

Hoe ...

Honey

Horn ...

House...

Hunger
Husband

Hyena

Iron . .

.

Island...

Ivory ...

Ka-su ; ma -f

Uci or
Buci

Ny-anga

Ny-umba

;

zi- or tsi +

N-jala
Mwa-muna

Fisi ; wa-

Ci-sulco

Ci-lwa.
Ci-rumba

;

pi. psi-

Ny-anga

M-vu

Uici

Ny-anga

Ny-umba ; zi -f

N-jala

Fisi; wa +

Ci-tsuru

M-kupcj.
M-papa

Ka-pili

M-vu^_
M-vuu
Kam-bwili.
M-suka

Uci wa
n-zimu.
U-uci
Ny-anga.
Lu-sengeo
N-anda ; zi-

N-gara
Mu-lume

Lu-pasa

N-gomba.
(Koj-moaga
at home)
M-dala

Ci-mbwe,
Ci-mbwi

Ci-sengca. Dare
C-ela

Ci-phcole ; vi- Ka-ndindi ; vi-.

N-sumbu

Ny-anga Miny-anga
n-jcovu ypl.)

I-vu.

M-sece

N-emu

I-hanga

I-pfuti

Vuzi ; ma -1-

.

Sisi

Ku-bcokco.

C-ansa

M-sorco,
Mco-sorco

M-oyco,
Mw-oyco,
M^-oyeo

Ci-tsitsinu,

Ci-tsin<o.

N-hende.
Ci-dondoba

Debye.
Palame.
I-guguta.
N-gubco

I-gcomu,
Ci-gcomco,

Ka-kcomco
M-vubu.
N-gwindi

I-badza

B-uci

Runy-anga.
I-scona

I-mba.
Umba.
H-umba

N--qara
Mu-rumi,
Mco-rume

Ci-pere.

Tika
I-dari,

Dale.
I-mang^ra

I-ciwi

Runy-aiiga
gwe-^cowuj

Ma-vu.
Ny-iia

N-duwe.
N-zungoD
Hanga ; ma-

M-futi; ma +
Vudzi ; ma -I-

Many-ara ?

{fingers)

Ny-ara
M-sorco; ma-

M-oyco ; ma-l-

Ci-sisinindto;

^/.zwi-sisinindoj.

Ci-^inindu

;

zwi-

Dehwe,
N-hewe

Duntu

M-vco.
M-vuhu; ma-f
Badza

H-uci

Ny-anga; raa-l-

M-basco ; ma-.
Ny-umba.
Mba
N-jara
Mu-rume

Tika; ma-f.
Bere; ma +
U-tare ; ma-.

Simbi

Ci-pirgwa

;

zwi-.

3-irwa
Runy-anga

;

ma-
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PREFIXES, &C., IN KARAWA DIALECTS AND IN CI-NDAU

Virtually no preprefixes, except in concords and demonstratives.

Class I. Mu-, Mco-, U- (?), Mnu-, My- (mu, u-, ye-, yu-) ; 2. Ba- ', Wa- (aba, ba)
; 3. Mu-, Mco-,

M-, Mnu-, My'- (u, yu-, uy'-)
; 4. Mi-, M'- (i, iyi-)

; 5. Ri-, I-, Ji-, or Zi- (Zi- is usually an augmenta-

tive), — (r'-, ri, ir', ij'-) ; 6. Ma- (a, aw'-, w')
;

7. Ci-, Ji- ? (ci-, ic') ; 8. Zwi-, Dzi- (zwi, dzi-, izw'-)

8 a(?). Swi- (swi) (//. Bu-, Vu-, No. 14) ^
; 9. N- (M-), I- (i, iy'-, eyi-) ; 10. same as 9 ; and Dzi-, Zi-,

Dzin-, Ji-, Jin- (dzi-, ji-, idz'-, ij'-, eji) ; 11. Ru-, Rhu-, Rg- (gu-, ru, uru-, ugu-, ur') ; 12. Tu- (tw-, itco)

;

13. Ka- (ka-, ikco) ; 14. Bu- ', By-, Bhu-, Wu-, Vu-, U- (bu, by-, ibco, ubu), uhwco) ; 15. Gu-, Ku-, Hu-,

U- (gu-, ugco) ; 16. Pa- (pa-) ; 17. Mu- (m-, -mu).

The Nya- prefix is present in ' Sofala ' (Ci-ndau) and so also is Ji- as an honorific prefix : perhaps

the Nyanja Ci-. Wa- is occasionally an honorific prefix in the plural. The diminutive suffix -ana is

present.

61 b. Cipeta is spoken west of the Upper Shir^ river on the south shores of Lake Nyasaas far to the
north-west as the Lintipe river ; thence southwards to the sources of the Ruofigwe and the Ciritse-

Luafigwe and westwards over the Undi country almost to the north bank of the Zambezi and the vicinity of
the great Luangvva confluence.

61 c. Cicewa is spoken in the south-west coast-lands of Lake Nyasa, south of the Nyasa-Luafigwa
river, north of the Lintipe and the Upper Bua and east of the great Luafigwa watershed.

62. Cinsenga is spoken over a wide range of country, chiefly the whole eastern half of the valley of

the great Luafigwa river from near its sources down to its confluence with the Lunsefwa and to the Undi
or Maravi country. The ' Unseiiga' region (as it iS called by the Anseiiga) is however invaded on the

east by colonies of Ba-tumbuka and Angoni-Zulus and on the west by Babisa and Balata.
'

63. Cinyai is spoken in south central Zambezia, south of the Middle Zambezi between the Hanyani-
Angwa affluent on the east and the Gwai-^angani river on the west. On the south it grades into the
Karaiia dialects of Matebele- and Mapunaland ; on the north into Cinsefiga and Maravi. Under the

name of Cinyau it is spoken at Zumbu.

64. Karana dialects are spoken south of the Zambezi, from near the Zambezi on the north to the

Upper Sabi river, Zimbabwe, the borders of the Mapaiigane country and the Matopco hills on the south
;

east to the Anglo-Portuguese frontier, westward to the range of the Nyai language and the Zambezi plains.

64 a. Cindau is spoken in the coast country south of the estuarine Zambezi, from about 18° 40' South
latitude southwards past Beira to the River Gorongcjzi in Sofala Bay. It also extends inland in patches
to the mountains separating Portuguese South-East Africa from Rhodesia.

^ There is u. tendency in one or more Karana dialects to pronounce the initial b more dentally, more
like a V.

^ This prefix Swi- is a diminutive.



GROUP Qi

THE SOUTHERN RHODESIA-PUNGWE-SABI LANGUAGES {continued)

65. Ci-teve 66. Rongerco (Ba-zarutco I'".)

65 a. Ci-tombcoji or M-tomb&jji 67. Ci-rue^ (' Vatua ' of Burue or Burue)

68. Ma-pangana ('Shangaan ', ' Changana ')

GROUP R>

THE ^ENGWE-RONGA LANGUAGES
69. ^engwe or Gi-tonga (Southern 'Vatua' or ' Inhambane")
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English
65.

Ci-teve
65 a.

Ci-tombcijji

66.

Rongerco
(Ba-zarutoj)

67i
Ci-rue

68.

Ma-sangane pengwe
(Inhambane)

Hunger
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English
65.

Ci-teve
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English
.65-

Ci-teve
65 a.

Ci-tombojji
66.

Rongerco
(Ba-zarutco)

67.

Ci-rue
68.

Ma-sangane

Great ..

Little ..

Long ...

Male ...

Old ...

Red ...

Rotten
Short...

Sick ...

White

•kurco

dcokb

-rume

-hurco

dcokc

reba

dcokw-ane

-ana rume
-hume

-kuiu

-te

-diina

cena pena,
-cena

•ccope •Scope

^9-
^engwe

(Inhambane)

da
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PREFIXES, &C., IN pENGWE (INHAMBANE)

Traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, M-, Wa-' (mu-, yu, u ?) ; 2. Ba-, Wa- (ba) ; 3. Mu-, M-, N- (wu ?) ; 4. Mi- (i)
; 5. Li-,

Di-, D', — (li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ya) : 7. Gi-, Ki- (gi, ki) ; 8. ^i-, p'- (in dialects, Zi-, Bzi-) (pi-)
; 9. In-

(Im-), N-, Ny-, — (i, n-) ; 10. Jin-, Ji-'' (ji) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. ?missing; 13. .'missing; 14. Wu-, Vu-
Bu- (u-, bu) ; 15. Ku-, Hu- (Ku-) (ku) ; 16. Ba-, Va- (pa-, ba, va-) ; 17. ?Im- (-ni, -ne).

The Nya- prefix is present and the -ana dimin. suffix.

65. Citeve is spoken behind the Sofala coast of Portuguese South-east Africa, east of the Rhodesian
frontier, between the Upper Pungwe river and the Buzico.

65 a. Citombcoji is spoken in the region behind Sofala, about the upper waters of the Buzio and as

far south as the Sabi.

66. Rongeroj is spoken on the Bazaruto) coast and islands south of the Lower Sabi river.

67. Ciriie is spoken in the Bcorue country and Gorongcoza, between the Rhodesian frontier on the
west and the Sofala-Zambezi coast belt.

68. Ma^angane is spoken between the Middle Sabi river and the Limpcopco, east of the Rhodesian
frontier ; also in southernmost Rhodesia.

69. ^eng'we is spoken in the coast district of Inhambane from Cape Sao Sebastiao to Cape Corrientes.

' Wa- (l.f/ Class), perhaps, is honorific. ^ Perhaps in some dialects Tin-, Ti-.



GROUP R
THE ^SENGWE-RONGA LANGUAGES (continued)

70. Ctopi or ^i-tswa (pi-lenge, Hlengwe)
71. Thonga (?r Ronga

'

71 e. pi-loi (Nwa-lungw)
7 1 f. pi-gwamba

GROUP S
THE BECUANA-TRANSVAAL LANGUAGES

72. Ci-venda 73. Se-suthw 73 a. Se-pedi (Peli)
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English
70.

Ccopi or
pi-tswa
(^Menge,
Hlengwe ?)

71-

Ronga
7ie.

gi-loi or
Nwa-lungco

71 f.

pi-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
7.3-

Se-suthca

73 a. Se-pedi

Bird Ci-nyana Nyanya-na

Blood Ncoha N-gati

Body M-idi
;
//. mi + M-iri

pi-nyanya-na; Ci-nconi ; zwi-

swi-

N-gati Ma-lofha

Mm-eri ; mi + Mu-vili

Bone Rambco; ma+ Rambu; ma+ Rambco; ma+ Rambco ; ma+ Samboi

Borassus palm N-lala ; mi-
Bow Vu-lasu

Bowels

Brains W-onga

Ci-tamulco

Ndeu

;

ti-ndeu.

Rumbu ; ma +
B-ongwe;ma +

Breast (man's) N-g:anga
;

itsi +

.

Ci-fuba

pi-fiiba

Breast Cumbu

;

Bele ; ma +
(woman's) tsi + , ti +
Brother ... Makwa. Makwa.^

Nongoj N-disa-na

Buffalo

Bull ...

Buttocks

Ny-ahi

M-bcowa.
Duna

Ny-ari

N-kuzi ; ti +

Ma-taku (//.). N-caku,
Ny-onga; tsi- N-thaku

Canoe
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English
70.

Ccopi or
^i-tswa
(pi-lenge

Hlengwe ?)

71.

Ronga
71 e.

pi-loi or
Nwa-lungco

Chief
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English
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English
70.

Ccopi or
^i-tswa
(^i-lenge,

Hleiigwe ?)

71 e.

^i-loi or
Nvva-lungco

Goat Pongd

(he) .

(she)

God

Grandparent

Grass...

Ma-bofigwe

M-beha
In-kulukumba.
(N-guluvi =
a departed
spirit)

Kcakvir-ani

M-buti.
Sim-but-ana
= kid

;
pi.

ppi-

Kcokw-ana

Vu-asi By-anyi

Ground
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English
70.

Ccdpi or
pi-tswa
(pi-lenge,

Hleng'we?)

71-

Ronga
71 e.

gi-loi or
Nwa-lungco

71 f.

^i-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
73^

Se-suthco

73 a. Se-pedi

House.

Hunger

Husband

Hyena

Iron ...

Island
Ivory...

Knee ...

Knife ...

Lake ...

Leg ...

Leopard

Lion ...

Lips ...

Magic...

Maize...

Ny-umba.
Kaya {ho7ne).

Vw-akori

Yin-dlu
;

Kaya
ti + .

N-zala N-dlala

Mw-aha-na ; va- Nuna.
N-kata ; ba-
M-hisi

Ci-kete

Ci-rungu

Dundu,
Lundu

;

pi. tsi +
Mu-k'wa

N-simbi

Nenge

N-gala,
Nala
N-lebete

;

mi-lebete
Vu-nanga.
Vu-loyi

Ma-faki

Tsulco

Mu-kwa ; mi-

Tiba ; ma +

.

(Lw-andle ' =
sea)

Nenge

;

mi-lenge

Yin-gTve

N-dyau ; ti + .

N-gala
Numco;
mi-lcomca

Vu-roi

pi-tamu

N-dyangco
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English
70.

Ccapi or
pi-tswa
(^i-lenge,

Hlengwe ?)

Ronga
71 e.

gi-loi or
Nwa-lungoa

71 f.

^i-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
73-

Se-suthcia

73 a. Se-pedi

Man

Man, vir. ..
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English
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English
70.

Ccopi or
pi-tsTva

(pi-lenge,

Hlengwe ?)

71 e.

gi-loi or
Nwa-lungto

71 f.

^i-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
73-

Se-suthc3

73 a. Se-pedi

Snake
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English
70.

Ccopi or
pi-tswa
(^i-lenge,

Hlengwe ?)

71-

Ronga
71 e.

gi-loi or
Nwa-lungeo

71 f.

^i-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
73-

Se-suthta

73 a. Se-pedi

To-day-

Toe

To-morrow
Tongue

Tooth

Town, village

Tree

Ny-ansi

Li'dimi

D-inco
;

ma-nco

N-ti;
mi-ti

N-dongco,
N-donga.
Mu-pi

Namu-nhla

Mun-duku
Li-dyimi

T-inyo)

;

m-enycij

Mu-ti.

N-tsindya
Mu-fi

Ri-rimi

Twins
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English
70.

Ccopi or
pi-tswa
(^Menge,
Hlengwe ?)

^l
Roiiga

71 e

^i-loi or
Nwa-lungco

71 f.

pi-gwamba
72.

Ci-venda
73-

Se-suthco

73 a. Se-pedi

Witchcraft
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English

Eleven

Twenty

Thirty

Forty...

Fifty ...

Hundred

Thousand

I, me, my

70.

Ccopi or
pi-tswa
(^i4enge,
Hlengwe ?)

71-

Ronga
71 e.

^i-loi or
Nwa-lungco

71 f.

pi-gwamba
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English
70.

Cupl or
^i-tswa

(^i-lenge,

Hlengwe ?)

7 I;

Ronga
71 e.

pi-loi or
Nwa-lungto

7r.f.

pi-gwamba

Long,high,tall
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In addition there are two prefixes not easy to classify. Ku- (spelt by Meinhof and some missionary

authorities 'Ku, and described as * semi-nasal ', but by other informants rendered simply Ku-) is a prefix

in the singular number, used very decidedly as a diminutive, with prefixes 8, 10, and 14 as plurals. It

replaces No. 13 (Ka-) ; and, but that the change from Ku- to Ka- is unprecedented in Bantu, might be

taken for a modified form of 13. No. 8 is also diminutive in application. Di- (a variant of No. 5) and

Gu- (?No. 18) are markedly augmentative. There is not only the diminutive suffix -ana; but this is

often doubled -anana.

PREFIXES, &C., IN SE-SUTHOO AND SE-PEDI

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mco-, Wto- (mco, eeo-, e-, to) ; 2. Va- (va-)
; 3. Mco- (mco-, oj, 6-) ; 4. Me-, Ni- {rare) (me-, e) ;

5. Le-(le, y'-); 6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Se- (se) ; 8. Ri-, ti- (ri, ce-)

; 9. — , N-, N- (— , n-, e); 10. ti^Ri-

(? Di- in Se-pedi) (ri-, tse, ce-) ; 11. Le- (rarely Leo-) (Ico-, le); 12. missing; 13. Xa-^, Ha- (almost

extinct, rare in a prepositional or adverbial form); 14. Vco- (vco, v^to-) ; 15. Xco-, Hco- (xco, hco) ; 16.

Fa-, Va- (fa, va-) ; 17. Mco- (-n).

The Na- or feminine prefix is present ; also the -ana diminutive suffix.

Note that in the Se-suthco of the French missionaries a more ' Seciiana' complexion is given to the

prefixes and concordsj therefore Xa- takes the place of Ha.-, Xco- of Ha-, Va- becomes Ba-, Vco- becomes

Bco-, and Fa-, Ha-.

70. Ccopi is spoken on the coast of Portuguese South-east Africa between Cape Correntes and the
mouth of the Limpcopco.

71. Ronga is spoken in Toiigaland (Delagoa Bay district), between the mouth of the Limpcopco river

and Lake St. Lucia—inland to the Lcobombco mountains and the Komati river.

7 1 e. ^iloi is spoken in the Eastern Transvaal and Portuguese East Africa, between the Lipalule and
Umk(omati rivers.

71 f. Sigwamba is spoken in Portuguese South-east Africa and the North-east Transvaal between
the Limpoipco and Lipalule rivers and as far north as the south-east flanks of the Zoutspansberg.

72. Civenda is spoken in the North and North-west Transvaal, and perhaps also immediately north

of the Limpcopco river in Southern Rhodesia.

73. Sesuthco is spoken in Basutoland and the eastern part of Orange Free State ; Sepedi in the west

and south-west of the Transvaal.

^ The initial consonant of the %th and loth prefixes in Sesiithco is often spelt L where it is not heard
as R ; but most authorities seem to be agreed that this alveolar consonant approxi7nates more to the

Polish i,, which is therefore used in this book. In any case the prefixed X. or'R. is derivedfro7n an earlier

D and thatfrom a still earlier Z. ^
^ The form Ka- which appears so commonly in Se-suthc6 and in cognate tongues is really a con-

traction o/Kwa- (Ku-l-a).



GROUP S
THE BECUANA-TRANSVAAL LANGUAGES (^^^/zW^^a^)

74. Se-cuana Dialects '

74 a. Se-mangwatco 74 b. Si-kcol«l« 74 c. Njenji or Zinzi

GROUP T
THE ZULU-KAFIR LANGUAGES

•jz,. pb%?L{^Ka.fir' dialects) 75 a. Zulu 75 b. Swazi 75 c. Tebele (Sin-debele)

'

76. Gaza-A-ngojni [N.E. Zulu)
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English

74-
Se-cuana

74 a.

Se-mangwateo
74 b. Si-kcolulcD

74 c. Njenji

75-

Posa
{Kafir dialects)

Back

Banana

Beard...

Bee ...

Belly, abdo-
men

Mu-tlhana. Um-hlana.
Mu-kotla. Um-va.
Mu-kcokcdtco I-q51u

(74 b)

Li-kondi (74 b)

Bird

Blood

Body

Bone

Borassus palm

Bow

Bowels

Brains

Breast (man's)

Breast
(woman's)

Brother . .

.

Tedu;
di-tedii

N-cose,

N-eotshe

;

//. di- +

.

N-tsi-ya-

n-utsi
M-pa
Lco-bala.

M-ba (74 b).

Mu-hcolu

(74 b)

N-cony-ane

Ma-di,
Ma-li.

Le-tsadi
[wound )

Mm-ele

;

pi. me-ijele.

Mu-bili (74 b)

Le-sapeo
;
pi.

ma-rapco

Mu-kulwani,
Mu-lala (74 b)

Boj-ra
;
pi.

ma-ra.
Le-kampha-ne,
Bu-ta (74 b)

Le-la
;

ma-la
Bco-bcokco

Se-huba.
Si.fuba(74b)

Le-tsele ;

ma-bele.
Li-sweli (74b)

N-kxconco-ne.

Mco-xcolcoli.

Mo-nna'-,
'Nna-ke, &=€.

Mw-ana-hesco.
Ka-iseli.

Mu-hulw-ani

(74 b)

In-cebe.

In-devu

;

Iny-osi

Isi-su.

Isi-nene

In-taka,
I-daka

I-gazi.

I-bende.
Ubu-bende
(blood of
cattle)

Um-zimba.
Isi-bili

(the trunk,

torso)

I-tambco

Is-apeta,

Isi-peta.

In-pumbu

Ama-tumbu

Ubu-dcopto,

•qcopu

Isi-fuba.

Um-hlana

U-kcova

I-levu; ama-.
Isi-levu

Iny-cosi

Isi-su.

Um-bili-ni

Iny-oni.

In-taka
I-gazi

Um-zimba.
Isi-bili,

Um-bili
(trunk)

I-tambu.
Isi-tupa

{small bone,

finger bone)

I-laka

Um-dibityelcj

Ama-tumbu

Ubu-dcopco

Isi-fuba

U-ganga,
U-kaka (F.)

I-bele; pLaxna.- I-bele; ama-

Um-na-
(U-nina-we).
(Um-na kwetu
= our brother)

.

Um-zalw-ana

Um-ne.
Um-kulu-we

75 c.

Tebele
(Sin-debele)

Um-hlana. Um-hlandhla
Um-hlubulto

U-kcova.
lii-kamangco

Isi-levu ; iti- In-devu,
Isi-devu

Iny-5si ; iti- Iny-cosi

Isi-su ; iti-

Iny-5ni

lii-gati

Um-timba.
Isi-bili

Li-tsamb&j

I-lala

Ili-gubu.

Bu-tycoki

Isi-sii

Iny-oni

I-gazi or
In-gazi

Um-zimba.
Isi-bili

I-tambco

I-lala

Um-dibityelco.
In-gcobelco

Ema-tfumbu Ama-tumbu

Ubu-dopco. Ubu-dcopco
Bu-qopco

Isi-fuba Isi-fuba

Li-bele or I-bele ; ama-
I-fele ; ama-

Um-na
;
pi.

bom-na.
Um-zalw-ane.
Um-fco

;

bom-fco,

-aba-fco.

Um-na-ketfu

Um-na,
Um-ne.
Um-zalw-ane

76.

Gaza
(A-ngconi)

M-sana.
Ki-nutu

Li-hcova

Ki-refu

Luny-cosi

Lu-su

Ny-coni

N-gazi,
I-gazi

M-zimba.
M-biri

Li-tambu

Li-lala.

M-kcoma
M-ccohi

Lu-tumbeo.
M-biri-ni

U-dopco or
U-qopco

Ki-fu'wa.

N-ganga

Li-wele ; ma-

M-fco.

M-tana-.
M-kuru.
Ki-nini
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English
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English

74-
Se-cuana

74 a.

Se-mafigwato3

74 b. Si-kcdlcolco

74 c. Njenji

75-

posa
{Kafir dialects]

75 a.

Zulu
75 b.

Swazi
75 c.

Tebele
(Sin-debele)

76.

Gaza
(A-ngtoni)

Guinea-fowl

Gun

Hair

Hand

Head

Heart

Heel

Hide

Hill

Hippopotamus
Hoe

Honey

Horn

House

Kxaka

TlhcobculB.

Tcobci3lu(74b).

Teob5rca (74 c)

Mo-riri ; me-.
Mu-lili (74 b)

Se-atla.

(Lco-xcohe =
palm).
Li-zcohco (74 b)

Tlhoxo.
Tuhco (74 b)

Peleo.

Pilu(74b)

pe-rete,

Se-rete.

Li-zutco (74 b)

Le-tlalco

Thcota.
T'aba.
Li-lundu (74 b)

Kubu
Mco-xcoma.
Mu-huma
{74 b)

Din-case.

Lin-cozi (74 b)

Lco-naka

Im-pangele
(' he runs
before ')

Um-pu.
Um-bcobco

U-nwele,
I-nwele

Is-anthla,

Is-andla

In-tlukco.

In-kluku.
In-kanda

I-papu.
In-tliziyco.

Um-pelto
Isi-tende

Isi-kumba.
U-gogco.
In-hlonze

Isi-duli,

In-duli

Im-vubu
I-kuba.
I-kaba

Ub-usi.
Ug-uzi
(Pondai).

In-dindi

U(lu)-pondco

Im-pangele

Isi-bamu

U-nwele

Is-andhla

I-kanda.
In-hlukoi

In-hliziyco.

Um-damangu

Isi-tende

Isi-kumba

Um-mangoo.
I -dull.

In-taba
Im-vubu
I-kuba

Ub-usi.
Ul-uju.
Iziny-cosi

U(lu)-pondci>.

Hunger

Husband

Hyena

Iron ...

Im-pangele I-tendele

Isi-bamu Um-pcobu

Lu-nwele ; ti- U-nwele

I-hlanza, Is-andhla
Is-anza,
Is-andhla

I-kanda.
In-hl<okca

I-kanda.
In-hlcakco

In-hlitiyco In-hliziyco

Isi-tsendse Isi-tende

Isi-kumba.
Ulu-gogco

In-tsaba.

In-t'aba

Im-vubu
I-kuba

Itiny-usi.

Ulu-ju

Isi-kukco

In-taba

Im-vubu
I-kuba

Iny-cosi

N-tlco;
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English

74-

Se-cuana
74 a.

Se-mangwatco
74b. Si-kcolcolcd

74 c. Njenji

75-
posa

{Kafir dialects)

75 a.

Ztdu
75 b.

Swazi
75 c.

Tebele
(Sin-debele)

76.

Gaza
(A-ngconi)

Near

Outside

Plenty, many

There

Where?

No!

Xa-uhe,
Xa-iihi.

Ha-ufi,

Ka-ufi (74 b)

Ntle.

Kwa-ntle.
Kwa-ndi (74 b)

Ntsi.

Ha-hulu
Hon,
Xuna.
Hale,
Fale.
Ten,
Teni ' (74 b).

Fw.
Mani (74 b)

Ka-e?
Ka-i?

Nya!

Ku-fupi
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English

74-

Se-cuana
74 a.

Se-mangwato3
74 b. Si-kulcoico

74 c. Njenji

75-

posa
(Kafir dialects)

75 a.

Zulu
75 b.

Swazi
75 c.

Tebele
(Sin-debele)

76.

Giaza
(A-ngconi)

To
,, go...

Xco-
-ea,

Uku-, Uk'
•hamba.

Uku-
hamba.

Ku-
hamba.

Uku-
-hamba.

Ku-
-hdmba.
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as concord goes), Ka- (with ka- concord) in 74 b ; 14. Bco-, Bu- (74 b) (b(o, yco-) ; 15. Xco-, Ku-, Hu-
(74 b) (xo), x'-); 16. Ha-, Fa- (rarely used in Secuana, present in 74 b) (ha, fa-, xo), h'-) ; 17. Moj-, Mwa-
(-n, -ni, 74 b).

The Na- prefix is present, though not noticeably. Its plural is usually Bco + . The suffix diminutive
ana is much used and generally in a feminine sense. There is a real ' feminine ' gender in Secuana and
Sikcolcolco, conveyed by the -ana termination.

PREFIXES, &C., IN pOSA AND ZULU

Preprefixes present and much used.

Class I. Umu-, Um-, U- (u-, co-, um-, om-, m, mu, -ye, vi'u-, nku-, -ngu) ; 2. Aba-, Ba-, Abe-, (0-

(ba, b'-, -mpa)
; 3. Umu-, Um-, U- (u-, wu, um-, mu-, m-, -ngu, -liku)

;
4. Imi-, I- (i, yi, mi-, -ntsi)

;

5. Hi-, I- (li, 1'-, -nti)
; 6. Ama- (ma-, a, wa (-wa-), w'-, ang'-, ay'-, -nka or -nga)

;
7. Isi-, Is'- (si, s'-)

;

8. Izi- (zi, Z-, -nzi)
; 9. In- (Im-), I- (in-, i, yi, -ntsi) ; 10 Izi-, Izin- (zi, zin-, -nzi) ; 11. Ulu-, U- (lu,

-ntu) ; 12. missing
; 13. Ka- (only surviving as an adverbial prefix to numerals and roots referring to

time and space or honorific titles) ; 14. Ubu- (bu, -mpu) ; 15. Uku- (ku) ; 16. Apa-, Pa-, Pe-, E- (only

surviving as a prefix to prepositions or adverbs) ; 17. absent (concord, -mco, a rare suffix, and -ini or

-ni locative suffix). The place of Pa- and Mu- (16 and 17) and to some extent ofKu- is taken by the

locative particles (jO- and E-, possibly both derived from the fusion of a with u or with z respectively.

E- may be an abbreviated Pe-, as in Svirazi it is We-.
The diminutive suffix -ana (also -ane) is present, and as in Nos.

"j^i
''nd 74 conveys a feminine

signification.

PREFIXES, &C., IN TEBELE (SIN-DEBELE) AND SWAZI
Preprefixes present.

The prefixes are much the same in Tebele as in posa-Zulu, except No. 15, which is Gu-, Ugu-, in

place of Ku-, Uku-.

In Swazi the 5th prefix is more usually heard as Li- and not I- or Hi- ; the full form of the 6th

prefix is usually Ema- instead of Ama- ; Iti- takes the place of Izi- (No. 10) ; Nge- is a locative prefix

which takes the place of No. 16. The shortened locative prefix E- in Zulu (which may be derived from
Pai-) becomes We- in Swazi in some adverbs.

In Gaza-Wgconi preprefixes are not so much in use as in the more western and southern dialects. The
concord of Class I is sometimes -yu. In Class 2, Wa- or Awa- (concord wa, -mba) takes the place of

Aba- ; the concord of Class 5 is ga ; the 7th prefix is ^i-, Ci-, and even Ki- (ci, -ke) ; the 8th prefix is

Vi- (vi), but perhaps Zi- in the south ; Classes 12 and 13 (Tu-, Ka-) are present and much in use, probably

borrowed from the indigenes. Class 16 is Pa- and Class 17 Mu- (-mu, -ni).

In Zulu, Swazi, and Tebele there are traces in the demonstratives and adverbs of a locative La-

(Lco-, Le-) prefix.

In addition to the well-known Cuana-Suthco languages and dialects, I have recorded the possible

existence of one which, from scarcity of materials and geographical definition of locality, it is difficult to

rank as an independent speech. This is known as Njenji or Zinzi, and is mentioned by Capello and

Ivens. It is said to be spoken near the northern borderland of Northern Rhodesia in Eastern Barotseland.

One or two travellers have suggested that it is a vestige of the Hurutse (Cuana) dialect which preceded

Sikoslcolco. The following is all that there is to illustrate it so far

:

' Elephant '= Li-toju ;
' fat ' = Ma-fura ;

' gun ' = Tosborw ; ' tree ' = Kcota. Numerals : i=-mwe,

-mumwe ; 2 = -bele
; 3 = -lalco

; 4 = -nam
; 5 = Li-kitalizw ; 6, 7, 8, and 9=5 (Li-kitalizco) plus i,

2, 3, 4; io = Li-sumwe; 20 = Ma-sume-ama-bele
; 30 = Ma-sume ama-rarco

; 40 = Ma-sume

ama-nem.
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As regards the pronouns, ' I ' (before a verb) is Na ;
' thou ', W-ena ;

' he ', Y-ena ;
' we ' Ru-na

;

' you ', Kimi-na ;
' they ', Kibw-na.

' Rotten ' = -bcorire ;
' go '

= -zamaya ;
' sit '

= -kuna ;
' stand'= -lukema ;

' sleep ' = -lubala :

' eat ' = -cia.

It is probable that Capello and Ivens simply wrote down a few words of the most corrupt form of

Sikcolulco which had penetrated into northern Barotseland. At the same time, the form Li-kitaljzcd for

' five ' is remarkable for its close correspondence with the Keta-lizuhu (' finishes the hand ') of Sikulcolco

(74 b). For the present Njenji or Zinzi may be catalogued as 74 c.

74. Secuana dialects are spoken in Bechuanaland, north of the 28th degree of South latitude ; west
of the Transvaal and of the pa^i river and south of the 20th degree of South latitude. Bounded on the
west approximately by the Kalahari desert and Lake Ngami. 74 b. Sikulcolco is the trade language and
linguafranca of the Upper Zambezi basin and Barotseland west of the Victoria Falls, north of Khama's
country, south of the Zambezi-Kabompco confluence, and east of the 20th degree of East longitude,

75. posa is spoken in eastern Cape Colony (including Pondcoland) south of the Drakensberg.

75 a. Zulu is spoken in Natal and Zululand up as far north as Lake Santa Lucia and the Upper
Pongcola river (Usutu).

75 b. Swazi is spoken in Swaziland.

75 c. Tebele is spoken in Southern Rhodesia by the Amandebele Zulus.

76. Gaza-Anguni is spoken in Gazaland (south-west part of Portuguese Trans-Zambezian East Africa)

and sporadically up to Lower Zambezi. Again in West and in East Nyasaland.



GROUP U

THE WEST CENTRAL ZAMBEZIA LANGUAGES

77. Lenje (Upper Kafue)
78. Ila or Yila (Ci-ila, ^ukulumbwe, ^ala).

78 a. Ci-lumbu

79. Tonga (' Batcoka \ Tcotela, N-dawe,
Lima, Leya). 79 a. Ci-we

80. Subia (^ubia, ^ubea)

GROUP V
THE WESTERN ZAMBEZIA LANGUAGES

81. Yeye (Ma-kcoba; Bakhcoba) 82. Nyengco (South Luyi/ Bampukusu ')
^
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PREFIXES, &c, IN TONGA AND Ci-WE

No preprefixes, except in Nos. 4, 9, and 10.

Class I. Mu-, U- (mu, u-, yu-, figu-) ; 2. Ba- (ba, mba-)
; 3. Mu- (mu-, u, -yu, ngu)

; 4. Mi-, Imi- (mi-,

i-, ei, nji-)
; 5. L, Li- (li, ndi-, -ndeli) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a-, aya, figa)

; 7. Ci- (ci, nci-) ; 8. Zi- (zi, nzi-)

;

9. In- (Im-), In-, Iny'- (n-, i, nji-); 10. same as 9, or Zi- (zi, nzi-) ; 11. Lu-, Du- (lu, ndu-) ; 12. Tu-
(tu, ntu-)

; 13. Ka- (ka-, fika) ; 14. Bu- (bu, mbu-) ; 15. Ku- (ku, fiku-) ; 16. Pa-, A- (pa-, a-, mpa
;

17. Mu- (mu-). There is a Si- or ' father ' prefix, and a (rarer) Na- or ' mother' prefix. U- seems to be
an honorific prefix.

PREFIXES, &c., IN SUBIA

No preprefixes, except in Classes i, 9, and 10.

Class I. Mu-, U-, Um- (mu, u-, ye, zu, njumu-) ; 2. Ba- (ba, mba-)
; 3. Mu- (mu-, u (co), uu,

ngumu-)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-, ii, njimi)

; 5. Di-, I- (di, 1'-, ndi-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a, figa-, iigama-)
; 7. Ci-

(ci, nci-) ; 8. Zi- (zi, nzi-); 9. In- (Im-), In-, Iny'- (in-, i, nji-); 10. same as 9 (zi-, nzi); 11. Lu-

(lu, ndu-, ndulu); 12. Tu- (tu, ntu-); 13. Ka- (ka-, nka) ; 14. Bu- (bu-, mbu); 15. Ku- (ku-, nku)

;

16. Ha- (ha, mpa-) ; 17. Mu- (mu-, -mco).

The honorific male and female prefixes Si-, Se-, S'-, and Na- are present. U- is an honorific

prefix. The diminutive suffix -zana or -ana is much used.

PREFIXES, &C., IN YEYE OR MA-KWBA AND NYENGO)'

Preprefixes present sometimes, especially in Classes i, 2, 6, and 9.

Class I. (Omeo-, Mco-, (mco, u-, ?) ; 2. Ava-, Va-, Ba- (ba, va-)
; 3. Om'-, Mco- (mco-, u, ?) ; 4. Me-,

Mi- (?) (?) ; 5. Le-, Li-, Ri-, Ni- (82), Ze (?) (li, ri-) ; 6. Ama-, Ma- (?) ; 7. ^i-, Se- (?) ; 8. Zi-?
; 9. On-,

Om-, 0-, In-, En-, Ny'- (?) ; 10. Zi-, Zin- (zi-) ; 11. Ru-, Lu-, Leo- (lu) ; 12. Tu-, Tco- (tu, too-) ; 13. Ka-

(ka); 14. Bco-, Wco-, O)- (?) ; 15. OOkw'-, tOkhu-, Kco-, Ku- (ku-) ; 16. Pa-, Ep- (?); 17. ?

77. Lenje is spoken in Northern Rhodesia between the Lukinga mountains and Upper Kafue in the

north, and the Mulunguije-Lunsefwa river in the south ; bounded eastwards by the Balala, north-west

by the Kaonde or Southern Luba, westwards by the Bayila and Basala and south by the Batonga and
Baseiiga.

78. Ila (Yila, pala) and 78 a. Cilumbu are spoken in the basin of the Lower Kafue as far north as

about 14° of South latitude and as far south as 16° South latitude.

79. Tonga and 79 a. Ciive are spoken in the basin of the Central and Upper Zambezi river, mainly

on the north of that river, as far east as the Lower Luangwa, and as far west as Sepke and the Tcotela

or Tutala country and the western bend of the Kafue (say 15° 30' South latitude).

80. Subia (Pubia) is spoken in the region west of Sefeke, between the Linyante, Ccobe, and Zam-
bezi rivers, mainly to the south and west of the Zambezi and as far south as Pandamatenka.

81. Yeye (Makeoba, Bakhcoba) is spoken in the region between the Upper tOkavaiigoo river and the

shores of Lake Ngami, west of the Moremi stream, east of Ongcuva.

82. Nyengco is spoken in western Northern Rhodesia, west of the Coobe or Kwando river, north

and east of the OOkavaiigco-Kwitco and south of about 16° South latitude.

^ There is little trace of preprefixes in Wyengto. The materialfor the study of both these tongues

is exceedingly scanty and derived from Livingstone and Andersson. Their interpreters have severally

imported S&cua.na. and HeTeTa corruptions into theform of the words.



GROUP V

THE WESTERN ZAMBEZIA LANGUAGES {continued)

83. Si-luyi ' or ' Barotse '

83 a. Si-kwangwa

GROUP W
THE NORTH-WEST ZAMBEZIA LANGUAGES

84. Luena (Lu-ina) or Lubale
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PREFIXES, &C., IN LUENA
No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu-, — (mu, u-, ?ngu) ; 2. Va- (va)
; 3. Mu- (mu-, u)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i)
; 5. Li-, — (li)

;

6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Ci- (ci) ; 8. Vi- (vi)

;
9. N-, — (i) ; 10. Ji-, Jin- (ji) ; ll. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu)

;

13. Ka-(ka); 14. U- (u) ; 15. Ku- (? dimin.) ; 16. Ha- (ha) ; 17. Mu- (mu).

There is some trace of a diminutive suffix -ana.

PREFIXES, &C., IN MBUNDA, LUJAZI, WGANGELA, AND WESTERN MBWELA
Class I. Mu-, — (mu, U-) ; 2. Ba-, Va- (ba, va)

; 3. Mu- (mu-, u)
; 4. Mi- (mi-, i)

; 5. Li-, I-,

—

(li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Ki-, Ci-, ^i- .? (ki, ci) ; 8. Vi-, Bi- (bi)

; 9. N, — (n-, i, e) ; 10. TSi-, Ti-, Di-, Li-

(tii, ti) ; II. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. Bu-, U-, Vu-, Bw- (bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. A-,

Ha- (a, ha); 17. Mu- (mu).

Traces of Sa-, masc. prefix, -ana diminutive suffix.

PREFIXES, &C, IN NKOYA AND MBWELA
No preprefixes, except traces in No. 9.

Class I. Mu-, Wa- (mu, u-, w, wu, yw) ; 2. Ba- (ba)
; 3. Mu- (o), u)

; 4. Mi- (i)
; 5. Di-, Dji-, Ji-

(di, ji) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. ^i- (f i, ? '-) ; 8. Bi- (bi)

; 9. In- (Im-), N-, N- (i, mi (87 a)
) ; 10. TJi-, Tiin-,

Hiny-, Xing- (tii) ; 11. Lu- (lu) (pl.Hi; TJin-, TSiny-, Xing'- or Ma-) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka)

;

14. U-,.Bu- (u, bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. Pa- ( ? pa) ; 17. ?. ? Wa- honorific.

Traces of -ana, diminutive suffix. Prefixes often superimposed on others, especially in plural.

PREFIXES, &c., IN KIOOKO)

No preprefixes.

Class I . Mu- (mu, u-) ; 2. A-, Ya-, Ea- (a, ? ba)
; 3. Mu-, U- (mu-, u)

; 4. Mi-, Nyi-, Ni- (mi-, nyi, i)

;

5. Di-, — (di) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Ki-, Ci- (ki, ci) ; 8. ? Yi-

; 9. N- (M-), W-, Ny- (?) ; 10. Ji-, N- (M-),

— (ji); II. Lu- (lu); 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U- (?); 15. U-, Ku- (?) ; 16. Ha- (ha, hio)
;

17. Mu- (mu).

83. Siliiyi is spoken in Barotseland mainly to the east and west of the Upper Zambezi, south of the

Kabompco confluence, and westwards to the Kwandto-Ccobe basin and the Lucazi or Lujazi country.

Bounded south by about 16° of South latitude.

84. Luena-Lubale is spoken on and about the Luena river, west of the northern Zambezi main
stream and between the Zambezi-Kabompco junction and the Lunguebungu ; and generally in the Lubale
country as far north nearly as the sources of the Zambezi.

85. Mbunda or Kaluiana is spoken in the northern part of Barotseland, north of the Luena-
Luampa river, east of the Kabompco, west of the 25th degree of East longitude, and south of 13° 50'

South latitude (approximately) ; also across the Zambezi, south of the Lunguebuiigu as far west as the

Lujazi country (Mavikco).

86. Lujazi-Wgangela possibly ranges with some dialectal variation over a wide area of inner Angola,
between the south bank of the Upper Lunguebungu and the Ambwela hills and the upper course of the
Kwanza and sources of the Kuncne, the head stream of the Kwitco and the northern Kubaiigco. It extends
near to Bihe (Luimbi).

87. Jfkoya is spoken in eastern Barotseland, south of the Dofigwe affluent of the Kabompco and
north of the i6th degree of South latitude ; west of the Kafue basin and east of Mbunda and 24° 30' of
East longitude. Mbwela is spoken immediately east of Nkoya, in the western basin of the Kafue in its

great western bend north of 16° South latitude.

88. Kiukco or Cibcokwe is spoken across the Zambezi-Kasai water-parting, from the Upper Lungue-
bungu and Luena on the east, to the Upper Kwanza and Kwaiigio on the west : as far north as about 10°

South latitude, and sporadically right across Lundaland, from south-west to north-east.

1734 A a



GROUP X

THE SOUTH-WEST AFRICA LANGUAGES

South-West Africa Sub-Group.

89. Ci)ci-hererco, Wci-mbandieru, &=(. 90. OOpi-ndonga (OJtyi-ambco) 91. Kuanyama

South Ang5la Sub-Group

92. COlu-nyaneka 93. Ndombe 94. Um-bundu (Nanco)

92 a. Lu-nkumbi 93 a. (x)lu-kcorcoka 94 a. (jO-viye

English
89.

COci-hererco

'

89 a,

00ci-mbandieru

90.

OOfi-ndonga''
(COtyi-ambco)

91-

Kuanyama

"

92.

OOki-nyaneka^
92 a.

Lu-nkumbi

93-

Ndombe ^

93 a.

(jOlu-kcoruka

94.

Um-bundu
(Nanco)

«

94 a. OO-viye

Adze
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English
89.

OOci-hereroj

89 a.

(jOci-mbandieru

9°- ~
OOfi-ndonga
(OOtyi-ambco)

91-

Kuanyama
92.

OOlu-nyaneka
92 a.

Lu-nkumbi

93-

Ndombe
93 a.

(JOlu-kcortoka

94.

Um-bundu
(Nanoj)

94 a. OO-viye

Cloth

Cold

Country ...

Cow

(Cattle) ...

Crocodile ...

Day, daylight

Devil, evil

spirit

Doctor (medi-

cine man)
Dog

Door, door-
way

Dream

Drum ...

Ear ...

Egg ...

Elephant ..

Excrement

On-giiu,

On-guyu

Om-bepera.
Ou-tara-zu
E-hi;
coma-hi.

Ou-ye.
Oru-veze.
Oa-kuti

Ofi-gombe
on-dendu

OOzon-gombe

Ony-coka
y'com-eva.

On-gandu
E-yuva.
Omu-tenya.
Mu-huka
On-dume

On-ganga.
Omu-pange
Om-bwa.
Om-bco-na,
Oka-wa

COmu-verco

Oru-rcotci).

On-jooze

On-geoma
OOku-tui ; toma-

E-i or
E-yi.

COmu-hui
On-dytou.
On-dyamba."
On-djtohu

OOtu-ze

On-guto,

On-gugco.
E-kunka

Uu-talala

OO-kuti

;

mma-kuti

On-gcombe_^
On-stiinsui.

Om-puizi.
On-jali

Ofi-gombe.
En-yanda

OOfi-ktoko)

foim-ea

OOmu-tenya.
E-suiku

On-ganga

Om-bwa

COp-eelco;

ii-yelco.

(COlu-ihoj,

OOtu-ihoo =
window)
On-dyojzi

On-tunda
(jOku-tsuj

;

coma-tsui

E-yi

On-giico.

E-kunha.
On-hanga.
E-lapi
OOku-fu ; (oma-
OOmu-ni

OOtyi-longoj

On-gobe
oSidi.

On-jali.

COmu-idi

Een-gobe

On-guco,
On-guWM

On-talala

(jOtyi-rongco.

(jO-hi.

E-heke

Ofi-gombe
o-ina

(jOvi-pakco

OOtyi-longto

OOfi-kcokco On-gandu
fcum-eva.
On-gandu
(jOmu-tenya.
E-fiku,

(jOu-fiku

E-kumbi.
(OOmu-tenya
= daylight)

COkua-mungu OOtyi-lulu

CO-dudu

Om-bwa

Wfi-veloj

On-jtodi,

N-dioSi
On-gcoma
(jOku-tiii

(jOtyim-banda.
Em-bumba
Om-bwa

E-pitco.

Om-bundi.
COmu-hingco

On-dyoi

On-gcoma
U)ku-twi

E-i ; coma-i E-yiyi

On-dyamba On-jaba On-dyamba

Etu-di

Eye E-hco;
om-ehco.

com-epeo

Face, forehead (JOmu-rungu

COmatu-zi

Ehoj;
(om-ehto

E-ipco;

u)ma-ipeo

ODmu-luiigu OOci-pa'a

' Noteworthy

(jOtyi-pala

2 Cf. the -temboj of Swahili.

(jO-nanga

COci-kakala.
Om-bambi

OO-feka

On-jindi,

On-jende,
On-gindi.
On-gombe
in-kai

On-gandu

E-teke
;
//.

wlco-neke.

U-tanya
E-liapu {Port.)

COci-lulu

OOcim-banda

Om-bwa

E-pitco.

U-velco.

On-gundi

On-joi

On-toma
E-tui

E-saela,
E-sala

On-jamba
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English COci-hererco

89 a.

(JOci-mbandieru

90.

OOfi-ndonga
(OOtyi-ambco)

91-

Kuanyama
92.

COlu-nyaneka
92 a.

Lu-nkumbi

93-

Ndombe
93 a.

COlu-kcorcoka

94-

Um-bundu
(Nanco)

94 a. 00-viye

Shoulder ...
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English
89.

COci-hererto

89 a.

OOci-mbandieru

90.
^

(jOpi-ndonga
(COtyi-amboj)

91-

Kuanyania
92.

OOlu-nyaneka
92 a.

Lu-nkumbi

93-
Ndombe

93 a.

tOlu-kcorcoka

94.

Um-bundu
(Nanco)

94a. (Ji)-viye

This, these
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English (jOci-hererco

89 a.

OOci-mbandieru

90.

OOpi-ndonga
(OOtyi-ambu)

91.

Kuanyama
92.

OOlu-nyaneka
92 a.

Lu-nkumbi

93-

Ndombe
93 a.

OOlu-kcarcoka

94.

Um-bundu
(Nanco)

94 a. OO-viye

Male ..
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oi, wSi or zi, -mi, di, d') ; 11. OOlu- (wlu-, lu, -ndu-) ; 12. OOtu- (tu) (only in COfi-ndonga and very rare)

;

13. COka- (ka, coke-) ; 14. Uu-, (JOmu-, Ol)u-, (jOvu- (uu-, u, huu-, -mbu) ; 15. OOku- (coku-, ku, -nku)

;

16. (prepositional) OOpu-, (jOpto-, OOpa-, Apa- (pa, po)-, pe-, mpa) ; 17. (Omu- (mu-, -mco).

In the prepositions there are traces of the -ni locative suffix. Dim. suffix : -tona, -gcona, -ena.

PREFIXES, &C., IN OOLU-NYANEKA AND OOLU-NDOMBE

Preprefixes present.

Class I. (jOmu-(£omu-,u-, cow'-, oyco-, -mu-, -coco) ; 2. OOva-, A- (ava-, cova-, va) ; 3. COmu- (comu-, u,

cow-, oyco, -coco)
; 4. COmi- or Odvi- (comi-, vi)

; 5. E- (ri) ; 6. (JOma- (a-, a, coma-); 7. (JL)tyi- (etyi-,

ci) ; 8. (Ovi- (evi-, covi, i)
; 9. 00-, On-, Ony- (i-, yei or ei, on-, ong-) ; 10. OOnco- (mb-, mbu) ; 11. OOlu-

(lu); 12. (Dtu- (tu) ; 13. OOka- (ka) ; 14. OOu-, OOwu- (comu-, 11, cow'-) ; 15. Oi)ku- (ku) ; 16. Apa-,Pa-,

COpco- (pa-, pco-, pu) ; 17. Mu- (mu-).

In the Nyaneka prepositions there are traces of the -ni locative suffix.

In Nos. 92 and 94 there is a masculine or ' father ' prefix, Se-, He-.

PREFIXES, &C., IN UMBUNDU (NANCx))

Preprefixes present.

Class I. (x)mu-, U- (figu-, u-, -u-, -co-) ; 2. (JOma-, Va-, A- (va, a); 3. (Omu-, U- (comu-, yu-, u)
;

4. Oimi-, (jQvi- (vi-, i)
; 5. E- or I- (li-, i) ; 6. A- or OOva- (a-, va)

; 7. (jOci- (ci) ; 8. OOvi- (vi)

;

9. 00-, On-, Ony- (i-, yi) ; 10. OOlto-, OOtju- (vi) ; II. OOlu- (lu) ; 12. OOttt- (tu) ; 13. OOka- (ka);

14. COu-, OOw-, U- (u-, yu) ; 15. OOku- (ku) ; 16. (prepositional) Apa-, Pa-, Pco- (pa-, pu-, pco); 17. OOmu-,

OOvu- (vu-, mu-, VCO-, -mco).

89. OOcihererco is spoken in South-West Africa at some distance from the Atlantic coast ; north of

the Swakop watercourse and of 22° 30' South latitude, south of 19° 30' South latitude, and west of
20" East longitude. OOcihererco probably includes the OOcimbandieru and OOcicimba (iialects in its

eastern range. In the north-west its range extends over the Kaoikco plateau.

90. OOpindonga is spoken in OOvambcoIand (north-east part of Damaraland) north of the OOmu-
rambawa or Ndzira river ; south of the OOkavangco river and 17° 30' South latitude ; eastward to Ongcova
and the Scodana river; and westward to the Lower Kunene and the vicinity of the Atlantic coast

(OOvapanyama and OOvayare).

91. Kuanyama is spoken in northern OOvambcoland and southern Angola, in the region between the

pela mountains and Kunene river on the west and the OOkavangco (Kubaiigco) river on the east. North-
wards it is bounded almost by the 16° of South latitude and grades into Nyaneka.

92. OOlunyanyeka is spoken in southern Angola north of 16° South latitude, west of the Kubangiu
river, east of the ^ela mountains (Serra da Chella), and south of 14° 30' South latitude.

93. Ndombe is spoken in the coast-lands of southern Angola (the Mossamedes coast), between the

pela mountains and the sea, south of about 13° 30' South latitude as far as Great Fish Bay and the
vicinity of the Lower Kunene.

94. Umbundu is spoken in the Befiguela and Bailundco districts of southern Aiigola, north of
14° 30' South latitude, south of 11° 30' South latitude and east of the Upper Kwanza river.

Bb



GROUP Y

THE ANGOLA LANGUAGES
95. Kisama (M-bwiyi, Sumbe, Sele, Ki-bala,

Tunda)
96. Libolco* or Lu-bcolu (N-dulu, Haka)
97. Songw

98. Kim-bundu (M-baka, M-bondeo)

98 a. Ngola

99. Mbamba (Mu-temu, Hangu)
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10. Zi-, ^i-, ^i-, Tsi- (in Songco), Ni- (in Libolto) (zi, ^i,
f\,

?ni in Libolco) ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu-

(tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U-, Wu- (in Songco), (jO- (u, yu ?) ; 15. Ku- (ku) ; 16. (prepositional) Pa-, Pu-

(Kisama and LibSlco), Ba-, Beo-, Bu- (Kimbundu and Wgola), Ha- (Ba-), H'- (Mbamba) ; 17. Mu-
(mu, mco).

Apparently no dimin. suffix (-ana) and no ' mother' prefix. Slight traces of ' father' prefix (Se-).

95. Kisama is spoken in the coast region south of the Lower Kvvanza river down to about the
I2th degree of South latitude.

96. Libolco nr Lubcolu is spoken behind the Kisama, south and west of the Middle Kwanza to the

verge of the Bailundco and Bihe highlands.

97. Songco is spoken east of the Middle Kwanza, between that river and the watershed of the
Kwafigco, north of the Lcoandco river and the Kitukco countries, south of Malanje.

98. Kimbundu is spoken in west Afigola between the Atlantic coast and the high plateau on the

east ; between the Kwanza river on the south and the Mbiriji or Musera river and the Middle Loge
(Ndcoje) river on the north.

98 a. Ngola is spoken in central Afigola, north of the Kwanza river and south of the Ndcoji,

especially in the Ambaka district.

99. Mbamba is spoken in north-eastern Angola, north of the Upper Ndcoji and Mbiriji rivers,

between the districts of Efikcoji, Bembe, the Zombco plateau, and the Kwafigw watershed.



GROUP Z

KONGO) OR WESTERNMOST CONGOLAND LANGUAGES

100. Kipi-kongco

Sub-Group Z I, Southern Kongco

I GO a. Ki-sorongco 0^ Ki-sconyco

Sub-Group Z2, Northern Kowgm

roo b. Ki-kong« *

loi. Ka-koiigco^
102. Ki-yombe or Ci-luang« ^

102 a. Ki-vili or Ki-vumbu or Lu-wumbu (N. Luangu)
103. Ki-hxTohta of Mayumba*
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Enfflish

100.

Kipi-kongbj
1 00 a.

Ki-sorongco

loob.
Ki-kongco

lOI.

Ka-koiigco
102.

Ki-yombe
(Ci-luangto)

103.

Ki-vili or
Lu-wumbu

(N. Luangco)

103 a.

Ki-lumbeo of
Maytimba,

Hill M-ong<o

;

mi-ong<a.
N-zanza.
Kun-dubulu.
LondeLonde

Hippopotamus N-guvu
Hoe N-sengco

Honey

Horn ...

House. .

.

Hunger

Husband

Hyena

Iron ...

Island

Ivory . .

.

Knee ...

Knife ...

Lake ...

Leg ...

Leopard

Lion . .

.

Lips ...

Magic...

Maize...

W-iki.
Ny-usi

M-paka.
M-pcoka.
M-pungi

N-zco.

Banga.
L-umbu
(courtyard,

and great
hmcse)

N-zala

N-kaza

Kim-bungu.
M-bulu

Tadi.
Sengwa

Sanga
; //.

i-sanga
M-pungi.
M-poaba

Eku-ngunu,
Diku-ngunu

;

maku-
M-bele.
N-saku
E-yanga or
Di-yaiiga; ma-.
Za

;
pi. i-za.

Mw-anza

;

mi-anza
K-ulu; ma-lu
N-gca

N-kcosi
Bubco.
Babu
Ki-mpa.
Kin-dcoki.

Un-ganga
Ma-sa
ma m-putoa

M-ongco.
Londi

N-gufu
Dzengco.
Lum-beoma
Ma-ndzi or
Ma-zi.
Bu-iki

jVl-paka

N-dzto.

L-umbu

N -satu

N-guvu
N-sengco

N-<ose

M-pcoka

Mwa' m-ongco

N-vubu
Ura-sengco ; im- Seiigco ; zi +

Ma-nzi ma
ni-cose

In-pcoka

N-zco ; zin-zco. In-zco

Bu-ala; m-ala

N-satu.
N-zala
Nuni ; ba-)-Nuni.

N-kama.
N-kaza
Kim-bungu; bi- ?Ji-n-gumbwa.

Li-envco ?

Um-nuni

;

ba-nuni t

Sengwa.
Zengco

Ki-iipi.

Ki-sanga
M-pungi

Ku-ma.
Kin-kcoseo.

Kon-scogcolco

M-bele

Zanga

Lu-kanda

;

n-kanda.
Tali,

OO-tali

Ku-nka

M-pungi

Ku-ngulu.
(-fukama =
to kneel)

M-bele

;

zim-bele

Urn-tali t

Wa-ngena ?

Liko-ngulu

Siki,

Li-siki.

M-budi
N-zco

N-zala

Nuni; ba-f

M-bene m-paki

Bu-tali.

Ny-undu

Ki-tumbu

M-pungi

Liku-iogtJIu

M-bele

Li-yanga; ma-.
Ki-bete.

(M-bu = sea)

N-dzco

K-ulu : ma-lu K-ulu ; ma-lu K-ulu ; ma-lu K-ulu ; ma-lu
N-gco

N-kcosi
Ki-bcobco ; bi-

N-kisi.

Kin-dcoki

Saiigu.
Ma-sa.
Ma-sasi.

M-anya

N-gco

Kcse ; zin +
Moj-nco

;

imi-nco

N-kisi.

Ma-yombeo

M-anya

lii-geo

Im-kisi

Ki-kumbu.
N-gco

Ki-lili" ';' bi-

N-kisi

Li-anya

c c 2
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English

100.

Kipi-kongu
100 a.

Ki-sorongto

1 00 b.

Ki-kongco
lOI.

Ka-koiigco Ki-yombe
(Ci-luangco)

103.

Ki-vili or
Lu-wumbu

(N. Luangco)

103 a.

Ki-lumboo of
Mayumba

Tobacco . .

.
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN KI^I-KOWGOO AND KI-SORONGO)

Preprefixes present : used very much as definite articles.

Class I. 00mu-,Mu-, W-, N-, M-, E-(A-)(a-(e-), wa-, CO-, U-,— , -n-(-m-),-yu) ; 2. A-, Wa-, Ya- (Ba-,

Aba- archaic) (ba, a (e-), ya-, to-)
; 3. tOmu-, Mu-, N-, — (—, a- (e-), wa-, u-, wu-)

; 4. Emi-, Mi-, M'-

tirN- (mi-)
; 5. Edi- (especially in archaic Kongoj), E-, Di-, — (di) ; 6. COma-, Ma- (cuma-, ma-, -moj) ;

7. Eki-, Ki-, — (ki) ; 8. Ebi-, Bi- (archaic and very rare), Yi-, I-, ~ (bi- (archaic), yi-, y'-, i-)

;

8 a. Diminutive. Efi-, Fi- (fi-) (plural sometimes No. 8) ; 9. Eyi- (archaic), In- (Im-), N-, N-, Ny-,— (i-, y'-,

yi-) ; 10. Zin- (Zim-) (archaic), Eji-, Ez'-, N- (M-), W-, Ny-,— (zi-, z'-,ji-) ; 11. OOlu-, Lu- (lu) ; 13. Wtu-,

Tu- (tu) (usually plural to Lu-) ; 13. Virtually wanting, except faint traces as adverbial particle without

concord ; 14. 00bu- (archaic), OOwu-, U-, — (u, wu); 15. OOku-, Ku- (ku-) ; 16. (x)va-, Vw, Va- (vco,

va) ; 17. (jQmu-, Mu- (mco, mu).

PREFIXES, &C., IN KI-KONGOO DIALECTS

Similar to those of Kifi-kongto, except that the preprefixes are less in use, that the 2nd prefix is more
often Ba-, the 8th Bi-, the loth (Zi-, Zin-, or pin-) more often in use, the 14th prefix Wu- or Bu-, and the

16th Ga-.

PREFIXES, &c., IN KA-KGNGO), LUANGO) (KI-YOMBE)

Traces of preprefixes in Ka-kongco and Luangco. Much more marked in eighteenth-century

Luangcd.

Class I. Umu-, Urn-, Mu-, M-, N- (mu, co-, u-) ; 2. Aba-, Ba-, B'- (ba)
; 3. Umu-, Um'-, Mu-, M-,

N-, N- (mu-, u)
; 4. Imi-, Im-, Mi-, M'- (mi)

; 5. Di-, I-, Li- (di, li) ; 6. Ma- (ma)
;

7. Ki-, Ci- (ki, ci) ;

8. Bi-, B'-, P'- (bi) ; 8 a. Fi-' (fi), absent in Ki-vili and Ki-lumbw ; its plural is Class 8, Bi-
; 9. In-

(Im-), N-, W-, Ny- (yi, i) ; 10. Zi-, Zin- (zi) ; 11. Lu- (lu), plural sometimes Tu-, but more often Zi-

;

12. Tu- (tu), rarer in Ka-kongco and Luangco, appearing usually in a ' collective ' sense ; in Ki-vili more

frequent as a plural to Lu- ; 13. (Virtually absent, except as an honorific prefix in proper names or as an

adverbial element in numerals, &c. It may also, rather than Ki- elsewhere, be the origin of E-, which

appears sometimes as a prefix with Bi- for its plural) ; 14. Bu- (bu), (with Mi- and Ma- as plurals)

;

15. Ku- (ku) (with Mi- usually for plural) ; 16. Va-, Fa- (va, fa) ; 17. Mu- (mu).

In Ki-vili Mwa- (abbreviation of Mw-ana) is used as a diminutive prefix.

100. Kipikongco and 100 a. Kiporongeo (or Stonyto) are spoken in the Atlantic coast-lands mainly to

the south of the Congo estuary, but mcluding the surroundings of Bcoma and Banana. Their range extends
northwards to the south bank of the Congo as far east as Lutete (nearly). The southern boundary, with
Kimbundu, Ngola, and Mbamba, is approximately the Lower Lcoje and the Middle Mbiriji rivers. On
the east it extends over the Zombco Plateau. It is emphatically the language of San Salvador.

100 b. Kikoiigco is spoken to the north-east of Kipikoiiga) by the Easundi and Babwende tribes on
the north bank of the Cataract Congo, almost as far east as Stanley Pool, as far south as the Zombto
Plateau, as far east as the watershed of the Kwangco.

loi. Kakongca is spoken in the Congo coast-land north of the estuary and south of the Ciluafiga)

river. It is the dialect of Kabinda.

102. Kiyombe is spoken north of the Ciluafigto river and of the Basundi territory within the loop of
the Kwilu-Nyari river. It is the language of the Luangco coast, south of the Kwilu river.

102 a. Kivili is spoken along the lower course of the Kwilu-Nyari river almost as far inland as the
third range of plateau mountains. It is the dialect of the Ciloiiga) coast as far to the north-east as the
Middle Nyafiga river.

103. Kilumbco is spoken in the Mayumba coast-lands and on either side of the Lower Nyafiga river.

On the coast it may extend to Sete Kama, and eastwards in the interior to the watershed of the (JOgcowe.

' Adolf Bastian gives Fa- or Fu- as the equivalent o/Ti-, perhaps by a clerical error; for these

are really locatives of the i6th Class in Ki-vili-Ki-lumbco.



GROUP AA
THE SOUTH CONGOLAND OR LUBA-LUNDA LANGUAGES

Sub-group AA i Luba

104. West Luba (7r Liilua 104 a. Lu-kete^ 106.

104b. Lu-pilafige 104c. North-west Luba (^/-Moyco 107.

105. South Luba (7r Ci-luba (Ci-samba, Ci-lubende, 108.

C\-sa.n^a. of Katanga) 105 a. Kahonde {</
Northern Rhodesia)

Eastern Luba or Ki-hemba ''

North Luba or Luna-inkong«
North-east Luba or Lu-songe (Ba-songe)

108 a. Beneki or North Lu-songe'
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PREFIXES, &c., IN SOUTH LUBA
No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu. (u-, -mu-, ye) ; 2. Va-, Wa- (va, wa)
; 3. Mu- (mu-, u) ; 4. Mi- (mi-, i)

; 5. Di- (di);

6. Ma- (a)
; 7. Ci-, Ki- (ci, ki) ; 8. Wi-, Vi- (wi, vi)

; 9. N-, Ny-, N-, Ng-, — (i, yi) ; 10. same as 9, but

nearly absent, except as plural to 11, its place being taken by 2 ; 11. Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka-
(ka); 14. Vu-, Bu- (vu, bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku)>; 16. Pa- (pa) ; 17. Mu- (mu).

PREFIXES, &c., IN EASTERN LUBA (KI-HEMBA)

No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu- (mu, u-, ye) ; 2. Ba- (-iba-, ba)
; 3. Mu- (mu-, iu, u)

; 4. Mi- (mi-, i-, yi) ; 5. Li-, I.

(li-, -ili-) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, a, -ya)
; 7. Ki- (ki-, -iki-) ; 8. Bi- (bi, -ibi-)

; 9. N- (M-), Ny-, N-, Ng- (mi- i-,

yi); 10. same as 9; 11. Lu-, Ndu-, Nd«-, Du- (lu-, -ilu-) ; 12. Tu- (tu, -itu-); 13. Ka- (ka, -ika-)
;

14. Bu- (bu, -ibu-); 15. Ku- (ku, -iku-) ; 16. Ha- (ha) ; 17. Mu- (mu). The -ana diminutive suffix

is in use.

PREFIXES, &C., IN NORTH LUBA AND IN NORTH-EAST LUBA (LU-SGNGE)

Traces of preprefixes in 9th Class in Lu-songe.

Prefixes and concords in North Luba and North-east Luba are similar to those in Eastern Luba,

except that No. 5 is generally Di-, and there is a tendency for the u in Mu- and Lu- to become eo. The
nth prefix is sometimes Du-, Ndu-, Nd'- (//. Ngi-, Ng"-). The -ana diminutive suffix exists. No. 16

is Pa-.

104. West Luba, 104 a. Lukete, and 104 b. Lujsilaiige are spoken in the region east of the Upper
and Middle Kwilu-Juma, north of the 8th degree of South latitude, south (more or less) of the 5th degree,

and vcest of the Lulua river.

104 c. North-west Luba is spoken in the country between the 5th degree of South latitude and the

Lower Kasai, immediately north of the Lulua language (No. 104).

105. South Luba and 105 a. Kahonde are spoken in Katanga, west of the Lufira river and the

27th degree of East longitude, east of the Lubudi and 25th degree of East longitude, south of the

9th degree of South latitude, and north (more or less) of the nth degree of South latitude. It extends

however southwestward into Northern Rhodesia beyond the 13th degree of South latitude, under the name
of Kaondi.

106. Eastern Luba is spoken mainly to the west of the Lualaba-Tanganyika water-parting and of the

Luvua river, and east of the Saiikuru ; south of the 6th degree of South latitude, and north of the

9th degree and of Lake Mweru, the west coast of which it just reaches.

107. North Luba is spoken in the Lusambto district south of 4° 30' South latitude and north of the

7th degree of South latitude, and west of the Saiikuru.

108. North-east Luba and 108 a. Beneki are spoken to the north and north-east of Luna-inkoiiga)

(107), to the west of the Upper Ltumami, and south of the Lubefu and Saiikuru.

' Ku- zs infinitive andprepositional, but is also a prefix with a slightly diminutive sense.



GROUP AA

THE SOUTH CONGOLAND LANGUAGES {continued)

Sub-Group AA 2.

109. Ka-nytoka ' <?r Tu-nywka loga. Tu-wanda logb. South-east Ka-nyeoka (Ka-nyika) or Bondco

no. Lunda

Sub-Group AA 3.

1 10 a. Ma-bunda^ or South-east Lunda' III. Western Lunda

113-

GROUP BB

THE UPPER KWANGO) LANGUAGES
112. ^inji <7^ Sinpi * 112 a. Mi-nung«

Hcolw or Hungu 113 a. Tembco (Ba-tembco) '"

113 b. U-suku '

114. Um-bangala (>r Im-bang«la 114 a. Yongco
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English
109.

Ka-nycoka
109 a.

Tu-wanda
109 b. South-east

Ka-nycoka

110.

Lunda
iioa.Ma-bunda

III.

Western Lunda
112.

pinji

112 a.

Mi-nungeo

113-

HwlcaorHungu
113a. Tembco
113 b. U-suku

Back, back-
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GROUPS
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English
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English
109.

Ka-nycoka
109 a.

Tu-wanda
logb. South-east

Ka-nycoka

Bad -bi-ha

Black
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,, stand,stop, -ima-nakana.
be erect -jala-ma

„ steal ... -iba

•tma-na

-lya
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PREFIXES, &c., IN UM-BA»GALA AND THE UPPER KWANGO) LANGUAGES
No preprefixes.

Class I. Mu- (?mu, U-); 2. Ba-, A-, I- (ba)
; 3. Mu- (?mu-, u); 4. Mi- (mi-, ? i)

; 5. I-, Li-, Di-
(li, di)

; 6. ? A-, Ma- (ma-, a)
; 7. Ci-, Ki-, Gi- (?) (ki, ci, gi) ; 8. I-, Yi- (i)

; (? 8 a. Yi-) ; 9. In- (Im-),

N-, »-, »g-, Ny., Yi- (?) ; 10. pi-, 2;i- ifi, 7^\) ; 11. Lu-, Leo- (lu) ; 12. Tu- (tu) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. Wu-,
Ww-, U-, O). (u, wu)' ; 15. Ku-, Gu- (ku) ; 16. ?Ha- (ha, -hco).

109. Kanycoka, 109 a. Tuwanda, and 109 b. South-east Kanycoka are spoken in South Central
Congoland as far north as the 6th degree of South latitude, as far south as the 8th degree, west to the
Lulua river, east to the Upper Lcomami.

110. Lunda and no a. Mabunda are spoken over a considerable area of South-west Congoland in

the upper basins of the Lulua and Kasai, perhaps as far north as 8° or even 7° South latitude, and as far

east as the sources of the Sankuru. Westwards no probably merges into the form styled Western Lunda
about the course of the River Lcovua ; southwards it extends to the extreme Upger Zambezi, and between
the Upper Zambezi and the Luiiga or Kabompco. It has an isolated colony to the south-east of Lake
Mweru.

111. Western Lunda is probably spoken in the region west of the Lcovua river and east of the Upper
Kwangco in South-west Congoland.

112. pinji and 112a. Minungco are spoken in the region of the Upper Kwangco, mainly to the east

of that river between about 10° South latitude on the south and 8° 30' on the north. On the east they
are bounded by the Kicokco and Lunda spheres.

113. Hulco, 113 a. Tembcj, and 113 b. Usuku are spoken in the basin of the Upper Kwangco between
the River Wamba on the east and the Kambu and Luhanda on the west, north of the River Luhanda, and
south of 7° 30' South latitude.

114. Umbangala and 114 a. Yoiigcaare the languages of the region mainly west of the River Kwaiigco,

and east of the Kwanza watershed, between about 10° South latitude on the south and the Luhanda-
Luiyi rivers on the north.

' This prefix in theform of U- is (seemingly) used much in this group to indicate language. Thus,

Um-bangala, U-pindi, U-kwese, U-suku

—

the speech of the Im-bangala, Ba-pindi, Ba-kwese, attd

A-suku.



GROUP BB

THE UPPER KWANGCO LANGUAGES {continued')

115. U-pindi ' or Kwese (Ki-kwese, U-kwese) 115 a. Ba-samba

GROUP CC

THE KWANGCO-KASAI LANGUAGES
116. Yaka(Ba-yaka)''
117. Northern Yaka (Ma-iaka)
118. Ba-mbala'
119. Huana {or Ba-huana)

Buma or Bcoma ^

1 20 a. Ki-booma or Ba-dima (Eastern Buma)
120 b. Southern Buma
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English
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English
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PREFIXES IN HUANA
Class I. Mco-, Mu-; 2. Ba-

; 3. Mw, Mu- ; 4. Me-, Mi-
;

j. I-, — ; 6. Ma-; 7. Gi-, Ki- ; 8. Bi-,

Pi-; 9. N-, N-, — ; 10. same as 9; 11. Li-; 12. missing; 13. missing; 14. Bco-, Bii- ; 15. Ku-
;

16. Ha-; 17. missing. Traces of a -nilocative suffix.

PREFIXES IN BUMA, &c.

Class I. Mco-, Mu- ; 2. Ba-, A-
; 3. Mco-, Mu-, O)-

; 4. Me-, Mi-, E-
; 5. I-, Le-, — ; 6. Ma-, A-

;

7. Ki-,Gi-; 8. Bi-,Be-; 9. —, N-, N- ; 10. same as 9; 11. —, Li- ; 12. Tco-, Tsu- ; 13. Ka-?; 14. Boo-,

Bu-; 15. Ku-, U-, — ; 16. P'-, Pe-, Pa- ;
—

;
—

.

115. Upindi and 115 a. Basamba are spoken east of Tembio and the Kwangu) basin, and about as
far east as the upper River Kwilu-Juma ; extending south to the Lunda sphere and north to about
7° 30' South latitude.

116. Yaka is spoken in the basin of the Middle Kwafigco from north of the 7th degree of South lati-

tude to about 5° 30' South latitude ; east to the Wamba river and west to the Zombco plateau.

117. Northern Yaka is spoken northwards of Yaka, as far north as the confluence of the Rivers
Wamba and Kwafigco, west to the water-parting between the main Congo and the Kwafigco, and east
(with interruptions) to the Kwilu-Kweiigco.

118. Bambala is spoken over a wide stretch of country from south-west to north-east, in the region
between the Wamba and the Luanje rivers, north of 7° South latitude, and south of 5° South latitude.

lig. Huana is spoken in the region between the Lukula and Kwilu on the west and the Lubwe on
the east, south of 4° 30' South latitude, and north of 5° 40' South latitude ; mainly between the Kwilu and
Luanje rivers.

120. Buma, 120 a. Kibcoma, and 120 b. Southern Buma are spoken along the banks of the Kwafigco
near its junction with the Kwilu and the Kasai ; along the north bank of the Kwa-Kasai, nearly as far

west as the main Congo, and as far east as the 19th degree of East longitude. Perhaps also on the Lower
Lukenye.



GROUP CC

THE KWANGCO-KASAI LANGUAGES {continued)

121. Ba-yanzi'

GROUP DD

THE CENTRAL CONGOLAND (LUANGE-LCOMAMI) LANGUAGES

122. Pende^
123. Tu-kongco^
124. ^ilele or (x)-songe*

(Wa-iigongco)

122 a. Ba-bunda

124 a. Ba-ngongco
124 b. Ba-ngendi

125. Bu-pongco ^ or ' Ba-kuba '

125 a. Northern Bambala
126. Lumbila {fke ancient Bupongco language)
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English
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English

Womb
Wood (fire-

wood)
Yam
Year

Yesterday-
Zebra

One

Twenty

Thirty

Forty...

121.

Ba-yanzi
122.

Pende
122 a.

Ba-bunda

123^
Tu-kongco

124.

^ilele or
OO-songe

124 a.

Ba-ngongco
124 b.

Ba-ngendi

125.

Bu-pongco or
' Ba-kuba

'

125 a. Northern
Ba-mbala

In-pia

Lue

M-bei

Two ... .
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see
sit, remain,
abide
sleep ...

stand, stop,
be erect
steal ...

/ love)

-mon
-bwai,
-bwanji
-bum.
tul'

ya •imba

twenye.
•bitama

•pebe.

imbco

-twenye

-pebe.

imbco
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PREFIXES, &c., IN 'BA-KUBA' DIALECTS (TU-KONGO), piLELE, &c.,

BU-pONGCO, AND LU-MBILA')

No preprefixes, except traces in No. 9.

Class I. Mu-, Mto-, U-, 00- (mu, u-) ; 2. Ba- (ba); 3. N-, Mw, Mu-, (x>- (mu-, u)
; 4. Mi-, Me-, Nyi-

(mi-, i); 5. A-, I-, Di- (di) ; 6. Ma-, Ba- (Bu-pongeo) (ma, ba) ; 7- I- (?Ki-) ; 8. Bi- (bi) ; 9. In-, In-, N-,

»-, Ny-(i); 10. same as 9; II. Lu-, Le- (lu) ; 12. ?; 13. ? ; 14. Bu-, Bco-, 0)- (bu) ; 15. Ku- (ku)
;

16. ? A-, Ka- ?

121. Bayanzi and its related dialects are spoken in the region between the Lower Kvvilu and the

Lukula-Luama, mainly to the south of the Lower Kasai ; but also between the Kasai-Sankuru and the

Lukenye. Perhaps also in scattered colonies on the west bank of the Congo below Bcolcobco and between
Bcolcobco and the Lukenye.

122. Pende and 122 a. Babunda are spoken west and south of the Middle and Lower Kasai, between
the Kasai and the Kwengo). Eastwards its range probably goes as far south as the 7th degree of South
latitude. The dialect of the Babunda is met with west of the Lcoafige and east of the Middle Kwilu.

123. Tukongcij is spoken south of the Lower Kasai between the Rivers Kasai and Lwange north of

the 6th degree of South latitude. Perhaps also north of the 8th degree of South latitude between the

Middle Kasai and the Lulua.

124. Silele, 124 a. Bangongto, and 124 b. Bangwendi dialects are apparently the speech of tribes

antecedent and subject to the Bap-bufofigco. pilele or OOsorige is spoken by the Bafilele, Bienge and
Basonge on both sides of the Kasai below the Lulua junction as far as the Lcoaiige junction. Bangofigco

may be the same as the Warigoiigai farther west, and if so, is spoken between the Lukibiu and Saiikuru

in the east and the Kwefigm and Lukula in the west. Baiigendi is limited to the country in the Bufongco
centre, between the Lubudi and the Lukedi.

125. Bu^ongco and 125 a. Northern Bambala are spoken in the angle between the Saiikuru and the

Kasai-Lulua, more especially between the Rivers Lubudi and Lukedi, but also south of the Lukedi, to

about 5° 20' South latitude.

126. Lumbila was formerly spoken in the same region as Buprigco.

^ Prefixes are almost lacking i7i Lu-mbila.



GROUP DD {continued)

THE CENTRAL CONGOLAND (LUANGE-LWMAMI) LANGUAGES

127.

128.

129.

Mi-sumba

'

Lu-samboj

'

South Ba-songcomenco dialects : To-fikfusese,

Bam-bingi, Ba-binji, Ba-luku and Ba-

ndunjeke

English
127.

Mi-sumba
128.

Lu-sambca

Adze
Animal, beast
Ant
Ant, white
(termite)
Ape
Arm

Arrow

Axe . .

.

Vunja

Mco-sonscodi

Bukcd

Mco-bwui

I-sua ; ma-pua Ka-dima

Baboon
Back ...

Banana

Beard...

Bee ...

Belly ...

Bird ...

Blood...
Body ...

Bone ...

M(u-tete
Ma-kondza

Ny-elu

I-vu

Deke
M-enge

Mco-lembe
Ma-konde

Mi-epco

Bumii

Ka-nyinyi
Ma-pi

Borassuspalm
Bow Vu-ta

;

Bowels
Brains ... I-tu
Breast (man's) Tulu
Breast
(woman's)

Brother . . . Vangi
Buffalo ... Jati

ma-ta Bu-ta

B-ongcj
Ki-ali

Mi-niw
Mi-bco .' (//.)

129 a. North Ba-sofigcomenco dialects: Dekese ',

Gelu-kenye, Ba-sui, Bco-hindu, Dibele

(Lu-sibele)

130. Ba-iikutu (Ba-nkpfutu) 130 a. Wa-nkucu
131. Ba-tetela (Sufigu or Lu-befu dialect)

131a. Lu-kenye or Northern Ba-tetela

129.

South
Ba-songumenco

L-oj

Li-kula

Gimbu

Wco-kong<a
Difi-kondu

Delu

Jeju

Di-kundu

Pulu
Ma-kila

M-eka

Bu-ta

W-ongco
I-kuli

Paiagi
N-yati

129 a.

North
Ba-songcomenu

Gfula
; i>l.

ma-gfula
Ceo

;
pi. a-C6j

00-kongto
Kondco

;

an-kondo>
Desu

Jenje

Pfunju

Gon-deke
I-kila

I-kcole

W-eka

U-ta

W-ongu
Culu

Pangi
Jati

130.

Ba-nkutu
130 a.

Wa-nkucu

131-

Ba-tetela
(Sungu)
131a.

Lu-kenye

Mco-scoscodi

W-elea ?

I-toi

Dco-wco

Di-kfula

A-ccaa.

I-kenge ; tu-

Bco-kongcj
Ba-ngco

Dco-ledu

Bcogcoi

N-kfundu or
Di-kundyu

Pfulu, M-fudu
Mco-kila

W-ika or
W-eka

Scosudi
W-elea

;

elea
pi.

Lco-wco
;
pi.

we-wco

'

Pitu

Kenge.
Ki-paya

;
pi.

wi-paya

Ol)-kongoj

Li-kondco

Lco-ledyu.

Dedu

Jue(l3l a)

Li-kfunju
;

wa-kfunju
Deke. Fudu
Y-enga
Dimba
U-fufa.
Umba

Bu-ta ; bi-ta U-ta ; we-ta

B-ongto
Tulu

Jati

KcD-cundu
Tulu
Di-wele

Pami
;
pi. wa -I-

Jati ;
pi. wa +

' Mr. Torday, who collected these two vocabularies, describes them aj'Kitwa' {or the language of the Batwa, i.e.

Forest Pygmies), a.borigities of the Mi-sumba and Lu-sambco districts.

^ Dekese, Jaelima, and the vaguely known ' Ba-vumbu' may be dialects (t/" Ba-nkutu (130).
' Noteworthy phiral, ^tk prefix.
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English
127.

Mi-sumba
128.

Lu-sambco
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English

To

128.

Lu-samboo
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127. Misumba is spoken in the forest-country round Lusambco on both sides of the Middle Sankuru.
It is said to be the speech of the Bush people, ' Batwa ', or Pygmies.

128. Lusambco is spoken north-west of Lusambco, between the River Lubudi and the Sankuru.

129. South Basongumenco dialects. These dialects are spoken on both sides of the Lower Sankuru
from about 23° 20' East longitude on the east to 21° East longitude on the west.

129 a. North Basongcomenu dialects. These dialects are spoken in the vicinity of the Upf)er
Lukenye and between the Lukenye and the northern bend of the Sankuru, between about 23° East
longitude on the east and 21° East longitude on the west. Their range may extend north of the Lukenye
to the sources of the Momboyco and Lcokoroo.

130. Baiikutco is spoken north of the Sankuru river, between the Lubefu and Lukenye river-basins
;

as far west as about 22° 40' East longitude, and as far east as 23° 30' East longitude ; north to about
South latitude 3° and south to the Lubefu river. The Wankucu dialect is perhaps the more eastern
form.

131. Batetela (Suiagto) is spoken from theSankuru near Lusambco and the Sth degree of South latitude

across the Upper Lukenye northwards to the 3rd degree of South latitude, westwards to about 23° East
longitude, and eastwards almost to the Lcomami river.

H h



GROUP DD

THE CENTRAL CONGOLAND LANGUAGES {continued)

132. OJ-lemba 133. A-kela

SUB-GROUP DDi

THE MANYEMA LANGUAGES

134. N-kusu (South Ma-nyema)

'

135. Ba-bili (North-west Ma-nyema)^
136. Ba-kusu (North Ma-nyema)

'

137. Ba-mbwleS Lu-kili(?)

English
132.

OO-lemba
133.

A-kela
134-

N-kusu
(South

Ma-nyema)

135-
Ba-bili

(North-west
Ma-nyema)

136.

Ba-kusu
(North

Ma-nyema)

137-

Ba-mbcole
Lu-kili (?)

Adze
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English

Four ...

Five ...

Six

Seven...

Eight ...

Nine ...

Ten ...

Eleven

132.

00-Iemba
133-

A-kela

canu,
-i-canu

Sambano

I-sambiali

I-nane

Du-bwco

Kama.
Kum',
Kumi

N(o-maka>.
(Kumi n'a-hi

= twelve.

Kumi satu =
thirteen)

-nnei

-tanco,

I-tanco

Mco-tcoa

I-sambco

Nanei.
Mco-ambi

Di-bvcoa

Vum

Twenty ...
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English
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PREFIXES, &c., IN BA.MBOOLE AND LU-KILI

Class I. Bu-, Bto- (bco)
; 2. Ba-, Be- (ba)

; 3. Mto-, Bu-, Bco- (?mu-, bu)
; 4. Bi-. Be-

; 5. I-, Di-

(di)
; 6. Ma-, Ba- (ba)

; 7. Gi- (gi) ; 8. Bi- (bi) ; 8 a. I- (i)
; 9. N- (M-), N-, Ny-, — (?) ; 10. same as 9

;

II. Deo-, Du- (lu)
; 12. Tco- (tu) ; 13. absent ; 14. Bu-, Bm- (bu) ; 15. Gu-, Geo-, 00- (gu, co) ; 16. Wa-,

Wco-?; 17. ?.

Traces of Na- honorific or female prefix.

132. Wlemba is spoken on either side of the 3rd degree of South latitude, westward to about the
22nd degree of East longitude and the sources of the River Luilaka ; eastward across the River Lcobeie
almost to the Ltomami.

133. Akela is spoken north of the OOlemba, westward to the River Luilaka, eastward and north-
eastward to the River Lcomela or Dumbi.

134. Nkusu is spoken in western Manyema, south of 4° South latitude and north of 5° 40' South
latitude ; on the Lcomami river and between the Ltomami and the vicinity of the Lualaba-Congo. South-

wards it grades into Batetela and the Luba dialects.

135. Babili is spoken on both sides of the Lcomami to the vicinity of the Upper Juapa on the west
between South latitude 1° 40' and 3°.

136. Bakusu is spoken north and east of Babili by the Bakusu, Babinza, and ? Banyumbiri tribes

between the Lualaba-Congo and the Lcomami ; south of the non-Bantu wedge of the Bamanga and of

about 0° 30' South latitude.

137. Bambule is spoken in the region south of the Lubaye river and the Lcokele and Tooptoke
countries between the Lower Lcomami and the Lualaba-Congo ; mainly on the Lcomami and westward
to the ' Moiigco ' countries eastward and southward to the Bakumu and the Lcokusu, as far south perhaps
as 1° of South latitude.



GROUP DD: SUB-GROUP DDi

THE MANYEMA LANGUAGES (continued)

138. Ma)-leka'

GROUP EE

THE MIDDLE LWMAMI LANGUAGES
139. Ki-tumba''

GROUP FF

THE ELILA-LCOWA-LUALABA (BULEGA) LANGUAGES
140. Nyangwe (South-west Ki-lega)

'

141. Genya *

142. M-bangcobangco {or North-west Ki-lega)'

143. South-east Ki-lega °
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English
138.

Mto-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe,
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya

Beard..

Bee
BeUy ..

Bird ..

Blood...

142.

M-bangto-
bangco

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east
Ki-lega

I-kiapunga; Mio-efii; mi- Ka-zelu
t(0-

Dzuki B-uke
Kan-da-kan-da Simu ; ma- Zimi
or Ka-la-kan-da
I-pulu ; tco- Kany-unyi ; tu- Kaz-coni ; toj-

A-jeva ; tco- A-lefu

Balami

Body Kco-omba
Bone K-cose
Borassus palm
Bow

Bowels
Brains

Breast (man's)
Breast
(woman's)
Brother ...

Buffalo
Buttocks
Canoe
Cat ...

Charcoal
Chief ...

Child ...

Cloth ...

Cold ...

Country

Cow
Crocodile ...

Day, daylight

Devil, evil

spirit

Doctor (medi-
cine man)

Ma-bangi Mi-kira

Dimba ; ma-f Kam-pita-pita
Mu-ipa ; mi- Genegene

N-jelco.

N-jo>lu

Mco-scoloj; me-. Bongu; ma -I- Mun-da
Be-sco

Kay-eoni ; tco-. Kco-coni ; tco- K-uni.
Kcoko-mbiri Any-coni

;

tuny-eoni

Ma-kia, Mu-lcoha
Mco-kiya

(jO-ktoba (11) Mco-bili; mi-

Ka-kua ; tco- Mu-fuga ; mi- I-fupa

Bu-ta; ma- Ka-siri

Lu-bombco Bw-enge

Kuri Ki-ali

Mco-kwetu; ba-. Duku

;

Mco-ta-ane; ba- ban-duku

Mco-ftolco ; me-. Bco-ta

Mco-peolco

I-ila ; ma-ila
Bw-oiigco ; be-. B-ongto
Mco-sojQgco

;

me-
Bco-kuku; ma- Bu-titi?

M-bele Bu-titi ?

Bu-ta

I-beza
I-bele; ma-bele

Bcou
Ma-takco
Bw-atu; ma-
Ka-bere; pi.

tube-bere

Kimi

Gombe (?)

Ma-takco
Mco-lela

Paka

Fumu

Ka-lenge ; tu-

Sulu

Peeo

Mw-ana.
M-cona-ne
Ki-ramba

Ma-pika

Lu-komwa
;

komwa.
Mu-seiige

N-gombe
N-andu Gandu

Bu-teto ; ma -I- Kindi

Doyi

Mco-ganga :

baii-

Mu-kcolo>

mco-tu.

M-ana tata.

Mu-nake.
M-eya

M-bcolco

Ma-tako)
W-atco ; m-atoo
Mco-siku.
M-paa

Mco-kcolco.

Mco-kcota.

Mo-mbele
M-ana ; b-ana,
Mco-ana

N-tuleo

Ka-lu.
M-peco

Se.

Ce-se.

Kanda.
00-kita. N-ki

N-gwena.
N-gbwena

Lcoba.

Bco-tu.

U-tu-ku-ca

Mu-ina; ba-ina Mu-ina

M-bc3gto
E-fuka; bi-

Bw-atu; ma +
A-nconco ; tco-

Kaala ; ma +
Kulu ; ma +

M-bcogu

Mw-ana; ba- Mw-ana;b-ana

A-pombeo ; tco- Ki-lamba.

E-gazi

M-cola

N-gandu

N-guoj
Ma-sika.
I-ganji

Ki-baloj

Bu-fuku ; ma- Mu-fukco

Lu-ndali.
Ma-tima-
fufula
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English
138.

Mcj-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangeo-
bangco

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east
Ki-lega

Dog

Door, door-
way
Dream
Drum
Ear
Egg
Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye
Face, forehead

Fat, oil ...

Father

Fear

Finger

Fire

Fish

Foot

Forest

Fowl

Frog

Ghost

Girl

Goat

„ (he)

„ (she)...

God
Grandparent
Grass

Ground

Ground-nut
Guinea-fowl

Bua

Kibi

M-bwa

Ki-be

N-gba M-bwa

Ki-rcotoj; bi- Ki-rcotco

Kan-gcomco ; tu- Gcoma

Ci-ve. E-belo3 ; bi-.

Mo)-lang« Kcoti ; ma-f
N-jtoli E-lcotco ; bi-

M-bwa.
A-bwa; tu-bwa

Gwi ; ma +
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English
138.

Mco-leka

Gun
Hair (of head)

Hand

Head ...

Heart . .

.

Heel

Hide

Hill
Hippopotamus

Hoe

Honey
Horn

House

Hunger
Husband

Hyena

Iron . .

.

Island

Ivory . .

.

Knee ...

Knife...

Lake ...

Leg ...

Leopard

Lion ...

Lips ...

Magic . .

.

139-
Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west

Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-banga>-
bangco

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east
Ki-lega

Butu
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English
138-

M(o-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangco-
bangcd

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east

Ki-lega

Maize

.

Man .

Man, vir.

Meat ...

Medicine

Milk ...

Monkey
Moon ...

Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth
Nail (offinger
or toe)
Name
Navel
Neck
Night

Nose ,

Oil palm . .

,

Ox
Paddle ..

Palm wine,
beer
Parrot
Penis
Pig

Pigeon

Place

Rain

Rat
River

Road, path

Salt
Shame
Sheep

Ma-pcopeo
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English
138.

Mco-leka
139-

Ki-tomba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangco-
bangu

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east
Ki-lega

Shield
Shoulder
Sister

Skin ...

Sky ...

Slave...
Sleep ...

Smoke

Snake
Son, boy

Song

Spear
Spirit, soul
Star

Stick

Stone
Stool
Sun

Tail (of an
animal)
Tear
Testicles ...

Thief
Thigh
Thing

Thorn
Tobacco ...

To-day
Toe
To-morrow
Tongfue

Tooth

Town

Tree ..

Twins
Urine .

.

Vein ..

Gabco Gabco Bco-wa ; ma-wa N-gabco
Ce-tuli Gembe ; ma +

Mco-kara;
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English
138.

Mco-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangco-
bangco

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east

Ki-lega

War

Water

Well, source
White man

Wife

Wind
Witch
Witchcraft

Woman ..

Womb
Wood (fire

wood)
Yam
Year
Yesterday
Zebra

One

Two

Three
Four
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English
138.

Mw-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangeo-
bangu

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-

South-east
Ki-lega

Fifty

Hundred . .

.

Thousand . .

.

Ma-kumi
a-tanco

Ma-kumi
a-.tanu>

ma-kumi
a-tanco

Ma-kumi
ma-tanu
Kombi

A-nunu

Kama i-tanu

E-koi.

Kama i-kumi
Lu-kama

I, me, my ...

Thou, thee,thy

He, him, his

We, us, our

Ye, you, your

They, them,
their

Mia. OO-noj

N-a-.

-kia-nyi

E-ba(?)
A-.

-ki-cobe

Rea (?).

a)-vca-(?)

-ki-ai

CO-SCO.

Tcoa-, Tu
-kia-tu

Ba-nu.
N-a.

-kia-nu
Ba-co.

Ba-.
-a-bco

Ka-,

Inne.
?

-a-mi
We.

-(o-be

OO-we.

-a-ge

I-su.

-nabi-tu

I-nywe.
5

-nabi-nu

Babco.

•ejco (?),

zejco (?)

No.
N-a-, N-.

-a-ne

OOw-e.
W., 00-.

-a-be

We. OO-nco.

A-, U-, W-a-.
•ande

Ba-se.

Ta-, Tco-, Ti-.

-itco

Ba-ne.
Be-, Bi-.

•inco

Bco.

Ba-, B-i-.

-a-bco

Mimi

I -ye

Mime.
Ni-
?

?

U-.

-ku.

Ye(?).
Yu-.
-mu-

Tu-.

-tu-

J

?

-enu
?

Ba-

All
This, these

That, those

Concoi -a-nse -cose

-kiani -neo (wco-nco), -ne

6^c. (co-ne, ba-ne

;

o^c.)

-zeo (a)-zco),6^ir. OO-nco 0;^ co-wa,

ba-nco or ha.;

mco-nco<jrco-wa,

e-nco or e-ya
;

e-nco or e-ya
(No. 5),

ma-nco or m-a

;

c\-nw or e-ya. (7),

bi-ncoorbe-a(8);

e-nco (Jr e-ya (g),

e-nco or
e-ya (10)

;

co-nco or
co-wa (11)

;

te-nco or
t-ea (12)

;

ka-nco, k-a (13)

;

co-nco, cow-a(i4)

;

ka-nco, k-a (15)

;

a-bco or
(jij-nco (16);
<o-mco (17)
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English
138.

Mco-leka
139-

Ki-tumba
(West

Ma-nyema)

140.

Nyangwe
(South-west
Ki-lega)

141.

Genya
142.

M-bangco-
baiigu

(North-west
Ki-lega)

143-
South-east

Ki-lega

Bad

Black
Female

Fierce, sharp
Good
Great
Little

Long

Male

Old

Red
Rotten
Short
Sick
White

-tukulu

-bi
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PREFIXES, &C., IN GENYA
Class I. Mco- (mo), u-) ; 2. Ba- (ba)

; 3. U-, Moa- (mco-, u)
; 4. Me-, Be- (me-, e)

; 5. Yi-, I- (li)

;

6. Ma- (ma-, a) ; 7. Ci-, Ce-, C'-, Ki-, Ke- (ci, ki) ; 8. Bi-, Be- (bi) ; 8 a. I- (?i)
; 9. — , N- (M-), N-, Ny-

(e) ; TO. same as 9; 11. CO-(<d); 12. Tto- (tto, t'-) ; 13. Ka- (ka) ; 14. U-, Bu-, Bco- (bu) ; 15. Kco-,

? Ka- (k<o, ka) ; 16. A-, (0-, Bto- (-b(o) ; 17. Mca- (mto).

-ana diminutive suffix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN M-BANGCjOBANGOO AND SOUTH-EAST KI-LEGA

Class I. Mu-, M- (mu, u-, yu-, ye-) ; 2. Ba- (ba)
; 3. Mu-, Mco- (mu-, u)

;
4. Mi- (mi-, i)

;
5. — , I-, Di-,

Yi- (? li) ; 6. Ma- (ma-, ? a)
; 7. E-, Ci-, Y-, Ki-, I- (? e, ? ki, ? ci) ; 8. Bi- (bi)

; 9. In-, N- (M-), N-, Ny- (?)

;

10. same as 9, also Ng-, Zi- (?) ; 11. Leo-, Lu- (lu) ; 12. Tco-, Tu- (tu) ; 13. A-, K'- (? ka, ?a) ; 14. Bw-,

Bu- (bu) ; 15. O)-, Ku-, ?L<o- (co, ku) ; 16. Ha-, A- (?) ; 17. Mco-, Mu- (mu).

138. Muleka is probably spoken west and north-west of the Bambcoli speech and south and west of

Tojpcoke ; but our knowledge of its range is exceedingly slight and based on a few notes collected by the
late Rev. W. H. Stapleton, which furnish the above indications.

139. Kitumba is spoken on the Middle Lcomami river from about 4° South latitude northwards to

about 3° South latitude, and eastward to the River Lueki and the vicinity of the Lualaba-Congo.

140. Nyangwe is spoken by the Bazimba and other tribes on the Lualaba-Congo and in Central
Manyema between about South latitude 4° and about 5" 40' on the northernmost range of the Luba
dialects in the Lualaba basin. Eastwards it merges into south-east Kilega and Guha (Bajue).

141. Genya is spoken by a river-dwelling tribe, the Bagenya or Baenya, which ranges along the

stream of the great Lualaba-Congo or its banks (living often in canoes), from the vicinity of Nyafigwe
and Kasongo in the south to the Stanley Falls and Lindi river on the north.

142. Mbangcobangu is spoken in the region of the Lualaba-Congo (perhaps on both banks) be-
tween the confluence of the Elila on the south, and the Lcowa on the north ; being bounded on the west
by the proximity of the Lojmami, and on the east by the highland of Bulega.

143. South-east Kilega is spoken in south-east Manyema, west of the Buguha and Kabwari high-
lands, and east of the Lualaba-Congo, between the Lulindi on the north and Luama or Lubamba river

on the south (say 4° 40' South latitude).



GROUP FF

THE ELILA-LWWA-LUALABA LANGUAGES {contitmed)

144. North-east Ki-lega or ' Ba-lega ' ^ 144 a. Ki-tembco

GROUP GG
THE RUWENZORI-SEMLIKI LANGUAGES

145. Ku-amba 146. Lubu-sese " d)r Lu-bira 147. Ki-vamba"

GROUP HH
THE UPPER ITURI LANGUAGES

148. Li-huku* 148 a. Ba-mbuttu^
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English
144.

North-east
Ki-lega

('Ba-lega')
i44a.Ki-tembco

145.

Ku-amba
146.

Lubu-sese
(Lu-bira)

147.

Ki-vamba
148.

Li-huku
(Li-nyari,

Li-bvanuma)

148 a.

Ba-mbuttu

Ye, you, your

They, them,
their

-a-bco

Miyto.

Bto-, Bu-.
•boo-.

•ni(?).

-a-nii,

ndi a-nii

Beco.

Ba-.

-bco".

•babcd.

-ndi babw,
-ndi a-bco

U-nii. Nwe.
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English
144,

North-east
Ki-lega

('Ba-lega')

144 a. Ki-tembco

145-

Ku-amba
146.

Lubu-sese
(Lu-bira)

147.

Ki-vamba

Behind
Below, down

Far
Here
In, inside ...

Middle
Near
Outside
Plenty, many

There

Where? ...

No!

Not {with verb,

as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

Ku-si

Meco
Ka

-madie.
Ma-mada
Koi

Nikumia

!

Kiki!
Ki- {ist pers.).

Ku-
{•znd pers.).

Ka-
{2,rd pers.).

Ki-ki-

(ist pers. pL).
Bco-ku-

{2nd pers.pl.).
Ba-ka-
{yd pers. pi.).

-mbe (stiffix).

(Ku-ni-pesi

-mbe = Not-
thou ine give
not : i. e. Thoti

didst not give
me)

Kconco Ese

Li-huku
(Li-nyari,

Li-bvanuma)

148 a.

Ba-mbuttu

Am-bisi
Le-si.

Ke-si
-danga
Kuana
00-?
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English
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(ka) rare ; 14. Bu- (bu) ; 15. ?U-, Ku- (?) ; 16. A-, Ba- ? (la, le, fa ?) (place taken generally by La-)
;

17. ? ; 19. ? (as singular) Ga- (in Ga-be ; //. ba-be = devil) ; 20. ? La-.

Traces of Na- feminine prefix.

144. North-east Kilega and Kitembco are spoken in Bulega and Butembco, the hill or plateau

country west of the Lake Kivu basin, north of the Lulindi river and east of the Bukari or Mbangcobaiigco
flat country, and south of the River Liowa (about 1° South latitude).

145. Kuamba is spoken on the northern, north-eastern, and western flanks of Ruwenzori mountain,
and westward almost to the Semliki river.

146. Ltibusese is spoken on the extreme Upper Ituri, and immediately west of the Ituri towards the

Anderi and Epulu rivers, and about the Kilco goldfields.

147. Kivamba is said to be spoken in the region of the Middle and Lower Semliki west of Kuamba
and of Konjco (vocabulary No. l). It may be only a trade or interpreters' jargon.

148. Lihuku is spoken on the west bank of the Lower Semliki near to the south end of Lake Albert,

and thence north-westward to the Ituri river and along the Ituri down stream, between the Balese on
the north and the Mbuba on the south.

148 a. Bambuttu is spoken in the Avakubi district on the north side of the Ituri, between its con-
fluence with the Epulu and with the Nepcokw. A ' Pygmies' ' language.

K k 2



GROUP HH
THE UPPER ITURI LANGUAGES (contimied)

149. Ba-kicokwa, Ba-kwa (?>- Ba-lese 150. Ki-bira <?/- Ba-kumu '

GROUP II

THE WELE-ARUWIMI (ABABUA) LANGUAGES
151. Ababua-Mco-benge (Central and South 152. Ba-bati or Mco-bali (Western Ababua) *

C&ntxsiX dialects)'^ 151 a. Homa (7^ 153. Ba-bali (South-eastern Ababua)

^

Northern Ababua ^
154. Abcobwa (North-eastern Ababua)

"
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SOO ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

English
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English
149.

Ba-kiojkwa,
Ba-kwa or
Ba-lese

I JO.

Ki-bira or
Ba-kumu

151.

Ababua-
Ma)-benge

151a. H5ma
or Northern
Ababua

152.

Ba-bati or
M(o-bali

(Western
Ababua)

153-
: 154-

Ba-bali Abcobwa
(South-eastern

[
(North-eastern

Ababua) Ababua)

Thirty

Forty...

Fifty ...

Hundred . .

.

Thousand...

I, me, my . .

.

Thou, thee, thy

-a-kco

We, us, our

Ye, you, your

They, them,
their

AU

This, these
That, those
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English
149.

Ba-kicokwa,
Ba-kTva or

Ba-lese

150.

Ki-bira or
Ba-kumu

151.

Ababua-
Mco-benge

151 a. Homa
or Northern
Ababua

152.

Ba-bati or

M(o-bali
(Western
Ababua)

153-
Ba-bali

(South-eastern

Ababua)

154.

Abcobwa
(North-eastern

Ababua)

Black
Female
Fierce, sharp
Good

Great

Little

Longjhighjtall

Male

Old
Red
Rotten

Short

Sick

White

Above,up,on
top

Before

Behind

Below, down

Far

Here

In, inside ...

Middle

Near

Outside
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5°8 ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN THE ABABUA DIALECTS

Vestiges of preprefixes.

Class I. Um-,Un.,M-, (jO-,0-, A-(?mu-,nyu-, U-); 2. Ba-,Bu-(ba); 3. Maj-.OO- (?mu, ?u)
; 4. Me-,

Mi- (?) ; 5. Ali-, Li-, Le-, Ri-, De-, E-, Ki-, Kbi-, Kb'- (? li) ; 6. Ma-, Ama-, Ba-, Mco-, Wa-
; 7. I-, E-,

Su- ? (see words for ' fire ') 1
; 8. Bi-, Be- (hi)

; 9. In- (Im-), N- (M-), N-) ; 10. (apparently missing, place

taken by 15 in a plural sense); 11. ?(JL)-; 12. ?Li-, ?Ta-; 13. Ka- ?, Ga- (Ga- has pi. Ba-) ; 14. ?;

15. (very prominently in use) Aku-, Akto-, Ku-, Kco-, Gu- (ku)^; l6. ?Fa-, A-, Awa-, Kawa-, Wa-
(?pco); 17. Mu-,M- (mco, -ni). [The prefixes in H5ma, 1 5 1 a, are uncertainly defined, but resemble those

of the other Ababua speech forms, except in showing no trace of preprefixes. Suffixial consonants are

often attached to the noun-roots, apparently without any purpose in syntax.]

149. Bakiukwa or Bakwa is spoken in a narrow belt running north-east and south-west up the
valley of the Upper Ituri to the sources of the Wele.

150. Kibira or Bakumu is spoken north of the Lcowa river in the north-east corner of the Congo
basin, west of the Bakonjco, south of the non-Bantu Bamaiiga, Mbuba, and Walamingco.

151. Ababua-Mcobenge is spoken in the region between the Aruwimi, the Rubi-Itimbiri, and the

Upper Likati : broadly, between the Aruwimi and the Wele, the south bank of which it just reaches in its

northward range (Bakaiigco). Westward it extends to the Cimbi affluent of the Itimbiri and to the
source of the Likati ; eastward to Buta on the Rubi. It is invaded on the south by a north-eastern loop
of Ngombe speech (KK). 151 a. Homa is widely separated from the rest of the group. It is found far

to the north of the Wele river in the Bahr-al-Ghazal region, more especially in the basin of the Upper
Sue river, between Tembura and Wau (Tembura is in longitude 27° 30' East and in latitude 5° 35' North).

152. Babati or Mcobali is spoken west of Ababua-Mcoberige in the regions of Dundusana and
Monveda, down the valleys of the D ua-Libcokco and the Yoowa rivers, between the Ngombe dialects of

the south (Group KK) and the non-Bantu Mongwandi on the north.

153. Babali is spoken in the Middle Aruwimi basin and between the Aruwimi and the Middle
Lindi, ranging on the north as far as the water-parting between the Aruwimi and the Itimbiri-Rubi.

154. Abcobwa is spoken in the region of the Bajmcokandi river chiefly, and between the Bomcokandi
and Wele on the north and the Aruwimi basin on the south.

Note on No. 151a. Since the vocabulary of this language was put into print a little further infor-

mation has been received. The name of 151a, the northernmost Bantu language, seems to some
Europeans to be pronounced as Hcoma or Huma, Homma or Humma, which suggests some connexion

with the Huma or Hima tribal name in East Equatorial Africa. According to my latest informant, the

Homa speech does not extend very far north of Tembura, and the tribe seems to have migrated north-

wards comparatively recently from the Nile-Congo water-parting and the sources of the Sue river.

' Su- may also be eqiiiiialent to the Sa- masculine prefix, but it is a rather mysterious prefix of no

clear analogies. See prefixes in Group H of the Semi-Banttc.
^ The place of the loth prefix as plural to 9 and II is taken by Aku-, Akco-, Kii-, Kto-; seemingly

the l^th prefix used in a plural sense.



GROUP JJ

THE ARUWIMI-LOOMAMI LANGUAGES
155. Kele (Lco-kele)

155 a. Li-feoma or Lco-kusu

'

155 b. Tco-pcoke or Tco-fcoke

155 c. Tu-rumbu (Ba-rumbu)
156. Bisia (??- Bco-bafiga

"

157. Scokco (or Lco-scokoo) or He-sco
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English

Place . .

.

Rain . .

.

Rat ...

River . .

.

Road ...

Salt ...

Shame
Sheep . .

.

Shield...

Shoulder

Sister...

Skin ...

Sky ...

Slave ...

Sleep ...

Smoke

Snake

Son, boy

Song ...

Spear . .

.

Spirit, soul
Star ...

Stick ...

Stone . .

.

Stool ...

Sun ...

Tail (of an
animal)
Tear
Testicles . .

.

Thief

Thigh.
Thing.

155-

Kale (Lco-kele)

E-lela

M-bula
Li-kuta
Li-yandi
M.bojka
Bco-kwa
Sconi
Bco-kukco
N-guha
Li-tcdkutu.

Li-tcotcohco

Bu-edto or
Bu-eloj

Lco-komba
Use

Bu-kua.
Bco-leme

l-lco

Bco-lilia

N-jo)

Wa-inenge

B\v-ele or
Bco-heli

Li-konga

Bco-limu
I-longe

Li-tale

Di-tele.

L-isu lia use
(z. e. eye of the

day)

Boj-kali

I-fco ; tco-fco

Li-hindi.

Mi-kekele
Wa-'wia or
W-iya

Y-elco

Y-eka

155 a.

Li-fcoma
(Lco-kusu)

E-lela.

E-seke
M-bcola
Li-ayi ; ba-

Li-yande
M-buka
Bco-kba
^coni
Bu-kcdkcd
N-guwa
Li-kelekele

Lco-kcofoj

Bu-use.
Li-kcolco

Bu-kcowa.
Bco-lemi

Tco-lw.

1-ngalaka
B(o-lilia,

Bco-lidi

N-jiw,

N-jco

B-cona

Bw-elto

Li-konga.
Bco-telw

Tala. I-longe

Li-tali.

Li-sasa
Teli.

Li-yunga
Li-tele

Bco-kili

155 b.

Tto.ptoke
155 c.

Tu-rumbu
.56.

Bisia or

Boj-banga

157-

Scokco or He-sco

E-lela

W-iyi

S-eka ; bi-eka.

Y-etoj ; bi-et<a.

(Bi-yengoj =
things, pro-
perty)

I-siiigani

M-bula
Li-kutu
Li-bande
N-dcole

Bco-kba
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English

Seven...

Fifty

Hundred ,

Thousand
,

155-

Kele (Lco-kele)

1 55 a.

Li<fcdma
(La)-ku8u)

15s b.

TcD'pcoke

Bm-sambali Bto-samberi

Eight
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1

155- 155a.
English I Kele (Lco-kele) Li-fcoma

i
(Lw-kusu)

IS 5 b.

Tco-pcoke
15s c.

Tu-rumbu
156.

Bisia or
Bco-banga

157-

Scoko) or He-sco

We, us, our I-sco

Tto-.

?

-a-su

Ye, you, your I-nco.

Boj-.

-a-nu

They, them, I-yco.

their Ba-.

-au

I-su.

I-wco.

E-s<o.

Tu-, Tto-.

-lu-

-esu.

-a-isco

E-nco.

Bw.
-ila.

-a-nu

Bco.

Be-, Ba-.
?

-au

All -tcotina -tcotina W-pe.
Kba

This, these
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English
155-

Kele (Lo)-kele)
155 a.

Li-fcoma
(Loj-kusu)

iSSb.
Toi-peoke

155 c.

Tu-rumbu
156.

Bisia or
B(o-banga

157-

Swkoj or He-SCO

Sick ...
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Note. In the Kele dialects and other North Congoland languages appears the W-, Wi-, We-
singular prefix, which is more prominent in Lulu farther to the west and south-west. This takes a Bi-

plural and may be only a variant of No. 14 with No. 4 (Mi- = Bi-) as plural. Or it may be conceivably

a form of No. 8 a or of No. 3 or even of No. 7 according as one identifies the Bi- plural with No. 4 or

No. 8 Class.

155. Kele is spoken south of the main Congo river immediately east of the Loomami junction, north
of the Twpcoke and Bamb(oli.

155 a. Lifuma is spoken in the region immediately north and west of the Lualaba-Congo in the

neighbourhood of the Stanley Falls ; and north of the non-Bantu wedge of the Bamaiiga and Wapai.

155 b. Tupuke is spoken on both sides of the Lower Lcomami, south of the Bakele people, and
exactly under the equator.

155 c. Turumba is spoken on the north and south banks of the Congo west of the Lcomami con-
fluence, extending farther east on the north bank and farther west on the south bank.

156. Bisia or Bubaiiga. The locality of this language is to-day on the south bank of the Lower
Aruwimi river, and may extend thence to the Lcomami at its confluence with the Congo ; and also from
the Lcomami confluence across to Stanley Falls.

157. Suku or Hesu is spoken on the west bank of the Lower Aruwimi and on the north bank of the
Congo between the Aruwimi confluence and that of the Itimbiri.



GROUP JJ

THE ARUWIMI-LCOMAMI LANGUAGES {continued)

158. Li-kangana

GROUP KK
THE NORTH CENTRAL CONGOLAND LANGUAGES

Sub-Group KK I Ngombe.

159. A-buja or Buja (A-baluki, Bco-mangi)

'

159 a. Bwela (I-riiigi or I-lingi, Mamoi)

"

160. Li-fwtco (U-ptotto)

161. Ngombe (Li-ngombe) dialects^

Sue-Group KK 2 Lwlo).

162. Lcolcd or Mongco dialects
'
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English

Belly ..

Bird

Blood
Body

Bone
Borassus palm
Bow
Bowels

Brains

Breast (man'sj

Breast
(woman's)
Brother

Buffalo

Buttocks

Canoe...

Cat ...

Charcoal

Chief ...

Child ... .

Cloth ... .

Cold ... .

Country .

Cow ... „

Crocodile .

Date palm.

148.
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English

Island
Ivory
Knee

Knife

Lake
Leg

Leopard ..

Lion
Lips

Magic

Maize . .

.

Man ...

Man, vir.

Meat ...

Medicine ...

MUk
Monkey ...

Moon
Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth

Nail (offinger

or toe)
Name
Navel

Neck, throat

Night

158.

Li-kangana

Koi

Mo-itco.

Ba-iteo

159.
A-buja or Buja

1 59 a.

Bwela
(I-lingi,

Mamoi)

E-sanga
N-gcoleo

Li-bongeo

E-biini

Em-banje
E-kcolu

Sua.
(Sua
also in pi.)

E-teke

En-kanga

Mu-pombi

CjOm(o-tcj,

Umco-tw.
Mco-tco.

Ba-tco-

Baba-tu
Pele,

Lco-lele

Eny-ama

En-kema
En-songe

Ey-ala

Dir-ina

N-kingco

Bcobu-tu

E-sanga
Em-pembe
Li-bongto

E-buni

Bu-liku
Lco-kcolco.

E-kolco

E-hua,
Hiia.

En-koi

Eii-gundi.

E-taka
En-ganga

Mun-denge.
Ma-sangu

OOmco-tca
;
//.

aba-tci)

00-lele
;
pi.

n-jele

Eny-ama

Eii-kuna
En-songe
Nya-ng(o

Li-tali

Moj-noke

160.

Li-fcdtco

(U-pcotw)

Mco-sanga
Mon-gcolu
Li-bongu

E-fekco.

J-ende

Li-tanda
E-kulu; ma-
I-k<alu

N-koi

E-teke

Li-kundu ; ma-.
W-ete.
En-kanga
Ma-pati.
Mun-denge

Mco-tco : ba-tco

Dw'-ele ; m-ele.

Mco-lcomi.

OOm-ili

Ny-ama

Bco-le

Ma-bele
N-kema
N-gonde
Nya-ngco

E-ktoba
Mco-ncokco

Ey-ala ; bi-ala Ey-ala
orbi-jala (pi.)

Dir-ina L-ina
Liii-gondu Li-tcolu

E-kingoj.
Li-koti

Bubii-teo

N-king^

U-tu

161.

Ngombe and
dialects

Mco-sanga
Li-keku
Duli,

Ludi
;
pi.

m-uli
N-gwa.
Emba.
I-baka

Li-bale
E-keo ; ma-kco.

Li-be.

E-nama
pua

Demba; ma + .

Bio-le

N-dongco

Mco-tto ; ba-tco

M-comi.
Ba-mi.
Mco-lele

M-iini

We-te ; ma-te
Ma-bele
Mco-gali

Sunge
Na-ngto

Mco-ncokco

En-dende

Kombe
Dupco

DcoU

Bu-lu

162.

Lcolco or
Mongco
dialects

E-saiigco

Bco-ongco

Ji-bongco.
I-oiigco

I-vaka
I-kula

Lco-kcosco

N-koi

N-kcosi
Bco-bebu or
Lco-bebu

Jin-kunda.
Bw-etco ; b-itco

Ma-sangu

Bo-ntu
;

ba-ntu

ba-.

Bco-saka.

Bco-comi

;

M-pami.
Li-ala

Ny-ama.
Bco-suni.

W-unyu.
E-fete

Bco-le. M-panje
Ba-ele
N-kema
W-eji
Nya-iigco.

Ngoya
Bco-kunji
Bo-mwa.
Bco-lumbco

Lco-kcola

J-ina
Bon-tonga.
Bon-tcoju.

Lco-kcoka

N-kingco

Bco-cco.

Wi-lco.

Bco-tseo
;
pi.

bi-tsco.

Wi-jima
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English
158.

Li-kangana
159-

A-buja or Buja
1 59 a.
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English
158.

Li-kangana
159.

A-bttja or Buja
159 a.

Bwela
(Mingi,
Mamoi)

160.

Li-fcdtco

(U-pcotu)

161.

Ifgombe and
dialects

162.

Lulco or
Moiigco
dialects

Eleven

Twenty

Thirty

Forty... .

Fifty ... .

Hundred .

Thousand

.

Naa-bconamoi. Li-comconaco-ci. Jumi na
(Naa-bco na (Li-comco na e-mcoci or

i-yele= twelve) a.-wa.= twelve) Jume r'-cati.

(Jume ri-bali

= twelve)

Lin-tinda Mco-hei. E-kata or

Jumi la mcokco. Bco-tete'

(Jcomilai-wale ne'-mcoci.

= twelve, (B(D-tete na
Mto-kcdlco-moi \-'ha.'&=twel've)

= fifteen)

Li-cinda Ma-kco ma-bae
Di-tinda Ma-kco ma-bale

Lin-tinda na Mco-hei na E-kata na
naa-bco li-comco. dcomi.

N-ju-mi-satco N-ju-mi-satu

A-tinda ha-ele Mi-hei mi-wa I-kata i-be

Li-cinda la

jcomi

Ma-cinda
ma-wale

A-tinda ha-ele Mi-hei mi-wa 1-kata i-be na Ma-cinda
na naa-bco na li-comco dcomi ma-wale la

jcomi
A-tinda hcomco Moii-genja I-kata i-tanco. Lon-tukco

Mu-kama

Li-kco na dcomi

Ma-kco ma-bae

Ma-kco ma-bae
na dcomi

Jumi I'-oomco.

(Jumi la-pe =
twelve)

Lco-tuku Ico-pe

or Tuku i-pe.

N-tuku i-fe.

Bin-gulu 'pe

Tuku i-satu.

N-tuku i-satu.

Biri-gulu

bi-satu

Tuku i-ne

Tuku i-tanu

Ma-kco ma-tanco Bon-kama

N-kcotco.

(E-puma =
10,000)

I, me, my ...
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English Li-kangana
159-

A-buja or Buja
159a.
Bwela
(Mingi,
Mamoi)

160.

Li-fcotco

(U-pcotco)

161.

Wgombe and
dialects

162.

Lcolco or
Mongol
dialects

To
,, sit.remain,

abide
„ sleep ...

,, stand,stop,
be erect

,, steal ...

Koj-.' (jO- 00- 0)-
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158. Likangana is spoken in a small area on the north bank of the northern Congo between Bumba
on the east and Uprntco on the west. Chiefly round the post of Dcobco.

159- Abuja is spoken along the Lower Rubi (Itimbiri) river down to its junction with the northern
Congo, and between the Lower Rubi and the Mcolua, along the north bank of the Congo ; inland to the
confines of the Ababua dialects.

159 a. Bwela is spoken to the north of the northern Congo in the basin of the Lower Mongala,
north of the Mtotitna-Mongombo) stream; west of East longitude 21° 20', east of East longitude 20°,

south of North latitude 3°.

160. Lifcatcd (Uptotco) is spoken in the immediate surroundings of Btopcotco, on the north bank of the
northern Congo, west of Lisali, east of Bcomafigi.

161. Wgombe dialects are spoken over a considerable area of northern Congoland : between the

Lulongoj-Liopori river on the south and the north bank of the northern Congo on the north ; between
East longitude 22° on the east and the vicinity of New Antwerp on the west. Also north of the main
Congo, between the Mongala river and the limits of the Saiiga basin in the basin of the Lower Mubaiigi.
Also scattered colonies in the Lower Busira basin.

162. Lcolco orMongco dialects are spoken in a large part of North-central Congoland, roughly defined
as the area lying between the Lower Lcomami on the east and the Busira-Congo confluence and the east

shores of Lake Leopold II in the west. The northern limit of Liolco is probably the main course of the
Lulongco-Lcopori river. Southward it extends its dialects to the Momboyco affluent of the Busira river and
to the Lcomela. It is generally styled Lcolco in the north, Lcotsakani in the south-west, Mongco in the
east, and Lunkundu in the south.



GROUP KK

NORTH CENTRAL CONGOLAND LANGUAGES {continued)

163. Jcobco

Sub-group KK 3 Ngala
164. Ngala dialects (Bco-lcoki, Ma-ngala, Lu-

bala (M-bala), and Loi of Lower
Mubangi)

165. Safiga ^/a/ff/j'

'

166. Bangi^2a/i?<r/'j'(LcL)b(Ji)-bangi,Lco-nunco,Lca-moye,

I-rebu)

167. Mpama or Bwkcote ^ 167 a. I-kcokco

168. Sengele 168 a. Ba-tende
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English
163.

Jcobu

Crocodile

Day, daylight Bu-sa

Devil, evil
spirit

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog

Door, door-
way
Dream

Drum

Ear

Egg

Elephant ...

Excrement

Eye
Face

Fat, oU ...

Father

Fear

Finger

Fire
Fish
Foot
Forest

Fowl

Frog

Ghost

Girl, maiden

Tata

Sanga dialects

N-kcoli '

Bu-tu
;
pi.

mutu.
McD-kcolco

N-dcoki

N-gaiiga

M-bwa

E-jibeli.

E-ktikereke
N-saki.
Di-rcoteo

N-gcomco.
Mco-kuka

Li-toi

Mun-kei.
Yala

;
pi.

tco-yara

N-jcoku.

Bcokcolco

Etco-bi;bcota)-bi

E-longi,
E-lenge
M-pongco.
M-ali

A-ngtt>
;
pi.

b-a-ngco

J-ika.
Mun-gongcoma.
N-Scomco
Mco-sai.

N-sei.

E-se
Mw-eya
N-su
Li-tambi
J-amba.
N-jete

N-susu.
Kcokco

Kcokcokco.

Li-luka
E-limu ; bi-.

Mco-limco
N-gonde

Li-lui

N-jcok<a

M-isM (//.)
Bco-laiiga

Tata,
Tayca

Bi-ngco' {^pl.)

Tindi

166.

Bangi dialects
167.

Mpama or
Bco-ktote

167 a. I-kcokto

168.

Sengele
168 a. Ba-tende

N-koli.
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GROUP KK:
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English
163.

Jcobco

164.

Wgala
. 165.

Safiga dialects
. 166.

Bangi dialects
167.

M-pama or
Bco-kojte

167 a. I-kcjkco

168.

Sengele
1 68 a. Ba-tende

Twenty

Thirty

Forty...

Fifty ...

Hundred .

Thousand ,

Mi-kangu
mi-bale.

Mi-tugu
mi-bale
Mi-kangu
mi-satu
Mi-kangu
mi-nei
Mi-kangco
mi-tanco

Mofi-kama

N-kcotc4

All

I, me, my ...
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English
163.

Jcobco

164.

Ngala
165.

Sanga dialects

166.

Bangi dialects

167.

M-pama or
Bco-ktote

167 a. I-kcokco

168.

Sengele
168 a. Ba-tende

This, these

That, those

Ycayco, baba

;

mumu, mimi

;

jiji, mama

;

yeye(7),bibi;
yeye (9),

yiyi (10)

;

lulu ; tcotco ?
;

bubu

•na (yco-na,

ba-na ; mu-na

;

mi-na ; fii^c.)

•nco'svto

(yoj-ncowco,

ba-nuwco
;

Oyeo, ba-ye

;

mto-ye, mi-ye

;

li-ye, ma-ye

;

e-ye, bi-ye
;

e-ye, li-ye

;

Ito-ye ; ?toj-ye;

bco-ye

na (co-na,

ba-na ;mco-iia;

•nya (co-nya,

ba-nya ; &'c^

-ne ((o-ne,

ba-ne ; mco-ne,

me-ne ; e-ne,

i-ne, ma-ne

;

e-ne, bi-ne

;

e-ne, i-ne
;

l(o-ne; bto-ne;

cD-ne

•ikco (o-ikco,

ba-ikeo ; (S^'C.)

-ni (to-ni,

ba-ni ; mco-ni,

me-ni ; (s'c?)

Bad

Black

Female

Fierce, sharp

Good

Great
Little

Long, high,
tall

Male

Old

Red .,

Short..
Sick .,

White

Above, up, on
top
Before

Behind
Below, down
Far

bi
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English
163.

Jcobco

164.

Ngala
165.

Sanga dialects

166.

Bangi dialects

167.

M-pama or
Bco-kcote

167 a. I-k<okco

168.

Sengele
168 a. Ba-tende

Here ...

In, inside

Middle

Near ...

Outside
Plenty

There...

COnami

Where? ..
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English
163.

Jcobeo
164.

Ngala
, 165.

Sanga dialects Bangi dialects

167.

M-pama or
B(o-kcote

167 a. I-kcokcd

To ?
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163. Jcdbai is spoken between the Lower Lulongo river and the Lower Busira (Juapa) behind, east-
wards of the riverain tribes, and west of the Balcolco.

164. Ngala is spoken as a trade language over much of northern Congoland ; but in various dialects
it is indigenous to the north-west course of the Congo. It is spoken on the north and south banks of that
river between about 21° East longitude and the confluence of the Busira, on the east bank of the Lower
Mubangi, and on the lower courses of the LuloJigcj and Busira.

165. Sanga dialects. These dialects are spoken between the west bank of the Lower Mubangi and
the Likuala river, across the basin of the Lower Sanga down to the Sanga-Likuala confluence with the
Congo. Their northern boundary is probably the confluence of the Ja and Sanga rivers.

166. Bangi and dialects are spoken in riverside settlements along the eastern or southern side of the
west-equatorial Congo, between Irebu, near the outlet of Lake Ntomba and the Kwa mouth of the Kasai

:

also at a few places on the opposite western bank of the Congo. The Lionuno and Lcomoye dialects

inland, east of the riverain Babangi and bordering on the watershed of the Mfini and Lake Leopold II,

are seemingly closely akin to Bangi.

167. Mpama and 167 a. Ikcoku are spoken immediately east of the Baiigi settlements along the east

shore of the western Congo, and thence north-eastward to Lake Ntomba. Iktokco is the speech of the
west and north shores of Lake Ntomba.

168. Sengele and 168 a. Batende are spoken in the region of western Congoland, south-east of the

east bank of the main Congo, behind the riverain populations of Butende and Mpama and Bcolia, south
of Lake Ntomba as far as the west shores of Lake Leopold II and the bank of the River Mfini. Batende
is spoken between Sengele and the Lcolcobco-Yeombi stretch of riverain lands along the Congo.



GROUP KK

NORTH CENTRAL CONGOLAND LANGUAGES {continued)

Sub-Group KK 4 Lake Leopold-Lukenye.

169. Wadia
170. Ntomba
171. I-mwma

172. Lesa
173. Sakata (Bco-bai)

1 74. Ba-tete (I-panga, A-citu)

English
169.

Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-muma
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(Bco-bai)

174.

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Adze
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English
169.

Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-mcoma
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(B(o-bai)

174.

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Crocodile ...

Day, daylight

Devil, evil
spirit

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog
Door, door-
way
Dream
Drum

Ear
Egg
Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye
Face, forehead
Fat
Father
Fear
Fire
Fish
Foot
Forest
Fowl
Frog, toad...

Ghost

Girl

Goat
„ (he) ...

God
Grandparent
Grass
Ground
Ground-nut
Guinea-fowl
Gun
Hair
Hand
Head
Heart
Heel
Hide
HiU
Hippopotamus
Hoe
Honey
Horn
House
Hunger
Husband . .

.

Hyena
Iron

Bo-ina ; ma' E-lombe or
Ke-lombe; be-

N-doki.
Kakala
Kangabcoka

Jeme
Moii-kita.

N-dweye

N-ci

M(o-konda

Mco-lcomi

Mco-kwe ; me-
E-kari ; be-.

Jimi

Ke-buya

Tutb
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English Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-nuoma
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(Bco-bai)

174-

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Island
Ivory
Knee
Knife
Lake
Leg
Leopard . .

.

Lion
Lips
Magic
Maize
Man
Man, vir. ...

Meat
Medicine . .

.

Milk
Monkey ...

Moon
Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth
Nail (of finger

or toe)

Name
Navel
Neck, throat
Night

Nose
Oil palm ...

Ox
Paddle
Palm wine,
beer

Parrot
Penis
Pig
Pigeon
Place
Rain
Rat
River
Road
Salt
Shame
Sheep
Shield
Shoulder ...

Sister
Skin
Sky
Slave
Sleep
Smoke
Snake
Son, boy . .

.

Song

Mm-tco ; ba-tu
Mw-ele

N-congi
Ngoya.
Nya-ngco

L-ina

Mo-ilima =

darkness

Ma-ana

N-kisi

Ma)-wonge

E-bali"

Ma-sanga

M-vula

Mco-londeli

E-lenge
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English
169.

Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-mcdtna
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(Bco-bai)

174.

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Spear
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English
169.

Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-mcoma
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(Bco-bai)

174.

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Nine ...

Ten ...

Eleven
Twenty
Thirty
Forty...
Fifty ...

Hundred . .

.

Thousand . .

.

I-bwa
Li-cdinu,

Ny-umu.
Li-kco

Li-comu na-mcd
Ma-kco-ma-pe
Bw-eli
N-yumu i-nei

N-yumu
i-tanco.

(L(o-asi =
eighty.

Moo-bwa =
ninety)

Mon-kama
;
pi.

men-

N-kutco.
[Said to have
a word for
1,000,000

—

I-vua
Jumi.
I-on'.

Ma-on'
Ma-sa
Mu-ne
Moci-tian.

(Moj-san =
sixty.

Mii-pe =
seventy.

N-sau =
eighty.

Li-vua =
ninety)

Huma,
Hama, and
Kama
Kutu

N-kesi)

I, me, my ...

Thou, thee,
thy

He, him, his

We, us, our

Ye, you, your
They, them,
their

We.
?

>

ride.

-na-nde
T«.
?

?

All
This, these
That, those iku

Bad
Black
Female
Fierce, sharp
Good
Great
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English
169.

Wadia
170.

N-tomba
171.

I-mcoma
172.

Lesa
173-

Sakata
(Bco-bai)

174-

Batete
(I-panga,
A-citu)

Little ...

Long ...

Male ...

Old ..

Red ..

Rotten
Short...
Sick ..,

White..

Above, up,
on top
Before
Behind
Below, down
Far
Here
In, inside ...

Middle
Near
Outside
Plenty, many-
There
Where? ...

No!
Not {with verb
as jfirefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

Belebele

-ta-

To
„ beat
„ buy, sell

„ come ...

„ cut

„ dance ...

,. die

„ eat

„ give ...

), go
„ kill ...

„ know ...

„ laugh ...

„ leave off,

cease
„ love, want
„ see

„ sit, remain,
abide

„ sleep ...

„ stand, stop,
be erect

„ steal ...

Ku-

•kapa
-kenda

•eba

•leka (pass by)
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PREFIXES IN N-TOMBA
Class I. Mm-; 2. Ba-

; 3. Mw-
; 4. Me-; 5. Li-, I- ; 6. Ma-; 7. E- ; 8. Bi-

; 9. N-(M-), Ny;
10. ?; II. ?; 12. ?; 13. ?; 14. Boj- ; 15. ?; 16. ?

PREFIXES IN LESA
Class I. Mo-, Mto- ; 2. Ba-

;
3. Mw, Mu-

; 4. Me-, Mi-
; 5. I- ? ; 6. Ma- ; 7. Ke-', E- ; 8. Bi-, Be-

;

9. N- (M-), Ny., — ; 10. ?; 11. ?; 12. ?; 13. Ka-^ ; 14. ?; 15. ?; 16. ?

169. Wadia is spoken on the south-west coasts of Lake Leopold II and on the north bank of the
Mfini-Lukenye.

170. Ntomba is spoken in the country on the north-east side of Lake Leopold II. Perhaps also

between Lake Mantumba and the Kiri or Lutoi river flowing into the north end of Lake Leopold II.

171. Imcotna is spoken east of the area occupied by the Bantomba or Batumba, between the Kiri

and Lcokorco rivers.

172. Lesa is spoken south-east of the Ntomba territory of Lake Leopold II and north of the Lower
Lukenye river and south of the Lcokorto.

173. Sakata (Bcobai) is spoken between the Lower Lukenye (north bank) and the eastern arm of
Lake Leopold II, south-west of the Ntomba, and west of the Lesa.

174. Batete (Ipanga, Acitu). These dialects are spoken in the region east of Lesa and north of

the Lukenye river, between the Lukenye and the Lcokorco.

^ Noteworthy.



GROUP LL

THE KWA-KASAI-UPPER oaGOOWE (TEKE)^ LANGUAGES
175. I-fumu or I-furu (East Teke) ^

176. Ki-mbunoo or Badi (South-east Teke) ^

177. Ki-wumbco or E-wumu (South Take)*

178. I-teco or Teke proper (South-west Teke) ^^

179. Nteye or West Teke

"

180. Mu-tsaya or North Teke'

English
175-

I-fumuorl-furu
(East Teke)

176.

Ki-nibunco or
Badi

(South-east

Teke)

177-

Ki-wumbu or
E-wumu

(South Teke)

178.

I-tew or
Teke proper
(South-west

Teke)

179-

Nteye
(West Teke)

180.

Mu-tsaya
(North Teke)

Adze
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English

Dream

Drum

Ear

Egg

Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye
Face, fore-

head

Fat, oil ...

Father

Fear

Finger

Fire
Fish

Foot

Forest

Fowl

Frog, toad

Ghost

Girl, maiden

Goat

„ (he) ...

God

Grandparent

Grass

Ground

175-

I -fumu <7H -furu
(East Teke)

176.

Ki-mbunco or
Badi

(South-east

Teke)

177-

Ki-wumbu or
E-wumu

(South Teke)

178.

I-teco or
Teke proper
(South-west

Teke)

179.

Nteye
(West Teke)

I So.

Mu-tsaya
(North Teke)

N-zooli.

(-luorca =
verb)

Tcwi ; ma +

Bi ; ma +

N.zu

Tsi-bi

Dz-iu
;
pi. m-iu

M-bwi,
_

M-bwiu.
Bu-pu

Ma-li.

N-salu
Tara.
I-bunu

Bw-co ; bw-cobco.

Bw-cagco

Mu-liemoj.
Korigi
M-ba
N-cwi

Ku-lu ; mi-lu

Mu-suru.
I-jwa.

Li-ke
N-suyu

Dzugi.
Mu-nyala

Mu-pfu

Mu-kayu.
Mu-siga
N-taba

Mu-lum'-
a n-taba
N-zami

N-dcole

N-gcoma,
N-comco

Li-cui ; ma-.

Jue ; ma +

I-ke.

Bi
N-jcJeo,

N-jcogco,

N-joyo)
Ci-bi

Ipu
N-su.
M-bi

Ma-le

Tara

Bw-comco

Mu-liemu

M-ba
N-cwi,
•N-jiie

I-ta.

Yi-tame
;
pi.

bi-

M-puru

N-kaga

Lye ; ma -f

.

Mu-lie.

Li-sini

N-sie

N-susu.
Jupco

Korco.
Ge-wiiYco.

Mco-nyala
Mu-fu

N-taba

Bu

N-jambi

Kaga

N-cwlco

Tata

N-ztoli.

(-luorco =
verb)

N-eoma N-u<amto N-comoi

N-ci

Tswi; a-tswi

Bi ; ma -t-
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English
175-

I-fumu<?rI-furu

(East Teke)

176.

Ki-mbunco or

Badi
(South-east

Teke)

177.

Ki-wumbu or
E-wumu

(South Teke)

178.

I-teco or

Te)se proper
(South-west

Teke)

179.

Nteye
(West Teke)

180.

Mu-tsaya
(North Teke)

Road
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English
175-

1-fxtmu orl-fMra
(East Teke)

176.

Ki-mbunco or
Badi

(South-east

Teke)

177.

Ki-Tsrumbu or
E-wumu

(South Teke)

Wind
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5'54 ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN THE TEKE LANGUAGES

Slight traces of preprefixes in Classes I, 2, 3, 9, and 14.

Class I. Wumu- (rare), Wu-, U-, O)- (181, 182), Mu-, Mto-, — , Mbu-, Ba-, Aba-^ (u, wu, mu, nde,

a)
;

2. Ba-, A- (182) (ba)
; 3. Mu-, Un-, Um-, Un- (178), Mco-, Mo-, U-, 00- (181, 182) (u, wu, nde, a,

mu)
; 4. Mi-, I. (178), E- (181, 182) (mi, i, -wi) (plural to 15 and occasionally to 5) ; 5. Li-, —, I-, Dzi-,

Dji-, Ji-, Le- (179 and 180) (yi, li) ; 6. Ma-, A- (178), Ba- (180, rare) (ma) (Ma- is sometimes used not

in a plural sense but as an augmentative prefix in the singular in 175 and 178) ; 7. I-, Ki-, E-, Ke-, Ge-,''

Yi-. re- (181) (ki, i) ; 8. Bi-, Be-, E- (181) (bi) ; 8 a. I-, ? Wi- (plural Bi-) (i)
; 9. N- (M-), Ny-, In- (178)

(yi, n (m)) ; 10. same as 9 (but only used as plural to 11, the plural of 9 being No. 6) ; 11. Li-, Le-, Lu-

(181, 182) (li); 12. missing; 13. missing; 14. Bu-, Wu-, Ibu-, U-, O)- (181, 182) (bu, b') ; 15. Ku-
(plural Mi-), U- (as infinitive) (k', ku, u) ; 16. Na-, A-, B'-, f Mpa- (na) ; 17. Mu- (mu)

175. Ifumu is spoken to the west of the main Congo below the confluence of the Likuala, between
the Likcona-Kwilu and Lefini rivers, and as far west as the Acikuya country and the sources of the
Mpama-Alima.

176. Kimbunu is spoken perhaps on both sides of the Congo between the Kwa confluence and
Stanley Pool, but is mainly confined to the east bank. It extends east of the Congo to the Kwaiigo river

and to the Mfini and along the Kwa estuary of the Kasai system, as far north as South latitude 2° 40', as

far south as Kimpcokco on Stanley Pool and South latitude 4° 30'.

177. Kiwumbu is spoken between the south shores of Stanley Pool, the rise of the Zomb(o plateau,

and the watershed of the Lower Kwarigco south of South latitude 4° 30'.

178. Iteco is spoken mainly to the north and west of the Congo, on the north shores and islands of

Stanley Pool, between the Lefini river on the north and the Kenke river on the south, and inland west-
wards to the Upper Niadi.

179. Nteye is spoken north and west of the Upper Niadi as far west as the Luete-Kwilu.

180. Mutsaya is spoken between the western sources of the Mpama and Alima, and the Upper
(jOgcowe and the sources of the Nyanga and Luete.

^ Aba- or Ba- (really phtral prefix No. 2) is employed in the singular sense with No. i concords as

an honorific prefix of respect to chiefs, parents, &"€. Wga-, Wgan- is another honorific prefix, chiefly

used in mock respect before the names of beasts. It also means ' Mr' ,
' Master ', and is equivalent to the

Angola Ngana.
^ The Ge- in No. 176 is probably due to Babuma, infltcence, but Ge- is common i?i Nos. 181, 182.



GROUP LL (continued)

THE KWA-KASAI-UPPER WGCOWE (TEKE) LANGUAGES

i8i. Bam-bete ' or North-east Teke 182. Lim-bamba '^ or M-bamba

GROUP MM
THE CENTRAL COGWWE LANGUAGES

183. Western Keota' (Ba-kcota, (iJ-kwta, d-c.)

184. Ma-pangoj-A-pira ^

185. Kcota or Eastern Ba-keota " (Cake, Li-|sake)

186. Kele or Ban-gcomco * (Ba-ngwe)
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English
l8i.

Bara-bete
(North-east

Teke)

IS2.

Lim-bamba
183.

Western
CO-kcota,

Oi-pebto, &'c.

184.

Ma-pangoj-
A-pira

185.

Kcata or
Eastern
Ba-k(ota

(Cake, Li-pake)

186.

Kele or
Bah-gcamco

Back ...

Banana

Beard . .

.

Bee ...

Belly ...

Bird ...

Blood...

Ny-Sye Bu-cok ; a +

Mco-ei ; me-ei Mu-« ; mi-oj

Ny-coe ; a+ Iny-coe

A-kila, A-kela
Ma-kila

Body

Bone re-pi; e-pi

Bow Bu-ta; a-ta

Bowels

Brains
Breast (man's) N-ttolu;

an-tcolu

Ke-eze ; e-eze

00 -ta; a-ta

N-t(olco; a +

Breast
(woman's)

Brother

Buffalo

Bull

Buttocks ...

Canoe

Biele; a-biele Biele ; a +

OO-kulco.

OO-kucotu.

Mco-atiyi

X-jae

00-kcolco.

jMoj-ate7a

M-paseya

Bu-atco ; a+ Bco-atco; a +

N-djima

Di-gondi ; ma-

Gi-edu ; bi-

Ny-eosi Mwany-unii

Di-fumu ; ma- M-oi ; mi-oi

Ny-«nyi Ny-iodi

Ma-lungu Mco-pu; me-

Du-yuru

;

n-yuru

Gi-visi ; bi- Ipi ; bey-ipi

Gi-vita
;
p/.

bi-vita

Mu-sojfu ; mi-

R-onju
Tulu Tcolu ; ma -I-

Di-beni; ma- I-bele ; ma +

Mw-ana-ngtii N-dcomu.
M CO-ana

Pagasa Ny-aj'

Di-ragu ; ma-

Gi-lindi ; bi-. Bco-alu

Bw-alu ; m-atu

N-kon.
Pipe.

N-kala
Di-toto. _
A'kondo ; be-

J-ede,

J-eli.

Ui-edu
De-ptolco ; ma-.
Lony-ui.
Bi-coju

;

m-eoju

Mco-ayi.

M-oi ; mi-oi.

De-bumu.
(A-wupi =
stomach)

Vi-n-oni,

Ye-n-5ne
; //.

be-n-

Di- or
Ma-kiba or
Ma-kida or

Le-kila
Ny-uli,

Ny-tolco,

Ny-ulu
A-vepa,
A-esa,
A-yesa ; be-

N-te; pi. ma-.

Lo-ongwa
Mi-ebe,
Mj-ede

Bi-one
ToYco,
Tcolu,

Todrw
N-tcobi

Di-bebe,
Li-bedre
M-anyangwe.
N-dcomi.
Mu-dcj.
Ni-mela,
Ni-mangoj

Ny-atyi.
Ny-ate
Ny-ate
fi-gtopianwe

M-ala.
Di-bombi; ma-
B-iale or

Bi-ati
;
//.

m-ali.

A-lenji,

A-lende; be-
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English
181.

Bam-bete
(North-east

Teke)

182.

Lim-bamba
183.

Western
(O-kcota,

CO-sebw, d^c.

184.

Ma-pangco-
A-sira

185.

Kcota or
Eastern
Ba-kcjta

(Cake, Li-sake)

186.

Kele or
Ban-gumcD

Hand Re-kai Kefi-kai

(?re-kai)

Di-kcoku

Head Mco-jue; me- Cn)-tiie; e-tue Mco-lu,

Mo-ru
Heart
Heel M-bisa le-tamu

Hide
Hill

Hippopotamus
Hoe re-piemi; be- (jO-juyu ; e-

Honey

Hyena
Iron

Island
Ivory . .

.

Knee ...

Knife ...

Lake ...

Leg ...

Bu-oye OO-kconabu-ok'

Horn
House N-jco; a.+ N-jco; a- N-dakco

Hunger
Husband

Bi-talu Ke-piemi ; e-

D-ini le n-jcou Pungu n-jo-yco

Le-buco ; a- Buco ; a +

Baya; a.+ M-biele

Ku-olu : mi-ele Kolco ; a +

Leopard
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574 ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

English
i8i.

Bam-bete
(North-east

Teke)

182.

Lim-bamba
183.

Western
00-keota,

(JL)-pebco, Gr'c.

184.

Ma-pangco-
A-pira

185.

Kcota or
Eastern
Ba-keota

(Cake, Li-pake)

186.

Kele or
Ban-gcomcd

Forty

Fifty

Hundred ...
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English

i8l.

Bam-bete
(North-east

Teke)

„ see -mona

„ sit, remain, -bunjina

abide

„ sleep ... -lala

„ stand, stop, -temina

be erect

182.

Lim-bamba

Plenty, many
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PREFIXES IN,BAM-BETE AND LIM-BAMBA

Class I. 00-, Mto- ; 2. Ba-, A- ; 3. Mco-, Mu-, CO-, Ww ; 4. Me-, Mi-, E-
; 5. Le-, Di-, — ; 6. A-,

Ma-
; 7. Ge-, Ke-, re-, G'- ; 8. Be-, E-, — ; 9. N- (M-), Iny'-, Ny- (plural to 9, No. 6) ; 10. same as 9,

plural to II ; 11. La-, Le-, Lu- ; 12. ? missing; 13. ? missing, .'present in Lim-bamba (see word for

' White man ') ; 14. Bu-, Wu-, CO- ; 15 Ku- (in nouns, pi. Mi-), Geo-, Tto-, O)- in prepositions
; 16. ?.

A- seems to be an honorific prefix.

PREFIXES IN WESTERN AND EASTERN KOOTA

Those of Western Kcota are but little known and may be like those of (jOkande (187).

Those of Eastern Kcota are as follows :

Class I. Mu- ; 2. Ba-
; 3. Mto-, M'-

; 4. Mi-
; 5. E-, I-, De-, Di- ; 6. Ma-

; 7- —, A-
; 8. Bi-,

Be-; 9. In-, Ny- ; 10. — , N-, Ny- ; 11. La-, Le- ; 12 and 13. missing; 14. Bto- ; 15. .'.

Mwa- is either a diminutive or an honorific prefix.

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN MA-SANGOO-A-^IRA

Class I. Mu-, Mw-, M<o- (mu, ? u, ? wu) ; 2. Ba-, .' Ya- (ba, be, ? ya)
; 3. Mu-, Meo-, Mw-, — (mu,

? u, ? wu)
; 4. Mi-, ? Me- (mi)

; 5. Di-, — (di) ; 6. Ma-, A-, ?Ba- (ma)
; 7. Gi-, Ge- (gi) ; 8. Bi- (bi, vi)

;

Sa. .'; 9. N-, Ny-, — (n, i) ; 10. ? same as 9; 11. Du- (du) ; 12. Rto-, Ru- ; 13. missing; 14. Bu-

;

15. Gu- ; 16. missing.

PREFIXES, &C., IN KELE

Class I. Mu-, M-, My-, Mi- (usually Mi-), — (gu, ngw'-, wo, j', ye, a, —) ; 2. Ba- (ba, mba)
; 3. —

,

Moj-, Gu-, Wu- (wu, wi, gw'-)
; 4. Mi-, Me- (mi)

; 5. Di-, I-, Li-, E-, De-, Re-, Le- (di) ; 6. Ma-, Ba-

(rare) (ma)
;

7- A-, W'-, Yi-, J'- (yi, j', nj', gi) ; 8. Bi- (bi, mbi) ; 8 a. Vi-, Y'- (vi, nvi)
; 9. N- (M-), »-,

Ny-, In- (nyi) ; 10. same as 9, plural to 11 only (nyi, n') ; 11. La-,Lo-,L'-, Lw- (16, 15, la) ; 12. R'-, Lto-,

L'-, L6-, La- (16, lo, la) ; 13. missing ; 14. Bi- (bi, mbi) ; 15. Almost absent, except in word for ' ear'

{ph No. 6) : lingers as preposition and in adverbs Gu-, Wcj- ; 16. prepositional only, Pe-, Va- (va)

181. Bambete is spoken north and east of the Upper OOgiowe as far north as about 0° 30' South
latitude.

182. Limbamba is spoken in east Bombete and west and south of the Upper Likcuna.

183. Western OOkcota is spoken west of the Upper OOgcowe in the southern Gaboon region, and north

of the Nyanga basin, east of the Ngunye watershed.

184. Masangco-Ajsira is spoken in southern Gaboon north of South latitude 2°, between the Upper
and Middle OOgcowe and the vicinity of the Atlantic coast behind the Nkcomi-Galoja territory.

185. Bakcota is spoken east of the Ivindco, Lcoloj, and OOgcowe, north of about 0° 30' South latitude,

west of the Upper Likuala and OOpa rivers, and south of 0° 45' North latitude.

186. Kele is spoken south of the River OOgcuwe, over a long but narrow area of the southern Gaboon,
between the vicinity of the coast in the Nko^mi country and the sources of the Ngunye and Nyanga rivers

;

also immediately south of the Middle OOgonve.



GROUP MM
THE CENTRAL (jOGWWE LANGUAGES {continued)

187. tO-kande-I.pcogw ' (Pinji, I-vea, ^ibe and
other Lower tOgtowe dialects)

187 a. M-pcovi

188. Ba-boiigw (Akwa, Waka)''
189. Li-duma (A-duma, N-dumu, I-vili)

190. N-jabi or N-javi

GROUP NN

THE (jOGCOWE-GABOON LANGUAGES

191. N-kcomi-Galcoa ^ 192. O-rungu"

English
187.

CO-kande, &=€.

187 a. M-pcovi
Ba-boiigu
(Akwa)

Li-duma, &=€.
190.

N-jabi

191.

N-kcomi-
Galcoa

192.

0-rungu

Adze

Animal, wild
beast
Ant

Ant, white
(termite)
Ape (chim'
panzi
gorilla)

Arm ...

or

Arrow

Axe

Baboon

Back, back-
bone
Banana ...

E-siri

E-sui.

E-sunu.
Ma-fui (_//.)

Mi-segedi.
E-kuu
N-gina,
N-gia

CO-gcogto
;

m-cogco (//.)

Man-banjei(^/.).
Ge-kongco

;

e-kongco
E-siri

Cege

N-gima

Mco-tabco.

Di-kondco;
ma- (187 a).

OO-kondo

E-tcokcijli. Pake ; ba +
Kuete ; ba +
Ny-ama Ny-ama

Konda;ba-f. N-gambi
N-gambi;ba -I-

.

Kidi; ba-f
Ceriri ; ba -

Kula ; ba +

.

E-bubu ; bi-

r-uyoj
;
pi.

mi-coY"

Ceriri ; ba +

N-jiya

I.gcogco or
Goigco

Bco-ta ; xna.+ Li-kongco; ma-

OO-gtogco or

HuY<o;
mi-ci>703

Pibi ; ma -t- . Pivi ; ma -I-

Kuete ; ba -I-

N-cege.
Im-biidi ; bi-?

M-bisa ; ma +

E-remi; bi-

Ny-uma

(jQ-yco ; a-Yoj

U-suhul' ; ma-

E-remi ; bi-

Mom-bungei.
Di-ondi

I-ku or
Li-kco

;
pi.

ma-kco.

Cudi.
M-bala or
Pali

Li-kco

' Also known as Mi-ccogco, Ba-fubi <7r Ba-pcovi atid A-duaiigi. M-pcovi orVi-'^viwiseetns to be a distinct dialect.

* The speech of the 0)gwwe Pygmies ; probably ajumble of different languages and dialects.

^ The ' Adyoumba' also, of Capt. Avelot, and sometimes styled ' I-vili 'j but the actual I-vili of the CdgiM-we

estuary seems to be identical with No. 189. The more southern ' I-vili ' is a Kongoo language, 103.
* Sometimes called Sekiani. There is much doubt as to the continued existence of the ^ekiani dialect, or as to

7vhether this name—a term employed of the Mpongwe—is not identical with the Ba-peke of Corisco and the Mum
coast. So?ne writers class ' A-dyumba ' as a dialect (yO-rungu.
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English
187.

(x)-kande, &'c.

187 a. M-peovi
Ba-bongto
(Akwa)

Beard..

Bee
Belly

Bird

Blood

Body

Bone
Bow

Ge-lelu,

Gy-edu.
Yi-edu (187 a).

Ka-idu,
K-edu

Ny-eogi
E-buyi ; ma-

Ny-osni,

Ny-oyi
Tcina,
N-gina

Ji-cdlu.

Mco-kuba.
Oto ; dy-oto
Ge-pa ; e-pa
Bm-ta ; bi-cota

Bowels

Brains
Breast (man's)

Breast
(woman's)
Brother . .

.

Mi-ya

Buffalo
Bull ...

Buttocks

Canoe...

Cat ...

Cbarcoal

Chief ...

Child

Cloth

Cold

Country . .

.

Cow

Crocodile

Tunco.
M-btoma
E-bene ; ma-

Mvv-ana-yie;
ana-yie
N-jcoma

Kondco

B-ongco

N-jcoci

E-gaa ; ma-

M-uga.
Pai.

Kumu
(187 a)

M-wana ; ana-.

M-wna-nki

N-goi

E-|Scodi,

Sudi

Bm-mongco
Jcoma.
N-jtoma
a mco-gadi
N-gandco

Bo-yelco

Mco-lombi

Gongwe

189.

Li-duma, &^(r.

190.

N-jabi
191.

N-kcomi-
Galcoa

192.

0-rungu

N-dzedi; bi+ N-deru,
Dedu

N-yugi ; ba +
M-oyi ; rai-oyi. M-conyi

;

E-buru. mi-conyi

E-vundu
Ny-todi; ba+ N-yori; ba +

Li-kila; ma +

Ny-utu ; ma+ Ni-utco

E-tue

OO-nembe O-nembe ; mi-
l-bum'; ma-buiM' I-bumu ; am-

Ny-ore

Ma-kila

(jO-kuva

I-visi ; bi +
•E-vuta ; bi-.

Mu-tata ; mi-
Mu-naye
Mu-aka ; mi-

B-onjw

Ge-visi ; bi- E-wizi ; \ve-

Bu-ta ; ma-ta Le-pamba

Tulu; ma + S. Tulu

Li-belco ; ma- j

Mu-aya.
Mu-stopco; nii-

B-onjco
Tulto ; ma-.

Le-bele ; ma-

Mu-kulu ; ba-. Mw-ana-iigu ; Mcj-afigia

Mu-gege ; ba- b-ana-ba-iigu

Ny-ari Pagasi

Li-taii ; ma-. Li-tagu ; ma-
E-badi ; bi-

M-bungu
;

Gi-lindi ; bi- N-warco ; mi-

ma +
Mu-ktogw ; mi- Mu-kcogco.

X-juci

Li-kala ; ma- . .

.

Im-bere

Kumu : ba- Kumu ; ba + (JOga.

N-ce

N-gebe ; ba-f. Mw-ana
Mu-ana :

b-ana
J-anda
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English
187.

OO-kande, ^-'c.

187 a. M-pcovi
Ba-bongoj
(Akwa)

Li-duma, i&r'c.

190.

N-jabi
191.

N-koomi-
Galcoa

192.

O-rungu

Day, daylight I-nya

Devil, evil

spirit

Doctor (medi-

cine man)
Dog

Door, door-
way
Dream
Drum
Ear

Egg

Elephant ..

Excrement

Eye

Face, fore-

head

Fat, oil ...

Father

Fear ...

Finger

Fire ...

Fish ...

Foot ...

Forest

N-ganga

M-fa.
In-jwa

CO-kuke

N-d&jti

An-gcomco
M-tcoli.

A-rui (//.).

I-ato
;

me-tu (187 a).

E-atia ;

m-atoj

I-ge ; ma-.
Ea-ke; ma-ke
N-j<oku

Toj-bi

Isco ; m-isco.

In-tcco,

In-cco.

m-ipco (187 a)

(jO-z&> ; dyo>zcj.

OO-sto; dyco-SCO

Mi-asade (p/.)

Teita,

Tela.
Tete
W-comco
Mco-savi.
Mon-palei.
Ni-ongco

(187 a)

Bi-bu,

I-bco.

^cotco.

I-kco (187 a)

Bwendi,
Bwandi

Di-arii

Li-cugu ; ma-. Li-cugu
M-iii.

,^u:pi.

I-dingi.

Mufi-gala.
N-goi
N-ganga; ba + . N-ganga
Mu-bugi ; ba-

M-bwande ; M-vua
ba-t-

N-gugi. Timbi
E-dibugu

N-dcoti ; ma+ N-doti ; ma +
N-dungu N-dungu
Li-cui ; ma- I-tugwe

Li-kei; ma-

N-jcoku ; ba +

Maci-bi.

gi-mbu
; p/.

bi-mbu
D-iscof?) D-isu ; m-isit

Bu-su ; ma +

Ma-di(;;i/.)

Tata

Bcomco ; ma -f

Pila-lcome (//.) Mu-lembco ; mi-

Li-kei ; ma-

Maci-bi

CO-vanga ; a-

M-bcoa,
M-bea ; //.

bam-bea
E-nunsco ; be-.

O-nyua ; e-

N-gom'
I-tue ; a-tue

Le-keye

;

ma-, a-

N-jcogco,

N-doxa

D-ipco ; m-ipu In-jue ; an-jue.

In-coj ; an-cco

E-sakco,

I-sakco.

Runi

W-inhe. Di-bomb<o.

E-kaka(i87a). I-tambi; ma-
E-tamba ; ma-

Pindi

M-baco.
M-bagu

Cui.

In-zanga
Li-tambi

Pindi : ma -f

Mbu-su

E-vongco.
Me-di

Tatco

Bumu
Moj-pevi

M-baco

CHi ; ba +

U-ne jiu

A-hare,
A-gali

Ririco.

Tata

tO-meneo

;

i-menco.

Ny-ongon'

OO-gconi,

E-hconyi.
(JO-xcjni

N-jue ; ba-f

Di-tembi ; ma- Ny-uma-
in-tscosco.

In-tscoSu>.

N-cuju
Swaga Hiya,

Higa

OO-manda

I-bambco

N-kanga ; a +

M-bwa

E-huge ; a-.

Om-pumbana

N-gcoma
CO-royi ; a-

E-kco,

E-ke ; a-ke

N-tscogco

In-tsco ;
an-tsco

M-bombco.
Bco-pue.

O-zco

A-hali

Rera

OO-nienco ; e-

OO-hconi.

E-kcani

N-tsue

Y-uleo ; me-lw.

Li-tambe ; ma-

I-ya
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English
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English
187.

1
OO-kande, 6-=^.

]

187 a. M-pcovi

188.

Ba-bongco
(Akwa)

i8g.

Li-duma, &^c.

192.

0-rungu

Yesterday Koj-dcoci Pipi?
M-badi

M-bari Jawto Jiaco

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Eleven

Twenty

Thirty ...

Forty

Fifty

Hundred . .

.

Thousand...

I, me, my ... Mee.
Na-.

-a-me
Thou, thee, thy Ewe.

00-.

Muti.
M-pcokco

•bali,

bani,
•bade

latco,

-tatco.

•carol

•na.

nai
-co-ta,

tai.

tani
Mco-twba.
Mco-rcoba

Napco.
Cambwe

Ge^nana

E-tae na e-nai.

Buka

Jema,
Jima,
N^jima

E^djima mcoti.

N-jima na
ge^vco

N-jima di-bae

N-jima di-tatco

N-jima di-nai

N-jima di-tai

Mco-kama
{English word)

Bcdku.
Mwa.
Moi
Wuma.'
•bei

Mco-tadi.

-tatco

Koiigcijli.'

Jimabongoj

'

Mongcobi.'

Ji«'

Di-ata.i

Samuna
Menjeiba.*
Mi-samunco.
? N-sima
Kcoku n-jeba

'

Mu ; -mcosi

•yojle, -cole

tatu

na

tancd

Samon',
Samenu
Sambu.
Cambco

Pumbtij,
Pombco

Mo-nkconycolto ' Li-bwa

Mo-iikoj
moj-koi.

M-bcota.

? N-puma

Li-kumi

Mu

uli

-tatu,

-natu

•na

-tanu

E-samuna

SambcD

Pombco

Wa or
U-wa

Gumi

Li-kumi na mco Ma-gumi na
-moj

Mori

M-bani

-rarco,

N-tsarco

nai

-tani

Riia,

OO-rcoba

Rcoagenon'.
CO-rcoagenco

A-nanai,
E-nanai
Enoiiguma.
Encogcomi

I-gume,
I-xcomi

Ma-kumi
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English
187.

00-kande, St'c.

187 a. M-pcovi
Ba-bongeo
(Akwa)

Li-duma, (Sfc.

He, him, his Angto.
A-.

•edi

We, us, our Wee.
Too-.

-a-sco

Ye, you, your Ane.
N«-.
_-a-noj

They, them, Angto.
their A-.

•aoa

Nde.
A-.

-a-nde
B-esu.

B-esu li-.

-ab-esu
B-enu.
B-enu li-.

-ab-enu
Ba.
Ba-.

-a-bco

190.

N-jabi
191.

N-kojmi-
Galcoa

192.

0-rungu

Nde.
A-.

-a-nde
Be-su.

?

-a be-su
Be-nu.
?

-a be-nu
Bco.

Ba-.

-a-bco

All

This, these

That, those

Bad

Black

Female

Fierce, sharp

Good ...

Great...

Little...

Long ...

Male ...

Old ...

Red ...

Rotten
Short...

-ecu,

Mw-ecoj
-e- (?CO-e-\ve,

ae ; .?, ?

ge-e-ge (No. 7),

e-e-e (No. 8)

-ene, -ne
(OO-ene,

a-ne ;
ge-ene

(No. 7), e-ene
(No. 8) ; d^c.

E-peka.
E-be-vani

I-lelo).

Vy5
-getco.

-gadi

-yetu.

-ka^co

Gw-anagwe. Mfo-pcoba

E-nyepa-ni
Ge-bcolco A-bcotco

-vconi

I-dyelele.

Gegegege
-tongco

-pai

•ceo

-cope

yu, -ba; -yu.
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English
187.

(jO-kande, &^c.

187 a. M-pcovi

Sick
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN CO-KANDE-I.^WGO)
Class I. Mu., Mco- (mco, ?) ; 2. A- (a)

; 3, Mco- (mo), ?) ; 4. Mi- (mi)
; 5. E-, I-, Li-, Di- (187 a) (e,

di); 6. Ma. (ma); 7. Ge-, Yi- (187a) (ge) ; 8. E-, Bi- (plural to Bco-) (e, ?bi); 8a. Vi-, Ve- (?I-, Hi-

187 a) (vi); 9. In- ?, N-, »., Ny-, — ; 10. Di-, Dy'-, Ji- (di) ; 11. 00- (co) ; 12. (scarcely recognized)
T«-

; 13. perhaps present in a few words as Ka-, Ke-, or A- ; 14. Bco- {pi. Bi-, ? 4th or 8th Class) (bw)
;

15. Geo-, ?a). (gco)
; 16. Va-; 17. traces of -ni.

? A- honorific.

PREFIXES IN BA-BONGO) (Pygmy language)

Not veiy clear.

Class I. Mm-, Mo-, Mu-; 2. Ba-
; 3. Mo-, Mu-

; 4. Mi-; 5. Di-, I- ; 6. Ma-; 7. ? ; 8. Bi., Be-

;

8a. ?; 9. Ni-, Em- (En-); 10. ?; 11. ?; 12. .'; 13. Ka- (in one word); 14. Bo-.

There is an unclassified sing, prefix Ti- in one or two words.

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN LI-DUMA, &c., AND N-JABI

Class I. Mu-, Mco-, N- (mu, yu, ?bu, u, a) ; 2. Ba- (ba)
; 3. M'-, Mu- (mu, yu)

; 4. Mi- (mi, yi)

;

5. — , Li-, I-, Di-, Le-, E- (1', li) ; 6. Ma- (ma)
; 7. E-, I-, G'-, Te- (si), Gi- (in N-javi), with concord gi

;

8. Bi- (bi); 8 a. ^i- (//. Bi-) (concord ?i)
; 9. N- (M-), N-, Ny-, In- (Im-) (concord i) ; 10. virtually

absent ; 11. absent, but perhaps lingering in a few words as (O- ; 12. absent or present in one or two
words as Scj- (Li-duma), Tto- (N-jabi) ; 13. absent; 14. Bco-, Bu- (bu); 15. Ten-, Gu- (-yto, gu, bto)

(plural Mi-) ; 16. Such very slight vestiges there are of 16 point to Pa- being its form in Li-duma, Va-
in N-javi.

PREFIXES, &C., IN 0-RUN-GU AND N-KOOMI-GALOOA

Slight traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mco-, Ol)-, Nu-, Nw'-, N- (mu, nu) ; 2. A-, Awa- (wa, a)
;

3. OOgu-, OOhco-, Ww?-, tOw-, (x)-,

U- (nu); 4. Mi-, Emi-, E- (mi) ; 5. Le-, Li-, Tsi-, I-, E- (H ?) ; 6. A-, Am- (ma); 7. E- (si); 8. Bi-

(bi)
; 9 In-, Iny-, N- (M-), N-, Ny- (?) ; 10. same as 9 ; 11. Le-, 00- (?) ; 12. and 13. ? absent; 14. 00-

(?) ; 15. Hco-, OOh'-, H- (plural Mi-) ; 16. .'.

There are traces of A- as an honorific prefix.

187. OOkande, &c., and 187 a. Mpojvi are spoken on both banks of the Ngunyein its middle course,

and in the country lying between the Middle Ngunye and the Upper OOgcowe.

188. Baboiigco or Akwa is spoken in scattered forest communities south of the River OOgcowe,

between Lake OOnangwe on the west and the Lwlco affluent of the Middle OOgwwe on the east.

189. Liduma, &c , are spoken on the north side of the Lower OOgojwe immediately east of OOrungu,

but over a good deal of the Lower and Middle OOgcowe, as a trade language. Its original home area is

much restricted by Pafiwe immigration.

190. Njabi or Njavi is spoken between the Upper Ngunye, the Upper Nyanga, and the Lcolm-

Lombo3 affluent of the Middle OOgcowe.

191. Nkcomi-Galcoa. The Nkcomi people inhabit the coast district south of the OOgcowe delta and
north of the Nyanga river : the Galcoa the northern bank of the OOgwwe (chiefly), above its junction with

the Ngunye and west of the OOkoonco river. The Ivili tribe, said to speak virtually the same language, are

a connecting link and inhabit the banks of the Ngunye, near its junction with the OOgcowe.

192. Oningu is spoken in the OOgcowe delta chiefly to the north of that river in its lower course, and
between the OOgcowe and the south shore of the Gaboon inlet.



GROUP NN

THE COGCOWE-GABOON (MPONGWE) LANGUAGES {continued)

193. M-pongwe'

GROUP 00

THE SPANISH GUINEA-WEST CAMEROONS LANGUAGES
00 I Bewga Sub-group

194. ^eke-Bulu (^eki-ani) ^

195. Benga or Bi-enga (Mbu^a-mbulu) "

196. N-gumbi or Kombe (Northern Benga) *

197. Ba-langi of Great Be^tanga, ''

198. Naka or Ba-puku (South Ba-nohco)"
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Enrfish
193-

M-pongwe
194.

peke-Bulu
195.

Benga
196.

N-gumbi or

Kombe

197.

Ba-langi

Back
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English
193-

M-pongwe

Child

Cloth

Cold

Country . .

.

Cow

Crocodile ...

Day, daylight

Devil, evil
spirit

Doctor (medi-
cine man)
Dog
Door, door-
way

Dream

Drum
Ear

Egg
Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye

E-rumbe.
Onw-a ; aw-a.
Onw-o,
Onvv-ana

; pis.

anvv-ana,

aw-ana
OJ-lamba,
00-namba.
N-goi

I-fwi.

Keta.
^uere
N-tye.
I-longa

Ny-are.'
Vugina
{cattle)

N-andoa
00-hwanda ; i-.

N-tyugu.
OOvv-enja
N-kinda.
OO-kukwe.
(jOny-ambe
00-ganga ; a-

M-bwa
I-guge; a-

194.

peke-Bulu

M-conco e-sike.

Ny-ilinu

N-goma
(0-roi ; a-roi

I-ki_

N-jogu
A-ti

I-ntyo

Face, forehead OO-zico,

M-banu.
E^-eni

;

Fat, oil ... A-gali

Father

Fear ...

Rera.
Ta

I-bcobci>.

I-tia.'

A-kete

M-conco
;

b-uncd

U-kanda
;

N-gcoyu

I-wcomco.

Duku

Nji

N-juomco.
N-jeome

N-ganji
M-andoj.
U-cu ; me-cu

U-nyambe

y-eni

Benga

Mw-a',
Mw-ana

;
pi.

b-ana.
De-embe

U-namba.
N-goi

I-vevu

He.
E-hiki.

E-tomba
Ny-ati

N-gandco
Bu-hwa

;
pi.

hwri

N-gana

M-bue
E-dibike

;

pi. be-.

Di-bei

Di-cotco,

Dy-5t5
;

m-coto

N-g5mu
L-itco ; m-etto

Li-ke ; mi-ke
N-joku
Bi-nyo
D-isi; m-isi

tO-su ; m-esu.
M-icotamba

M-utco.''

Di-vcamco

Tata.
Sa-ngwe ; be +

We-bo

196.

N-gumbi or
Kombe

197.

Ba-langi

N-gandco

M-bwa
Di-ombi or
J-ombe

;

m-ambe
N-doto

N-gcomco
Di-to ; ma-t5

Di-ke ; ma-ke
N-joku
Lu-bi
D-ih5_;

m-iho
Bco-hco

M-bwa

r5ku

D-isca

;

m-isw

Pl.

me-cohto

Ma-vule or

Vula.
Ma-vongo

Paya,
Ba-paya.
Ha-ngwe.
Ha-ngo)
Dy-ongto

;

m-ongco

Naka
(Ba-puku)

Mw-ana; b-ana

(jO-namba

E-tomba

Any-aka

Bu-wa

N-kuku

M-bwa

I -too, Itoi;

ina-tco

I-se ; ma-se
N-joku

Di-h5j^

me-ho
Bco-hco

Ma-teya

Paya

Cf. East African Bugiima. From Ma-futa. Noteworthy.

Q q 2
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English

Head

Heart

Heel

193-

M-pongwe

E-wonjco,
I-punju

N-kondi.
N -tyondco.

OO-rema
N-tumbu

Hide
Hill

Hippopotamus

Hoe

Honey

Horn

House...

Hunger
Husband

Hyena
Iron . .

,

Island
Ivory . .

.

Knee ...

Knife...

Lake ...

Leg . .

.

Leopard

E-banda
Nomba
N-giiwu

;

pi. i +
Om-bojga

;

im-bcoga
CO-lembe,
On-lembe

Mengco ; ' i +

.

M-pondw ;

'

pi. i + .

O-reru
N-ageo ; si + .

E-zjiga.

E-lumba

'

N-jana
OO-ncomi

OOvv-anga.
Ongw-anga

Nenge
M-punji.
E-gege
I-vuva

;

am-puva.
I-kotolco ; a-

N-jeli.

Swaka.''
Bomba.
CO-landa
M-beni.
Ny-angto.
E-liwa

(JO-geolco.

OO-kongo
N-jeg5

194.

^eke-Bulu
195-

Benga
196.

N-grumbi or
Kombe

197.

Ba-langi

Mo-te ; mi-

Temoj ; mi-

Mco-lto
;

mi-colcd.

Mco-lcopco ; mi-

U-lema ; me-

E-kikindi : be-

Mco-lco ; me-l<a Mco-lco

N-gikili

;

men-gikili.

N-ji-de-bw;//.
n-ji-me-bu
N-kondto Kondu
M-bekca U-kcodi
N-gubu N-gubu

N-k&jnco.

U-dco
Sembwe

B-oyi

I-bomba ; ma-

Tonw; ma+ N-dabco ; ma+ M-badi

Lips (JO-lumbu

N-ja
Dcomu; be-

Ycobu.
Di-bom'

;

me-bom'
I-nenge ; bi-

^ewco,
^ebco ; me +
Di-bonco ; me-

Siaka,
' Saka.
00-kuata

I-tooku ; bi-

ll -koalu ; me-

N-jevi

Mi-numbco.
Di-tcoke ; me-

N-ja
Mcomi.
U-bai ; me-

? N-jo
E-kei ; be-

NeSge
U-bangco ; me-

E-kto ; be-kco.

I-bongco ; ma-

Pavoj

M-anga [sea).

E-tima ; be-

E-kcij ; be-

Gi,

Ngi,
N-j5?
E-lebu ; be-

Naka
(Ba-puku) ,

Mto-lco ; mi-colco

U-lema

N-wcodi

B-oi

N-dabu.
I-penga

N-jala

E-sei ; be-sei

Me-bangco

Di-bongc9 ; ma-

Paa.
Haka

Om-bendi

In-jo

' Noteworthy.
^ All these words—TsikB., Paka, Swaka, &>!:.—are probably derivedfrom the Portuguese ' Faca', a common

trade wordfor ''knife'.
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English
193-

M-pongwe
194.

^ske-Bulu
19J.

Beiiga
195.

N-gumbi or

Kombe

197.

I3a-langi

Palm wine,
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Fierce, sharp

Good

Great ...

Little...

Long ...

Male ...

Old ...

Red ...

Rotten

Short...

Sick ...

White

mbendi.'
-ncjni.

-tua.

•sinda
-m-bia,

-via.

Me-pa
M-pcolu,
E-va>lu

angu

-n-da,

la

ncome

E-lungu.
M-bcolco

-tenatena
-bonla {verb,

-bcona)

•epe,

pe
OO-beli.

jogo
pupu.
M-pemba

194.

Seke-Bulu

•nyanu

•yenwco.
-emba,
mba

-neni

-e-pike,

-sike

sevo

Sangwe

N-todu

-danedana
-boo

-ugwe

-ySkco.

-beli

-pupa

195.

Benga

-maling-wa

-aniu,

-y-amu

hale,
E-holi
-bw-aba

Mco-mco

;

ba-mc*.
Moj-mi

;

me-comi
-vyco

-veyu
-bodu

-vuve

-daki

-tanco
(Bu)-tanco)

196.

N-gumbi or

Kombe

197.

Ba-langi

-andi.

Mw-asa

-nene

-hole

-bw-aba

-mcomi

todu

-teya

-vuve

•daki

-veletete

198.

Naka
(Ba-puku)

-yam

.

Bw-am'

-nene

hcole

-aba,
-bw-aba.
-awe,
-bw-awe
-lombe

-vioavieo

E-naiige

-uve,
Bu-uve
-daka

-velelete

Above, up,

on top

Before,in front

Behind, after

Below, down

Far

Here

In, inside ...

Banda.
Gwi-gojnu,
I-gcjnu.

Garoj
GcO-bcOS03.

Anco
Ny-uma.
\ia

Twli.
Gco-ntye

Bco.

A-pei
Vei.
Vena,
Venco.
Gun',
Gunu,
Gunco
Va.
Gcj.

Gare.
Dye

E-koyu

E-mcole

E-njime

E-nji

Bu

Vconu

Daci

(jOba

OO-bwha

OO-mbuhwa

OO-he

Bco.
Yavi-dengco

OO-kava

CO-hangane

Ol) nco-ka-va

^.Dog.
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' some one ', or in the preposition and adverbial particle Ga-, meaning ' like ',
' as ' ; 14. (JL)w- {pi. No. 6)

(ow', wi, w', 0)) ; 15. 00-, OOgu-, Geo-, Gu- (used only as a preposition) ; 16. Va- (used only as preposition)

;

17. missing.

A- seems to be an honorific prefix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN gEKE-BULU (^EKI-ANI)

Class I. Mm-, M-, N-, — (mu, co) ; 2. B'- (Bco-), Ba- (ba) ; 3. U-, M'-, N-, — (mu, u)
; 4. Me-, Mi-

(me)
; 5. Di-, Li-, I- (li) ; 6. Me-, Mi-, Ma- (ma)

; 7. E-, I-, Y- (e, ye) ; 8. Bi-, Be- (bi) ; 8 a. Vi-, Wi-

(vi) ; 9. N-, — (.? i, n) ; 10. N- (?) ; 11. DL, Li-, I-, La- ? {pis. N-, Ma-, — , Mi-) (? di) ; 12. Ji-, Ci- (//.

to8a)(ci); 13. missing; 14. "W-, 00-, U- {pi. Me-) (u) ; 15. U-, 00- (used only as a preposition);

16. Va-, E- (used only as prepositions) ' ; 17. traces of -ni.

PREFIXES IN BENGA, N-GUMBI, BA-LAWGI, AND NAKA
Class I. M-, Mu-, M-, U- ; 2. Ba-, Bw

; 3. U-, OOku-, N-, W-, Mw-, Meo-
; 4. Me-, Mi-

; 5. I-, J'-,

Ij'-,Di-; 6. Me-, Ma-; 7. E-, L, Y-, A- ; 8. Be-; 8 a. I-, Vi-, Ve-, We-
; 9. N- (M-), Ny-, N-, — (concord

of No. 9, ya) ; 10. N- (M-), Ny-, N- (concord of No. 10) is ordinarily di, but also i in Beiiga, and ja in

Naka ; 11. missing ; 12. Lto-, Li-, L'-, Otto- ; 13. missing ; 14. OObto-, Bu-, Bco- {pi. Me-) ; 15. 00-, U-,

OOku- ; 16. missing, except for slight traces in adverbs, such as Ha-, Va-, Pa-, P'- ; 17. traces of -ne, -ni.

193. Mpongwe is spoken in the north peninsula of the Gaboon and on the south side of the Gaboon
estuary, and along a narrow coast-belt southwards to the estuary of the OOgtowe.

194. peke-Bulu is spoken in the interior immediately behind the Mpoiigwe and northwards to the

Muni river. Is nearly extinct now.

195. Benga is spoken in a very narrow coast-belt between the Benito river of Spanish Guinea on
the north and Corisco Bay on the south.

196. Wgumbi or Kombe is spoken in a very narrow coast-belt between the Benito and Campo rivers.

197. Balangi is spoken in the coast-belt between the Campo and Kribi rivers (Great Bataiiga).

198. Naka or Bapuku is spoken in Little Batafiga between the Kribi and Nyoii rivers.

' E- as a locative prefix answers exactly to E- in the same position in the Kafir Group 75-75 c.



GROUP 00

THE SPANISH GUINEA-WEST CAMEROONS LANGUAGES
(continued)

00 r Be»ga Sub-group 00 2 Nvow Sub-group 00 3 Lower Sanaga Sub-group

00 4 DuALA Sub-group

00 I Be»ga Sub-group
199. Ba-nohco (Ba-ncokco, Ma-limba)

00 2 Nyon Sub-group
200. Ma-bea or Ma-gbea

200 a. N-gumba (M-vumba)

00 3 Lower Sanaga Sub-group
201. Ba-siki (B-imbi, Ba-nek')

202. Ba-kcokco (Yaba-kalaki)

203. Ba-sa (M-bele, M-vela)

00 4 DuALA Sub-group
204. Duala 204 a. Wuri

English
199.

Ba-nohco
200.

Ma-bea
200 a.

N-gumba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-kcokco, &-'(:.

203.

Ba-sa
204.

Duala
204 a. Wuri

Adze
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English
199.

Ba-noheo

Bow

200.

!
Ma-bea
200 a.

N-gumba

M-banji

Bowels
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English
199.

Ba-nohu
200.

Ma-bea
200 a.

N-giimba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-kojkto, iS-'t

Dog
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English
199.

Ba-nohco
200.

I\Ia-bea

200 a.

N-gumba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-kcokco, &=<:.

203.

Ba-sa
204.

Duala
204 a. Wuri

Horn
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English
199.

Ba-nohco
200.

Ma-bea
200 a.

N-gumba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-kcokco, 6-'c.

Medicine . .

.

Mi-aiiga

Milk Man-jongto

Monkey ... Kema

Moon, month N-gonde

Bi-anga

;

m-anga
Ma-nyaii

Cema,
Kima ; bco +
N-gonde.
N-guon

Li-kaii

N-gon

Mother
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English
199.

Ba-nohto
200.

Ma-bea
200 a.

N-gumba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-kcoku, (Si'f.

203.
Ba-sa

Salt
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English
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English
199.

Ba-nohoi
200.

Ma-bea
200 a.

N-gumba

201.

Ba-siki

202.

Ba-keokco, G^c.

Bad
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8a. I-(i, yi); 9. N-, — (yi, ni); 10. N-, — (i, yi)
; 11. Leo- (with Ma- as plural) (1m, lu) ; 12. Leo-, Lu-

(lot), lu) ; 13. missing; 14. Bu-, Bto- (bco, bu, b') ; 15. 00-, U-, as preposition only ; 16. Wa-, Wu-, in

place-name only and in prepositions, but with concord wu or wa.

The -ni locative suffix is apparently present as -n.

199. Banohco is spoken in the coast-belt across the estuary of the Sanaga, between the Nyofi river

and the estuary of the Duala (' Cameroons ') or Wuri river.

200. Mabea and 200 a. Wgumba are spoken in the region immediately behind the Batafiga coast,

from the Kribi to the Benito ; also in the separate dialect, Ngumba, farther inland, between the Kribi
and the Nyofi rivers (partly a Pygmy population).

201. Basiki is spoken under various names (Basiki, Bimbi, Banek) eastward of Ngumba and Mabea,
and northward to beyond the Nyofi river.

202. Bakcokco is spoken in the region ofSouth-west Cameroons, between the Lower Sanaga and Nyofi
rivers, and between the Sanaga and the Dibambu. The range of the Baktjjko) dialects extends eastward
till it merges into the Mvele-Fafig and the Bali languages of the Mbam and Upper Sanaga.

203. Basa is spoken in the districts south of the Duala and Wuri people, as far south and east

as the Dibambu river and the Sanaga,

204. Duala and 204 a. Wuri are spoken on the south shores of the ' Cameroons ' or Duala estuary,
and on both banks of the Wuri or Duala river as far east as the town of Yabasi and the confluence of
the Ngam and the Wuri rivers.
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THE SPANISH GUINEA-WEST CAMEROONS LANGUAGES
(continued)

00 4 DuALA Sub-group

205. I-subu (Bi-mbia) 206. Ba-kwiri-Bam-bcokco

00 5 RuMPi Sub-group

207. Ba-rondoo-Ba-lue or West Ba-kundu 208. N-gcolco-Ba-tanga

'

{Includes dialect of Ba-kasi peninsula. 209. Ba-kundu (of the East)

Styledfor drevity Ba.-Tonda)-Ba,-lue) 210. Ba-rombi-M-bonge
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English
205.

I-subu
206.

Ba-kwiri-
Bam-bcoku

207.

Ba-rondco-
Ba-lue

208.

N-gcolto-

Ba-tanga

209.

Ba-kundu
210.

Ba-rombi-
M-bonge

River
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English
205.

I-subu
206.

Ba-kwiri-
Bam-bcokco

207.
Ba-rondoo-

Ba-lue

208.

N-gcolco-

Ba-tanga

209.

Ba-kundu
210.

Ba-rombi-
M-bonge

Where ?

No! ...

CO-ninga ?

Ksm!

OO-ninga

Kffim!

A-fe ?

Awe!

Not {with verb, ^a, Ku, Si pa, Ku, Si -ta- (n-ta-ne = -pa, -sa
as prefix, in- (usually as an (-sa-, -ku-, I not see, I see

fix, or suffix) enclitic) -si-. not)

-sa- = present.

-si- =past.
-ku- =futttre)
See-

Wekco?
0)we?
Baba!
N'!
Suku!
Suku-,
Keke-.

'0
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PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN I-SUBU AND BA-KWIRI

Class I. Mu-, Mca-, W- (to, u, mto, a) ; 2. Ba-, Wa- (ba, wa)
; 3. Mu-, Mca-, »w- (mu)

; 4. Mi-, Me-
(mi) ; S. Li-, Di-, L'-, J'-, I- (di, li) ; 6. Ma- (ma, m'-)

; 7. E-, J-, Dy- (y', ji) ; 8. Bi-, Be-, Wi-, We-
(bi, wi) ; 8 a. I- (i)

; 9. N-, W- (e) ; 10. N-, »-, — (i); 11. missing; 12. Leo-, O)-, Yu- (loo) ; 13. missing
;

14. Bu-, Boo-, Wu-, W- (bco) ; 15. CO-, U- (preposition only) ; 16. Wa-, A-.

There are traces of the -ni locative suffix in a few adverbs and of the -ana diminutive suffix.

PREFIXES, &c., IN BA-RONDCO-BALUE AND WEST BA-KUNDU
Class I. Mu-, Mco-, If-, Wu- (u, ye, a) ; 2. Ba- (ba) ; 3. Mu-, Mco- (mu) ; 4. Mi-, Me- (mi)

; 5. Li-,

Di., I- (di) ; 6. Ma- (ma)
; 7. Ki-, Ci-, K'- (ki, ci) ; 8. Bi-, Be- (bi, be) ; 8 a. Fi-, L (i, fi)

; 9. N-, W-, —
(e) ; 10. N-, N-, Wgco- (n, i) ; 11. .'missing ; 12. Rco-, Deo-, U- (rco, ru, u) ; 13. missing; 14. Bu-, Beo -

(bco); 15. (x>- (preposition) ; 16. Fa-, Wa- (as preposition).

Traces of -ana, diminutive suffix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN Jf-GWLW-BA-TANGA AND EAST BA-KUNDU

Class I. Mu-, Meo-, M-, »- (bu, mu, ii, u) ; 2. Ba-, Bu-, Beo- (ba) ; 3. Mu-, M- (mu)
; 4. Mi-, Me -

(mi); 5. Di- (di); 6. Ma- (ma); 7. E- (e) ; 8. Be- (be); 8 a. Fi- (fi); 9. N-, Ng- (ji-, j-, c'-, k'-)
;

ID. N-, Kg-, — (ji) ; II. Weo- (?) ; 12. U- (u, rco); 13. missing; 14. Bw-, Bco-, U- (bco) (scarce);

15. (jO- (as preposition) ; 16. Fa- (?).

Traces of -ana suffix.

PREFIXES, &C., IN BA-ROMBI-M-BGIfGE

Same as in N-geoleo-Ba-tanga, &c., but 7 = E- (concord ki-) ; and 8 a. (Fi-) has as plural 12 Deo-

(dco).

205. Isubu is spoken in West Cameroons, on the Bimbia peninsula, and in the estuary region between
the Lower Moiigo river and the sea-coast at Man-of-War Bay, near Victoria.

206. Bakwiri-Bambeokco is spoken on the sea-coast and mountain slopes of the great Cameroons
volcano, as far north as the Upper Meme river, as far east as the IVIoiigo. On the south the tribes are
known as Bakwiri, on the north as Bambcokco.

207. Barondeo-Balue (West Bakundu) is spoken in the coast region between the Lower Meme river

and the Rio del Rey estuary, as far north as the Ndian river, including on the west the lower portion

of the Bakasi peninsula.

208. Ngeoleo-Batanga is spoken in the hills and mountains of the Rumpi or Rombo region, between
North latitudes 4° 50' and 5° 20, as far west as the Ndiaii river (' the Bantu frontier '), and east to the

Adya-baki river. This is the northernmost of the Bantu tongues.

209. Bakundu or East Bakundu is spoken in the region between the Upper Mongo river and the

Upper Meme river, and southwards to the Bakwiri and Duala confines.

210. Barombi-Mbonge is spoken in the region south of the Rumpi Mountains, chiefly to the west
of the Upper Meme river, and south to the confines of the Bambcokco and Bakundu.



GROUP 00
THE SPANISH GUINEA-WEST CAMEROONS LANGUAGES {contimied)

00 6 MoNGO Sub-group

211. Bonken 212. Abco

GROUP PP

THE MANEWGUBA LANGUAGES
213. Ba-luii ' 2 1*3 a. Ba-fco 214. N-kosi i??" Ba-kosi

"

215. Ban-gante^

GROUP qO^

THE MIDDLE SANAGA LANGUAGES
216. Ba-ti (Ba-cenga)
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English
211.

Bonken
212.

Abci>

213.

Ba-lun
213 a. Ba-fto

214.

Ba-kosi
( N-halemcoe)

215.
Ban-gante
(N-gSten)

216.

Ba-ti

Face, fore-
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English
211.

Bonken
212.

Abco
213.^

Ba-lun
213 a. Ba-fco

214.

Ba-kosi
(N-halemcoe)

215.^
Ban-gante
(N-goten)

216.

Ba-ti

Hair

Hand
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English

River

.

Road ...

211.

Bonken
212.

Abco
213a.

213.

Ba-lun
Ba-fto

214.

Ba-kosi
(N-halemcoe)

215.

Ban-gante
(N-goten)

216.

Ba-ti

Mw-anji.
N-pulu.
Mun-dana

N-gia.
M-lumji

Mw-anye

N-gie N-yi

E-dib

N-si

Salt
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English

Old ...

Red ...

Rotten

Short...
Sick ...

White.

211.

Bonken

-pumbwa -pupe

214.

Ba-kosi
(N-halemtoe)

215.

Ban-gante
(N-goten)

216.

Ba-ti

•juni,

dyun
tuna
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English
211.

Bonken
212.

Abu
213a

213.

Ba-lun
Ba-fo>

214.

Ba-k5si
(N-halemoae)

215.

Ban-gante
(N-goten)

216.

Ba-ti

To
„ beat ...
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Fi- (in Ba-lun)
; 9. — , N- (M-), Ny-, W- (j'-, ej-, an, e) ; 10. same as 9; 11. missing or represented by

Li- ; 12. Lo-, Lu- (rare, except in Ba-lun,//. to 8a); 13. missing; 14. Bco-, Bu-, Bi- ? (Beo- is a

diminutive in Ba-fca) (bco, ab', b') ; 15. 00- (in adverbial compounds only) ; 16. (in adverbial compounds

only) He-, We-, Aw'-, COw-.

Traces of the -ni locative suffix in the form of -n.

PREFIXES IN BA-TI

Traces of preprefixes in Classes 9 and lo.

Class I. Moo-, 00- ; 2. Ba-
; 3. 0)-, O-

; 4. E-
; 5. A-, I-, E- ; 6. Ma-, A-, Mco-

; 7. Ge-, Ye-, E-

;

8. Bi-, Be- ; 9. In- (Im-), N- (M-), Ang'-, Un- ; 10. same as 9 ; 11, 12, 13, not observed ; 14. Bco-, Wu-,

U- ; 15, 16, and 17, not observed.

Apparently an honorific A- singular prefix is present.

211. Bonken is spoken between the head streams of the Dibombe river (an affluent of the Wuri-
Duala) and the south-west slopes of the Maneiiguba Mountains, east of the Mongo basin, and south to the

confines of Duala-Wuri.

212. Abco is spoken between Boiikeii and the Mongo river.

213. Balun is spoken in the Baluii country, north of the Abco, east and south of the Barombi. The
Bafco dialect is north of Baluii and west of the western encampment of Maneiiguba Mountains.

214. Bakosi is spoken in the country north-west of Boriken and eastwards to the south-west flanks

of the Maneiiguba Mountains.

215. Bangante is spoken east and north-east of Boiiken to the limits of Bamum ; and southwards
to the Inubu-Wuri river.

216. Bati is spoken both sides of the Lower Mbam river and thence southwards and eastwards to

the north bank of the Sanagi. Also across the Sanagd till it confines with the Yaunde-Mvele branch of

the Faiig group.



GROUP RR

THE PANWE OR 'FANG' LANGUAGES
217. Yaunde 0^ Eundu '

218. Pafiwe or ' Fang '
-

218 a. Ma-ke

219. Bulu 219 a. N-tum
220. N-jiem, N-dzem or Zimu (Zamam)

220 a. Ma-ka

GROUP SS

THE KADEI-SANGA-LCjOBAI LANGUAGES
221. M-bimu 222. Gundi <'/' Ba-gundu

English
217.

Yaunde or
Eundu

21^8.

PanTve
218 a. Ma-ke ^ 219a

219.

Bulu
N-tum

220.

N-jiem or
Zimu

220 a. Ma-ka

221.

M-bimu
222.

Gundi or
Ba-gundu

Adze

Animal,wild
beast
Ant

N-gwak

Zit ; mi-zit

E-son.
E-kukum

Ant, white
(termite)
Ape (chim-
panzi or
gorilla)

Arm

Arrow

Axe

Baboon

Back

Wa,
W5.
Ngi

E-nam
;

bi-nam.
W-U(o ; m--

M-bar.
A-wel

Cit,

Tsit
E-son.
Sigi,

Seki.
M-bebe.
Fom.
Kam.
E-pon (218 a)

^igibem

Wagha,
Waka.
Wcoco

;

be-wcoco.

Nji ; be-nji.

N-gi.

Ndyina
W-M ; m-co

Tsit

E-son

Wco'co

;

be-wu'ca.

Nji ; be-nji

W-co ; m-co

OL)-von ; le

or a-v5n

M-vus'

E-be or E-bae; bi-bae

I-be ; bi-be

von CO-von ; a-von 0-von ; a-v5n,
(J0-v5n

E-liighe.

E-seghe,
I-seke

M-viis' M-vus'

Gwa ; be-gwa.
Njie ; bo-njie

M-boa ; ma-boa M-bco

Bahele

;

bi-bahele
Ton ; bi-ton

Koan

Mo-kpapa

^ The Yaiinde of Rev. Father Haarpaintner and_of R. F. Nekes are evidently two different dialects. That of

the last-named is virtually Bulu. Yaunde is written Eundu by G. Tessmann, and E-wondeo by others. Under Yaunde

are included the E-ton, M-vele, and Ba-ne (Be-ne) dialects.
/ x u

2 Under Panwe or 'Fang' {also pronounced Mfan, Paffiwe, Pangwe, Pahwan) are included the CO-pieba,

OO-kak, Mw-ai, and Ma>-kuk dialects. Ma-ke would seem to be quite a distinct dialect in the southernmost part of

the range of this language.
^ Chiefly of the Upper Sanga basin above theJa confluence.

* The last word in each series is usually of the Ma-ke dialect.
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English
217.

Yaunde or
Eundu

21^8.

Panwe
218 a. Ma-ke

219.

Bulu
219 a. N-tum

220.

N-jiem or
Zimu

220 a. Ma-ka

221.

M-bimu
222.

Gundi or
Ba-gundu

Hyena
Iron ..

Island

Ivory ...

Knee ...

Knife ...

Lake ...

Leg . .

.

Leopard

Lion . .

.

Lips ...

Magic . .

.

Maize...
Man ...

(vir.)

Meat ...

Medicine
Milk ...

Monkey
Moon ...

Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth

I-kye

E-siga

M-ban ; mi +
A-bon

;

me-bon
OO-ken ; le-ken

Ma-ng' (sea)

M-bian ; mi +

E-ngwem ; bi-

E-ya

N-gan.
Bi-an

E-fun
Mo-t; bo-t

Nom,
CO-nome

;

be-yom.
Fam
Zit

Me-bala
Me-nyan.
Me-be

Kcoe
N-gcoan.
N-gon

Nya.
Nyuco

N-kol; mi +

A-nyu
;

me-nyu

Nail (of finger Zi-e ; bi-e

or toe)

Name Dz-coe

E-ki,

I-ki ; bi-ki

E-siga.
E-bul.

E-nyin
M-ban n-zok
A-bon

;

me-bon
0-ken ; a-ken

E-liba
OO-swi

A-bco ; me-bco.

M-fe ; mim-fe.

E-nam
N-ze ; ben-ze

I-ya or
E-ya ; bi-ya

N-gbwel.
N-gir

;

meii-gir

Fon
Mo-t ; bo-t.

Mco-r ; bco-r

Fam ; be-fam.
Ki

M-via.
Tyit.
E-nam [a leg

of meat)
Bi-an
Me-nyan.
A-bi
Kwe ; be-kwe
N-gon.
N-dugi.
Mi-eco,

Mi-el

Nyia.
Nane.
Nya^
I-nyo
N-kol

A-nyii,

A-nun,
A-nii

E-ce

E-kot

M-ban zok
A-bon ; me-

0-ken ; a-

00-sue

A-bco ; me-bco

Ze ; be-ze

E-yae ; bi-yae

N-gbwel

Fon
M6-t ; bo-t

Fam ; be-fam

N-kcohco Gunjco

N-to nzo
E-bcoa; me-

Cico.

E-ba ; me-

E-bco : me-bco Keco

E-dala

M(o-vende

N-kwe
;

oii-kwe

E-lem

M-pihe ^cokco Bala
M6-r ; bo-r. Mu-ru ; ba-ru Mumco-tco

Mo-t; bo-t

(220 a)

Mo-rom

;

bo-rom

Navel... D-op ; m-op

Z-e, J-e

J-ui;

J-ina
D-ol;

bi-e

J-iii ; m-ui.

J-ina
D-ol; m-ol

M-vian.
Bidi

Kcoe; be-f

N-gon

Nanco.
Nyie

N-kol
;_

min-kol

J-ae; bi-ae

J-coe ; m-coe

M-pebe Titi

Cem; 6-cem _...

M-pakoa;mi-(-. Bakua
N-gonde
(220 a)

Mo-ngcoe

E-ciu ; me-

N-ya; bi +

Di-e; mi-e

Numbco

M-coli

I-nya

E-non
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English
217.

Yaunde or
Eundu

21^8.

Panwe
218 a. Ma-ke 219a,

219.
Bulu
N-tum

220.

N-jiem or
Zimu

220 a. Ma-ka

221.

M-bimu
222.

Gundi or
Ba-gundu

This, these
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English
217.

Yaunde or
Eundu

21^8.

Panwe
218 a. Ma-ke

219.

Bulu
219 a. N-tum

220.

N-jiem or
Zimu

220 a. Ma-ka

221.

M-bimu
222.

Gundi or
6a-gundu

Rotten

Short ..

Sick ..

White

-a-tek

•etun

•kcoan
(n-kcoan-an)

fum,
-a-ftiin

E-bol.

-bie

-kui

E-thun
•kon

E-fumele.
-a-fum,
•fum

E-fumele E-pum Pundaya

dzuipeke

Pe

Above, up, on A-ytop

top

Before

Behind

tO-su

Am-fus,
Am-fu

Below, down A-si

Far ...

Here ...

In, inside

Middle

Near ..

O-yab

Ha,
Hala

I-te,

1-tere.

A-._

-mu

A-san

Babe,
Bebe.
A-be

Outside ... A-nsen,
Nye

Plenty, many A-biL

There...

Where

:

No!

Z-in

Aha,
Hali.
We
He,
A-he?
Kwa!
Kojkwa

!

-^otiwiihverb, Iki. -iki.

as prefix, in- -siki-, -yiki-.

Hx, or suffix) Te-, T'-. Be-

0-yco,

Y5.
E-fa e-yo

A-pu.
E-fa a-pu

M-viis.

N-jin._

Em-vus.
N-fin

E-si.

E.fa e-si.

Se
0-ya,
0-ya
Va.
Ene

I-ti,

Te.
E-.

E-ti.

Wi,
We.
E n-zan
N-zan,
En-zan

Bi.

Bibi.

A-be
Atan.
E nsen

A-biij^

A-bui
Vale.
Te

Vi.?
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English
217.

Yaunde or
Eiindu

218.

Panwe
218 a. Ma-ke 219 a.

219.

Bulu
N-tum

220.

N-jiem or
Zimu

220 a. Ma-ka

221.

M-bimu
222.

Gundi or
Ba-guadu

'0
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PREFIXES IN N-JIEM

Like those of Paiiwe, but often dropped or wanting. E- usually stands for Di- (5). (0- seems to be
plural to No. 9.

PREFIXES IN M-BIMU, GUNDI, PANDE AND BOWGIRI, AND KAKA,
Pygmy dialects of Upper Sanga, &c.

Class I. Mu-, Mi-, Mm-, M'- ; 2. ?BM-,Ba-; 3. Mca-,M'-; 4. Mi-; 5. Li-,Di-; 6. M'-, Ma-
; 7. E-

;

8. ?; 8 a. Vi- ; 9. N-, — ; 10. N-, — ; 11. Leo-?; 12. ?; 13. ?; 14. Bu-, Boj- ; 15. O)-.

217. Yaunde is spoken in the hinterland of West Gameroons immediately south of the Sanagd river;

between the Sanag4 and the Nyoii, and eastward to about the 14° of East longitude (vicinity of Kadei
river basin).

218. Panwe and 218 a. Make are spoken in the Gaboon and Spanish Guinea ; as far south as the

Central OOgcowe, east to the Ivindo, north to the Benito and Campos rivers. JMake is the southernmost
dialect of Fan.

219. Bulu and 219 a. Ntum are spoken in the more western parts of South Gameroons, between the

Nyofi river and the Campos.

220. Njiem and 220 a. Maka are spoken in the region between the J a river and Upper Ivindo

affluents on the south and the 4th degree of North latitude on the north ; west of the Bumba river and
the 15th degree of East longitude, and east of the 13th degree of East longitude. The Maka language,

more or less allied, is the speech of a region to the north of the Njiem people, between the Upper Ja and
the Nyofi rivers.

221. Mbimu is spoken between the Upper Bumba river and the Kadei, immediately east of the

Njiem or Njima country.

222. Gundi is spoken in the region east and south of Mbimu, between the Bumba, J a, and Sanga
rivers.



GROUP SS {continued)

THE KADEI-LWBAI (UPPER SANGA) LANGUAGES
223. Pande 223 a. Bo-ngiri

224. Ba-yanga or Ba-yaka

'

224 a. Bu-kongoo (Nyemele) 224 b. Ba-kcota

225. Kaka (j/" ^"3/01

225 a. Kaka of 'Ngore

GROUP TT

THE FERNANDIAN DIALECTS
226. Fernandian (?r Bube '^ 226 a. Eastern and Southern Bube 226 b. South Western Bube



6.6 ILLUSTRATIVE VOCABULARIES OF BANTU LANGUAGES

English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, &^c.

224 a.

Bu-kongco, <S-'c.

224 b. Ba-koita

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
0/ Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east
Fernando P6

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando Po

Bube of
South-west
Fernando P6

Bone
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English
223.
Pande

223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, 6-<r.

224 a.

Bu-kongcD, &rc.

224 b. Ba-kcota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
of Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east

Fernando Po

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando PS

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando Pd

Giraffe
Girl, maiden M-ange-ma- Mo-ina mo-itu

tntom-toli

Goat Sam

>, (he)

God ...

Grandparent

Grass

Ground

Ground-nut
Guinea-fowl
Gun
Hair

Hand

Head ...

Heart...

Heel ...

Hide ...

Hill
Hippopotamus N-gubu
Hoe
Honey
Horn

Li-tandu.
Dzeli

M(o-tu

Danda

N-gal
Burru

A-kungi

MoD-SCdku Tcd

House...

Hunger

N-dakw

N-gubu

Ma.
Fuma

Kimati

Ny-ui

Tu

Wa-ita.
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English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, 6^c.

224 a.

Bu-kongoo, (5r'f.

224 b. Ba-kcota

225.

Kaka
22; a. Kaka
of ifgore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east
Fernando Po

Bube of East
and South

Fernando Po

Bube of
South-west
Fernando PS

Mother

Mountain

Mouth

Nail (of finger
or toe)
Name

Navel

Neck

Mo-ngcoe.
Nangcd

Ngu,
Ngo)

M-ok<o Mco-nina.
Mu-nyon,
Mu-nyco

Night-

Nose ...

Oil palm ...

Ox

Paddle

Palm wine,
beer

Parrot

Penis

Pig

Pigeon

Place

Bu-anga Mi-on,
Mi-ci>

Li-bia. E-lcoku.

L(o-k<otco, E-lookco (224 a)

•kutu (223 a)

Noteworthy as a very archaicform.

Niangu.
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English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-iigiri

224.

Ba-yanga, &^c.

224 a.

Bu-kongco, &=€.

224 b. Ba-kcota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
of Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east
Fernando PS

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando P6

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando PS

Spear

.

Spirit, soul

Star

Stick ...
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English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-ngiri'

224.

Ba-yanga, cr'c.

224 a.

Bu-kongcij, 6^f.

224 b. Ba-kcota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
0/ Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east

Fernando PS

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando Pd

226h.
Bube of

South-west
Fernando P6

Tree

Twins
Urine .

.

Vein .

.

War ..

Water

Moii-gcoku

M-inye.
M-ime

M-e

Well, source
White man

Wife

Wind,

Womb

Wood, fire

wood

Yam ...

Year ...

Yesterday.,

Kuni

Me-le,
Mu-le.
Duma

M-inye.
Mam-bcoli

Ma-ye

Witch
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English

Three...

Four

Five ..

Six

Seven

Eight..

Nine ..

Ten ..

Eleven

223.

Panda
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, dfc.

224 a.

Bu-kongco, dr'c.

224 b. Ha-kuta

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
of ffgore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east

Fernando PS

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando PS

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando PS

•ateo.
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English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, dr^c.

224 a.

Bu-kongto, &'£
224 b. Ba-kcota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
0/ Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east
Fernando Po

226 a.

Bube of East
and South

Fernando P6

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando PS

Fifteen

Twenty .

Thirty

Forty... .

Fifty ... .

Hundred .

Tliousand

.
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English
223.

Panda
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, &"€.

224 a.

Bu-kongto, Q^c.

224 b. Ba-ktota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
of Ngore

226.

Bube of North-
west and
North-east

Fernando P6

226 a.

Bube of East
a?id South

Fernando Po

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando Po

AH

This, these

That, those

Bad

Black

.

Female

-e-be

-telu

-m-wli

Fierce, sharp
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English
223.

Pande
223 a. Bo-ngiri

224.

Ba-yanga, A^c.

224 a.

Bu-kong&3, dr'c.

224 b. Ba-k<ota

225.

Kaka
225 a. Kaka
of Ngore

Bube of North-
west and
North-east
Fernando Po

226 a.

Bube of Eat

t

and South
Fernando PS

To
„ laugh ...

„ leave off,

cease
„ love,want

„ sit, remain,
abide

„ sleep ...

,, standjStop,
be erect

steal . .

.

-yae-to3

lala.

dongi
•diagco

226 b.

Bube of
South-west
Fernando Po

0)- ?, Ala-
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'to', &c., and in Kco- as adverbial prefix); 16. Xa-, Ha-, A- in prepositions only; 17. probably-

represented by OOmu-, OObu-, Bu- in certain prepositions and locatives, and as a terminal suffix in one or

two phrases, such as Ari-mu, ' he is within '- La- (20) is present in a few words as a locative.

The -ana diminutive suffix exists in Fernandian as -ana, -ale ; chiefly in connexion with words for

' woman ', ' female '.

223. Pande is spoken north and south of the 4° of North latitude, between the Upper Safiga and the
head-streams of the Lobai (Mubangi basin). 223 a. Bongiri between the Upper Safiga and the Kadei.

224. Bayanga, 224 a. Bukongco, and 224b. Bakuta are spoken between the Middle Sanga and the
Mubangi basin, south of the head- streams of the Lobai ; and on both sides of the Lower Lobai, chiefly

to the south.

225. Kaka is spoken in separated colonies of Kaka people between the eastern basin of the Kadei
and the south-west basin of the Lobai, and on the Middle Safiga river ; also on the Ngore plateau.'

226. Bube of North-west and North-east Fernando P6 is spoken in the northern parts of Fernando
P6 ^ Island.

226 a. Bube of East and South Fernando P6 is spoken in the eastern and southern parts of Fer-
nando P6 Island.

226 b. Bube of South-west Fernando P6 is spoken in the west and south-west of Fernando P6
Island, in the San Carlos (George Bay) district.

Fernandian Tribes or Clans

North-west to North-east : Pulapula, Bcotoana, Bascopco, Basite, Basipu, Kebcola, Bani, Basuata,

Isakatoj, Bakake, Oribula, Bahe.

South-east and South ; Belilipa, Barinkuru, Bcolcokco, Banapa, Biapa, Bepepe, Btohco, Buepe,
Ureka.

South-west : Twktolco, Bateti, Tapa, Somesojmw, Malco, Bugika, Babana, Bicokoo, Lcosite, Sibula,

Manabe, Betsi, Western Bcolooko), Western Isakatco (Basakatcu), Oloikcopco.

' See Striiinpell and Struck on p. 448 of the iflnd volume (1910) of the Berlin Zeitschrift fiir

Ethnologie.
^ It may chance that in this volume^ or its successor, Fernando P6 is spelt Fernando Poo. The last

is more correct and is sometimes the modern Spanish spelling, though Fernando P6 is preferable because

more ustial. The earliest form of the name was Fernao (Fernam) do Poo or Povo ('Ferdinand of the

people '), that being the name of the legendary Portuguese mariner whofirst sighted the island, circ. 1470.

X X
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Eafefi 227 c.

227. Ekoi (P^ Ejam '

227 a. Akwa " 227 b.

Injo or Itun
228. The Nde or Atam dialects '

228 a. Akparabon 228 b. Agbaragba
229. Wki (Bco-ki'

229 a. CO-sikom 229b. Dama 229c.
Gayi 22901. Yakorco 2296.
Alege

Sub-group A i Cameroons Borderland

230. Mbudikum

"

230a. Ba-hom

234-

230b. Ba-yon 230c. Ba-ti

230 d. Ba-kum 2306. Ba-gba
23of. Ba-li^rBa-lu 23og. Ba-mum
230 h. Moo-menya 230 i. Pa-piah

230 j. Pa-vam 231. Wgcoala
Nso ^;^ Njso (Ba-ns5) '*

233. Mbe
Manyan (A-nyan, Ba-nyan)'

234 a. Konguan

English
227.

£koi or
Ejam

227 a. Akwa
227 b. Eafen
227 c. Injo

228.

Nde or
Atam
228 a, b.

Akparabon,

229.

Nki
229 a.

OO-sikom
229 b, c, d, e.

Dama, f^r

Adze ...

Animal,
beast
Ant ...

wild Ny-am ; o) + .

N-sun
N-sian; co-.

N-ke ; a-ke.

M-fap.
M-fanuti.
OO-siyoiiga

(227 c)

N-kpataja
Iny-am

Mu-nko ; ali-.

N-ko; e-ko.

N-kwook.
A-nyiyo

Ka-ny-am

?30, 231.

Mbudikum and
dialects 230 a

j
231. Nguala

E-cicco.

Ko-mkanket

_232.
Nso or Npo
233. Mbe

234-
^Manyan

234 a.
^

Konguan

Be-siiie (-pi)

' Ekoi is the Old Calabar or E/i/c namefor this language. Its real local appellation is Ejam, Ezam, or'E.'^a.yaxa.

* 227 a. Akwa is also pronounced Akpa or Akpwa. It has no near relationship with the Kwa or Kwo lan-

guage of the Ibibicti cotaitry to the west of the Cross River estuary [No. 245 a). No. 227 b is the Eafen of Koelle.

There are two distinct tones in the Ekoi group of dialects, ' being the low, and ' the high tone. I have not thought

it necessary, however, to insert these marks, except where they seem to affect the etymology. Moreover, there is con-

siderable local variation in their use, and, as a general rule, they are not ofmuch importa7ice in philological comparisons,
' Included in this column are the Ekamtulufu, the Udom, and the Mbcofon (Be-fun) of Koelle, which are Nde

dialects. The name Nde is spelt Inde by Mr. E. Dayrell. Atam is the author's recorded name for this language in

general, but Atam would seem to be a nickname for one of the Nde tribes, meaning ' sheep ', ' sheep people '. Another

of my names for this language in 1887-8 was ' IVestern Nki '. The Akparabon and Agha.Ta.gba. of Mr. Northcote

Thomas appear to be only dialects of Nde. Where their words are the same as those of Nde in general, they are not

cited,

* This is the Nki of Koelle and the 'Eastern Nki ' of Johnston of 1887-8, the Bco-ki of E. Dayrell, and the

CO-sikom of Northcote Thomas, Its northern dialects, Dama, Gayi, a«rf Yakorco, extend its range to the verge of

the Munsi country. The A-lege of Koelle is almost a separate language, yet sufficiently near to be included as a

dialect o/Nki, though its location a?id existence at the present day are very uncertain.
° This is in the main the language 1 have heard called locally Mbudikum, though a similar name, Mburukem,

is also, according to Koelle, applied to the Ndob language (2^y), which is spoken on the eastern side of the Mbudikum
country. Mbudikum in general seems to be closely allied to Ba-hom (230 a) and to the other numerous dialects ranging

from 230 b to 2^0 ],infor!naiion as to which is almost wholly derivedfrotn Koelle, with rectifications and additionsfrom
recent German research, Ngcoala (231) appears to be a distinct language, and this also is derived from Koelle's

' Polyglotta Africana', The Bamum dialect or language (230 g) is virtually identical with Ba-nyangi of German
explorers.

* Npo and Mbe are tnainly derivedfrom Koelle, with afew modern rectifications by the author.
' Manyan is ofmy own local collection (1887-8), with afew additionsfrom German sources. Koelle's'K.ongMaa

(ippears to be little more than a dialect of Manyan,
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Toe

To-morrow
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„ buy, sell •nam.
•gori or
•guri

•gtogco.

•gur«
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PREFIXES, &c., IN MBUDIKUM, BA-LI, AND BA-MUM DIALECTS
;

IN NGWALA ; ALSO IN MANYAN AND KONGUAN
Traces of preprefixes.

Class I. Mit-,Mo-,Me-,M'-,Ma-,N., N-,A-, E-(mi); 2. Ba-, Ab-,Bu-,Bi-,Pa-, Pe-,P'-,Pco- (ba,bo),

pi-)
; 3. Mco-, Mu-, U. {231), 00., 0-, N- (li, m- ?) ; 4. Mi- (mi-, i)

; 5. Li-, Le-, ?, De-, Di-, Ej'-, E-,

I-, A-, Ni-, Ne- (de, le) ; 6. Ma-, Me-, Mi-, Mco-, Amu-, Mu-, Ba- (ma-)
; 7. Ki-, Ke-, Gi-, He-, E-, Ji-,

J'-, Yi-, Ye- (?) ; 8. Bi-, Be-, Ye- (be) ; 8 a. Pfu-, Fu-, Fi-, Vi-, Si-, Se-, He- (?) {pis. in Ke-, De-, Di-,

Ti-)
; 9. N- (M-), N-, Ny- (i, n) ; 10. same as 9, perhaps also Bi- ; 11. U-(?), Rco-, Deo- (?) {pi. Mco-) ; 12.

?Ti-, Di-, De-, Ke- (concord sometimes re in No. 231) (plural to No. 8 a) ; 13. ? missing ; 14. Bco-, Bi-,

Be-, Mi-, ?Bu- (bco) (plural in No. 6 Ma-, Ba-) ; 15. U-, Wu-, Ku- (?) (//j. Bu-, Be-); 16. Pe- (?), -fa,

-tsa, Ba- (? fa) ; 20. La-.

There is a Na- prefix with no very definite meaning used frequently as a plural to nouns of Class I.

The La- prefix (No. 20) is present, but is confused with No. 5. The forms cited as No. 12 may really

belong to Class 22 (Ti-, Te-),

PREFIXES, &C., IN NSO AND MBE (232, 233)

Class I. — , M'-, U-, Wu- (?) ; 2. Be-, A-, Va- (233) (a, ba-)
; 3. ?U- (?) ; 4. ?Mi-(?)

;
5. De-, E-,

I-, Ji- (?) ; 6. Me-, A-, Mi-, Mu- (?) ; 7. Ke-, Ge-, A- (?) ; 8. E-, ? Bi- (?) ; 8 a. ^i- (232), Fi-, Fu- (233) ;

9. N-, W-, En-, Nyi-, Ny'- (?) ; 10. missing or same as 9.

227. Ekoi (locally called Ejam, Ezam, or Eja-yam) is spoken in a variety of distinct dialects across
the coast region east of the Cross River (Calabar) estuary, north-eastwards to the south bank of the Upper
Cross River. Its range includes the Itun or Injo country (227 c), and extends westwards along the south
bank of the Upper Cross River from the Bali confluence on the east to 8° 40' East longitude, and to

the North (jOban Hills. The Akwa dialect (227 a) is almost disconnected in area, and is spoken in the
country east of Old Calabar and Akayon, between the Rivers Akwa and Akpayafe, south of the OOban
Hills. Nos. 227 b and 227 c are spoken on or near the Upper Cross River.

228. The Atam or Nde and the Akparabon (228 a) countries are side by side, north of the Upper
Cross River and north-west of Itun (which is part of the Ekoi domain). They are bounded to the north-
east by Bcoki and west by Ukele (239). Nde is perhaps spoken south of the Cross River as well.

229. Wki is spoken in the ' Bcoki ' country lying to the north of the Upper Cross River, west of the
Oyi river, east of the Itun and Akparabon countries, and of the 8° 45' East longitude. South of the 6° 45'

of North latitude OOsikom (229 a), a dialect of Nki, is spoken in the southernmost part of the Bcoki
country. Dama, Gayi, Yakorco (229 b, c, d) extend on the north to the Munpi country. Alege 229 e
seems to be a north-western dialect of Nki.

230. 231. The area over which the Mbudikum-Bali-Biamum language (230) and Jfgcoala (231) are
spoken is of considerable size. A portion of it is known as ' Bekom ' or ' Bahom '. It stretches north to

the basin of the Katsena-AUah and Benue rivers, and eastwards to the River Nan (Cameroons), and further

to the banks of the Mbam river. Its northern boundary seems to extend to 6° 40' South latitude, and its

southern to 6° South latitude. Its north-western extension is to the Manyu sources and 10° East longitude.

232. The Banso or Banfo tribe in Koelle's time (and perhaps now) inhabited the mountainous region
north-west of Bamum, between 6° and 6° 30' North latitude and 10° 30' to 11° 30' East longitude.

Mbe (233) is recorded by Koelle as the language of the Bambe, and was probably spoken in the south-
east portion of the Banso country.

234. The Manyan (Anyan, Banyan) people inhabit the region south and north of the Manyu or
head-stream of the Upper Cross River, which rises in 6° 40' North latitude and 10° East longitude. From
the sources of the Manyu the Manyan language extends as far west as the confluence of the Bali with the
Cross River (9° 20 East longitude), and for some distance north of the Manyu stream. Konguan (234a)
is located near the Manyu banks.



GROUP A {continued)

THE CAMEROONS-CROSS RIVER LANGUAGES

Sub-Group a I {continued) Cameroons Borderland
235. Indiki (Ba-nyim)
236. Ba-fut

237. N-dob or M-burukem 237 a. Tumu
[238. Oluloomco. See Appendix to Vocabularies^

Sub-Group A 2 Western Cross River
[239. Ukele 239 a N-kodo 239 b 0-kpcotco

240-240 c. The E-diba-E-kuri-N-kcokole
dialects

Sub-Group A 2 {continued^

241. Akunakuna (?r Uguguna 242 Escopon-
Arun. See Appendix to Vocabularies]

243. Uyanga
244. Kor5p or 0-dodop 244 a. O-koyon or

O-konyon
245. Efik 245 a. Ibihivi dialects (Ksffo)

246. Uwet

English
235-

Indiki
(Ba-nyim)

236.

Ba-fut
237-

N-dob or
M-biirfikem

237 a. Tumu

243-

Uyanga
244.

Korop or
O-dodop

244a. 0-k5yon

245.

Efik

245 a. Ibibiu

246. Uwet

Adze
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English
235-

Indiki
(Ba-nyim)

Country

Cow Mi-are

Crocodile ... Em-bap

Day, daylight 0-ya.
Na-pop

Devil, evil Mco-kuku
spirit

Doctor{medi- E-muene
cine man)

Dog .. E-mu

Door, door- Nik.
way M-bili

Dream
Drum E-ngom,

I-nkom.
1-kuku)

Ear

Egg

Elephant ...

Excrement
Eye

Mu-ru

Vi-onnco or
Y-6n6

Mi-^ek,
Mi-pok

Ni-p'-

Face, fore- Bu-se.

head Ne-pog

Fat, oil

Father

Fear

Mo-ruk

I -SCO

236.

Ba-fut
237-

N-dob or
M-buriikem
237 a. Tumu

243-
Uyaiiga

244.
Korop or
O-dodop

244a. 0-k5yon

245.
Efik

245 a. Ibibico

246. Uwet

Wunta ; b(o + Lu-se ; ni-se

M-pon ; bo + N-jie.

N-jom

N-gan

Mo-t

N-ga; be +

Nu-rcomu

N-dam

E-b5m; bw-

E-tagaram

;

bco-

Ti; ba-ti

E-wum ; bu-.

A-am,
E-am (244 a)

Ku-uii ; bi-un.

Dyuon (244 a)

De-akwe

;

i-akwe.
Dewe (244 a)

E-rut ; bu-

Mo-niburco; bo- Ta-niburi; bi-.

Te-m-buli

;

ba-m- (237 a)

Ke-sima ; be-. Wumbi ; be +

.

Ju-na
;

Num-nie
mco-ju-ma-na (237 a)

Ke-kom ; be- N-gum ; be -f

.

Dan (237 a)

Ti ; me-ti I-hya ; bi-yu.

E-yu ; ma-yu
(237 a)

Di-ek ; mi-ek N-ge.
M-03 (237 a)

A-pia ; bco-pia E-bia ; bu-.

E-bwa (244 a)

I-tam ; bco-teiil I-tum ; mu--_
In-wan-e-nuo
(244 a)

I-tamcofii Du-ran ; i-

Lo-gbco
;

Lu-wum ; ni-.

do-gbco. I-komco ; niu-.

I-fun; bco-fun I-bin ; m-bin
(244 a)

O-run ; di-run Lu-nun ; i-.

I-nun (244 a)

E-dunti ; ba-

N-jok

Ji-t ; mi-t

Ju.
Ndu-ju

Mco-wcj

Ta

Ten ; bi-ten I-di ; bco-di

De-fin ; da-
Jet; be-jet.

J-ed ; m-ed
(237 a)

Me-t.
Be-bpu.
E-pu (237 a)

Mco-wu,
Ma-wu

Kie,

Jie.

Tite

E-sien ; bu-.

E-kin-u-non
(244 a)

K-nyi ; bu-.

E-nye(244a);
pi. bu-nye
U-sien ; ne-

Cien ; de-cieni Ne-en ; de-.

N.yen (244 a)

Lu-di ; la-di

Ba-fu

Ai-ita ; bo-

Du-nyo ; i-.

Du-nu5(244a)

Mu-ne ; ne-ne.

Noye (244 a)

0-mcona ; b(o-.

Tete (244 a).

A-mena

;

be-mena(244a)
Bu-diem

' The short u,

E-bera ; b(o-

especially before a terminal consonant, is often pronoimced ii in Efik.

I-dut

;

me-idiit.'

N-tan.
De-san (246).
Dodop (246)
U-man-e-nan.
(E-nan =
cattle).

E-am (246)
Fiom. Fium.
I-yun (246)
U-sen.
Ti (246)

E-kpo.
I-dem

A-nditeme

E-biia,

E-bwa.
E-kwa (246)

E-nyin-u-suii.

De-ma (246)

N-dap
E-komo.
I -bit.

M-bombco

U-ton-.

Korco (246)

N-sen.
E-nonken
(246)

E-nen.
I-ni (246)

I-fu5

Eny-in.

Tsi-in (246)

I -SCO.

Du-di (246)

I-sek.

I-kpon.
A-dan or

A-ran.
Bco-nom (246)

E-te ; me-te.

A-ta {246)

N-dik
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English
235-

Indiki
(Ba-nyim)

236.

Ba-fut

Short

Sick

White nanan,
•nananan

•tsukco

-pup,

•puw«

Above, up,
on top

Before
Behind
Below, down
Far
Here

In, inside . .

.

Middle
Near
Outside
Plenty, many

There

Where? ...

No!
Not {with verb -se-

as prefix, in-

Hx, or suffix)

Ma!
Ma-.

237-

N-dob or
M-biiriikem

237 a. Tumu

243-

Uyanga
_244.

Korop or
0-dod5p

244 a. 0-koyon

245.
Eflk

24s a. Ibibica

246. Uwet

I-bici3.

-muk,
-puk

kuankuan
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English

To
„ know ...

„ laugh ...

„ leave off,

cease

235-
Indiki

(Ba-nyim)

•hion.

nonok

, love, want -ap

!, see ... -pieyen

,, sit, remain,
abide

., sleep ...

notuan

•fianen

„ stand, stop, -tomp
be erect

„ steal

236.

Ba-fut

gufica

gin

•kora

da

•Ji

237.

N-dob or
M-biirukein

237 a. Tumu

243-

Uyanga
_244.

Korop or
0-dod5p

244a. O^koyon

245.
Efik

245 a. Ibibicd

246. Uwet

-sco-

sco (-sco^ma)

ye (ye^maj.
yina
non

-dea^,

•die^

-li (-li^ma = to

stand .')

?
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PREFIXES IN UKELE-NKODO (239,239 a)

Class I. W", U-, 0)., A- ; 2. A-, Ba-
; 3. ? ; 4. ? ;

5. Le-, De-, Li-, E-, I-, Ji- ; 6. Ma- (rare,

usually Ba-); 7. Ki- ; 8. Be-; 9. N-(M-); 10. ?; 11. Ndto-, Leo-, Lu- ; 12. ?; 13. ?; 14. Bw-, Bo-

;

15. Ku-, Koj-. In Okpoto (239 b) prefixes are less used to distinguish singular from plural. So far as

I can distinguish them they are : Ko- {pi. 0-), I-, A-, Ke-, Ki-, Be-, Li-, Le-, E-, 00-, U-, La-, Leo-, Ba-

(= Bantu Ma-), Ka-.

PREFIXES IN EDIBA-EKURI-N-Ka)KOLE (240-240 c)

Class I. 0)-, 6-, U-; 2. A-, Wa-, Okpoj-, 0-, U-
; 3. ? ; 4. absent

;
5. E-, I-, Li-, Le- ; 6. ?Wa-

;

7. Ke- ; 8. ? absent
; 9. N-, Nya- ; 10. N-, Na-, Nye-, also Ti- ; 11. Lw-, Lu- ; 12. ? Li-, Di- ; 13. Ka-

;

14. Bco- {sing.), Bum-, Bco- {pi.) ; 15. Kco-, Ku-.

Also singular prefixes Heo-, Hu-, Hi- ; Gwo-, Geo- ; Nya- ; and plural prefixes Okpco-, 0-, U- ; La-,

Li-, Di- ; Na-, Nye- difficult of assignment to any Bantu class.

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN AKUNAKUNA DIALECTS (241-241 c)

Class I. 00-, Wa- (gu) ; 2. A-, Ba-, Be-, Bco- (ba)
; 3. A-, 0-, U- ; 4. Mi-, M'-

; 5. I-, E- ; 6. Ma-,

Me-. Mco-; 7. ?; 8. ? Be-
; 9. N- ; 10. .? ; 11. ?; 12. ?; 13. ?; 14. Bco-; 15. ?; ?20. Nda-.

PREFIXES IN EDIBA-ESCjOPON-ARUN (242-242 b)

Class I. 00-, O- ; 2. A-
; 3. 6-

; 4. Mi-, I-, E-
; 5. E-, I-, De-, Le- ; 6. Mi-, Ma-, Me-

; 7. Ik'-, Oc'-,

Ij-, Ke-, Ki-,Ge-; 8. Ip'-; 9. .' ; 10. Is'-,N-; 11. ?; 12. ?; 13. ?Ka-. Other classes apparently unrepre-

sented. There is a plural prefix K'- difficult of assignment, and in fact the exact identification of the

cited prefixes with the Bantu classes is not guaranteed. Apparently suffixes (especially -wa) can be used

to form plurals.

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN UYAWGA (243)

It is not possible to arrange the Uyafiga prefixes to correspond with the Bantu classes. I can only

catalogue them thus, premising that the first two categories seem to correspond with Bantu Classes I and

2 :

—

sing. A-, Mo-, 0-, 00-, U-
;
pis. Ba-, Bco- : sing. Li-, I-, E-

;
pis. Bco-, Bu-, Bo-, Ba- : sing. De-, Di-,

Du-, 00-, O-
;
pis. Da-, Dij-, Ta- : sing. Lu-, Leo-, —

;
pis. La-, De- : sing. G'-, E-

;
pi. Ja- : sing. 00-,

Du-
;
pis. Di-, Dij- : sing. La-

;
pis. Ba-, Da- : sing. Mi-

;
pi. Ma- : sing. Bi-

; //. Boo-. There are con-

cords, often dissyllabic— coke, bibu, bcobe, bcopa, ebe, co, o, ba, u, a, mi, le, da, bu, (oba, cojco, but their

application to their respective prefixes is not certain enough for me to place them.

PREFIXES, &C., IN KOROP AND OKOYON (244,244a)

Class I. 0-, 00-, U-, Kw-, A-, Mu- (co, ne) ; 2. Ba-, Be-, Bu-, Bco-. Pa- (ba-, bco)
; 3- U- ; 4. I-, Mi-

(? sing)
;

5. De-, Ne-, I- (de) ; 6. Ba-, Abe-, A-, Mu-, Mco-, Mi- (? ma) ; 7. Ke-, Kco-, E- (ke-, e) ; 8. Be-,

Bu-, Bi-, L (be) ; 8 a. ? Bi-
; 9. N- (M-), I- (? n-, i-) ; 10. N- (M-), Ni-, Na-, Ne-, Nco-, De- ?, Di- ?, Da- ?

;

II. Lu-, Du-, Di-, Deo- (lu) {pis. U-, Ku-, I-, N-, Ni-, Mu-); 12. ? ; 13. Ka- (ka) (pi. Bu-) ; 14. Bu-, Bi-,

U- (bu) {pis. Ka-, Ba-) ; 15. Ku-, Kco- (ku) {ph. Bu-, Bi-, I-, Mu-) ; 16. (locative) Ma- ; 17. (as suffix

only) -tin, -tin, -n'. Prefixes A- {sing.) and Na- {pL), Mu- {sing) and Ne- (//.) are difficult to classify.

In any case the assignments to Bantu classes are arbitrary and not always convincing. The prefixes in

Okoyon are : 00-, 0-, A-, — ; pis. Abe-, Be- ; 0-, E-, U. : pi. Bu- ; - : pi. De- ; I- : pis. N-, M- ; Du-

:

pi. I- ; Ke- : pis. Be-, Bu-.
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PREFIXES IN EFIK AND IBIBIO)

The prefixes in Efik may be set forth as follows :
—

Substantival—E. (sing.) : //j. Me-, I- ; A- {stng-.) ; p/, M- ; I- (smg.) : pL Me- or Mo- or M- or N-

;

0-, U- {sing-.): ph. I-, N-
; Edi- {sing) : pi. Ndi-. Other prefixes implying abstract qualities, action,

agency, &c., are : Edi-, Eri-, Andi- (pi. mendi-), Mbu- (answering to the Bantu Bu-), and Eki-, Mbi-,

and Mbw-.

PREFIXES IN UWET (246)

The ascertainable prefixes in Uwet are the following, nearly all of the singular number. There are,

no doubt, other plural prefixes than Ba- and M-, but they have not been recorded : Di-, De-, E-, I-, Ki-

Ke-, Kco-, Ku-, 0-, 03-, U-, Dto-, Du-, Bi-, B5-, Bu-, M-, N- ; M- (pi.), Ba- (pi.), Be- (pi.).

The following summary of languages Nos. 238, 238 a, 239, 239 a, 239 b, 240-240 c, 241-241 c, and

242-242 b may be given here :

—

•OLULOOMOO OR OKUNI (238), IKOM (238 a)

Olulcomco is spoken in two slightly differing forms in a very small area (Ikom-CjOkuni) on the Upper
Cross River, a little south of 6° North latitude, and of the Akparabon country. Its numerals are : Wune
= ' one '

; A-fa = ' two ' ; A-ttal = ' three ' ; A-nna = ' four '
; A-tan = ' five '

; A-titan = ' six '
; Ju =

' ten '
; Bo-kuro = ' fifteen ' ; Ke-ten = ' twenty '. K6-bo

;
pi. i-b5 = ' arm

'
; E-lalo ;

i-lal5 = ' axe
'

;

Ke-tet = ' beard '

; K6-konco = ' bee ' ; De-yu = ' belly
'

; Doligo = ' bow '
; Ke-kubo = ' bone '

;

Ma-fulo = ' brains ' ; E-furu = ' buffalo ' ; Ke-la = ' buttocks '
; Kco-kuk = ' canoe

'
; 0-kum = ' chief

;

E-fom, E-fon = ' cow ' ; Dema = ' door
'

; E-ci = ' egg
'

; E-nyi = ' elephant
'

; Ma-la = ' fat
'

; Dco-kun

= ' fire ' ; Ke-kat = ' foot
'

; E-kok = ' fowl ' ; E-bu = ' goat
'

; E-burco-a-kpabi = ' god '
; De-lo =

' hair ' ; Re-tu = ' head ' ; E-timo = ' heart ' ; E-t5 = ' house ' ; Ke-man = ' iron ' ; OO-pu = ' leg
'

;

OO-ni = ' man
'

; Ko-fe = ' moon
'

; Ke-kid = ' mountain '
; E-tiw5 = ' penis

'
; A-kuk = ' pig ' ; 6-yaIo

= ' rain '
; Ma-ya = ' river ' ; E-tima = ' road ' ; Dco-da = ' sleep '

; 0-didore = ' star ' ;
Royi = ' sun

'

;

M-bum = 'thing'; De-mile = ' tongue '
; Da-sal5 = ' tooth

'
; Ke-fr5 = ' town '

; A-yafile = ' twins '

;

De-ku = ' war
'

; Ose = ' witchcraft '- Other roots are given in the Analyses in Vol. II.

UKELE-NKODO (239-2393)

These two allied languages or dialects are spoken on the northernmost reach of the Cross River,

between the Nde and the Escopon languages, and extend northwards to Nki and Akaju. Their numerals

are : -von (van) = ' one ' ; -fa = ' two ' ; -tia, -tat = ' three
' ; -na = ' four

' ; Ku-bok = ' five '
; Burani

= ' six ' ; Be-nam-be-tian = ' seven ' ; Be-na-be-na = ' eight ' ; Salejop or I-se-la-jop = 'nine '

; Jop=
' ten ' ; N-dcolop or Kulop = ' twenty '. Noteworthy roots are : Ko-bok = ' arm '

; E-me or leme =
' belly

'
; B-eyi = ' blood

'
; M-fon = ' ox ' or ' buffalo

'
; OO-varr = ' chief

'
; W-an = ' child '

; Kco-zulco

(from -ztolco, ' firmament ') = ' day '

; Le-bcoa = ' dog
'

; M-biem or Bco-nyi = ' elephant
' ; Jiel or A-jen

= ' eye
'

; Dede = ' father '
; N5na = ' finger

'
; Le-bal = ' goat ' ; Ki-tcolca or Le-jeleto> = ' hair '

;

De-tcj = ' head ' ; Guon or A-gwun =' house
'

; CO-bukpu = 'leg' ; Nbe = ' leopard
'

; W-lol or

O-lok = ' man '

; E-tuma or Li-tuma = ' moon
'

; A-de or Ba-kana = ' mother ' ;
I-jul = ' nose '

; Luwe
= ' sun ' ; Ba-inyi = ' water ' ; Ba-naba = ' woman

'
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OKPOTO (239 b)

This is^the ' Okpoto II ' of its discoverer, Mr. Northcote Thomas. It is aUied somewhat closely to

Ukele-Nkodo, though a distinct language. Its geographical position is isolated and interesting, namely,
an enclave some distance to the north-west of the northern Cross River, in the northern range of the Ibco

tongues, and not far from Igara. It has no affinities with Igara or Ibo), and probably represents the relics

of an ancient extension of Sub-Group A i of the Semi-Bantu languages towards the Lower Niger. Its

relationship with Ukele and other Cross River speech-forms is obvious. Its numerals are : Kune or
0-gua or -gu = ' one '

; -va, -ba = ' two '

; -ka (-sa) = ' three ' ; na = 'four'; Ko-bwo = ' five '
;

B'rane = ' six '; B'reba = ' seven ' ; Bco-esa = 'eight ' ; Ru-beji = ' nine '

; J5 = 'ten'. Noteworthy
word-roots are : Ko-bo = ' arm '

; Ke-sa = ' arrow
'

; A-gbco = ' banana ' ; Ko-toto = ' bee ' ; Leme =
' belly '

; Ke-non = ' bird '
; Be-nyi = ' blood

'
; Kcu-bto = ' bow '

; Li-be = ' breast
'

; Li-gwe = ' day '

E-bwa = ' dog
' ; Ki-gbe-lema = ' door ' ; La-jira = ' egg

'
; Dzen = ' eye ' ; Le-be or Ba-ne = ' fat

' oil
' ;

Ara = ' father
' ; Ka-nco = ' finger

' ; Ke-ko = ' fowl
'

; E-bili = ' goat '
; La-me reka = ' hand '

Le-ta = ' head
' ; E-mara = ' house '

; Le-dii = ' knee '
; Kota = 'leg'; A-nco (//. ba-na) = ' man '

W-adu = ' male '

; Lco-kcokco = ' moon ' ; Aka = ' mother '

; I-koro = ' finger nail '
; E-dza = ' nose '

Ba-nya-duba = ' river '
; Bco-nu = ' salt

'
; Dzol =' snake '

; Le-tatal = ' stone '
; Lcowe = 'sun'

Leda = ' tongue ' ; Le-rar = ' tooth '

; Ba-ni = water
'

; E-lagwa {pi. i-) = ' woman '.

EDIBA-EKURI-NKOOKOLE (240-240 c)

These languages are spoken over a rather wide stretch of country between the Oban hills (especially

the western half of these uplands) and the Cross River at its western bend (Ediba). The Ekuri-Nkcokole
territory lies between the Escopon-Arun languages on the north and the Akunakuna and Uwet on the

south, and on the borders of Uyanga. There are, seemingly, four very distinct speech-forms—Ediba

(240), Jfkpani (240 a), Ugep (240 b), and WkcokSle ^ (240 c). The numerals are : Gwen (240) or Sin ot

"Wana (240 a), -jana (240 b) or -gani (240 c) = ' one ' ; -va, -pco, -pu, or -wa = ' two ' ; -tat, -tili, -tele,

or -cili = ' three
'

; -na or -nia = ' four ' ; -covsrto, -tene, -teen, or -teco = ' five ' ; -ten-awana, -tin-a-gani

= ' six
' ; So, Ju, -jo = ' ten '

; Ne-nubco, Leau, Le-yap, or Le-nan = ' twenty ' Noteworthy word-

roots are : E-dum {pi. co-dum) = ' ape '
; OO-bo = ' arm '

; Loj-buk {pi. la-buk) = ' arrow ' ; I-ban =
' axe '

; Lam, Ke-fat = ' back ' : E-kwom, -nantco, -ke-njon = ' banana
'

; E-bom = ' beard '; 0-kwun-
kwana, N-koktoni (240 a), and E-totoiyco (240) = ' bee '

; Deme, Ke-fat, U-tu = ' belly '
; Bi-yono,

I-non, Ktjt)-non {pi. la-non) = ' bird
'

; Ka-ji {pi. wa-ji) = ' blood '

; O-vebco, Koyco, U-nek = ' bow '

;

Ku-juok = ' brains '

; Lco-kontu {pi. la-), Le-be = ' breast ', S and j ; Gwo-ban {pi. bu-) = ' brother '

;

U-tuo =' buffalo ' ; La-galiba = 'buttocks '

; E-kpok = ' canoe ' ; 0-vai, 0-gbun = ' chief
'

; Gwa-
gwani, Go-gtirru {pi. bo-) = ' child ' ; E-om = ' cow ' ; I-taran = ' crocodile '

; Le-je, Higu = ' day '

;

E-ja, E-fa = ' dog '
; Loo-kuma, E-kcoma, I-ban = ' drum ' ; Go-tun, 0-t5n='ear'; Y-coni, I-nya-

bale = ' elephant ' ; La-bi (240 c) = ' excrement
'

; Si-enco, J-en, Je {pi. n-ye) = ' eye
'

; Ki-gemi (240a)

= ' fat
'

; Ata, Woi = ' father
'

; E-non, I-nonai = ' finger
'

; I-bale = ' fish ' ; Bi-xtoxco, Hconon
= ' fowl

'
; E-bu, U-jan, I-jen = ' goat

'
; Li (240 c) = ' hair' ; E-ba-kon (240 c) = ' hand ' ; Le-tu =

' head
' ; Le-konduli = ' heart ' (240 c) ; Boto, E-kokon, OJkwunkwana = ' honey

'
; Li-bije (//. la-)

(240 c) = ' horn '
; E-ton, E-tuco = ' house ' ; E-lamco (240 c) = ' iron

' ; Le-dudun, N-dandan = ' knee
'

;

Kco-von, K6-fe, Hco-on = ' leg '
; U-dumnan (240 c) = ' man (vir) '

; 0-nen, 0-nan = ' man ' (person)

;

Le-ba (240 c) = ' milk
'

; Aiya (240, 240 c), Mma (240 a, b) = ' mother ' ; E-kbon (240), Hu-lan (240 c)

= ' mountain '
; E-ma (240 c) = ' mouth ' ; Le-kto, Li-kil = ' neck '

;
Jconu, Zuma, Nyamco = ' nose

'

;

O-kpoj (240 c) = ' penis '
; Kumba (240) = ' pig '

; Ada, wada (240 c) = ' river
'

; U-no, Yconun =
' salt

'
; OO-liam = ' sheep ' ; E-cankpa (240 c) = ' skin '

; Li-gi (240 c) = ' sky '
; U-tek (240 c), OO-feoli

(240 b) = ' slave '
; N-diamto (240 c) = ' sleep ' ; Ripi (240 c) = ' smoke ' ; Yod (240 a). Duo (240 c) =

' They ought really to be classed as four distinct languages. Ediba and Wkcokole are the most
divergent.
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'snake'; I-zek (240), 0-kon {240 c) = ' spear '; Le-ta (240 b), Hco-ta (240 c) = ' stone ' ; Kco-tiak(240c)

= ' thigh '
; Boo-jam (240 c) {fl. okpco-jam) = ' thing '

; Le-liak (240 c), E-men (240), Le-da (240 a) =
' tongue ' ; Le-ga (240 a), Lala (240 c) = ' tooth

'
; Ke-ti (240), He-ci (240 c) = ' tree ' ; Lco-ni (240 b),

Lu-ji (240 c) = ' water
' ; U-fefe (240 c) = ' wind

' ; Gwa (240), Yanen (240b), Ha-nan (2400) =
' woman '

; Le-gal (240 c) = ' womb '.

THE AKUNAKUNA OR WGUGUNA DIALECTS' (241, 241 a to 241c)

These are spoken in a narrow strip of country chiefly on the right bank of the Lower Cross River,

between Umon and Akunakuna, west of Uwet and Ekuri, south of Ediba. They are four in number :

Akunakuna (241), Abini (241 a), Umon and Ikco-Morut (241 b), and Akpet (241 c). The first three

are fairly closely related ; Akpet (241 c) is very aberrant and really a distinct language. It is impossible

to illustrate each dialect here : further information must be sought in Mr. Northcote Thomas's Specime>is

of Languages from Southern Nigeria and in the Analyses of my second volume. The numerals are:

Jen or Peni (241), E-noi (241 a), Wuni (241 b), and •mcjgoi (241 c) = ' one' ; -fai, -pcoa (241 c) =
' two ' ; -tat, -gat (241 c) = ' three ' ; -na, -nai = ' four ' ; U-bok, Ku-b5, 1-yo (241 c) = ' five '

; OO-bara-

gon, OO-were-wuni, I-yanaci (241 c) = ' six
'

; (JO-war'-i-fai, I-ya-ne-pa (241 c) = ' seven '

;
(0-bari-t-at

(&c.), I-ya-ne-gat (241 c) = ' eight
'

; U-fuedzop, U-mu-we-d^eni, I-ya-ne-nai (241 c) = ' nine '
; = Jop,

Sop, Diop, Subu, Jo (241 c) = ' ten '

; Jin = ' fifteen '
; E-ncp, De-nup, U-nu (241 c) = 'twenty '

The word-roots in Akunakuna and Umon have often a distinctly ' Bantu ' complexion. This is much

less observable in Akpet (241 c), which has, no doubt, been much mixed with the Niger Delta languages.

The following are noteworthy examples : E-nop = ' ape ' ; G6-bo, 0-b5 = ' arm '
; A-da = ' beard '

;

0-doia (241), E-rai {241 c) = 'bee' ; I-me, Ge-to, U-gbwe = ' belly' ; 0-som, 5-ne = ' body' ; 0-dd =
' bone '

; I-bei = ' breast 5
'

; E-dem = ' buffalo
'

; U-zut, OO-siet = ' canoe
' ; O-non = ' chief

' ; U-rori

(241) = ' child ' ; E-fom = 'cow'; Jep, Dyep = ' crocodile
'

; E-bia = 'dog'; Sari, Cari, Sere =
' egg ' ; E-nyi, I-ni = ' elephant ' ; A-bi = ' excrement

' ; I-non5 = ' finger
' ; O-gon, Do-gon = ' fire '

;

E-gowa, I-kowa (the West Bantu -kuba) = 'fowl' (241, 241 a) ; I-kogo, I-go, E-h5 (241, 241 a, 241 c)

= 'fowr;' E-ban, E-bon, E-ven = ' goat
'

; Sin, I-sen = ' hair' ; E-to, De-toi = ' head
' ; A-don

(241 a, b), E-cempia (241 c) = ' heart
'

; Do, I-duna E-go (241 c) = ' house '

; I-rii, De-du = ' knee
'

;

U-kpwama = ' lip ' ; 00-som (j*/. a-som), O-ne, 0-nno = ' man '
; 0-rum = ' man (vir)

' ; E-fuk =

'monkey'; 00-fe, Gco-fe = ' moon ' ; Akaka, Akam = ' mother ' ; Ama, Gama = ' mouth '
; E-fat =

' penis '
; E-^i, I-pi, E-ndi = ' pig

'
; I'pa = ' place ' ; Bu-noj, tO-nok = ' salt ' ; I-da, Bi-dai = ' sleep '

;

Jok = ' snake '
; W-am {pi. b-am), Gvv-an = ' son '

; E-gugun (241 b) = ' star ' ; E-tan, E-taco =
' stone '

; Dcowei (241 b) = ' sun '
; OO-fen = ' thing

'
; (JO-meo, Dco-men = ' tongue

' ; San = ' tooth '

;

I-se, Ge-se, Me = ' tree ' ; Ma-ni (241), U-nsi (241 c) = ' water ' ; 0-negwa, 0-nugwa = ' woman '.

ESOOPON-ARUN (ADUN) ' (242, 242 a, 242 b)

Mr. Northcote Thomas {Specimens ofLanguages from Southern Nigeria) divides this speech into

six dialects or principal types (or, if Ndaja-nav^e be further subdivided, then into eight): Apiapum,

Oderiga, Ndajanawe, Wakande, Igbco-i-maban, and Agiga. I think it is sufficient discrimination to

consider 242 to include all the Estopon-Arun dialects as yet recorded, and 242 a and 242 b the more

aberrant southern speech, Igbcj-i-raaban and Asiga. Escopon-Arun covers a fairly large section of the

Cross River bend between Ukele on the north-east and Ekuri-Ediba on the south-east. The numerals

assume forms like these: Wune, Wani = 'one'; A-fa, A-fo = ' two '

;
A-tan, A-ta = ' three '

;

A-nebum, A-nebco, A-na, A-nan = ' four '
; A-zien, -cen, -sen, Te, Tenco = ' five

' ; A-zadani, Sadeni,

Tencowco, A-tenawonoj = ' six ' ; A-zenafa, Tegafo, Te-na-f5 = ' seven '
; A-zencotan, Te-ga-tco,

A-te-ga-ta = ' eight
'

; A-puwcawune, Xeawani, 0-rov5vene, Te-ga-nco, E-mcogabcozcj = ' nine
'

' These are the same as Koelle's ' Akiirakura '.

2 Cf. Ibco Oa-kuku, 0-kuka.
^ Nearly identical with Koelle's ' 0-kam '.
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Jop, Jo, K-bcdZu (242 b) = ' ten '
; Ji = ' fifteen ' ; E-rop, Le-hop = ' twenty '. The noteworthy noun-

roots are : OO-bok, Ke-bok, E-gbegbeve = ' arm
'

; 0-gonaci, 0)-bube = ' arrow
'

; E-bre = ' axe '

;

N-am, N-am = ' back ' ; E-gwomco = ' banana
'

; A-dai = ' beard
'

; E-wot, E-fara, Ke-vok, Ka-vog

(242 b) = ' belly '
; I-sise, I-pe, Ai-yi = ' blood '

; 0-yuk, Ke-yuk = ' bow
'

; U-rurun = ' brains '

;
E-bai,

Le-bap (242 a) ' breast 5 ' ; N-woka = ' brother '
; E-wot =' buttocks

'
; tO-fat, 00-vara = 'chief

;

Nw-a-nw-a, Wage (242 b) = ' child ' ; E-bam = ' cow '
; I-jep = ' crocodile

' ; E-wu = ' day ' ; E-gbwa,

E-pfa, E-va='dog'; Ema, Lemal, 0-kegere = ' door ' ; E-bin = ' drum '
; E-nyie = ' elephant

'

;

I-tienei, Dien, Den = ' eye '

; I-yak = ' fat
'

; I-nono, E-nwon = ' finger
'

; E-kpwun = ' fire '
; I-non

(//. mi-non) = ' fowl
'

; E-fu, I-vun = 'goat ' ; A-kpo, S5nw, Som, I-sisa, I-zisara = ' hair '
; E-soi =

' head
' ; E-tim = ' heart ' ; M-pi = ' horn

'
; O-tyom, 0-xom, 0-com, E-to (242 b) ' house '

; M-baya =
' iron '; E-dudumi, Ke-dudun = ' knee

'
; 0-fuk, 0-buk, Ke-fe = ' leg '

; Ba-jatok = ' magic '

; O-non
= ' man '

; 0-juno = ' man (vir) ' ; E-fu; = ' monkey ' ; I-pi, I-phie, 0-fe = ' moon ' ; Etna = ' mouth '

;

I-giigura, Le-kop = ' neck '
; Ke-ru, I-runwe, I-ruwa, Ge-humco = ' night

' ; Jon, Kun, I-son, OO-hum
= ' nose '

; O-nom = ' penis '
; E-kumba = ' pig ' ; O-rana, Le-hana = ' river ' ; E-den, E-len =

'road'; I-jok = 'snake '
; 0-zup, 0-kon, N-kpa = ' spear ' ; E-gugun = ' star ' ; E-ta, Ke-tat =

' stone '
; (JO-yei, E-kpegera, Lezi = ' sun ' ; 0-riip = ' thief ; 0-to = ' thing '

; E-da, E-dak, Lela =
'tongue'; E-se, E-ca, A-sa, A-ra =' tooth '

; I-ci = ' tree '
; A-si = ' water ' ; OO-fum = ' wind '

;

0-tan = ' witch '
; N-kwanon, Gwano = ' woman ', -fimafip = ' all

'
; OO-mana = ' female '

; Mama
= ' here '

; Gana = ' there

'

235. Indiki is spoken in the eastern basin of the Duala (' Cameroons ', Inubu-Wuri) river ; between
the confluence of the Inubu and the Mukombi on the west, and the vicinity of the Wanjam and Mbam
rivers on the east ; south of the Mum plateau and north of the Sanagd watershed. The eastern part of

Indiki country is sometimes known as Banyim (Koelle's Penyin and Penin).

236. Bafut (Mfut, Bcofut) is the language of a small area of north-west Cameroons bisected by io°

East longitude, north of 6° North latitude, and around the sources of the Imba affluent of the Katsena-
Allah river. Bcofut borders on the Bali country.

237. Ndob or M-biirijkem of Koelle's transcription may still be spoken in the little-explored region

north-north-east of the Bamum plateau and north of the River Mbu (an affluent of the Mbam), between
the countries of Mambila and Ndzungle, and to the east of Mbudikum.

243. Uyaiiga is spoken in the Uyaiiga country in the eastern part of the OOban district and the

north-eastern watershed of the Calabar, Kwa, and Ikpan rivers.

244. K5rop is spoken by the Ododop people in the south-east part of the OOban hill country up to the

political boundary of Cameroons territory (the Akwayafe river). The Okoyon dialect (244 a) is met with

between the Ikpan river on the east and the left bank of the Cross river on the west, south of Uwet and
Umon, and north of Efik (Old Calabar).

245. Efik language is the speech of the Old Calabar settlements on the east side of the estuary of

the Cross and Calabar rivers, as far east as the Ikpan river, as far west as the Cross river. The Ibibico

dialects (245 a) are spoken on the opposite west side of the Cross river estuary up to the Kwco-Ibo) river.

Uwet (246) is spoken in a small tract of country north of Okoyon, between Akunakuna and the Kwa
river.



GROUPS B-G

THE NORTHERN CROSS RIVER BASIN, BENUE, BAUCI
LANGUAGES

Group B : Northern Cross River Basin
247. Yala (Inkum) 247 a. Northern Yala

247 b. Agala (North-west Yala) ^

Group C : South-west Benue
248. Mun^i or Tivi '^

Group D : Southern Benue
249. Afudu

Group E : Central Benue
250. Boritsu or Afiten ^

251. Mbarike
Group F : South-west Bauci

252. Burum
Group G : Central Bauci

253. Jarawa *

English
247.

Yala (Inkum)
247 a.

NorthernYala
247 b. Agala

248.

Munpi or
Tivi

249.
Afudu

250.

Boritsu or
Afiten

»

251. Mbarike

252.

Burum

Adze
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M-ba-o-nda
(251)
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English
247.

Yala (Inkum)
247 a.

Northern Yala
247 b. Agala

Mun^i or

Tivi

249.
Afudu

250.

Boritsu or
Afiten

251. Mbarike

252.

Burum

Goat ... ...

„ (he) ...

God

Grandparent

Grass
Ground
Ground-nut

Jeweo.
_U-gbeu(247b)
0-pi

O^sS-wo.
O-VFO

A-doku S.

0-k5ku J

A-si

A-je
E-vi

Guinea-fowl I-fe

Gun

Hair (of head)

Hand

Head

Heart..

Heel

Hide
Hill

0-la

E-kio.
OOce

Hippopotamus I-njo-a-ya

Hoe Ny-arco

Honey

Horn ..

Horse..

Yano

Le-ji

W6-nya

I-vco.

E-kpojbe
Gbere.
I-gbewe

A-ondto,

Au-wundu

Bese

I-bii

E-men.
Wu-on (251)

Tere-tamon 5. Me-mbadia S.

N-gco-tamon 5

Tcohcd

I-neya
I-he : a-he

I-kpi.

(jO-papuan

(251)
0-nyokan o.

Wco-be-co-soku J E-nyenokanj.
I-ceniceS

(251).

I-yaniya o

(251)

E-pfi.

Efi (251)

Dagwi

In-guere,

N-ere.
Ny-erefu
(247 a).

N-jire-nu

(247 b)

_

E-tu-a-bo.

Wo-bo (247 a).

A-ik'-a-bto

(247 b).

Oku-pi-a-b5
Li-fu,

Le-fco,

Le-fu.

E-fco (247 b)

Di-kpcotu.
A-poj (247 a).

I-kbotco(247b)
C0-tulikpo3.

(jO-tsiri-gbco

Burka.
Ci-biriga

I-jie.

Cire

U-'we ; a-we.
I-jima-wue.
I-kuewe.
Kco-wue.
Gara

E-ticou.

Tiyco

E-pim.
I-puma ; a-.

N-gwa
I-kis

Me-ntan (?)

N-tsam-kon.
J\I-bco-ya-kon

E-pui

Ka-sehi-jiaii

U-ro

N-dohale

Tsaliu

N-yenya; ve +

Ka-tar

Wu-sen.
N-dyukin
(251)

I-tsug-nco-bvi. Vwoi
Gi-sun-ga-bii.

E-sisi-ma-mco,
Gos-ga-w-ii

(251)

Gi-tse.

Le-zu (251)

Gi-run-gco-sun.

Gu-tu-fien

(251)

Ra-hwol

00-hun.
I-ru (251)

N-si-pok

Ge-kirnya.
O-kakum
(251)

253-

Jarawa

M-pil (A-.),

M-bil {M.)
Bit-n-kil (A'.).

Nun {M.)
Kcogol,
Kcoyol

Ka-ya (A-.).

Kaggi,
Kaxea {M)

Vun
N-zal
N-zog (A'.).

Gu-je [M.)
Gan

; fl.

gaii-ba

M-binduya
{Arabic) (K.).

Bindiga {M.)

Nyon (K., M.)

Mo-d-buru.
M-e-buru(A'.).

Bugge (M.)

Mco-t (A-.).

Mu-di; pL
mu-ti-a (/I/.)

Bali (M.)

Ta-kwot.
kwode {-'vi.pl.

suffix)

N-gup
Din

Nget (AT.).

Dom {M)
;

dom-ba
Mu-rog-nl (A'.).

Nyi {M.)

N-jop
PuTSiS {A rake)
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English
247.

Yala (Inkum)
247 a.

Northern Yala
247 b. Agala

248.

Munpi cr
Tivi

249.

Afudu

Tail (of an
animal)
Tear
Testicles . .

.

Thief
Thigh

Thing

A-geji

U-para
O-boyi
1-taku

O-ja

Thorn
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English

Eleven

Fifteen

Twenty

Thirty

Forty...

Fifty ... .

Hundred
Thousand

.

247.

Yala (Inkum)
247 a.

Northern Yala
247 b. Agala

248.

Mun^i or
Tivi

249.
Afudu

I.gwco-lo-pi Puokar-u-mom N-don-sa-do

1-gwe-le-rtowa

0-fu,

Op.fco.

0-l(ofu,

(jOgu-rcofu

_(247 b)

0-fu-si-gwoj

E-fu e-pa

E-fu e-pa
si-gwco

E-fu e-ruwa
E-fi-gu-ntaro

Puokar-u-hare
= ' twelve

'

I-kundu Mu-nyuar
(/. e. ' man '

I-kundu-kaia-
bue.
I-kundu-bri-

fabi-puwe.
I-kundu-gbi-

fave-puwe
A-kundu-hara
or A-kuadu-
har
A-kundu-hara.
KoiQ-bwe

A-kundu-tan

250.

Boritsii or
Afiten

251. Mbarike

252.
Burum

Kur-glen.
Yom-be-n-tso

(251)
Yom-be-fa =

' twelve ' in

251
Ge-kam.
U-rom
(?';«rt«')(25l)

^a-bi-ba =

' twelve
'

Naga

253.

Jaiawa

Lum-kui-mok,
Lum-kco-mto

Lum-kuibari,
Lum-kco-bari
= ' twelve '

Hanyamok

Lumbari (K.)

Hanya-mok-
na-lum

Hanya-bari

Hanya-bari-
na-lum
Zangu-mok
Zambar-mok

I, me, my ...
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English
247.

Yala (Inkutn)

247 a.

Northern Yala
247 b. Agala

248.
Mun^i or

Tivi

249.
Afudu

This, these
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Sick

White...

•kuye

•Jenere,
•fiere

yorco-wum.
-gbange,
•wange,
ange

•pcopco

ban sum.
-kpi

•tan.

-titsen (251)

English
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PREFLXES, SUFFIXES, &c, IN MUN^I OR TIVI (248)

(Munpi, like the not far distant Jarawa (253), has—we may assume—in comparatively recent times,
lost the use of prefixes to a considerable extent, and has developed a system of tacking the abbreviated
prefix—sometimes a consonant only—on to the end of the noun-root. In some cases this class suffix is

used in addition to the class prefix.)

Class I. Wu-, Or-i, A-, — , U-, Ngu- (u, un, ngu) ; 2. Be-, Ve-, Mba-, U-, Y- ; -v, -uv (ve)
; 3. Wu-,

U. (.?) ; 4. ?l. (?) ; 5. I. (i, iigi) ; 6. A-, M. ; -m (nga, ma)
; 7. I-^ ; -y (ki, y, -eye) ; 8. I- ; -v (mbi, i, -v)

;

9. I-(i); 10. same as 9; 11, 12, 13. absent; 14. -v (mbu); 15. .7 (ku, -y) ; 16. Ha- (prepositional

only), pa- also takes the place of the Bantu Pa-.

A diminutive prefix is Wan- ('child')
;
plural Onov- ('children ').

PREFIXES IN AFUDU (249)

Class I. Wu-, Mu- ; 2. Be-; 3. ?Me-; 4- ?; 5- ? Ji-. I- 1 6. ? ; 7. E-, A- ; 8. ?; 8 a. Fi-
; 9. N

(M-),Ny-; 10. ?; 11. Lu- ; 12. .'Ke-; 13. Ka-.

PREFIXES IN BORITSU OR AFITEN (250)

Class I. U-, 0-, 0)-, A- ; 2. Ba-, Be-
; 3. ? ; 4. ? ; 5. ? ; 6. Ma-, M-, Ba-

; 7. Gi-, Ge-, Ke- ; 8. Be-

;

9. In-; 10. ?In-; 11, 12, 13. missing; 14. Wu-, Bu- ; 15. Gu-; 16?

PREFIXES IN MBARIKE (251)

Class I. A-, ?U-; 2. A-
; 3. ? Gu-

; 4. ?; 5. Le- ; 6. ?A-; 7- I-, E-; 8. ? ; 9. In.,N-,Ny-; 10. In-,

N- ; II. Lu- ; 12, 13, 14. missing ; 15. Ku-, Koo-, Gu-, Goo-.

PREFIXES IN BURUM (252)

Class I. ? M-, Mw- (rare) ; 2. Bi- ; 3. (?) Gviro-
; 4. ?I-,Ni-; 5. Ri-, I- ; 6. ?; 7. ?I-; 8. Bi-

; 9. N-,

Ny-; 10. ?; 14. Vu-, Bw- ; ?20. Ra-.

(The identification of the little known prefixes in Burum with the Bantu classes is very hazardous.)

PREFIXES AND CONCORDS IN JARAWA (253)

The prefixes and concords (the concord is present) in Jarawa are not easily discerned in the scanty

information which we still have of the syntax of this interesting Semi-Bantu language. But though they

now (even more than in Koelle's transcription of more than sixty years ago) seem fused with the root-

word, they are detachable in some instances, and their former freedom of use may be presumed. As

Mr. Bieneman points out (1916), Jarawa has, since the British conquest of Bauci and Nigeria, generally

been enormously influenced by Hausa and Fula, and under this influence (as has occurred in Munpi)

the prefixes have tended to become— or to give way to—suffixes. The following list is somewhat of a

guess at the original prefixes of Jarawa, say of a hundred years ago, or as it was spoken in Koelle's

time (1850), together with a recital of such plural suffixes and concords as Mr. Bieneman has made

known (1916)

:

' From Oru = ' man '-

^ In Koelle's 7-endering of the ' Tiwi ' language there seem to be traces of Gi- as a No. 7 p)'efix.
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Class I. Mu-, Mto., Mo-, M-, Mi- (mi); 2. Ba-, Bo-, Beo- (ba, bi)
; 3. ? U-, ? Gu- (?gu, ?g(o)

;

4. ?
; 5. ? absent ; 6. Ma- (Ma- is also used in the singular as a collective and an abstract prefix) (mai

-ya ?, -ga ?) ; 7. Gi-, Ki- (?) ; 8. Bi- (bi, bibi)
; 9. N- (M-), Ny- ; 10. absent, or represented by suffix -ni ;

II, 12. absent; 13. Ka- (?) ; 14. Bo-, Bto-, Bu- (?bu); 15. ?Ku-,?Gu- (?) ; 16. Pa- (locative and pre-
positional only) ; 17. absent ; 20. Ta-, Da- ; honorific prefix (? Class) He-.

Suffixes

:

Singular. ' Plural.

•an, -al -ba, -baba, -bale

•ya, -ea, •a, -ga
'

-bi, -bibi

-ni

-na

When a much more extended and minute study has been made of the southern parts of British

Northern Nigeria, especially between the Benue river, the Goiigola, the Bauci mountains, and the Gurara
river, it is quite likely that other Semi-Bantu languages may be brought to light, more or less submerged
under the non-Bantu Juku, Gbari, Igbira, Basa-kwmi (Nupe), or Hausa. As it is, we are puzzled by
the Bantu roots in substantives and numerals which we find in Koru, Ham (Dzaham, Dzaba), and
Yasgua— forms of speech vaguely located north of the Benue, east of the Gurara, and west of Bauci, but

the general character of these languages, as indicated by their phonology, preponderance of word-roots,

and syntax (though they make use of substantival prefixes indicating singular and plural) removes them
from inclusion in the Semi-Bantu family. The easiest explanation that at present offers itself is to sup-

pose that at a remote period all the region between the southern Benue basin, the watershed of Lake
Chad, and the Middle Niger was covered with Semi-Bantu languages, and that, although these have been
overwhelmed and in most cases obliterated by Sudanic, Saharan, and Nilotic invasions, they have been
partially absorbed and many of their word-roots adopted by the later comers.

Dialect 247 of Yala—Inkum— is spoken on the Upper Cross River in a small area, on the bend of
the river north-west of Ikom (about latitude 6° and East longitude 8° 40'). Dialect 247 a, Northern Yala,
is found much farther north, and over a larger patch of country near the Ewayon-Aiya river, 6° 30' to
6° 45' North latitude and 8° 30' to 8° 45' East longitude. Dialect 247 b -Agala—is still further removed
from Inkum on the Cross River, being met with north-west of the northern Cross River under latitude
6° 30' and East longitude 7° 55'.

248. Mun^i. This language— ' Dzua-tivi', originally, perhaps, of North Benue origin—is'spoken
over a considerable area of the South Benue basin, west of the Katsena-AUah river, from about 7° North
latitude on the south to the Benue river bank on the north. Either now, or in earlier times, its range
extended a short distance north of the Benue. The eastern neighbours of the Munf i or Tivi are the Juku
and Afudu ; the western are the Igara and Akpcotco.

249. Afudu is—or was—the language of a small country south of the Benue river, east of the Munfi
region, and south of the Juku country.

250. Boritsu or Afiteii is—or was—spoken to the north of the Middle Benue, south of the Bauci
mountain country, close to the Juku territory on the Benue. 251. Mbarike is^or was some seventy
years ago—spoken to the north or north-east of Boritsu, yet not far from the Benue river or the Bauci
country. The town of Yakuba was said to be about one hundred miles north to north-east of the Mbarike
district.

252. Burum would seem to be the speech of the southern Bauci people in an area near to but north
of the Benue river and farther east than Mbarike.

253. Jarawa seems to be spoken in several dialects in the central and south-east part of the Bauci
mountain country in British Nigeria, some distance north of the Benue river bank, and yet south of Yakuba.



GROUP H

THE CENTRAL NIGERIAN LANGUAGES

254. Gurmana 255. Kamuku 256. Basa

GROUP I

THE SOUTH-WEST TCOGCOLAND LANGUAGES

257. Lefana
258. Santrokcofi or Bale

259. Avatime (Kedea)
260. Nyangbw-Tafi

GROUP J

THE SOUTH SIERRA LEONE LANGUAGES

261. Bulonj (^^ North Bulom) 262. Mampa ^ and Krim {or South Bulom)

English
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English
254.

Gurmana
255.

Kamuku
256. B^sa

257.

Lefana
258.

Santrokcofl or

BaM

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.

Nyangbco-Tafl

261.

Bulom
262. Manipa-

Krim

Banana ...
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English
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English
254.

Gurmana
255.

Kamuku
256. Bdsa

257.

Lefana
258.

Santrokcafi or
Bale

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.

Nyangbto-Tafi

261.

Bulom
262. Mampa-

Krim

Grandparent

Grass Ti-naba

Ground ... Cenge.

Ground-nut Gwo-inje

Guinea-foTvl Ku-regca
Gun Bindiga

{Arabic)

Wu-jirco

Ki-pyena

... Wa-hihi

Byi-huna

Duduge.
Ti-ira (?)

Hair ...

Hand ...

Head ...

Heart...

Heel ...

Hide

Hill

Hippopotamus Bi-ni-ma-ni

Hoe

Honey ... A-fukafaka

Bu-ja-tco-gua. Nana
Bco-iigiia.

Kaka (256)

A-gcojia; fi-.

I-gcopi;

ii-gcopi

Ka-loj.

Ke-se

BundeYa.
Budenga
(256)

A-hinde ; to-. Le-nuene
Ji-hinje (256)

A-ba-co-tara. K6-nu ; e-nu

(Ji)-tara ; a-.

a-ala (256)

U-hie ; mu-hie. Ku-li ; e-li

(jO-hihyu(2 56)

Ki-tan-ku;
mo)-.

OJ.pukuri

(256)

Wawa;
ba-wana

Sefa.
(JL>-fafu

Ka-sco; n-sco

(O-sie
;

be-sie o.

Tsitsi or
Dzaze 0.

A-suie o.

E-dzi ? (260)

OO-dzogbe.
Li-hiii (260)

Ke-se

Le-ka)t«wa ; a- Li-zi ; a-zi

Kco-ta ; a-ta (jO-kiima.

Sesa.
Si-nuni

Kco-ne ; a-ne

Di-si ; a-si

OO-tu ; si-tu

Ka-bojkcote

;

m-

E-sawco ; a-.

I-gewe (256)

Tu-scja.
Ma-ya-siii

(256)

Le-nwami ; a- Le-ncoake ; a-

Ea-blco

A-tconu ; i-

(jO-tii; i-tti

Ku-pi ; si-pi.

Ku-ya ; si-ya

(260).

Bco-se ; te-se

(260)
Ka-iilakpco.

Ka-iila (260)

Li-tukpto.

Ke-takpco ; ba-

(260)

OO-na ; i-na.

I-dzi (260)

Ka-klise

YomS.
Ba-om.
Lam 5.

Teta 5

U-pue

Gbum

U-kantr.
Ka-kente

Pinkar

I-dirin.

E-de.
I-zemen

Pia.
Kcdkcokotsok.
Pia-jok (262)

Bui,
Bol ; ti-bol.

Bon
Gbol,
U-bol.
Ku-kwen
Bentan.
I-bintena

(262)

Horn I -ha Li-se; e-se

Ku-pi ; si-pi.

Ke-plekpa,
Ke-plukpa.
Bu-pi ; be-pi

(260)

Ka-tokpa

;

ku-.

Pi-aba ; ba +
(260)

Tsi-menyi.
Tco-menyi
(260)

Li-ba ; a-ba.

Ka-pa ; bco-pa

(260)

Ki-bu; bi-bu

Li-sia ; a-

Kik.
Ron.

^
Yi-won

Kara; fi-kara

Silco.

Ma-ciie.

Ma-serco.

Dosule

'
Cf.

' moimtain ' Ka- is a diminutive p)-efix.
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English
254-

Gurmana
255.

Kamuka
256. B4sa

257.
Lefana

358.
Santrokcofi or

Bale

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.

Nyangbto-Tafl

261.

Bulom
»262. Mampa-

Krim

Man, vir. ...

Meat

Medicine ...

Milk

Monkey ...

Moon

Mother

Mountain ...

Mouth

Sunda

Wu-penna

A-pema

Nail (offinger A-sari

or toe)

Name . .

.

Navel..

Yi-zlyi

Neck, throat Dwasa

Night W-uci

Nose ..

Oil palm ... Ku-kwande

Ox Bi-naa

Paddle
Palm wine, Bammi
beer

Ku-vcj

I-reje; mw-reje 0-nana ; ba-.

U-nonku ; ba-

U-zumbcoa.
OO-sunda
(256)

CO-niwu,
OO-nibu.

Nabi (256)
Ma-saba.
A-suba (256)

U-Tvama; a-.

Bco-nu ; a +
(256)

Cl)-piana.

U-peana(255)
Bina.
Am (256)

Sina

Ka).fa

Nyetu

Ka-dzi ; ba-dzi

0-nyime ; be-.

A-nconye ; ba-

(260)

Ki-dza

;

bi-dza.

Ke-dzya (260)

Ku-wcoa ; ba-.

Bco-vvcoa (260)

Ku-mcoani

Ke-tse ; ku-tse.

A-dozi

;

ba-dozi (260)

O-dzidzi ; ba-

Na.
U-ni

OO-nu ; mu-nu

U-sojali.

U-siii {256)

Li-ci)wu,

Li-cobu ; a-.

U-cobi (256)

A-ba ;
pi-ba.

Bi-liagco.

I-ilu.

U-lwloj (256)

A-gita.

U-gita (256)

00-ne ; be-ne.

E-li ; be-li

Li-tco ; e-tco

, KcD-wente

;

a-wente
Ma ; maa-ne.
O-ya ; ba-ya

Kco-bcokcote

Kenye;e-nye Ka-nya;n-nya OO-nugu ; i-.

OO-lugbu,
00-nugbu
(260)

Le-fio ; a-fio 0-nefco

;

Ki-nloafu; bi-.

se-nefoj Ke-nucoe (260)

Li-nyi ; e-nyi.

Ki-nyi (260)

Ki-vokpo ; bi-

No-pugan
(•pcak-an).

No-puvan
(262)

Vis,

N-vis

Un-rom

Mmoj.
Nonco

Kil,

Koel.
Kak

I -pan.

Yi-pan (262)

Ya.
Yem
I-ron
Nyen

;
pi. ti +

Sentan,
I-santaii.

Ku-sukula
Mil,
Moel.
Le-mue

U-piik ; si-

(0-mu ; si-mu 00-le ; i-le.

Ca-li;i.li(26o)

U-se

E-noj; mco-nco. E-nu
Ny-ian«(2 56)

Bi-siwa ; mto-

Bi-sua ; i-

(25te)

Ka-ce ; n-ce

0-nu ; si-nu

O0-wojs<o ; se-

Nancwi

Le-lco ; a-lco

E-lesi.

E-lisi (260)

Li-nyco ; a-nyco.

Ke-ny5to
(260)

Ku-le ; ba-le.

(jO-deoti

;

i-dosti (260)

Li-gume

00-si ; i-si

Ku-da ; ba-da.

Bu-nn,
Bu-lu (260)

Tsi-mek.
Tumak.
Ku-rot>.

B'olohol.

Ku-lemen.
Bco-welen

Culu,
Col,

J-ol.

U-rtil

[darkness).

Kule (262)

Min,
U-min

;

pi-min.

Kumen (262)

Wa.
Npa

Nar,
I-nar

Miii.

M-kalem
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English
254.

Gurmana
255.

Kamuku
256. BAsa

257.
Lefana

258.

Santrokcofi or

Bale

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.
Nyangbco-Tafi

261.

Bulom
262. Mampa-

Krim

Son, boy ... Baa

Song
Spear

Wa-zanga
M-api

Spirit, soul Hi-ringice

Star, planet
Stick

Stone

Stool

Sun

Tail (of an
animal)
Tear
Testicles ...

Thief ...

Thigh...

Ma-ringani
A-ngwco.
do

Wu-tari

00-hii

Thing.

A-raba
A-bura

Bu-zumbwi
Wu-tco

I-ri

Thorn
Tobacco. ...

To-day ...
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English
254.

Gurmana
255.

Kamuku
256. B^sa

257.

Lefana
258.

Santrokcofi or
Bale

Female

Fierce, sharp,
bitter

Good

Great

Little

Long

Male

Old

Red

Rotten
Short
Sick

White

bcoco,

?Buba

-jenn

-tatoi

Bubua.
Buta.
Eco (256)

-sem (i-sem).

feme (256)

I-da.

I-gembi

(256)

keda(Ki-keda) I-jimi.

Jike (256)

•bori

•cenje

•tuali

Kuji.
-enye (256)

Ma-gtoma.
Ba-guma
(256)

•jene.

-jenje (256)

ledi (Ku-ledi,

-so

-jam
(Ko-jani,

o-jani, (5>^c.)

•hwyen

-fuara

•sanku

Biele,
Bienle

Kpelekpele.
-ble

Pimpi,
-bibi,

dibi

•be

Kunku

•fututu

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.

Nyangbco-Tafi

261.

Bulom
262. Mampa-

Krim

-dze.
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English
254.

Gurmana
255.

Kamuku
256. B^sa

257.
Lefana

258.

Santrokufi or
Bale

259.
Avatime
(Kedea)

260.

Nyangbto-Tafl

261.

Bulom
262. Mampa-

Krim

Middle

Near
Outside

Plenty, many E-kwcoje

There...

Where ?

No ! ...

Pare

Awa!

Not (wz/A verb, -za- ; -ci

as prefix, in-

fix, or suffix)

Lelu

ba." -ma-nda -ta- (-la-).

(256) -te- (-le-)

...
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English
254.

Gurmana

To ?

„ laugh ... -ratu

„ leave off,

cease

„ love, want -rubi

,, see

„ sit, remain,
abide

,, sleep ...

,, stand, stop,
be erect

„ steal ... -zumbi

255.
Kaniuku
256. B^sa

257.
Lefana

258.

Santrokcofi or
Bale

?
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PREFLXES AND CONCORDS IN LEFANA (257)

Class I. (sing.) W-, 6-, U-, A-, E- (o, (o, u, nu) ; 2. (//.) Ba-, Be- (a, ba, be, e, ma)
; 3. (sing.) Ku-,

Km-, Ke- (ku, ko), ko)
; 4. (fil.) E- (e, a) ; 5. (sing.) Li-, Le-, I-, O- (le) ; 6. (//.) E-, A-, Ba- (a)

;

7. (sing.) Ke-, E- (e, a)
; 8. Be- (be)

; 9. ? ; 10. (//.) La-, Le-, Li- (li) ; 11. (sing.) Oj-, O-, U- (co) (//.
No. 10) ;

12. (//.) Ku-, Koj-, Ko- ; 13. (sing.) Ka-, K- (ka, ke) (pi. No. 2) ; 14. missing
; 15. Ku-, Ku-

(Kutco).

Class 3—Ku-, Kco-, &c.—seems to fuse with Class 15, and both classes are connected more especially

with trees or ike members of man's body. Classes i and 2 in all these Tcogtoland languages are chiefly

connected with mankind and ' anthropomorphized ' beasts.

PREFIXES, &C,, IN SANTROKCOFI (258)

Class I. CO-, — (wco) ; 2. Ba-, B'- (ba)
; 3. (JO-, 0-, 6- (wco)

; 4. Si-, Se-, E- (se, e) (a plural and
also an abstract prefix)

; 5. Di-, Ni-, Le- (le, ni) ; 6. A- (ya,a)
; 7. Ku-, Ko>-, Ko- (kco) (a singular prefix,

with plural No. 6 A-) ; 8. .?
; 9 and 10. N-, M-, W- (be) (singular and plural, especially to No. 13);

II. ?; 12. missing; 13. Ka- (ka) (this, as a diminutive, is singular, with a plural in No. 10—N-, &c.
;

as a plural prefix it is plural perhaps to No. 7) ; 14. ?; 15. Ku-', Km-, Ko- (kco).

PREFIXES, CONCORDS, AND SUFFIXES IN AVATIME AND NYA»GB(jO-TAFI
(259-260)

Class I. O)-, 0-, Nw, A-, — (co, a, ye ; -iia, -iico, -e) ; 2. Ba-, Be-, Ma- (ba, be ; -ba, -be) ; 3. 00-,

6- (6, 16, Ico ; -no), -no)
; 4. I-, E- (i, le ; -ne)

;
5. Li-, Le- (li ; -le) ; 6. A-, E- (a, la ; -na)

; 7. Ki-, Ke-,

E-, Ka- (ki ; -ye, -e)
; 8. Bi-, Be- (bi ; -be, -me)

; 9. — (pis. Classes 2 and 10) ; 10. Si-, Ti-, Te- (in

No. 260) (pi. to 9 and 15) (concords and suffixes: si, ti ; -se, -te) ; 11. missing; 12. Ku- (pi. to 13)

(ku, CO ; -kco); 13. Ka-, Ke- (ka, a ; -e) ; 14. Beo-, Bu- (bco) (absent in Avatime; both singular and
plural in Nyafigbco-Tafi) ; 15. Ku- (ku, a ; -co) ; 16. .' Fa- (-awa, -aba) ; 17. ?Ni-, Ne- (-me, -ni).

-bi is a diminutive suffix.

The arrangement of correspondence between singular and plural prefixes differs sometimes in

Avatime and Nyangboj-Tafi. In both tongues much use is made of suffixes in addition to prefi.xes.

There is an interesting feature in Avatime, which may also occur in other Tcogcoland languages.

Where two associated nouns come together to form a compound, such as ' fowl's egg ', ' king's stool
',

'medicine man ', there is fusion on these lines : The prefix of the second noun is placed yt>j-/, then the

root-word of the first noun, then the root-word of the second. Thus : ' medicine man ' is (ju-woja-nete
;

//. ba-w<oa-nete : from Ku-weoa, '^ medicine ', and (JL)-nete, ' owner '. ' Fowl's egg ' is Li-kukca-dze
;
pi.

a-kukco-dze : from (JO-kukco, 'fowl', and Li-dzs, 'egg'. 'King's stool' is Li-kusi-gbu : from <Ji)-kusi,

' king ', and Li-gbco, ' stool '.

In addition to Avatime, Nyangbco-Tafi, Santrcokofl, and Lefana, there would seem to be two

other languages in North-east Tcogcoland which come near to qualifying as Semi-Bantu. They are

named Basari and Camba. In word-roots they offer little similarity to the four mentioned (Nos. 259,

260, 258, and 257) languages of South-west Tcogcoland. Basari and Camba are spoken in the north-east

parts of Tcogcoland between North latitudes 8° 50' and 9° 30', between the sources of the OOti river and

those of its tributary the Moo.

In their prefixes Basari and Camba offer considerable resemblances to the languages of South-west

^ No. 15—Ku-, Kco-, &c.

—

is the infinitival prefix in languages 25,8 and 259. There is no discernible

infinitiv.il prefix in 257. 00- is also employed in that sense in 258. Te- is the usual infinitival prefix

in 260.
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Ta)gcoland. They are : O)-

; //. Be- : Ke-
; //. Bi- : Ke-

;
pi. E- : 00- or Bu-

; //. O- : W- or Bu- ;
pi.

Me- or E- or I-
:
De- or Di-

; pi. A- : Ge-, Te-
; //. Mu- : N-

;
pi. I- or E- : Kco- or Gw-

;
pi. Te-, &c.

In their pronouns they are Semi-Bantu. The simple roots are: Ma, N, ' I, me ' ; Se, E, 'Thou,
thee '

;
W, ' He, him '

; Tem, De, Te, ' We, us
'

; Nim, Nem, Ne, ' Ye, you '
; Be, ' They, them '.

The numerals aje : -ba, ' one ' ; -le, ' two
'

; -ta, ' three ' ; -na, ' four ' ; -mu, -mo, ' five
'

; -lu or

Lcobe, ' six
' ; BoUee or Lcole, ' seven ' ; Bini or Wi, ' eight

'
; Bcowa or Onvire, ' nine

'
; Sala or Bui,

' ten '. Umongu or -iiko is ' twenty '.

But a variety of suffixes are also used additionally to indicate the singular and plural senses of the

noun
;
and there is a tendency to employ as well inflectional changes in the root-word—a very un-Bantu

feature. When more is known about Basari and Camba the preponderating evidence may be in favour

of their being classed as Semi-Bantu languages ; and in such cases their geographical position is of

interest, as it helps to bridge over the interval between the Semi-Bantu of the Kaduna basin (Central

Nigeria) and those of the Tcogcoland group.

PREFIXES, &C., IN BULOM (261)

Class I. — , ? U-, ? W- (? u, ? 0), -wco, -nco) ; 2. A- (a, pe)
;

3. ? Un- (rare), U- (u, nu)
; 4. I- (i) ;

5. Di-, Li-*, E-, I-, Yi- (i, la) ; 6. Ma-*, A- (a)
; 7. absent ; 8. absent

; 9. N-, I- (n, i) ; 10. Ti-, pi-. Si.

(this is the commonest plural prefix, but it is not certain that Ti- and Si- (pi-) may not represent distinct

classes) (se, si, ti) ; N-, N- (n, m) ; 11. Leo-,* U-, 00- (u, (o) ; 12. Tu-,* Tco-* (a singular prefix);

13. missing; 14. ? Wco-* ; 15. Ku-,* Kto- (used only as plural) ; 16. (prepositional) Ha-, Hco-. -pcamu

is a diminutive suffix, -nco is a suffix meaning 'person ', 'agent'. La and Pto are respectively female

and male prefixes.

The prefixes marked with an asterisk are now inseparable from the noun-root in Bulom, though

a little more detachable in Mampa-Krim. In modern Biilom, prefixes, especially in the singular num-
ber, are gradually passing out of use. The one most commonly retained to indicate plural is Ti-, Si- The
concords were formerly much in use. They are a good deal dropped now, especially adjectively. The
assignment of the prefixes and concords to Bantu classes is very hazardous, but there may be some

affinities.

PREFIXES, &C., IN MAMPA AND KRIM (SOUTH BULOM) (262)

Class I. 00-, 0-, ? Wco- (co, wco, -nco) ; 2. A- (a)
; 3. ? ; 4. I-

; 5. Le-,* De-, Di-, I-, Yi- (?) ; 6. Ma-,

M'-, Mu- (sing., collective, and plural) (?) ; 7. missing ; 8. missing
; 9. ? Yi- (?) ; 10. Si-, Ti- (si, ti)

;

II. Lea-,* Nco-* ; 12. Tu-,* Tto-* (singular) ; 13. Ka- (.') ; 14. .?; 15. Ku- (?) ; 16. (prepositional) ?Ha-;

20. ?Ta-.

Prefixes marked * are not (usually) detachable from the word-root and have become part of it. In

the most modern form of South Bulom, as in the nearly extinct northern dialect, prefixes are increasingly

disused or are becoming fused with the word-root and their sense forgotten. The vocabularies here given

of Northern and Southern Bulom (derived mainly from Nylander (1814) and Koelle (circa 1850) ), though

checked by the author at Sierra Leone in 1904 and 1907, and by the collections of Northcote Thomas in

1915-16, will strike the student of present-day Sierra Leone as old fashioned. But for purposes of com-

parison I have naturally desired to preserve the older speech of a hundred to fifty years ago.

Mention should be made here of the Kisi language on the north-eastern borders of the Sierra Leone

Protectorate and about the sources of the Niger. It has numerous similarities in word-roots with Bulom,

and had no doubt anciently a Semi-Bantu basis. But it has been so overlaid with non-Bantu features,

and has departed so considerably from Bantu standards in its word-roots and syntax, that it cannot be

classed logically as a Semi-Bantu language.
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254. Kurmana or Gurmana (Gurumani, Kurmani are variants of the name) is spoken on the banks
of the River Kaduna, between Zungeru and Gusorco, ten miles to the north of Kuta.

255. Kamuku is spoken east of the Middle Niger, between the Lower Kaduna and the Lower Man-
yara rivers, east-north-east of Raba, and along the north bank of the Lower Kaduna. BAsa (256) is

apparently spoken to the east of the Lower Kaduna, not far from Kamuku.

257. Lefana is spoken in the Lefana villages of the Bueme district, a small area of a few square miles
in South-west Tmgcjland, east of the Lower Volta river.

258. Santrokcofi or Bale is spoken in the south-west of Tcogcoland between the Volta river and the
Akpcosco highlands, in the south part of the Bueme district.

259. Avatime is the ' foreign ' name of a speech—Kedea or Kedeame—native to the western part of

South Tcogcoland, at an average distance of eighty miles from the seacoast, on the east of the River Volta.
The Avatime people, like those speaking languages Nos. 257, 258, and 260, are said to have migrated to
their present site from the western bank of the Volta river. Nyangboj and Tafi (260) are two closely

allied dialects—one language — spoken on the south-east of the Avatime area. All these Tcogcoland Semi-
Bantu languages are limited to a small region of South-west Tcogcoland, generally called Bwem or Bweme,
between the first and second hill ranges beyond the coast-plain east of the River Volta.

261. North Bulom is said to be nearly extinct now. Its locality a hundred and even fifty years ago was
the Sierra Leone peninsula and the opposite coast territory north of the Rcokel estuary. It passed gradually
into South Bulom (Mampa, Krim) (262) along the Sierra Leone south coast as far eastwards as the Sherbro
river and islands where ' Krim ' is no doubt still spoken. Mampa seems to be the name farther inland.



GROUP K
THE SOUTH GUINEA LANGUAGES

263. Temne 264. Baga 265. Landcoma

GROUP L

THE NALU LANGUAGE
266. Nalu

GROUP M
THE NORTH GUINEA LANGUAGES

Sub-group M i : The Jeba Languages
267. Biafada
268. Pajade

Sub-group M 2 : The Bisaco-Bcolama Languages
269. Kanyop or Manjakeo
270. Pepel or Bisaco

Sub-group M 2 continued

271. Sarar or ^adal
272. Bcola (Bcolama, Juan or Jual)

Sub-group M 3 : The Dy5la Languages
273. DyolaorFulup 2 7 3 a. Fulup <?/ Fonyi

273 b. Filham (or Jola or E^ux)

GROUP N

THE UPPER GAMBIA LANGUAGE
274. Konyagi
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English

Man ...

Man,

Meat

Medicine

Milk

Monkey

Moon, month

Mother

Mountain

Mouth

Navel.

263.

Temne
264. Baga

265. Landoama

Wu-ni; a-fam.
I-flm

; a-fini.

Fum; a +

Nyie

U-runi ; a-.

I-ruguni ; a-

(264)

U-pem.
A-peam

A-trol.

A-dzol,A-tsar.
A-jol (264, 265)
Ma-nconco.'

Ma-pa.
Ma-mbr (265)
Ka-yek.
Wa-kar

;

tsa-kar (264,

265)
N-of

;
y-of.

N-wof (265)

Nail (of finger
or toe)

Name
,

La-mkiele
;

ba-

Me-nak

Mi-nient

Ben

M-fasak

;

a-fasake

M-bilan

U-kara.
Ya.
Bom.
Na.
Mana (264).

Mama (265)
A-ron ; ma-

Ke-sefi,

Ka-son
;

ta- or te-.

Ke-sun ; tse-.

Gco-sun ; tse-

(264, 265)

A-santrak or
Santak.
A-pantp

;

ya-sants

N-es ; m-es

Ka-bont
; tra-

or tse-.

Ke-bont ; tse-

tses)

Nya

267.

Biafada
268. Pajade
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abstract) Ama-, Ma-, Man-, M'. (ama-, am'-, ma. iia, mia)
; 7. (?or 13 singular) Aka-, Ka-, Ka-, K'-,

Ke- (aka-, ka-, ak'-, ki) ; 8. (plural) E-, Eye-, Ey'. (eye-, ey'-, e-, y'-, yi)
; 9. (singular) Ana-, Na-, N-,

ff- (ana-, an-, n'-, n'-, ni) ; 10. (plural) Atra-, Tra-, Tra-, To-, Tu-, Tsu-, Tse-, Ce-, C'-, Se-, S'-, g'-

(atra-, tra-, ca-, tr-, c-, t-, s', &c.) ; 11. (singular, but also mainly prepositional and demonstrative in

sense of
' to ',

' at ') Ru-, Rco. (?) ; 12. (absent or fused in No. 10) ; 13. (prepositional only—' in ', ' at
'—

or fused in No. 7) Ka- (?) ; 14. 0)- ?, OOwco-? (to-, cowco-, wco) ; 15. (locative) O)-, Od- (od-, d'-, co-)

;

16. (plural, collective
; not a locative) Apa-, Pa-, P'- (apa-, ap'-, p'-, pi).

In addition there are traces of a singular number prefix Ba-, which is usually reserved for words con-

nected with children. Na- is an honorific feminine prefix meaning ' mother ', or ' mistress ', ' lady '- Pa-
similarly is a respectful masculine prefix equivalent to ' father ' or ' sir '. The 4th prefix, especially in the

form Ya-, has often a dual rather than 'a plural sense, indicating two objects rather than an indefinite

number.

PREFIXES, &C., IN NALU (266)

(There are traces of the concord in numerals and adjectives).

Singular. Plural.

M- Be-, A-
Me- A., Be-

Ma- Ba-, Be-, Abu-, Abe-
Mi- A.
Mco-, Mu- A-

N-, »-, Ny- A-

Ki-, Ke- ? ?

Ba-?

La- (or Lam-) (feminine)

(Nalu also employs suffixial vowels—a, -e—to lengthen the noun-root in the plural, additionally to

the plural prefix.)

PREFIXES, &C., IN BLAFADA AND PAJADE ' (267,268)

Singular.
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PREFIXES, &c., IN KANYOP,! MANJAKO), PEPEL, SARAR (^ADAL) AND
BOOLA (269-272)

Singular. Plural.
Wu-, U-, O)., A. Gu-, N-gu-, Jfgi-, Nge-
N-, Na-, Nyi., Ne- (na, ni) Ba- (ba), Bi-, Be-
Ki- (269. 270), Ke-, Ka-, Ga- (ka) I. (i), E-
B'., Bto., Bu., Hi., P«-, Pu-, Be-, Pe-, Pi-, I-, E-, Ge-, Mun-, Mon-, Mi-
Wi-, U.

Mu-, Mon-, Mun-, Min- I.

Li-, Ni., Nin (270) Bo-, Ba-
Ku- (270) I.

Ba- (269) ?

PREFIXES, &c.. IN DYOLA (FULUP) (273-273 b)

Singular. Plural.
A-, An-, d- (a, u, um). (This is the ' human Ku- (ku), Buka (ku), Ba- (bu), and Vu- (vu)

being ',
' intelligent ' class)

Yi-, Y'-, E-, I- (e, ei, i-) Si-, Su- (si, su), or ^i-, ^'- (fi, fu)

Dyi-, Ji- (dyu-, ju) Ku-, K'- (ku, k-)

Fu-, Fm-, Fi-, F'-, Hu-, H'- (fu, hu) Ku-, Gu-, K<o-, K'- (ku, k-)

Nyi-, Nyu- (nyu) Ku- (ku, k-)

Ka-, K'-, Ga-, Ge- (ka-, ga-, a, ku, gu) U-, O)-, W- (?Gu. in' some dialects) (u, vu)

Bu-, Ba-, B'-, Bi- (bu, ba) U-, Vu- (u, vu)

Mu-, Ma-, M'-, Mi-, Mco- (mu, ma) Vu-, U-
(locative) Ti-, Ta-, T'- (ti, ta, tu)

(? locative, rare) Fa-, Ha-

Noies : Ku- in the first plural class varies occasionally as Ki- and Ka-. Buka- is only applied to

the plural for ' man '
; Ba- is only applied to words meaning or connected with ' children '. Ka- in the

sixth singular class is used as the infinitive prefix in verbs. Fa- (or Ha-) of the tenth singular class is

rarely used, but seems to answer to the Bantu Pa- as a locative.

PREFIXES, &C., IN KONYAGI (274)

Sin^tilar. Plural.

I. —, A- 2. Wi- (wi), Vu-, Vi-

5. I- (da), Yi-, R'-, Li-, De-, Di-, Di- 6. Wa- (wa), Wu-, Wi- (wi)

7. Ya-

9. N-, N-

13. ?Ka-

14. 0-, Ol)-, 6-, Wu-, U- {pi. No. 6) 14. Wu-, U-

15. Gu- 10. Se-?

16. Fa-, Fu- [pi. 14) (sometimes locative)

20. Rr'-, Ra-, La-. Da-

There is not much obvious resemblance here to the Bantu prefixes, though I have used Jke Bantu

numbers for their classification. No. 16, Fa-, Fu-, seems often associated with ' male', ' masculinity ',

and may be a version of the Pa- or 'father ' prefix, a form very common in Pajade (268). No. 5 seems

to correspond with the Sth Bantu prefix (Di-, Li-), and No. 6 (Wa-) certainly answers to the Bantu Ma-.

' Note : the plural prefixes of 26<^ are very uncertaiti.
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263. The Temne language is spread over the western and central parts of the Sierra Leone Protec-
torate, and extends westward over a little of French Guinea. The Baga or Kalum language (264) is—or
was— spoken on the coast of French Guinea opposite the Los Islands, north-west of the Sierra Leone
boundaries. Landtoma(265) is the dominant language on the coast of French Guinea between the River
Poiigco and the River Nunez or Kakande, and extends a little north of the Kakande.

266. Nalu is spoken north-west of Landooma and south of the estuary of the Rio Grande in the
southern part of Portuguese Guinea.

267. Biafada and the allied Pajade (268) language were—in Koelle's time, sixty years ago—spoken
in the southern part of Portuguese Guinea, north of Nalu, and on both banks of the Rio Grande from near
the coast to a distance of about ninety miles inland.

269. Kanyop or Manjakcj is spoken in the coast region of Portuguese Guinea along the banks of
the estuary of the Jeba river. 270. Pepel is the language of Bisaco Island, opposite the north shore of
the Jeba estuary. 271. Sarar or ^adal is spoken on the coast north-west of Bisaco, and between the
estuaries of the Cacheo and Jeba. 272. Bcala is the language of Bcolama and neighbouring islands of the
Bisagos archipelago.

273. Fulup or Dyola in at least three—possibly four or five—dialects, is spoken over a considerable
area of French and Portuguese Guinea, from the estuaries of the Gambia and the Casamance on the

north-west to the middle course of the Rivers Cacheo and Jeba on the south-east, and behind languages
267-272. The southernmost dialect, called by Koelle Filham, extends south of the Jeba river to Rio
Grande. Dyola or Jola is scarcely a native name, but a Mandingo nickname given to all the Fulup
peoples and those which speak Semi-Bantu languages 267 to 273 b.

274. Konyagi is spoken within the south-eastern basin of the Upper Gambia river, near the country

of Fuladugu ; especially in the district of Yukungu, through which flows the River Laut, which joins the

Banguk. The Banguk enters the Imete, and that, apparently, joins the Upper Gambia.



CHAPTER IV

SUPPLEMENTARY ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

TO THE FOREGOING VOCABULARIES
LUKONJO (I).

On page 46, in column i, insert opposite ' Brother', Mu-genzi, Mw-ene. On page 48, in column i,
opposite God', Nya-mu-hanga ; and opposite 'Heart', OOmu-tema, OOmu-libco. On page 49, in
column I, En-ketsj as a second equivalent for 'Lake'; and Eri-ka ; ama- as a second rendering of
House . On page 50, column I, the equivalent of ' Name ' should read Er-ina, and I-tunke should be

inserted as a third equivalent for ' Night ' ; Ki-scokerco should be added to the words meaning ' River',
I-kute and Em-penda be inserted opposite ' Road ', and OOmu-hemboj opposite ' Sheep '. On page 52,
column I, insert Ama-iza among the words for ' Water ' ; -wuma as an alternative root for ' One' (with
a footnote as follows : Perhaps related to -kuma, Eii-kuma, meaning ' some ') ; Ndatu as an alternative
root for SIX

', and Ama-kumi-ndatu for ' sixty '. On page 53, column I, a second rendering of ' Thou-
sand IS Wgamagana

; -nyi- is an alternative form for the objective infix, 'me' ; Ni-we, a third equivalent
of the substantive pronoun, ' Thou ', and -a-wu of ' Thy ' ; Mu- is a second nominative verbal particle for
He

,
-we a second possessive terminal, ' His ', Ni-bto, as well as Aba, stands for ' They ' (substantival),

and -a-bu for ' Their', -cosye, in the same column, is a second equivalent for ' All', and Wco-, OOnco for
the demonstrative ' This ' in the ist Class of substantives. On page 54, column i, insert -tsebu among
renderings of ' Good ', and -kera opposite ' White '. Insert Hewulu and Eriri opposite ' Above ', Eny-
uma opposite ' Behind ', Hali opposite ' Far ', Ha-katikati opposite ' Middle ', Ha-kuhi opposite ' Near ',

Ahandi opposite ' Outside ', -nene opposite ' Plenty ', and Ha-nemu and OOkuu opposite ' There '-

Op page 54 the negative particles of Olu-konjco in column i require restating :

Si. (Sindi-, Siwa or Su- or Su-, Si-a, Si-tu-, Si-mu-, Si-ba-) ; Scosa-, Susa- (before 2nd pers. sing,
of imperative)

; -ta- (in past, future, and subjunctive tenses) ; Ereke- (negative prefix for infinitive), -ndisa
(= negative verb ' not to do ').

There should be also added the following verb-roots in column I on page 55 :

laba, ' go
' ; -ta, ' kill

' ; -kanza, -ganza, ' love
'

; -lankera, -bona or -bcona, ' see ' ; -wwnya,
' sleep ' ; -ema, -ema-na, ' stand

'

On page 55 the prefixes and concords of Olu-konjca require restating in accordance with our fuller

knowledge of the language at the present time (1919) :

Class I. (Omu- (comu-, -rau-, cowu-, yco, yu, u-) ; 2. Aba- (aba-, -ba-, ba-)
; 3. (jOmu- (co- or comu-,

gu or ku)
; 4. Emi- (emi-, eyi-, gi, yi, i-)

; 5. Eri- (li, ri) ; 6. Ama- (ama-, a-, awa-, ga) ; 7 Eki- (eci-,

ki) ; 8. Ebi- (ebi-, bi) ; 8 a. Ebi- (ebi-, bi)
; 9. E-, Eyi-, En-, En-, Em-, N-_(M-) (en-, e-, eyi-, yi) ; 10. Esi-,

Esico-, Esian-, Esion-, Esiony'- (en-, esico, isi-) ; 11. Ol)1u- or Oru-, 6du-, OOnu- (colu-, ru-, lu, du)
;

12. (Otu- (cotu-, tu) ; 13. Aka- (aka-, ka) ; 14. OObu- (tobu-, cowu-, bu) ; 15. OOku- (coku-, ku) ; 16. Aha-
(aha, ha, he-) ; 17. tOmu- (comu-, mu).

URUNYOROO (2).

On page 54, column 2, there should be added to the negative verbal infixes of Uru-nyorco, -duku- or
-ruku-.

LUGANDA (4-4 b).

On page 63, column 4, opposite 'Night ', the Lu-scoga equivalent of 'darkness' should read Eki-
zikiza or En-dikiza. On page 65, column 3 b, the first word for ' Stone ' should read Ili-we. On the
same page, in column 4, add I-wendi (4 b) to the equivalents for ' Sky '

; Omw-ika (4 b) opposite ' Spirit,

soul'
; and I-bale opposite ' Stone '. On page 66, column 4, Ama-di (4b) should be inserted opposite

' Water '. On page 70, column 4, opposite ' Here ' insert Tanco (4 b), in addition to Wanco.
On page "jo, also, the following additions should be made to the negative particles of columns 2 f, 3,

3 b, and 4-4 b: In column 2 f (Uru-kerebe) : Ti— ga ; Ti-ka

—

('not yet'); -bula (negative verb). In
column 3 : Nti-, Nt'- ; -tali- ; Wi-, Mwi- (2nd pers. sing, and plural, imperative). In column 3 b : Nti-.

In column 4-4 b : -kco; Ti-, Ta-, Te- (4 b); Ezira- (4 b).

On page 71 the following verb-roots should be added in column 4-4 b : opposite ' come ', -iba (4 b) ;

opposite ' know', -it>i (4b) ; opposite ' love ', -yenda (4 b) ; opposite ' see', -bcona, -bona, -boine (pret.)

(4 b).

On page 72 some additions should be made to the Lu-ganda prefixes. To the name ' LU-GANDA'
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should be added LU-SESE and LU-SWGA. Among the prefixes of the 5th Class should be inserted
In- (4 a), and of the i6th Class Ta- (4 b).

T}f P'"''*^J°''i" °^*e Se-, Sa- ' father' prefix should be rendered : Ba-se, instead of Ba-, Se-. It
should further be noted that Ka- is also classed as an honorific prefix, and that there are traces of an
honorific Ki-.

LUWANGA, &c. (s-5 b).

On page 75, column 5 a, an alternative word for ' Doctor ' is Omu-mali. On page 76, column 5 a,
Omu-kcofu should be added to the equivalents of 'Father', and Nyasaye as another word for 'God'.
On page 80, column 5 a, add Ama-khuwa as meaning ' Things ' in plural. Page 83, column 5 a, insert
lahi as an alternative root for ' Good ' and -kulundu for ' Great '. Page 84, column 5, add to the nega-
tive particles, -ta, -kata (neither); in column 5a add -tawe, -nga, -kata (neither), OOxu-buta ('to be
without

) ;
in column 6 add -k'-, make -ka an infix -ka-, and delete -ta. In columns 7 and 7 a add to

the negative prefix Ti-, -ti- as an infix. On page 85, in the list of Lu-nyara prefixes, &c., make the
objective infix concord of Class 3 -ku- and not ku-. On the same page, correct the statement of the 5th
Class prefixes in Lu-masaba, &c., by changing the spelling of Ki- to Ri-. Add to the Ki-gtizii prefixes
of Class 8 the form Eve-.

NYAMWEZI (9-9 c).

On page 95, column 9, insert these negative particles : -ka- (-ha-, -k'-) ; -nco ; -tali- (not yet).

KIKUYU, KAMBA, TAITA, NIKA, &c. (11, 13, 14, 16).
After some words in Kikuyu (column u) appears a.capital D in brackets. This— it should be

explained—stands for 'Dhaicco', a discarded name for the Nyeri dialect.
On page 98, column 14, insert opposite 'Adze', Cezo ; opposite 'Ant', Ci-viri ; opposite 'Arm',

M-kconu ; opposite ' Arrow ', I-vanco ; and supply missing figure ^ to second foot-note. On page 99
insert opposite ' Breast (man's) ', Lega ; opposite ' Brother ', M-bari ; opposite ' Country ', N-dtoe. On
page 100, column 11, note that the plural prefix of (JO-tuku, ' Day', is ma-, and insert as a further root
for 'Day ', Hingco; give Mu-binjiri as the Kikuyu equivalent for 'Doctor', and Ibe for 'Father (his)'.

On the same page, in column 14, add M-zuka to the words meaning 'Devil', and Ki-ci to the words for
' Door '.

On page loi, in column 14, add Ngonde as an additional word for 'Fish ', and spell the word for
' Frog ', Ki-cula. In the same column, insert Mw-ai as a second word for ' Girl ', and Vava as another
rendering of Wawa, ' Grandmother '. In column 15, I-cura is the more correct spelling of the term for

'Frog'; while Gula is the better spelling of Frog' in column 16. On page 102, column 14, add the
following words: opposite 'Hippopotamus', I-bcoku; opposite 'Husband', Miwa, Mivco, Mumi (i.e.

'Husband—my,— thy,—her'); opposite 'Hyena', I-kutu; opposite 'Knee', Ki-tembelu ; opposite
' Lake ', I-riva. In column 16 the word for ' Heel ' should read Jimbe. On page 103, column 14, add
Ma-riwa to the words for 'Water', and Mw-erj to the words for 'Moon'; in column 12, Tu-manna,
'Night', should read Tumanna. On page 104, column 14, add a second rendering of ' Shoulder', I-vega.
On page 105, column 11, add Ka-hi as a second word for 'Son', and U-ndu ; ma-u-ndu as a further

word for ' Thing'. In column 14 insert I-ywe as an alternative equivalent of ' Stone
'

; and Ki-fumbi as

the rendering of 'Stool'; also Mw-ingwa for 'Thorn' and Linu for 'To-day'. Page 106, column 11,

add I-tura to the words for ' Town '- In column 14, Ki-gonjo should be added to the words for ' Yam
',

M-baca to the words for ' Tree ', C-uga for 'Vein ' should be noted as a. plural with a singular in L-uga,
and ^coku should be instanced as a second word for 'Well'. Page 107, column 15, the equivalents of
' One ' should read : M-cozi. -mwe. Mwezu. In column 14, -randadu should be inserted as an additional

form for 'Six'. Page 108, column 11, Ni- and Nin- should be added to the nominative verbal pronouns
of the 1st person singular. In column 14, -ni- infix pronoun should be added to the forms for 'Me'

;

and OOkco be given as an additional substantive pronoun, ' He '. In column 12, Itu- may be inserted as an
alternative nominative form of ' We ' with the verb. On page 109, column 1 1, an additional demonstrative
root should be given : -cico (u-cico, a-cico, &c.). Page no, column 11, the root for the adverb, ' Behind',

should be spelt Xuba, and another form for ' In, inside' should be added Ti-ini. On the same page the

negative particles of Kikuyu (11), of Taita (14), of Taveita (15), and of Nika (16) require to be re-stated.

Those for No. 11 should run: Ti-; -di- ; -ti ; -diku- ; -dina- (preterite) ; Tiga- (infinitive). For No. 14:
Si-, Su-, Sa- ; -sake- ; Nde- ; -anduaiigi (verbal suffix) ; -ga; Kande- ('not yet '). And for 14a : Si-,

Ndu-, Nde-, Ndi-; -sa- (past conditional) ; -7a (suffix to present). For No. 15 : Si-, Tco-, Ta-, Ttotu,

&c. For No. 16 : ^i-, Si-, S'- ; -si-; Kha-, Khu-, Kahu-; Tha-; -ba ; Si-dza, Ka-tsa, Singa. Also

in column 12 the negative particle -di- should be represented thus as an infix and the adverbial Ta- be

added ; and in column 13 the negative infix -dza- should be added as ' employed with the Infinitive '.

On page 1 1 1, Re- and Li- should be added to the Kikuyu prefixes of the 5th Class, un- should be

given as an adjectival concord for the 3rd Class, and the concords of Class 10 should be rendered enj-,

ci. Also it should be noted that the 2nd prefix in Kikuyu is occasionally rendered Wa- and Ma-. In

the Kamba prefixes, &c., Dzi-, Si- should be added to those of the 5th Class, Ci-, Si- to those of the 8th

Class, and tsi to the concords of the loth Class. Also in this paragraph dealing with Kamba the second

of each of the concords should not be followed by a hyphen, as it is not used solely prefixially, but mainly
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as an infix and objective pronoun—a distinction which, from oversight of either printer or author, is often
lacking m the earlier vocabularies of this work. On page 112, the Taita prefixes, &c., require some
^!!^'^j''°"^ ^"^ additions, gu- should be substituted for u- as a concord of Class i, and Si- should be
added as an honorific prefix. The form Ru- should be inserted among the forms of the iith prefix in
Pukcomu. '^

CAGA, pAMBALA, ZIGULA, &c. (17, 19, 20).
On page 113, in column 17, the word Mu-pare (17b) should be inserted opposite 'Banana' ; and

JN-aeye (17 ") opposite 'Bird'. In column 19, I-simisi may be added as an equivalent of 'Ant', and
similarly M-simisi in the 19 a and 30 columns ; Ny-ani also, for ' Baboon ' in the 19 a column. On page
1 14, column 19, Nw-ana should stand for ' Child ' as well as Mw-ana. On page 115, column 17, N-umbe
(17 b) opposite 'Day'; Ny-imo should be spelt thus and not N-yimo. In column 19 a, N-ombe ya
m-kcolco should be added to the words for ' Cow ', and Zuwa opposite ' Day' for ' daylight '. In column
20, M-ganga should be inserted opposite ' Doctor'. On page 116, column 19, insert WeoYa opposite

1^ ^^M 'if"
.^-onda as an additional word for ' Fish '. In column 19 a two other equivalents of ' Fish '

should be given
: Scofi and Zafi. In column 20, M-esw should be spelt m-esco, as it is the plural of

il'^'?j
^"'''"^'' *s variant Diz-isco

; am-esco should be inserted. Similarly, in column 20 d, M-esco
should be spelt m-eso, as being the plural form only. On page 117, column 17, M-borco (17 b),' Bullet

',might be added to the words for ' Gun' ; and Fi, also I-fo (both of dialect 17b) to the words meaning
•

'a l"
™'"'?in 19. opposite ' Grass ', Lu-f<oveo might replace Ftovco ; and opposite ' Hair' might be

inserted the additional form, Lu-zwili; pwili. On page 118, opposite ' Iron ' in column 17, the word
Ky-uma might^be given, for its local meaning of 'Brass'. In columns ig and 20 insert Gembe; ma-
opposite Hoe ', and in column 19, Lu-vea opposite ' Ivory'. In column 20, it might be noted opposite
Leg that Iki-ga

; ivi-ga is an alternative rendering showing the retention of the preprefix. On page

'm' S 17, the plural form W-comi, meaning 'Men', 'People', might be added to the terms for
Man

;
and Nsi (17 b) opposite ' Medicine'. In column 19, opposite ' Monkey', the additional word

N-kima, should be given ; in column 19 a, N-kombe for ' Nail '; and in column 20, opposite ' Man ', the
alternative plural awa-nt'u. On page 120, column 17, add Mu-ra (17b) to the terms for ' River', and
I-ruweu (17b) to those for ' Sky '. On page 121, column 19, insert the alternative Ma-humbu opposite
Testicles ', and Ki-ga opposite ' Thigh '. In column 19 a, note that Nw-ana and M-bwanga are addi-

tional terms for ' Son '
; and in column 20 that m-ila is the plural of W-ila, ' Song '.

On page 124, column 17, add -oyw as another terminal pronoun meaning ' Him ', ' His '

; and in
column 20, note that Ne- and Ki-, K'- are additional nominative verbal pronouns for the 1st person sin-
gular, and Ku- for the 2nd person singular. On page 125, column 18-18 a, see that the correct forms of
the nominative verbal pronoun for the 1st person plural are rendered respectively as Tu- and Su- In
Column 20, the correct demonstrative, ' These ' for the 2nd Class is awa-nto, with the preprefix. In
column 17, page 126, add -ddu (17 b) to the terms for ' Little '.

On page 127 the negatives require re-statement. ' No !
' in 17 b is Hcode !

' Not (with verb), &c.',
in the Caga dialects (column 17) should be rendered : -ku, -fco, -ndi, -la (suffixes) ; -le- (infix for subjunc-
tive)

;
-ci (negative verb, ' is not '). And in connexion with this correction the footnote on the same page

should run :
' Chiefly by suffix in the Caga group; the prejixial forms Si-, pi-, Hu-, Ha- were recorded

by the author in 1884 in the Mco^i dialect^ and similar particles were suggested by a German writerfor
17 b, but both alike lack confirmation.' pi and Ci are negative verbs equivalent to ' is not '. In column
18 there should be added to the negative particles the infixes -isi-, -esi- applied to all persons, and the
infix -si- used only with the subjunctive. In column 19 the negative particles should be thus rendered :

pi-, pa- (1st pers. sing.), Nku or Kau-, Jfka-, ffka-ti-, »ka-mu-, Nka-wa- ; -ka- ; Se-, Nko-, Nke- ; -pa-,

-se-, -si- or -pi- ; Ka- (in passive infinitives only). The negatives in Boudei (19 a) are : Nki-, Wku-, Nka-,
&c. ; -hi-, -hu-, -ha-, &c. ; Hi- or Ki-, Hu- or Ku-, Ha- or Ka-, &c. ; »ke- (subj.) ; -kasa-, -se-, -ka-

;

-nase ; Itkusu- (infinitives). The negative particles in 20 d are much like those in No. 20, but they
further include these forms for the past tense : Nahi-, Nahu-, Naha-, Nahaki-, &c.

On page 128, the following additions and corrections are required in the statement of prefixes and
concords. In those of the Caga dialects, add Ico as an additional concord for Class 11, and these words :

' but -n or -ny', suffix stands for -ni, the particle associated with Class 17 '. The first concord given for

Class 10 in Pare-Gwenco should be sji-, not si-. The ' Prefixes, &c., in pambala-Bondei-Zigula-Mrima

'

should bear these additions : 'No preprefixes, except in Zigula, where they are prominently in use.' To
the prefixes of Class i should be added Umu- (20) ; to those of Class 2, Awa- (20) ; of Class 4, Imi- (20)

;

of Class 7, Iki- (20) ; of Classes 9 and 10, Nyi- (also noting that Zi- is amongst the loth Class prefixes in

No. 20, as well as in 20 b). Add to the prefixes of Class 12, Yu- (19 a). Further, it should be noted
that the Wa-, Hwa-, Va- diminutive-collective prefix apparently only acts as plural to Ka- in pambala,
that the plural to U- (14) is Nyi, not Ny- ; and that there seems to exist a Ta- prefix in pambala, used
perhaps in an honorific sense.

On the same page (128), in the geographical definition of the Caga area it should be understood that

the range of these dialects extends to Useri and Mamba, as well as Ronibo on the north-east, and to

Kibonotu, as well as Macame on the north-west.
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SWAHILI (21-21 g).

On page 129 the words 'and Ki-pela' should be added after Ki-pate to the dialects enumerated as
21 c and 21 d

;
and a footnote should be given to Ki-tozi to the effect that ' Y^\-ti>7.\frequently uses afor t

ancihforz, thus differingfrom Ki-amu. Ki-tozi approximates to Ki-tikuu, but there is not space to
record all Its variations from the Ki-amu standard; In column 21 (Swahili) insert the Ngcozi word
M-vi opposite Arrow

; and in column 21 b, the word I-tu, opposite 'Banana', as belonging to dialect
2ld. On page 130, msert N-aci in column 21 e opposite ' Buffalo' as a variant on Ny-aci. On page 131,
column 22, ^-aya should be given as another term for 'Finger '. On page 132, column 21 a, opposite
Grandparent

,
msert Nana(j); and in column 21 b, opposite 'Grass', Gubu (21c). On page 133,

CO umn 21, opposite ' Leg
', insert additionally -guru ; in column 21 b, opposite ' Man ', M-cu (Siu) ; in

J J S"~^' ^' °PP°^"^ ' M'"^ ') I-tiva ; and opposite ' Nail
', I-dtowe ; ma-. On page 134, column 21 b,

add Fungwa to the words for ' Pigeon '. On page 136, column 21 b, opposite ' War ', insert Kondto (21 d).
On page 138, column 21 f, opposite ' That, those ', insert Hu-yu, &c. ' with reference to the footnote below.
On page 139, column 21 (Swahili), add -si-, -sipco, -sije- to the negative particles after Ha-, &c. In
column 21 f, add negative prefixes Hau-, Ha-. In column 2i b, opposite ' To know ', add the roots -isi,

-isa, and in column 22, opposite ' To go ', the roots -endre for the past tense of -inda, and -indu-tsa as a
variant on the simple root 'go'.

On page 140, the following corrections are needed in the prefixes and concords : An addition should
be made to the prefixes of Class 5 — , I- (21 e) ; while the concords for Class 5 in all the dialects should
be stated as (li, 1'-, j'- ; r'-, ri (21 f)). The Sth Class prefixes in Si-angazija, &c., should read : Dzi-,
Di-, D -, L'- ; and Ga- be given as an additional form of the 13th prefix.

In the geographical definitions on page 140 of the area in which No. 21 (Swaliili) is spoken the word
' Nyasa' should be inserted after Unyamwezi ; and 'or Ki-ngcovi' after Ki-ngozi. ^ela should follow
' Pata ' as one of the islands on which the dialect 21 d is spoken ; also ' Pata ' is best spelt Pate, though
very variously pronounced. The phrase ' 21 f Ki-wibu (Ki-mrima and Ki-mgaco) are . .

.' should read
' 21 f Ki-wibu (and ? Kimgato) is . .

.'.

USAGARA-UGWGO) LANGUAGES (23-26).
On page 141, in the list of languages of Group G, the name of 26 a is better rendered Ki-umbugwe.

On page 146, column 26, opposite 'Fifty', A-fundika should read A-fundika-a-sano. On page 150,
column 23, opposite 'That, those', the first rendering should read '», preceded by He-'. In column 26
on the same page, opposite ' Long ', -leha should be printed -le-ha, and a hyphen is missing before -ere-

nkundu ('Red'). On page 151, the negative particles of Nos. 23, 23 a-c, 24-24 b-g should be re-stated.

Those of 23 are : Si- or Hi-, Hu-, Ha-, Hatu-, &c ; Si-ku-, Si- (for all persons) ; Kulema- (for infini-

tives) ; -bule and -bae (negative verbs). Those of 23 a-c are Si., Hu-, Ha-, &c. ; -si- (all persons) ; -leke-

(subj.) ; -bule (neg. verb) ; Si, liiali (adverbial). Those of 24-24 g are : Si- ; -si- ; -si-nati, -si-ku-,

•sinkha, -nkha- ; Khali- ; -leka.

On page 153, in the clause dealing with the locality of the Northern Sagara dialects should read
thus : ' 24-24 b. The Kaguru, Itumba, and Kondcoa dialects are spoke in Northern Usagara, &c.' In
the clause on the same page dealing with Irangi, 'Lake Manyasa' should be spelt 'Lake Manyara'-

PtOGORO) (28).

In the pages beginning 154, and in the column 28 dealing with the Poogorco or Mahenge language,

the following additional words should be inserted :
' Adze', Li-tendese; ' White Ant ', Hangu ; 'Baboon',

Ni-yani; ' Banana ', Li-tcopi ; ' Beard ', N-deu; ' Bird ', M-bongco ; ' Blood ', Mi-ahi ;
' Body ', Mw-ili

' Borassus Palm', M-humco ; 'Breast (man's)', Ci-tivi ; 'Brother', M-hwaca; 'Cloth', Lu-pande
'Crocodile', N-gwena; 'Dog', Nana; 'Dream', M-pcota; ' Egg ', Ndi-gi ; ma-gi ; ' Face ', C-ene
'Forest', Li-t<apcol« ; 'Frog', C-ula; 'Girl', M-hinja ; 'He-goat', M-kambakco; 'Grandparent',

delete M-buzi and insert Mau ; ' Hide ', M-bapa; 'Iron', Debi; 'Island', Lu-hconyu; 'Knee'
Nununco; 'Leopard', Ci-huwi ; 'Lion', Li-himba; 'Maize', Li-lombe ;

'Medicine', M-kong&j
'Nail', N-gonji; 'Name', Li-hina; 'Navel', Kuvu; 'Nose', M-bula; ' Parrot ', Li-kwala ; 'Pig'

N-guruwe ; ' Rhinoceros ', M-bela ; ' Salt ', Cananyana ; ' Sheep ', Funyamoj : ' Shield ', N-gao
'Shoulder', Li-wega; ma-; 'Sister', Mw-aca ; 'Skin', Li-papala ; 'Sky', Ku-mbindi ; 'Slave

M-manda; 'Sleep', M-bcota ; 'Spear', M-geoha ;
' Stool ', Ki-tehu; ' Sun ', Li-cuwa ;

' Tail', M-sisa
mi-; 'Thief, Mw-ivi ; ' Thigh ', Li-wondo> ; ' Thorn ', Li-scomi ; ' Toe ', Ci-dwle ;

' Tongue ',
Lu-limi

' Tree ', M-kongco ;
' Vein ', N-dandamba; ' Water ', Ma-ci ; 'Wind ', Ma-liti (;>/.) ;

' Witch', M -hawi;
' Witchcraft ', U-hawi ; 'Wood', N-duiigco; ' Yam ', Ci-yawo.

SANGOO, KIMATUMBI, &c. (29-32)'.

On page 155, column 29, opposite ' Bowels', insert Lu-da; n-da. And in the same column, opposite

'Country', substitute lii-hyi for the word incorrectly spelt. On page 158, column 32, opposite ' House',

correct the spelling of Mm-ambe to M-mambe. On page l6o, column 27, opposite 'Slave', add (//.) to

Ma-teka. On page 168, in the prefixes, &c, of Bena, Gangi, and Bunga, add to Class 16 Pa- (31 a).

To the prefixes, &c , of Ki-matumbi, add Kina, Ki-, honorific.

KIMAWANDA-KroONDE (33 a).

On page 169, at top, add the words 'or Ki-mawanda' to '33 a. Ki-donde', and place these words

after Ki-donde throughout the vocabulary at the head of column 33.
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Further, beginning on page 169, supplement the words given in the Mwera column (33) by the
following, all of which apply to the Ki-donde or Ki-mawanda dialect of Mwera (33 a)

:

' Adze ', Songole (33 a) ;
'

' Ant ', M-hyeokco ;
' White Ant ', U-mehe ;

' Arrow ', M-sale ;
' Baboon ',

Ny-abu ; 'Banana', N-hcowco; 'Beard', N-devu; 'Bee', N-dzuki ; 'Belly ', Lu-tubco; ' Bird ', N-dege ;

' Blood ', M-lcopa ;
' Body ', Mw-ili ;

' Borassus Palm ', M-funieo ;
' Bow', U-pindi ;

' Bowels ', Ma-tubw

;

' Brains ', U-lcotco ;
' Breast (man's) ', Ki-fua ;

' Breast (woman's) ', Tombco ;
' Brother

', N-dugu ;
' Buf-

falo ', Ny-ati ;
' Bull ', N-hufi

;
,' Buttocks ', Li-takto ;

' Cat ', Nyau ;
' Charcoal ', Ma-kala ;

' Chief,
Yumbe ; 'Cold', Beho); 'Country', M-lima' ; 'Cow', Hcolcowati ; 'Crocodile', Mamba ; 'Day',
Ma-ytoj 'Devil', M-zuka ; 'Doctor', M-ganga ; 'Dog', Galu ; 'Door', Nanta ; 'Dream', -lota;
'Drum', N-gcoma; 'Ear', Gu-tu ; 'Egg', Finga ; 'Elephant', N-tembco ; 'Eye', S-iso ; m-eso

;

' Face ', Ki-hanga ;
' Fat ', Ma-futa ;

' Father ', Tati ; ' Fear ', W-toga ; 'Finger', Ki-butu; vi-; 'Fire',

M-5teo ;
' Fish ', Somba ;

' Foot ', Lu-ayco ;
' Forest ', Mu-hulco ;

' Fowl ', N-huku ;
' Frog ', Ki-bula ;

' Goat ', M-buzi ;
' He-goat ', Bebelu ;

' God ', Mu-lungu ; 'Grandparent', Sukulu; ' Grass ', Lu-bihi
;

and Mi-yani: 'Ground', Si; 'Ground-nut', Sugu ; 'Guinea-fowl', N-kanga ; 'Gun', Bunduki

;

'Hair', M-fwili- 'Hand', Lu-wcohco ; 'Head', Mu-tu; 'Heart', M-oyco; 'Heel', Ki-sugunhu

;

'Hide', Kupco; '^Hill
', Ki-dunda ; 'Hippopotamus', N-hcomontco ; 'Hoe', Gembe ; 'Honey ', Uki ;

'Horn', Peto; ma-; 'House', ffanda; 'Hyena', N-tcote; 'Iron', Fy-uma ; 'Island', Tinghi

;

' Knee ', Findi ; ma-; 'Knife', Mw-ere; ' Lake ', Lamba ; ma-; 'Leg', M-guu ;
' Leopard ', Duma ;

' Lion ', Simba ; 'Lips ', Mi-lcomco; ' Magic', U-hawi; ' Maize ', Mu-lombe ;
' Man', Mu-nhu; 'Medi-

cine ', Mi-ti
; 'Milk', Ma-ziwa; ' Monkey ', Ka-lipa ;

' Moon ', Mw-etsi ; ' Mother ', Mama ; 'Moun-
tain ', Dunta ;

' Mouth ', Dudula ;
' Nail ', N-kombe ; ' Navel ', Lu-kufu ;

' Neck ', U-gcosi ;
' Night ',

I-kilco; 'Nose', M-pula'; 'Ox', N-ombe ; 'Paddle', Kafl; 'Palm wine', U-gimbi; 'Parrot',
N-kwalu ;

' Pig ', N-guruwe ;
' Pigeon ', Huwa ;

' Rain ', M-lungu ;
' Rat ', M-pewa ;

' Rhinoceros ',

Tupa; 'River', Lu-kemba ; 'Road', N-dzila; 'Salt', M-kere ; 'Shame', Ki-nyala ; 'Sheep',
N-gondolco; 'Shield', Ki-kcopa; 'Shoulder ', Yega ; 'Sister', Lumbu ; 'Skin', Kingco ; 'Sky',
U-langa; 'Slave', Mu-wanda; 'Smoke', J-cosi; 'Snake', N-zcoka; 'Son, boy ', Mw-ana ; 'Spear',
M-gtoha; ' Spirit ',-M-oyco ;

' Star ', N-tondwe ;
' Stick ', Li-biki ; 'Stone', Di-bwe ; ' Stool ', Ki-gwda

;

'Sun', Tsuwa; 'Tail', M-kila; 'Tears', Ma-hcotsi ; 'Thief, Mw-ifi; 'Thigh', Patsa ; 'Thing',
Ki-nu ;

' Thorn', D-iba; ' Tobacco ', Tumbaku ;
' To-morrow ', Ma-yco ;

' Tongue ', Lu-limi ; 'Tooth',
Li-tsino; 'Town', Kai; 'Tree', Di-biki; 'Twins', Ma-wila ;

' Vein ', Nu-tsitsi ;
' War ', N-kondco ;

'Water', Ma-tsi ; 'Well', Ki-sima and Lu-wanta ; 'Wife', Mw-ehe ; 'Wind', Behcj; 'Witch',
M-hawi; 'Woman', Mw-ehe; 'Wood', Di-biki; 'Yam', J-ombco ; 'Year', Mw-aka; 'Zebra',

M-kunda. ' One ', -mojsi ; 'Two', -pili; 'Four', -nne; 'Five', Tanu; ' Ten ', Tanutanu ; 'Twenty',
Mi-longo mi-bili; 'I ', ist pronoun singular, He-ni ; 'Thou', He-gwe; ' We ', He-twe ; 'Ye',He-mwe;
demonstrative suffixes, first position, -mwe, waha ; second position, -dya. Adjective roots :

' Bad
',

-lema ;
' Black ', -titu ;

' Female ', -mwehe ;
' Fierce ', -kali ; ' Good ', -ntoga ; ' Little ', -dcodi ;

' Long
',

-tali ;
' Male ', -bigalw ;

' Red ', -ntunhu ;
' Rotten ', -cola ;

' Short ', -fupi ; 'Sick ', -itamu ;
' White ',

-ntseru. Adverbs: 'Above', M-hindi ; 'Before', Lo-iigodzi; 'Behind', Ku-mgohgco ; 'Below',

Ha-ntse; ' Far ', Ku-tali ;
' Here ', Ka-behi; 'In, inside', M-nanda ;

' Middle ', Kati-kati ; 'Near',
Behi; ' Outside ', Ha-ntse ; 'Plenty ', Bw-antco; ' There ', Ha-dya ;

' Where ?', Kw-ahi ? ; 'No!', Ta-
bula ! The only or the principal negative particle is Ta-. Among the verb-roots are :

' Beat ', -tcoa

;

'Buy or sell ', -gula ; 'Come', -itsa ; 'Cut', -bawila; 'Dance', -ycowe-la ; 'Die', -fa; 'Eat', -dya;
' Give ', -gcole-la ; 'Go', -ctola; ' Kill ', -ktoma ;

' Know ', -hili-ka ;
' Laugh ', -seka ; 'Leave off', -leka;

'Love', -kol-ela; 'See', -ona; 'Sit ', (S:c., -kaa; ' Sleep', -asa; ' Stand ', -wima ; 'Steal', -eba.

On page 182, at the commencement, read 'Prefixes and Concords in Ki-mwera and Ki-donde'.

Insert Di-, J'- (33 a) in the prefixes of Class 5; Fi- (33 a) in those of Class 8; Ha- (33 a) in Class 16;
and at the end of the clause substitute ' 17. M- (33 a) ' for ' 17. ?

'

MAKONDE (34).

On page 178, column 34, opposite 'We, us, our', the second substantive pronoun should be printed

thus: We-re-tu. On page 181, column 35, opposite 'Not', &c., insert 'Andi- (negative prefix)'. On
page 182, add to the prefixes of Makonde and Mavia, Gw- in Class 14, and Na-, honorific. Add to the

prefixes of Pangwa, Ji- in Class 9.

TANGANYIKA-BAWGWEULU LANGUAGES (39-43 a).

On page 192, column 42, opposite 'Two', insert a third form, -bali ; and opposite 'Nine', remove

the full stop that wrongly follows Fundi, which should read ' Fundi lu-bali '. On same page, in column

34, opposite 'Two', insert -wari, and similarly in column 43 a, -bali.

On page 195, add to the prefixes, &c., in Kabwari: 'Ba-, Bi- are honorific prefixes in the singular'.

On page 196, in the Lungu and Mambwe prefixes, insert a hyphen after Ama- and Yama- of the 6th

Class. In the clause on the same page dealing with the geographical definition of Kabwari, the last

words should read : 'Bu-lega Group (FF) '.

' Theoretically (33 a) shouldfollow each of these citations so that, inserted in the cohcmn, they might

be distinguishedfrom the "words ofUbfitTB. (33).
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On page 206, the infinitive prefix given in column 44 b should be Uku-. On page 208, column 52,

the word for 'Arrow' should read Mu-vwe. On page 213, column 52, opposite ' Palra wine', insert
Ma-kama. On page 217, column 49, in the last but one word for ' That ', the figure (i) should follow
Wu-ninoj m brackets.

NGINDOO (55).

On page 221, at the top, the figure ' should be supplied to 'North Ifgindo' and refer to this foot-
note : North Wgindo (indicated in column by ' N') is the Ki-gindo or Ki-maningco of Archdeacon
Woodward, and is spoken north of the Ruvuma river'

Also, beginning on this page 221, a number of words should be inserted in column 55, representing
additions to our knowledge of North Ngindo. Theoretically, all such words should be followed by an
(A'') in brackets, to indicate that they belong to the northern type of Ci-ngindo. This distinguishing
mark can be omitted here :

' Adze ', Ki-k<otamco ; ' Arm ', Lu-wwkco ; ma-bcokco ;
' Breast (man's)

',

Ki-tivi; ' Brother
', M-an'ita ; 'Charcoal', Ma-kala; ' Cold ', Ma-riri ;

' Country ', Ki-tambco ; ' Cro-
codile

',
Li-wamba ; 'Day', Li-tanwa; ' Devil ', M-bepco; ' Doctor ', M-tela ; 'Drum', Noma; 'Face',

Ku-mih<a; ' P'at ', Ki-vungi ;
' Fear

', B-eoga ;
' Finger ', Lu-konja ; n-gonja ;

' Fire ', Mu-otoj ; 'Foot',
Lu-aju; 'Forest', M-hitu; 'Frog', Jula; 'Girl', Mw-ikige ; 'God', M-nungu; 'Grandparent',
A-hukulu ;

' Guinea-fowl
', Li-kanga ;

' Heart ', M-tojco ;
' Heel ', Ki-hinginginca ;

' Hide ', Li-mbendera;
' Hoe ', Li-jembe ;

' Horn ', Lu-pembe ; 'Hyena', N-tcote; ' Knee ', Li-jugwa ;
' Knife ', Ki-himbi

;

'Lake', Li-liwa; 'Leg', Lu-kongonco; 'Lion', Li-himba; 'Maize', Li-tombe; 'Medicine', M-tela;
'Milk', Ma-wele; ' Monkey

', Li-lipa ;
' Mountain ', Uhu-vuko ;

' Nail', C-uwo
;

y-uwo; 'Navel',
N-huku; 'Neck', N-tandala; 'Nose', M-buloo ; 'Palm wine', U-gimbi; 'Parrot', Li-kwalu

;

' Place ', Ki-rive ;
' Rat ', Li-kule ; 'Rhinoceros', M-bera; ' River ', Lu-kemba ;

' Salt ', Mw-inyto

;

' Skin ', Li-mbendera ;
' Sleep

', Ndu-gconco ;
' Tail ', M-kila ;

' Tears ', Ma-n-jcopi ;
' Thigh ', Li-bondto

;

'Thing', Ki-tenco ; 'Tobacco', Ni-mbaku ; 'To-morrow', Ma-lawu ; 'Town', M-hali; 'Twins',
Ma-vila; ' Vein ', N-dandamba; ' White man ', M-sungwa ;

' Wife', Mvv-aka-ngu; ' Wind ', M-pugco ;

' Yam ', 1-jawco ;
' Yesterday ', Li-cco. In the pronouns, Northern W-gindo has the peculiar forms of

Awawa for ' He ' and Kiniki for 'Ye' In the adjective-roots, 'Bad' is -hakala ;
'Female', -kali;

' Good ', -halala ;
' Great ', -kura ;

' Long ', -tandaman ;
' Old ', -makecco ;

' Red ', -kare ;
' Rotten ',

-wcola ;
' Short ', -jipi ;

' Sick ', -tamwe ;
' White ', -hulila. As regards adverbs :

' Here ' is ' Pambanu;
' Middle ', M-gati and -na-kati ;

' Outside ', -nja ;
' Plenty ', -jircoka ;

' There ', Papalya ;
' Where ?

'

Ku ? In verb-roots 'Buy or sell' is -heme-la; 'Cut', -hikitco; 'Go', -jenda; ' Love ', -jupa.

YAOO (54).

On page 233, column 54, opposite 'Not', &c., the particle -ka- near the bottom of the series should

be represented as an infix. On page 234, in the list of Yaco prefixes, &c., the words beginning ' Also the

prefix Na- ' should conclude :
' with concord of Class I '.

MAKUA (56).

In the vocabularies beginning page 221, a few words should be added or corrections made in the

columns of the Makua languages.
On page 221, column 56, opposite Axe, the third word should read In-padu. On the same page,

column 56 a, insert I-pelelco, opposite ' Adze ' ; opposite ' Arrow ', Mu-upa ; opposite ' Belly ', N-tukwa.
On page 222, column 56 a, opposite ' Bull ', insert I-nope i-lopwana ; opposite ' Country ', I-lapo ; oppo-

site ' Cold ', I-peo. Page 223, opposite ' Doctor', add' OOmi-rete' to M-naka; opposite 'Dream' insert

I-tora. Page 224, opposite ' Foot ', add M-nyani ; opposite ' Girl ', M-nati ; opposite ' Grandparent
',

A-pwia ; opposite 'Ground', I-taya. Page 225, opposite 'Heel', I-ktotiJa ; opposite 'Island', I-cu-

rumba ; opposite ' Lips ', N-laku ; ma-. Page 226, opposite ' Palm wine ', U-t>eka ; opposite ' Penis ',

M-lwmco. Page 227, opposite 'Rat', Torco ; opposite 'Skin', Ni-kuli. _Page 228, opposite 'Testicles',

I-kabe; opposite ' Thigh ', Na-ki-tondorco ; opposite ' To-morrow ', M-rotco ; opposite 'Town', I-wani;

opposite 'Vein', M-tiitari; opposite 'Well', I-hima. Page 229, opposite 'Wife', A-twa ;
opposite

'Witchcraft', U-kwiri.
On page 246, at close of footnote, insert 'and' before 'p. 230'. On page 279, column 67, opposite

' Know
',
put -wia. -azi in place of incorrect statement. In column 69, add -siva opposite ' Know

'

SECUANA DIALECTS (74-74 c).

Page 317, to the paragraph headed '74' dealing with the geographical area of the Secuana dialects,

add : '74 c. Njenji, .' North-eastern Barotseland'.

WESTERN AND NORTH-WEST ZAMBEZIA LANGUAGES (83-88).

Page 333 and onwards, in column 83 (Si-luyi, &c.), insert this additional information: 'Arrow',

Selco; 'Baboon', Pombwe ; 'Breast (man's)', Sati ; 'Bull', N-gundi; 'Cold', Sengi ; 'Cow',

N-gombe nco hooti; ' Grandparent S
', Kuku ;

' Hair ', Teuki; 'Hide', Mw-aye; 'Milk', M-enji;
' Female '

(p. 346), -licoti.

Column 85 (Mbunda) .• insert opposite 'Adze', M-bayoa ; 'Arm', Mu-konco ; 'Baboon', M-puya;
'Breast (man's), Ha-mbungi ; 'Brother', M-bwembwa; 'Charcoal', Ma-nungu; 'Child', Ci-kukco;
' Face ', Lcolco ; 'Forest', Mu-nendi; 'Fowl', Sumbi ; 'Grandparent', ^u-kulu ;

'Hide', Ci-lambu;

'Hiir, Ka-lundu; 'Island', Mu-ccoli'; 'Mother', Ba-nana; ' Ox', Ci-twatwa; 'Shame', Li-yena.
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SOUTH-WEST AFRICA LANGUAGES (HUMBE, 91a; KUVALE, 92 b: NDOMBE, 93;
SUMBI, 94 b).

Page 350 and onwards :

Column 91 a. Insert (also above, in title) 91 a Humbe. Also in column 91, insert the following

COm-eona; cov-ana
; 'Eye', Ei-sw; ' Finger ', (JOtu-pia ;

' Foot ', Om-phandi ;
' Forest ', OO-fika

;

'Fowl', a)-usua; (onio-usua; 'Frog', E-fima; 'Ghost', On-dele ; 'Giraffe', Om-base ; 'Girl', (Omu-
fikcoj 'God', Suku; ' Grandparent ', Se-kulu ; ' Grass ', E-hcoli ;

' Ground ', OO-fi ; 'Hand', En-khasa
;

'Heel' a)tyi-fininike ; 'Hill', E-konkho; 'Hippopotamus', OOfl; conco-fl ; 'Island', E-tomba

;

' Knife ', (O-mwkco
;

' Lake ', E-tala ;
' Lion ', On-khi-yama ; ' Man (vir) ', Wmu-lume ;

' Medicine ',

OJmu-hemba; ' Moon ', OO-hami ;
' Finger-nail

', OO-nyana ;
' Name ', E-mima ; cxima-mima; 'Neck',

a)mu-mimM; 'Paddle', Om-phalulw; 'Parrot', OOtyi-pui ; 'Rain', Om-bula; 'Road', On-dila

;

' Sleep', (Otu-puiikhi; ' Song', OOtyi-ndimbco; 'Spirit', (jO-hande; 'Star', Om-bungululu; 'Thigh',
E-tumbco

; 'To-morrow', OOmumbai; 'Urine', OOma-su ; 'Wife', 'Woman', (Omu-ri-kandi ; 'Year',
E-mima; ' Yesterday

', On-khila.
'One', -mcosi, -ndeke ; 'Four', Kwana ; 'Nine', Tyindiye ; 'Ten', Tyi-kumi; 'Eleven',

E-kumi n'on-dike ; ' Twenty ', Ama-kumi e-vari.
' He ', OOe ; ' We ', On-thu :

' Ye ', Onne.
'Air, -ise.

' Fierce ', -kala-vi ;
' Great ', -le ;

' Red ', -kusu ;
' White ', -hekuke.

' Behind ', Kco-mima ;
' Here ', OO-papa ;

' Plenty ', -hepa ;
' These ', OOkto-kuna ;

' No !
' Hai !

;

'Not (with verb)', Hi-.
' Dance ', -mama ;

' Know ', -tyindi ;
' Leave off, cease ', -mana.

The remainder of the Humbe vocabularj^ is almost identical with Kuanyama (91).
Humbe is spoken in the Humbe territory, north of the Middle Kunene, along the Kakulcovari

stream.
In the list of languages on page 350, and afterwards at the top of column 92, insert ' 92 b. Kuvale,

Kubale ' ; in the column of 92 enter the following words, attributed to 92 b : 'Adze ', Mi-urisa ;
' Ant

',

On-diru ;
' Ant, white ', OO-hendi ;

' Arm ', OOku-hcoku ;
' Arrow ', On-teta ; ' Baboon ', Ofi-kco, On-cima

;

'Back', E-tambco; 'Banana', E-hondito; 'Beard', Jo-njori ; 'Belly', Ei-umco ; 'Bird', OOci-dira

;

' Blood ', OOmu-lai ;
' Bone ', E-cipa ;

' Bow ', Konge ;
' Bowels ', Yo-njanja ;

' Brains ', 00-moi

;

' Breast (man's) ', OOlu-kolco ;
' Brother ', E-lumbi, Mu-haina; 'Canoe', OOku-atco ; 'Cat', OOu-bihii

;

' Child ', On-dele ;
' Day ', OOIu-nyuku ;

' Dream ', On-dyondi ;
' Excrement ', E-tundi ; coma- ;

' Fire
',

Mu-rirco; 'Fish', On-ponde; 'Foot', Om-padi ; 'Forest', Mu-sitoa; 'Frog', Ci-mbcotco; 'Girl',

Mu-kadcona ; 'Grass', Vi-nangco (//.) ; 'Hair', Jca-hici; 'Heel', OOci-si; 'Hide', Ci-alco; 'Honey',
COn-ci; 'Horn', On-petco; 'House', On-juco ; 'Husband', OOmu-diu- 'Island', Ci-ludi; 'Ivory',

On-piti ; 'Knife ', 00-mcokco; ' Lake ', E-diva ; ' Leopard ', On-baladi ; Magic ', U-lcodi ;
' Man, vir

',

tOmu-diu ; ' Medicine ', Mi-longco ;
' Milk ', OO-mala ;

' Monkey ', Ci-ntcoteo ;
' Mountain ', COci-fiia

;

'Finger-nail', Lu-nyana; 'Neck', CO-singco; 'Night', U-tuiUe; 'Oil-palm', Mu-lunga; 'Paddle',

Lu-vale ;
' Palm-wine ', OOmu-lufu, Bco-lunga ;

' Parrot ', E-kerie ;
' Penis ', Tini ;

' Pig ', Ci-ngulco

;

' Place ', (jOmu-tumba, Pwa, Ptohika ;
' Rain ', On-bira ;

' Road ', Oii-gira ;
' Sheep ', On-jiii ;

' Shield
',

Ci-akulilco ; 'Sister', Mu-haina; 'Sleep', E-pcociii; 'smoke', Mu-esi ; 'Snake', OOny-uka; 'Son',

On-dele; ' Spirit ', (JL)-handi ;
' Star ', (JOny-use ;

' Stick', On-bueti; 'Stone', Ewe; ' Stool', Ci-pundi;
'Sun', E-tangco; 'Tear', Ma-hcodi {pi.) ; 'Testicles', Ma-tondco; 'Thigh', E-tumbto; 'To-day',

Dinco; 'Toe' Mu-nwe wco padi; ' Tooth ', E-yeco ; ' Town ', Ci-longco ;
' Twins', Jo-mbakcona(?;;5/.)

;

' Vein ', Mu-sipa ;
' War ', OOu-ala, COvi-ta ;

' Water ', M-iva ;
' Well ', (jO-nyombco, E-tcotco, Ci-simco

;

'Wife', Mu-kupua; 'Witch', Mu-lcodi; 'Woman', Ci-kumba ; 'Yam', U-nyangco.
'One', -mco, Mcosi; 'Six', E-pandu; 'Nine', OOmu-covi; 'Ten', E-kunyi.; 'Twenty', Ma-kunyi

a-vari.

'He', OOe; 'We', CO-twe; 'Ye ', (Ovo-onwe; ' They ', OOvo.
'Air, A-cihe.

'This, these', E-ngu(l); On-benu (2) ; 'That, those', E-ngu i-nya (i)j On-be-nya (2).

'Black', -divoi; 'Female ', -kadi ' Little ', -nunu ; ' Long ', -la, -laala ;
' Male ', -diii ; 'Old',

-kulu-pa ; 'Red', -sai; ' Sick ', -vela ; White ', -pembai.
' Before ', A-nkco ;' Behind ', Ke-tambco ; ' Far', Kco-hale; ' Here ', Fwenu ;

' Plenty ', Cakaka

;

' There ', P<o-enya.
'Dance', -dana; 'Die', -ena; 'Kill', -leka ; 'Know', -nongon-uka ; 'Leave off, cease', -pua,

•hula, -nyima ; ' Love ', -yeva ; ' Stand ', -riera.

In Kuvale, preprefixes—especially in the CO- form—are sometimes dropped. The ist and 3rd pre-

fixes are therefore usually Mu-, and the 4th Mi-, the 6th Ma-, the 7th Ci- and_Ke-, the 8th Vi-. There is

a Yco- or Jw- prefix, which may be No. 10. No. 11 is usually Lu-, 14 is COu- and U- and in one word,

Bco-j 15 is Kco". The (X)-, O- preprefix is always retained before the 9th prefix (On-, 00-)
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The area in which Lu-kuvale is spoken seems to be the region on either side of the 15° South lati-

tude between the Upper Kunene and the Upper Kuban<r(o.

(JOLUNDOMBE, NDOMBE (93).
The following words of this scarcely known tongue have recently been transmitted to me (see p. 350

' Adze
'
Ci-sele

;
vi-

;
' Ant ', tOlu-njinji

; //. olo- ;
' Ant, white ', E-keke : pi. ba- : ' Arm ', OOkco-

ktiakoj; //.a)bco-; ' Axe ', On-daibidi ; ' Baboon ', (jQ-sima : colco- ; ' Back ', Ony-ima ; 'Banana',

From these it may be deduced that the 6th prefix is Ba-, OOba-, OObco- ; the 7th Ci- : the 8th Vi-

:

the loth 016-, OOlco-.
' > > ' > ,

SUMBI (94 b).

On page 350 and onwards the following words should be inserted in column 94. Sumbi (94 b) is the
dialect of the Novo^Red^ndo coast district of^Central Angola, immediately south of the Kuvco river. It

•duinda ;
' Baboon ',

pi. (o-nyima;

^ - . _ , ^ , , , , J-, ' Buffalo ', 00-ncoci;
Canoe , U-lungu; mco-lungu; 'Child', U-manihe ; a-; 'Cloth', Ei-tanga ; co- ; 'Country', Om-
bala ;

' Day ', Ei-kumbi
;

' Doctoj ', Ki-winda ; i- ; ' Door ', (JO-pitco ; a- ;
' Dream ' On-jcoji ; ' Drum ',

On-gcoma; ' Ear ', Wku-tui ; a-tui ;
' Egg ', Ei-yaki ; ' Elephant ', U-pamba; ' Eye ', U-asu ; a-wasu;

'Face', Om-bombco; 'Father', S5; a-s5 ; 'Fear', U-keke; 'Fire', OOtu-pia; 'Fish', Belela ; om-
belela ;

' Forest ', Mu-kelenge ;
' Fowl ', Yuamwa ; ' Frog ', Ki-mbcotco ; im- ; ' Ghost ', Ki-lulu ; 'Girl

',

Mu-ketu ;
' Ground ', W-seka (also Bu-tcotoj) ;

' Hair', CO-jinga ;
' Hand ', OO-kcokco ; a- ;

' Heel ', Ki-
sende; ' Hide', a)-handa ;

' Hill ', Ki-tubu
; 'Hippopotamus', Oivguvu ; 'Husband', U-eiami

;

' Hyena ', Ki-mbungu ;
' Iron ', Ki-kete ;

' Island', Ki-sanga ; ' Leopard ', Hongco ;
' Maize ', OO-mcoma;

' Monkey ', Ka-kuiku ;
' Moon ', OO-diji ;

' Mountain ', Ku-lunda ;
' Name ', On-tuka; ' Nose ', Ei-nunu ;

' Palm wine ', A-luva, W-alwa ;
' Pigeon ', 00-embe ;

' Rain ', Om-vtdu ; ' Rat ', E-pingu ;
' River ',

M-binga; 'Salt', U-ngv^a; 'Shame', OO-stonyi ; 'Sheep', M-budi; 'Skin', Handa; 'Sky', Ei-lco;
'Smoke', D-ipi ; 'Snake', Iny-coha; 'Son', M-cona; 'Song', OOku-imba; 'Spear', Ei-duinda;
'Spirit', Ki-lulu; 'Star', OO-tetembwa; 'Stone', Ei-dati ; 'Tail', 00-kila ; 'Tear', A-suena (//.)

;

'Testicles', Ki-punu; i- ; 'Thigh', Ki-huba ; 'Thing', I-tele; 'Thorn', (jO-minya ; 'Tobacco',
A-kanya; 'Tooth', Ei-jto; 'Tree', Ki-saba; 'Vein', I-piba; 'War', Ei-ta ; 'Water', M-ema

;

' Weir, U-tabu; 'Wind', Fele; ' Woman ', U-kani ; a- ;
' Firewood ', (O-yinyi ; ' Yam', Oi-dingu;

' Year ', I-dima ;
' Yesterday ', Maha.

'One', Mcjpi; 'Two', -badi; 'Six', Ei-pandu ; 'Seven', Ei-pandu-badi ; 'Eight', Ei-kinana;
'Nine', Ei-kia; 'Ten', Ei-kv^in, Ei-kvyinku; 'Twenty', A-kwin ya-badi; 'Hundred', Ei-keta,
E-keta.

' I ', Eme ; ' Thou ', Eye ; ' He ', E ;
' Ye ', B-enu.

' All ', -ncoka (?).

'Bad', -bi; 'Female ', -kianyi; ' Fierce ', -kema ; 'Good', -na; ' Long ', -seomi ; ' Old ', -lakanu
;

' White ', -seba.
' Before ', Ku-mesu ; ' Below ', M-coti ; ' Far ', A-pala ; ' Here ', Pcoba ;

' Inside ', Mumu ;
' Middle

',

Bu-kati; 'Near', Pepi, Kiki; 'Outside', Bu-samwaj 'Plenty', Ki-huka; 'Where?' Yupi ?;

'Not', ^5-.
' To beat ', Ku-pcopa ;

' cut ', -ktotojta ; ' dance ', -tconto-ka ; 'die', -nahi ; 'eat', -dia; 'give',

-ku-ika; ' go ', -endco-kco ;
' kill', -tcoma ;

' know ', -tena ;
' love ', -zcole ; 'sit, remain ', &c., -tumara;

' stand ', -atema ; ' steal ', -nyana.
The prefixes in Sumbi differ chiefly from those of Umbundu (94) in the disuse of preprefixes. The

1st prefix is U- and Mu- ; the 2nd A- ; the 3rd U-, CO- ; the 4th is Mi- ; the 5th Ei-, Di- ; the 6th is A-,

00-, Mco-; the 7th is Ki-; the 8th I- ; the 9th I-, Iny'-, N-
; (? loth Ei-) ; the 13th Ka-; the 14th U-

;

and the i6th Bu-.
The locality of Sumbi is the coast district of Middle Aiigola about Novo Redondo.

SOIfGOO (97).

Page 366 et seqq. Insert in column 97 the following additional words of Songco :

'Ant', Ci-mbembe ; bi- ;
' Ant, white ', Kenene ; ma-kenene; ' Axe', N-zimbu ;

' Back', Kunda;
ma+ ; 'Banana', Konde; ma+ ; 'Beard', Mu-epe; mi-; 'Bee', Ny-iki; 'Belly', Timba; 'Bird',

Ka-njila; ' Body ', Mu-ila ;
' Bone', Ki-kia; bi-; 'Bow', 00-ji; ^i-co-ji ;

' Bowels ', 00-la; ma-la;
' Brains ', U-ongco ; ' Brother ', Pafige ; ' Buffalo ', Pakasa; ' Buttocks ', Takco ; ma + ; 'Charcoal',

Kala ;
' Child ', M-cana ; b-ana ;

' Cloth ', Tanga
;

^i + ;
' Cold ', U-talala ;

' Dream ', N-zcaji, Hoi

;

'Ear', Ku-tiii; ' Excrement ', Tu-ji ; ma+ ;
' Eye ',Di.isu ; 'Face', M-pala ;

' Father ', Tata ; 'Fear',

U-<oma; 'Finger', Mu-nyi ; 'Fire', Tu-iha ; 'Fish', 00-pi; 'Foot', Ci-nama; bi- ; 'Frog', Ki-ula,

Ci-mbotco; ' Ghost ', N-zumbi ; 'Girl', Mu-kenu; ba- ; 'Goat', Kombco ; 'He goat', Ki-tiii, Sutu;
'Grass', Mw-angu; mi-; 'Ground', Ma-vu; ' Guinea fowl', KaSga; 'Hair', Lu-ngconia, Bi-mbita
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(//.)j 'Heart', N-zundu ; 'Heel', Ka-sende; tu- ; 'Hide', E-pati ; ma-; 'Hill', Umu-lundu ; mi-;
Hippopotamus ', N-guvu ;

' Honey ', U-ipi ;
' Horn ', Ku-lomba, M-binga ;

' House ', On-zu ; ma-nzoi

;

Hunger', N-zala; 'Husband', Mu-iala ; ba- or im\- 'Hyena', pi-nguli; ibi- ; 'Iron', U-tali

;

Island
', Ci-kcoloj

;
' Ivory ', OO-zto ; ' Knee ', N-gwloj ; ' Lake ', Mu-nguli ; mi- ; ' Lip ', Ka-nua

;

ma-^
;
'Magic', U-anga ; 'Milk', Lu-mui; 'Monkey', Kima ; 'Nail', Ci-ngala ; 'Night', U-piki;

'Nose', M-bimbi; 'Oil palm', Di-yi; ma-; 'Ox', N-dumbe; 'Paddle', Ki-handu; 'Palm wine',
U-ala; ' Pig

', N-gulu ;
' Pigeon ', Bembe :

' Place ', Ki-didi ; ' Rain ',Mvula; ' River', Lu-izi ; ma +
;

' Road ', N-jila, Ci-kcoka ;
' Shoulder ', Panga ;

' Sister ', Yaya ; ' Sky ', Kilu ;
' Smoke ', giisi ; ' Son ',

M-cona; 'Song', Zompa; zi+; 'Spear', N-gumba ; 'Spirit', Mu-enyco ; mi-; 'Star', Tetemvffa
;

'Stick', Mu-ti; 'Stone', N-tanti; 'Sun', Kumbi; 'Tail', Mucila; 'Tear', Scopi ; 'Testicles', Lu-
mbuepa;^i-; 'Thief, Kaba; 2ji- ; 'Thing', J-uma; b-uma ;

' Thorn ', Mu-a ; mi-ya ;' To-day
',

Linco^ 'Toe', Mu-nyi; ' To-morrow ', Kila ;
' Tongue ', Lu-laka ; 'Tooth', OO-zcj'; ma-zto ; 'Town',

M-bonge; 'Vein', Mu-|siya; 'White man', Tamga; ' Wife ', Mu-ketoo ; 'Wind', Fuji; 'Witch',
N-ganga; 'Woman', Mu-kenco; Firewood', Lu-kuhyi ; 'Yam', Mu-tombco ; 'Year', Mu-nyamco.

'One', M^bcopi; 'Two', -bali; 'Six', Sambanco ; 'Seven', Sambu-adi; 'Eight', Nanki

;

'Nine', COn-vua; 'Ten', Kuhi; ' Twenty ', Ma-kuihi a-badi ; ' Hundred ', Kama ; 'Thousand',
Kulakapi.

' r, Imi ;
' Thou ', Iba ;

' He ', Mwene ;
' We ', Itco ;

' They ', Bene.
' All ', -ojsco.

' Black ', -pikalele, -nakana ;
' Female ', -kenu ;

' Fierce ', -laka ;
' Little ', -teki ;

' Male ',

•ndumbe, -iala ;
' Old ', -co-kulu ;

' Red ', Ku-binga :
' Rotten ', -bojlco ;

' Short ', -tita; ' Sick', -biza;
'White', -kcota.

' Above ', Milco ;
' Before ', Ku-lute, Ku-pala ; ' Behind ', Hima ;

' Below ', (JO-pi, K(u-pi ;
' Far ',

Kuli ;
' Here ', OOto, Hcohco ;

' In ', Mcomco ;
' Middle ', U-kati ; ' Plenty ', -landa ;

' Where ?
' Ku-iyi,

ihi.
' No !

' KanA ;
' Not ', Ki-, Ka-, -kco.

' Beat ', -wita ;
' buy ', -mana ; 'come', -ya; 'die', -fua; ' go ', -enda ; 'kill', -jiya ; 'know'.,

•ajila ; 'leave ofif', -ehela, -tusula; ' love ', -ySla ; 'sit, remain', -tumama, -isala, -tunga ; 'sleep',

-kcdsa; ' stand ', -mana ;
' steal ', -nyana.

In its prefixes, Songco differs from the other Angola languages by occasionally retaining preprefixes

(Classes i, 3, 4, and 9) ; its 2nd prefix is Ba- ;
5th is often absent ; 8th always Bi-

;
9th sometimes On-

and 00-; and i6th Hco-, 00-, U-.

The following words should be added to the' Kimbundu and Ngola vocabularies from page 368
onwards :

ColumngSa, opposite 'Spirit', N-dele; ^i- ; opposite ' Horn ', N-gela; ' Lake ', Di-sanga ; 'Nose',
Di-zue; 'Road', Ki-kwka; 'Here', Bubco; 'In, inside', (also in column 98) Mumu; 'Middle',

Bu-kapi ; ' Near ', Ku-zukama ;

' Where ?
' Buebi ;

' Sit ', -tunga.

MINUNGU (112 a).

Page 411 If/ seq., insert the following vocabulary of Minufigu :

'Adze', Neco; ^i-l- ; 'Ant', Jinji; zi-+ ;
' Ant, white ', Mu-sua ;

' Arm ', Ku-bcokco ;' Arrow
',

Ki-haneku ; Sehu
;

^i -f , Mu-fula ;
' Axe ', Neica, New, Ka-sau ; tu- ;

' Baboon ', Ci-sangu
;

i-
;

' Back ',

Ny-ima ;
' Banana ", Di-konde ; ma- ;

' Beard ', Mu-eru ;
' Bee ', Puka ;

' Belly ', Mimco ;
' Bird ',

Ka-jila :
' Blood ', Ma-nyinga ;

' Body ', Puyco ;
' Bone ', Ki-fua ; bi- ;

' Bow ', Honji ; 151+; ' Bowels ',

Li-ira ; ma-ila ;
' Breast (man's) ', Tulu ;

' Breast (woman's) ', Biele ;
' Brother ', Puo ;

' Canoe ', U-atco

;

' Chief , Swba ;' Child ', M-cona ; b-ana; ' Cloth', Di-ina; 'Cold', pika; ' Country ', I -pi ; 'Cow',

N-gombe; 'Crocodile', N-gandu ; 'Doctor', Ki-mbanda ; 'Door', Pitu; 'Ear', Kuti; 'Elephant',

N-zamba; ' Excrement ', Tuji ; bi+ ;
' Finger', Mu-nyi; 'Fire',Kaya; ' Fish

', Ji-fuw ;
zi- ; 'Fowl',

Kusa, Susa, N-temba, Ka-sumbe ; ' Goat ', Kombco ; 'He goat ', Ki-sutu ;
' God ', N-zambi ;

' Grand-

parent ', Kuku ; ' House', N-zuco; 'Hunger', Mu-yala; ba-; ' Hyena ', Ki-nguli ; bi- ; 'Island',

Ci-kcolco ; ' Ivory ', OO-zoa ; ' Knee ', N-gcolco ;
' Knife ', Pcokoj ;

' Leopard ', Kunda
;

'Lion ', Kcoji,

Kcozji; 'Lip', Mu-zumbu ; mi-; 'Man', Mu-tu; ba-tu ;
' Meat ', I-foi, ^ifu; ' ' Moon ', M.be2ii;

' Mother ', Mama ; ' Nose', M-bimbi; ' Parrot ', Kusu; ' Pig ', N-gulu ;
' Pigeon ', Di-embe ; 'Sheep',

M-budi ; ' Shoulder ', Hihi ; ma + ; 'Sky ', Hulto ;
' Slave ', Mu-ika ; ba- ;

' Sleep ', Kulu
;

' Son ',

Mu-zangala; 'Spear', Ka-tapi ; 'Spirit', N-zumbi, Mu-nyu; 'Stone', Di-we ; 'Sun', Kumbi;
'Thief, Mu-yu; 'Thorn', Mu-ntontco; 'To-day', Lcolu; 'To-morrow', Mu-ngu; 'Tongue', Dimi;
' Tooth ', Di-ju or Di-jju ; 'Tree', Mu-ti or Mu-tondco ; 'Urine', Ma-su; 'Vein', Mu-pia ; 'Water',

Mtoma; 'Witch ', N-doaji ; ' Woman ', Mu-ketu; ba-.

'One', Mcozi; 'Two', -yadi; ' Three ', -tantu ; 'Four', -wana; ' Six ', Samanu ;
'Seven',

Sambuali ; ' Eight ', Nake ;
' Nine ', Di-vu ;

' Ten ', Kuini ;
' Hundred ',

Kama.
'
I ', Imi ; ' Thou ', Ibe ; ' He ', Mwene ;

' We ', Itu ;
' Ye ', Inco ;

' They ', Bene.

'All', -tosu.
' Black ', -buyila ; ' Little ', -take ; ' Short ', -embco ;

' Sick ', -bata ;
' White

,
-lila.

' Below ', Hupi ; ' Here ', Baba ;
' Middle ', Hi-kati ;

' Plenty ', Balanta.
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A-longw or Ma-longco or Ma-dukco ;
' Body ', Ny-cotco ;

' Bone ', U-kwa ; n.

Mebco; a-; 'Bow', U-nanoj ; mi-; 'Bowels', Un-c<abco; n-ccobo3 ; ' Brai
(man's)

'^
N-tcolco; ' Breast (woman's) ', A-bele ; ma-; ' Brother OO-yebi ; a-o;
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' Dance ', -kina.

(083)^"^^
^^^^ °^ ^'^^ Minufigu vocabulary is almost identical with either Umbangala (114) or Ngola

^^
Noteworthy among Alinungu prefixes are No. 2, Ba- ; No. 8, Bi-; No. 9, Ji- ; and No. 16, Hco-,

HtOLO) (113).
Page 411 etseq., insert following words of Hcolo) in column 113 :

xf ~
Ant N-jmji; i;i+

;
' Ant, white

', Jumba ; ' Axe ', N-gimbu ; ' He-goat ', Ki-tui ; ' Guinea fowl',
^anga; Hair

, Ki-mbita; bi- ; cr ^in-gSnyco (//.) ; 'Head', Mu-twe; ' Sheep ', Meme ; 'Song',

'-?!"/ A^'^''
'.""""Pi; 'Stone', Tandi; 'Sun', Tanga; 'Tear', Di-bibi ; ma-; 'Thief, Kaba;

1 horn
,
Mu-sangi

;
' War ', Bita; ' Water', Meyu ;

' Wind ', Pupi ; ' Witch ', Mu-ltoaji ; ba- ;
' Woman ',

Alu-ketoj
;
ba- ; Firewood

', Lu-kuyi, Lu-kuni ; ' Yam ', Bi-sari {pi.) :
' Year ', Mu-vu.

MPAMA (167).

Page 533 et seg., insert the following words of Mpama in column 167 :

' Adze
', N.gwa ;

' Ant ', U-sieme ; mi-sieme; ' Ant, white ', Un-ciele ; n-ciele; ' Ape ', E-sumbu

;

bi-; 'Arrow', l-kuia; ma-; ' Axe ', Z-ombi ; m-ombi ; ' Back ', Nz-ima ;
' Banana', Un-tela; 'Beard'.

Om-pcoh; //. m-ptoli ; ' Bee ', Un-zoi; n-zoi ; ' Belly ', M-oi ; mi-oi ; 'Bird', Ny-wli ; 'Blood
i-kwa ;

' Borassus palm
' iirains ', CO-scokco ; ' Breast

_, - - , -orU-dimi; a-; 'Buffalo'
E-kcobongco (7r E-kcobonzto ; bi- ; 'Buttocks', Di-nco; mi-; ' Cat ', N-gambala ; 'Charcoal', Z-aka
ma-ka; 'Chief, U-kondi; ba- ; ' Child', Mw-ana ;

' Cloth ', E-lomba ; ' Cold ', M.pi<o ; 'Cow'!
N-gomb«

;
' Day ', CO-sco ; a-sco ;

' Devil ', E-limw ; bi- ; ' Door ', E'tibakoj ;
' Dream ', N-dcoti

'Drum', a)-k«le; /A n-ktole
; 'Ear', I-toi; a-; 'Egg', Uii-kele; n-kele; 'Elephant', Un-cimba

mi-; 'Excrement', Ny-ei; 'Eye', L-isco; ' Face', E-longi, M-batata; 'Fat', M-uta ; 'Fear
W-bojlu; 'Finger', Un-zali ; 'Fish', N-cu; 'Forest', Z-amba; m-amba ; 'Fowl', N-ctosto; 'Frog',
E-kcoktokco; 'Ghost', N-jcoli ; 'Girl', Mw-a-mw-ale; b-a-b-ali or Un-dende; an-dende; 'Goat'
M-bcoli; 'He-goat', Mw-a-bw-ele ; ba-mpele; 'Grandparent', Ny-onktokco; 'Grass', E-scobe
'Ground', N-twtco; 'Groundnut', N-zcokco; 'Guinea-fowl', Li-keme ; 'Gun', M-ba ; 'Hair'
Un-cwe ;

' Hand ', I-kaka ; a- ;
' Head ', Mu-tu ; mi-utu ;

' Heel', E-tindi ; ' Hide ', I-kcokco; a-

'Hill', U-kongco; mi-; 'Hippopotamus', N-gubu ; 'Honey', Bw-eyi ; m-eyi ; 'Horn', I-seke
ma- (7r a- ;

'' House', Uii-gumbe ; in- <7r N-dakco; ' Hunger', Nzala ; 'Husband', Bw-ele; bam-pele
' Hyena', CO -bwa ; ma-; ' Iron ', Uii-ktosu ; n-ktosco ;

' Island ', E-stokco ; bi- ; ' Ivory ', Mo-nzco
' Knee ', I-bongco ;

' Knife ', OO-tali ; a- ;
' Lake ', E-diba ;

' Leopard ', N-goi ;
' Lion ', N-kcosi ;

' Lip

'

E-leka; 'Magic', A-lemwisi ; 'Maize', I-saiigu; ' Meat ', (JO-suni ; n-cuni ; 'Medicine', U-nco ; mi-
'Milk', Ma-i-ma-a-bele ; 'Moon', E-yeli or U-gonye; ' iVIountain ', U-kongco; mi-; 'Nail (finger)'

E-pojsco ; bi- ;
' Name ', Un-tolu ;

' Neck ', N-kingco ;
' Night ', E-kco or 0-yi ; a-yi ;

' Oil palm ', I-bila
' Ox ', E-kcobongoj ; ' Paddle ', N-kai ; ' Palm wine ', A-lekto ; ' Parrot ', OO-kombi or N-kcosto
'Penis', I-kcotco; 'Pig', N-goya ; 'Pigeon', E-benga; 'Rain', M-pcoli ; 'Rat', M-pco; 'River'!

E-bale; 'Road', N-za; ' Salt ', E-leke ; ' Shame ', N-tei ; 'Sheep', M-bafa; ' Shield ', I-yembe
' Shoulder ', I-beke; ' Sister ', U-nyangco(?rE-bunani; ' Skin ', I-kcokeo ; ' Slave ', Un-taniba ; 'Sleep'
E-tcolto; 'Smoke', N-dumbele; 'Snake', U-seme ; 'Son, boy ', Mw-a-bw-ele; ' Song', Ya-yembe
' Spear ', CO-kongeo ;

' Spirit ', U-limc* ;
' Star ', U-lambi ; mi-; 'Stick', Mw-ete; ' Stone ', I-kenzeke

' Stool ', E-kengele; ' Sun', Li-kanga; ' Tair,Z-ela; m-ela; ' Tear', I-kalwi; 'Testicles', Lm-baiaga
ma-; 'Thief, U-yibi; ba- ; 'Thigh', E-belw; 'Thing', Ema; bi-ema; 'Thorn', I-loj; 'Tobacco'
I-kaya ;

' Toe ', Un-jali ;
' To-morrow ', Lcobi ;

' Tongue ', 00-lemco ;
' Tooth ', D-inos ;

' Town ', J-cobe

m-cobe ; 'Tree', Mw-ete; 'Twins', OO-lima; a-; 'Urine', M-inya ; 'Vein', Un-cisa; 'War',
E-tumba; 'Well', I-diba; 'White man', Un-dele; 'Wife', Mw-asi ; 'Wind', Mw-embo»; 'Witch',
U-lcoki ; ba- ; ' Woman ', Mw-a-mw-ali-a-m-pcmba ;

' Yam ', E-sundu ;
' Year ', E-sca ; bi-sco ; ' Yester-

day ', Lcobi.
' One ', Bcokco, -cokeo ; 'Two', -bale; 'Four', -i-nei ; 'Five', -tanco; ' Six ', Samenco; 'Seven',

Un-cabale; 'Eight', U-nanali ; 'Nine', I-bwa; 'Ten', Zcomu; 'Twenty', Ma-kwa-bale ; 'Thirty',

Bw-eli; 'Forty', N-yumi-nei; 'Fifty', N-yumi-taneo ; 'Hundred', Mo-nkama; 'Thousand',
N-kcotco.

' I ', ffgai ;
' Thou ', Kau ;

' He ', Wangco ;
' We ', : Banga ;

' Ye ', Benu ;
' They ', Bangco.

' All ', -kima, -ema.
' Black ', -yindco ; 'Fierce', -tabele ; 'Good', -ulamu; 'Great', -nene ; 'Little', -kiki, -sini

;

'Long; -sanda; 'Male', -bwele ; 'Old', -bike, -kunde, -kcokcotco ; 'Red', -telu; 'Rotten', -bcolco;

'Short', -kuku, -kwekwe; 'Sick', -kconco ; 'White', -fumbco.

'Above', Li-kcolco; 'Behind', (JO-n-cima ; 'Below', Ofi-kwe ; 'Far', U-sika ; 'Here', Wabu

;

' In, inside ', 00-moi ;
' Middle ', Lo-ntei; 'Near', 00-pepe; 'Outside', Lco-pcole; ' Plenty ', N-dukco

;

' These ', Wana ; ' Where ?
' Wani ? ;

' No ?
' Te !, Pili !

' Not ', -te-, -co—te.
' Beat ', -kuta ;

' buy ', -somba, -teke ; 'cut', -zeke; 'dance', -Sana; ' die', -wa-ka; 'eat', -je;
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' give ', .pe ;
' go ', -tambcola ; 'kill ', -btoma ; ' know ', -yeba ; ' love ', -linga ; ' see ', -yene ; ' sit ',

-zala; ' sleep ', -kcolw 5
' stand ', -teme; ' steal', -yibi.

Besides the prefixes already given for this Mpama group of dialects (167-167 a), the following forms
should be added for Mpama :

Class I. U-, O)- (with a concord -yu) ; 2. A-; 3. U-, M-, Mw-.; 4. Mi-, I- (with concord mi); 5. Z-,
A-, E-, Li- (with a concord di) ; 6. A-, Mi- j 8. Be-

; 9. N- ; 11. 00-, U-, Lu- ; 14. Bw-, 00- ; 16. Wa-
(Leo- takes the place of No. 17, Mu-).

SENGELE (168) and BA-TENDE (i68a).i
Psge 533 et seq., insert following words in column 168 :

' Ant
', Le-nyeomco ; nycomco ;

' Ant, white ', Ke-sieli ; be- ; ' Ape ', Ke-dia ; be- ;
' Arm ',

Kcoku; pi. mi-eke ;= 'Arrow', E-kula; ma-; 'Axe', Ke-kie ; be-; 'Back', M-ongco ; m-engco

;

'Banana', Lco-kcomco; 'Beard', Lcolco; 'Bee', Le-nyuki; 'Belly', E-kuni ; ma-; 'Bird', Ny-
tonyi; 'Blood', Ma-kila ; 'Body', Bie ; 'Bone', Le-kwa; ' Borassus palm', Elebe ; 'Bow',
Bco-ta; ' Bowels', Mco-scobco; me- ;' Brains ', Bco-nyiiigi ; ' Brother ', Mbcosi ; ' Buffalo ', Nyati

;

' Buttocks ', Ke-kesi ; be-; 'Canoe', Wati ; ' Cat', Ngambala; ' Charcoal', E-kala; ' Chief , N-kumi

;

'Cloth', Kekco; 'Cold', Mpie ; 'Country', Kese; 'Crocodile', Ngtonto; 'Day', Duco ; 'Devil',
Moaku; 'Dog', Mvwa; ' Door ', Ke-vycokco ;

' Dream ', Njcoli ; 'Drum', N-kcol'ankcolco; 'Ear',
E-twco; 'Egg', E-kele; 'Excrement', Tibi; 'Eye', Di-si ; mi-si; 'Face', Kedwco, E-beolco;
' Fat ', Male ;

' Father ', Tata ;
' Fear ', Bcokco ;

' Finger ', Leyala ; njala ; ' Fire ', Mba ;
' Fish ', Ncu

;

' Foot ', Ke-tame ;
' Forest ', Dia ; ma- H- ;

' Fowl ', Nccosco ;
' Frog ', Ki-eke ; ' Ghost ', Wketa ;

' Girl ',

Ke-yeyenji, Ke-mcokati ; be-; 'God',Njame; ' Grandparent ', Wkaka ;
' Grass ', Ntana; 'Ground-nut'

Le-ycokco ; njcokw ; ' Guinea-fowl ', Nka ; ' Hair ', MfH ;
' Hand ', Ke-kanyi ;

' Head ', Mcotu ;
' Heart ',

Mcokeoloj; 'Heel', Ke-kitiki; 'Hide', Ke-kcoboj ; 'Hill', E-kcolco; ma-; 'Hippopotamus', Wguwe

;

' Hoe', E-temi; ' Honey ', Bco-toki; ' Horn ', E-seke ;
' House ', Nzco ;

' Husband ', Mcolcomi ; ba-

;

'Iron', Ke-peke; 'Island', Ke-sanga ; 'Ivory', Mfu<o; 'Knee; Ebu; ' Knife ', Mbeli ; 'Leg',
Kw-colto ; mi-ele ;

' ' Leopard ', Wgoje ; ' Lion ', N-keosi ;
' Lip ', Ke-lele ; bi- ;

' Magic ', Ke-lenemi

;

' Man ', Mw-oto3
;
pi. ba-te ;

' Meat ', Nuka ;
' Medicine ', Mweme ; mi- ;

' Milk ', Mpila e mabele
;

' Monkey ', Wkema ;
' Moon ', Wgoneo ;

' Mother ', N-goni ; ba-ngw ; ' Mountain ', E-kcolo ;
' Nail

',

Ki-nkuti; 'Navel', Mon-ktole; ' Neck ', N-kie ;
' Night ', E-tika; ' Nose ', E-yulco ;' Oil palm ',

E-ba; 'Ox', Nyate; 'Paddle', Nka ; 'Palm wine', Mana ; 'Penis', E-kata ; 'Pig', N-comi

;

' Pigeon ', N-kcoba ;
' Place ', M -bete; ' Rat ', M-pcokto ;

' Road ', M-bie ; 'Salt', Mw-a; 'Shame',
Bco-kuti; 'Shield', N-guba ; 'Shoulder', E-peke ; 'Sister', M-paka; 'Skin', Le-pcosco ; 'Sky',

E-yuIw; ' Slave ', Mon-duka ; ' Sleep ', Ttolco ; 'Smoke', Mi-dia
;
^Snake ', N-tale; ' Son ', Mco-diti

;

'Song', N-zieme; 'Spear', E-ko ;
' Spirit ', Modimi ; 'Star', Mw-otco; mi-ete;^ 'Stone', N-kwolco;

'Stool', M-bata; 'Sun', Vuna ; 'Tail', Mco-kela ; 'Tear', Yata; 'Testicles', Le-ba; me-ba

;

'Thjef, Mco-suki; ba-; ' Thigh ', Ke-bele ;
' Thing ', Ki-a ; bi-a; 'Thorn', N-ciene ; 'Tobacco',

E-ka; ' To-day ', Nojnco ;
' To-morrow ', M -bale ;

' Tongue ', Le-leme ; n-deme; 'Tooth', Di-ine
;

mi-ine; ' Town ', Beola, M-btokco ; ' Tree ', Mco-te ;
' Twins ', N-keta; ' Urine ', M-ia ; ' Vein', Mo-ntu;

mi-; 'War', Bi-ta; ' Water ', M-pila ; ' Well ', E-subi ; 'Wife', Mco-kale ; 'Wind', Mom-pebe
;

' Witch ', Mco-lcoki ; ' Witchcraft ', E-kuti ;
' Woman ', Mco-kati ;

' Year ', ? Mw-aka ;
' Yesterday ',

M-bale.
' One ', -mcoti ; 'Two', Yu-ele; ' Three ', -saH ; 'Four', -ni; ' Five ', -tani ;

' Six ', E-siami
;

' Eight ', E-nana ; 'Nine', Ewa; 'Ten', Di-emi; 'Twenty', Mw-abi ; 'Thirty', Mco-sati ; 'Forty',

Mco-ni; 'Fifty', M(o-tani; ' Hundred', N-kama.
' I ', Me ; ' Thou ', Yie ; ' We ', Bete ;

' Ye ', Meni ;
' They ', Be.

' All ', -nsco.

'Black', -m-pini; 'Female', -kati ; 'Fierce', -m-pcotco; 'Good', -we; 'Great', -diti ; 'Little',

-kite ; ' Long ', -15 ;
' Male ', -diti ; ' Old ', -kcolto, -nuna ;

' Red ', -lele ;
' Rotten ', -pconu ;

' Short
',

kwc * ' Sick * -k3,lc ' W^hitc ' *S6S6.
' Above ','o-nge'; 'Behind', OO-ekele; 'Below', O-nkili ; 'Far', E-bblo ; 'Here', Ktoni; 'In',

0-nsi; ' Middle', (JO-ketie, OO-ketiatie; ' Near ', Belebele; 'Outside', Oi-nca; ' Plenty', Kabakaba,
Vuki ; 'These ', Wani ; ' Where ?

' Koni ?

' No !
' We! ' Not ', -ka-kco, -we.

' Beat ', -bojla ;
' buy ', -suma, -teke ;

' cut ', -siele
;

' dance ', -kena ;
' die ', -kwa ;

' go ', -ye

;

' know ', -yeba ;
' leave off', -sile; ' love ', -kvir<ona ;

' see ', -mconw ; 'sit', -kala, -wa
;

' sleep', -tcoico
;

' stand ', -yiseke ;
' steal ', -su-ka.

The Batende prefixes, which are additional or different from those of Sengele, are :

Class I. Un-, — , Mw-, Moo- (concord yco, co) ; 3. Meo- ; 4- Me-
; 5. E-, I- (conqord di, i) ; 6. Ma-,

A-; 7. Ke-, Ki-; II. Le- ; 14. U- (bco, bu) ; 15. CO-; 16. Wa-.

' Most of these words and partictclars refer to the Tende dialect of Sengele (168 a), which may turn

otet to be a distinct language. _ ^
^ Note similar vowel change in rootsfor ^ arm', aik.ay-e-ks; ';«««', -otu, -te; '/^_o-', -olto, -ele; ^jrc.

^ E 2
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On page 545, at the end of the last paragraph, should be added the words ' east and north-east of

Bcolcobm, latitude 2 -2 30' South, longitude 16° 30°-! 7° East '-

KI-WUMBU {177).
On page 553 et seg., insert following information :

'Adze', Temi; ' Ant
', In-zanzala; J Ant, white", Lu-mpe ; 'Arm', Kcokco; 'Arrow', Ki-tcoma;

bi-; Axe,Ki-tadi; bi-; ' Back ', N-godi ; ma+ ; ' Beard ', Ki-levco ;' ' Bee ', N-uki ; 'Belly', Ki-
vumu

;
Bird

,
N-uni (7r Balaka ;

' Blood ', Ma-kila ;
' Body ', N-itu ; ' Bone ', Ma-fwa [pi.) ; ' Brains',

Tomfi; Breast (man's)', N-tulu; 'Brother', M-boyco; 'Canoe', Bw-atu; 'Cat', N-gamanya,
M-buma; ^Child', Mw-anaj b-ana ; 'Cloth', N-lele ; 'Cold', Mco-didi ; 'Cow', N-gombe; ' Croco-
dile

,
N-gone; 'Day', Tiu; ' Devil ', Mco-fu, Balagco ;

' Doctor ', N-ganga ;
' Door ', Mw-elco <7r

Ki-vi; 'Dream', N-zcodi; ' Drum
', N-gcomto ; 'Ear', E-ti; ma-ti; 'Egg',Ke; 'Elephant ', N-zcokco;

'Eye', D-isi; m-isi ;
' Face ', Lu-lungi ; man-dungi; 'Fear', B-coma; ' Finger ', N-lembco ; mi-;

' Fire ', M-ba ;
' Fish

', M-bidi ;
' Foot ', Ku-lu ; mi-lu ; ' Forest ', Tanga ; ' Fowl ', N-susu ; ' Frog

',

Kcotco
;

' Ghost ', M-pele ;
' Goat ', N-taba ;

' Grandparent ', N-kaka ;
' Grass ', Ma-lenge ; ' Ground ',

N-tcotco
;

' Hair ', M-fumfu ;
' Head ', Mu-nswi ;

' Heart ', Mu-kcolco ;
' Heel ', Singini ; bi + ;

' Hide
',Swama; ' HiU', Kama; //. ma-lama ;

' Hippopotamus ', M-vubu ; 'Hoe', Temi; ' Honey ', Bco-nugi-
man-paka; 'Horn', M-paka; 'Iron', Ki-songwei ; 'Island', Ki-udi ; 'Ivory', M-pungi ; 'Knee',
Bongo; ' Knife ', M-bele ;

' Lake ', Zanga ; 'Leg',Kulu; 'Leopard ', N-gco ;
' Lion ', N-k«si ; 'Male',

husband ', Bakala, Balaga; 'Meat', M-blzi; 'Medicine', Bi-loiigco ; 'Milk', Ma-beni ; 'Monkey',
N-kewa; 'Moon', N-sungi; 'Mother', Yaya, M-pangi; 'Mountain', Lama; 'Mouth', Mu-ntia;
' Nail

', Zala ;
' Name ', N-kumbco ;

' Neck ', M(o-widi ; ' Night ', M-pimpa ;
' Nose ', M-bombco

;

' Oil palm', Ma-di-ma-n-gazi (-n-gazi is the root) ; 'Paddle', N-kafi; 'Palm wine', Ma-lavu; 'Pig',
N-gulu; 'Pigeon', Wembe ; 'Place', Ki-ladi; 'Rain', M-vula ; 'Rat', M-puku; 'River', N-zadi

;

'Road', N-zila; 'Salt', Mu-ngwa ; 'Shame', N-s<oni; ' Sheep
'i
Meme ; 'Shoulder', Ki-samco

;

'Skin', N-itu; ' Sky ', Tuti ; ' Sleep ', Tonzu, Bi-mina ; 'Smoke', Mw-isi ; ' Snake ', N-tadi; 'Son',
Mw-ana-bcolco ;

' Song ', N-kunga ;
' Spear ', Yco ; ma-yco ;

' Spirit ', Dumu ; ma+ ;
' Star ', M-bviretete

;

'Stone', Tadi; ma+ ; 'Sun',Tedi; ' Tail', Mu-kila ; 'Tear',Ba; 'Thief ', Mw-ivi ; mi-vi ; 'Thigh',
Ma-tco, Ma-taku (//j-.); 'Thing', Bi-lco; ' Thorn ', N-siene ; ' To-day ', Lelco ; ' Toe ', Mu-lemco

;

' Tongue ', Lu-dimi ;
' Tooth ', D-inu ; m-inu ;

' Tovun ', Btila ; ma + ;
' Tree ', N-ti ; ' Twins ', Ba-mbu

;

'Urine', Ma-suba; 'Vein', Mw-anzi; 'War', Bi-ta; 'Water', Ma-dia; 'Well', I-te; bi-te; 'White
man', Mun-dele ; 'Wife', Mu-kadi; 'Wind', M-pira ; 'Witch', Mu-lcowi ; 'Witchcraft', Bw-anga-
bwa-leka; ' Woman ', Mu-kantu ;

' Wood ', N-kuni ; 'Yam', Kwa; bi-kwa ; I-ala; bi-; 'Year',
Mu-mvu; ' Yesterday ', Ma-biii.

' One ', Musi ; ' Two ', -cole, -ele ; ' Three ', -tutu ; ' Four ', -na ;
' Five ', -tanu ;

' Six ', -siana

;

' Seven ', N-samu ;
' Eight ', M-pwomco ;

' Nine ', Biva ;

' Ten ', Kumi ;
' Eleven ', Kumi ye musi

;

'Twenty', Maku'-m-tole ; 'Thirty', Ma-ku'-ma-tutu; etc.; ' Hundred ', N-kama ; 'Thousand', Funda.
'I', Me; 'He', Nde; 'We', Betco; 'Ye', Abenco; 'They', Yau.
'AH', -onsi.

Demonstratives are (i) the pronominal particles and (2) the suffix -na, preceded by concord.

'Black ', -pinu.
' Behind ', Ku-mang5di ; ' Below', Yansi ; 'Far', Kule; ' In ', Muna ;

' Middle ', Kati ; 'Plenty',

alw; 'These', Kuna; ' Where ?' Akuni ? 'No!' Ke !

'To— ', U-.
' Beat ', -beta ;

' buy ', -suma, -teka ; 'come', -ya; 'cut', -tita; 'dance', -kina ; 'die', -fi; 'eat',

-dia ; 'give', -wa; 'go', -wena; 'kill', -dusa; ' know ', -yeba ;
' laugh ', -seva ; 'leave off', -sisa,

-yekesa, -yeka ; ' love ', -zcola ;
' see ', -mcona ; ' sit ', -kala, -bwa ;

' sleep ', -tonza ;
' stand ', -telama,

-sapi ;
' steal ', -yiba.

The prefixes of Ki-wumbuseem to agree with those given on page 564 for the group of Teke tongues.

The 5th prefix, often missing altogether, is occasionally E- ; the ' singular ' application of 8 (8 a Bi-)

seems to be present in a few words. The 1 6th prefix is apparently Ya- and Wa-. The 15th, when used

as an infinitive, is U-.

The correct spelling of the language name appears to be Kiwumbu (the root being -wumbu).



CHAPTER V

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE BANTU AND SEMI-BANTU LANGUAGES'
1. (jOLU-KONJCO.

Sir Harry Johnston in The Uganda Protectorate, vol. ii, p. 897 and p. 959 et seq. Also, under the
name of 'Kikondjo', m Mittheilungen des Seminars fiir Orientalische Sprachen,\o\. xm, Berlin, 1910
(p. 133 of last section), in an article by Bernhard Struck, setting forth the vocabularies collected byEmm Pasha in Central Africa in 1891-2. In this the spelling of the words is often misleading through
the unnecessary doubling of consonants. A few words have evidently been misheard by the great
traveller. He has also written down a form of Lu-konjo> spoken in the south-west of the area over which
that language extends, and which is somewhat mixed with the Lega and Bira dialects of the Congo
Forest borderland. The best rendering of Konjoo is the translation of St. Mark's Gospel published by
the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1914.

2. URU-NYOROa.
The first vocabulary of Uru-nyorto proper appears (in all probability) in Stanley's Through the Dark

Conitnent, 1878, vol. ii, p. 488, wherein it is called ' Interior Unyoro '. The same language may also have
been further illustrated by Emin Pasha in the Zeitschrift of the Berlin Ethnological Society in the early
'eighties, but I cannot trace this (in any case) unimportant fragment. The first definite illustrations of
this important Bantu language were published almost concurrently in 1902 : namely, the vocabulary of
Orunyorto in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate (vol. ii, p. 897 and p. 959 et seq.), and
An Elementary Ltt-nyoruj Grammar, by H. E. Maddox, London, S.P.C.K., 1902. The last-named is

more applicable to the Urutorco dialect (see below).

2 a. RU-GUNGU.
This northernmost dialect of the Nyorco sub-group is probably first alluded to in the works of

Sir Samuel Baker and F. W. Felkin, but it was never illustrated by any series of words until a vocabulary
of it was compiled by Mr. J. F. Cunningham in 1907. This has been revised and added to by an
educated Mu-ganda in 1912.

2 b. RU-KYOOPI.
This is the Nyorco dialect spoken on the west or south-west coast of Lake Albert Nyanza and on the

verge of the Congo (Ituri) Forest. It is Stanley's Ru-kobe, and is illustrated by a brief and imperfect
vocabulary opposite p. 442, vol. ii of In Darkest Africa. It was briefly referred to also by Dr. Stuhlmann
in Mit Emin Pascha ins Herz von Afrika (Berlin, 1894), and probably in his later valuable contributions
to East Equatorial African ethnology. The present writer has collected a little information about it,

including evidence that the correct pronunciation of the name of the dialect is probably Kyojpi.

2 c. URU-TORO), RU-SONGORA, and RU-IRO).
Except for a few words in Stuhlmann's book, these dialects of the Nyorco species were first illustrated

in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate, vol. ii, p. 969 et seq., and so far no further illustrations

have appeared, though a good deal of the Nyorco speech illustrated by the Rev. H. E. Maddox (see above)
is really Uru-toroo.

2 d. (jORU-HIMA (of Ankole).
This Nyorco dialect is also first illustrated in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate, vol. ii,

p. 969 et seq. A few words, besides an excellent description of the Hiraa aristocracy, appear in an article

by Major J. A. Meldon in \he./oi(rnal of the African Society, Jan. 1907, p. 136. There is also an article

' This Bibliography does not pretend to be completely exhaustive. It is limited by the author's own researches,

and he will be glad to receive further information as to important sources of information which he has overlooked.

References to the languages and dialects herein enumerated may occur in many works not mentioned, but where they

have been known to the author, yet not mentioned in this list, they have seemed to him not worth inclusion if they

provided no definite information as to the locality, structure, or relationships of the speech. He does not also refer to

work which is not original ; that is to say, illustrations of any of these languages in the works of Bleek, Torrend,
Meinhof, Werner, Johnston, Struck, Madan, &c., which are no more than repeated words and passages gleaned and
quoted from the original published research of others.
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on the Ba-hima, with a few words of their language, by the Rev. J. Roscoe, in the June issue of the
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1Q07, p o^ et seq.
2e. RU-KARAGWE.

This southernmost dialect of Nyora>, though first alluded to by Speke and Stanley, was not illustrated
by ists ot words until the publication of The Victoria Nyanza (London, 1899) by Lieutenant Paul
KoUmann, p. 211 et seq. > 77/ j

2f. URU-KEREBE.
Under the name of Ki-kerewe in Paul KoUmann's Victoria Nyanza, p. 211 et seq. Also, and much

better, m the Mittheilungen d. Seminars/. Oriental. Sprachen, vol. xii, Berlin, 1909, p. i of the last, African
section. Here is an excellent 'Essai de Grammaire' of Ru-kerebe or Ki-kerewe, by Eugene Hurel,
lollowed by a vocabulary. There is also an allusion to this language in Anthropos, No. vi, 191 1, p. 62, by
the same writer (the Rev. Father Euga^ne Hurel) ; and additional information concerning language and
people may be found in a most informative article by the same author (Religion et vie domestique des
Bakerewe) in vol. vi Anthropos, 191 1 (p. 62 et seq).

2g. RU-ZIBA, (LU-SINJA, RU-ZINZA, RU-NYAMBU, LU-^A^I ?, RU-RORI?)
This group of dialects of the south-west coast-lands ^ of the Victoria Nyanza, the affinities of which

are almost divided between the Nyoro, Uganda, and Ruanda species, was first illustrated by Stanley in
Through the Dark Continent, p. 486 under the name of Ki-nyambu. Under the same name there is a
short vocabulary on p. 160 of J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africatia Orientalis. The next illustration appears
in Paul KoUmann's Victoria Nyanza, p. 211 et seq. But by far the best treatment is in three articles by
Hermann Rehse in vol. iii oi Zeifschrift fiir Kolonialsprachen, Berlin, 1912-13 ; and one article on the
Bazinza in the same periodical for 1914.

3. URUNYA-RUANDA and KI-RUNDI (3 a).

The first published vocabulary of this language appeared in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Pro-
tectorate, p. 969 et seq. Its most complete illustration is at the hands of Pere Eugene Hurel (Manuel de
la Langue Kinyarwanda, p. i et seq. of the African section, vol. xiv of the Mitt. d. Seminarsf. Oriental.
Sprachen, 191 1). But there are many references to the Ruanda speech, which give interesting word-roots,
in Anthropos, No. iv, 1909, p. 847 (P^re Fdlix Dufays) ; No.v, 1910 (P^re P. Schumacher), p. 870; 1912,
No. vii, pp. 456, 529, and 840 (P^re Alex. Arnoux) ; and 1913, No. viii, pp. no, 754 (Arnoux, Le Culte de
la Soci^tS secrete des Imandwa ati Ruandd).

With the Ruanda language must be associated the closely-allied dialect Ki-rundi (3 a). This is

effectively illustrated by Pfere J. M. M. van der Burgt on p. i et seq. of the 5th vol. (African Studies) of
the Mitt. d. Seminarsf. Oriental. Sprachen, Berlin, 1902, and the Grammaire de la Langue Kirundi, by
Pfere A. Menard (1910), and Dictionnaire Frangais-Kirundi, Kirundi-Frangais,hy iht same author, 1912.

3 b, RU-HA, -TUTSI, or -TUSI. Probably nearly identical with Ki-jiji.

The Ruha, Tutsi, or Tusi speech was' first illustrated on p. 154 of Mr. J. T. Last's Polyglotta
Africana Orientalis, published by the S.P.C.K., London, in 1885. Subsequently in Paul KoUmann's
Victoria Nya7iza (p. 211 et seq.), m Anthropos, iii, 1908, p. i, by Pfere Loupias. The Ki-jiji dialect

is represented by a few words in Sir H. M. Stanley's Through the Dark Continent (1878).

4- LU-GANDA, together with LU-SESE 4 a, and LU-SOi)GA 4 b.

The character of this classical Bantu language was first revealed to philology in a brief vocabulary
by H. M. Stanley in his Through the Dark Continent, p. 486, in 1878. In 1882 appeared the Outline
Gra7nmar of the Lu-ganda Language, by the Rev. C. T. Wilson, CM. S. (London, S.P.C.K.). In 1885
was printed a short Ganda vocabulary on p. 173 of J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. In 1899
(London, S.P.C.K.) was published the Lu-ga7ida~English and English-Lu-ga7ida Vocabulary, by the

late P. J. Pilkington, C.M.S. And in the same year, 1899, came out a short vocabulary, p. 211 et seq.,

in Paul KoUmann's Victoria Nyanza. In 1902 also was published (London, S.P.C.K.) The Ele7/zents of
Lu-ga7ida Gra77i7nar, together with Exercises and Vocabulary, by a missionary of the Church Missionary
Society in Uganda (an important work). In 1902 a vocabulary and brief study of the Lu-ganda language
was given in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate, pp. 897-8 and p. 980 et seq. In 1904 was pub-
lished (London, S.P.C.K.) the Lu-ganda-English and E7iglish-Lu-ganda Vocabt/lary o( the Rev. G. R.
Blackledge, and about the same time (undated) the fragmentary Collections of a Lexicon in Lu-ganda
a/td English, cs^c, by the Rev. Philip O'Flaherty. Subsequeritly to these dates a good deal of Anglican
Church literature had been published, chiefly by the S.P.C.K., in the Lu-ganda language. A full

bibliography of works on Luganda down to 1908 is given by Miss Alice Werner in iht Journal of the

African Society, 1908.

4 b. LU-SOOGA is little more than a dialect of Lu-ganda.
Like Lu-sese (for which our only authority so far is the vocabulary published by Sir Harry Johnston

in his Uganda Protectorate), it has been comparatively little studied by the missionaries because it was
naturally more convenient that their works should be printed in the standard dialect of Luganda. Apart

' And, according to Oscar Baiimann, the south-east coast-lands likewise, the Sisi, and Rori territories.
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from Sir Harry Johnston's vocabulary of Lu-soga, there are some words to be obtained in the article on
the Basoga-Batamba by Father M. A. Condon, of the Mill Hill Mission, published in Anihropos for 1910,
p. 934. And there is the Gospel of St. Mark, translated into Lu-soga by a missionary of the Church
Missionary Society in 1896, and of St. John in 1899 (B. and F.B. Soc).

5- ^^^^^^ ^"*^ 5 a. LU-WANGA (Lukabarasi, Lurimi, and Lusiiiga).
These dialects of the Kavirondo) sub-group are for the most part solely illustrated by Sir Hairy

Johnston s vocabularies in his Uganda Protectorate, and the vocabulary of the Luwaiiga (Lurimi) published
by Mr. C. W. Hobley in 1902 {Eastern Uganda, &c., see below). The first writer to record a definite
specimen of Bantu ' Kavirondo (Kisisa dialect) was Mr. C. W. Hobley in tht Journal of the Anthropo-
logical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland for May, 1S99 (p. 340). Lu-hanga or Luwanga (5 a) is
now well illustrated by the translation of St. Luke's Gospel, B. and F. B. Soc, 1916.

6. The remarkable MASABA or West ELGON sub-group was first signalized (perhaps without an under-
standing of its importance) by Mr. C. W. Hobley in the same number of the Anthropological Institute's
Journal already referred to, under the name of Mtihasa. But the true features of the Lu-gipu (Lu-scokwia,
Masaba) and Lu-konde dialects of this Masaba group were first shown by Sir Harry Johnston in his
Uganda Protectorate. Shortly afterwards, Mr. C. W. Hobley published (in 1902), through the Royal
Anthropological Institute, his Eastern Uganda: an Ethnological Survey, in which he gave a short
vocabulary of ' Ketosh ', the southernmost Masaba dialect. Subsequently a Grammar of Lu-masaba
(nearly an identical dialect with Sir Harry Johnston's Lu-scokwia or Lu-gipu), by the Rev. J. B. Purvis,
C.M.S., was published by the S.P.C.K. in igo; ; and reading-books and hymns in this language by
missionaries of the C.M.S. were either printed locally about 1907 or published by the S.P.C.K. in the
same year The present writer has also an additional vocabulary of Lu-gifu in manuscript by Mr. S.
Ormsby

; and a few words collected by Mr. J. H. Driberg. In 1910 the British and Foreign Bible
Society published a translation of the Gospels in Lu-masaba.

7. The KI-GUZII or KI-SUBA-KI-KORIA sub-group was first illustrated by Sir Harry Johnston in the
Uganda Protectorate under the name of ' Igizii '. Soon afterwards, in 1902, Mr. C. W. Hobley's Eastern
Uganda was printed by the Royal Anthropological Institute and contained a vocabulary of ' Kossova

',

a dialect of Ki-guzii. Subsequently vocabularies in manuscript of the Ki-guzii (Ki-suba) and 7 a the
Ki-koria languages (in the Ki-suna and Ki-tende dialects) were furnished to the author by Mr. G. A. S.
Northcote, at the suggestion of Mr. Hobley. References to Kikoria, under the name of ' Bakulia ', occur
in the writings of Bernhard Struck ('On the Tatoga and Iraku languages ', &c.) in the Sonderabdruck aus
'Das Hochland der Riesenkrater', by Dr. Fritz Jaeger, Berlin, 191 1 ; and in the Vdlkerstdimne im Norden
Deutsch-Ostafrikas, by Captain Max Weiss, Berlin, 1910.

8. The KI-^A^ sub-group (? LU-pA^I, ?RU-RORI).
The principal examples of this group—if it be a separate group—Ki-rori and Ki-papi, of the south-

east coast-lands of the Victoria Nyanza, north of Busukuraa and east of Bukerebe islands and peninsulas,
are utterly unknown to us ; except in so far that Oscar Baumann in his Durch Masailand zur Nilquelle
(fierlin, 1894, p. 196J declares Kipafi to be a mere dialect of Lusinja or Luziba, that Hobley, in his

Eastern Uganda, thinks their speech a member of the Nyarawezi group, and that Weiss, Kollmann, and
Bernhard Struck aver explicitiy that the papi and Rori tribes are Bantu, though resembling the Nilotes

of their vicinity in physique, manners, and customs.

9. NYAMWEZI languages or dialects :

Firstly, the typical Nyamwezi speech of the north and north-easl^Ki-sukuma-Kirwana, and in

addition 9a. North-west Nyamwezi (pi-sumbwa)
; 9 b. West Nyamwezi (Ki-galaganza or Garaganja,

Ki-vinza. Ki-bende, and Ki-gala)
; 9 c. South, Central, and East Nyamwezi (Ki-nyanyembe,

Ki-konongco, perhaps Xi-ximbu or pi-pimbu, and Ki-nankwila).
In the Mitt, aus den Deutschen Schutzgebieten of 1910 Bernhard Struck published a most useful

article and map on the geographical distribution of the Nyamwezi dialects. This summary gives a
detailed bibliography of books and articles on this group of languages or dialects.

The most important of these authorities (some of whose vocabularies are precious, though small) are

the following : Collections for a Handbook ofthe Nyamwezi as Spoken at Unyanyembe, by Bishop Steere,

London, S.P.C.K., 1882 ; the Galaganza, Sumbwa, and Sukuma vocabularies in Polyglotta Africana
Orientalis, J. T. Last, C M.S., London, 1885 ; Eine Kinyamwezi-Grammatik, by R. Stern, published in

the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., Berlin, 1906 (based on the Kika>nongco dialect) ; Grammatik des Kinyamuesi
(specially of Kinyayembe), by C. Velten, Gottingen, 1900. Also, the vocabularies at the end of vol. ii of

H. M. Stanley's Through the Dark Contitient, London, 1878, and the vocabulary of Kisukuma at the end of

British Central Africa {^\x Harry Johnston, London, 1897) ; Contes, Chants et Proverbes desBasumbwa, a

Grammaire de Shi-sumbwa, both by Pfere A. Capus, in the Zeits.f. Afr. u. Or. Spr., vols iii and iv, and a

Shi-sumbwa-French Dictionary, also by Pere A. Capus, printed at Saint-Cloud, Paris, 1901 ; besides J. T.

Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, give us some understanding of ths north-western Sumbwa dialect

—almost a separate language of the Nyamwezi group ; Grundriss des Kinyamwezi, by A. Seidel, as an

appendix to a book by C. W. Werther, Die mittleren Hochldnder des nordlichen Deutsch-Ost-Afrika,
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Berlin, 1898, treats more of the general features of the Nyamwezi group ; but Das Kisukuma, Gram-
matical bketch and Vocabulary, &c., by A. Seidel, Berlin, 1894, gives a specific account of the north-
eastern dialects

;
and Kisukuma more especially is the subject of a lengthy and authoritative treatise by

Captain C. Herrmann m the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., Berlin, 1898. There are a few words of Kibende in
the article on LaMustgue chez les Negres du Tanganyika in Anthropos, vol. viii (1913).

'^' KI-NYATURU or KI-LIMI was first mentioned in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, but
the short vocabulary given is not accurate and fails to exhibit the peculiar features of this tongue. These
have been effectively shown m Abriss einer Grammatik der Kinyaturu-Sprache, by Wilhelm Schregel,
in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., vol. xvi, Berlin, 1913. We still lack a sufficient vocabulary.

11. KIKUYU.
A great many works have been written on the interesting Kikuyu people, but their language, in two

or more dialects, has not yet been treated exhaustively. My material has been derived from my own
studies (a vocabulary was published in my Uganda Protectorate) ; the Notes on the Kikuyu and Kamba
Tribes, by H. R. Tate, in \ht Journal of the Anthropological Institute, June 1904, p. 130 ; the English-
Kikuyu Vocabulary, by A. W. M'Gregor, S.P.C.K., 1904; the Kajnba and Kikuyu Vocabularies, by
Mrs. Hinde, Cambridge University Press, 1904 ; and the translation of St. Luke, by the B. and F. B. Soc,
1915-

An English-Kikuyu Handbook, by Father A. H^m^ry, is said to have been published in London by
Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co. in 1903 (I have not seen this) ; and With a Prehistoric People, by
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Routledge (London, 1910) contains a glossary of Kikuyu words dealing with medicine,
warfare, and special practices.

The KI-MBE or KI-BAICOO dialects of Northern Kikuyu were illustrated by a few words in
T. Wakefield's remarkable article on the geography of Equatorial East Africa (p. 2i^()) Journal of the
Royal Geographical Society, vol. xl, 1870. Trifling though this reference is, the paper in which it is to
be found was one of the most noteworthy anticipations of geographical discovery in Africa ever made by
an intelligent interrogator of Arabs and negro porters.

12. The KAMBA language was first revealed by Krapf in his vocabularies, but was not treated with any
effective accuracy until the publication in 1885 of a series of East African vocabularies, including Kamba,
by the Rev. A. Downes Shaw, C.M.S., printed by the Church Missionary Society. A useful, unpreten-
tious, but accurate vocabulary of Ki-kamba was written by Mr. Stuart Watt, of the Ngelani Mission,
British East Africa, and published in 19CO by Kelker, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, United States. In 1885,
however, a short Grammar of the Kamba Language was written by Mr. J. T. Last (London, S.P.C.K.),
who also illustrated the language in his Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. In 1904 Mrs. Hinde combined
with her work on the Ki-kuyu language two quite distinct Kamba dialects (Cambridge University Press).

Some light is thrown on the Kamba language by Mr. C. W. Hobley in his admirable treatise on The
Akamba and other East African Tribes (Cambridge University Press, 1910). The most important con-
tribution to the study of Ki-Kamba, however, is in the Handbook of that language by Ernst Brutzer in the
Mitt. d. Sem.f. Orient. Sprach., Berlin, 1906. A short vocabulary of Kamba is also given in ^e.Journal
of the Anthropological Institute, June 1904, p. 130, by H. R. Tate.

13. POOKOOMCO or PFOOKOOMOO appears first in print in the Six Vocabularies of East African Lan-
guages published by Krapf at Tubingen in 1850. A few words were given by the Rev. Charles New in

an appendix to his East Africa (London, 1873), and by Dr. Fischer in the Berlin Zeitschrift: Ethno-
logische Gesellschaft, 1878. The first serious treatment of the Tanaland language was by Ferdinand
Wiirtz, Worterbuch des Ki-tukHu und des Kipokomo in Zeitschrift ficr afrikanische und oceanische

Sprachen, Berlin, 1895, followed by Grammatik des Pokomo in the 1896 volume of the same periodical.

Since then Miss Alice Werner has placed at my disposal a valuable vocabulary and elementary grammar
of Pokomo in manuscript, compiled by her in 1912-13.

14. The TAITA dialects were amongst the vocabularies in the appendix to the Rev. Charles New's book
on East Africa, published in 1873; but the Taita language or group of dialects received no effective

illustration until its inclusion in \}a^ Pocket Vocabulary ofEast African Langicages, by the Rev. A. Downes
Shaw (C.M.S., 1885). A Vocabtdary of French-Swahili-Taita, by Pfer'e Htoery, was published at

Zanzibar in 1901 ; and a short vocabulary of 'Taita' appears in the Jotirnal of the Anthropological
Institute, June 1904, p. 130, by H. R. Tate. But the most important work on the subject is the separate

vocabularies and grammatical notes of Mr. V. Verbi and Miss Austin (of the C.M.S.) on the Ki-dabida
and Ki-sagala dialects, supplied to me in MS. by Miss Alice Werner: likewise the article by Archdeacon
H. W. Woodward, Ki-taita or Ki-sighau, in vol. iv of the Zeitschriftfiir Kolonialsprachen, Berlin, 1914.
Moreover, since much of this work was written, I have received a full vocabulary of Ki-sighau (-siyau)

in MS. from Archdeacon Woodward.

15. The TAVEITA language was first illustrated by Sir Harry Johnston in \a% Kilimanjaro Expedition
1886. Besides my own material, I have received in manuscript from the Rev. A. R. Steggall, of the

C.M.S., a vocabulary of Taveita.

16. The NIKA-GIRYAMA-DIGOO dialects were first illustrated by Ewald in the Zeitschrift der
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Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft in 1 846. They are next represented by a short vocabulary (one
of SIX East African languages) published by Krapf at Tubingen in 1850, and in 1873 by New's vocabulary.
The more modern and accurate illustrations of this group of East Coast dialects are to be found (under
the head of ' Kinyika ') in the Pocket Vocabulary of East African Languages of the Rev. A. Downes
Shaw

; under the titles ' Digco" and ' Nika ' in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Orient. Sprach., Berlin. 1905 (Carl
Memhof)

;
but more effectually in the Nika-English Dictionary^ compiled by the Rev. T. H. Sparshott

from the manuscripts left behind by Krapfand Rebmann (published, S.P.C.K., in 1887) ; and the Girya7na
Vocabulary and Collections, by the Rev. W. E. Taylor, both works published by the S.P.C.K. in 1887
and 1891 respectively.

17. CAGA.
(Caga is the best general name for the Bantu speech of Mt. Kilimanjaro, the main dialects of which

may be enumerated further as 17. Mcoisi, 17 a. Ki-siha or Sira, 17 b. Ki-macame, 17 c. Ki-rombeo, and
17 d. Ki-meru.) '

Sources of information are : Vocabulary at the close of the Kilimanjaro Expedition, by H. H.
Johnston, London, 1885 ; Uebersicht der grammatischen Elemenie des Kichaga, by A. Seidel : Zeits.f.
Afnk. tc. Ocean. Spr., Berlin, 1895 I

Mdrchen und Rdtsel der Wamadschajne, by E. Ovir, Zeit.f. Afrik.
u. Ocecin. Spr., Berlin, 1897 ; Das Kisiha (a partial study of the Kisiha dialect of the gira people,
W. Kilimanjaro), by H. A. Fokken, Mitt. d. Sem. f. Or. Spr., vol. viii, Berlin, 1905 ; Worterverzeich-
nisse aus dent Ki-Dschagga und Pare, collected on Baron von der Decken's expedition.

Vocabularies of most of the above dialects, together with Ki-meru of the adjoining mountain of Meru,
have been collected for me by the Rev. A. R. Steggall, and others were transmitted through Mr. A. C.
Hollis, formerly Secretary to the British East African Administration.

J 8. PARE-G\yENa), 18 a. C-ASU.
My authorities are vocabulary and notes collected by Sir H. H. Johnston and published in his Kili-

manjaro Expeditio7i, 1885, and an important MS. vocabulary obtained through Mr. A. C. Hollis. Also
scattered notes in the works of Krapf and von der Decken ; and in the Zeitschrift fiir Afrikanische
Sprachen, Berlin, 1887-8. Sconyoo, an isolated Bantu dialect spoken on the north-west coast of Lake
Natron, in the north-eastern part of German East Africa, is said by Struck to be a dialect of Pare." In
1909, in the xth vol. oi Archivfiir das Studium deutscher Kolonialsprachen, there was published (Berlin,

Georg Reimer) a Gratnmatik des Chasu in Deutsch-Ostafrika (Pare-Gebirge), by Ernst Kotz, which one
may presume to be an illustration of the Kipare language from internal evidence, though, as too often
occurs in German linguistic works, there is no clue given to fix the geographical area with precision.

19. pAMBALA.
Collectionsfor a Handbook of the Shambala Language, by Bishop Steere, Zanzibar, 1867 ; Versuch

einer systematischen Grammatik der Schambalasprache, by Karl Roehl, vol. ii of the publications of the
Hamburg Kolonialinstitut, 191 1 (an important treatise). There is also an interesting article on this and
allied languages {Notes on the Shambala Language), by Miss A. Werner, in Xht fournal of the African
Society, 1906, and Archdeacon Woodward has supplied me with a full vocabulary of the eastern form of
the language.

19 a. BONDEI.
A few notes on this language were given in tht fournal of the Anthropological Lnstitute for February,

1896, by the Rev. Godfrey Dale. Grammatical notes and vocabularies have been published by the

Rev. (Archdeacon) H. W. Woodward, through the Universities' Mission, Zanzibar, 1882, and a short

vocabulary is given in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. Bondei is also treated by Carl

Meinhof in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., Berlin, I9c6, vol. ix ; but my conclusive information is an MS.
vocabulary compiled by Archdeacon Woodward in 1916.

20. ZIGULA and 20 a. NGURU.
Vocabularies have been published by J. T. Last in his Polyglotta Africana Orientalis ; by H. M.

Stanley in Through the Dark Continent; and in 1902 Archdeacon H. W. Woodward published the

Collections for a Handbook of the Zigula Language, through the Universities' Mission, and sent me in

1917 a MS. vocabulary; in 1906 a.'Zigula-E?tglish Dictionary was issued by the Rev. W. H. Kisbey
(Universities' Mission) through the S.P.C.K. Zigula is also treated by Carl Meinhof in the Mitt. d. Sem.

f. Or. Spr., vol. ix, Berlin, 1906.

A vocabulary of the Nguru dialect appears in Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.

20 b. KIM-RIMA (LIMA).
Very little is recorded of this eastern (coast) dialect of Zigula. What there is (besides a few scattered

words collected by the author) is given in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, under the heading
of Lima. Kimrima (lit. 'the language of the mainland') is quite distinct from Swahili, though it is

sometimes classed as a Swahili dialect.

^ The ' Rebmann MS.' referred to by R. N. Gust in the 2nd vol. of his Modern Languages of Africa.
' I cannot find the reference to this opinion of Struck. If I remember it aright he states that according to native

tradition this Bantu colony on the shores ofLake Natron was founded by refugees from the Pare mountains.
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^'- SWAmLI (Kl-UNGUJA, KLHADIMU, KI-NGCjOZI), 21a. KI-MVITA, 21 b-d. KI-AMU, &c.,

2le. KI.TIKUU, 2if. KI-WIBU, and 2ig. KI.NG(JL)JI.
The modern literature dealing with the Swahih language is so considerable that it would be impossible

to give a full list of the works here ; those however will be quoted which contain material specially germane
to the purpose of this book :

A vocabulary of twelve words of Swahili was collected by the English traveller Thomas Herbert, who
made a voyage to India and Persia, via the Cape of Good Hope, Madagascar, and the Komoros in 1626-30.
Ihe fullest edition of his travels was published in 1677 ; the first in 1634 ; but I have not been" able to
trace these words in either edition of his book ; unless the allusion is to the words he gives of the Mohila
language (see p. 2). Henry Salt in 1809 recorded twenty-eight more words (of the Kigunya or KitikQu
dialect) very incorrectly

; but a longer vocabulary appeared in \h.^ Journal ofthe Geographical Society of
Bombay in 1844. The first work, however, which attempted to deal with the language in a modern and
accurate manner was that of Bishop Steere (Handbook to Swahili, S.P.C.K., London, 1875), though
Swahili had been studied elaborately in its Mombasa dialect by Krapf and Rebman much earlier, and
Krapf in 1850 had printed a fairly long vocabulary in his collection of Six East African Languages, Sec,
published at Tubingen (Wiirttemberg) 1850.

Krapfs great Swahili-English Dictionary (London, Triibner and Co., 1882) is a mine of information
on this important language, but its practical value is a little spoilt by the perverse orthography adopted,
and by KrapPs South German inability to distinguish between the upper and lower consonants. For
etymological purposes, however, and the recording of rare and obsolete words, this is a work of lasting
importance.

Since the attention drawn to the political affairs of East Africa, and the great development of mis-
sionary work which commenced in the 'eighties of the last century, innumerable grammars and dictionaries
of Swahili have been published in English, French, and German. The best of these are the following:

A Handbook oj the SwahiliLanguage, fourth edition, by A. C. Madan, M.A., London, S.P.C.K., 1894

;

English-Swahili Dictionary, by A. C. Madan, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1894 ; The Groundwork of the
Swahili Language and African Aphorisms, by the Rev. W. E. Taylor, M.A. (Mr. Taylor's well-known
studies of Swahili deal more particularly with the Mombasa dialect, and with the Ki-ngtozi or poetical
language of Swahili literature) ; the Linguistische Studien in Ost-Afrika, No. i, Swahili, by C. Meinhof

;

Mitt. d. Sem. f. Or. Spr., vol. vii, 1904, Berlin ; and in the same volume the Hundert Suaheli-Rdtsel
(hundred Swahili riddles), by C. Velten ; also in the Swahili Mdrchen and Desturi za Waswahili ; Vocabu-
lary ofEnglish Words and Sentences translated into Six Dialects of Swahili, by A. C. HoUis (printed
as a supplement to the. Journal of the African Society, London, 1910.' Mr. A. C. Hollis has also supplied
the present writer with a good deal of information on Swahili dialects in MS. In 1909 the Grammaire
des Dialectes Swahilis, by the Rev. Father Ch. Sacleux (Paris, Procure des PP. du Saint-Esprit). This,
however, is confined in its range chiefly to the dialects of the Equatorial Coast and of Zanzibar, and the
opposite mainland, and does not mention the important dialects of Ki-wibu and Ki-ngcoji. In 191 5,

through the Cambridge University Press, Captain C. H. Stigand published \\\s Dialect in Swahili, \\h\c\\

has much the same range as Pere Sacleux's work, only treats more fully of Ki-ng«zi. There are references

to (but no illustration of, here or elsewhere) the ancient dialect of Zanzibar (Ki-hadimu) in the Grammaire
of Pere Sacleux, and in the earliest works of Bishop Steere. Miss A.Werner has subsequently illustrated

Ki-hadimu in the (1916) Journal of the African Society and privately to the author. A little information
regarding the southern dialect of Ki-wibu (Cape Delgado) is to be obtained in Bleek's Languages of
Mozambique, London, 1856. The information therein is chiefly derived from the journals of Dr. Wilhelm
Peters, of the Berlin Academy. An imperfect vocabulary of Ki-wibu is given in Daniel J. Rankin's Arab
Tales, (S-'c, translated into Tuguhi (Makua). Allusions to the rarely mentioned Ki-ngcoje or Ki-ngcoji

of Afigcoje (Angoxa, between Mozambique and Quelimane) are to be found in Apontamentos para o Estudo
das Linguas filladas pelos indigenas . . . de Mozambique, \>y Joaquim d'Almeida da Cunha (Loanda,
1 886) : also in the geographical writings of Consul H. E. O'Neill, referred to under the heading t)f Makua.^

22. KOMGRO) (gl-ANGAZIJA, 22 a. HI-NZUANI).
The dialects of the Komorco Islands (probably three in number; are little else than an ancient and

corrupted form of Swahili. They remain to this day very insufficiently studied. The principal materials

available (of any value) are a short vocabulary (' Anzuani or Hinzua ') published by Last in hxsPolyglotta

Africana Orientalis, and vocabularies of the same dialect of Johanna Island, by J. M. Hildebrandt, in

the Zeit. fiir Ethnologie, 1876, p. 89. In 1869 Bishop Steere published a short vocabulary of the

Angazija dialect of Great Komorco. A few words of these Komorco dialects under the name of ' Anzuani

'

can be gleaned from Bleek's Languages of Mozambique. A further bibliography (including a reference

' The Ki-tikuO, Bajun, or Kigunya dialect was earlier illustrated by Ferdinand Wiirtz in the Zeit.f. afrik. u,

ocean. Spr. of Berlin for 1895, where fairly long vocabularies of both Pokaimn) and Tikuu are printed from the paper-,

of this deceased missionary. Ki-tikuii, however, is most correctly transcribed by Mr. A. C. Hollis in the afote-

described vocabularies published by the African Society of London.
' A further bibliography of Swahili is given by Miss Alice Werner in the Catalogue of Linguistic Works in the

Journal oj the African Society, April 1908. Miss Werner's work on Ki-hadimu, referred to above, is based on the

researches of Miss Abdy, of the Universities' Mission.
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to the brief vocabularj' collected by Herbert in 1626, see p. 2) is given in the second volume of R. N.
Gust's Modem Languages of Africa. The best addition, so far, to our knowledge of the Komorco dialects
generally is that given under the heading ol An Unpublished Vocabulary of the Komoro Language, by
Bernhard Struck, in ths Journal of the African Society, July 1909. Cust alludes to an early MS. vocabu-
lary of Hinzuani by a (?• Madagascar) missionary, 'Elliott' (presumably of the London Missionary Society).
I have not been able to trace this.

23. DZALAMO) or ZARAMO).
A short Vocabulary ofZaramo was published by Bishop Steere in 1869. A resume ol the features of

this interesting language is given by Meinhof in the loth vol. of the Mill. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., Berlin,
1907. This reviews the work of A. Worms {Grwidziige der Grammatik des Kizaramo . . . Zeitschr. fiir
afr. und ozean. Spr., vol. iii, 1 897, and Worterverzeichnis der Sprache von Uzaramu, vol. iv of the same,
1898), and of Maass and Seidel {Beiirdge sur Kenntnis des Kizaramo, Zeitschr.f afr. u. or. Spr., vol. iii).

But the most important contribution to our knowledge of Dzalamo) is the series of transcripts of Uzalamco
superstitions, beliefs, and folklore by M. Klamroth, and notes on pronunciation (Otto Dempwolff; in vols, i

and \\oi^& Zeitschriftfiir Kolonialsprachen (Berlin, 1911-12).

23 a. KAMI.
Ki-kami is well described by C. Velten in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., vol. iii, Berlin, 1900. A

vocabularj' is given in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africaha Orientalis, in which also appears the only illus-

tration I can find of 23 b. Kixutu. 23 c. Ki-ruguru is more amply set forth in the appendices to C. W.
Werther's Die mitileren Hochldnder des nordlichen Deutsch-Ost-Afrika, Berlin, 1898.

24. Northern SAGARA (KAGURU).
We come here to a group of closely allied dialects, better described perhaps under the general name

of Sagara, from Usagara, the hilly region of German East Africa in which they are spoken. The chief

dialects are Kaguru (24), Itumba (24a),Kondoa or Solwre (24b), Ziraha (24 c), Kwenyi (24d),Nkwiflya
(24 e), and Ndunda (24 f ). All these are briefly illustrated in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.

The northernmost dialect, Kaguru, is more fully exhibited in a Grammar of the Kaguru Language, by

J. T. Last, S.P.C.K., 1886, though unfortunately this work is marred by numerous press errors. A few
words of Kaguru (' Sagara ') are given in Stanley's Through the Dark Conti?tent. .

25. GWGCjO.
Ki-gcogo), often alluded to in the works of the earlier East African explorers, was perhaps first illus-

trated in Slanle)''s Thi-ough the Dark Continent. John Clark, of the Universities' Mission, published
a Vocabulary in 1877 through the S.P.C.K. There are two short vocabularies of Gcogto in J. T. Last's

Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. Otherwise, our information is scanty, except such as can be derived from
a translation of the New Testament into Ki-gcugco, published in 1899 by the British and Foreign Bible

Society of London. Gcogco is also alluded to in the Durch Masailand of Oscar Baumann, and in Die
mittleren Hochldnder of C. W. Werther and the Sonderabdruck aus 'Das Hochland der Riesenkrater', by
Bernhard Struck.

26. IRANGI.
There is a short vocabulary of Irangi in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis ; and there are

a few references to Irangi words in an article on the Waraiigi by Leut. Eaumstark in the Mitt. v.

Forschungsreisenden, S^c, aus den Deutschen Schutzgebieten, Berlin, 1900. Last's translation, how-
ever, seems to include numerous non-Bantu words of adjoining tongues. My chief information about

this interesting speech is derived from A. Seidel's Grammar and Vocabulary appended to Werther's Die
mittleren Hochldnder des nordlichen Deutsch Osl-Afrika.

27. HEHE (KI-HEHE).
The first illustration of Ki-hehe was probably the short vocabulary given in Polyglotta Africana

Orientalis, by J. T. Last, but the first authoritative treatment of the language was by C. Velten, Die

Sprache der Wahehe in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach., Berlin, 1899. There is also a pretty full

vocabulary of Hehe by Father Cassian Spiss in the Milt, des Sem. fiir Orient. Spr., vol. iii, K. F.-W.-

University, Berlin, 1900.

28. PWGORCO or KI-POOGOLOO.
There is an excellent treatise on this language by Prof. Dr. Eduard Sachau in the sixth vol. of the

Archivfiir das Studium deutscher Kolonialsprachen, Berlin, 1907 ; I also possess a MS. vocabulary by

Archdeacon Woodward.

29. SANGO) or RORL
This language is singularly little illustrated, considering its mterest and its political importance.

A fragmentary vocabulary was given under the name of Kirori in Stanley's Through the Dark Continent,

vol. ii. A short vocabulary (with some additional words on p. 225) appears under the name of
'
Saiigo or

Lori ' in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. But it is better illustrated in Carl Meinhof's

Grundriss einer Lautlehre der Eantusprachen, p. 133-48 (Leipzig, 1899).

30. BENA.
A short vocabulary of Bena appears in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.
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31. GANGI.

There is a short vocabulary of Gangi (p. 93) in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.
31 a. BUNGA. -^

A short vocabulary of Bunga appears in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis (p. 139). Bunga
would seem to be a Zuluized jargon of the Afigoni raiders, which contains other incongruous and non-
tsantu elements. It IS vaguely alluded to as such in the treatise on Kifigoni by Father Cassian Spiss in
vol. VII of the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach., Berlin, 1904

& J' v

32. KI-MATUMBI.
A full vocabulary almost a dictionary, of this language, by Bernhard Krumm, is given in the Mitt,

d. ^em. f. Or. Sprach., vol. xvi, Berlin, 1913. Also Grundriss einer Grammatik des Kimatu7nbi, by
Bernhard Krumm, Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., vol. xv, Berlin, 1912.

33. MWERA and 33 a. KIDONDE or KI-MAWANDA.'
hSkizze der Grammatik des Ki-mwera in Deutsch-Ostafrika, by R. von Sowa, appeared in the

Z.eitsclirift fur afrikamsche und oceanische Sprachen, vol. ii, 1896 (Berlin). This is the only extant
account I can find and it is so tantalizingly brief. Such very slight references to Kidonde as I can glean
from the writings of English and German explorers suggest its close connexion with Ki-mwera. It is
seemingly the same language or dialect as Kimawanda ; and of this I possess a full vocabulary, drawn up
by Archdeacon Woodward in 1916. This arrived too late for inclusion in the vocabulary columns,
but its mam features are treated in the preliminary Corrigenda et Addenda.
34. MAKONDE and 34 a. MAVIA or MABIA.

Makonde was first illustrated by Bishop Steere in Collections for a Hatidbook of the Makonde Lan-
guage, Zanzibar, 1876. Last gives a short vocabulary in his Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. There are
vocabularies of Ki-makonde and Ki-mavia in Apontamentos para o Estudo das Linguas falladas, S^c,
da Provincia Portugtieza de Mogambigue, &^c., by Joaquim d'Almeida da Cunha, vol. i, Loanda,
Imprensa Nacionale, l886. But some of the information contained in this convenient transcript is derived
(with acknowledgements) from the various papers by Consul H. E. O'Neill, published on pp. 403-4 in the
1883 volume of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society.

35. SUTU or MANUNDI (NINDI) and 35 a. KI-MATENGCO.
A fairly comprehensive vocabulary (but no grammar) of this language is given under the name of

Kisutu by Cassian Spiss in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach.,^ vol. vii, Berlin, 1904, [The grammar pre-
ceding the vocabulary deals only with ' Kingconi ', the Zulu dialect of the country.] Kimatengco is repre-
sented by a pretty full vocabulary in the KimatengM- Worterbuch of Father Johannes Hafliger, published
in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach., vol. xii, Berlin, 1909.

36. PANGWA.
Ki-Pafigwa is described by M. Klamroth in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach., vol. x, 1907, pp. 183

to 192.

37. KESE or KISL
Illustrated by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa, Second Edition, London,

1904.

38. KINGA.
Grammatik der Kinga-Sprache, by R. Wolff, vol. ii, Archiv fiir das Stttdium deutscher Kolonial-

sprachen, Berlin, 1 905.

39. KABWARI or UBWARI or KIBA-KABWARI and 39 a. Eastern KI-LEGA.^
Kibakabwari is represented by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate ; Eastern

Kilega by an incomplete vocabulary in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.

40. GUHA.
A short vocabulary of Guha is given by Stanley in vol. ii Through the Dark Continent. A much

fuller vocabulary was published by Sir Harry Johnston in his British Central Africa. A more complete
MS. vocabulary, however, was compiled by the Rev. A. Jones, of the London Missionary Society,
Taiiganyika, about 1889.

41. TABWA (MARUWGU).
The first hint of this language of South-west Tanganyika may be derived from Stanley's vocabulary

of Marungu in vol. ii of Throicgh the Dark Continent, but Tabwa is one of the best illustrated of all the

Bantu Languages in Essai de Grajnmaire Tabwa, by Gustave de Beerst, in Zeits. f. afrik. u. ocean.

Sprach., Berlin, 1896, and most of all by the Dictionnaire Kitabwa-Frangais et Frangais-Kitabwa, by
the Rev. Fr. Auguste van Acker, published by the Congo Museum, Tervueren (Brussels), 1907.

42. BEMBA (KI-BEMBA, KI-WEMBA, KI-EMBA).
I think the earliest illustration of this important language consists of a brief vocabulary (Bemba) on

' South Kilega is dealt with briefly under the name of East Manyuema by Stanley in his Through the Dark Con-
tinent, and also by a MS. vocabulary compiled by Emil Torday. Western Kilega, by Stanley, under the name of
' Baregga '. See pp. 181, 473, 484.
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p. 131 in Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. Much fuller treatment is given in Sir Harry Johnston's
two vocabularies (Ki-wemba and Ki-emba) in British Central Africa, 1897. Bemba has been exhaus-
tively dealt with m An Introductory Handbook to the Language of the Bemba People, by W. G. Robert-
son, L.M.S., published by the London Missionary Society, 1904, and by a Grammar of the Bemba
Language as spoken in North-east Rhodesia, by the Rev. Fr. Schoeffer, Oxford University Press, 1907.
43. LUNGU or ULUNGU.

!^^j^ language is doubtfully illustrated by a few words under the name of Marungu, Urungu, &c., in
Stanley s Through the Dark Continent, but the only vocabulary extant of any completeness or correct-
ness IS that given by Sir Harry Johnston in British Central Africa.

43 a. MAMBWE.
A vocabulary of Ki-mambwe is given in Johnston's British Central Africa, but the language is more

effectively illustrated in Outlines ofKi-mambwe Grammar, with vocabularies, &c., appended, by the Rev.
David Picton Jones, L.M.S., published by the London Missionary Society in 1893.

44. B0OZ;WA or USI.
Beyond references to its being a distinct tongue in the works of Giraud and other early explorers of

Lake Bangweulu and the Luapula, there is no literature exhibiting its characteristics. It would seem to
be no more than a dialect of Bisa from references by recent travellers in the Bangweulu region.

44 a. BISA or WISA.
The first definite vocabulary of Bisa which I can find is that in Stanley's Through the Dark Continent.

Another vocabulary was published in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis. The first vocabulary
of any fullness appeared in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa. Since then a much more effec-
tive illustration of the language was contributed by Mr. A. C. Madan, M.A., A Short Introduction to the
Wisa dialect of North-east Rhodesia, Oxford University Press, 1906. Bisa words are also given in the
work immediately named below.

44 b. LALA-LAMBA.
The Lala-Lamba dialects have been treated very fully in two works by Mr. A. C. Madan

—

A Lala-
Lamba Handbook and A Lala-Lamba Dictionary—both published by the Oxford University Press in

1908 and 1913 respectively.

45. FIPA.
A few words of the interesting Fipa language are given in my British Central Africa, but such

material as we have for the study of Fipa is due to the industry of Bernhard Struck, who published
a vocabulary of the Fipa language in the fournal of the African Society, October 1908, and also in

Anthrofos for 191 1, p. 951.

46. NYALUWG'WA or RUNGWA.
This language is spoken to the north of Lake Rukwa in the valley of the Rungwa river. It is illus-

trated by a short vocabulary in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis.

47. CINA-MWANGA. *

This speech of the northern edge of the Nyasa-Tanganyika plateau may be studied in the Transla-
tion of the Gospel of St. Luke issued by the B. and F. B. Soc. in 1903.

48. UNGU or WUNGU, 48 a. KI-MANDA.
There is a short vocabulary of Ungu in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, and a much

fuller one in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa. Ki-manda, according to Bernhard Struck and
Dr. Fiilleborn, would seem to be a dialect of Wungu.
49. Igl-NYIXA and the allied Nyasa-Tanganyika dialects known as Ifi-wanda and Ifi-wiwa are

represented by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa, and Isi-nyixa is more fully

illustrated in the Translation ofthe New Testament, B. and F. B. Soc, 1913.

50. ICI-WANDIA (ICI-RAMBIA, ICI-NDALI).
A vocabulary of Wandia is likewise given in British Central Africa.

51. NKONDE or NYIKIUSA. 51a. 'MWAMBA", IKI-KUKWE or CI-SOOCIRL
These dialects of the North Nyasa mountains and coast were first transcribed in a litde ' Mwamba '

vocabulary compiled by the Rev. J. A. Bain, and printed at Livingstonia (Nyasaland) in 1891. But they

were made better known, as regards published material, by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British

Central Africa. Nkonde, under the incorrect name of ' Konde ', was treated very fully by C. Schumann
in Grundriss einer Grammatik der Kondesprache, in the Mitt. d. Sejn.f. Or. Sprach., w)l. ii, Berlin, 1899.

It is also illustrated by Meinhof in his Grundriss einer Lautlehre der Bantitsprachm (Leipzig, 1899).

Under the name of Ci-seociri Miss Werner has contributed some words to 51a.

52. HENGA and 52 a. TUMBUKA (CI-KAMAWGA).
Ci-hefiga, and the closely allied Ci-tumbuka, are represented by a vocabulary of Ci-henga in

Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa, and in Notes on the Tumbuka Language and a Table of

1 Mwamba and -scociri simply mean 'mountain ', and may refer to the Awa-kukwe people in the mountains

immediately north of Lake Nyasa.
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Concords, Qr'c., of the Tumbuka Language, by Dr. W. L. Elmslie, of the Livingstonia Mission, Aberdeen,
lagi. 1 he language of the nearly extinct Wa-kamaiiga (or Aba-kamafiga), a former ruling caste among
the Katumbuka would appear to have been nearly identical with Ci-tumbuka. See for this an article on
the Kamanga Tribe of Lake Nyasa, by Andrew Nkonjera, in th^ Journal of the African Society, April

53. CI-TONGA ('ATONGA') ^nd 53 a. CI-SISKA.
I his speech of the west coast of Lake Nyasa, which has many interesting features, is still imperfectly

iHustrated. There is a vocabulary of it in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa, and a Tentative
Iranslation of the Gospel of St. Mark, published at Livingstonia (Nyasaland), in 1890, by the Living-
stonia Mission.
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54. YAO).
A few words of some mongrel dialect of Yao) ('Monjou') were written down about 1809 by Henry

bait when he visited Mogambique on his way to Shoa (Ethiopia).
A vocabulary of the Yaw language, under the name of Muntu, was given in Koelle's Polyglotta

Afruana, and was attributed by him to the ' Veiao '. It represents the eastern form of the Yaco language
where it impinges on the Lomwe or Makua 'dialects, but is very near to the Nyasaland speech. Bishop
Edward Steere published, through the S.P.C.K. in 1871, Collectionsfor a Handbook ofthe YaOd Language.
Next m time, probably, followed An Introductory Handbook of the Yau Language, by the Rev. Alexander
Hetherwick (London, S.P.C.K., 1889). A vocabulary of Yaco (like Mr. Hetherwick's, the south-western
type of the language) is given in Sir Harry-Johnston's British Central Africa Protectorate. There is also
a short vocabulary of this language in Polyglotta Africana Orientalis, by J. T. Last.

55. NGINDOO, North and South.
The southern dialect of Ci-ngindo is illustrated by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British

Central Africa. A very short vocabulary under this name in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis
possibly illustrates the northern form of this language. Archdeacon H. W. Woodward in 1916-17 com-
piled a vocabulary of Ki-maningco, which is apparently identical with northern Ngindoj. Although tliis

arrived too late for the vocabularies it is given in the addenda.

55 a. CI-MPOOTO).
This half-way speech, intermediate between Yaco and Ngindco, has been made known to us by the

Universities' Mission to Central Africa in its translation of the Psalms and Prayer Book (B. and F. B.. Soc,
undated).

56. I-MAKUA.
A few words of Makua (incorrectly transcribed) appear in the work of Henry Salt describing his

journey in 1809-10 to Abyssinia via Cape Town, Mogambiqiie, and Somaliland. But the Makua lan-

guage was not effectively illustrated till it appeared as ' Matatan' in Koelle's Pblyglotia Africana (1854),
and next under the name of Mosambique in The Languages of Mosambique, a Compilatioti, published in

1856 (London, Harrison & Sons), by Dr. W. H. L Bleek, who derived much of his information from the
MSS. of Dr. Wilhelm Peters, of the Berlin Academy. Short vocabularies of Makua and Lomwe appeared
in the geographical papers of Consul Henry Edward O'Neill, published on p. 209 of the Royal Geogra-
phical Societys Proceedings in 1882, and on p. 648 -of the volume for 1884. In 1879, Bishop (as he after-

wards became) Chauncy Maples had published, through the S.P.C.K., Collections for a Handbook of the

Makua Language (see below). In 1886, Mr. Daniel J. Rankin published, through the S.P.C.K., London,
Arab Tales Translatedfrom Swahili into the Tugulu ' Dialect of the Makua Language ; together with
comparative vocabularies of three dialects ofMakua, and with a short English-Tugulu and Mbwabe
vocabulary (London, S.P.C.K., 1887). An accurate vocabulary of Mogambique Makua was published in

Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa, and a certain amount of additional information concerning
Makua in MS. is in the possession of the author.

56 a. Northern MAKUA (MEDOO, &c.).

The northern dialects of Makua, Mbwabe, Medco, and Masasi were first recorded under the name of

Meto in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, and long afterwards^bnt imperfectly—in the writings of O'Neill

and D. J. Rankin {Arab Tales, &c., which gives comparative vocabularies). Bishop Chauncy Maples,
Collectionsfor a Hajidbook of the Makua Language, really illustrated Northern and not Southern Makua.
In J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orientalis there are a few words of these northern dialects, under the

general name o"f ' Makua ' I owe my latest information of 56 a to a fall vocabulary contributed by
Archdeacon Woodward.

56 b. LOMWE (or Western MAKUA).
A few words of Lomwe were given in the geographical papers by Consul H. E. O'Neill, already

referred to. It has only been treated, however, at any length, in Sir Harry Johnston's British Centra.1

Africa, and in a very interesting paper by Miss Alice Werner in XheJournal of the African Society, vol. i,

1902 {Vocabulary ofLomwe).

^ Tiigiilu Is equivalent to my I-makna, to Southern Makna as contrasted with Medoj or Northern Makua.
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57- CUABO) or CUAMBCO (the language of Quelimane).
Ci-cuambw, under the name of Kiriman, is amongst the vocabularies in Koelle's Polygloita Africana.A certain number of words of this language, under the name of 'Quelimane', appears in Bleek's Lan-

guages of Mosambique. A vocabulary of Ci-cuambco is given in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central

ri'"!.'
^"""^ further information regarding this interesting language can be derived from Contes en

LItwabo ou Langtie de (2ucli,nane, &^c., by Fr. J. Torrend, in Zeits. f. afrik. u. ocean. Sir., Berlin, 1895
and 1896.
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58. CI-MAZAROO and CI-KUNDA.
^\^"S^'^^^~^^^^'S"»'^'^ vocabulary was compiled and printed by Dr. Robert Laws, of the Living-

stonia Mission, somewhere about 1 880 (there is no date or place of publication on the copy in the author's
possession). A vocabulary of Ci-mazarco appears in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa
Protectorate.

58 a. CI-PODZOO.
A vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's Britifh Central Africa Protectorate.

59. CI-NYUNGWI (TETE) and 593. SENA.
Ci-nyungwi and Ci-sena vocabularies, under the names of ' Tette ' and 'Sena', appear amongst

Bleek s Languages of Mosambigue. A vocabulary of Ci-sena (Ci-nyungwi) is given in Sir Harry John-
ston s British Central African Protectorate. Also a Praktische Grammatik der Bantu-Sprache von Tete,
etnem Dialekt des Unter-Sambesi, mit Varianten der Sena-Sprache, is given by Fr. Alexander v. d. Mohl
\n Mitt.^ d. Sem.f^ Or. Spr., vol. vii, Berlin, 1904; and fables in the same dialects (under the misleading
title of

' Kaffrisch '), by the same author, are published in vol. viii of the same periodical. An Introductory
Grammar of the Sena Language spoken on the Lower Zambezi, by W. G. Anderson, was published in
London by the S.P.C.K. in 1897.

60. CLMBOO or CI-CINJIRI.
The Ci-mbco language is illustrated by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa.

It is said to be the same as the Cicinjiri dialect of the Macinjiri who inhabit the eastern part of the Lower
Shire basin between Mounts Cipertoni and Morambala.
61 a. MANANJA.

Ci-mananja, or the south-eastern form of Nyanja, was probably first illustrated in a Grammar of
the Chi-nyanja Language, by Alexander Riddel, of the Livingstonia Mission, Edinburgh, 1880, but this
form of the great Nyanja speech was to receive a magnificent treatment in A Cyclopaedic Dictionary of
the Mang'anja Language, Spoken in British Central Africa, by the Rev. David Clement (Ruffele) Scott,
Edinburgh, 1892. There is a comparative vocabulary of this language in Sir Harry Johnston's British
Central Africa. Mananja has also been dealt with, from a practical point of view, by R. Caldwell in

Chi-nyanja Sini'plified, published by the Zambezi Industrial Mission, London, about 1896 (though called
' Chi-nyanja', this language is really the Mananja dialect.)

61. CI-NYANJA.
The Ci-nyanja proper of Lake Nyasa is spoken nowadays more particularly on the east coast of the

lake and on its islands (Likcoma, &c.). It was partially dealt with in A Table of Concords, ^'c, of the

Chi-nyanja Language, by the Rev. Dr. Robert Laws, Edinburgh, 1885. Soon afterwards began to follow

the numerous publications of the Universities' Mission from its Nyasaland centre on the island of
Likoma. Of these the more important are A Vocabulary of English-Chi-nya7ija, Sr'c., as Spoken at
Likoma, London, S.P.C.K., 1895 ; The Chi-nyanja Exercise Book (Likoma dialect), London, S.P.C.K.,

1898 ; Nyanja-English Vocabulary, Enlarged and Revised, by the Rev. Herbert Barnes, U.M.C.A.,
London, S.P.C.K., 1902.

61 b. CI-PETA or CI-MARAVI.
This is the south-western form of Nj'anja, more or less identical with the old term Maravi, and prob-

ably first illustrated by a vocabulary under the name of Marawi in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana ; also as

Maravi in Bleek's Languages 0/ Mozambique. It is also the speech of the Dictionary of the Kiniassa

Language, by the Rev. John Rebman, compiled in 1853-5, but not published by the Church Missionary

Society until 1877; and the 'Ci-nyanja' (' Ci-cipeta ') of Sir Harry Johnston's vocabularies in British

Central Africa. (N.B. The spelling of Rebman's name in most of his printed works is without a second

terminal n.)

61 e. CI-CEWA.
Ci-cewa (or Cawa), the form of Ci-nyanja spoken on the south-west coast of Lake Nyasa, is illus-

trated by a vocabulary in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa.

62. SENGA or NSEWGA.
An imperfect vocabulary of Ciseflga appears in Sir Harry Johnston's British Central Africa. This

language was not properly made known until the publication of the: Senga Handbook, i^c, by A. C. Madan,
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1905.

63. NYAI, NYAU, NANSWA, or LOOZE.
This interesting speech is very imperfectly known. The author's knowledge of it is derived from
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a short MS. vocabulary furnished by Miss Alice Werner, which was possibly copied from material printed
by the African Society.
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64. KARANA (CI-SWINA, ^UNA, MA^WNA, GrOOMOO, KALANGA, KALAKA, ^ANGWE, &c.)
The Karana speech of South Central Zambezia is probably the earliest recorded of all Bantu lan-

guages, words of It appearing in Portuguese records of East African exploration as early as 1505, and
thence onwards to about 1 760. These words have been carefully gleaned from such records by R. N. Hall,
the Warden of Zimbabwe,^and transmitted to me in MS. in 1907, together with a comparison between
them and modern Ci-karana. The difference between ancient and modern is comparatively slight, showing
no great change in the language. Karana was probably the ' Chilimanse ' language of Eastern Zambezia,
recorded by mid-nineteenth century explorers, such as Andersson and Chapman.

My information of the modern language of ' Monomotopa' is derived principally from the following
works : A Dictionary and Notes of the Grammar of the Mashona Language, Qfc, London, S.P.C.K.,
191 1 ;

Dictionary of the Tebele and Shuna Languages, Ss'c., by W. A. Elliott, L.M.S., London, 1897;
a.nd Matebele and Makalaka Vocabulary, dr'c., by M.E.Weale, Cape Town, 1893. Elliott, in his above-
mentioned dictionary, refers also to the Rev. A. M. Hartmann's Dictionary and Grammar ofMashuna
(the Gcomco dialect). The most recent work (Buluwayo, 1915) is Mr. C. S. Louw's Manual of Chikaranga.
64 a. NDAU or SOFALA.

Ci-ndau, spoken by the Vandau, appears amongst Bleek's Languages of Mosambique under the name
of ' Sofala '. A note on the Pronunciation and Orthography of the Ci-ndau Language was published by
Professor Daniel Jones, M.A., University of London, 191 1. Vocabularies of Ci-ndau and ' Va-ndau ' in
MS. have been kindly furnished to the author by Senhor Luciano Lanne through the Mogambique
Company. The above-mentioned Dictionary and Notes of the . . . Mashona Language (S.P.C.K., 1911)
deals with the eastern form of Karana and contains many Cindau words ; as also does the Manual of

Mr. Louw.

65. CI-TEVE.
A vocabulary of Ci-teve, a language of the Upper Pungwe river, has been furnished me in MS. by

the Mozambique Company.

65 a. CI-TOMBa)JL
My knowledge of this language is based, together with that of 66. RONGERO, 67. Northern VATUA

or CLRUE, and 68. MA-pANGANA, only on MS. vocabularies furnished me by the Portuguese officials

of the Company of Mozambique.

69. pENGWE.
^engwe appears first in Koelle's ' Nyambane ', and next as ' Inhambane ' in Bleek's Languages of

Mosambique, It has been more accurately illustrated under the name of ^efigwe and ' Vatua of Mori-
bane ' by the Portuguese officials of the Mozambique Company (MS.), and under the name of Gitoiiga,

appears in a Translation of the New Testament, by the American Bible Society, New York, 1905.

70. COaPI (or pi-LENGE, HLENGWE, or piTSWA).
Vocabula?y with a Short Grammar of Xilenge ; The Language of the People commonly called Chopi,

QT'c, by Bishop Smyth and John Matthews, London, S.P.C.K., 1902. There are also references to this

language in the works of Henri A. Junod. And A Gospel Picture-book and Translated Passages of the

Book of Common Prayer and of the New Testament, published in 1897, 1898, and 1902, by the S.P.C.K.,

London, contain slight illustrations of the ^itswa, and ^i-leiige dialects of Ccopi.

71. THONGA or RONGA (SLROWGA), BILA (71a), HLAWGANU (71b), JOWGA (71c) and
pLKONDE (71 d).

This is Bleek's ' Lourenzo Marques ' language. It has received ample illustration in grammar by
Henri A. Junod, Grammaire Ronga, S^c. {withvocabularies), Lausanne, 1896. A vocabulary of^i-ronga,

derived from the works of a native missionary was pubhshed by E. W. Smith-Delacour in 1893, but it is

misleading and incorrect. The gi-puthsu variety of Ronga is illustrated by a selection of passages from

the New Testament published in 1904 by the S.P.C.K.

71 e. ^I-LOI or NUALUNGOO.
Briefly referred to (often under the name of Jonga) in the writings of Henri A. Junod.

7lf. pI-GWAMBA or pI-HLENGWE.
, ^

This speech of the ' Knob-nosed Kafirs ' is briefly and imperfectly illustrated in the Lemons de i>ig-

wamba, by Paul Berthoud, Lausanne, 1883 ; and the same writer contributed a Grammatical Note on

Gwamba to the l6th vol. of \\\e fournal of the Royal Asiatic Society. A Translation of the Gospel of

St. Luke was published in 1892 in pi-gwamba by the British and Foreign Bible Society, London. But

my vocabulary is derived principally from a MS. compiled for this book by a South African official,

and forwarded through Lady Phillips.

72. VENDA.
Ci-venda, the most interesting language of South Africa, is still very little known to us. The only

works extant which treat of it being Das TU-venda, by Carl Meinhof, Leipzig, 1901 ;
Die Verba des

Tsi-venda, by Paul Schwellnus, Mitt. d. Sem. f Or. Spr., vol. vii, 1904; an article on fht Bawenda : a
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•'^keich of their History and Customs, hy the Rev. E. Gonsc\img, Journal of the R.A.L, 1905; and
The Ba-uienda of the Spelonken, by R. Wessmann, translated by Leo Weinthal, The African World,
London, 1908. 1 have relied chiefly on a MS. vocabulary by the Rev. Theodor Schvvellnuss, supplied
through the kind services of Lady Phillips.

73- SE-SUTHCi), 73 a. SE-PfeDI (PELI).
The Western Transvaal language of Se-pedi is very imperfectly known, partly because it is passed

over in favour of its modern development, Se-siithw. It is represented by a New Testament published in
London in 1890 by the British and Foreign Bible Society, and by similar works of translation of German
missionaries, the results of which have been summarized by Carl Meinhof in his Das Tsi-venda already
referred to, and also in his other works on the subject of the Bantu languages. Se-siithcS is the language
of the compound tribe of 'Basuto', and is little else than a western form of Se-pedi, but owing to the
political prominence of the people speaking this dialect, it has received far more attention than the parent
speech. The French missionary, Casalis, published a Gra?nmarm 1841, Frddoux a Grammatical Note
in 1864, and Endemann a Grammar in 1876, and Mabille a Vocabulary in French about the same time,
and finally a Sesuto-English Dictionary (Morija, 1911). The rest of the modern literature illustrating
Se-suthco is little else than translations of the Bible, with the exception of two books of the highest rank—
the Wbrterbicch der Sotho-Sprache {Sud-Afrika), by K. Endemann, Hamburg, igil, and A Practical
Method to learn Sesuto, by E. Jacottet (Morija, 1906). The Worterbttch is one of the four or five really
great works on the Bantu languages. The Si-kcolcolw dialect of Se-suthco carried by Basuto into Northern
Rhodesia, and frequently alluded to by Livingstone and subsequent travellers as the dominant language
in Northern Rhodesia, has in modern times departed so widely from Suthcio and Cuana standards as to be
almost an independent tongue. It is catalogued by me in the following paragraph.

74. SE-CUANA, (SE-XLAPIN, SE-ROLON, &c.), 74 a. SE-MANGWATOO, 74 b. SI-KOOLOOLOO,
74 c. NJENJI, ZINZL
Se-cuana words, more or less imperfectly transcribed, occur in the works of Lichtenstein and other

South African pioneers early in the nineteenth century. Archbell published a Grammar in 1837, and
there are Vocabularies and Grammatical Notes by Pdlissier and Livingstone in the Grey Library at
Cape Town. In iti^ Jottrnal of the American Oriental Society for 1849 appears a short vocabulary, and
another was published by a missionary named Brown in 1876. The language in its various dialects is

much dealt with by Bleek in his general works on the Bantu tongues ; but Se-cuana was not treated satis-
factorily until the publication of Notes towards a Secoana Grammar, by Archdeacon William Crisp,
London, S.P.C.K., 1900, and the Secwana Dictionary, by the Rev. John Brown, published by the London
Missionary Society in 1895. The tones of Se-cuana are well illustrated in a work by a Cuana native
author: A Sechuana Reader, by David Jones, M.A., and Solomon Tshekitho Plaatje (University of
London Press, 1916). Mr. Plaatje (the Cuana author referred to) has also given us an important piece of
work in modest form : Sechuana Proverbs, with Literal Translations, &C. (Kegan Paul, Trench,
Triibner), 1916. The dialects of Se-cuana other than the standard form (more or less Se-xlapin; have
received scarcely any attention by philologists, and would probably prove to be interesting in their
divergences. I have gathered up a few words of the northernmost dialect, Se-mangwatto, which is

virtually the same as Se-tivana of Lake Ngami. Si-kcolulco, the language of general intercourse in the
Western Zambezi basin has recently been well illustrated by Dr. Stanley Colyer's Sikololo Grammar
and Vocabulary (London, 1917), and Stirke and Thomas's Sikololo Phrase Book (London, 1915) and
Comparative Vocabulary (1916). The words in Njenji (74 c) are mainly derived from Capello and
Ivens.

75. pOSA (' Kafir', usually spelt Xosa in South Africa).

The first vocabulary of posa appears in the work of Andrew Sparrman (a Swede), published in 1776.
His list of posa numerals, nouns, adjectives, and verbs, though short, is not only accurate, but differs

little from the forms of these words as used to-day. Other vocabularies of posa appeared in the works of

Lichtenstein, Barrow, and other South African pioneers of the early nineteenth century. The earliest

Grammar is probably that of W. B. Boyce (a Wesleyan missionary), published at Graham's Town in

1834, and singularly modern in orthography and treatment (it is interesting to note Boyce's acknowledge-
ments to Theophilus Shepstone, destined to become, more than forty years afterwards, famous for his

being the agent appointed to annex the Transvaal). John Ayliff printed a Vocabulary in 1846 ; the Rev.

John W. Appleyard a Grammar at King William's Town in 1850,; ' Bonatz a Grammar in 1862 : Davis
a Dictionary in 1872 ; and Roberts a Grammatical Note in 1874. The Rev. J. Torrend, afterwards cele-

brated for his Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantit, printed an Outline of the Xosa-
Kafir Grammar in 1886. The best modern treatment of this speech has been the Kafir-English Dic-
tionary, by the Rev. Albert Kropf, published at Lovedale, South Africa, in 1899, and a Grammar of the

Kafir Language, by J. McLaren, London, 1906. Scarcely any literature is known to me at present which
deals with the divergent dialects of posa, such as Isi-pondco, Isi-bada, Fengu, &c. ; but there is

a fairly long vocabulary of Isi-pondto (differing very little from Isi-p5sa) in the Zeitschriftjiir Afrikan-
ische Sprachen, Berlin, 1890, by Bachmann, added to by Beste.

' The Kafir Language ; lOiiifrising a Sketch of its History, 6-^c., and a Grammar.
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The wretched hotch-potch of speech known as Kitchen Kafir (Isi-kula) is described by Otto Trapp
in Anthrofios, 1908.

75 a. ZULU.
The Zulu language in reality differs no more from posa than Scots from Southern English—if indeed

as much. But political developments have given this form of Kafir speech a great importance. Schreuder
published a Grammar of Zulu in 1850 in Norwegian-Danish. The American missionary, Lewis Grout,
published a Gra^nmar of the Zulu Language in 1859, after referring to the language in the Journal of the
Ainerican Oriental Society in 1848. The great Bishop Colenso ' produced a Grammatical Note in 1859
and a Dictionary in 1861. Other dictionaries before and since were published by Dohne (whose work
was of importance, since he attempted to discriminate between the aristocratic Ukukulama dialect and
the Isi-lala or speech of the plebeians) and by Perrin. The Rev. Charles Roberts brought out a short but
useful Zulu Dictionary in 1880. The veteran missionary' Grout produced a revised edition of his Gram-
mar of Zulu under the title The Isi-ztdu, London, 1893. The Rev. Charles Roberts published z. Zulu .

Manual or Vade Mecicm, London, igoo. But the most modern and the best of dictionaries dealing with
the Zulu language is that by Alfred T. Bryant {Zulu-English Dictionary), published in Natal in 1905,
a work of exceptional merit.

Other useful sources of philological information are: \.\a Isi-zulu Vocabulary and Phrase Book, hy
Samuel Gibbs, Natal, 1885 and 1890 ; and Some Zulu Customs and Folklore, by Miss L. H. Samuelson.
London : the Church Printing Company, 1912.

75 b. The SWAZI dialect of Zulu—almost an independent language—though often alluded to in the works
of African travellers and missionaries, remained absolutely unillustrated on paper (so far as I am aware)
until, through the kindness of Mr. R. Coryndon, Commissioner of Swaziland,^ a MS. vocabulary was
compiled and sent to me by Mr. A. G. Marwick. Later, an even fuller vocabulary was compiled by
another South African official, and forwarded to me by Lady Phillips.

75 c. TEBELE (SIN-DEBELE).
This dialect of the Matebele (Amandebele) Zulus was probably first set down on paper by Mr. M. E.

Weale in a small book published at Cape Town in 1893 {Matabele and Makalaka Vocabularies'). It has
later been illustrated in the Dictionary of the Tebele and Shuna Languages, by W. A. Elliott, of the

London Missionary Society, London, David Nutt, 1897. An even better treatment has been given in

the Shindebele Dictionary, by the Rev. J. O'Neill, S.J. (London, 1913).

76. GAZA-WGOONL
The Zulu dialect spoken by the Abangojni of Nyasaland is considered to resemble somewhat closely

the Zulu speech of Gazaland, south of the Lower Zambezi, and east of the Limp(opa>, and both together

constitute virtually a separate language and not a mere dialect of the parent speech. The Ngconi lan-

guage was first illustrated by Dr. W. A. Elmsley in his Table of Concords, iS-»c., of the -ffgoni Language,
published at Aberdeen in 1891. Dr. Elmsley also published at the same time an Introductory Grammar
of the f^goni Language, as Spoken in West Nyasaland. The Ngconi dialect of East Nyasaland has been
treated with great fullness and accuracy under the name oi Kingoni by Bishop Cassian Spiss (Apostolic

Vicar for South Zanzibar) in the Mitt. d. Sem. f. Or. Spr., vol. vii, Berlin, 1904. Some information

regarding the Gaza dialect has been sent me in MS. by the officials of the Mozambique Company.
Slight references to Gaza and to the Ngoni dialect of East Nyasaland may be met with in the Travels of

Captain Elton.

77. LENJE.
This language of the Upper Kafue basin has but one authority at the present time, and that a most

conclusive one. It is fully described in the Lenje Handbook, &r'c., by A. C. Madan, M.A., pubhshed by
the Oxford University Press in 1908.

78. ILA.
The speech of the Ba-ila or Shukulumbwe people of Northern Rhodesia is solely but completely

illustrated in A Handbook of the Ila Language, by the Rev. Edwin W. Smith, published by the Oxford

University Press in 1907.

79. TONGA (of Central Zambezia).

Chi-tonga, under the name of Batoka, received—like so many other Bantu tongues of South-Central

Africa—an early illustration by Livingstone, whose MS. vocabulary in the Grey Library at Cape Town has

recently been copied and made available by Dr. Peringuey. The speech was next illustrated, to some
extent, by the Rev. Fr. J. Torrend in his Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantu Languages
(London, 1891). But I do not think it was competently set forth until a MS. vocabulary was compiled

by an official, C. F. Molyneux, of the British South Africa Company and sent to me for the purposes of

this work. The same official, assisted by Mr. F. V. Worthington, similarly illustrated and located the

1 Colenso's Zulu-English Dictionary attained its fourth authorized edition, published at Pietermaritzburg, in

'^ Now Governor of Uganda.
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Chi-we and Chi-totela dialects. Lastly, in 1915, their colleague, Mr. A. W. Griffin, published, through
the Oxford University Press, a Chitohga Vocabulary of the Zambezi Valley.
80. SUBIA.

This is the Shubea or Ma-shubea of Livingstone and other early explorers of South-Central Africa,
and is represented in Livingstone's MS. vocabularies compiled about 1851. It received no further
illustration, however, until the itudes sur les Langues du Haut-Zambize : Grammaire Soubiya et Louyi
was published by the Rev. E. Jacottet at Paris in 1896 (Ernest Leroux). This only makes a slender contri-
bution towards the vocabulary, and the lack has been kindly supplied for me by British South Africa
Company's officials (F. V. Worthington and C. F. Molyneux) in a MS. vocabulary in my possession.

81. YEYE (MAKOOBA, BAKUBA).
This scarcely known language of Luyi affinities found by Livingstone as the speech of the lake-

dwellers on Lake N^ami and the swamps of the Lower COkavangco was illustrated briefly by him in his
MS. vocabularies, first as ' Bakhoba ' and next as ' Bayeiye '- It is probable that he recorded a jumble
of dialects, in part Yeye or Khcoba (Kuba, Kubu, and Mpukupu), in part an outlying form of Hererco or
Kuanyama. Andersson, in Lake Ngami (1854), and in a paper published in tYis Journal of the Royal
Geographical Society (1856), supplied another version of Yeye.

82. NYENGCO—Livingstone's ' Banyenko '—the speech of the Bampukupu and the peoples west of the
Upper Zambezi, may in reality be a southern dialect of Luyi. It is so far represented only by Living-
stone's MS. vocabulary in the archives of the Grey Library at Cape Town, now made accessible by
Dr. Pdringuey's efforts.^

83. SI-LUYL
This important—but now nearly extinct—language of Barotseland was often referred to by Living-

stone and others, and received its first illustration in his 1852-5 MS. vocabularies in the Grey Library.
But there was little to indicate the true character of this somewhat peculiar Bantu tongue till the publica-
tion of the interesting Gratnmatical Sketch, by E. Jacottet, already referred to in connexion with Subia
(Paris, 1896). M. Jacottet, in the third part of his fLtudes sur les Langues du Haut-Zambeze (Paris,

1901), published Luyi legends and folk-lore translated word for word into French. Vocabulary material,

chiefly illustrative of the Si-kwaiigos dialect, has been sent me by Mr. Thomas, of the Barotse National
School, and by Mr. J, H. Kenney, of the British South Africa Company's Administration. Si-luyi is also

dealt with in A. W. Thomas's and D. E. C. Stirke's Comparative Vocabulary of Sikololo-Silui-Simbunda
(London, 1916).

84. LUENA (or LUINA, LUBALE).
This language of the Luena river, a western affluent of the Upper Zambezi, is quite distinct from Luyi,

with which it has sometimes been confounded through an alternative name for Luyi being Luiana. Under
the name of Luina it was illustrated in one of Livingstone's MS. vocabularies (which I have not seen),

said to be in the archives of the Grey Library at Cape Town, but presumably unknown to Bantu students.

The character of this language remained a matter for speculation until an article on Luena, by the

Rev. W. A. Crabtree, appeared in Xht. Journal of the African Society for 1912. The information there

given was, no doubt, partly obtained from a missionary named Schindler, who translated into Luena the

Gospel according to St. Matthew. This work, subjected to analysis by the Rev. Robert Glennie, of the

Baptist Missionary Society, already enabled me, through the kind help of Mr. Glennie, to obtain some
idea of the structure of Luena ; but my vocabulary of this little-known language was made much more
comprehensive by MS. lists of words compiled by Mr. Walter Fisher, of Kalene Hill, Northern Rhodesia,

forwarded through the British South Africa Company.

85. SI-MBUNDA (?iyiWE, MA-pApA, LU-VIKCO), 85 a. KALUIANA (of the region between the

Kabompo and the Upper Kafue and Northern Zambezia, the Lukcona district of North-west Barotseland).

This Mbunda language is apparently allied to the speech described by the Portuguese travellers,

Capello and Ivens, under the name of ' Kaluiana '. They give a short vocabulary of this language in their

Journey to the Territories of Yacca, London, 1882. Si-mbunda has since been amply illustrated in MS.
vocabularies supplied to the author by Mr. A. W. Thomas, of the Barotseland Administration, and in his

published Comparative Vocabulary of Sikololo-Silui-Simbunda (London, 1916).

86. LUJAZI or MA-PONDA. N-GANGELA (86 a). A-MBWELA (86 b).

Lujazi and Ma-ponda (virtually one language) were first illustrated in Livmgstone's MS. vocabularies

about 1854 (now in the Grey Library at Cape Town). N-gangela is briefly illustrated in the works of

Capello and Ivens and of Serpa Pinto ; references by Serpa Pinto to the Ambwela (Ambuella) language

would make it out to be a dialect of the Lujazi tongue (see How I crossed Africa, Serpa Pmto, London,

1881). I have recently received (through the kind offices of Mr. W. J. B. Chapman) a fairly full vocabu-

lary by the Rev. Father Keeling of Northern Ngafigela, and another of the Lu-imbi (86 c) dialect from

the Upper Kwanza.

1 This has been circulated in typoscript and includes short vocabularies of ' Bayeiye ', 'Bashubea ',
' Balojazi

',

' Maponda ',
' Borotse ',

' Batoka ', ' Banyenko ',
' and ' Secuana ' all with a Secuana fades, yet tolerably accurate.

3 F 2
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87. NKOYA.
For my knowledge of Nkoya and 87 a. Mbwela I am indebted to MS. vocabularies and notes sup-

plied by the Rev. E. W. Smith (Chaplain to the Forces), the author of the well known Ila Handbook.
88. KIWKCjO or KICOKWE.

This is illusjrated by a fairly accurate vocatyjlary in the Territories of Yacca book just referred to, by
Capello and Ivens, an English translation of which was published in 1882. Dr. R. N. Cust mentions the
existence of a MS. vocabulary of Kicoko) by the German traveller Biichner. It is somewhat better rendered
by Hell Chatelain in Banht Notes and Vocabttlaries, No. ii, Joicrnal of the American Geographical
.Society, Washington, 1894. Kicokco is obviously nearly related to Luena. It is the ' Jok ' of E. Torday,
who has also furnished some words used by me.

89. H^RERO).
(Dtyi- or Oci-hererco receives mention of a few words of illustration in the earliest travels of Francis

Galton and Andersson, but it was probably not set forth efficiently until the Grammar and Vocabulary
(Grimdzjige emer Grammatik des Herero, is'c.) published by the Rev. Dr. C. Hugo Hahn in 1857, and
the information which he and other German missionaries gave to Bleek for the latter's Comparative
Grammar of the South African Languages. There is said to be an early vocabulary in MS. by the
Rev. J. Rath, in the archives of the Grey Library, Cape Town. The most efficient treatment which this
important language had received, up till recent times, was in the En^Ksh-Herero Dictionary, by the
Rev. F. W. Kolbe, published at Cape Town in 1883. This work utilized the MS. vocabulary or dictionary
by the Rev. J. Rath, already mentioned, and a Herero-English Vocabulary, by the Rev. H. Brincker.
The Rev. P. H. Brincker, of the Rhenish Missionary Society, wrote numerous articles on Hererco, chiei^y
m the Zeits.f. Afr. u. Oc. Spr., of Berlin. He further treated of Herero) in its relation to other members
of the group in his Lehrbtech des Oshikuanjama (1891). Additional information on Hererco is given in

vol. xvi of the Lehrbiicher des Seminarsfiir Orientalische Sprachen, by G. Viehe, published at Berlin in

1897 (Graminatik des Otji-hereru), and also in an admirable little book, the Praktische Grammatik des
Nama, Otyi-hererca, is^c, by A. Seidel, published at Leipzig about the same time.

90. NDONGA or AMBO).
(Opi-ndonga or COtyi-ambco of Ovambcoland is said by Cust to have been illustrated in a Grammar by

Theophilus Hahn in 1883, but I have not seen this work- A short Vocabulary and Grammatical Note
were published by Buttner in the Zeitschrift of the German Geographical Society in 1881. There is said
to be a MS. vocabulary, by G. H. Hahn, in the Grey Library at Cape Town. For practical purposes,
however, we have no more and no better illustration of the speech of Ovamboland than the Grammar and
Vocabulary of this language by A. Seidel in the Praktische Grammatiken des Nama, Otyi-Herero, dr'c.

published at Leipzig' (A. Artleben) in the latter part of the nineteenth century (no date in my copy).
A good deal of information concerning OOfindoiiga is given in P. H. Brincker's Lehrbuch des Oshi-
kuanjama, described below.

91. KUANYAMA. 91 a. HUMBE.
The language of North Ovambcoland and the regions immediately north of the Middle Kunene was

first adequately described in an excellent treatise by the missionary P. H. Brincker, Lehrbuch des Oshi-
kuanjama, published at Stuttgart and Berlin in 1891 : this work is of special value in the comparative
study of the Bantu tongues. Kuanyama is also illustrated by the British and Foreign Bible Society's

translation of the Gospel according to St. Luke, published in 1894. Examples of this language are also

given in Sprachproben aiis Deutsch-Sud-Afrika, by P. H. Brincker, in which the author also cites the

Ndofiga and Hdrerco languages. Under the name of ' Humba ', Kuanyama was earliest represented by
a short vocabulary in Capello and Ivens's Travels to the Territories of Yacca. My own vocabulary has
been considerably enriched by a MS. contribution from the Rev. Father Keeling, of the Huamboj
Mission, Southern Aiigola. 91 a. Humbe is represented by a MS. vocabulary contributed by Mr. W. J. B.
Chapman, which arrived too late for insertion.

92. NYANEKA.
This speech of the Huila highlands in Central South Angola is efficiently treated by a Diccionario

Portteguez-Oltmyaneka, by the missionary fathers of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit and Sacred
Heart of Mary, published at Huila in Southern Aiigola in 1896, and by Ensaios de Grammatica Nyaneka,
by Affonso Maria Lang, published at Lisbon in 1906.

92 a. LUNKUMBl. 92 b. KUVALE.
The Lunkumbi speech of South-eastern Bailundo, instanced by Capello and Ivens in \ht\x Jour7iey

to the Territories of Yacca, seems to be very near Nyaneka, from the few words printed by those writers.

Kuvale or Kubale, of the Upper Kunene, is represented by a MS. sent by Mr. W. J. B. Chapman, which
arrived too late for inclusion in this edition in the body of this work. (Seep 779.)

93. NDOMBE or KWANDO), 93 a. KOROOKA.'
This speech of the Mossamedes coast, spoken by the Andombe, Akwandco, and Akoroka tribes

' Mr. W. J. B. Chapman, of Southern Ang51a, asserts that the true Korcoka tongue is non-Banlu (Bushman) and

Jiot a dialect of Ndombe.
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(also by the Akubele and the Akuisco ?), is as yet scarcely illustrated. I travelled through this regionm 1882, and gathered then that Olundombe was very similar to Olunyaneka, but the vocabulary viritten by
me was lost, only a few words being preserved in another note-book. A little more information, has been
received from Mr. W. J. B. Chapman. (See p. 779.)

94. NANOi or UMBUNDU, 94 a. OOVIYE. 94 b. SUMBI.
This speech of Benguela and of the highlands to the east, has received considerable illustration from

comparatively early times. The Hungarian traveller and slave-trader, Ladilaus Magyar, illustrated
Umbundu

{
Nanco

) by short vocabularies in the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society in 1843,
and m his Reisen, published in 1859. Within the same period the missionary Rath compiled a MS.
vocabulaiy, said to be in the Grey Library at Cape Town, and W. H. L. Bleek himself took down a list of
words from a Nanco slave in Cape Town. Serpa Pinto, in \{\% How I crossed Africa {l^oxi&axs., 1881) gave
a short vocabulary of Umbundu. A vocabulary also appears in the Travels of Ivens and Capello already
referred to, published in 1882. But this language remained but httle known, as regard details of grammar,
until the publication of the Umbundu Grammar and Vocabulary, respectively by the Rev. Wesley M.
Stover and the Revs. W. H. Sanders and W. E. Fay (Boston, U.S.A., 1885). The excellent Grammatica
do Umbundu and the Methodo Pratico da Lingua Umbundu, by J. Pereira do Nascimento and Ernesto
Le Comte, were published in 1894 and 1897 by the Lisbon Society of Geography. Am important and
interesting specimen of this language in its coast dialect, under the name of Pangela, was given by
Sigismund Koelie in his Polyglotta Africaiui (London, 1854). For Sumbi, see p. 780.

95. KISAMA or MBWIYI.
Excepting a few words cited by Heli Chatelain in his writings on Kimbundu and cognate dialects,

the only Ulustration we have at present of Kisama is that given by Koelie in his Polyglotta Africana.

96. LIBOLOJ or LUBWLOJ or LUBALCJ.
Similarly, Koelie up to the present is our only authority on Libolco.

97. SOWGOO.
Koelie likewise is the principal authority for Sofigo, the dialect of the south-eastern portion of the

Kimbundu field (Middle and Eastern Kwanza basin) ; but a short Vocabulary is said to have been pub-
lished by the German traveller Lux, at Loanda, in 1881 (which I have not seen) ; and, since the greater
part of this volume was printed, I have received a full vocabulary of modern Soiigo through the inter-

mediary of Mr. W. J. B. Chapman, which confirms Koelie and supplies more information. (See p. 780.)

98. KIMBUNDU (MBAKA, MBONDCO, and the language of Lcoanda).
Kimbundu, under the incorrect name of Bunda, is one of the earliest illustrated of Bantu languages,

its features having been set forth in a short Grammar by Pedro Diaz, C.J. .printed at Lisbon in 1697, and
earlier still in religious pamphlets and catechisms by the Italian Jesuit missionaries. Di Conto and
Pacconio, in 1622-3 and in 1661-4. Its next illustration was in a Dictionary and Grammar by the
Capuchin missionary, Bernardo Maria de Cannecattim, published at Lisbon in 1804 and 1805, and
republished at Lisbon in 1859.^ Livingstone compiled a MS. vocabulary in 1855, which I have not seen.

A short Vocabulary by the German explorer Lux was printed at Loanda in 1880, and a vocabulary
appeared (together with one of Umbundu) by Hale in a report of the United States Naval Expedition to

South-west Africa in 1846. Souza-e-Oliveira and Castro-Francina published a Grammar at Loanda in

1864. No really complete dictionary of this interesting speech has as yet been published, though
several are said to have been written by Portuguese (such as Senhor Joaquim d'Almeida da Cunha) or

educated natives of Angola (such as Senhor Sebastiao de Jesus) and to be still in MS. awaiting publica-

tion. My vocabulary, derived from nearly all the modern sources, is fairly complete. The great authority

on Kimbundu is—and will remain for a considerable time—that distinguished Swiss missionary, the late

Dr. Heli Chatelain. Dr. Chatelain published, through the American Folklore Society (Houghton,
Mifflin and Co., Boston and New York) in 1894 Folk-tales of Angola : Fifty Tales, with Kimbundu Text

and Literal English Translation, ds/'c, besides a vocabulary of Kimbundu given in the Zeits.f. afr. u. oc.

Spr., Berlin, 1 889, and his Grammatica Elementar do Ki?nbtmdu,^v\i\\%h&A.aX Geneva in 1889. He also

included illustrations of Kimbundu in his Bantu Notes and Vocabularies, No. ii {American Geographical

Society Journal, 1894). He mentions that an educated native, J. D. Cordeiro de Matta, published three

works on Kimbundu, at Lisbon, in 1891, 1892, and 1893. But I have not been able to see these." My
fullest information on Kimbundu has been received in MS. from the Rev. H. Withey (see below).

98 a. WGOLA.
The more archaic dialect of Ngola or Eastern Kimbundu was first illustrated by Koelie under that

name in the Polyglotta Africana. Allusions to it may be met with here and there in the writings of Hdli

Chatelain, and in the vocabularies published by Serpa Pinto in the Appendix to his How L crossedAfrica

1 H^Ii Chatelain, in his Folk-Tales of Angola, pp. 23-4, gives a bibliography of Kimbundu, and mentions that

Cannecattirii's work is characterized by incorrectness, confused spelling, and erroneous renderings of words.

^ There is a long vocabulary of Kimbundu in vol. ii of From Benguela to the Territories of Yacca, by Capello and

Ivens, but it is full of misprints and inaccuracies, due to its being in reality the unacknowledged and uncorrected work

of a Brazilian traveller named Dntra.
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(London, 1881). My records of Kimbundu and Ngola have quite recently been enriched by vocabularies
contributed by the Rev. H. Withey, of Bishop Hartzell's Mission to Afigola.

99. MBAMBA.
The north-eastern form of Kimbundu, generally known as Kimbamba, is illustrated by a short

vocabulary in the Bemerkungen uber die Sammlung von Mbamba- Wdrtern unci iiber das Mbamba- Volk,
published m the Zeits.f. afr. u. oc. Spr., Berlin, 1889.

100. KIpI-KONGtO.
The most important dialect of the Kongco tongue—that which radiates from Sao Salvador as a centre

—was perhaps the first of the Bantu languages to be studied and set forth on paper. The earliest
description of the speech was (after translating its title into English) the celebrated Certain Rules to
Facilitate the Difficulties of the Congo Language, usually known as Brusciotto's Grammar, and issued at
Rome in 1659. This work, however, is said to have been preceded by a treatise in Kifi-kofigto on
Christian doctrine by a Jesuit father named Jorge, printed at Lisbon in 1624. A copy of Brusciotto's
Grammatical Rules actually found its way to the library of the British Museum, where it was identified
by H. Grattan Guinness, of the Livingstone Inland Mission. Mr. Guinness, with the assistance of
Mr. James Mew, B.A., and Mr. Henry Craven, effected a translation from the original Latin into English,
and republished Brusciotto's Grammar in an accessible form in London (Hodderand Stoughton) in 1882.
The so-called MS. 'Dictionary of the Congo Language', dated 1772, discovered by the late R. N. Cust
in the_ library of the British Museum, is not a treatise of Kongo at all, but of the Luaiiga) dialect of
Kakofigo, and is mentioned under that heading. Short and incorrect vocabularies of Kipi-kongo) were
printed in the works of Barbot and Merolla in the course of the eighteenth century. In 1808 the Portu-
guese missionary, Cannecattim, published at Lisbon a dictionary in Latin, Portuguese, Kimbundu, and
Kofigo) (the Kiscoloiigco dialect). An extensive vocabulary (spelt, unfortunately, according to the uncouth
English orthography of the times) appears in the records of Capt. Tuckey's expedition to the Congo in

1816 (this was the Boma dialect). Under the name of 'Mimboma' the standard Kongo) language is

illustrated in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana. The other early nineteenth-century vocabularies in the works
of Oldendorp, Clarke, Douville, and Kilham, are too fragmentary and incorrect to be worth consultation.

The language never received proper treatment on a scientific basis until the publication, in 1882, of
a Gratnmar of the Kongo Language, by H. Grattan Guinness, and in 1883 the English-Kongo and Kongo-
English Dictionary, by Henry Craven and John Barfield. Both of these, especially the last-named, are

works the value of which was not appreciated either then or in later times. The remarkable publications

of the late Dr. W. Holman Bentley, of the Baptist Missionary Society, overshadowed the earlier work of

the pioneers of the Livingstonia Inland Missionary Society. Dr. Bentley published a Dictionary and
Grammar of the Kongo Language in 1886, and a Dictionary and Grammar of the Kongo Language (on

a much larger scale) in 1887. The last-named is a classic, but it takes the dialect of Sao Salvador as its

standard, and is a little inclined to ignore variations and archaic terms which, to a philologist, are of

greater interest. The Rev. W. Stapleton dealt with Kongo of a generalized type in his Comparative
Handbook of Congo Languages, printed at Yakusu in 1903. The Grammaire Fiote et Dictionnaire, by
the Rev. Father Visseq (1889), represents the KisoolofigcL) (' Mussurongo) ' or Sconyco) dialect of the coast

region of the Congo estuary.

100 a. KI-KO»GtO.
The speech of the Ba-kofigM, of the eastern part of the Congo cataract region up to Stanley Pool

(Kisundi, Kibwendi, Kisese, &c.), is not at present effectively illustrated, to the extent that all its phases
may be compared with the less archaic dialects of Sao Salvador, Bcoma, and Sconyco. It is to some
extent represented by the ' Musentandu ' dialect recorded by Koelle in Polyglotta Africana. The lan-

guage of the Ba-kongco, of the vicinity of Stanley Pool, answers to the vocabulary in Stapleton's Com-
parative Handbook. Some words also have been obtained by me from the papers by missionary authors

published in Anthropos, and in \^% Proceedings of the RoyalBelgian Society of Geography ; besides notes

collected by myself at Stanley Pool in 1883. I have also used the Basunde or Sundi dialect given in

Koelle's Polyglotta Africana. In 1901 the Rev. Father R. Butaye published a Grammaire Kikongo
(and in 1910 a Kikongo-Swahili-French- and Flemish Dictionary) which more or less represents

Kibwendi and the speech of Leopoldville, south-west of Stanley Pool.

loi. KAKONGOJ.
In 1772 a remarkable Kakongo-French Dictionary was written by an unknown French missionary,

who may possibly have been the Abbe Proyart. This author, in his Histoire du Loango, published at

Paris in 1776, gives a short vocabulary of Kakoiigco ; but theMS. dictionary of 1772 is a remarkable com-
pilation. It is written in a beautifully clear hand in eighteenth-century French, but with the Kakongco words

spelt after the phonetic system of to-day. The author has quite grasped the principle of the prefixes.

A copy of this work, without author's name, came into the possession of the Grenville library, and thus

passed into the keeping of the British Museum, where it is dated 1772, and numbered MS. 33779, Congo
Dictionary. But it illustrates northern Kakoiigco, not Kikoiigco. In the nineteenth century Oldendorp and
the editor of the Narratives of Tuckey's Expedition to the Congo published fragmentary lists of words of

Kakoiigco. A vocabulary called ' Kabenda ' in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana supplies a good illustration
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°^>,^t^u
"^'"' ^^^^ "' "°' ^^^^ ^'^'^ ^^^^^ writer and linguist got curiously muddled over some of the prefixes,

which he turned mto suffixes by some error of transcription. Stanley gives a short vocabulary of Kakofigco
in his Through the Dark Continent, published in 1878. Dr. Adolf Bastian, in his work on the Luafigoj
Loast, published m 1875, supplies a few more words and numerals. I have been additionally helped by
vocabularies collected for me by the captains of the Elder Dempster Line of steamers to the West Coast
ot Atrica, and a reference to the Dictionnaire Fraufais-Fiote, dialecte duKakongo, Mission de Landana,

loi a. KI-YOMBE or LUANGOJ.

^k'j
"°''''^^''" dialect of Kakofigco is the language mainly represented by the 1772 MS. dictionary

described above. It first appeared in print in the name of Nyombe in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana ; and
has been efifectively illustrated, more than half a century later, in the Grammaire du Kiyombe, by P^re
Auguste Le Clercq in the 1907 and 1908 volumes oi Anthropos (under the name of Kiombe).
102. KIVILI.

The only material for the study of this North Luafigai dialect of Kakongto is that provided in the
ntctionnaire Vili-Fran(ais

, by Pfere Marichelle, Cur^ de Loango, published at Loango (French Congo
Coast) in 1902, and the Dictionnaire Frangais-Vili (Loango, 1912), and Methode pratique pour TEtude
du Dialecte Vili (Loango, 1913), by the same author.

103. KILUMBtO. The language of Kama (SETE KAMA) and Mayumba (French Congo Coast).

%.
®^'^*^"'^^ °f '^his northernmost Kakofigco language, sometimes attributed to a tribe called

Mayumba, was noted by the missionary J. R. Wilson (see R. N. Cust's Modern Languages of Africa,
vol. 11), but I have seen no specimen of it, save the short vocabulary (' Bafioti-Mayumba') contained in
the first volume of Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe (Berlin, 1913), which seems to indicate that it is
scarcely more than a dialect of Kivili ; though traders on the coast have informed me differently.

104. LUBA, 104 a. LU-KETE, 104 b. LU-pILANGE.
The widespread, beautiful Luba speech was probably first mentioned in history by Douville, the eccen-

tric Secretary of the Paris Geographical Society in the first half of the nineteenth century. Douville
makes references to the Baluba in his work on his half fictitious journeys in West Africa, published in

1831. The first record of their language was given by Commander V. L. Cameron, in the appendices to
his Across Africa. He recorded a short vocabulary. Stanley gives a vocabulary of'Kirua' in his
Through the Dark Continent. The Luba language was briefly illustrated in Comparative Vocabularies,
published by Biichner in the early eighties (which I have not seen). It was illustrated briefly and not
incorrectly in Wissmann's works, but it received no authoritative treatment until the Grammaire de la
Langue des Bena Lulua, by P^re Aug. Le Clercq, published at Brussels in 1897 ; and the excellent
Buluba-Lulua Grainmar and Dictionary, by the Rev. W. M. Morrison, printed by the American Tract
Society, New York, about 1906. See also Les Bena-Lulua, by R. P. Vervaecke in La Revue Congolaise
for 1910. Some light on the vi'estern ^ilange dialects of Luba (104 b) have been thrown by the
researches of Mr. Emil Torday, whose work in MS. is at present in my possession and is incorporated in

this book. Words of the Lukete dialect have been supplied to me by the Rev. Robert Glennie, and from
a little book, Kikete Primer, by the Rev. -D. W. Snyder (Kasai, 1895). P&re Aug. Le Clercq has also

written on the Bakete, but I cannot trace his articles.

104 c. North-western LUBA or MOYOO.
My authority for this speech is entirely the work in MS. of the Rev. Robert Glennie, of the Baptist

Missionary Society.

105. CI-LUBA or South LUBA.
This speech of Katafiga and southernmost Congoland is to some extent identical with the ' Rua '

vocabularies of Cameron. But it was not effectively illustrated till the Notes on the Grammatical Construc-

tion of Chiluba, by C. A. Swan, was published by Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co., about 1892.

A much fuller vocabulary is given in the Dictionnaire Frangais-Kiluba, by Eraile Jenniges, published

at Brussels in 1909.

106. East LUBA or KI-HEMBA.
The Eastern Luba dialects were not well known until the publication, in 1912-13 at Brussels, of

I. Vandermeizen's Grammaire de la Langue Kiluba-Hemba and Vocabulaire Kihtba-Hemba-Frangais

,

QT'c. Previously they were only represented by the Rua vocabularies of Stanley (
Through the Dark

Continent) and Last (Polyglotta Africana Orientalis), and by some words collected for me by Mr. Emil

Torday and by Consul George Babington Michell in 1907.

107. North LUBA or LUNA-IffKONGOO.
Almost the only illustration of this dialect is that given in the translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew,

by the American Ifikofiga) Mission, published at Inkongco, on the River Saiikulu, in 1905.

108. North-east LUBA or LUSONGE, 108 a. BEJJEKI or North LUSONGE (both alike usually

termed ' Ba-soiige ').

My information regarding these dialects is derived almost entirely from MS. vocabularies compiled

by Mr. Emil Torday, except for a few words supplied by Mr. G. Babington Michell.
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^°?^.^^?y^^^ °'' TUNYWKA, 109 a. TUWANDA, 109 b. South-east KANYOJKA
(KANYIKA).

This language was first recorded, in its south-eastern form, under the name of ' Kanyika ' in Koelle's
Polyglotta Africana. After a long interval of time it was next treated of by P^re Auguste Le Clercq,
who published at Vanves, Paris, in 1900, EUmens de la Langtie Kanioka, and at the same place, in 1 901,
Vocabidaire Frmifais-Kanioka. The same writer contributed in 1909 to Anthropos, Ugendes des Bena-
Kanyoka, with a French translation.

no. LUNDA, iioa. MA-BUNDA, iii. RU-UNDA.
A western dialect of Lunda (in. Ru-unda) was illustrated in one of Koelle's vocabularies in his

Polyglotta Africatia. It strikes me as correct, though terminal vowels are a little too often clipped. It
IS obviously a distinct language from the wide-spread Lunda of the South Central Congoland and
Northern Zambezia. The more classical type of the language—true Lunda—was treated in Methodo
pratico para fallar a Lingtca da Lunda by Henrique de Carvalho, Lisbon, 1889, and also in his later
work, a volume of his scientific Report on the Portuguese Expedition to the Mwata Yanvco. A short
vocabulary of Lunda is also given mFrom Benguela to the Territory of Vacca, vol. ii, by Capello and Ivens,
London, 1882, and a longer and better vocabulary by Hdii Chatelain in his Bantu Notes and Vocabularies,
No. II, Journal of the American Geographical Society, Washington, 1894. Lastly, I have to acknowledge
much help in regard to the south-eastern form of Lunda (Ma-bunda no a) in a MS. vocabulary compiled
by Mr. Walter Fisher, of the Northern Rhodesia Administration.

112. pINJI or pINjSI and MI-NUNGO) n2a are alluded to here and there by Heli Chatelain in letters

addressed to me a short time before his death, with a few words in illustration. They are said to have
been represented among the short vocabularies compiled by the German traveller Biichner, but I have
not been able to see these, and for all practical purposes these two dialects, like IJ3 HOOLO) and TEMBOO
or Batembco,' remained unknown until 1917. There were references to them and to kindred tongues in
the Travels ofSchiitt, published in 1881, which showed that they were Bantu and belonged probably to the
group in which I have placed them. Since my vocabularies were printed, lists of words in Mi-niiiigcj and
Hcolcij have been forwarded by Mr. W. J. B. Chapman. (See pp. 781, 782.)

n4. UMBANGALA or IMBAWGWLA, n4a. YONGtO.
This language of the Upper Kwango river, in the district of Kasanji, is chiefly made known to us

by a short vocabularjr published by H61i Chatelain in the Zeits.f. afr. Spr., Berlin, i88g ; secondly, in

his Bantu Notes and Vocabularies {Journal Ai7ier. Geog. Soc, 1894) ; and further by notes in a private
letter addressed to me by the author. But Umbafigala is undoubtedly the same as the ' Kasandsh ' of
Koelle's Polyglotta Africana. Further references to this speech, under the name of 'Gala', may be
identified through the bibliography of C\x%t's Mode?-n Languages of Africa. Yongoj 114 a would seem
to be a northern dialect of Umbafigala.

1 1 J. UPINDI or KWESE (KIKWESE, UKWESE), nsa. U-SAMBA.
These dialects of the Central Kwango-Kwilu region are said to resemble Umbafigala. All we know

of them is through the references contained in the writings of Henrique de Cavalho and of Heli Chatelain,
who gives one or two words and the pronouns. From references made by Mr. Emil Torday in his

writings and maps (notably the Ethnology of the South-western Congo Free State, Royal Anthropological
Institute, 1907) it is permissible to identify with this speech the Bakwese of the Upper Kwilu.

n6. YAKA (BAYAKA).
The only record of this language which I can find is that contributed by Mr. Emil Torday to the

Jour7ial of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland {Notes on the Ethnography of the

Ba-yaka), vol. xxxvi, 1906.

n7. Northern YAKA ('MAIAKA').
This dialect was written down by the late Heli Chatelain in Part iii of his Bantu Notes and Vocabu-

laries, Jotirnal of American Geographical Society, Washington, 1894 ; but it would seem to be much
more akin to the Kimbunco language of the Teke group than the language stj'led Ba-yaka by Mr. Torday.

n8. BAMBALA.
Such slight knowledge as we possess of the language spoken by the Bambala people we owe to

Mr. Emil Torday, whose information on their language appears in his Notes on the Ethnography of the
Bambala, in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, vol. xxxv,

1905.

n9. KUANA.
Similarly, Mr. Emil Torday is at present our only authority on the language of the Bahuana, in

his article on the ethnography of that people in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute,

vol. xxxvi, 1906.

' ' Locative ' references to Hcolu and Hungu, Had! and Wgudi, Usuka and Tembco occur (in regard to

Hulco) in theJournals of George Grenfell (see my George Grenfell and the Congo), and in Heli Ciiatelain's writings,

among others his Folk-Tales of Angola.
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120. BUMA or BWMA (BABUMA), 120a. KIBOOMA or BADIMA (Eastern BUMA), 120b.
Southern BUMA or BABUMA.
The language of the still little-known Babuma of the Kwa-Kasai was first written down to some

extent by myself (see vocabulary in my River Congo, last edition, published in 1895), and was probably
the north-western of the three dialects. It is true that a language called ' Babuma ' is among the vocabu-
laries m Koelle's Polyglotia Africana. The slave who spoke it obviously came from tlie region near the
confluence of the Kwa-Kasai and the main Congo ; but the language he spoke resembles greatly an
eastern dialect of the Teke group, more or less akin to Kimbunoj. Nevertheless, it may stand as the
southern dialect of Buma. Mr. Torday, in 1907, kindly collected a vocabulary for me of the Buma speech
farther east on the Kwa-Kasai (possibly the ' Badima' language). This is so far the only illustration we
have of the eastern Buma dialects. Our knowledge of this language is puzzling and unsatisfactory at
present.

121. BAYANZI.
Yanzi is said in some of the north-west" Congo languages to mean 'bush', and in others 'flea'.

Bayanzi
'
may mean ' the people of the bush ', as compared to those that have conquered a place on the

river banks
; or if ' flea ' be the true etymology, the ' restless people '. The name ' Bayanzi ' was, in

Stanley's earlier travels, applied by some misunderstanding to the riverain Babangi people, but it seems to
be better fitted to the little-known tribes on either bank of the Lower Kasai, and between the Lower Kasai
and the Lukenye. Emil Torday's MS. vocabulary is so far the only illustration I have of this most cor-
rupt Bantu speech

; and, according to the same important authority, ' Bayanzi ' must stand as the general
name for the speech of the Basongco, Badinga, Makua, Bafig<udi, Bakonde, and Wanguli tribes of the
Lower Kasai.

122. PENDE (KIMPENDE, TUPENDE), 122 a. BABUNDA.
My only authority for this speech at present is Torday's short MS. vocabulary in my possession

;

together with his references to the Babundain his and Joyce's monumental Notes ethnographiques sur les
•peuples commtmement appeles Bakicba, d^c. (see below) : also his Ethnology of the South-west Congo
Free State, published in 1906 by the R.A.L

123. -rUKONGOJ.
Similarly, my scanty knowledge of the speech of the Ba-kongo or Tu-kongo is due to Torday, though

there are references to this language in the writings of Chatelain and Wissmann.

124. piLELE or OJSOWGE, 124 a. BANGONGCO (WAWGONGOJ), 124 b. BANGENDI.
A MS. vocabulary supplied to the author by Emil Torday, and references in work mentioned below.

125. BUpOWGCO or 'BAKUBA', 125a. Northern BAMBALA.
I have MS. vocabularies of two forms of Bupongo, collected by Emil Torday, and this language and

dialect are treated of in his share of the ' Notes ethnographiques stir les peup/es communenient appeles
Bakuba, ainsi que sur les . . . Bushongo \ by Emil Torday and T. A. Joyce, published by the Musde du
Congo Beige, 191 1.

126. LUMBILA.
This supposed archaic dialect of the Bufoiigo is illustrated in MS. vocabularies by Emil Torday, and

in the important work just referred to issued by the Congo Museum.

127. MISUMBA, 128. LUSAMBO) (under the name of ' Kitwa ' or languages of the Batwa).

129. South BASOIfGOOMENOO and 129 a. North BASOWGOOMENOO dialects (DIBELE, &c.)

MS. vocabularies collected by Emil Torday.

130. BANKUTU, 130 a. WANKUCU or Eastern BANKUTU.
This language, besides a MS. vocabulary by Emil Torday, is illustrated in Esquisse de la Langue

des Wankutiu, by Pere Flor van Hove, in Anthropos for igii.

131. BATETELA (SUWGU) and 131 a. LU-KENYE or Northern BATETELA.
MS. vocabularies by Emil Torday.

132. (jOLEMBA, 133. AKELA.
MS. vocabularies by Emil Torday.

134. NKUSU or South MANYEMA (or MBADI and ? TOOSAWGCjO).
Under the name of Kikusu this language has a brief illustration in Stanley's Through the Dark Con-

tinent. Under the names of Kusu and Nyuema it is briefly illustrated in J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana

Orientalis. Its fullest illustration so far, under the name of Manyema, is in Sir Harry Johnston's British

Central Africa.

135. BABILI (North-west MANYEMA).
This -language of the region between the Lualaba-Cayoj and west of the Lower Lomami river is

illustrated in the Bulletin of the Societe Beige de G^ographie, 1909.

136. BAKUSU (North MANYEMA).
This language is only illustrated so far by MS. notes compiled by the late Rev. W. H. Stapleton.
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137. BAMBOLE or BAMBWLI (or LUKILI).

My information of this speech of the Lower Lomami is due to a short vocabulary of Bambole col-
lected for me by Mr. George Babington Michell, formerly Vice-Consul at Stanley Falls, and now H.B.M.
Consul at Para. The more southern Lukili dialect (137 a) of this language is represented by a MS.
vocabulary collected by Emil Torday. \

J'
1

138. MOOLEKA.

J^
scarcely known language, to be located somewhere about the Lower Lcjmami and the north-east

bend of the Lualaba-Congo, not far from the Lcomami confluence (perhaps east of that point), is only
represented by a few words collected by W. H. Stapleton, barely sufficient to show its peculiarities.

139. KITUMBA (' Kitwa of Middle Lcomami').
This speech was first illustrated by Stanley in his Through the Dark Continent under the name of

• West Manyuema '. The remainder of my material is derived from a MS. collected by Mr. Emil
Torday and styled ' Kitwa ' (Dwarf or Bush people language) of the Middle Lcomami. Other evidence
ascribes to it the name of Kitumba. '

140. NYAWGWE or South-west KILEGA (? WAWGOOBELIO), ? BAZIMBA).
This language, spoken on the Lualaba river at and near Nyafigwe, and sometimes attributed to the

Bazimba people, is styled ' Kirega' by Torday, whose MS. vocabulary is my only source of information,
besides scanty references in the works of Belgian explorers.

141. GENYA (ENYA, BAGENYA, or ZIMBA).
This speech of the river-frequenting, canoe-dwelling folk on the Lualaba-Congo was first illustrated

under the name of ' Baregga ' by Stanley in his Throtigh the Dark Continent. After a long interval of
time it was transcribed by the Rev. W. H. Stapleton in two MS. vocabularies in my possession.

142. MBANGOO or BANGOO-BANGOO or North-west KILEGA.
This speech of a now almost extinct tribe, said to have occupied the region between the Lualaba,

Ehla, and Lowa rivers, in the north-western part of the so-called ' Bulega ' country, is illustrated by a MS.
vocabulary collected by the late Rev. W. H. Stapleton.

143. South-east KILEGA.
This is the language illustrated under the name of East Manyema in Stanley's Through the Dark

Continent. It is also the Mbafigu-bangu of Bernhard Struck and Carl Meinhof in Struck's Linguistische
Kongostudien, pp. 95-112, African section oi Mitt. d. Seminarsf. Orient, Sprachen,&^c.., vol. xvi, Berlin,

1913-

144. North-east KILEGA or ' BALEGA '.

This is the ' Regga' of the Rev. I. Griffith's contribution to J. T. Last's Polyglotta Africana Orien-
talis, p. 203 ; together with additions and amendments made by myself near the Bulega country in 1900.

Ki-tembco (144 a) is probably a northern dialect.

145. KUAMBA (BA-AMBA).
The only faithful illustration I know of, dealing with the actual speech of the Ea-amba on the flanks

of Mount Ruwenzori, is that supplied by me in my work on the Uganda Protectorate.

146. LUBUSESE or LUVIRA (BASESE, LUBIRA, LUSESE, WAWIRA, WASUMBURU).
Under the names of ' Babira ' and ' Babusese ' this speech received a short illustration in Stanley's

In Darkest Africa. Under the name of 'Wawira* it has a better illustration in Emin Pasha's vocabu-
laries published in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Sprach., vol. xiii, Berlin, 1910.

147. KIVAMBA (or BANANDE).
This is stated by Emin Pasha to have been the language of the western Ba-amba or Banande of the

Middle Semliki river. Under the name of Kivamba, its only illustration is the vocabulary of Emin Pasha
in the Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., vol. xiii, Berlin, 1910. But it is clear to the present writer that the

speech recorded through the intermediary of an interpreter is more like some jargon or compromise, and
contains numerous Luganda or Runyorco words.

148. LIHUKU (or LIBVANUMA).
This speech of the north-west Semliki was also first mentioned by Dr. Fr. Stuhlmann in his reports

of the journey with Emin Pasha ; but it was first illustrated in my work on the Uganda Protectorate

under the name of Libvanuma. A vocabulary was compiled in 1892 by Emin Pasha under the name of
' Wasongoro ', and has been published, with the rest of Emin Pasha's vocabularies, in the Mitt. d. Sem.

f. Or. Sprach., vol. xiii, Berlin, 1910. This language is also the Banyari of Bernhard Struck.

148 a. BAMBUTTU.
This Pygmy speech of Bcomili and the Nepcokco river and the Ituri, is almost a dialect of the afore-

mentioned Lihuku. My authority for it is a MS. vocabulary collected for me by Mr. G. B. Michell in

1907.

' Mr. G. B. Michell, besides his studies ol Bantu languages between 1906-9, is the author (earlier) of papers on

the Berber dialects of Morocco ; and notably of a treatise on the intrusive Sudanic (?) language of the Bakumu, near

Stanley Falls, not yet published.
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149- BAKIOOKWA (or BAKWA), BALESE.
A short vocabulary is given in Stanley's In Darkest Africa.

150. KIBIRA or BAKUMU.
Under the name of ' Babira' a few words of this speech was given in Stanley's In Darkest Africa.A longer vocabulaiy of Kibira appears in Sir Harry Johnston's Uganda Protectorate. A further vocabu-

lary in MS., under the name of ' Bakumu ',' has been supplied to me by Mr. G. B. Michell.

'^'.V^^-^^^-^^-'^^^^E^^CiE (Central and South Central dialects). 151 a. HOMA or Northern
ABABUA.
The first illustration of the interesting Ababua speech, the northernmost group of the Bantu languages

of Central Africa, was probably written down by Emil Torday, who furnished me with a MS. vocabu-

A^\
'" '9°7- But I have derived further information on the subject of the central group of the Ababua

dialects from the works of Franz Thonner, Du Congo d. VUbangi, Brussels, 1910. Under the name of
Bangba,_the late W. H. Stapleton compiled a vocabulary in MS. of the South-central Ababua speech.
151 a. HOMA, of the southern Bahr-al-Ghazal, is based on a vocabulary collected for me in 1916 by
Major Cuthbert Christy, R.A.M.C, and further notes forwarded by officers in the Sudan service.

152. Western ABABUA (' BABATI ', 'MCOBATI') or DUNDUSANA.
This is the Dundusana of Franz Thonner in his Du Congo a I' Ubangi : the Babati of Stapleton and

Grenfell.

153. South-eastern ABABUA ('BABALE').
Under the names of Balese and Indekaru this language is briefly illustrated in Stanley's In Darkest

Africa. It is the Babale of W. H. Stapleton and G. B. Michell, both of whom compiled short MS.
vocabularies, which are in my possession.

154. ABOOBWA (or North-eastern ABABUA).
My only authority for this is a short vocabulary in MS. compiled for me by Mr. G. B. Michell in

1907.

155. KELE (or LOOKELE).
The Kele language is treated somewhat fully in the Comparative Handbook of Congo Languages, by

the late Rev. W. H. Stapleton, of the Baptist Missionary Society, London (1903). I am also indebted
to his colleague, the Rev. William Forfeitt, for further MS. information on this subject. The Kele lan-
guage is one of the elements in the Yalulema Vocabulary, by Dr. A. Sims, printed at Harley House,
London, E., 1887. A short vocabulary of Lokele was furnished to me in MS. by Vice-Consul G. B.
Michell. There is also a Note on the Kele Verb, by the Rev. W. H. Stapleton, in ihe. Journal of the

African Society for 1906.

15s a. LIF60MA or LOOKUSU (YAKUSU).
This is represented by some words in Sims's Yalulema Vocabulary of 1887, and is also illustrated in

MS. notes of the Rev. W. H. Stapleton.

155 b. T(jOP(jOKE or TCOFCOKE.
A few words of this language occur in Stapleton's MS. vocabularies, and still fewer in an article

on theTofoke by Emil Torday in the 191 1 volume of the Proceedings of the Anthropological Society of
Vienna.

155 c. TURUMBU or BARUMBU.
Represented by a few words in the Yalulema Vocabulary of Dr. Sims, and also in MS. notes of the

Rev. W. H. Stapleton. Under the name of Warumbi or Warumbui, an allusion to these same people is

made in an article by Dr. Joseph Maes in Anthropos for 1909, though very little information is given in

this regarding their language.

156. BISIA or BOBANGA.
Represented by a short MS. vocabulary furnished to me by the Rev. Robert Glennie, B.M.S.

157. SCOKO) (LOOSWKOO, HESO), BASO)).
This well-marked speech of the north-east bend of the Congo is one of the elements in Dr. Sims's

Yalulejna Vocabulary. It was first treated authoritatively by the Rev. W. H. Stapleton in his Compara-
tive Handbook of Congo Languages. I am indebted for further information regarding it to the Rev. Robert
Glennie and the Rev. D. Christy Davies, also of the Baptist Missionary Society, as well as to MS. notes

of the Rev. W. H. Stapleton, lent me by his widow.

I58.-LIKANGALA.
Represented by a fe\y words collected by the Rev. William Forfeitt, Baptist Missionary Society.

159. ABUJA or BUJA (ABALUKI, BOMAWGI).
Represented by three vocabularies in my Uganda Protectorate. Also by short collections of words

1 Bakumu is, no- doubt, a Bantu appellation which has been conferred on both Bantu and non-Bantu tribes near

the confluence of the Congo and Lindi rivers in the neighbourhood of Stanley Falls. But it is best used as the dis-

tinguishing name of that remarkable non-Bantu speech which is the southernmost point of the Sudanic wedge thrust

into the heart of the Congo basin from the Bahr-al-Ghaza).
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transcribed by Franz Thonner in Dans la grande ForH de VAfriqiie Centrale (Brussels, 1899), and
MS. notes by tlie Rev. William Forfeitt.

159 a. BWELA (IRINGI, ILINGI, MAMOI).
Under the name of Ilingi this speech is illustrated in my Uga7tda Protectorate. Under the name of

Mamoi there are a few words of Bwela given in the Bulletin of the Royal Belgian Society of Geography,
Brussels, 1906. A few words also have been supplied to me by the Rev. William Forfeitt.

160. LIFOOTOJ (UPOOTOl)).
Under the name of ' Puto ' this language of the northern Congo was illustrated by Stapleton in his

tomparatrue Handbook of Congo Languages. Under the name of ' Upoto ' a vocabulary of it appears in
my Uganda Protectorate. It has also been transcribed in MS. by the Rev. William Forfeitt, and in various
small primers and translations issued on the northern Congo by the Baptist Missionary Society.

161. WGOMBE (BONJW, DONGOO, BALONGOO of the Lower Mubangi ; MAGINZA of the
Northern Congo, &c.).

The Ngombe dialects were first set down on paper by the Rev. W. H. Stapleton in his Comparative
Handbook of Co7igo Languages. They were illustrated subsequently (very slightly) by Franz Thonner in
his Daits la grande Foret de I'Afrique Centrale, Brussels, 1899, and his Du Conga a PUbangi, Brussels,
1910. I have some additional information also from the Rev. William Forfeitt.

162. LOJLO) and dialects (MONGOL), LUWKUNDU, 162 a. LOOTSAKANI).
The widespread Lcolco language was first transcribed by the missionaries of the American Congo-

Balolo Mission, in translations of portions of the Gospels. In 1 893-7 appeared A Gttide to the Lunkundu
Language (by I. and F. T. McKittrick, probably), published at Harley House, London, E. Lcolco is also
amongst the languages dealt with by Mr. Stapleton in his Comparative Handbook of Congo Languages.
This Handbook also makes an allusion to the westernmost dialect, Lotsakani, but the only information
regarding this of any value has been contributed in MS. by the Baptist Missionary Society. A few words
of Lcolco dialects appear in Franz Thonner's works, already mentioned, and I have been furnished with
other information on this subject by the Rev. William Forfeitt. The Rev. Robert Glennie, B.M.S., has
sent me the notes on the Lcotsakani (westernmost dialect of Lcolco), compiled by the Rev. R. D. Darby.

163. JCOBCO.
This virtually unknown language to the south of the Ngombe belt on the northern Congo is only

recorded by a translation of the Lord's Prayer, published by the Rev. Holman Bentley in an appendix to

his book on the Congo, published in 1900.

164. WGALA and dialects (BOOLOOKI, MANGALA, LUBALA, of Lower Mubangi, &c).
This is to a great extent the conventionalized ' Bafigala ' of the Belgian Congo, and as such was well

illustrated by Suggestionsfor a Grammar of Bangala, by the Rev. W. H. Stapleton, published at Yakusu
in 1903 (Baptist Missionary Society), It is nearly identical also with the ' Kibangi ' of Dr. A. Sims,
printed in 1886. Under the name of Mangala' a vocabulary of this language is given in my Uganda
Protectorate. It is one of the nine languages of Stapleton's Comparative Handbook of Congo Languages.
Under the name ' Bcolcoki ' it has been copiously illustrated by the Rev. J. fl. Weeks, of the Baptist
Missionary Society (MS. furnished to author) ; and Pere Cambier has written one or more works on it

which I have not seen, and La La?igue Congolaise (Brussels, 1891).

165. SANGA (BABINGA, BAMBU, BASINDE, BASAWGA, BAMPONDE, &c.).

The Bantu dialects of the Lower Saiiga, between its junction with the Ja and the region of its con-
fluence with the main Congo, are very little known. They are represented chiefly by a few words of the
Babifiga dialect of the Safiga Pygmies,' given by M. L. Douet in the Bulletin of the Ethnographical
Society of Paris, January 1914. Under the name of ' Ketiene ', a speech of the Sanga-Likwala estuary,

I have gathered a few more words from the translation of the Lord's Prayer by the Baptist Missionary
Society. But I have since learnt that Ketiene = Batende language (168 a).

166. BANGI (LOOBCjOBANGI, LOONUNOO, IREBU).
This is the ' Kiyanzi ' of Stanley's Through the Dark Continent, and of the present writer's River

Coitgo : from its Mouth to Bolobo. The language was known as ' Yanzi ' until the spreading of its more
correct name of Bafigi or Bobangi by the Baptist missionaries. The most complete and important illus-

tration of this language of the western Congo is given in the Grammar and Dictionary of the Bobangi
Language, by John Whitehead, B.M.S., published by the Baptist Missionary Society in 1899. It is also,

together with Ngala, the 'Kibafigi' of Dr. A. Sims's vocabulary, 1886, and has its share of illustration in

W. H. Stapleton's Comparative Handbook of Congo Languages. A few words of its Irebu variant are

scattered about the Rev. George Grenfell's diaries and note-books.

167. MPAMA or BOOKOOTE (INJOOLOO, WAWGATA).
A few words of Wafigata are given by Lieutenant Engel in La Revue Congolaise, vol. i, 1910; but

Mpama has been illustrated since this work was in print by a vocabulary compiled by the Rev. A. R.
Stonelake, B.M.S., 1918. See pp. 782, 783.

168. SEWGELE, 168 a. BATENDE.
No. 168 is represented by a MS. vocabulary compiled by the Rev. Robert Glennie, of the Baptist
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Missionary Society, and by allusions in the article .on the Wangata in La Revue Co7igolaise, vol. i, 1910.ine Batende ' or Ketiene language has been illustrated (1918) in a vocabulary by the Kev A R Stone-
lake, B.M.S. See for both 168 and 168 a pp. 783, 784.

169. WADIA, 170. NTOMBA, 171. IMOMA, 172. LESA, 173. SAKATA, 174. BATETE.
I gather from various allusions in the Proceedings of the Royal Belgian Geoi;raphical Sociely at

Brussels, and m the private communications made to me by the Baptist Missionary Society at London
that these are definite dialects or languages of the region all round Lake Leopold II, and on the north side
of the River Mfini-Lukenye

; but so far the only specimens of their words which have come to hand are
those given in two articles on the Lesa tribe by M. Baeyens in La Revue Congolaise, nos. 5 and 6 1014 •

and a short vocabulary of Ntomba compiled for me by the Rev. R. Glennie.
' '

'75;, IFUMUorIFURU(INGULUNGULU,BABa)MA,BANFUMO, BANFUNGUNU, KIMFUNU)
The Eastern Teke dialects.
There is scarcely any other illustration at present of the eastern group of Teke dialects, except the

l/ocabulaire Frangais-Ifimtu (Bateke) (with grammatical sketch), by the Rev. Father J. Calloc'h, Paris,
Paul Geuthner, 1911, and the Gospel of Si. Mark translated into 'Chumbiri Bateke', by Mr. Billington,
of the American Baptist Missionary Union, 1905.

176. KIMBUNO) (South-east TEKE), BADI or AMBALI (.? Isi-bana of the French missionaries).
This is none other than the ' Babuma ' language given in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, and it is the

principal source of my vocabulary of Kiteke' given in my River Congo, from its Mouth to Bdldbd(\i?,<).
It IS also the ' Teke ' of Stapleton's MS. vocabularies.

177. KIWUMBU or EWUMU or KIWIUMBO) (South TEKE).
Illustrated by a translation of the Lord's Prayer in Bentley's work on the River Congo, and by

a short vocabulary translated by Rev. John Howell, B.M.S., in 1918. See p. 784.

178. ITECO or TEKE proper (ILALI or BALALI, or South-west TEKE).
This IS the language of Dr. A. Sims's A Vocabulary of the Kiteke [Batio], &^c. (two vols.), published

by Hodder and Stoughton in 1886, and Gilbert and Rivington, 1888 (London).

179. NTEfE or BANTErE (West TEKE).
This dialect is the ' Ntere ' of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana.

180. MUTSAYA (or North TEKE).
See vocabulary in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana.

181. MBETE (BAMBETE, BUMBETE, LI-MBETE or North-east TEKE).
This is the ' Bumbete ' of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana.

182. LI-MBAMBA or MBAMBA.
The ' Mbamba ' of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, and the ' Limbamba ' and ' OObamba ' of French

explorers.

183. Western KOOTA (BAKOOTA, WKOOTA, MOOpEBO, YALIMBOWGOO).
Under these names, and especially as ' Okota de I'Ouest ', this speech is slightly illustrated in

Capt. M. R. Avelot's article on Recherches sur Vhistoire des migrations dans le Bassin de L'Ogooue in

the Bulletin de Geographie Historique et Descriptive, Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1905.

184. A^IRA or MA^ANGO (APOONO), ESIRA, &c.).

Besides a brief vocabulary in A Journey to Ashangoland (London, 1867), by Paul du Chaillu, the
existence of this group of Gaboon dialects receives a very slight illustration in Capt. Avelot's article above
referred to. I really knew little of this important language until, in 191 5-16, Pfere Andre Raponda-Walker,
a priest serving in the Gaboon, wrote down a vocabulary for me at the instance of Monseigneur Alexandre
Le Roy, Bishop of Alinda.

185. KOOTA or Eastern BAKOOTA (CAKE, LI-pAKE).
This is the ' Okota de L'Est ' and the ' Ndassa ' of Capt. M. R. Avelot (vide supra), and apparently

identical with the ' Undaza ' of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, and that eastern location of Bakcota people

indicated on Avelot's mapS.

186. KELE or BA-KALAI (DI-KELE, LIN-GOOMO), BANGWE, &c.).

This speech was first transcribed in the Grammar of the Bakele Language, with Vocabularies,

written by Messrs. Pfeston and Best, missionaries of the American Mission to the Gaboon, and published at

New York in 1854, edited by the Rev. J. L. Wilson ; though Koelle published, almost simultaneously,

a vocabulary of ' Nkele ' in his Polyglotta Africana. Under the name of ' Bakalai ' a few words are given

by Paul du Chaillu in his Joiirney to Ashangoland, and in VAfriqtie Equatoriale-Okanda, by the

Marquis de Conipiegne (Paris, 1875); and also in Capt. Avelot's article in the Bulletin de GSographie
Historique already mentioned. But in 1916 I obtained an additional vocabulary from Pere Raponda-
Walker above referred to. Another useful source of information is the translations of St. John and
St. Matthew, published by the B. and F. B. Soc. in 1879 and 1910.
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187. a)KANDE (WKANDA, ^IBE, I^OOGO), APINJI, &c.), 187 a. MPCOVI.
See vocabulary contributed by Alfred Marche ((Okanda) to Stanley's Through the Dark Continent

;

and the few words given in De Compiegne's work on ' Okanda ' (cited above), and in Avelot's article
(supra).

There is likewise a vocabulary of Ipcogeo in the same work. Mpcovi is illustrated by a brief vocabu-
lary m A Journey to Ashangoland (Paul de Chaillu). I have however (1916) received a full vocabulary of
(Okande from Pere Raponda-Walker.

188. BABONGOO (AKWA, WAKA).
See Marche's vocabulary ' Ukoa or Mbongo ' in Stanley's Through the Dark Continent, and Avelot's

article
;

also P. du ChsLillu's /ournejy to Ashangoland.

189. LI-DUMA (NDUMU).
See Essai de Gra7nmaire Douma, by the Rev. Fr. Antoine Reeb, Paris, 1 895, and Vocabulaire Aduma-

Fran^ais and Vocabulaire Fran(ais-Aduma, by Father P. Dahin, Kempfen, Bavaria, 1895.

190. NJAVI or NJABI (sometimes styled a dialect of LI-DUMA).
There are allusions to this group of dialects in Avelot's article [supra), and there is a short vocabulary

in Paul du Ch-i.\W\i' s Journey to Ashangoland. My chief material, however, is a vocabulary supplied by
Pere Raponda-Walker.

191. WKWMI-GALOOA.
Allusions to this speech are found in the above-mentioned writings ofDe Compifegne and Capt. M. R.

Avelot. There is also a short vocabulary styled ' Okande-Galwa ' (Gdlcoa seems nearer the pronuncia-
tion) in the first volume of Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe (Berlin, 1913) ; and there are words of
' Commi ' (Nkcomi) in P. du Chaillu's Journey to Ashangoland. But the best source is obviously the
translation of the New Testament into Galcoa, published by the B. and F. B. Soc. in 1907 (the translation
was made in Paris).

192. ORUWGU (A-DYUMBA, IVILI).
There is a vocabulary of Orungu in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana. Other dialects of this language

are alluded to briefly in the writings of De Compiegne and Avelot.

193. MPOWGWE.
In 1847 the Rev. J. L. Wilson published in New York vocabularies of the Mpongwe language, of

which a second edition was brought out also at New York, in 1879. A Grammar of Mpongwe in French
was published in 1875 by the Roman Catholic missionaries of the Gaboon, and 1877 and 1881 a
Dictionary, in two parts, French-Mpoiigwe and Mpongwe-French. A vocabulary of Mpongwe is also

given as a means of comparison in the Grammar of the Bakele Language, by Messrs. Preston and Best,
of the American Mission already referred to.

194. ^EKE-BULU or ^EKIANI (MBUpA-MBULU).
The dialects on the coast north of Mpongwe, which are not ' Fang ' in affinities, are comparatively

little known. They are represented, to some extent, by the ^eke vocabulary (Baseke), which appears in

Koelle's Polyglotta Africana. This (fortunately) has been checked and supplemented by a vocabulary
supplied to me (1916) by Pere Raponda-Walter.

195. BEWGA or BIENGA (CORISCO).
A brief vocabulary of Benga was given by Clarke in his Specimens of Dialects (T.\iShort Vocabularies

ofLanguages ofAfrica) published in 1849. The language, however, received no adequate treatment until

the publication of a Grammar by the American missionary James L. Mackey at New York in 1855. This
was republished in a revised form by the Rev. R. H. Nassau, through the American Tract Society, New
York, 1892. The Rev. R. H. Nassau also gave a number of Beiiga animal names in his Where Ani}nals
Talk (London, Duckworth and Co., 1915). A few words of Beiiga and a Discussion of the Benga Verb,

by Carl Meinhof, appeared in the Zeitschriftfiir Afrikanische Sprachen, Berlin, 1887-8. A full vocabu-
lary of Beiiga (sometimes called ' OOkcota ') was sent me in 1916 by Pfere Raponda-Walker. A translation

of the New Testament into Beiiga was published in New York in 1881 by the American Bible Society.

196. WGUMBI or KOMBE, 197. BALAWGI, 198. NAKA or BATAWGA (BAPUKU).
These languages of the narrow coast strip between Spanish Guinea and the vicinity of the Duala

country of the Cameroons are mentioned by various German writers on the ethnology of the Gaboon and
Kamerun, from the publication of Dr. Bastian's Loangokiiste in 1875 onwards. Dr. Bastian gives a few

words of Balaiigi sufficient to place it in its relationships. Other information has enabled me to identify

the Beiiga ('Ndcowi') vocabulary in Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwa as representing the Ngumbi or

Kombe of other writers. A few words of Kombe are given by Dr. R. H. Nassau in his book Where
Animals Talk. Information concerning Bapuku (a dialect of the Naka or ' Little Bataiiga ' speech) is

given by the Rev. Fr. G. A. Adams in the volume oi Anthropos for 1907. A fragmentary but precious

vocabular>' of Naka or Batafiga, by the Rev. J. R. Wilson, was published in vol. i (p. 351) ol ihtJournal

of the American Oriental Society (Boston, 1842).

199. BANOOHOO (MALIMBA).
A Grammatical Sketch and a Vocabulary of Bancohco, by the Rev. Fr. G. A. Adams, appears in the
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loth vol. oi Mitt. d. Sein.f. Or. Spr. (Berlin, 1907). A short vocabulary of ' Benga-Bancokco ' is given
in Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe (Berlin, 1913) : and an allusion, supported by a few words, appears in
Carl Meinhofs interesting article Die Sprachverhaltnisse in Kamerun in the Zeit. f. Afrikanische u.

Oceanische Sprachen (Berlin, 1S95).

200. MABEA or MAGBEA and 200 a. NGUMBA.
I possess* a MS. vocabulary of Mabea, contributed by Mr. G. L. Bates. Short vocabularies of

Mabea and Ngumba appear in Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe, and there is an allusion to Mabea in
Carl Meinhofs article above cited. But a really important illustration of Ngumba occurs under the
heading ai Die Ngumbasprache, by P. H. Skolaster and H. Nekes in Mitt. d. Sem.f. Or. Spr., vol. xiii

(Berlin, 1910).

201. BASIKI (BIMBI, BANEK).
A short vocabulary of this language appears in Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe.

202. BAKtOKO) (YABAKALAKI).
There is a very brief illustration of this speech, by E. Schuler, in Zeitschrift f. Afrikanische u.

Oceanische Sprachen (Berlin, 1897).

203. BASA or MVELA.
The main illustration I have of this said-to-be ancient speech immediately south of the Duala

regions is a vocabulary of my own collecting in 1887. There is a short vocabulary in Giinter Tessmann's
Die Pangwe.

204. DUALA, 204 a. WURI.
This, which is one of the earliest known languages of Group 00, was first illustrated by the great

missionar)^, Alfred Saker, in his Grammatical Elements of the Dualla Language, with Vocabulary, &'c.,

published at the Cameroons (Baptist Missionary Society) in 1855, and, shortly afterwards, by a vocabu-
lary (' Diwala ') in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana (1856). A Vocabulary of the Duala Language, for the

use of Missionaries and others, presumably by Saker, was published at the Mission Press, Cameroons,
1862. In addition, there are numerous references to Duala, as compared with other Bantu languages, in

the works of Prof. Carl Meinhof, notably his Griindziige einer vergleichenden Grammatik der Bantu-
sprachen, his article on Die Sprachverhdltnisse in Kamerun, and his contributions in the first volume of

iht Zeitschrift f. Afrik. u. Ocean. Sprach,, Parts II and IV (the second article is mainly by Dr. E.
Zintgraff). In the African section of vol. v, 1902, of the Mitt. Sem. Or. Sprach., Duala-Marchen, by
Wilhelm Lederbogen, supplies some recondite words and useful examples of syntax. But I also rely for

my information and opinions concerning Duala and Wuri on my own MS. vocabularies, collected in situ

between 1886 and 1888.

205. ISUBU (BIMBIA).
The very distinct Isubu language has been imperfectly studied of late years. My sources for it are

principally my own collection of words taken down between 1886 and 1888, checked by vol. i of Joseph
Merrick's remarkable Dictionary of Isubu, printed in 1842.' In addition, there is a vocabulary in Koelle's

Polyglotta Africana. A Grammatical Note was published by the Baptist missionary, Joseph Merrick,

in 1854; and there are other short (and, I might add, untrustworthy) vocabularies specified in Cust's

Modern Languages of Africa.

206. BAKWIRI or BAKWILI, BAMBOOKO).
I have collected copious vocabularies and notes of this language between 1886 and 1888. In addi-

tion, a short vocabulary was published by the Baptist Missionary Society in 1876; and a fairly good

account of the language is given by A. Seidel in Beitrdge zur Kolonialpolitik und Kolonialwirtschaft,

vol. iii, Berlin, 1901-2, p. 193 et seq. Allusions to Bakwiri are contained in an article by Count Rogo-

zinski, in the Journal of the African Society for July 1903, and in theMitteilungen von Forschungsreisenden

lend Gelehrten aus den Deutschen Schutzgebieten, edited by Dr. Freiherr von Danckelmann, Berlin, 1903.

207. BALUE or W. BAKUNDU, BARONDOO-BAKASI.
My material is chiefly of my own collecting in situ, in the years 1886-8. Some additional informa-

tion may be derived from Oberleutnant Lessner's ' Die Balue oder Rumpiberge itnd ihre Bewohner ' in

Globus, igo4 (Braunschweig), and also from articles and maps in \h.(tMittheilungen von Forschungsreisen-

den, fy'c, aus den Deutschen Schutzgebieten (edited by Dr. Freiherr von Danckelmann), Berlin, 1903.

208. NGOLOO-BATAWGA (Koelle's 'Murundo').

Koelle's vocabulary of ' Murundo ' (Polyglotta Africana) is my chief source for this mteresting

northernmost Bantu speech, together with material of my own collected in 1886-8, which enabled me to

locate the language transcribed by Koelle as ' Murundo ' ;
and further evidence, geographical and lin-

guistic, in addition to the article by Lessner in Globus, 1904 (above mentioned), and the maps, &c., in

the Mitt. V. Forsch. atis den Deutschen Schutzgebieten, Berlin, 1903, and the same work for the year

1898.

' A Dictionary of the Isubu Tongue (in two volumes). This work, as far as I am concerned, is only known
throngh its first volume in the British Museum Library.
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209. BAKUNDU (of the East).

C. H. Richardson, a Baptist missionary, published at Berlin, in 1887, through the Zeitschrift of the
German Ethnological Society, a Note on Bakundu. But I possess considerable material of my own
collecting. There is a short vocabulary on pp. 202-3 oi Mittheiltmgen von Forschungsreisenden, &=€.,

aits den Deutschen Schuisgebieten, by Dr. von Danckelmann, Berlin, 1898 ; and in addition, an allusion
to this speech is made in the fourth part of vol. i of the Zeits.f. Afrik. u. Ocean. Sprach., 'to. the article of
Count Rogozinski in \.\\^ Journal of the African Society for July 1903, and in the above-mentioned article

by Oberleutnant Lessner. There is further a vocabulary and brief syntax, by Herr Bufe, in the Zeitschrift
fiir Kolo7iialsprachen, Berlin, 1910.

210. BAROMBI-MBONGE.
Vocabularies of ray own transcription between 1886 and 1888, and allusions in the writings of Count

Rogozinski ; also references in the maps and articles of the Kamerun regions contained in the 1898 and
1903 volumes of the Mitt. v. Forsch. a. d. Deiitsch. Schutzgeb., already instanced.

211. BONKEN, 212. ABOO.
A short vocabulary of Abco or Abu is said to have been printed by Alfred Saker, the Baptist

missionary pioneer in the Cameroons, about 1854, but I have not seen it. My only sources for Bonkefi
and chief material for Abco are of my own collection in the Cameroons, besides information supplied to

me subsequently by a native linguist, Beba Bell. Also a few sentences of Abco in MS. contributed by the

late Rev. J. J. Fuller (Baptist Mission). A short vocabulary of Abco is given in Prof. Meinhofs Die Sprach-
verhiilinisse in Kamerun (see below). There are references to Bonkefi in the preliminary geographical
information of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana.

213. BALUW (Meloii of Koelle), 213 a. BAFO).
Besides Koelle's ' Meloii ' vocabulary (Polyglotta Africana), which I have traced to this region, there

is a short but valuable vocabulary of Balufi and Bafco on pp. 202-3 in the Mitt. v. Forsch. a. d. Deutsche
Schutzgeb., above mentioned, Berlin, 1898. Also references (geographical) in the volume of the same
publication for 1903; and vocabularies and some syntax by the missionary Bufe in Zeitschrift fiir

Kolonialsprache?i, Berlin, 1910.

214. NKOOSI or BAKOSI (Nhalemoe of Koelle).

This Nhalemoe vocabulary of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana I have traced to the Bakosi people east

of the River Mongco in West Kamerun. This identification has been confirmed by the fairly full vocabu-
lary of Nkcosi, given (with grammatical notes) by the missionary H. Dorsch in the Zeitschrift fiir
Kolonialsprachen (Ernst Vohsen, Berlin) for 191 1.

215. BAWGANTE (Ngoteii of Koelle).

The Ngoteii of Koelle's Polyglotta Africana is the speech of the Bafigante and neighbouring tribes of

the region immediately south-west of the Manenguba mountains in West Kamerun. The means of

identification (besides my own researches in 1887) are to be found in the various articles on the Kamerun
hinterland in the volumes cited of the Mitt. v. Forsch. a. d. Deutschen Schuisgebieten.

216. BATI (Bacenga).

Our only means of realizing the features of this particularly interesting speech are contained in the

article by Prof Carl Meinhof, Die Sprachverhiiltnisse in Kaniericn in the Zeitschrift fiir Afrikanische

iitid Oceanische Sprachen, Berlin, 1895 ; and in the commencement of Giinter Tessmann's Die Pangwe,
Berlin, 1913.

217. YAUNDE or EUNDU.
Yaunde (Jaunde or Eundu) was first brought to notice by a brief vocabulary in Carl Meinhof's Die

Sprachverhdltnisse in Kamerun [Zeitschrift f. Afrik. u. Ocean. Sprachen, Berlin, 1895). The first

thorough description was given in Grammatik der Yaunde-Sprache {Kamerun), by P. Max Haarpaintner
in Anthropos for 1909 (pp. 684 and 919 et seq.). Also Die Sprache derJaunde in Kamerun, by P. Herr-

mann Nekes, BerHn, 1913 ; and the valuable information regarding Yaunde in the first volume of Giinter

Tessmann's Die Pangwe. There are comparisons with Ngumba (Mabea) in P. Nekes' preface to

Skolaster's article on Ngumba above referred to. 1

218. PANGWE or 'FANG', 218a. MAKE.
The Rev. J. R. Wilson published a brief vocabulary of Paiigwe (Fan) in vol. i of the Journal of the

American Orie7ital Society. A short vocabulary was also contributed by Marche to Stanley's Through
the Dark Continent. In 1881, the Rev. R. H. Nassau, M.D., published a Fanwe Primer and Vocabulary,

which had been compiled by the Rev. H. M. Adams, of the A.B.C.F.M. Gaboon Mission, who died in

August 1856, which material was revised in 1878 by the Rev. J. Bushnell, and prepared for publication by
Mr. Nassau. In 1887, ;\Ir. Robert Cust published a Pamue-Spattish Vocabulary of the Fan Language,
the dialect of Spanish Guinea, which had been compiled by Senor Amado Osorio Zabala (S.P.C.K.,

London, 1887). In 1894, the Rev. A. W. Marling issued in London ^ Premier Livre de Lecture Pahouin,

and at the same time a translation of the Gospel of St. Matthew into the same language. His widow,
Mrs. Arthur Marling, issued in 1902 a privately printed volume, which is The Story of the Bible, trans-

lated into the Pangwe language. Its title is Milan nten Anyame. My chief sources of information, how-
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ever, for the Pafigwe language are (beside the above-mentioned Adams-Bushnell Primer) the Dictionnaire
Fran^ais-Fang, 6^c., by the Rev. Fr. Lejeune, published at Paris in 1892, and a MS. vocabulary com-
piled for me by Mr. G. L. Bates, of the Ja river, S.E. Cameroons. There is also an article on the Pafigwe
language by Gunther Tessmann {Sprichwdrter der Pangwe, Westafrika) in Anthropos for 1913 ; and
much valuable mfonnation on the same subject is given in that author's remarkable monograph, Die
Pangwe, published in the same year.

219. BULU. 219 a. NTUM.
A MS. vocabulary collected for me by Mr. G. L. Bates, gives probably the Ntum dialect of Bulu.

1 have also used a vocabulary in Giinter Tessmann's Die Pans;we : and a translation of the Gospels into
Bulu, published by the B. and F. B. Soc. in 1896.
220. NJIMA, NJIEM or 2IMU, 220 a. MAKA.

My only source of information is a MS. vocabulary collected for me by Mr. G. L. Bates, long resi-
dent m the Cameroons interior, and a noteworthy contributor to our knowledge of its zoology. Though
there is no vocabulary, there are useful references to Njima or Ndzem in Tessmann's Die Pangwe. This
language is also alluded to in connexion with the next group by Dr. Ouzilleau in the work cited below.
He calls No. 220 Ndzimu, and notes that it is a kind of connecting link between the ' Fang ' languages
and those of the Sanga and Lobai Pygmies.
221. MBIMU, 222. GUNDI, 223. PANDE or LI-NDZALI, 223 a. BONGIRI, 224. BAYANGA

or BAYAKA, 224 a. BUKONGOO or NYEMELE, 224 b. BAKOOTA, 225. KAKA of Saloo,
and 225 a. KAKA of Ngore.

These scarcely known languages of the Upper Sanga basin and the Lobai have been revealed to usm an article by Dr. Ouzilleau, Notes sur les Langues des Pygmees de la Sanga, siiivies de dix vocabu-
laires, which appeared in the Revtie d'Ethnographie et de Sodologie, Paris, 1911, p. 75 et seq. But the
existence of these tongues and the northern form of Kaka (of Ngore) are interestingly confirmed by an
important dissertation on the unclassified languages of the Adamawa-Cameroons borderland : Worter-
verseichniss der Heidensprachen Adamauas, in vol. xlii (19 10) of the Berlin Zeitschriftfur Ethnologie.
226. FERNANDIAN or BUBE (also styled EDIYA).

The Northern dialect of the Bantu language of Fernando P6 (often called Banapa, Bateti or Bani)
attracted attention early because of the temporary British occupation of the island in connexion with the
slave trade and the settlement there of Baptist missionaries. In 1841 there was printed by the Baptist
Mission in London an ' Adeeyah ' vocabulary, prepared by the Rev. John Clarke. In 1848 a vocabulary
was included in the Report on the Niger Expedition, by Capt. Allen and H. Thomson. The Rev. John
Clarke published at Berwick-on-Tweed, in 1848, An Introduction to the Fernandian Tongue, which has
been almost the only information on the subject at the disposal of most philologists until quite recently.
A short vocabulary of Ediya appears in Specimens of Dialects,hy t\ie. Rev. John Clarke, published in
London in 1849. W. H. I. Bleek deals with Fernandian in his incomplete Comparative Grammar of the
South African Languages, but had, of course, only Clarke's material before him. I collected a little

information at Fernando P6 in 1885-8. In 1887-8 there appeared by Oskar Baumann in the Zeitschrift
fur Afrikanische Sprachen, Berlin, an article Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der Bube-Sprache, and a further
contribution by the Rev. Father Jose Martinez y Sanz, S.J. (see below). In 1890 was published at Madrid,
by the Rev. Fr. Joaquin Juanola, Priiner Paso a la Lengua Bubi (also styled Gramdtica de la Lengiui
Bubi, Fernando Poo). This work deals firstly with the northern dialect, and subsequently with that of
the east and west.

226 a. Eastern FERNANDIAN.
The group of dialects (Bcoltokco, Ureka, &c.) of the eastern and southern parts of the island of Fer-

nando P6, associated chiefly with the region round the Bay of Concepcion, is illustrated in the afore-

mentioned work by Joaquin Juanola, and also in an article by the Rev. Father Jose Martinez y Sanz, S.J.,
in the first volume of the Zeitschrift fur Afrikanische Sprachen, Berlin, 1887-8 (p. 138 et seq.)

—

Vokabular des Banapa-Dialektes. A little information concerning South-eastern Fernandian can be
derived from the works of J. Clarke (An Introduction to the Fernandian Tongue and Specimens of
Dialects, Qyc). Some reference to this form of the Fernandian language is made in the published and
manuscript vocabularies of Theophilus Parr and William Luddington, as described in the next paragraph.

226 b. South-west FERNANDIAN.
This last of the three divisions of the Bube language is so far scarcely known in philological circles.

In 1881, the Rev. Theophilus Parr, M.A., assisted by William Luddington, published a short Dictionary
of the San Carlos or south-western dialect of Bube at ' George's Bay ' (the considerable inlet on the south-

west side of Fernando P6 Island, known to the Spaniards as San Carlos Bay). The same writers (Parr

and Luddington) also compiled in MS. much additional information regarding this form of the Bube
language, which the first-named kindly placed at my disposal when I was writing George Grenfell and the

Congo. From this dictionary and grammar in MS. I have derived much information for the present

work.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY AND AUTHORITIES FOR THE SEMI-BANTU LANGUAGES

Interesting suggestions as to the affinities of the Bantu with the Semi-Bantu languages will be found
in Bemhard Struck's two articles on the Lingidstic Bibliography of Northern Nigeria in vol. xi of the
African Society's Journal, and, most of all, in his two admirable articles in the Zeitschriftfur Kolonial-
sprachen, vol. ii (Berlin, 1912).

There are a few notes on Niger languages in the appendix to Dr. W. B. Baikie's Narrative of an
Exploring Voyage up the Rivers Kwora and Binue (1856); but Baikie's much fuller vocabularies sent
home in 1866 have miserably and unaccountably disappeared (vide Cns^s Modern Laftguages of Africa).

Although I do not regard the South Kordofan languages as being Semi-Bantu, full information
regarding them is now attainable in the writings of Mrs. Brenda Seligman, especially those published in

vo\.\oi\he Zeitschrift fiir Kolonialsprachen (Berlin, 191 1), and in the article Zz^ den neuen Sprachen
von Sud-Kordofan, by Ferdinand Bork, in vol. iii of that publication. Mrs. Seligman and her husband,
Professor C. G. Seligman, of the University of London, have published in English scientific periodicals
further information on the prefix-using languages of the Bahr-al-Ghazal, and have kindly placed MS.
notes at my disposal.

The Languages of West Africa (especially vol. ii)„by Mr. F. \\'. H. Migeod, throws a little light on
the Nigerian Semi-Bantu languages and the Nigerian relationships of Bantu.

But to leave generalities, the following are the works that have supplied me with the information
I have been able to put together in this book :

For the Cameroons-Cross river groups I have relied, firstly, on my own vocabularies of Mbudikum
and Bahom (230, 230a), of Manyan and Mbe (234, 233), of Ekoi (Ejam) (227), Akuna-kuna (241),
Atam (238), and Ifki (229), written down during my travels in those regions between 1885 and 1888;
and secondly, on the vocabularies of Wgcoala (231), Bayoii (230b), Bati (230c), Bakum (23od), Mw
menya (230 h), PapiaK (230 i), and Payam (230 j), Bagba (230 e), Bali (Balu) (230 f), Bamum (Bamom)
(230 g), Bafut (Mfut) (236), Ndob or Mburukem (237), Tumu (237 a), and Nso or Njso (232) in Koelle's
Polyglotta Africana, most of which have been checked by long subsequent German research, and their

localities identified. Koelle's vocabulary of 'Penin' (Ba-nyim) has since been identified with thelndiki
language of the southern Maneiiguba country, and this interesting form of Semi-Bantu has been
further illustrated by Dr. Hoesemann's Atis dem Schiitsgebiete Kamerun in the Mitt. v. Forschungsrei-
senden, ^^c, a. d. Deutschen Schutzgebieten (Berlin, 1903), which treats of thelndiki orBanyim speech.
This last-mentioned work, compiled by Dr. Freiherr v. Danckelmann, contains additionally maps, which
are of great utility in locating the area occupied by Bantu and Semi-Bantu languages in the Cameroons.
Captain Franz Hutter, in his Wanderimgen, &^c., im Nord-Hinterland von Kamerun (Brunswick, 1902),

deals to some extent with the Bali language (230 f), and another dialect of this group, Banyangi (which
seems to be a variant of Bamum, 230 g), is described in E. Bufe's Die Dzialasprache in ihrem Verhdlt-

niss zu den Dialekten des Nordgebietes der Station Bombe {Zeitschriftfur Kolonialsprachen, z^c, Berlin,

igio). I have derived increased information regarding Ekoi and Akwa (227, 227 a) from the work of

Mr. P. Amaury Talbot, much of it published in his In the Shadow of the Btish (London, 191 2).

Mr. Talbot has also kindly supplied me with MS. vocabularies of Ekoi, Kwa (227 a), Korop (244),

Ekuri-Nkokole (240-240C), Uyaiiga (243), .and Eflk (245).
His colleague in Southern Nigeria, Mr. E. Dayrell, sent me vocabularies of Injo (227 c), Olulumco

(238), Nde (228 a), Akparabon (228 a), Agbaragba (228 b), Nki (229), Inkum-Yala (247).

I have also found particularly useful as regards the study of the Cross River Semi-Bantu, iVIr. North-

cote Thomas's Specimefis of Languages from Sozcthern Nigeria (London, 1914). From this I have
derived my only information regarding the Nki dialects (COsikom, Dama, Gayi, Yakoroo, 229 a to

229 d), Ukele-Nkodo (239, 239 a), and Okpcotco (239 c), and much additional knowledge of Ekuri (240),

Jfkpani (240a), Ugep (240b), ifkokole (240c), the Akunakuna (241), Abini (241a), Umon (241b),

Akpet (241 c); Ediba-Esopon-Arun dialects (242 to 242 b), Yala-Inkum (347- 247 b), and the Nde and
Nki dialects (Is^os. 228 a b, 229 abc d).

My information regarding Eflk, Ibibioa (245, 245 a), and the allied Kwo dialect, as well as of Uviret

(246) and Okoyon (244 a) has been chiefly obtained from the Rev. Hugh Goldie's Dictionary of the

Efik Language (Glasgow, 1874). Of nearly all these Cross River-Cameroons languages and dialects I

had, however, transcribed vocabularies during my travels in this region in 1885-8, besides further incorpo-

rating the vocabularies of Ekamtulufu (228), Udom (228), Mbtofon (228), Alege (2290), Okam (242),

and Anan (245) in Koelle's Polyglotta Africana.
My vocalsularies of Munpi (Tivi) 248) are derived from a MS. compilation supplied to me by

Lieut. Hetley, W.A.F.F., of Southern Nigeria, and from Koelle's 'Tiwi' vocabulary in th& Polyglotta

Africana (the two agree very closely, but Hetley's vocabulary is of to-day, and Koelle's of sixty odd years

ago). I have also added a few words from the Munfi vocabulary in Northcote Thomas's Specimens of
Languagesfrom Southern Nigeria (London, 1 9 14), and have derived considerable enlightenment as to

the syntax of the language from an article on ' Munshi or Tivi ' in the Jottrnal of the African Society

(1916), by Mr. A. H. Judd.
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Such fragmentary information as I have concerning the Semi-Bantu languages in the Benue basin
proceeds from Koelle's P. A. vocabularies of Boritsu (Afiten) (250), Mbarike (251), and Afudu (249),
though there are some helpful geographical indications concerning these in Struck's writings above cited.
Burum (252) is illustrated by the Gospel of St. Mark translation (B. F. Bible Society).

As regards the Nigerian Semi-Bantu, I have obtained my first information of Kamuku (255), Basa
(256), and Jarawa (253) from Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, but the vocabulary of Gurmana (254) or
Kurmana was supplied to me by the Rev. W. P. Low, C.M.S. There are allusions to the Nigerian Semi-
Bantu in Striimpell's and Struck's Worterverzeichniss der Heidensprachen Adamauas, in vol. xlii (1910)
of the Berlin Zeiischriftfur Ethnologic ; which, besides, by its vocabularies assists in determining the
geographical location in the North-east Cameroons of Bantu, Semi-Bantu, and Sudanic speech-forms.
As regards Jarawa of Bauci, I received in 1916, through the kind offices of Resident F. Beckles Gall
a fairly full vocabulary, compiled by Mr. J. A. J. Bieneman, of the Nigerian Education Department.

My illustrations of the Semi-Bantu languages of Tcogcoland (the Bwem country) are derived in the
main fromthe following authorities

:

Avatime (259) and Nyangbco-Tafi (260) ; Einiges uber Geschichte, &>€., des Avatifttevolkes in Togo,
by E. Funke, in Zeit.f. Kolonialsprachen (vol. i, 191 1) ; Versuch einer Gramniatik der Avatimesprache,
by E. Funke, in the Mitt, des Seminars f. Orient. Sprachen (vol. xii, Berlin, 1909); Detitsch-Avatime-
Worterverzeichniss and Die Nyangbo-Tafi-Sprache, by E. Funke, in the same vol. xiii, 1910 ; Lefana
(257) : Die Lefana-Sprache in Togo, by D. Westermann, also in vol. xiii of the Mitt. d. Seni.f. Orient.
Sprachen

; Santrokojfi (258) : Die Santrokofi-Sprache, by E. Funke, in vol. xiv (191 1) of this great com-
pendium of Asiatic and African languages. The Basari and Camba languages of North-east Tcogcoland
are briefly illustrated by vocabularies in vol. xi of the Mitt. v. Forsch. ti. Gelehrten a. d. Deutschen
Schutzgebieten (Berlin, 1898), by Graf von Zech {Vermischte Notizen Uber Togo, &c.).

For my knowledge of the Senegambian (Nalu (266), Biafada (267), Pajade (268), Kanyop-Manjakco
(269),Pepel (270), Sarar or^adal (27 1), and Bcola (272) groups ofSemi-Bantu speech-forms, and for Temne
(263), Landcoma (264), and Baga (265), I was formerly obliged to rely almost exclusively on Koelle's
Polyglotta Africana, with the addition of the Grammar (London, C.M.S., 1864) and the. Dictionary
(London, C.M.S., 1880) of the Temne Language, by the Rev. C. F. Schlenker, C. M.S., and on a few travel
notes of my own collected at Sierra Leone in 1907. But in the autumn of 191 5 I was invited to visit the
camps of the Sengalese troops in France, and there not only obtained a copy of the Rev. Fr. Ed. Wintz's
Dictionnaire Frangais-Dyola ' (preceded by a Grammatical Essay), published in Paris in 1909 ; but was
enabled to write down from the mouths of the Senegambian soldiers the Dyola or Fulup language in

three dialects, as well as recording, for the first time, the Konyagi (274), of the Upper Gambia basin.

My knowledge of the northern and western dialects of Temne is derived almost entirely from Koelle's

Polyglotta Africana (Landcoma (264) and Baga (265). I owe also to Koelle much of my scanty know-
ledge of Bulom (261) and Mampa (262), supplemented by a little note-taking in West Africa in 1907,
and by the very poor work of the Rev. G. R. Nylander {Grammar of the Bulom Language), published in

London (C.M.S.) in 1814. But further information is now given on Temne, Bulom, and Mampa-Krim
(Southern Bulom) in the works of Mr. Northcote Thomas, Specimens ofLanguages from Sierra Leone,

3 vols, (including a Temne Dictionary and Grammar, published in London, Messrs. Harrison and Sons,

1916).
^ The Felup or Fulup of other writers (No. -'"3).
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